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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE' HIGHER ;-

EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

Part 8Administration Próposal

THURSDAY, JULY A9, 1979

c
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMTWEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
SUBCOMMITME ON POSTSiCONDARY EDUCATION,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommitteb met:pursuant ,to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Perkins, Thompson,
Biaggi, Simon, Peyser, Weiss, Ratchford, Bailey, Buchanan, Tauke,
and Petri.

Also present: Representative Erlenborn.
Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; and William C.

Clohan, minority assistant education counsel. .

Mr. FORD. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary FAucation will
now -come to order for the purpose of Antinuing hearings on au-
thorization of the Jighet Education Act and related measures.

On March 20, is subcommittee had the privilege of hearing
from Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Joseph Califano,
Jr., who shared with us the broad' outlines of the administration's
concerns and the issues they ,belieVed to be central to, this 're-
authorization. /

Since March 20, this subcommittee has held 23 days of hearings
and heard from about .10 witnesSes, These' witnesses commented
in detail on the strengths' and.weaknesses of our current programs
and offered many constructive suggestions for improving and
strengthening\ .those programs. And I shOuld say they have com-
mented at some length on what they-have been informed would be
the administration proposal when it came before us.

We are very pleased to receive this morning the detailed legisla-
tive recommendations of the administration, which, I am,sure,
be a very constructive and comprehensive contribution to our deli
erations. b

.-

Lshould note here that it is apparent that the policymakers at
OMB have been at work on what we believed would be the recom-
mendations of the administration ik that they have been sObstan-
iaily 'changed. I would be: premature to judge the effect those
alanges mmht have on the coMmittee and the Congress to the,
propdbals of the administration.

(1) e.i
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Secretary Califapo had hoped to be with us on Tuesday butevents of this week -caused us -to delay his appearance ubtil today.I talked to him and he offered to come in at a later time. Thismerning he is not able to be here and it was at my suggestion thathe sent as his representative, Fred Bohen, the Assistant Secretaryfor Mahagement and Budget of the Department-of tIEW, to sharewith us the prepared statemei which Secretary Califano wasscheduled to deliver this morning.
t The first person f would like to re Nognize is a ranking _member ofour subcommittee, Mr. Frank Thom son,.4ho will introduce ourwitness for today.
Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is an honqr to introduce a gentleman who has been a friend of..mine for a great Many years- and was a former constituent whom Igot to know While he was still doing graduate work at PrincetonUniversityat the Woodr Wilson Sehool, and when hi laterbecame arr assistant dean.
Mr. Bohen has had a rather remarkable career for suclf a youngman. He has been in public Tv in public service, with the FordFoundation, twice unhappily an unsuccessful ciihdidate for Con-gress, where he surely would have distinguished himself among us;and he has been, with the administration, and iz particular with.Secretary Califano, since the earliest days of Mr. Califano's tenurein the Cabinet:. tat
in tny judgment Secretary Califtmo has done a really outstandingand courageous job-hacked up by such people as Mr. Bohen.
Obviously the circumstances are such that Mr. Bohen's nom-tat

responsibilities do not include the draftlng of legislation. And cer-tainly.I am sure he has nothing to do with OMB's input or perhaps,one should say, outgo. It seems these days that there is somethingof a crisis of sonfidence in the land and that might be becauSethere is a crisis of competence. That circumstance would not applyin Mr. Bohe* case.
Mr. Chairman, it. is a distinct pleasure for me to introduce to thecormilittee my longtime and very valued friend, Fred Bohen.Thank you.
Mr. FORD- I would like to recognize Chairman Perkins of tile fullCommittee at this point.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, you-krraw 1 oannot let this opportu-nity go by without making an observation about the absence of theSecretary of HEW, Joe Califano.
Joe Califano was not only one of our great scholars in America,but. he happens to be one .of the greatest administrators in thisNation, and he is the fi-rst Secretary in my memory who has takenhold of a disorgtinized D'epartment, the Departnient of Health,Education, and .Welfare, and brought some reorganization thatreally needed to bt done and had the Departthent under controland4vas saving money in the areas of the welfare.eliminating a lotor the.fraUd in welfare.
Throukhout the whole Departmentincluding Soe,ial Security,the SUrgeon General, Educationmuch progress waS being madefrom thestandpoint of results obtained insofar as the taxpayers ofthis Nation were concerned and insofar as the advancement of the

d>rf
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.01:
purposes of the HEW Departmentprogrese is a word which de-
scribes Joe Califano.

I for ono think it is a great Mistake to see tjig_best administrator
in the Carter government today resign and leave this Government..

I think it is a ir-eat loss to the American people and I think it is -all uncalled for to lose the caliber of an individual like Joe Califano
who has done such an outstanding job in the Department of HEW

It was one of the departments of Government where Joe Califano
had brought in'some of the best personnel, some of the best talent-in the Nation, to take charge of the various agencies within HEW.Progress was being made. To see this Department. splinter, theDepartment which handlos a greater amount of money than anyother department in the Government, means that much of the good
that he has brought about. will go down the drain because adminis-
trators of the caliber of Joe Califano are few and far between.There Are only a few of them kr-the United States, in my judk-ment.

Another thing that I want to say i-g-that you do not find menwho will work 18 hours a day like Joe Califano. Some people work
by the clock, take time out' to do this thing and that thing, but. thisday 11 go down in history as a great loss to America.

Mr. FORD. I wish to thank the chairman and associate myselfwith his remarks.
I would like to recognize the gentleman from New York at. thispoint..
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chairman; I, too, want to indicate what, a trenken-

dons contribution Secretary Califano has made not to just tins
committee and Congress, but to all those in America who havereason to be concerned with Ihe .state of our Nation awl its educa-
tional, social welfare, health and well-being.

My term here really coincides with his as Secretary. I think it isfair to say that kr the course- of the past 214 years, the mostnoteworthy achievements and movements forward of this country
and administration have come from the Secretary and,the Depart-

, ment. While it is true that the President has the righf to have hisown people and to make whate'ver changes he feels appropriate, Ido feel that accepting Mr. Califano's resignation is a very, verymajor error. We hope it will not in fact give greater encourage-nr,nt to those who have been attacking the social welfare andeaucational progress of this Nation.
Mr. FORD. 1 recognize the gentleman from New York.
Mr_ PEYSER. Mr. Chairman, I want to apologize .for being a fewminutes late. I do want to take this occasion, though, to speak of_the Secretary whose resigriation I understand I,ias been aceepted bythe Presideitt. Obviously the President is at complete freedom as to,who should be serving on-his Cabinet. I do feel in many areas, notjust education, which we are representing here, but also in thebroader scopes of HEW, that we are losing a very good and veryresponsive man in Secretary Califano.
I have hal personal experience with him in workingdwith him inNew York, where he came to survey some.of the prolAms we wereconfronting there, and-he has showed over the. years a tremendous

awareness of the problems of the people and a trOmendo,concern

A
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of acting and doing the things that were aimld at helping those
problems.

I am unhappy at this decision. Nevertheless, it is obviously the
President's right and I just want to be on the record as saying that
I think the Secrettrry has proved to be outstanding in his work, he

\\flies been responsive to us on ale committee here and has been very
responsive to the people throuffhout this country, and I appreciate
the chairnion yielding to the this tinr.

Mr. FORD. I recognize the gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. RATCHFORD. If in fact the resignation has been accepted, it is

my opinion the- wrong shoe has fallen. Certainly it is' apparent in
Washington that some changes were needed in the Cabinet. But in
my judgment, if Secretary Califano is to be a victim of this deci-
sion, it is a decision that is a mistake. .

We need an administrator in this position who is tough, a.person
who knows how to-deal with Congress, and someone committed to
right and justice. We have this in Secretary Califano,

I know something about this Department because one of its first
Secretaries was Senator Ribicoff of Connecticut. While we look
with pride at the fact he, was one of the first Secietaries appointed,
I would say without equivocation that one of the best administra-
tors wp have had, was Joe CalifanO. He
was not afraid to make decisions, an perhaps that is why he is not
with us today.

So I say to Joe.Colifano, "I wish you were sitting af the witness
table thq3 morning."

Mr. THOMPSON. Would-the gentleman yield?
Mr. RATCHFORD. Be happy to.

`Mr. THOMPSON. I would like to associate myself with his remarks
and say Chairman Perkins pointed out that Secretary Califano has
brought with him persons of great talent, and I would hope 'that
they remain. The person who replaces Secretary Califaho will need
all the help and skills pidssible. ThOse skills are'here.

I came here during(the incumbency of the first Secretaryoyof
HEW, Mrs. Hobby. Although she was a very nice lady, there was
not an awful lot of regret when she packed up her emeralds and
went back Co Texas, and believe me that was quite a package.

I have had only one disagreement with Mr. Califano. I am foolish
and I smoke, I had breakfast with him several times and he would
not let me srmike in his presence. After breakfast I stood lin the
door and blew a puff or two in and said, 'Goodby."

I want 4o help the President; I hope this is not an indication of
the kind of action which will be taken after the President impor-
tuned all of us to help him. I jugt hope this is not demonstrative of
the total reasoning he is applying to the resignations which are
available to him.

Thank you for yielding.
Mr. FORD. I recognize the gentleman from N w York.
Mr, BIAGOI. Mr. Chairman, Secretary Calif no assumed the post

of Secretary of HEW at great personal td financial sacrifice.
Some of us questioned his wisdom at the tithe. Whatever the moti-

. vation was, the beneficiaries were the people of our country. We
haye worked very closely with the Secretary and he has clearly
demonstrated he has the courage, the intellect, compassion, and

La
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commitment to deal. with HEW and all of its problems. He madesubstantial progress. Ile brought with him people of great talents,tried to unravel what seemed to be 'the most insoluble of problems
and administrative difficulties. What he in fact did was to defusesome of the critics of HEW,., because he had confidence in ,his
-.determination. NEW bas been a pretty popular scapegoat over stheyears, but because ef the Secretary's commitment and determina-tion, the critics were somewhat subdued.

I do not know who the succesbor will be, hut---7-and I am not sosure that whosoever the Successor will I3e that they will be equalto the capacity and ability of Secretary Ca lifano.I share the view of some .who.said Secretary Califano was -thebest SeCyetary HEW ever had, and I. regret deeply that he hasresigned. For a host of reasons I think the adthnristration has lostin his departure. The Secretary may have gained in his departure,because I have always.questioned his judgMent, I have told him fig`,..4t the original decision. But if you reuiew hth history, you will note'that he has made substantial contributions. He was the architect ofmuch progressive legislation. knew HEW alike no one did. Hewas on the road to correct. many of the problems. His cooperation
with this committee and with this member was probably the bestthat I have witntssed and I have enjoyed. I hope that spirit of:cooperatien continues with his successor, and I share the gentle-
man from New Jersey, Mr. Thompson's concern.and hope that thesuccessor will retain the talent that Secretary Califane had aboard,'because in the end we all have a mutuai interest and concern.Secretaries come and go, but. I think Secretary Califano's mark andpresence will.be somq,hat enduring.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mv FORD. The gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Chairman, there is no question but that SecrO-tary Califano was an individual of confidence and experience whOhad the integrity "to call them as he saw them." Perhaps those

were qualities which triggered his resignatibn this morning.As this committee proceeds through the prfaess, the Secretary ista gone; we have no Secretary; the Commissioner s position is vacant.'I.Inder those circumstances, it is dear that we are going to have toseek special kinds of assistance and direVon from the administra-tion. However, I think thde is po question that this committee isalways anxious to cooperate with t;he administration, even underth n? moat difficult of circumstances.
Mr. Fo*Ro. I thaniE the members of the committee for your com-ments. I have beek maintaining as much composure-as I can toavoid showing my very deep disappointment as chairman of thissubcommittee, in having to confront this change in circumstances.I have a very selfish point of view with the heavy responsibilitywe'have in this' Congress for all of education. -This room is full of.people who were With us virtually every step of the way in the lastCongress fighting for the Middle Ini'mme Stodont As8istance-AttAsuppose that is 14hen somebody decided Joe -Califano was too dp-namic for this position, tbecause he listened to poople, who haddevoted their life trying to develop Federal aid to'education as apositive force for improving, the quality of life for everybody in thiscountry and improving the strepgth of this country. It was bot easy
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to Convince evelyone who had to be' convinced that laat year was
the year thrtt. required- action. It may continue to be difficult- to
convince people that the action ;that is forthcoming is absolutely
essential. There i$ ho way we can avoid our 'reapensibility, and we
have a deep responsibility to move with dispatch, because.the elm+
is running out on us. ,

Mr. Rachford said it bki3t; when he- said that, as. the country
waited to,. see .the1.outcome 'nf the extraordinary events, one was
shocked.this morning to find that the "wrong ahoe dropped.',' .

I ha-(ve mbny friends on that Cabinet, and what I say is in no way
in denigration of the performance of any el' them individually of
the administration. But we on this committee have an opportunity
to pee the work of the Secretary of HEW niore regularly and
closely under' fire than any other coin/Mace, although there are a
good nuMber that share responsibility for the programs adminis-
tered over there.

It has been a pleasure to work wall a Secretary who was persist-
ent when he thought he was right in insisting that national pur-
pose was what was really the important determination of what tho
decision. should be.

Joe Califano has set forth in his tenure as Secretary a HEW a
standard about what it means to be virtually a personification of
the American dream of,the young man who believes in his Govern-
ment, believes in the political ,process, rises to position of great
power; then remembers at every stage of the operation that the
purpose he had in, mind was tO get tha),-power so he could use it for
the good of the people.

He has been a strong advocate. The analysis of this action has
'already started. in this morning's paper, where the 8ugge8tion was
'made that this is the firat evidenpe that we have reached the stage
in our country where being a staong advbcate Of 'principle is a
liability in the seat- of power of our Nation. There Used to be a;
saying when I first came to. Congress that was, I hope, apocryphal.
It was attributed to a former'S,peaker of tilt House, and went "If
you want to get along, go. along." ,

As a young person, I was cynical as to the way'ppliey was made
and the way gov6rnment operated in our country. I have seen
examples during my 15 years here of peOple who really did, not
believe that, and.I have come recently to believe that in fact that is
the exception rather than the rule.

am sure the newspapeq ard going to continue along the vein as
stated in the Post that being nice, bland, and unnoticed is really
the way to get along.

It would be ,unfortunate if important positions such as that of
'Secretary of HEW were occupied by peoWe who were fearful of
standing up to what the laW says they must do just because it is

_unpopular.
They tell me some of our friends in North _Carolina accuse the

Secretary -of acting under a court order and under the laws of thie
Country. He has had to make some hard decisions Which _are-eio
trernely unpopular in that part of the country.- Other-People who
do not like his being outspoken mentioned the use of the legal
warning, if`you will, .that we print on every package of cigarettes,
that cigarette smoking may be harmful to your health. He has not

I 0
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gotlen me Off the pipe yet., but.he tries. It has not offeNded me thathe arid 1 disagree on this iswie, at least not to the extent it would
affect my. ability to recogni'4e that Califami is otle of those people
who believe when pip put your hand up and take an oath, that the
oath means just what it says, that you will suppoTt the Constittv

I tion of the United States and execute the laws of-this country to
the best of your *Jay. He.has some tough laws to administer (her
there..

As chairman, ofthis subcommittee, I have .heen in a very bad
strate all morning trying to lobt ahead to the next year and.rigure
qut how we put back together all the hard worlr that.hp has don,
and remembering, that there has boon a lot of hard work tf-ti
revolved ,vound the very strong personality of the Secretary.
ha's insipted even under elle greatest pf pressures from all dire(..i,' in 'exhausting the opinions of all who might have an opinion, -L
Weigh that opinion in th6 balance-and determine what the outcom,of policy would be.

Joe Califano has never indicated that he let policy be made by
computers or by pollsters. HEW may look to this experience, and

`1* decide that the way to make a decision is -CO hire a pollster and
have somebody to ihanage 'and look good, bitt not do anything to'rock the boat.

HEW was an ngenc re the boat would be rocked as often, asnecessary to keep the tcial conscience Of this 'Nation awake. It isthe biggest ency for social change of-any agency in the Federal
Goverhmen .

There is nobody in this room who has not had occasion to be
a irritated with the activities which emanate from the office of the

Secretary of HEW, because that is ultimately the signature'that
goes on products that tell people things that are sometimes diffi-cult for them to accept. I am one of those who has been very, very
critical and outspokerk in disagreeing when I disagreed.

It is extremely inwortant that the American people understandit- is not. Li question of barebones efficiency and who offends a
particular southern Governor or a particular minister with respoct
to how a government is run.rit is whether we believe the Govern-
rnent is run for:the good of all people and whether or not, you canstick your neck out.and sqrvive in the system.

We do not want a Mpe, ettsygolng center of Government where
nobody ever mal$es anyone uneasy and only the mediocre gradually
rnakt'it up to the top and end up totally unable to make decisipns
that will ever jnake change in this country.

The cliange that we have seen, for good or bad, but change,
nevertheloss, has come about in this country because people werewilling to be different, different in the sense they still believed
what we were talking about a few years ago when we were passing-
these laws. To some people thatt is different. Some people have notyet caught up with what we were trying to do 10, 15, or 20 yearsago in this country.

. While it is still difficult for us,- there, hav,e to be people who arewilling to fake the risk that will bring about change, because acountry as large as ours that cannot change cannot live.
AS Mr. Biaggi suggested, there are many of us with fine memo-

ries -ef -being taught by Joe Califano Of how the process wOrks in
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this city when we were young Members here, and he Was Bitting in
the room advocating -the Wit-its of the administratio'n for Aich he
was working.

He is a.hard-working, hard-selling person who helped put on the
books inest of the great social progress made in this country in the
last year and a half. . . ,

As Mario 3 iaggi said, many 'of us wo.Qder why having worked so
hard in this place before, why after reaching financial and profes-
sional recog ition, he would give that up to come back and serve
again. He literally mOved .back into a war that he could 'have
evermere survived- as an honorably dischuged vet6ran for the
balance of His time and continued to accunaulate personal. wealth
and recognition. Wo asked, why does 4e want to come back and get
into this all over again? i

I am happy the members of my committee have expressed them-
selves as they have. I am happy to associate myself with their
remarks, and I' will pledge we will do the best we can to follow up
on pledges we made toAJoe Califano.

I recognize the ranking minority member of the committee.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I would like to associate myself strongly with

your remarks.. . ,

My father.was a Baptist minister. He taught. me from the time 1
was quite small that a man, to be a man, must-have the courage of
his convictions.- He imbued in me something that I feel is typified
by Secretary Califano, and that is, it is better to be a private
citizen than to hold A position of public responsibility and fail to do
something which one believes to be right, or fail to speak when his
conscience tells him to speak.

To ,speak fearlessly for something in or out of an'administration
is the most, desirable quality of a public servant. I haye admired
the Secretary's. 'high ability, his energy, and his fearlessness in
standipg for what he believed to be right. I hope we will have the
continued benefit of such qualities in this Government.

Mr. Chairman; as one of the 'members of the Republican Party
tont ;supportive of this-Presidentand I think that is unchallenge-
ablo4n the recordI have found in my experience that, when I
start .casting about to determine who is responsible with what is
wrong with_ the Representative of the Sixth Congressional District
of Alabama I can look this way and that, but I come to the
conclusion that the Representative of the Sixth District of Alabama
has final and personal reVonsibility for whatever may be wrong
with the way he is fulfilling his responsibilities in that office.

I am sure that applies to molt places than in my own little
congressional office. .

Mr. FORD. Mr. Bailey.
Mr. BAILEY. I have no comment.
Mr. FORD. Thank you. ,

We would like to hear from Mr, Bohen. If you would, you may
proceed through the recommendations. You can see by the turnout
here this morning, these' recommenda,tions have been 'high 'on
everybody's list of expectations. We would hope you can touch on
what you perceive to be the most important changes in the pro-
grams you envision so we can talk more about what they are and
how we'can go about it legislatively rather than perhaps arguing
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over specific language at this poirlt. We will have plenty of time todo-that later.
We are anxious to hear what the initiatives are in this proposal

you consider most important.

STATEMENT OF FRED BOREN, "A'SSIS'I'ANT SECRETARY FOR
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
(.7ATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY DICK WARDEN,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION

AMr. BOHUN. Mr. Chaivinim, ny rriend of many years, Frank
Thompson:who has left the hearr g room, and othdf Members of
this Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, I.am _honored, as

A you might imagine, to the ceepest depths of my soul, to come hate
% this morning at the Secretary s request to present the administra-

tion'5 proposals for the reauthorization of these programs.
These are the administration's proposals, Mr. Chairman, but I

will tell you the testimony I will read and summarize is Stcretary
Califano's testimony. Like everything else he did in his $01nonths
asSecretary, he put his own personal hand and time to the consid-
elation of tlie issues underlying these proposals, from the modifica-
tion of the proposals themselves to his own sense of their fairness
and administratiN;e feasibility. As late 16 5 o'clock yesterday after-
noon, he was personally working with npa on the editing of this
testimony. You will find some of hjs floupshes recognizable as very

'much his personal stamp in this draft. Sci I think whatever summa-rizing I do, I want the record to carry this testimony in full and
carry it as Secretary Califano's.

r. FORD. Without objection the testimony presented by Secre-
tary Califano to the committee will be inserted in full in the
record, and you may proceed.

[The prepared testimony of Mr. Califarro follows:]
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF -HON. JOSE141 A. CAUFANO. JRAPECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF IlEAVI11, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

NR. GUIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POST-

SECANDARY EDUCATION

1 AM PLEASED to* HERE TODAY TO PRESENT TZE

ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSALS FOR THE Pc_AUTHORIZATION OF

POSTSSCONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAMS-

YOu AND YoUR s.uBcOmMITTEE, MR. CHAIpM4, HAvE EXERCISED

EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP It) MOvING OUR nATION TOWARD AN

INPIRING OAL TO GIVE EACH AMERICAN .STUDENT ALL THE

EDUCATION THAT HE OR SHE NEEDS TO DEVELOP THEIR TALENTS TO

THE FULLEST- I AM HERE TO REAFFIRm THAT GOAL AND TO ADVANCE

PROPOSALS THAT WILL IMPROVE, STREAMLINE, AND MAKE MORE

EQUITABLE THE PROGRAMS THAT YOU HAvE PUT IN PLACE

PROGRAMS THAT REALIZE THIS UWIOUELY AmERICAN IDEAL.

OUR PROPOSALS HAVE BENEFITTED GREATLY FROM THE DEBATES

THIS SUBCOMMIT.TEE SET IN mOTION- YOu ASKED THE HIGHER

EDUCATION COMMUNITY TO PRESENT RECOmMENDATIONS ON HOW TO

IMPROvE OUR PROGRAMS. YOUR OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THESE

>
PROPOSALS, COMBINED WITH HEW's REGIONAL HEARINGSA 'SHAPED THE

ENSUING DIALOGUE BETWEN THE CONGRESS, THE ADMINISTRATION

AND THE POSTSECONDARY EDuCATION COMMuNITY-
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As wE CONFRONT THE DIFFICULT TECHNItAL ISSUES RAISED BY

T41S LEGISLATION, MR- CHAIRMAN, wE MUST NoT LOSE SIGHTOF

ITS ULTI71ATE OBJECTItvE tip THE IDEALS THAT UNDERLIE THpT OB-

JECTIVE- THERE CONTINUES TO BE A ,STRONG qNSENSUS IN THIS ,
111

COUNTRY:

O THAT A QUALITY EDuCJITION IS A NATIONAL BIRTHRIGHT FOR

ALL AMERICANS;

O THAT THIS RIGHT IS WITHOUT-REGARD TO RACE, RtLIGION,

OR FINANCIAL STATUS;

.0 1THAT AN EDUCATED ELECTORATE Ig THE MOST EFFECTIVE'

MEANS OF ASSURING A SOUND AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT;

AND

O THAT'AmERICA'S YOUNG PEOPLE ARE OUR MOST PRECIOUS

NATIONAL RESOURcE-.

WE ARE FAST APPROACHING A TIME OF GREAT CRISIS IN

AmER1CAN EDUCATION- THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN THE 18 To n

AGE GROUP WILL DECLINE SIGNIFICANTLY OvER.THE NEXT DECADE.

THE COST OF EDUCATION IS RISING DRAMATICALLY- THE ABILITY

OF THE AVERAGE AMERICAN FAMILY TO MEET THESE COSTS IS

BECOMING INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT- THE DOORS OF MANY COLLEGES c.

AND UNIVERSITIES WILL CLOSE IN THE COMING YEARS BECAUSE oF

THts DEMOGRAPHIC AND FINANCIAL SITUATION- IN THESE

CIRCUMSTANCES, wE CANNOT AFFORD TO WASTE A SINGLE FEDERAL

DOLLAR ON AN INEFFICIENT EDUCATION PROGRAM-

-2-
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WILLIAM PENN SAID THAT "dm) INS-TRUCTION IS ReTTER THAN

RICHES° TODAY, CAREFUL MANAGEMENT OF FVERA RPLHES IS A

CRUCIAL FACTOR IN ASSURING GOOD INSTRUCTION FO.R ALL .

AMERJCANS. '

THE PROROSALS I RUT FORTH TODAY WILL 'VASTLY IMPROVE THE
..

MANAGEMENT OF OUR DIVERSE FEDERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS:

WE RECOMMEND A TOTAL OVERHAUL OF THE STUDENT LOAN

SYSTEM-

WE PROPOSE MECHANISMS TO TIGHTEN ADMINISTRATION,

CONTROL COSTS, AND CUT,FRAUD AND ABUSE IN STUDENT

AID.

/0r- WE'SUGGEST MEASURES TQ STREAMLIflE OUR PROGRAMS AND

REDUCE THEIR TAPERWORK REQUIREMENTS-

WE RECOMMEND GUIDELINES TASSURE THAT EVERY SjUDENT

HAS A FAIR CHANCE TO RECEIVE FEDERAL EDUCATION

BENEFITS.

WE PROPOSE WAYS TO STRENGTHEN THE rEDERAL CONTRI-

BUTION TO,DEELOPING COLLEGES.

WE RECOMMEND CHANGES TO ENHANCE,OUh NATION'S BASIC

RESEARCH CAPABILITY-
.

. IN TARTNERSHIP WITH YOUR HARD-*ORKING SUBC.OMMITTEE,

MR CHAIRMAN, I.TS COUNTERPART IN THE SENATE, ANI1 THE

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES, THE ADMIAISTRATION-HAS INCREASED

8

-3-
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SPENDING POR EDUCATI-ON BY 40% FR.DM $8-19 ELILLION IN
,

FY 1977 To $12.3 BILLTON FY 1980. DURINGTHE SAME
si

PER LOD, FEDERAL SPENDING FOR- POSTSECONDARc EDUCATION HAS

:ipicuAsED 501 -r FROM $,3.4 BILLION TO $5.1
s

-

LESS"TKKW A YEAR AGO, THEPRESIDENT SIGNED HI;10kIC

AMENDMENTS T HE ELEMENTARY AND'SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT:

THESE AMENDME TS STRENGTHENED TH ROLE OF:6 TH'E FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT IN RVING THE POOR, THE LIMITED ENGLISH

SPEAKING,"AND LOW-SCORING STUDENTS-

DURING THE SAME CEREMONY, THE PRESIDENT ALSO SIGNED THE

MIDDLE INCOME STUDENT ASSISTANCE ACT (MIS1AA) EXTENDING THE

BENEFITS OF F,EDERAL SfUDENT ASSISTANCE TO M(LLIONS OF

MIDDLE-INCOME STUDENTS- I. RECALL YOUR ELOQUENT REMARKS ON

THAT OCCASIONi MR- CHAIRMAN-

THIS YEAR THE PRESIDENT HAS PROPOSED, AND THE HOUSE AND

SENATE HAVE PASSED, LEGISLATION TO CREATE A CABLNET

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION- THE ENACTMENT OF THIS LEGISLATION

WILL GREATLY IMPROVE THE FEDER-AL GOVERNMENT'S CAPACITY To

MANAGE EFFICIENTLY AND RESPONSIBLY-

PRESIDENT CARTER HAS MADE AN HISTORIC CONTRIBUTION TO4

AMERICAN EDUCATION- :HE HAS HELPED ACHIEVE THE COMMITMENTS

MADE MORE THAN A DECADE AGO BY ANOTHER PRESIDENT COMMITTED

-4-
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TO EQUAL ORP'ORTUNITY AND EXCELLENCE,IN EDUCATIQN, LYNDON

4OHNSON- I

y
HE RESULTS I`N EDUCATIONAL AREAS REFLECT,THAT

edMMMIT01:6iT AND THE low oF' 1.114 COMMITTEE IN THE corioREss

.0001 GAST DECADE THE PERC,PTAGE OF THE MINORITY

-COLLEGErAGE POPULATION ACTUALLY ENROLLED IN POSTSECONDARY..

eDUCAPI,ON HAS 4EARLY DOUBLED FROM 13IATO 25%.

AT A TIME WHEN IT IS.FASHIQNABLE TO QUESTION THE EFFEC-

TIVENESS OF GOVERNMENT, THES-E EXTRAORDINARY GAINS SleEAK

ELOQUENTLY OF OUR GOVERNpENT'S TANGIBLE PROGRESS IN REALIZ-

. ING ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST CHERISHED IDEALS: THAT EVERY

STUDENT HAS ACCESS 710 ALL THE EDUCATION HE OR., SHE CAN TAKE-
-,

.LIIENTJAL_REFOIRLIS ID FEDERAL SiUDENT LOANTROGRAMS

IN THE AREA OF StUDENT AID, WE HAVE MAJOR RECOMMEND-
.-

4ATIONS TO CLARIFY THE PURPOSE, MODIFY THE TERMS, AND

'RESTRUCTURE THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S

TWO MAJOR STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS THE AATIONAL DIRECT

STUDENT LOAN (NDSL) PROGRAM, AND THE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN

(GSL) PROGRAM- THESE ARE THE LARGESL FEDERAL S-iUDENT LOAN

PROGRAMS, WITH TOTAL LENDING IN FY 1979 OF ABOUT $3 BILLION)

AND PROGRAM COSTS PRIMARILY FEDERAL INTEREST SUBSIDLES

.AND DEFAULT PAYMENTS NOW EXPECTED TO TOTAL $1.3 BILLION.

-5--
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YOUR HEARINGS AND -OUR OwN EXPERIENCE HAVE PROVIDED

'AMPLE EVIDENCE. OF. THE SEvERAL CHRONIC PROBLEMS-wITH.THESg-

FEpERAL LOAN PROGRAMS- THESE LONG-STANDING PROBLEMS OF

UNCLEAR LOAN AVAILABILITY, ApMINISTRATIVE COMPL-B-KITY.t HIGH

DE-FAULT RATESi UNENEN AND OvERLAPPAG PURR() AND HIGH

COSTS TO THE T-AXPAYER HAvE CONVJN4.p uS THAT MAJOR CHANGES
'

IN THEs,4001-ZAMS ARE pOw REQUIRED-

WITH YOUR PERMISSION, MR- CHAIRMAN, I PROPOSE TO
')OUTLINE UR PROPOSALS FOR LOAN REFORM, AND THEN TRY TO SET

FORTH TH REASONS WHY WE BELIEvE'4EY ARE SuPERIOR TO wHAT

NOw IS IN PLACE AND WILL CORRECT THE LONGTSTANDING WEAK-

NESSES THAT MANY OBSERvERS HAvE RECOGNIZED.

A NEED-BASED BASIC-LOAN PROGRAM: REFORMING ND%

WE RECOMMEND A COMPLETE OVERHAUL OF THE CAMPUS-BASED

NDSL PROGRAM- THE FEDERAL bOvERNMENT WOULD ASSUME THE RE-

SIONSIB-ILITY FOR THE FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

OF THE PROGRAM. THE CAMPUS-BASED FINANCIAL AID OFFICER

WOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING THE AVAILABLE FEDERAL,

STATE, INSTITUTIONAL AND FAMILY.RESOURCES, AND FOR TAILORING

THE Ail) PACKAGING TO THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF EACH STUDENT-

-6-
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JHE BASIC LOAN PROGRAM WOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING

FEATURES:

O FEDERAL.CAPITAL WQULD BE USED TO ASSURE ACCESS TO

LOANSI

O ALL UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS --.EXEEPT.

THOSE ATTENDING GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS IN

TIJE HEALTH PROFESSIONS, BUSINESS, AND LAW --IWOULD BE,

O LOANS WOULD BE STRICTLY LIMITED TO UNMET NEED)

O UNMET NEED WQULD BE CALCULATED BY TAKING INTO ACCOUNT

THE FAMILY CONTRIBUTION, SCALED TO AVAILABLE FAMILY,

ItICOME) FEDERAL, ST/ATE, LOCAL, OR INSTITUTIONAL

GRANTSS; ID A STUDENT SELF-HELP,CONTRIBUTION OF $700.

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICER WOULD HAVE DISCRETION

To WAI'c/E THE SELF-KELP'REOUIREMENT IN UNUSUAL CIR-

CUMSTANCES.

O WHILE MOST STUDENTS WOULD BE'ELIGIBLE, MORE THAN 85%

OF BASIC LOAN FUNDS WOULD GO TO STUDENTS FRoM

FAMILIES WITH INCOMES LESS THAN $20,000J

-7-
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0. BASIC LOANS WOULD BE SUBSIDIZED BY THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT AT INTEREST LEVELS SUBSTANTIALLY BELOW THE

- MARKET RATE. THEY WOULD CARRY AN INTEREST RATE OF

7%, OR THE TREASURY BILL RATE MINUS 1%, WHICHEVER IS

LESS! 'STUDENTS WOULD'PAY NO INTEREST 4HILE IN

s'CHOOL AND UNTIL 4 MONTHS AFTER COMPLETION OF THEIR

COURSE OF' STUDY)

LoVii AMOiONTS WOULD BE LIMITED TO $3,750. ANNUALLY AND

$12,00 CUMULATIVELY FOR UNDERGRADUATES, ANQ $5,000

'ANNUALLY AND $25,000 IN THE AGGREGATE FOR BOTH UNDER

GRADUATCAND GRADUATE STUDY;

0 WE WOULD CONTINUE TO RELY UPON INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR

SKILLED FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS-TO WORK OUT STUDENT

AID PACKAGES, INCLUDING THE LOAN COMPONENTS, DIRECTLY

WITH STUDENTS; THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WOULD PROVIDE

fHE CAPITAL AND BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOAN COLLECTION)

0 THE TERMS FOR REPAYMENT BY THE STUDENT WOULD BE

VARIABLE,

-8-
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A.....SULPL.EtENIALICLAN_JOtREAD EJIMLAIEINAJ.-1.41I REfOBMING

WE RECOMMEND mAINTAIN-ING THE BASIC DEPENDENCE ON PRIVATP

CAPITAL, BUT. WE RECOMMEND REDIRECTION TO ASSIST PARENTS AND

STUDENTS TO MEET THE REQUIRED FAMILY CMITRJBUTION AND/OR THE

PROPOSED $700 STUDENT SELF-HEtIP REQUIREMENT. THESE -LIQUID-4.

ITY LOANS:WOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

O THEY WOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS, REGARDLESS

OF FAMILY INCOME, WITH EDUCATIONAL NEEDS NOT MET BY

OTHER SOURCES;

O WE WOULD ESTABLISH THE INTEREST RATE FOR THESE

LIQUIDITY LOANS AT THE TREASURY BILL RATE PLUS 1%, AS

CONTRASTED WITH THE 7% RATE FOR THE BASIC LOANS;

O LENDERS wOULD RECEIVE A SPECIAL ALLOWANCE'OF 215%

TO KEEP SUPPLEMENTAL' tOANS COMPETITIVE WITH

OTHER BANKING INVESTMENTS.

O WE WOULD NOT FORGIVE INTEREST, AS UNDER THE 6JRRENT

GSL WHILE STUDENTS ARE IN SCHOOL. INSTEAD, THE

AmOUNT OF THE LOAN REQUEST WOULD BE INCREASED AT THE

OUT3'ET TO COvER THE STUDENT'S INTEREST PAYMENTS FOR

THE IN-SCHOW_ PERIOD-

O CAPITAL FOR THE SUPPLEMENTAL LOAN PROGRAM WOULD BE

PROVIDED BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR, WITH LOANS BEING

INSURED BY STATE GUAR.ANTEE AGENCIES AND THE FEDERAL

60vERNM'ENT, AS IN THE CURRENT GSt PROGRAM.
*).
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LOAN AMOUNTS Wq510 BE LIMITED (N TWO WAYS:. FIRST,

STUDENTS COULD NOT RROW MORE THAN THEIR COST OF

EDUCATION MINUS ANY FEDERAL, STATE, OR INSTJTUT(ONAU

ASSISTANCE), ANDi SECOND, LOAN MAXIMUMS WOULD BE SET)

70 THE AMOUNT BORRPWED UNDER THE SUPK_EMENTAL LOAN

PROGRAMteWHEN COMBINED WITH ANY AMOUNT BORROWED UNDER

THE BASIC LOAN., COULD NOT AT ANY TLME 'EXCEED $20,00Y

FOR UNDERGRADUATES AND $40,000 FOR BOTH UNDEp.MADUATE.

AND GRADUATE STUDIES;

REBUELD4R5 "SALL.JE
MAELAS_A_Sa.flyglIttaCIELItiANACIEJLASI.EfiCLIaliE ,

RAC_

IN 1972, CONGRESS CHARTERED A SPECIALIZED, FOR-PROFIT,

PRIVATELY-MANAGED FINANCIALINSTITUTION.THAT BECAME KNOWN AS

"SALLIE MAE," THIS INSTITUTIDN WAS DESIGNED TO PI2OVIDE A

SECONDARY MARKET FOR STUDENT LOANS ORIGINATED BY COMMgRCIAL

BANKS, AND TO ATTRACT AND EXPAND PRIVATE CAPITAL FOR THE

UNDERWRITING OF STUDENT LOANS.

THE ORIGINAL "SALLIE MAE" CONCEPT WAS VALUABLE AND WELL

WORTH A TRIAL RUN AFTER NEARLY FIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE,

HOWEVER, ALL AVAILABLE EVIDERCE SUGGESTS TO US, AND TO

OTHERS WHO HAVE STUDIED IT CLOSELY, THAT THE SERVICES AND

BENEFITS PROVIDED BY SALLIE MAE ARE NOT WORTH THE PUBLIC

COSTS,

-10-
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FOR EXAMPLE, INSTEAD OF iNTTRACTIAG PRIVATE CAPrIAL,

SALLIE MAE HAS BECOME OI DEPENDENT ON ACCESS TO CAPITAL

FROM THE FEDERAL FINANCING BANK- IT, THEN, LENDS THIS

MONEY TO COMMERCIAL BANK% AT A GREATER.'INTEREST RATE THAN IT

PAYT-TO THE BANK- SALLIE MAE HAS NOT USED ITS PIIIVILEBEID

, POSITION T.o STIMULATE Tuk.forArLA43ILITy oP.STUbENT LJDAN
,

RESOURCES THROUGHOUT Tift.COUNTRY IN SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS- -RATHER', IT HAS PURSUED POLICIES

THAT CONCENTRATE 114 RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BIGGEST,

_SPRONGEST BANKS IN A RELATIVELY SMALL NUMBER OF MAjOR

CITIES; POLICIES THAT,MAXIMIZE-ITS PROFITS AND EASE ITS

ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN-

IN SHORT, THIS PROFITABLE, PRIVATELY-CONTROLLED-AND-

MANAGEDNTERPRISE, WHOSE-CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER RECEIVES

AN ANNUAL SALARY OF $130,00Qa4OS KEPT AFLOAT WITH FEDERAW

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES AND SUBSIDIES- AFTER CAREFUL STUDY,

WE RECOMMEND AN ORDERLY TERMINATION OF THE "SALLIE MAE"

EXPERIMENT-

TO SUBSTITUTE FOR "SALLIE MAE," WE SEEK AUTHORITY FROM

THE CONGRESS TO CREATE A NEW FINANCIAL AGENCY TO MANAGE THE.

PROPOSED BASIC LOAN PROGRAM, AN'D TO PROXIDE THE NEEDED SEC-
;

ONDARY MARKET FOR THE PROPOSED SUPPL'EMENTAL LOAN PROGRAM.



THE NEW EDUCATIONAL PINANCING AGENCY WOULD BE STRUCTURED

ALONG THE LINES OF "GINNY MAE" IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING

AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, WITH 'A PRESIDENT APPOINTED BY THE

SECRETARY, COMPENSATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOvERNMENT PAY

SCALES, AND OBLIGATED TO MAXIMIZE THE PUBLIC INTEREST RATHER

THAN PRIVATE PROFITABILITY-

$ 1 1 : SØ I

wiTH_CuRRENT PRftaama%

I WANT TO UNDERSCORE THE MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DIESE

PROPOSALS AND THE CtRRENT PROGRAMS, AND OuR REASONS FOR

RECOMMENDING CHANGES-

MORF, STUDENTS_ AULD_ UIDE iE tiEW PROGRAMS

0 UNDER THE BASIC LoAN PROGRAM, 35% MORE STUDENTS

1.2 MILLION WILL bE AIDED IN 1981, THAN IN 1980

UNDER NDSL. 411* AVERAGE LOAN WiLL INCREASE TO $7201

AND, As THE PROGRAm IS PMASED IN, WE CAN EXPECT THAT
4

LOAN AVERAGES WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE-,

-12-
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0 THE SURPLEMENTAL GSL LOAN PROGRAM WILL SERVE FEWER

STUDENTS, AND THE SIZE OF THE AVERAGE LOAN WILL DE-

CREASE FROM $2000 TO $1600. MOST STUDENTS WILL HAVE

THEIR EDUCATIONACCOSTS MET THROUGH THE GRANTS,

SELF-HELP, AND BPtiSIC LOANS, NEEDING SUPPLEMENTAL

LOANS ONLY TO MEET.LIQUIDITY NEEDS-

0 BY 1983, 2.7 MILLION STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE LOANS

UNDER-THE NEW PROGRAMS =- AN INCREASE OF 500,000 FRati

CURRENT LEVELS- .THESE REVISED PROGRAMS WILL ENSURE

THAT EVERY STUDENT WHO NEEDS A LOAN WILL BE ABLE TO

OBTAIN ONE-

0 LOAN AVAIIABIITY AND CONSIRERATIONS OF EQUAL

LaEliatam_auLlAultus.
OUR BASCC LOAN'PROPOSAL WILL ASSURE THAT ANY STUDENT

WHO NEEDS ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO OBTAIN A POSTSECONDARY

EDUCATION WILL BE ABLE TO RECEIVE A LOAN THIS

PROGRAM WILL BE MODELED ON THE SUCCESSFUL CONCEPT,OF

THE BASIC cDUCATIOAL OPPORTUNiTY. GRANT PROGRA.M,

WHICH USES A NATIONAL SYSTEM TO DISTRIBUTE AVAILABLE

4 -
FUNDS FAIRLY TO ELIGIB,LE STUDENTS, REGARDLESS OF

WHERE THEY LIV,E OR GO TO SCHOOL..

-13-
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THE CURRENT NDSL PROGRAM HAS, CLEARLY NOT ACHICVE6 -THE

GOAL OF EQUITA"BLE DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS- DESPITE THE

INFUSION OF $4-3 BILLION IN FEDERAL CAPITAL OVER-20

YEARS, 2700 OF THE NATION'S 6000 P0.3TSECONDARY

INS.TITUTIONS NOW PARTICIPATING IN THE BASIC GRANT

PROGRAM ARE EITHCR UNABLE OR UNWILLING TO MEET THE

1'1% NDSL,MATCHING REQUIREMENTS, OR TO SERVICE AND

COLLECT LOANS, AS REQUIRED- STUDENTS ATTENDING THESE

SCHOOLS, THEREFORE, ARE NOT ABLE TO OBTAIN-THE t_OW-

COST LOANS-

'FURTHERMORE, UNDER THE CURRENT NDSL STATE ALLOCATION

FORMULA, STUDENTS IN THE SAME CIRCUMITA'NCES ARE

TREATED DIFFERENTLY. THE FORMULA DOES NOT DIST,RIBUTEr

LOAN FUNDS ACCORDING TO ACTUAL STATE LC/AN NEEDS,- AND

ALLOCATIONS TO INSTITUTIONS WITHIN STATES ALSO RAISE

ISSUES OF EQUITY.

BECAUSE OF THE INADEQUACIES OF NDSL, MANY NEEDY

STUDENTS HAVE TRIED TO TURN TO GSL. BUT PRIVATE

LENDERS IN THE GSL PROGRAM FREQUENTLY HAVE NOT SERVED

THE POOR, MINORITIES; AND-WOMEN STUDENTS FAIRLY, PRE-,

FERRING TO DEAL WITH THOSE STUDENTS WHOSE FAMI'LIES

HAVE ESTABLISHED BANKING RELATIONSHIPS-
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THE CURRENT INTEREST RATE OF 3% FOR NOSL LOANS WAS

SET,Ip 1958. IT IS HOPELESSLY OUT-OF-DATE AND N.I-

CEGDINGLY COSTLY TO THE TAXPAYER IN AN ERA WHEN RATES

POR LONG-TERM MORTGAGESEXCEED 10X/ AND THE MARKET

RATE or INTEREST FOR UNSECURED PERSONAL LOANS RANGES

FROM 12 To 15%.

IN cr6HT OF CHANGED ECDNOMIC CONDITIONS, WE PROPOSE

AN INTEREST RATE OF 7% (OR 1% BELOW THE TREASUgY BILL

RATE, WHICHEVER IS k:OWER) POR THE BASIC LOAN A

,RATE STILL SEVERAL POINTS BELUW THE CURRENT RATE

roR COMMERCIAL LOANS OR HOME MORTGAGES-
"sal

IhkuiriGAiatuu-aiealiati
OUR BASIC LOAN PROPOSAL WILL FEDERALIZE LOAN SERVIC-

ING AND COLLECTIONS. UNIVERSITIES ARE NOT, BY TEM-

PERrEhT OR BY ORGANIZATION EQUIPPED TO ACT AS BILL

COLkECTORS AND THEY SHOULD NOT BE ASKED TO DIVERT

PRECIOUS RESOURCES TO SUCH EFFORTS-

FOR MANY YEARS, BOTH bSL AND NHL HAVE BEEN ATTACKED

BY CRITICS IN THE CONGRESS AO ELSEWHERE FOR THEIR

HIGH DEFAULT RATES AND POOR COLLECTION EFFORTS.

-15-
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RECENTLY, I SET IN MOTION WEW EFFORTS AND PROCEDURES

TO DEAL dITH THESE PROBLEN IN BOTH PROGRAMS- IN THE

GOVERNMENTMANAGED GSL PROGRAM, WE HAVE CO LECTED
s:71

MORE DEFAULTED LOANS DURING THE FIRST 9 MONTHS OF .

THIS FISCAL YEAR THAN THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE 2 PREV

IOUS YEARS COMBINED --$30-5 MILLION, WHICH AMOUNTS TO

38% OF THE TOTAL $80 MILLION COLLECTED ON DEFAULTED

LOANS SINCE THE PROGRAM BEGAN IN 1965. OVER THIS

SAME PERIOD, THE NUMBER OF DEFAULTERS WAS RE.DUCED

--- FROM NEARLY .400,000 TO 237,000- BASED ON THESE

STATISTICS, -THE BACKLOG OF DEFAULTED LOANS IN THE GSL

,PROGRAM SHOULD RE ELIMINATED WITHIN THE NEXT 18

MONTHS.

THE LSTORY WITH REGARD TO NDSL 1$ A 'S,HARP CONTRAA-

DESPITE SEVERAL ACTIONS WE TOOK IN FY 1978 TO ASsSIST

POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS IN IMPROVING,THE

ADMINISTRATION OF THE NDSL PROPRAM, I REGRET TO RE

PORT THAT DEFAULTS WIDER THAT PROGRAM CONTINUE TO

RISE. BETWEEN JUNE 30, 1977, AND`"JUNE 30, 1978, THE

LATEST PERIOI? FOR WHICH FIGURES ARE AVAILABLE, NDSL

STUDENT DEFAULTS ROSE FROM 713,000 TO MORE THAN

841,000, AND THE AMOUNT OF MONEY IN DEFAULT ROSE- TO

MORE THAN $700 MILLION-
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WE CANNOT PERMIT DEFAULTS IN THIS PROGRAM ro colvitoE

INCKASING. IT IS, IN PART, FOR THIS REASON THAT WE AF2

PROPOSING OUR BASIC LOAN PROGRAM WITH rtiE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

ASSUMING ADMINrSTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY fd-R THE PROGRAM.

0 SHARELhibia tU S,IlePLEtENTAL_MARAQTER OF JkLE Ga
0

ERmleft

THE NEW SUPPLEMENTAL LOAN PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE LOANS

FOR STUDENTS AND FOR THE FIRST TIME PKRENTS WHO

WANT TO SPREAD THE COSTS OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

OVER A LONGER PERIOD OF TIME. .THIS CONTINUES

THE FOCUS OF THE CURRENT GSL PROGRAM WHICH HAS'

SERVED THIS POPULATION MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN IT HAS

SERVED THE NEEDY-

O ClawmuatiLitir__CsIlis_af___EDIERALWamL,SAMS_LIILES

THE NEW SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS, DESIGNED TO MEET FAMILY

LIQUIDITY PROBLEMS OR TO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE REQUIRED

WORK CONTRIBUTION THAT WE PROPOSE, WILL BE PRICED

ACCORDINGLY: THE INTEREST RATE WILL BE TREASURY BILL

PLUS 17( STILL CHEAPER THAN THE MARKET RATE FOR

PERSONAL LOANS my IN -SCAOOL INTEREST COSTS WILL

B& DEDUCTED FROM THE LOAN, NOT FORGIVEN.

-17--
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THE TERMS OF THE PRESENT GSL, WIIH PATES OF 7%. AND

FORGIVENESS OF IN-SCHOOL INTEREST, ARE ACCEPTABLE FOR

'NEED-BASED LOANS, OUT CANNOT BE JUSTIFIeD FOR LOANS OF

CONVENIENCE AT A TIME WHEN ROME MORTGAGES HAVE RATES

OF MORE THAN 101 AND PERSONAL LOANS HAVE RATES OF

12-15t.

Mi LE-INCOME STUDENTS, CURRENTLY PARTICIPATING IN

GSL, RAVE A MEMAINING NEED" FOR LOANS WILL

dONTINUE Ti RECGIVE SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST SUBSIDIES

AND PAYMENT 0 IN-SCHOOL INTEREST UNDER THE BASIC

LOAN PROGRAM-

ADLINISTRATJVE REEORMS

To COMPLEMENT OUR STUDENT LOAN REFORM PROPOSALS WE ALSO

RECOMMEND IHE FOLLOWING TWO ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS DESIGNED

TO IMPROVE THE METHOD FOR DETERMINING AID, TO SIMPLIFY THE

APPLICATION,PROCESS, AND REDUCE PAPERWORK-

0 ADOPTION OF A SLNGLE NELIISAUALUILILSIEll
WE SEEK STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO DEfELOP AND IMPLEMENT

A-SINGLE NtEDS ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR ALL FEDERAL NEED-

BASED STUDENT AID PROGRAMS. DEVELOPED IN CLOSE CON-

SULTATION WITH THE HIGHE-R EDUCATION COMMUNITY, THE
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RESULTING NEEDS ANALYSIS SYSTEM

LIKE THE. PRESENT FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE USED

FOR THE BEOGilt PROGRAM WOULD BE SUBJECT TO

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW-

AT PRESENT, AS YOU KNOW,TWO MAJA METHODS ARE USED

TO CALCULATE A FAMILY'S EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION TO

THEIR CHILD'S EDUCATION: a

THE BASIC GRANTS FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE IS

USED FOR FEDERAL BEOG ()RANTS;

THE UNIFORM METHODOLOGY IS WIDELY USED FOR OTHER

,
FEDERAL CAMPUSBASED AID PROGRAMS, AND BY STATES

AND INSTITUTIONS FOR THEIR OWN STUDENT AID

PROGRAMS.

BECAUSE THESE SEPARATE "NEEDS ANALYSIS" SYSTEMS

YIELD A DIFFERENT EXPECTED FAMILY CONTRIBUTION

FROM THE SAME FAMILY, STUDENTS AND FINANCIAL Alb

OFFICERS NOW MUST COPE WITH BOTH THE COMPLEXITY

AND.CONFUSIONI"OF TWO DISTINCT DETERMINATIONS OF

NEED, DEPENDING ON WHItH SCHEDULE IS USED-

-17B
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OUR RECOMMENDATION STRIVES TO BRING TOGETHER THE

PRPESSIONAL EXPERIENCE OF MORE THAN A DECADE BE-

HIND ONE SYSTEM THAT WILL END THE COMPLEXITY AND

CONFUSION OF PRESENT ARRANGEMENTS-

0 Anamisiti_u_AlitaLE_App_ils

OF PROCIA5ING'BORR5'UY THL GOVERNMENT RATHER IHAN

THE APPLICANT

STUDENTs.,'PARENTS, AND INSTITUTIONS HAVE ALSO BEEN

PLAGUED BY COMPLEXITY AND CONFUSION RESULTING

FROA ThrE MULTIPLE APPLICATION FORMS'REQUIRED

TO OBTAIN FEDERAL, STAI'E, AND INSTITUTIONAL AID-

FOR THE VAST 2 1/2 YEARS, WE HAVE BEEN WORKING ON

DEVELOPING A SINGLE APPLICATION FORM. WE NOW HAVE

SUCH F. FORM READY FOR IMPLEMENTATIO IN ACADEMIC YEAR

1980-81.

WHILE THE USE OF THIS SINGLE FORM FOR FEDERAL

PROGRAMS CLEARLY FALLS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF HEW's

ADMINISTRATilifE AUTHORITY, WE RECOMMEND THAT THE

CONGRESS ENSURE THE CONTINUATION OF THE SINGLE FORM

IN FUTURE YEAS BY MANDATING ITS USE IN THE STATUTE.

18
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THIS PROP.OSED REFORM IS NOT, OF COURSE, INCONSISTENT

WITH CONTINUED UTILIZATION AND PROCESSING OF THIS

SfNGLE APPLICATION FORM ON A DECENTRALIZED' ASIS BY

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND INTERMEDIARY

ORGANIZATIONS TO ENSURE CAREFUL INTEGRATION OF

FAMILY, INSTITUTION'AL, AND OTHER RESOURCES WITH

A'VAILABLE FEDERAL AID- .

WE ALSO RECOMMEND THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT -7

NOT THE APPLICANT BEAR THE COSTS OF PROCESSING

THIS LEGISLATIVELY MAKVATED FORM-

0 ADOPTION OF A FRAMEWORK E9RjAKAQING.jID

WE BELIEVE THAT PACKAGING OF STUDENT AID RESOURCES

FOR AN INDIVIDUAL STUDENT IS BEST HANDLED AT THE

INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL, AND STUDENT FINANCIAL gID

OFFICERS MUST CONTINUE TO HAVE AUTHORITY TO

EXERCISE DISCRETION IN THIS PROCESS-

5TUDINT ELIGIBILITY REFORMS
A

WE FAVOR A NUMBER OF PROPOSALS TO CLARIFY THE TARGET

POPULATION ELIGIBLE FOR STUDENT AID4

36
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o

WE RECOMMEND RETENTION OF THE CURRENT REQUWEMENT

THAT A STUDENT MUST BE ENROLLED IN POSTECONDARY

EDUCATION AT LEAST HALF-TIME TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR

FEDERAL STUDENT AID- STUDENTS WITH AT LEAST THIS

DEGREE OF COMMITMENT HAVE THE MOST NEED FOR STUDENT

AID-

0 1ANDARD5 OF_ACADEMl_c PROGRESS

THE ADMINISTRATION PROPOSES THAT A iTUDENT MUST SUC-

CESSFULLY COMPLETE AT LEAST 501 OF THE COURSE LOAD

UNDERTAKEN USING FEDERAL STUDENT AID DURING A GIVEN

PERIOD OF ENROLLMENT (GENERALLY THE PRIOR ACADEMIC

YEAR) IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERAL AID IN A

SUBSEQUENT PERIOD OF ENROLLMENT THIS REQUIREMENT

WILL ASSURE THAT STUDENTS ARE PROCEEDING TOWARD THEIR

DEGREE AT A SATISFACTORY RATE OF PROGRESS. THE

LEGISLAJION SHOULD fERMIT WAIVER OF THIS REQUIREMENT

FoR DEMONSTRATED HARDSHIP CIRCUMSTANCES.

0 DEFINILION Of DEPENDEN

STUDENT,

WE WANT TO ENSURE THAT PARENTS CONTINUE TO ASSUME

SOME RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR CHILDREN'S COLLEGE

COSTS, THEREFORE, THE ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDS

I k

37
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LEGISLATION THAT TREATS ALL YOUNG ADULTS UNISER THE

AGE.OF 23 AS DEPENDENT STUDENTS WHETHER CLAIMED

ON THEIR-PARENT'S INCOME TAX FORM OR NOT UNLESS

THESE STUDENTS ARE MARRIED OR HAVE DEPENDENTS OF

THEIR OWN-

INSTUUTIONAL ELISiIBILITY

THE ADMINISTRATION HAS SEARCHED FOR THE MOST EFFICIENT AND

LEAST INTRUSIVE MECHANISMS TO ENSURE THAT THE INSTITUTIONS

WHICH BENEFIT FROM FEDERAL STUDENT AID DOLLARS ARE IN FACT

MEETING STUDENT NEEDS-

() ACCREDITATION AND ELIGIBILITY

ACCREDITATION IS ONE OF SEVERAL STATUTORY REQUIRE-

MENTS THAT AN INSTITUTION MUST OiRRENTLY MEET TO

ESTABLISH THRESHOLD ELIGIBILITY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

ACT PROGRAMS- THE JHIGHER EDUCATION ACT REQUIRES

THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION TO PUBLISH A LIST OF

ACCREDI7ING AGENCIES DETERMINED TO BE RELIABLE

AUTHORITIES ON THE'QUALITY OF EDUCATI-ON OFFERED-.

THESE AGENCIES, IN TURN, CERTIFY THE SCHOOLS-

THE ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDS THAT CONGRESS SEVER THE

.LINK BETWEEN PRIVATE ACCREDITATIONZOD INSTITUTIONAL'

ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS ENCOMPASSED IN THE

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT-

21
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FEDERAL RELIANCE ON PRIVATE ACCREDITATION MISLEADS

PARENTS AND STUDE.NTS TO BELIEVE THAT TH1 FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT VOUCHES FOR THE QUALITY OF ANY INSTITU-

TION RECEIVING rEDERAL FUNDS-

FEDERAL REGULATION OF PRIVATE ACCREDITATION

AGENCIES IS AN UNNECESSARY FEDERAL:INTRUSION INTO' .

THE EDUCATION OOMMUNITY- IT CAUSES NEEDLESS

PAPERWORK FOR THE ACCREDITING AGENCIES, POST-

SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS, AND THE GOVERNMENT.

PRIVATE ACCREDITING AGENCIES WILL BE FREb) FROM

FEDCRAL OVERSIGHT AND REGULATION AND ALLOWED TO

CONCENTRATE ONCE AGAIN ON THEIR CENTRAL MISSION OF

ASSESSPNG THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION.

IN LIEU, OF THE CURRENT STATUTORY REQUIREMENT,

FEDERAL PROGRAM MANAGERS WILL RELY MORE HEAVItY ON

PROCEDURES FOR STATE LICENSING OF INSTITUTIONS,

AND WILL ENFORCE MORE CLOSELY EXISTING AND

PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCOUNTABILITY OF

FEDERAL FUNDS BY INSTITUTAINS.

-22-
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Luinfaal
WE ASK CONGRESS TO MAKE THE EXISTING STUDENT INFORMA:

*HON REQUIREMENTS FOUND IN THE LAW A PREREQUISITE FOR

INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY FOR-,STUDENY AtD PROGRAMS-

IN ADDITION, ALL INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING THIS AID WILL

HAVE TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT SERVICES AND

FACILITIES FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS- THOSE

INSTITUTIONS PREPARING STUDENTS !OR EMPLOYMENT I

SPECIF1C.FIELDSAWILL HAVE TO PROVIDE PLACEMENT DA A

ON RECENT GRADUATES-

0 FRAUD ANDABUSE PREVENTION

WE RECOMMEND ESTABLISHING STANDARDS OF ADMINISTRATIVE

AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY AS A PRE-REQUISITE FOR

INSTITUfIONAL EL1G1BLTTY k)R STUDENT AID FUNDS-

THESE STANDARDS INCLUDE FAIR AND EQUITABLE REFUND

POLICIES, INSTITUTIORAL AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE

VALIDATION AND RECORD-KEEPING SUPPORT FOR THE STUDENT

. AID PROGRAMS, fND ,THE REPORTING OF DROP-OUTRATES.

'ID

N

(.
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INSTITUT(ONS.THAT MEET FEDERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

SHOULD HAV-E AVAILABLE A RELIABLE SOURCE OF FUNDS TO MEET

THE COSTS OF ADMINISTERING FEDERAL STUDENT AID FUNDS.- we

PROPOSE LEGISLATIVE)INITIATIVES THAT WOULD PROVIDE RECIPIENT

INSTITUTIONS TEN DOLLARS FOR EACH FEDERAL STUDENT AH)

RECIPIENT-

SIMPLIFY/N,OZRAU AND WORK-STUDY PROGRAnS

IN CONTRAST TO THE IMPORTANT AND, .:IfItME-CAS FAR-

REACHING RECOMMENDATIONS WE HAVE MADE TON*FORM FODERAL LOAN

PROGRAMS, WE PROPOSA TO MAINTAIN THE BASIC STRUCTat OF THE

FEDERAL .GRANT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS- OUR RECOMMENDATIONS,

HOWEVER, WOULD STREAMLINE THEIR ADMINISTRATION, DISTRIBUTE
FUNDS MORE EQUITABLY, AND ENCOURAGE ADDITIONAL STATI

UNVESTMENT IN STUDENT AID- WE INTEND JO:

0 ADDRESS THE INCREASING COSTS BORNE BY STUDENTS BY

INCREASING THE ANNUAL fND AG4REGATE MAXIMUM AWARDS IN

THE SUPPLEMENTAL GRANT PROGRAMk

0 ESTAWLISH UNIFORM PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING

OFF-CAMPUS LIVING COSTS IN THE CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAMS.

24
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MAkE LIFE EASIER FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

OFFICERS BY STREAMLINING ADMINISTRATION AT THE

INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL-

0 ENCOURAGE GREATER-STATE,INVEsTmENT IN STWANT

AID BY INCREASING THE- STATE MATCHING

REQUIREMENTS IN THE STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT

PROGRAM-

PROGRAMS THAT,ASSIST SELECTED INSTITUTIONS TO MEET MAJOR

NAVAIAL NEEDS

"'SEVERAL TITLES OF THE 4I1GtAR EDUCATION ACT CONvEY

AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE FEDERAL FUNDS TO ASIST SELECTED

. INsTfTUTIONS TO MEET MAJOR NATIONAL NEEDS-

IN TKIS SECTION OF MY TESTIMONY, I WANT TO PRESENT THE

ADMINISTRATION'S VIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THREE TITLES

HAVING THAT GENERAL PURPOSE:

TITLE III: THE DEVELOPING COLLEGE PROGRAM;

TITLE VII: PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT FACILITIES' NEEDS IN

'HIGHER EDUCATION; AND,

TITLE I: HIGHER EDUCATION AND COmMUNITY SERVICE

ACTIVITIES

-25-
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PRESIDENT CARTER'S COMMITMENT TO HISTORICALLY BLACK

COLLEGES, AND TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS THAT OFFER SPECIAL
4

ACCESS TO THOSE WITH PINANCIAL NEED, IS' *STRONG AND EN4URING.

IN KEEPING WITH THIS COMMITMENT, WE ARE PROPOSING A

ONE-QUARTER BILLION DOLLAR PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPING CO(EGES

MORE THAN DOUBLE THECURRENT AUTHORIZATION LEVEL.

INSPIRED BY THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMkNT OF THE 1960's,

TITLE III, THE °DEVELOPING COLLEGES?' PROGRAM, WAS

ESTABLIHED TO HELP COLLEGES, PARTICULARLY TRA,DITIONAL BLACK

COLLEGE-S FULFILLING A VITAL NATIONAL NEED, 10 IMPROVE THEIR

ACAUMIC AND FINANCIASTANDING-

UNFORTUNATELY, NEITHER THE ORIGINAL LE9ISLATION, NOR

SUBSEQUENT REAUTHORIZATION DEFINED EfTHER A CLEAR PURPOSE OR

A FOCUSED CLIENTELE FOR THIS PROGRAM. IN RECENT YEARS, AS

THE COMMITTEE IS AWARE, THERE HAS BEEN INCREASINGLY SHARP

COMPETITION FOR THE LIMITED FUNDS AVAILABLE BETWEEN SUCH

DISPARATE INSTITUTIONS AS PUBLIC, COMMUNITY-BASED TWO YEAR

COLLEGES) PRIVATE, LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES) RELATIVELY NEW

PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES SERVING LARGE PROPORTIONS OF

DISADVANTAGeD STUDENTS, OFTEN IN URBAN AREAS) AND THE

HISTORICALLY BLACK CO,ftEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, GENERALLY

PRIVATE IN CHARACTER, FOR WHICH, THE PROGRAM WAS INTENDED

- 26
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THE TITLE III PROGRAM HAS HAD OTHER PROBLEMS AND-

WEAKNESSES- MANY RECIPIENT INSTITUTIONS HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

AID FOR MORE THAN A DECADE WITHOUT DEMONSTRABLY IMPROVING

THEIR FINANCIAL VIABILITY- NOTHING IN THE CURRENT'

LEGISLATION ENCOURAGES RECIPIENTS OF THESE FUNDS TO

IMPLEMENT LONG-RAI/TGE PLANS WHICH 'WILL LEAD TO ECONOMIC

SELF-SUFFICIENCY. THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE HAS BEEN

ESPECIALLY CRITICAL OF THIS DEFICIENCY.

MOREOVER, THE EXISTING LAW. RECOGNIZES NO CONCURRENT

REgPONSIBILITY ON THE PART Co THE STATES FOR UPGRADING

THROUGH CAREFULLY PLANNED DEVELOPMENT THE PUBLIC INSTITU-

TIONS WHICH RECEIVE FUNDS UNDER THIS TITLE. THIS WEAKNESS

PROVIDES A PARTIAL EXPLANATION FOR THEIR DEMONSTRABLE LACK

OF PROGRESS IN MOVING AWAY FROM DEPENDENCE ON THE PROGRAM,

PARTICULARLY FOR BLACX PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS IN THE SOUTH.

THE ADMINISTRALION'S RECOMMENDATIONS WILL REMEDY THESE

WEAKNESSES. OUR PROPOSALS:

0 CLARIFY _THE elIRPQSE Qf TITLE IiIA AHD THE

Lianialiatil_EULBLE_FARA.SSISTANCE

IN LIEU OF THE GENERAL' AND VAtIlE PRESENT STATEMENT OF

PURPOSE, WE BELIEVE TITLE III SHOULD BE TARGETED f0

INSTITUTIONS WITH STUDENT POPULATIONS THAT ARE

DISPROPORTIONATELY NEEDY IN FINANCIAL TERMS, AND WITH

27
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A NEED FOR FEDERAL. ASSISTANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL.

STABILITY- WE WOULD, IN SHORT, REDIRECT THE TITLE

III PROGRAM TO ENSURE THAT IT COMPLEMENTS THE MAJOR
FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO NEED-BASED PROGRAMS OF STUDENT
AID- WE WOULD ALSO RETAIN, AND NOT LIBERALIZE, THE

CURRENT, STATUTORY 24% SET ASIDE FOR TWO-YEAR

COLLEGES

niCR.EVE SUSJAT tALLY THE AUXIIaRLLATIcN

P RQ G RA&I ER 12 0. tlivaatt_EL__1211.(1

trinuALLy

THE COMMITTEE IS FAMILIAR WITH TI4E-4ESIDENT'S

SPECIAL INTEREST IN THE WELL-BEING AND PROGRESS OF

THE NATION'S,TRADITIONALLY BLACK-COLLEGES- THIS

PROGRAM IS CENTRAL TO THESE PROSPECTS- WE INTEND

THAT THE RESOURCES DEVOTED'TO IT MATeitTHE

PRESIDENT'S COMMITMENT, AND THE NEEDS OF OTHER

ELIGIBLE INSTITUTIONS THAT SERVE LARGE NUMBERS OF

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS-

28
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WE PROPOSE TO ADD'TO THE ESTABLISHED TITLE III

PROGRAM A NEW INITIATIVE, WITH A SEPARATE ANNUAL
4

AUTHORIZATION OP $50 MILLION, THAT WOULD STIMULATE A

PARTNERSHIP BETWEErN THE FEDERACGOVERNMENT AND THE

L
.STATES IN THE CAS OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, AND JHE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ND THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN THE CASE

OF ,PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS-

As WE LOOK TO A FUTURE OF FINANCIAL PRESSURE ON ALL

INSTITUTONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, THE PUBLIC INTEREST

REQUIRES THAT ALL PARTIES WITH A STAKE IN THE

SURVIVAL AND.FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE INSTITUTIONS

ACCEPT A FAIR SHARE OF .THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR

ENCOURAGEMENT AND SUPPORT. UNDER THE PROPOSED TITLE

III CHALLENGE GRANT P,ROGRAM, AVAILABLE FEDERAL FUNDS )

WILL ONLY FLOVII'TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

WHEN STATES AND PRIVATE SOURCES, RESPECTIVELY, ARE

WILLING'TO PROVIDE 50% OF THE REQUESTED SUPPLEMENTAL

TITLE III GRANT-

WE ,BELIEVE OUR PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE REFORMS WILL RESHAPE

THE TITLE III PROGRAM TO SERVE PURPOSES AND 'INSTITUTIONS. ,

THAT ARE TRULY PROVIDING A CRITICAL NATIONAL SERVICE-

-29-
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IN MARCH, I EMPHASIZED THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITMENT TO
MAINTAINING THE VITALITY OF AMERICA'S BASIC RESEARCH
CAPACITY. THIS NATION IS HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON TH'E MAJOR
RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES FOR THE CONDUCT OF BASIC RESEARCH-
THESE UNIVERSITIES ARE'REsPONSIBLE FOR THE RESEARCH PRoGRAMS
THAT HAvE INCREASED AkRICA'S INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY,

FOUGHT'DISEASE, AND KEPT OUR COUNTRY SECURE. SPECIFICALLY:
0 MORE THAN ONE-HALF.OF THE BASTC RESEARCH cONDUCTED

SINCE 1970 HAS COME FROM ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS) AND

o RESEARCH uNIvERSITLES WILL RECEIVF OvER HALF OF THE

MORE THAN VI'BILLION FEDERAL
DOLLARS INvESTED THIS

YEAR TO SUPPORT THE CONDUCT OF BAIC RESEARCH

TODAY, THE ADMINISTRATION
PECOMMENDS AN IMPORTANT NEW

INITIATIVE TO SUSTAIN THE LEADERSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES IN

BASIC RESEAREH WE PROPOSE A NEW F1VE-YEAR PROGRAM, WITH

ANNUAL AUTHORIZATION OF,,$50 MILLION, TO ENSURE THAT OUR

RESEARcH UNIVERSITIES wilt HAvE THE FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
THEY NEED- TO HELP ACCOMPLISH THIS OBJECTIVE, TECHNICAL
CHANGES WILL BE NECESSARY IN TITLE VII, PART E, oF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT.
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WE UNDERTAKE THIS INITIATIVE BECAUSE, IN RECENT YEARS,

A NUMBER OF FINANCIAL PRESSURES HAVE MAI:5E IT INCREASINGLY

ollIFIcuLT FOR UNIVERSITIES TO SUSTAIN THE RESEARCH ENTER-

PRISE ALREADY IN PLACE. THUS, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO

BUILD ON EXISTING STRENGTHS TO MEET NEW CHALLENGES. THESE

DEFICIENCIES THREATEN AN EROSION OF OUR NATIONAL RESEARCH

CAPACITY- WE SIMPLY CANNOT PERmIT THIS TO HAPPEN, ESPECI-

ALLY AT A TIME WHEN OTHER COUNTRIES ARE SIGNIFICANTLY

EXPANDING THEIR RESEARCH FNVESTMENT. THE UNITED STATES HAS

BEEN WRITING CHECKS ON ITS RESEARCH ACCOuNT FOR Yoo LONG-

IS TIME THAT wE START TO MAKE SOME DEPOSITS. IT IS THE

T INVESTMENT WE cAN mAKE IN A STRONG AND HEALTHY AmERICA-

---.

WE m ST DEAL, W TH SEVERAL FINANCIAL PRESSURES THREATENING
, .

OuR PACLIY-'i9 CONDUCT BASIC RESEARCH:

o _R_EauujLf.sdg,RALaLtp_p_saL_ED_Rjgcnju_EAttu

EQUIPM NT4,

FOR EXAMPLE, BETWEEN 1965 AND 1976, ANNUAL FEDERAL

UNDERWRITING OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANT AT

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES DECLINED BY 81X FROM $126

MILLION TO $24 MILLION (CURRENT DOLLARS). FACTORING

31
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IN THE EFFECTS OF INFLATION OVER THIS SAME PERIOD;

THE DECLINE IN FEDERAL SUPPORT HAS BEEN EVEN MORE

SEVERE-

O EsaglyALLQLs,sialaaLArd_rda_ussaLulla
MANY OF THE LEADING RESEARCH FACILITIES WERE

CONSTRUC,TED 20 OR MORE YEARS AGO- TODAY, THESE

FACILITIES ARE SHOWING SIGNS OF AGE AND WILL

REQUIRE SUBSTANTIAL RENOVATOON.

0 ffw FITERAL REQUIREMENT.S

NEW COSTS HAVE BEEN IMPOSED IN RECENT YEARS BY

FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS IN SUCH AREAS AS: (1) OCCUPA-

TIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY; (2) THE HANDLING OF DAN-

GEROUS BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS) (3) THE IMPROVEMENT OF

ANIMAL CARE FACILITIES) AND, (4) THE DISPOS-ITION OF

HAZARDOUS WASTES. THESE REQUIREMENTS ARE IMPORTANT,

BUT THEY ALSO MEAN MORE EXPENSE.

0 RLS1NG QOTS AND AN INLREASOQ_PACE OF SIDULISCENCE

FOR_RESE,ARCH UlUIPMENT

RECENT STUDIES HAVE FOUND THAT ANNUAL,COST IgWASES

FOR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION ARE RUN 4 TO

5 PERCENTAGE POINTS ABOVE THE GENERACIA4 ON RATE

-32-
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AT THE SAME TIME, RESEARCH-RELATED EQUIPMENT IS

BECOMING OBSOLETE WITHIN A VERY FEW YEARS. THE

COMBINED RESULT IS THAT RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES ARE
0

CAUGHT IN A VISE BETWEEN THE SPIRALING COSTS OF

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT AND ITS DECREASING USEFUL

LIFETIME-

CuRREKLE5Timufa_slEASIX.21i_12,4aBuijala

BECAUSE OF THESE PRESSURES, RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES HAVE

BEEN UNABLE TO MEET MANY OF THEIR EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

NEEDS. ESTIMATES OF THEIR CURRENT NEEDS VARY:

0 THE LAST SYSTEMATIC EFFORT TO DIDLCUMENT EQUIPMENT
0

NEEDS WAS A SURVEY OF 10 SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES

JOINTLY CONDUCTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

AND THE NAII.ONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES IN 1971-72. AT

THAT TIME, AN ACCUMULATED DEFICIT OF $276 MILLION

EXISTED FOR EQUIPMENT NEEDS ALONE.

0 IN A 1977 REPORT; THE PRESIDENTS OF 15 liMAJOR RESEARCH

UNIVERSITIES ESTIMATEb THAT $100 MILLION WILL BE

NEEDED FOR EACH OF THE NEXT THREE YEARS TO REDUCE THE

CURRENT BACKLOG OF EQUIPMENT NEEDS AND $150 MILLION

ANNUAI1LY OYER AN EXTENDED PERIOD FOR FACILITIES C`

RENOVATION-
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0 MOST RECENTLY, 9 UNIVERSITIES HAVE BEEN SURVEYED TO

OBTAIN MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON THEIR CURRENT

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES NEEDS- PRELIMINARY

'ESTIMATES INDICATE THAT THESE INSTITUTIONS, WHICH

ACCOUNT FOR ABOUT 15% OP THE FEDERALLY FUNDED R&D AT

ALL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, HAVE ACCUMULATED $225

MILLION IN UNMETFACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT NEEDS.

IN ORDER TO PREVENT FURTHER EROSION IN THE RESEARCH

CAPABILITIES OF THESE INSTITUTIONS AND OF THE NATION, 'A NEW

FEDERAL INITIATIVE SUPPORTING RES.EARCH FACILITIES AND

EQUIPMENT IS ESSENTIAL.

JULE It H
I cALEHAZICALUIL_MID_CL2ItnittiLT.E.0.6 AMi s

NEITHER THIS ADMINISTRATION NORITS PREDECESSORS HAVE

GIVEN FUNDING PRIOPITY TO THE usE OF UNIVERSITY RESOURCES

FOR cOMMUNITY SERV.ICE. A LOW PRIORITY HAS ALSO BEEN GIVEN '

TO CONTINUING EDUCATION ACTIVITIES AUTHORIZED UNDER TITLE

OF THE KIGHER'EDUCATION ACT, FUNDED THROUGH STATE EDUCATION

DEPARTMENTS ON A FORMULA GRANT BASIS.

-34-
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TODAy, wE RECOMMEND THAT THIS AUTHORITY BE RESTRUCTURED

INTO TWO DISTINCT SECTIONS, DEVOTED, FIRST, TO THE UNIVER-

SITY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE AND, SECOND, TO THE UNIVERSITY

AND CONTINUING EDUCATION ACTIVITIES- WE ALSO RECOMMEND THAT

THE CLEARLY LIMITED FUNDS AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE COMMUNITY

SERVICE PROGRAM. ACTIVITIES BE AWARDED THROUGH A PROJECT

GRANT COMpETITION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL-

RESTRUCTURED IN THIS MANNER, TITLE I WOULD PROVIDE'',

THE'AUTHORITY FOR A PROGRAM OF GRANTS TO UNIVERSITIES

EXPERIENCED, AND SERIOUSLY ENGAGED, IN HELPING.WITH _THE.

HEALTH, EDUC4TION, HOUSING AND OTHER SOCIAL NEEDS OF THEIR

COMMUNITIES A PROGRAM, MR- CHAIRMAN, THAT YOU HAVE LONG

AND ENERGETICALLY ADVOCATED FOR UNIVERSITIES IN URBAN AREAS-

WE BELIEVE THIS PROGRAM SHOULD INCLUDE UNIVERSITIES IN RURAL

AS WELL AS URBA4 AREAS, IN SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED, AS WELL

AS LARGE CITIES- IF REDESIGNED AS WE RECOMMEND, I PROMISE

THAT THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH WILL TAKE A HARD, NEW LOOK AT OUR

FUNDING POLICIES IN FISCAL YEAR.1981,

MR. CHAIRMAN, I HAVE DISCUSSED AT SOME LENGTH THi

ADMINISTRATION'S MAJOM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REAUTHORIZATION

OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT: MANY OTHER CHANGES THAT WE

PROPOSE ARE OUTLINEW IN A DETAILED APPENDIX TO THIS TES-

TIMONY. TWO OF THESE 1 WILL MENTION BRIEFLY:

35
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cauSiiLlalakajja- WE ARE PROPOSING TWO KEY CHANG6S

TO TITLE II- FIRST, PART A WOULD BE,AMENpfD TO.TAR-

GET BASIC GR.ANTS ON culpu DEFICIENT LIBRARY COL-

LECTIONS- SECOND, IN PART B. WE PROPOSE TO CONSOLIDATE

A NUMBER OF EXISTING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMPNT

AUTHORIIIES DESIGNED TO PROMOTE COOPERATIVE EFFORTS,

'RESOURCE SHARING,-COLLECTION EFFICIENCIES, AND OTHER

INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES-

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION- /WE ARE PROPOSING'TO
I

INCORPORATE THE IMPORTAN OBjECTIVES OF THE INTER-

NATIONAL EDUCATION ACT I/NTO THE CUyENTLY FUNDED TI-

ILE VI OF THE NATIONAL DEPENSE EDUCATION ACT. WE BE-

LIEVE THESE CHANGES WILL BROADEN THE SCQPE,

CLIENTELE, AND ULTIMATELY THE IMPACT OF OUR EXISTING

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES.
if

BEYOND THE SUBSTANTIVE PURPOSES AND PROVISIONS tHAT I

HAVE DISCUSSED, WE WANT TO MAKE A MAJOR CONTRIBUTION TO

STREAMLINING AND SIMPLIFYING FEDERAL' HIGHER'gDUCATION

PROGRAMS IN THIS REAUTHORIZATION, ElIFORT. STUDENTS SHOULD

NOT BE FACED WITH COMPLICATED AND BURDENSOME FORMS AND

RESTRICTIONS- INSTITUTIONS NEEt THE FLEXIBILITY TO EXERCISE

REASONABLE dUDGMENT WITHOUT THE BLIZZARD 'OF PAPERWORK THAT

- 36
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SO".0F.TEN ACCOMPANIES FEDERAL ASSISTANCE. THE STATES ANa THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMeNT SHOULD HAVE A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF

THEIR RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES- UNNECESSARY LEGISLATION,

BUREAUCRACY AND RED TAPE SHOULD BE ELIMINATED AT ALL LEVELS

OF THE GOVERNMENT.

\,

WITH YOUR PERMISSION, I'D LIKE TO CLOSE BY HIGHLIGHTING

OUR. MOST IMPORTANT PROPOSALS THAT REFLECT THESE ADMINISTRA-
x

TIvE'GOALS OF SIMPLICITY AND REFipm:

0 FOR STUDENTS WE PROPOSE:

A SINGLE NEEDS ANALYSIS SYSTEM WHICH APPLIES TO

ALL FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS AND WHICH IS

FREE TO THE STUDENT;

AN OBLIGATION UPON INSTITuTlaNS TO PROvIDE

INFORMATION ABOUT THE.IR REFUND POLICIES, THEIR

SuCCESS IN PLACIKG GRADUATES AN JOBS,' AND THEIR

STUDENT ASSI4TANCE.RESOURCES, ESP.ECIALLY AID TO

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS)

A cOHERENT APPROACH TO °PACKAGING" STUDENT

ASSISTANCE

TAKEN TOGEHER, ALL 'T9ESE imOPOSAIS,SHOULD GLyE PARENTS

AND STUDENTS MOkE AND BETTCR JNFORMAT1ON TO MAKE SOUNDER

E6UCIATIONAL CHOICES'
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0 FOR INSTITUTIONS WE PROPOSE:

,

-- To RELIEVE THEM OF THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

COLLECTING STUDENT LOANS,

To PERMIT THEM TO USE A SCHOOLWIDE AVERAGE OF

TUITION AND ROOM AND BOARD CHARGES IN CALCULATING

BASIC GRANT AWARDS--, INSTEAD OF THE-ACTUAL CHARGES\

FOR EACH STUDENT. A'

S,JTO RETAIN THEIR FREEtOM TO PACKAGE SUPPLEMENTAL

GRANT FUNDS, WORKSTUDY FUNDS, AND BASIC LOAN

FUNDS-TO MEET THE PARTICULAR AND UNIOUE NEED$ OF

STUDENTS;

To ALLOW THEM NEW FLEXIBILITY TO CARRY OVER TO

THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR UP TO 5% OF THEIR SPG AND

WORKSTUDY FUNDS.

0 FOR STATES WE PROPOSE:

TO RiDUCE THE+ATATE PLAN'REQUIREMENTS IN TITLES

AND V1,1)

I.
-=,To 41ARE WITH US THE'PESPONSIBILITY TO HELP

DEVELOPING PtBLIC INSTIT'uTIONS) AND

38
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TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT FOR SECTION 1202.

commisstoNs.

0 Lo_..f-utaaLulafriau..o.L.nicALLiut_itra

- WE HAVE ELIMINATED TITLES VI, X, AND XI, AND HAVE
c.

A4sGREATLY SIMPLIFIED TITLES I, II, IV, VII, AND IX-

I

't

MR- CHAtMAN, IN MARCH I UNDERSCORED, THE GRE)T

OPPORTUNITY BEFORE US TO STRENGTHEN AND CLA.RIFY THE FEDERAL

ROLE IN POSTSECONDARY EISUCATION DURING THIS REAUTHORIZATION-

WE ARE CHALLENGED, ON THE ONE HAND, BY RESPONSIBLE CRITICS

WHO WISH TO SEE THE FE6ERAL GOVERNMENT MINIMIZE ITS

INTRUSION INTO HIGHER EDUCATION- ON THE OTHER HAND, WE ARE

ALSO CHALLENGED BY EQUALLY RESPONSIBLE CRITICS vaio BELIEVE

THAT WE SHOULD ASSUME WHOLESALE,GENERAL ASSISTANCE FOR 14°.,

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. TOGETHER WE MUST WALK THE FINE

LINE BETWEEN'THESE TWO POSITIONS.

IN THIS ERA OF TIGHT MONEY, OUR PROPOSALS Tv; htARIFY,

REFORM, STRENGTHEN AND SIMPLIFY FEDERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

WILL DEMONSTRATE TO TAXPAYERS THAT MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY CAN

LEAD TO LESS EXPENSIVE, YET MORE PRODUCTIVE SUPPORT TO OUR

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

-39-
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LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR THE REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE

Uk HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

APPENDIX TO THE TESTIMONY OF
SECRETARY OF HEALTH,, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

JOSEPH A. CAT;IFANO, JR.

,POSTSECONDARY BEFORE THE EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE

HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

JULY AO, 1979
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7/19/79 1)

I. COMMUN TY SERVICE AND CONTINUIN(. EDUCATIONI HI_GHER'

A. 2z2EncivioL21,2,23.2

Progsam Purposes

There are three purposes to this Title- The first purpose
is to assist in the solution of community problems by
providing grants to strengthen community service programs
of colleges and universities. The second purpose is to support
tho expansion of continuing education in colleges and uni-
versities. The third purpose la to support lifelong learning
for the adult population of the United State.!.

The first two purposes (conununity service and continuing
education) are Included in Part A. Funds for this part are
allocated to States on the basis o4 the prOportion of the
total population of the United States residing in that State.
The exception to thi.s alloaation.4 that 10 percent of the
funds are set aside for discretionary grants which are made
by the Commissioner. In 1979, the program is funded at $16
million. Of that, $14.25 million is distributed to the States

-using the allocation formula. This suppOrts projects serving
an estimated 400,000 adults at 700 participating colleges
and universities. $1-6,million is available for disa'etionary
grants which ate awarded to institutions for projects related
to national and regional problems. The remainding funds are
used for technical assistance at the discretion of the
Commissioner..

The third purpose, lifelong learning, which is in Part
(subsequent to the 1976 Amendments) has never been funded.

Program Operation and Effectiveness

The State Grant program is administered by aencies designated
by the State governments. Each of these agencies develops a
State plan, establishes priorities among problem areas and is
responsible for reviewing and approving institutional proposals
for support. The Federal funds are matched dollar for dollar
from nOn-Federal funds.

Evaluations suggest that the program has resulted in heightening
the awareness of institutions with regard to community problems
and has lgd to some reallocation of funds to dealing with
Such probloems.
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B. CITLE I; sEPAILAT' COMMON TY SERW:CE AND CONTINUINGOtreATIO t Cs. soparoonsonammultimaam
The Propooal

The Administratidh proposes to separate Consunity Service and
Continuing Educattom into two separate paets, and to remove
the two IQ percent set-asides L-3r special pro)ects and tochni.:Al
assistance. r,eirt 6, Lifelong Learning would b incorporatedinto the new tontinumny Education Part, which would provide
a iocu.s Lor services to the growing adult nontradifional
utudent population in higher eduoatton. Funding for the
ContInuin9 education Part would be on a State formula basis
according to the addlt population ot the State. Institutions
will be required to Liatch one dollar for every two dollar!i
i Federal grant aid. The Community SOftvize eact would oe
a Federal discretionary grant program. It incorporates
the toceS of the legtalation aimed at mobilizing urban
universities tor the solution of urban proolems but extends
the scope ot the program to all settings,

Present Law

Title I presently is divided into a State formula program
(Part: A Community Service and Continuing Education) and a
mixed discretionary.and State formula provam (Part B
Lifel9ng Learning).

Reaaons Loc Recommendation

The proposed changes would make clear the difference
oetween the Community Service and Continuing Education
programs. The Continuing Education Part would respond
to the needs of the growing adult population and remain
a State program. In addition, the relationship between
continuing education and lifelong education would be
made more clear by consolidating tlie two.

The present set-asides are not needed, sincs the pro-
posed discretionary grants for the Community Service.
PAC_ would effectively allow the Commissioner to maxis
grants for special projects of national or regional
problems, or NI- technical assistance to States or
pOstsecondary institutions.

The new Community Service program establishes a strong
discretionary authority which wfll allow the Federal
government to help foeter productive relatiOnships
between universities and their hOst communities.
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ki. L/WRXES; HEA TITLE Il

A. C) V E1..y,4 LILIS,..2.112a21

A

3)

Ell2a122L.E2L208ea

Mere are four purposes to the program! TO.assist eligible
institutions in the acquisition at library resources (Part A)/
to provide support for research and demonstration projects for
the improvement of libraries and training in Worarianship in
order to improve education qualityy.to s6pport training and
retraining of librarians and information dcientists (both of
these are included in Part 8), to help research libraries
maintain and strengthen their collections and 'make them more
available (Part C). All of these purposes are intended to
improve libraries, their administration and information
acceSs.

Program COver...a.'...T1-11111.1.191211,12a

All awards are at the discretion of the COmmissioner. CaCh
of the purposes desdribed above is included in a separate
program. In total, V662 awards were made in FY 1978, of
which 2568 were for Part A. These awards t.otalled almost
$18 million. 1979 awards will be approximately the same.
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7/19/79 4)

B. TITLE III GRANTS TO IMPROVE COLLEGE LIBRARY RESOURCES(PartK $ECTION 2bYT

The Proposal

The Administration proposes to target the basic librarysuppOrt program on college libraries thtt are most in needof support to improve their resources. Rather than give$3900. to evry applicant institution (including institutionsliKe Harvard, Yale and Berkeley) as was done this year, thisnow ptovision would allow an increase in the size of grantsto institutions with the weakest collections. The maintenanceof etCort provis,ion would also be strengthened.
Presept Law

Under current law (Part A, Section 202) all accreditedacademic institutions qualify for basic library grants. Allinstitutions receive the same amount and the size of theaward ts determined by the nUmber of applicants and thesize of the appropriation, with a maximum grant of $5000.
Reason for Recommendation

Small grants are not particularly useful tor either the veryneedy or the affluent/ institutions. This proposal w?uldallow us to target limited resources to the institutionsdetermined to be in need of assistance in upgrading theirlibrary resources and, by targeting, to increase the leveleven when appropriations
remain constant. The measures usedto assess the need of the institutions would be developedin conjunction with the library community. Some needyinstitutions would receive substantially greater awards thanthey have in the past. The strengthening of the maintenanceof effort provision is to insure that the target institutionswill. continua to receive their share of the institutions'own resources.

4
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7/19/79 5)

C. TITLE II: CONSOLIDATED LIBRARY TRAINING, RESEARCH AND
DEMONSTRATION AUTHORITY (PART 8)

The Proposal

The Administration proposes to pull together under Part B
three authorizational (1) Speoial Purpose Grants for
college libraries to support cooperative efforts and develop-
mental projects designed to increase library efficiency;
(2) the Library Research and Demonstration Program that
promotes innovation and development of more effective
library and information services; and (1) the Librarianship
Ttaining Programs.

Pyesent Law

Authority for these activities is now found in Title II,
Part A, Sections 201 and 204 (authority for Supplemental
Grants and Special Purpose Grants); and Part 8, Sections
221 and 222 (authority for Training and Research Programs).

Reasons for Recommendation

The proposal Wid place all innovative strategies for
library researct and development under Part B. It.: would
provide incetJ.4es for libraries to increase their
effectiveness and efficiency by sharing resources and
develOping new technologies fOr processing, storing and
distributing information. Research and demonstration in
these areas and dissemination of effective project designs
would be funded. The proposal will also eliminate the
awkward legislative sot-asides that reduce the opportunity
for a careful targeting of funds. The successful library
training programs would be retained in Part B.+

6.2
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7/19//9 6)

Ilt. STRt_]aanuitstm2.:It2mc;1122§_j_jIcArli
A. 9_y_Lassycitl VutLEurarn

The Current Program

Title ICI authorizes a program of diurretionarv grants to.strengthen the academic quality ot developing Institut-Lona,dhich are defined as ':struggliny tor survIval" and "xsol.iledirom tne main currents of academic Ixte.': These terms aredefined by togulations as meaning that the institotionsservo large percentages of low-income etAidents and have arelatively how salary andexpense budget. The grants areawarded competitively on the ba6ia of written applicationsand may Oe up to 5 years duratiop. Activities tor whichsupport, may betprovided include faculty development, curriculumdegeiopment, administrative and management improvement, andstudent services.
Two-and-four,.year, public and private insti-tutt6na are ton,ked, and 24 percent or each year's appropriationx9 seteaside tor two-year colleges.

The statute requires cooperative arrange&ents between thelrantee deyeloping Institution. and other collages and
universities, business tirms, or organizations. it alsoauthoeizes dational Teaching eellowships and ProfessionsEmeriti, and waives certain accreditation requirements forinstitutions on Indian reservations or Chose serving sub-stantial populations of eative Americans or Spanisn-spoakiqgpeople.

pri2g_rigti and eundtng

The program has been fully funded at $120 million in fiscalyears 1979 and 1900; 300 institetiOns are receiving grants.The.program is considered as a major institutional.aid supple-ment to the student aid programs funded by Title IV, sincethese institutions serve large numbers of minority students,
and educationally and economically deprived students.



B. DEFINITION OF PURPOSE (SECTION )

The Proposal
t I

. A

.7/19/79

The Administration proposes that the purpOse of the program
be clarified in the statute. The new purpose would be to
strengthen institutions which enroll large numbers of
students frOmjow-income families, which lack resources, and
which are taking steps to improve their chances for survival.

Present LIN

Title III, Sections 301 and 302(a), specify oray that
delieloping institutions are those that Are ';struggling
for survival': and ':isolated from the main currents of
academic life.:

Reason for RecommenOat1on

The administration.of this program has been hampered by
the cuxrent language which is very broad and contains
termssuch as ':out of the academic maintreasC:whtch are
both outmoded and dtfficult to define administratively.
The itroposed language would elimihate confusion, and
direct Otie funds to the neediest institutions.

The proposal language also conforms witb existing
regulation and therefore will maintain the eXisting
set of institutions eligible for the program.

kda
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e.
7/19/79 8)

1.2nyi.iwligiLLE2Itax NG TITLE LH (SECTION 304a)

The Proposal

. The Ndministration proposes that appcants prepare acomprehensive development plan as part of their appli-
cation for Title III grants. very sw11, one-year grantswould be permitted for the purpose 0i...drafting such a plan.Within this plan, institutions would be required to address
their needs in improving their academic program as well as'their fiscal managemqnt. The plan would have to state
measurable objectives for use in monitoring progress under
the Title IIt grant.

Preseat Law

The current statute does not require such a plan.
1

Reason for Recommendation

Some Title III institutions lack a comprehensive development
plan and consequently activities,funded by the program maynot fit into an overall strategy for institutional growth.
Funds can be used most effectively when devoted to activitieswhich are components of a comprehensive plan. Such plans willalso be useful in makinci future-year funding deciSions.

6%.5
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7/19/79 9)

D. ,OURATION OF GRANTS: TITI4 III (SCCTION 32i_CI

The,Prcamal

The Administration proposes that applicants for Title III
development grants be offered two options!

o A grAnt of one to three years after which the
Institution could recompete for 4 Title IIT
grant; or

0 A larger one-time grant for up to severi years;
the school receiving such a grant could not reapply.

Under both options schools w9u1d be required tO ApecIfY.
measurable objectives to be achieved each year in dtder
to continue to t'eceive funding.

Present j1w

Current law does not specify the duration for a grant:
Present regulations allow grants listingup to five
years.

Reason for,Recommendation

This proposal provides institutions Ahe option of a
long-term commitment which would lead the institutions
to self-sufficient status.

A seven year commitment from thd Title III program would
allow a school to devote itself to a more extensive
plan of development. If the institution does not believe
that seven years would be sufficient it would bp able
to compete for a shorter-term grant under the one-to-three
year grant authority.

t)

4
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7/19/79 10).

E. DEVELOPING INSTITUTION PROGRAM CHALLENGE GRANTSt TITLE III
jECTION 105(T))

The Proposal

The admtr'ation proposes the establishment of an additbanal
new authOrity-for"Challenye Grants." These grants would
offer funding on a S0-50 match.basis to the same tqlgi-hteinstitutions. However, eligible programs would be expanded
to include those in graduate and profeseional schools-
In(litutions would- compete for these funds according to
the same criteria used in the regular program. Of a total
propos (ad ,authorization of $250,000,000,'$50,000,000 will
be reserved for Challenge Grants.

Present Law

Th'ts would be a new authority.

This proposal is intended to encourage States to bear a
share of the responsibility for the development of public
Title III institutions. In addition, private institutions
eligible for Title III would also be encouraged-to offer
clear evidence of their commitment to self-sufficiency.

Because of the matching feature, the Challenge Grants are 4

designed to bring more revenues into Title III schools and
accelerate movement toward an institution's development
goals. At the same time, however, the greater portion of
appropriated funds will remain available for the regular
grant program. Eligible institutions would still be able
to compete for regular funds as they currently do without
the need to match and will therefore not be penalized by
a possible inability to Acquire the required matching funds-

'

4

5 1-937 - - s
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IV. SIUDENT ASSI.ISANSW/ LOANS: ,TzTLE ryl vAsTs 111 AWOD

A. OVERVIEW or THE PROORAMS

1.) The N t onal.Oirect Studmi.1.1.2.21NSI. has the
follow hg provis one: 0

o eligib_le Borrowers: Loans are made to financially needy.
students,-6otl undergraduates and graduates, by par-
ticipating Schools.

.

.

o -SOurce of Fiods. Schools set up revolving loan funds
maifttainvd ,by tiedeeal'and institutiorlail contributions
(ou a 9 to I ratio).

o Loan Lemits. Loans'are limited to $2,500 for the firet
two yOiars-a postsecondary 'study, a total of $5,000
for undergraduate study, and a total of $10,000
through graduate school,

o Terms of Repayment. Revelment may. be over a ten year
perioa (repayment schedule soI by schools) with

.

3 peqtent interest, beginning.9;months after leal.qng
school, with defaxments and cancellations for specific
kinds of public service.

o Program Management. Each institution'is responsible
for managing therTinds, making loan awards and determioa-
tions of student need, and serVicing and colActing
the loans.

o Program Data. During acadeMic year 1977-78, 794,000
stddenft were aided with over $.600 million in loans.
Over 3,400 schools participate/ The average loan
was about $765. Over the prdgram:s history, since
1958, about $6 billion has been loaned to s9me.5.2
million students.

2.) The Guarantead Student Loan Program (GSL) has the following
provisions:

o elble Borrowers. All students attending more than
halt-.time are eligible fot a loan, without regard for
family Income.

o Socrce of Funds. Loans are made by commercial lender's,
schools and State agencids utilizing some public and
mostly private capbtal.

,.
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O Loan Lkmits. Loan limits are $2,500 per academic
year Tor undergraduates with a $7,500 aggregate
limit, $5,000 annually tor graduate. and protessional
students with a $150000 aggregate maxlmum inclusive
of earli'er loans. LendAr4 often set their own
limits and criteria for eligibility.

o Terms ot Repayment. Repayment periods are set by the
lender and may be between 5 and 10 years, with
interest charqed at 7 percent ateee leaving school.

o Program!Olatrations. In GSL, the Federal government:

insures or reinsures the loans against student
detault losses;

CI1Nk a

subsidizes the lender by paying a special
allowance (pr-esently 5-5/8 percent) above
tne 7 percent charged the student;

pays the tu11 interest on the loan while the
student is in college and during periods of
determent;

provides, through the Federal Financing Bank,
98 percent of the.capital which Sallie Mae
has used. to purchase loans and make low cost
advances to lenders;

-- supports guarantee agerXi.es by reinsuring student'
loans and by providing Federal advances and adMin-
ist,rative allowances.

o Program Data. In fiscal year 1978, an estimated 1.08
minion students received $2 billion to attend 8,120
schools. The average loan was about $1,900. Over $13
billion has been loaned since the inception of 'ttl
program in 1965.

3.) The Student Loan Marketing Associati,on (SLMA) chartered
in this Act, is also an important element in the operation
of GSL:

o In 1972, SLMA was espablished as a Fe5;7411y-sponsor;d,
private for-protit corporation to expand the availa-
bility of loan capital to GSL lenders.

41.7
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O It dOes this by providing a ;secondary: market tor G5Ls
in-which lenders can soli their student loans or
obtain advances to make student loan*, Specifically,
SLMA Purchases student loann at full face value
from lenders. It can also Advance to the lender
funds in an amount up to 60 percent of the lender:0
outstanding student loals. In addition, Sallie
Mae makes advance commitments to purchase loans from
banks. SLMA 1as contract agreements with 400 of the
total 6,500 active GSL lenders.

o Originally, SLMA was intended to raise private capital
to support loan purchases and advances,by issuing
stocks and bond*. Uowever, in 1974, SLMA was given
the ability to borrOw money from the Federal government
through the Federal Financing Bank.

o Sallie Mae now haa total.purchases and advances
of about $1.1 billion, about nine y-eight percent
financed with Federal funds.

Sallie Mae:s Income (before taxes) has increased
from $0-6 million in 1974 to $11.4 million in
1970.

6. The Proposed Loan Programs

Th% Administration proposes the establishment.of a Government
Student Loan Association which will administer the malor Federal
student loan programs. This 1¼ssoci7ition will be a separate
agency within the Department. The chief officer o( the Association
will be appointed by the President with the advice and consent
of the Senate and will report to the Secretary.

-The NOSE, programvill be transformed into a need-based Basic Loan
program. The Basic Loan would be tbe final element in the atudent:s
aid package. The package would be comprised of the expected
family contribution; Federal, State, and private grants; student
earnings or other forms of self-help in the minitum amount of
$700; and finally the Basic Loan up to the total cost of education
as determined under the proposed single needs analysis system.

. 1.) The BasiC Loan program wOuld have the following characteristics:

o Eltgble Borrowers. Loans will be made to under-
graduateS and graduate students (exclusive of
graduate student's in health professions, law and
business) who are attending half-time or more.

'



\..., o Terms of Repayments. All loans will he conSolidated
tor repayment.,, The length of the repayment period
would depend upon the size of the student:s total
loan obligation, with a shorter term for smaller'
loans and a maximum period of 20 years.

66
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o Loan Amounts. Individual loans will be limitedto net neei (educational costs minus family con-

tribution, 0EUt1s, other grants And a self-help
component of $700). In addition there would be:

-- Annual limits ot S3,750 tor undergraduates
and >S,U00 for graduate students.

.imulative limits of >12,500 tor underqraduates
to a totif oi >2-5,000 tot both undergraduate
and graduate.

o Interest Charges to Student:5. Students will
chargea seven percent or the Treasury bill ra*
minus one percent, whichever is less. 1n-school
interest payments will oe forjiven tor undergraduates
but deterred for graduate students.

o Source of Caoltal. Loan capita1014111 be provided
by the new Association (which would be a Federal
agency) from NUSL collections and borrowing from
the Treasury.

o Making of Loan. The financial aid okticer at
the institution of attendance would Make the deter-
mination.of eligibility and loan amount. The
institution would then disburse the funds drawing

Association:s line ot credit at the institution.

o Collections. The Association would provide centralizedservicing and collection of loans, and would have
authority to contract for these functions.

The t;SL program would be changed into a Supplemental Loan
program whose purpose would be to provide parents and students
with a way to spread Out some or all of their share of
educational costs. This Supplemental Loan program is for
parental ea well as foulatudents receiving Title IV assistance
who would use this program only to supplement ,the aid package.
For exemple this loan could be used to help meet the expected
family contribution or the self-help component, or it might
be needed in the case where the remaining cost of attendance
exceeded the aasic Loan limits. Families who ChOse not to
apply for other financial aid could use this Supplemental'
Loan to meek educational costs.

/
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22,2.) Till Su lomental Loan program would have the following
caracter s'ics: %

o CII.ib e Bo row rs. All undergraduate and graduate
stu ents w o are attending half-time or more and
their parents will be eligible.

o Loan Amounts. Annual borrowing will be limited so
that the total of all assistance is not more thad
the coat of education. In addition there would be

-- Annual limits of $5,000 for undergraduate
and $10,000 for graduate students for the sum
of the Basic and the Supplemental Loans.

-- Cumulative Limits of $20,000 for undergrad-
over both undergraduate and

graduate yearn for botn Basic and Supplemental
Loans.

o Interest Charges to Borrowers. BorrOwers will be
cflargeriT the rate oe the Treasilry Dill plus one
percent. Interest payments will be made while
in school.

o Source of Cepital. Provided by private lenders
(banks, institutions, etc.) with increased reliance
on State Agencies or non-profit agencies appointed
by a State or the Association to assure sufficient
capital.

o S clad A lowance Pa ments. (the Federal government
wou pay en err; a constant special allowance of
2.5 percent above the borrower:s interest rate.

o Collections. Primary or secondary lenders would
be responsible for collections prior tojdefault
and the Association or State Agencies would be
responsible subsequent to default (as in current
GSL program).

o Terms of Repayment. Repayment terms.will be seck
-Ely the lender up to a maximum of 20 years.

o Secondary Market. A secondary market will be
maintained by the Association (Mich administers
the Basic Loan program. It would bp authorized
to assume the loan paper held by Sallie Mae before or
up to the time that the current guaeantee for loans
held by Seine Mae would expire.
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C. Rationale

The Loan proposals are intended to accomplish two ma)or
obloctivesi to clarity tne distinct purposes ot the two

731-6grams, and to ensure access- to loans tor those students
who have the greatest needs.

The NUSL puooram WJA designed to assist the neediest
3tu,:ont5. It accomplishes this objective but not fully:

O The size or loan a student is eli.gible tor are
set acbitratily, not on toe oasis o the remaining
need of the student after other sources of support
-- including a reasonable family contribution -- are
taken tato account.

o poor who.need loans do not receive
them tor a nemor of easons. iDSL tunas are
limited, both because or ack of growth ot Federal
contributions but also because of the high default
rate In the prograhl (currently aoout 1/ percent)/
the amount ot NDSL tunds available to a given
campus LS not related to the aggregate need of
students on that campus.

Low income students who do not receive NOSLs often cannot
obtain GSLs. Lenders in 6SL set many of their own criteria
tor making loans. Jtten poor studentt -- who have no banking
relationship with the lenders and wno are seen as poor credit
risks (in spite ot the underlying Federal guarantee) -- .cannot
obtain GSLs.

The loan proposal addresses the access obiective through
a Basic Loan program which would ensure access to loans
up to the remaining need but'only gri:Wi7 other sourCes of
support are taken into account. With this Conceptualization
for Basic Loans, the other program -- Supplemental Loans --
logically becomes,a program to help families spread out
their contribution to the students needs,'

In turther detail, the proposed basic Loan-program would
differ in other respects from (he existing NOSE, programs

o qauitable access to loans would be Assured because
it C,i6U-Torbe tuliy capitafized by the Federal govern-
ment {through borrowing rather than appropriations).
Further, it would be modeled on the concept of the
Basle F.ducational Opportunity Grant program which
uses a national system to distribute av01.1101-e-filhaS
equitably among all students regardleS-Sof where
they live or go to

-
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o The administration of the ro ram would be imp_Eolil
by removing the respons ty ot=----CWIlections from
the institutions and transferring it to the new andnational lender. However, the responsibility for
packaging the Basic Loan with other aid, and for
determining (with the student) the amount of the
loan would remain with the cam uses to ensure that
the total pii-a-iTge meets t,e un que needs of specific
students.

0 Under the proposed Basic Loan program, interest rates
stallaRathe student would be aet at 7 percent or one
percent E-e-row the Treasury Bill rate, whichever islower. We propose updating the interest rates
charged students for several reasons:

The Original concept of NDSL was to establish
revolving funds which would eventually be maintained
by collections and require 'no additional capital
contribetions. Given the increase in general
interest rates, the 3 percent rate means that
inflation constantly erodes the value of the
revolving fund (even if collections are at an
acceptable level)( thus requiring continuing
Federal contributions.

The 3 percent interest rate was set at a time
(In 1958) at which Treasury rates were 3.3 percent
and home mortgages were at about 5 percent, providing
a significant but not overly large subsidy.

This rate was also set at a time when the Basic
Grant program did not exist, and thus a subsidized
loan program was the only assistance by tho Federal
government to poor students. Now, with grant
assistance approaching $3.5,billion per year,
the sizable subsidy is no longer necessary.

The proposed 7 percent, would still represent a
significant subsidy, given that consumer loans
presently cost as much as 18 percent. rt is
also proposed that, it Oneral interest rates
decline, the interest rate for Basic Loans would
also.be reduced.

The program would also retain another substantial
source of subsidy to the student in thab interest
while the student is in school would be forgiven.

if
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o The current loan tort Iveness teature ol NDSL torenteriol_ into t e teach ng_proless on woo c Je
C,Trminated. At the time this provision was pacted,
elementary and secondary enrollments were growing
and there was a shortage ot teachers. Now, with
decliAing eniolliInts, the provision is no longerroded, in 11/')-70, it 11 estimated tnat thei:e

A ltiVAU'i OL over 90,000 qualified teacners,
mild dmand iou newly qualmiied teachers Ig not
oxpoctk?.1 to increase until the mi(I-1)/W's when
elementary and secondary enrollments may begin
to rise again.

Xiir.)u.th the :iupplmentil Loaa program parents will ue auleto ourr(Jw thiir exectol tamaLy contribution and studentscan aoirow their expected -sell-help or educational expensesthat exceed the borrowing limrts in the Basic Loan program.Essentially, this program represents only a modest changefrom tne current 66L programsi however, there are severalcrucial ditterences:'

O The Supplemental Loan program would have as its clear
puroose supplying liquidity to' families and students,
providing them with a means to spread out the costs
ot education, which they can reasonably be expeeted
to meet.

0 Parents -- an well As students -- would be eligible
p

borrowers, in keeping with this 'purpose.

o It is also appropriate that interest rates for the
Supplemental program be higher than Tor the basic
program sin.ee it serves as a substitute for a legiti-
mate Camily contribution. However, that rate --

rreasury bill plus one percent -- still represents a
substantial subsidy in comparison with the family:s
alternative forms of borrowing.

o For this reason it is also appropriate that the
interest rate be variable, just like other loans
-- house mbrigages, auto and consumer loan*
families Obtain.
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SecorldA_Ey Market

A new rederal agencythe Government Student Loan Association
-- will operate the Bettie Loan program and will also conduct
the secondary market operations for the Supplemental Loon
program. tn this letter capacity it will replace the Student
Loan Marketing Association -- the private, for profit corporation
which currently acts as secondary,market for the 0$1, prognam.
We propoSe these change* for soveral reasons!

o The profit-making status of SW is inappropriate.
SW, relies on the Treasury folr 90 percent of its
operating capital andbears no 'risk of loss whatsoever,
since Its portfolio is fully guararqeed by the rederal
govexnment. A profit-making enterprise should properly
involve' some risk to the investor. This is not the
case for SW: its profits are predictable and dully
secured against loss..

o Because it is profit-making, its incentives -- quite
appropriatelyare to maximize that profit, not necessarily
ensure the widest availability of GBLA. It has relatively
conservative buying policies and picks only low-risk
paper. One result of this is that small banks and
banks that lend to high risk borrpwers are often
unable to benefit from SLMA:s secondary market activities.
SLmA must balance a higher yield to its shareholders
with greater loon availability for Student borrowers.
It is inevitable that often the latter suffers.

a

Costs of Loan Proposal

The Basic Loan program will be Phased-in over three' years.
In the first year, 60 percent of full-funding require-
ments will be made aVailabler 80 percen the second year/
and 100 percent the third.

Inthe first year of operation, estimated loan volume under
both Basic and Supplemental Loan programs will be 53.3 billion.
This wip support loans for about 2.1 million students=

By 1963, the program will be fully phased-ia and loan volume
is estimated at almost $5 billion, with loans made to about
2.8 million students.

4.1%,

Tato,idt.

r,
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V. Student Assistance: Grants and Work

A. 2/ellifyiIfthe Program

I. Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

Program Purposes

The purpose of the Basic Educational-Opportilnity Grant
Program is to provide undergraduate students with an assur7
ance of grant support to assist them, in finapcing postsecon-
dary education. Student eligibility is primarily based on

formuta determination of need. Thi'S ormOla considers the
income d nd assets of the student and his.or her family as
well as other factors such as the family size, the number
of family members enrolled in postsecondary edu,cation, the
amount of Federal Income fax paid, whether or not: both pa-
rents are working or if the family IS supported by a single
head of household, and any,unusual e
family. The formula is reviewed by
applied consistently to all students
demic year.

enSes incurred by the
ongress annually and
n the following aca-

Other student eligibility requirements are:

I. the student must be enrolled in an igible pro-
gram of study on at, least a half tii basis;

2. the student must be,a LJ.5. citizen or permanent
resident and'in this country for other than tempo
rary purpose;

3. the students must be in good standing and making
satisfactory academic progress according to the
standards and practices of his or her ins,titution;
and,

4, the student cahllot owe a refund on a Title IV
grant or be in default on any Title IV loan re-
ceived for attendance at the same institution in
which he or she is oarrently enrolled.

The amount of aid for which A/student is -entitled is
$1800 less the expected family contribution (as determined
by the annual formuja) not to exceed one-half of the stu.denCs
cost of ectucation. .Awards are also proportionately reduced
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for less than full-time or less than fu)fyear enrollment.

Program Coverage

In the 1979-80 academic year,approximately 2.7 million
students attending over 6000 postsecondary institutions will
receive Basic Educational Opportunity Grant awards totalling
-over $2.4 billion with an average award of $892.

Funding

At "full-funding" every eligible student receives $1800
less the expected family contribution notto exCeed one-half
ef the cost of education. Should funds not be. sufficient to
meet these award levels, all awards are reduced according to
a 4chedule included in the law. The 1979-80 appropriation and
the 1980-81 request provide for full-funding.

PrOqram Operation

Students apply to the government to have their expected
family contribution calculated. All applicaqs receive a
Studept Eligibility Report (SER) which they cart take to the
school of their choice for calculation and payment of their
award. Funds 'are distributed to schools initally on the
basi's of prior year expenditures, however, institutional fund-
ing levels are adjusted to refect actual.demand at each school.
Students attending schools that do not agree to calculate
,and disburse awards are paid directly by the governments

Basic Program RequiremInts.

Student efigibility requirements are described above.
Insbltutions that wish to act as disbursing agents must be
approved for joarticipation and must comply with program
regulations and reporting requirements.

.1
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2. Supplemental_l_ducational_Opportuniy_GrIBLEmLam

12.1.2.21rPose

The purpose of the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
grant Program is to provide undergraduate students of excep-
tional financial need with grant support to assist them in fi-
nancing their postsecondary education.

22)

Program Coverage

Approximately 573,000 students attending 3,800 insitutions
expected to receive awards totalling $340 million in the 1979-
80 academic year. Awards range from,$200 to $1500 annually not
to exceed $4000 in total.

Fundina

.The appropriation is distributed among states according
to a legislatively proscribed state allotment formula. Within
States, institutions apply for funds according to their needs.
Ten percent of the appropriation may be distributed at lhe
discretion of the Commissioner of Education.

Program Operation

Institutions apply for funds directly to the government.
'The amount awarded to each school is based on the total al-
loted to the state, the school's. prior year expenditures,
and the aggregate need for SEOG funds at each institution.
Students apply directly to their school for aid and the
school selects the recipients and deter:mines the amount of
the awards. This program provides for a great deal of
discretion oh the part of the institution and is intended
to provide the flexibility necessary to meet the individual
student's need.. The Office of Education establishes rather
broad guidelines for institutions to follow in awarding
SEOG aid.

Oasic Program Requirement

< Studentt mUst be enrolled on at lease"a half-time basis
in an eligible progr:am of study offered by a participating
sthdol. In addition, they must:

e

V ,1
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1. be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident and in this .

country for other than a. temporary purpose;

2. be An good standing and making satisfactory aca- ,

demic progress;

3. not awe a refund in a Title IV grant or be in 40
fault on a Title IV loan received for attendanN,
at the same school in which they are currently
enrolled.

Institutions must comply with Federal regulations and
reporting requirements in order to participate.
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3. S4te Student Incentive Grant Progrttm

Program PurpOlt

The purpose Of the SIC Student Incentive,Uant Program
is to encourage States Ao establish or expand their own under-
graduate need-based pro-9rams.

Pro,2fAT_clY.Mat

. Approximately 307,000 students from 5°7 States and terri-
tories will receive SSIG awards averaging $500 ($250 in Fed-
eral funds) in the 1979-80 academic year.

Fundir4.!.

Funds are distributed to each State based on a legis-
latively prescribed ffirmula and the Stat.es' ability to
match the. Federal dollars.

_pruaram Operation

The Federal government awards funds t -States, on a fv-mu-
la basis, which must be matched 1:1 by S te funds. Each,State
determines the eligibility.criteria tp be met by recipients
and selects the students .to receive Jid. The actual admint-
stration'of the program,(includin eltoibility,criteria and
award levels) varies from State t State.

Basic Program ReviDm114,

. Each State must designate officiAl agency to admini-
ster the program and no Federal dollars, can be used to support
administrative costs. In Any year when the appropriation ex-
ceeds $75 million,'a third of the excess is.used as a bonus to
encourage State operation of State student loan program:

Propram Effectiveness

In the first year 9f opeution (1974-75) only 41 Stat
had ther own grant programs. currently all States are par-
ticipating in the SSIG program.

. 1 ,

L

ktv

4,1
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The purpose of the College Work Study Program is to pro-
vide financially needy stUdents with part-time employment to
assist them in financing their postsecondary education.

In-the-1979-80 academic year, approximately 990,000 sto-,
dents attending 3,200 institutions will receive CWS assistance
totalling.$W million and averaging $610.

Funding_

The appropriation is -distributed among States according
to a legislatively prescribed State allotment formula. Within
States, institutions apply for funds according to their needs.
Ten percent of .the appropriation may b6 distributed, at the
discretion of the Commissioner of Education.

1"rogram Operation

nstitutions apply directly to the Felieral government
.for CWS funds which,must be matched by the school's own funds
op an 80/20 basis. The amount each school receives is based

' onits rior year expenditures, the amount available within
lach .state, and the aggregate need of its students. Insti-_

tutions mus,t. letate jobs for students either on-campus (for
public or private non-profit schools) or off-campus with
publig or .private pon-profit agencies. Students are gen-
erally paid the Federal minimum waga rate. However, schools
may pay less than that if they request a waiver. Students
apply directly to their schoel and the school selects the re-
Cipients as well as determines the amount of aid each is to
r&eive. In this way, the school is peovided the flexibility
necessary to meet individualized student needs.

Bastc Program RequirementS

Graduate or undergraduate students-with great financial
need who are enrolled on at least a half-time basis in a pro-
gram of study offered by a participating school are eligible
for CWS aid. In addition, they must:
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-be U.S. citizen or permanent resident and in this
country for 'other than a temporary purpose;

,4 2. be in good standing and making satisfactory aca-
demic progress;

3. not owe'a re.fund on a Tit,le rv grant or be in de-
fault oh a Title IV Loan Feceived for attendance
at the same school in whVh they are currently en-, rolled.

1

Institutions must comply with Federal regulations andreporting requiremenCs in-order to partcipat.e.

4

47,41.
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B. ITLE IV: BASIC GRANTS':IAXIM(JM AWARD AND RED CTION
SL St

Tht_r_Lc2p22.21

The BasAc Grants maximum award will be net at the level
required Eo exhaust.appropriations while fully funding
all entitled students, unless this ievel is less than
$1,800 _tor the previous year:s maximum award). In this
ilnstance.new reduction'lAriguage would be placed into effect.

The new reduction langgago would hold harmless students with
entitlements within $200 of the maximum award. For other
students the reduction formula is a simple formula where
the vercentage'reductiox.i,increases as the entitlement
decreases. "Tti' Minimup award would be $200.

Present Law 0:

Currently the entitlemeht ceiling is set tn statu.te and is'
equivalent to the maximum awarid if the program is fUlly
funded. If th:e program is mot fu'lly funded a multi-
stage reduction- feemula goes into eftect-

The-multi-stage.reduction,formula;Orovides that all, Aardb -
be reduccid according to procedures specified in the statute.
First, awards are reduced by pqrcentages determined in the
statute, with awards going to high-need students being reduced
by the smallest percentage: Second, if appropriations are
*higher or lower than this new level of funding, awards are
increased or decreased proportionately until appropriations
are exhausted-

Reasons for Recommendation

This proposal,simplifies the process which determines the
maximum award. It eliminates the need for statutory language
each time the maximum award is to be changed.

The new reduction formula retains Woe important provision of
1 ptotecting the most ':noedy: students. In addition, it eliminates
the awkward and inequitable 7staircaseZ schedule of reduction.
For example, under thp proposed simple formula approach'a student
scheduled to receive an award under full fundiAg of *1,199 will
be reduced only very slightly more than a student scheduled to
receive $1201. Under current law, however, the student scheduled
to receive $1,199 would be reduced to $.899 in the first step of
the reduction while the student scheduled to receive $1,201
would be reduced to only $1,080. This results in a difference,"

in award of over $180 being paid to teo students with almost
exactly the same need.

.41
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C. TITLE IVI UASIC GRAUT -- AVERAGE vs. J1CTUAL COSTS FOR
RECIPftgfg LiVINC Og CA1PU8 (Section 411)

The PropoEol

The Admi1 i3tiAtion proposes that institutions be permitted
to USO ,;chool-wiJe averAge oi LOLL-1U and room and board

.

chargesto calculate tn GrAnt. AWIrd.

Present Law

Actual tuition and roam and board charges'must currently be
used in calculatNj the BAsic ,;rant award tor a student
living on campus.

'Ow 4

Reasons tor Recommendation

- ':he current law requires Oolleyes to. calculate.each BEOG
oased on the rectptenYs actual. tuition and room and board
costs, thug adding to their administrative burden. Using
average rather than actual costs will reducethe administrative
)i.irden on tinancta-I aid otticers without increasing costs
and without atfecting awards for most students. For example,
some institutions have more than 30 ditterent student budgets.

-4

I.

I
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D. TITLE IV1 BASIt GRANT -- TREATMENT pF VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
(SECTION 411)

The Proposal

Tha a inist tion proposes to reduce a student's BEOG
award by an am nt,equal to half of any Veterans
education henof tt plus half of any Social Security
education benef ts received by the student.

Present Law
4'

Section 411( )(B)(iii) specyifies that in calculating
the expected mily contritiution for dependent studeets
one-hale of _any .terans e/ucation benefits and all of
any Social Security education benefits receivedtby the
studerit are counted as family.income and subsequently
taxed at the rate of 10.5 percent.

Reason21..192L.JILEMILL211

The current liberal treatment of V.A. hnd Social Security
Benefits results in some students.receiving aid that
exceeds their cost of education. The Administration
proposal would partially alleviate these "overaward"
situations.

a

-a4

1
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E. TITLL OJT SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS Atm STATE STUDENT INCENTI.VE
61-§fINI6N

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _xwn_CONTINUING YV:All ,

t7Ti'öNg.111 4:1 5A1

rho PrcTonal

lisminit tho 110 t;Ictt.)11 tortil! Year Ind Con,tolail.;
in tno tn.! ';t1to

,;/ Jot Pt

Preuent Law

1.!10
aypropriation tor

il) tirit-tixe o( these jrAnt.1 lnd for (2) st::1v.irs
cont.trtoil,i to t.tcolve,t!;olo :rants LA lkibiOque. ACAJOM1C

Rasons tor Re,:o.almtndation

The propoAal simplitios program administration at Ihe institutional,
--tate and vederal levels,'.;The prOV03:11 makes 111'0 easier for ai'd,,Iftcerv providing one foncitng pot, instead o( two, for each of

ptoqtAiwi.

TtTLr lyi SUPPLEKENTAL GRANTSMAXIMUM XWARD (SECTION 413p)

"The ProrJosal

The Administration proposes to tiwrease the maximuM annual SFOG
ow:1rd to $2,000. The aggregati SEOG maximum will be inceeased
t.o ;0-1,000 (or stud-nts in tour-yea6 programs. For' students
enrolled to a fi.Je-year undergraduate pro.jram or determine0 by
the institution to need five years to complete a course of
ltudy normally reguiring tour years, the aggregate sroG maximum
will he increased to. Or000.

l!resent Jaw

p,sesent law speci(tes that the maximum annual SCOG award is.
11,500.& The aygregate SCOG maxAmum is currently $4,1100 foy
regular-students and $5,000 for students enrolled in a five-
year undergraduate progrm or determined by the institution
to need a fifth year to complete a program that normally

,requires four yearS.

'lessen for AcommendaLlaR

The pr4osal recognizes the increased college,gpsts borne
Cry today's students.

. a

a

d

17
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G. 'ITLE IV1 STA E STUDENT NCENTIVE GRANT PROG
ec on

M1.1522a111

The Administration recommends that the current matching
of ;old", State fundebe phased out. Tho goal.is that .

Federal dollars be matched only with new State dollars..

During tht phase-in period new State dollar, would be matched
.400 pdrcent the first year they are allocated while old
State dollare would be matched on a.dtclining rate. The
first year new funds wmild be matchd 100 percent and old
funda matched at 80 percent. In the second year new Funds
would be maCchedat 100 percent and old funda matched at
60 percent. By the fifth year only new fends wOuld be
eligible for the Federal match.

For example, consider.a ,State that 'in 1980 contributes $500,000
to the SSIG prognam and in 1901 cOntributes $-600,000. In 1981,
the Strete would receive a' 100% Federal match on $100,000; on
the remaining $500,000 it would receive an 80% ederal match.
If the State increased its investment in-3SI0 to $700,000
in 1982, it would receive a 100% Federal match on $1'00-,000
and d 60% Federal match on the remaining $600,000. 0Y 1905,
the State would only receive Federal matching tor funds in )0
excess of.those contributed in 1904. r

Present Law

Section 415C r-equires dollar-for-dollar matching State
funds which represent an increase in scholarship expendi-
turee over the base year defined aa the second Stear
before the State entered the SSIG program. Thead range
from 1972 to 1975.

ReAsonn for Redommendation

Some States with mature scholarship programs increased 'their
',schOlarship expenditures at a rapid rate and now need incen-
tives to continue to increase their expenditures (rather than
be tempted.to retrench to a level which barely meets mainte-
nance of effort requirements). At the same time, about 20
States have estAblished wholly new scholarship.programs in
.order tO quality tor SSIG funde; most of these States have

been able to Increase their State expeAditures fast
enough to quality for their SSIG alotments. Four ptates
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with mature 3cholatshlp proqrom (New York, Pennsylvnnia,
CAlitornIA, And [illnots) toqeth(At account tor MOutt lhAn
UO puccont d All .itatu 1Qholat4hlps whtlteAs SO :itAlluS .411_6
nowor And loss AdvIntaqod proqram dgpond prtmartly upOn SS1G
And StAto ma(chtn1 and Account tor only percent Ot'the
AatIon lit I it AcholAt..inlps. Tho proposal 13 del tinediii 11.1 1111 ie nrw, t oui .

6 s.,

X
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H. TJTLF, IV COCI,,EGE WORr76,122I-CagATI.V,E. NEW U$ES OF FUND$'
v(SECTpt,1

.

The PropOs,al

The Administration proposes'to include language in the Col1e9e.
Work-Study 1CGW) statute encouraging institutions,toT

o 'Send CWS paeticipants into junior and seplor
*sch9ols to ihform secondary school student:a and their
-parents about Federal student aid'and.to provide
tutoring to needy students-

.p Plade mom handicapped students in CWS jobs.

o Crea,te -CWS jobs that provide.services needed by
flandiCapped students such as reading 'tor The

interpreCing for the deaf, and pushing
- . wheelchairs.

PsesentrLaw
.

These uaeS of CWS: funds WssUld be pOssible.;' but arp not
specifica'ily permitte0 and encouraged, 'under the existing
stptut

,

ns or ileCemmendat1 g"12.

1The propoSal pr vide's tutorial,,Services ar0 much-needeq
information abott;!Fedecal student financial hid to spcondery
stuqeerts.and.entiances educational opporOnfties for. handi-.
qappea utud&as while prOviding inytretting and,fulfiiiing
Vork.exavvi.ences for CWS participants.

,

41'1'
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vt. 1-11UNER EDUCATIP4 ACTi TITLE IV
dfifffid:fM-Viftcm§

ewo.thethe program

prolram purgose

W$Ii.ot the Title IV stuJent Assistance prbgrams has'eligibilityrequirements ihat institutions must meet in order to participate.Inst-itntions must conform with the genera1 psovisions in Section1141 ot Tit1 e.X11, as well as comply with the provisions InPart Pi 4t1e XV. These include definitions,
administrativeexpenseti, studenc aid information services, maintenance ofriligibility tor student assistancel and fiscalLtitilLikty Ot rIst I tut ion?,

.4
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,41

e TITLE 11/3 A PACKAGIN,G FRAirWORE (CW1 404)T

1.

35)

Thl P2tate.1._ _

paou(on,T of itiaint aid programs'qr inOvAdual
itudant, is best, hatidLed at,-11.I.(tjtkItutt_Ohal..-).evele,
Ond ituetb. fin'agbal'ak4. ettfieiirrir must 64 aWle toi
'410(griSt-dISorttlon hi tflh prooNti,a0, ot reasdnA
%*.flave,re4im.tod ipfltnibbli,teaOraPrwy-tosed packaging

.hologortr, Almticri,ltratA0p. Prk*"1/1 lo $1"191"":
reaMewOtt inLoylltdh.14§tAtUdenk. atd.,pages
-Tta's:tetrOtur+a,baS yh.5% Ointirttc,At.

Thil'iissi5tqtr.ant"5,0aine,the foundation:4f te

. '.b ,. ,

.% n4d-based loan ks-thel lasts_laYee of the packroe r-
withthe-,amoun't of thi*lain 'being that whi,vhffinelnains

*
"--al.E1c. Cho famtky'Contr4bution'; all other avaklahlp
sOur-te,..s-of-finan6JaT aldiand a 'syandard.contributlon,»

oirr-studait-self-bAlp ar4 subtifacted from the stbdent's
. .;

c_co#1,of eduxatior5%.4-'
,

n
-TO gualiCy for a rittea;-bazed.kpah,-the student must

bErAbgtv VOCr woreh7qt°Wekf,..htrp IN the form of .

4,4ork72Slud4:11nAubsided work,o1 a,loan that is not
'notd-based," -

4

a

The 'student aid officer wou
self-help"tequirtimen in

'retalneepopeitrility fqt
Aid 'should fl.,elor out'thi,s
for,a givetri

Current LaW

. !.

have Ojscreti6n to Walva the
al circpmstano*s and would
Wing hodmuch & what type of
-Xramework of assistance

-I-

:The w iMpli.es th Bat the asio'Grant should the 'foundation

tor --ftst layer of'a,Atudent's.financiak aid ackage. However,

ther,e is no_overall packaging, philosophy contlined in curr4nt

Yaw." ,,, .

, -!
..

'llesons for-Recommbndation "_

-. Existing packag-kng pra(tCicgs often:produce Inequitable
results. Studerkts with similar needs often enlilre .

difee-rent,packages: A few institutions have 'lona so'
Lac as CO burden students with large loans without

,

first,Inve'st,lating their eligibility ,f0e- Lrasic Grants,
,

7

.
%

111

N
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Pa9,1'2 1%.PaCkaging Framework

Ths' packaOng iramework proposed uy tnp Administration,
when coupled with a single needs analyiis aysteof
introduce more unifOrMity and equity into stiident aid
p,gtkagiog whiCe At the same time (uaintaining fleAibility,
rot the sgstele4t rinant31 aid officee. dent ndtheir parentS will have

or..,..ater ability-to-acediel: the
anA 41ounts .)t thiy )

Achooli tifv)riou3 cot rIngei.
.

;lave eiJILItp.tu anount Anj
tl-str.iJuti)n ot 3t.:.dent 11 doWrs req,iired
each year. w

IV

f
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af l24?1.)

The Administration proposal'related to aooreditation
affects institutions applying toyll Higher Educption
Act programs, ,not ju7St. the Title V programs-

,.

,The Administration proposes tp sever completely the
link betweeli private accreditation and institutional
eligibility for Higher Education Act programs. The
proposal would!

o Eliminate accreditation an a statutory require-
ment for inatitutional eligibility for Higher
Education Act programs. .

o Maintain andplace greater reliance on the
existing statutory requirement that an inutitu-
tion must be legally authorized by the state in which
it operates.

o Continue administrative actions to -enforce, at
'th ro ram level, requirements for responsjble
Thst utionai---Tiagement of Federal funds.

o Strengthen stud nt information requirements so
that students ar rents can make more informed

"dscisions about where to spend their education
dollars. \ f.

Present Law
i /6.
Accreditation is' one of se eral requirements that A
pOltseCondary institution m st Meet to establish thres-
hold eligibility for Highe Education Act programs.
T6Tiond this threshold, eligibility, an institution
must also meet-the specific eligibility requirements
of individusl programs.) ror the purposes of this
threshold eligibility process, the Higher Education
Act requires the Commissioner to "publish a list of
nationally recognized accediting agencies or associ-
ations which he determinea to be reliable authority as
to the quality of training offered." Over the years,
the Office of Education has developed .elaborate
regulations and review procedures to determine which
accreditation agenciesiare suitable for incLusion on
the Commissioner's lia',.

I.
4

/I
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Ileasons for RecoMeddetloh

o' Problems with the exieting systeM

7/1.9/79 .30)

tAfter carefultstudy, the Administration has come
to'the firm cOnclusion that reliance on private
acoredttation.for Federal ellgi0lity ourooses
does nyt'ensure wise investment or Feti;t7;r1-6Tiars.

n tTe ad , tt
-EnCoUragds t e proliferation of acCreditation
agencies (mA y of,,which are superfluous to the
Federal eld,ibility pi:ocsss);

Creotes needles;f paperwork tor institutions,
.accredirtsig agencieC and, the Federal govern-
ment;

`16st importantly -- misleads students and
their parents'into believinq that.the Federal
government vouches for thequality oE any
educational institution or program that,-
receives funds under tkile High'er Education'Act.

o How the AdministratiOn grcaposal addresses these.problems

The Admini-itration proposal:

rrees accreditating eqfpcies to.do their job
'the AJministratrcTn proposal C)oes not constitlite
a statement of dissatisfaction with-private-J.

...accreditation. On the 9ontrary, the proposer
reflects our concern.abouL irlapproprlAe use of
aFcrediting agencies by the .ederal government.
These agencies rendered valuable service to the
postsecondary ecluctitiOn community long before
the Federal governm&nt became 'Arivolved in their-
activ,ities; we expect that they will continue
to do so when their tie to 'the Upderal govern-
ment is severed. In fact, we believe'that our
proposal Will enhancethe vitality of most
private accredriii74-agencies by'freeing them
from intrusive Federal regulation, and pressures
to take on inappropriate activities that ai'e
unrelated to their central mission of assessing

'the quality.of education..
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- Cuts down on bureauctacy and paperwork for the
Oederar-governmentj accrefillang agenciesj an7-
Enstitutions

- Will prompt citizens to force the states to take
rester res ons a by or,t e ua t o a ucation
.ere sy nst tut ons with r bo r ers

Does not mislead students and parents
i-proposaf gfves stuaents and parents the ultimate

responsitbility for the quality of the education they'
purchase, but informs them about how to exercise
that.responsibility intelligently.

Saves money' ,

Tile proposal frees for alternative and more
productive uses the $1 million currently spent
by the Federal,government to monitor accrediting
agencies.

.k

v4
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TITLE IVI INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY 4"- STANDARDS OF
ADMINISTRATIVE AND xi ntsPoRtftic/TY AND
AY-UTAMENTS- FOft MVISt6g ap STUDCNT INFOMATIbN

TI NS an

The Pr000sal
_ . _ .

Standards of aIlministrative and fiscal responsibility.

The Administration proposes that Title XV clearly
enumerate standards of administrative and fiscal
responsibility as a prerequisite for .institutional
eli9ibilily for etudent aid funds- These standards:
would include institUcional agreement to provide
validation and necord-keeping support. The CQM
missioner would-be requiYed to undertake a study
to determine minimally acceptal2le drop-out rates,
wnich could then be incorporated into the standards
tor eligibility.

,

o RequiressilLs,12r the provision of stlident information

j! The Admirlistra.tIon proposes t make the existing
student information Fequireme found in .Section
41,3A a prerequisiXe,for instito nal elijAbility
for the student aid programs (ather than siNply a
use to which institutions reiving administrative
cost allowances must put these funds). Fue,the'r,
institutións woul'd be tequired to provide information
to 'all studerits and pdtential students. In addition
to those information items presently -required, all
institutions will have to:provide information about
drop out rates, theirlrefittid policies, about services
and facilities for haffaicapped students, and those
institutions that claip to, prepare students for
epployment in specific fields will have to provide
placement data on recent graduKtes-

\--_-
*

Present L
r

Present law does not require institutions to provide
information as a condition for eligibilfty- Institu-
tions receiving administrative cost allowances are
required to use these funds first to provide, on
request, the types'of student information listed in
section 493 A, including information about financial
aid, tuition and other costs, refund policies, and
academic programs.

v

v

a
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C.

The current law does not set specific standards for
. administrative and fiscal responsibility.

Reasons for Recommendation

The Administration p*opoeals would make institUtions
receiving rederal student financial aid more account-
able to studonte, parents, and the Federal 'government.
Specific si:andards and requirements will make enforce-

. ment easier. IMproved access to information will
improve students ability to make informed decisioRe
about where to spend their education dollar*, thereVy
improving the effectiveness of thp Federal investment
ii student aid.

,s

4

Pe.
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TITLE Oil Sql,PL4KNTAL GRANTS Am COLLEGE
woRK-sTuig--elvL PERCENT CARRY OVER (SECTIO0 492)

_441

The Administration proposes to ihlow instituGIOns to
carry torward up to ttve percent ot their Supplemental
6rant And .011,,qe 400.-Study tunds ( rom one Jundlnq year

t neX

vu.:Ant Law

Present law proy1Oes no carry over provision for those
programa.

Rommon tor RecocimenoatIon

pr.yosAI will Assint tinancial Aid officers to'manage
tends tor- these programs more eft1,7tentiy.

if

-
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F. TITLE IV1 ADMINISTRATIV ALLOWANCE TO INSTITUTION
T1E2

The Proposal

Pay the 'tnstitution $10 for each student aid'recipient.

Present Law

FOrMasic'Grants .;1?.1 Guaranteed Student Loans the statute
permis a paymemt of $10 for each recipient in each of these
two programs. Afso, for the-campus'-bamed programs --
Supplemental Grants, Direct Student Loansand#College Work-Study

in5tituti6ns are permitted to use up to.4 percent of their
allocation under these(tinree programs, not to exceed $35,000.

Reasons for Recpmmendaticp ,/

The proposal makes life easier for studemt aid officers and
instituCions by providing a single, reliable source of funds
to meet expenses assocated with the administration of s,tudent.'
aid funds.

t I ) 1

h..
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G. TITLE IV: SINGL6 AiTLIC.ITION FORM, PROCE1'SED AT14(5-YEE TO THE STUDENT 110 FOLLOW SECT1'5N 494)
_

_ The Proposal

i

Legislatively mandate continued U3,1 of,a sinktlq foilm: by which A stude.nt may apbry fvr Federal, State, ar, d1.11t1tution3 l, lid. ne V6Jeral jovernment -- not thettud.,nt -- vciN pay t,he proceing of t%e 1.andatedifarm.
r

Current Law

Existing st3lInt.'s do not mahlate a singl form.
4

R.,asons tor ,tocommenliatin

Students, oarewts and institutions have been plaguedi)y complexity 3nd contusion resultrng from thermultir.:i .a4li'cation t:,rms required to obtain Federal, state, andLAtituliional ltd. While the cost of kocessing appli-cation forNs fl)r the Sasic Grant Program 'is borne by theFederal government, a student mdst pay to have'private .agencies process his oC her applicatiori for campus-based
4.rinancial aid.

1th the support al-rd-lcooperation
of Congress and in fullconsultation with the student tinancialcaid.community,the Administration has ready for iMplementation in academi:cyear 80-81 a single form tSy which a student may apply for

net,d-kased financial giq.from Federal, State, and institu-tional sources, While the implementation of this singleform for Basic Grants clearly falls within the,- sco1,3eof the
Department'a,adminstraLive authcirity., we believethaethe Congress will want Xo ensure thp conkinU.1.tion'of

-the single form for all need based aid in future years.bymandating it in the statute. The single form will pavehours of paperwork for students, -parents, and institutionsand willpreAnt students from having to pay to find outthe extent of their financial need.
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H. TITE,E IV1 A SINGLE NEEDS ANALYSIS SYSTEM (SECTION 494)

The Proposal

The Administcation seeks statutory authority to develop
and implement a single needs analysis system for all
Federal need-based student assistance programs. The .

single system would be developed in close consultation
with representatives of colleges and universities and
the private organizations,that ore currently inyolved in
needs analysis. The new'system would be subjoict to
Congressional review as is the present Family Contribution
Schedule used for the Basic Grants Program. Of course,
aid administrators would continue to have flexibility to
make adjustment for unusual student.circumstances in the
campus'based programs.

,Present Law

The two major methods currently in use for the calculatiOn %
of a family's expected contribution to a student's epucation
are the Basic Grants Family Contribution Schedule and the
Uniform Methodology. In the BOG program, award lsize is
determlned through the Basic Grant Family Contribution
Schedule. For the remaining Federal aid programs, either
the BEOG schedule or the privately developed Uniform
Methodology or other methods approved by the Commissioner
may be used to determine need.

Reasoris for Recommendation

Application of one method of determining a family's
expected contributiOn dov not produce the same results
as application of another'method. he-choice of the
Method influenuet the amount Q1 the student's "need",
andconsequently the amount of I.inancial aid he or she
receives. This usei of differipt calculations to dis-
tribute student aid results in complexity, confusion,
and inequity for students and parents--

Development and use''of a single system would simplify
piograth administration and make the Federal -award-
making process more consistent, predictable, and equitable.

lt

f,
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I. TITLE IV: DEFINITION OF DEPENDENT ANDTRITTEZ-EiTFruPWITI=LI-._

The Proposal

All students under the age cif V will be regarded as
dsi2erici_snt students -- whether '\11.almed on their parent's
rncome tax form or not unless these studentallave
dependents of their own.

Students who are over age .22 will be classified.as
independent if they have not been claimed on their
parant,s income .tax form for the past year.

.

Present Law;

An independilnt stUdent is currently defined as one who
for the year prior to the award period and for the two
calendar years in Which the award period occurs wast

o not claimed as a dependent on his parents' tax
form;

o not residing with his parents for more than six
weeks each year;

0 not receiving more then ,.$750 in cash or in kind
from his parent(a) during any year.

Students who do not meet these three criteria are
classi(iod'as dependent.

ReasOns for Recommendation

-A Student would often0e eligible for larger aid awards
if he or she were classified as independent than if he
or she were classified as dependent. This may,encourage
some seudents, particularly those from higher income
families, to declaxe themselves independene, thereby
relieving parents of financial obligations for college
costs incurred by their children.

r
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Though Ehe current definiirion of independent student iff
based on three criteria, Only one can actually be
verified -- whether or not the student was plaimed as a
dependent on his or her parent(s) Federal Iricome Tax
return.

The Administration proposal would (1) reaffirm parenal
responsibility for financing a portion of postsecondary
education expenses, (2) prevent students from declaring
independence solely for the sake of claiming Federal aid,
and (3) provide a more enforceable standard to determine
independence.

40-

A
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J. TITLE IV: 3UPPLEME4TAL GI/ANTS, LLEGE V6RK-STUDYAND BASIC ANUJSUPPLEMENTAL LOANS -- PROCEDURES COR
DETERMINING O'isF-CAAPUS LIVING COSTS (SECTION

)

The Proposal

Toe Administration seeks statutory authority to set
s)ecgtic pro,:eoures Lor schools to tollow in determininj

costs.tor ott-ca,apis scad..Ints'applying tor Supple-
Gr.ints, CoLleoe NOLA-St-udy, ano,Basic And Supple-

lental LoanA. )i-ocedur.-:s will include data gat:lei-log
cequirements to determine the reasonaole cofits for
transportation, books, room, board and miscellaneous1ivinq expenes.

Oresent Law

Present law 'allOws institutions tull disc etion in
determinidg the living costs permitted for o -campus
students tor the purposes 01: calculAtiny elAIJ lity
for the caopus-oased (SCOG, CWS, and NDSL) prog amt.

Reasorks tor Recommendation

The GAO has discovered wide, often unexplainaole,
variitions.amony schoOfils in the living costs allowed
for otff-campu students in 'calculating award amounts
ander khe campus-Oaspd programs. The AdministratIon
proposal will prevent less scrupulous schools from
outaining an unwarranted share of the campus-ba:Sed

% funds.

11

e.0
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e. 'TITLE IV: STANDARDS 0 ACADEMIC PROGRESS

The Pro osal

Require that a student financtal aid recipient must
successfully complete at least SO percent of the
course load-undertaken uAing Title IV aid during a
given period of enrollment (uspally the preceding
academic year) in order to be eligible for Federal
aid in a subse9uent period of enrollment.

A student not meeting this rule would not be eligible
tor further funding until he A she had made up the
appropriate number of credit hours --Inot at Federal
expense. Students making up the credit hours would
not have to be enrolled at keast halftime.

This requirement would be waived for deffionstrated
hardship sircumstances.

pre.sent Law

Present law indicates that to be eligible for Titlit IV
financial assistance, an enrolled student must be "in
good standing" and making "satisfactory pro4ress" --
as defined by ttle inst4tuttion toWard completion of
his or her program of study.

Reasons for Recommendation'

Current law permits institutions to define the terms
"in good standing" and "satisfactory progress" any
way they wish. The standard's at some institutions are
simply continued-enrollment. Some institutions parry
a student on academic Probation indefinately. cthers 0

allow.the student to drop- Ut and'ylan be readmMted
upon request. This sttua on creates the potential
for possible fraud and a se of financial aid funds
by students and instituti ns. Institutions facing
declining enrollments and budget'cut-backs will be
tempted to define "in good standing" and "satisfactory
progress" very 4.00sely tn order to maintain Abe flow
of Federal student aid dollars to-their camPuses. The
Administration proposal would curb this potential for

4

I 0
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abuse by requiring all students to meet minimum standards
of acadeihic.progress. Taxpayers will be ensured that the
Federal investment in stucient aid is not being wasted.
Student aid recipients will be encouraged to take seriously
their responsibility to study and reap maximum benefits
from the educational' opportunities they have received.
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11

L. TITLE IV: EXTENSION OF CIVIL AND CRIMINAL
PENALTIES PROVISION TO COVER ALL TITLE XV

FIN*CIAL AID PROGRAMS (SECTION 499)
`,.

The Proposal

The Administration.proposes to establish specific criminal

and civil penalties for individuals and institutions con
victed of fraud or abuse related to any TAtle 1V finapc'al

aid program.s.

ePreSent Gaw T

Section 440 of the Nigher Education Ack mangates sugAfiC
penaj,ties for fraud and abuse ill the Guaranteed Syldent

L9n Program.

Reasons for Recommendation \,
_ -

The proposal will provide better. protection of the Federal
investment in student financial aid.

4

"

4o*

1
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VII. High's Edueation..Act: Title. ry_c_pAEt

Spegial Pro..rams tor Stu ents from Disadvantagel'
Ockgrowi s

A

A. OverytipU

fProgram Purpose

The purpose of the TRIO programs -- Upward Bound (UB), Talent
Searcn (TS), Special Services tor Disadvantaged StudecitS (S6D6),
Udueatipv'Opportunity Certters (COCs), and Service Learning
Centers (SLCs) -- is to help low-income youths to enter, continue,
or resume postsecondary education by supporting programs which
.pzovide awayiety of needed services. These services include
information about postsecondary'opportunities, rdmediatiOn,
and counseling.

"iiruts are made to eligible applicants for prOgrams-designod
to de.liver these seraces to youth from low.7.income familles who
have academic potential; but may lack adeqate socondaFy sChool
preparation; art5.Physical1y hAndicaplied; are disadvant4ged,because
of semere rural isolationr have limited English-speakilg ability;
qr are-from. a A-leprived keducational, cultiiral, or economic
background.

Brovam Co rase awl Cunding

The'individual programs support activities as follows;

o Upsprd Bound is a program for youth from low-income
families who have academic,potdhtial but lack
adeluate secondary school preparation. Through
reSidential summer sessions or Saturday classeS,'-
remedi-al instruction, tUtoring, and counseling is
provided part,Acipants.. In FY 1979, about 50,000
studen't's will parti.cipate in Upward Bound programs,
at.a cost of"$61 million.

o 4-Calent-Search funds projects which identify and
encourage qualified students with financial need to-

. earp11-in postsecondary programs, by providing
counsekung and information about educational career

-9ptions .and avai1aUWe'5tudent aid. -In 1979, over
2'00,000 studento will ba served at a cost of $15.3
million.

.-

o Special gervices for Disadvantaged Students provide
-remeddal and supportive-services to earolled students
Who have educaCionalcultUral or ecoffbmic needs.
Almost 600 projects will bq supported in 197§ at a
cost of $55 million. They will serve abOut 170,000
students.

7
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o Eduyation Opportunity Centers aro off-cziMpus -centers
which provide counseling And information services to
prospective students prior to enrollment and tutoring
otter enroilmerits. In 1979, $6.3 millidn supported
about 30 projects 100,000 students.

o Service Learning Cer\ters support actitrities similar
tb Spec19, 8ersaces. --TRis program is unfunded.

ft,
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B.. TITLE IV: "TRIO" -- PROGRAM PURPOSX AND P.1GIBLE POPULATION41W(167---

The Proional

Change the language at the beg.tnning ot the Subpart on TRIO
(3PocIA1 Pr.l)uams tor Stuients from Disadvantaged Background)
tm ,tescitbe the )rogram's mission,and its basic target pop-tulation, The me.: langu.eje would make explicit:

o that the ovorall mission or TRIO is to provide
access to and retenttOn in programs of post-
se,londary education;

o that the eligible populations are primariiy, but
not excluskvely, economically disadvantaged.
Economic disadvantagement ts defined as a faMily
income of 150 percent of the prevailing poverty

tindex-
Present Law

The program purpose and general student eligibilwity,language is.located in Section 4178, IL is vague referringl-to "academic
potential", "lack adequate ... preparation in" and applies to
all five TRIO programs without regard to their major program
distinctions. There is no language that cleasly describesthe mission of the TRIO programs, or spectfic language that
distinguishes pr6gram services, target groupti, and grantee
eltgibillty in line with each program's emphasis.

Reason for RecomMetidation

fey clearly stating TRIO's mission and goveral target population
in the umbrella language, tho cptausion caused by the current
general language (such as academic potential, inadequate
socondry school preparation, and physically handicapped)will be removed. ,Simplified eligibility criteria for each
program will be written into eaCh respective section. (Seenext proposal.) These criteria will relate only to the
emphasis or the iddiviCaal program.
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C. TITLE. IV; "TRIO" -- ELIGIBILITY RESUIREMENTS FOR

The ProyOS41

The Administration proposes to describe eligibility requirements
for each program categday. The following criteria are proposedt

o Upward Bound (UB) would require only economic
aimadvatAagement (at 150 peiCent of tbe prevailing
poverty index).

o Spec_ial ServiceeL (SSDSL would require economic
disaPIntagement (150 percent Of the prevailing poverty
index) and educational disadvantagement, using the
following formulat

-- For' 2/1 of the participants, economic and educational
disadvantagement

Fór 1/3 of the participants, educational dis-
advantagement

o Talent Search crs) and EdOcation_Opportunity Centers ,

(E0Cs) would require parEicipants to reside in
designated geographic areas characterized by high
concentrations of low-income residents. Priority
-would be given to residentslof these areas with the
lowest incomes.

Preaent Law

Current law does not set specific economic eligibility criteria.
Numerous other-eligibtlity qualifiers, such aslphysicallyt
handicapped and rurally isolated aro included A the statute.

Reason for Recommendation

There is a need to sPecify target groups for each program.
Establishing 150 percent of the poverty level as economic
disadvantagement would qualify certain marginal lo4-incolee
groups who are currently turned away. Using thia as the sole
criterion for Upward Bound eligibility would allow educationaily
disadvantaged students as well de academically better prepared
students to participate. This is important for special-emphasis
Upward Bound veojects that ocus on such areas as science or
mathematics.
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For the Special Service Program the educationally disadvantagedwho cannot meet the ec2nomic criterion, but are 'tin acpdsmicnaedi,; would be ablp to"participate
because of the use of the

educational thsadvantagement criteria. Thin-would addressthe serious attrition problems facing many minority and
educationally disadvantaged stadents.

T-11,nt4delth .1nd CducatIonai-Opportunity
Ountyl-s KogramaNould be !laced in census-determined low-lnrome arAas.° would be community-based

and eligibility would be determinedby, geogrAphfc area rather than by indivOual characteristics-
While prtprity would be given to the lowest income persons,all residents within the project areas wOuld be eligible forsorytcen. ThIs.wo,11,1 011-lunatti the seemingly discrimiciatory
pr,ictice ot turning away needy residents because of minorincome ditterences.
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0- TITLE IV: TRIO -- -CONSOLIDATE TALENT SEA 11 AND E OCATIONAL
$ t TER e VI qt. n g

111_2S2R9.5.11.

The Administration Proposes coneolidating Talent Search (TS
and Educational Opportunity Centers (E0C) into one program
targeted to geOgraphic locations with high condentrations
of lowincome residents. Although all residents of the
targeted area could apply to the new program, first priority
for service would be given to the lowest income persons.
The proposal would'make mediumtsize grants available uniformly
LkhroughOUt the country.

Present Law

l'a1ent Search and Educational Oppqrtunity Ceriters Currently
are separately authorized by Sections 4178(b)(1) and 417B(b)(4)
of' the Higher EdUcation Act.

Roa4Qn for Recommendation

The two peograma perform similar'servicee and in some cases
they operate in the same geographic area. Talent Search, however,
concentrates on youth while Educational Opportunity Centers

4tends to focus on adults.

Consolidation would eliminate artificial eligibility diatinctions,
duplication of serviceS and costs, and bOlster cuvent Talent
Search budgets.

(Average size grants for TS are now $60,000 and for EOC, $250,000).
Coat savings associated with consolidating stpff and operations
would occur in a few areas. -a

1.14
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A . .0 .
E. TITLE IV: "TRIO" -- REPEAL THE SERVICE LEARNiNG CENTER

(EORMEITV SECTION 417(B) (b) OW
,

Th, Prop:Is:Al

Xereal. the Service `..t? r-n rit, 4:en t e r (SLC) authottity.

Present Lad\

The SLC autho ity,iss contained in Section 417(B) (b)(

;4-?a5on tor, Ittl ornmendat Lon

The SIC program category was established by the Education
Amendments of 1976. It has never )ceceived an appropriation.It is an on-cainpus prograor cart in4 for remediation and other
retention setvices,,, which duplicate Special Services for -
Disadvantaged Students (SSOS) activities.

4

,
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V. TITLE IV! VETERANS COST OF INSTRUCTIO PROGRAM jjJ
( L vi 4

o osal

Tile )\dministration groposes to give new emphasis to the
probilems, of handicapped and incarcerated veterans. It
proposes to expand the category of veterans for which
institutions receive bonus payments under the Veterans
Cost of Instruction Program to include these groups.
Moreover, the Administration proposes to extend tnsti-
tutional cooperation ancLthe efficient allocation or
resources under VCIP by allowing formation of consortia
involving any institutigne mhich *re Independently eliglble
tor participation tp the program.

.fie t,

Present Law

/

Payments to institutions under the Veterans Cost_of
Instruction Program are currently calculated on the basis
of two categoriesI (1) enrollment of undergraduate veterans
who are eligible for VA beneits; (2) enrollment of veterans
wh9 received special VA benefits for the educationally dis-
advantaged. This latter category is the basis for bonus
payments tn Section 420(b)(1)); under the Administration:s
proposal, handicapped and incarcerated veterans would be
added to this category.

Prelent law allows inatitutions to fbrm,aonsortia for par-
ticipation in the Veterans: Coat of Instruction Program
only if the institutions forming the consortia have enroll-
ments under 2500.- (SectiOn 420(c)-(1)). This size limitation

- would be removed for institutions which Are independently
eligible to participate WI the program.

Reas9n for Recommendation

The special needs of handicapped and incarcerated veterans
have rece.ived increased recognition. By including the handi-
capped and the incarcerAted in the category of veterans
counted for bonus paymentt under the Veteraps Cost of Instruction
Program,'the.Administration:s proposal wi1l4focus special
new atteett.on on especially needy veterana. Allowing larger
institutions to also form consortia for participation in
the Veterans: Cost"of Instruction Program will enable such
institutions to engAge in greater cooperation, and thereby
allocate their resources more efficiently and target necessary
services more specifically.

1 6

4.
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40,

.L'eacher Corps and Teacher Training Pro_grams

A. Overview

7/19/79 ° 60)

771

Prohram Purpose

fitle v aurnouiros two maior eederill programs Cor professional
developments teacher Corps and Teacher Centers-

1.) Teacher Oerps 'proVi.4es assistance through competitive
grants to teacher training institutions to work :

with local education= agencies In jointly providing
trxining. in scnools with suustantial portions or

*economically disadvantaged youngsters.

2.) The Teacher Centers program supplies funds for teacher
controlled centers located In local school districts.
These ienters otter in-service support and training
tor the teachers.

'.J5:12.9..UIL(:.1-MS5.20 and Funcl!.n9

Teacher Corps has- Peen tupded at $37.5 millionfor the EY.7U
and FY, 79: In FY 1970, approximately 120 continuation
grants were awarded in 60 citdes and 162 new grants to Ul
cities. The Teacher Center program receives tibout SIO million
per year. In FY 078, el grants were awarded to support 100
centers.
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4.

H* ITITLC v - TECHNICAL MODIFICATIONS TO TEACHER CORPS
TeACHtA atlftH8

TPA ttoponal. (Sect1onr11(e)(1))

The AOministration proposes Ao change the local community
councils under Teacher Corps bo school/community counoils.

PrAseq Law

The legislation currently provides Teacher Corps projects
vi6 local community councie,

4 '

Reasons for Recommendation

Community Councils control the direction and nature or local
Teacher Corps projects. As Teacher Corps increasingly,
become an in-service program, lOcal educators axe needed to
help define individual project dharacteristics. Including
teachers-and school adminiAtrators.On community counci s will
help to create feasible programs responsive to both co unity'
and professional needs.

The Proposal (Section 530
0

Eliminate the-10 percent set-asides for both Teacher enters'
.and Training tor Higher Education Personnel.

61)

.1'..."A1esent LaW A

Section 531 currently designates that not less than 10 percent
of the funds appropriated in any fiscal year be used for both
Teacher Centeks and Training for Higher Education Personnel.

Reasons for Recommendation

The 10 perment set-aside for Training for Higher Education
Personnel has never been funded,or requested and a set-aside

. for Teacher Centers is not needed.

r

4.

.1

sc.
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The Proepsal (Section 531)

7/19/79 Y*62) p,

The Administration proposes that the statute require equitable
geographic distribution in awarding grants umtler Teacher
Centers.

Pr!ent Law

Geographic distribution of Awards is not addressed in the
current legislation.

Reasons for Tit212
In order to reach a broader population base of teachers, it
Is necessary to provide professional resources more equitably
throughout the country.
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IX 4.049V EdvcatiOn_Acti Title VII 4

Foreign ,tudioes_and Language Development

(114P14ce. National Defen*9 gqucati.On Act; Title VI)

A. Overview

63)

PrOgram Purposes

National Defense Education Act VI, (NDEA VI) programs are designed
to strengthen the Nation:s capadity for research in, and the
'teaching of, modern foreign languages, foreign area studies,
and international education. Theae prgOrams fund activities
which train or update the skills of specialists in foreign
languages and world studies,'which produce new knowledge about
other nations and cultures, and which improve curricula and
instructional materials in these areas. Major features of
the NDEA VI programa include support for highly specialized
area studies centers, fellowship support or foreign language

1)

studies and faculty and doctoral dissertations rese.rch grants.

Program Coverage and Funding

The total appropriation in 1979 was $17,000,000. Of this,
$8.-,-044,000 provided for 80 area centers, and $4,503,000
supported 790 fellowships. The remaining funds supported
researchconsortia programs, and cultural understanding
projects. The 1980 budget.reguest is $18,000,000.
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A. TITLE VI: REPLACE SEC ION 602 OF NATIONAL Dgfir_EDUCATION
Kn. TITLE VI WITH .CTI N ND .etT
PARTS AND or 'hit EXPIRffiTiNTMTATI NAL EDUC TION

_
%

kff.: HAN 3 O( NOE

The frobosal

Eold together j)art of the Internal:fon:Al Education Act with
vl pn0 k:reate.a ndw HEA Title VI. Replace Section

602 of NDEA VI with Section WI and parts Ca) and (c) of
Sectilon 102 of the expired International Education Act (IEA)
of 1966. Also modify Section 603 to erieourage the development
of State lnd. national programs and to stimulate the Ova ent

tore.Ign la:Iguage projects in elementary and secondary
schools.

Present Law
00

Section 601 of the NDEA VI auChorizes the language and area
study centers. Section 101 of the International Education
Act authorizes the Secretary to fupd activities in adyanced
international studies thht may be concentrated either on
speeSfic 'grltjraphical areas of the world or on particular
fields or issues, or on both- It also allows the Secretary
to make grants to public and private nonprofit agencies
for Activities that wt11 contribute to improving international
understanding.

Section 102. (a) of the IEA authorizes the Secretary CO make
grants for undergraduate instruction in international studies.
Section IO2(c) legislates equitable gengraphic distribution
of grants throughout Cho- country and preference in funding
to those institutions most in need of funds for programs
in international studies.

Section 602 of the National Defense Education Act authorizes
the Commissioner,to make studies or the need for language
'and area studies, to conduct research on more effective
methods of teaching those fields, and to develop specialized
materials for such teaching- Section 603 currently authorizes
grants to stimulate locally designed programs for understanding
other nations.

Reasons for Recommendation

Incorporating the provisions of the International Education
Act into NDEA VI Section 602,will strengthen that inter
natilnal education authority.
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X. 111.4111r.....§.1L21..C.1.2.11.1-..a11.1.9.2.11.

CqnstructOnj Reconsc_Fuctbon and Renovation 9g AcAdemIc
F661itcel

A. Overview
r

ProgNIILta2.211

Title VII authorizes programs of grants, loans, interest
grants, loan insurance and disester.assietance for
construction and improvement of undergraduate and 9raduate
facilities.

65)

Grants for Construction of Undergraduate Acadeffic Facilities 1

(Section A) and Grants for Construction of Graduate Facilities
(Section 13) are awarded for up to 50 percent of project
development,cost.

Under sectibn C, direct loans are authorized for the construc-
tion and improvement of academie facilities at a rate not to
exceed 3 percent. Also, under Section C, the Annual Interest.
Grants Program helped postsecondary institutions with loans
obtained 1.-in the private capital market. It makes grants which
represent the difference between interest paid on a private
loan and that paid on a loan whose interest rate is 3 percent.

...,
.

Section C'also proeides.for an Academic Facilities Loan Insurance
prJqaj 4 whicebas never been implemented. Section D authorizes,

ii te.Niter Assistance Program.

T.
Part E authorizes.grants and direct loans for reconetruction
and renovation projects designed primarily to conserve energy,
remove architectural barri.qs, 'cur bring facilities into compliance
with health, safety, or environmental protection requieements.

Funding_Uistory

Funds for Seotion A ire allotted to the States on the basis
of a statutory formula. Sect,ion A is authorized at$388,000,000
but no funds were appropriated in 1978 and l979,.or-requested

'for 1980. Section'13 is authorized at $80;900,000. Upon
congresSional ihitiative it was funded for $8,740,000 in
1978 but there was no.funding for 1979 nor any requested for
4080. No funds'for new projects have been reqUested foe
.art C in recent years.

All apprOpriations, since then ($29,900,000 in FY 1979 And
requested for 11980) have been for preViously approved projncts.
No funding has been approved for Parts D or E.
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8. TITLE VIII loqEREST RATE EOR FACILITIES LOANS
(PART C, SEcTION 742(0))

The Pr000sal

Tne Aumini3tr.itiop proposes that the interest xate char(Jed
institutions-tor facilities loans be raised (rom the
.:u.tent 3 :)tt-cant to an appropriate long-term rate tqr
construction 7ro)ect.3 set by tn_e S.acretary with the approval
(De the Sqoretery pt the Treasury.

Present liaw

Me loan interet rel,te is in Part C, Section 742(0).

4easons tOr Recommendation

Ihe proposer woull briny loan rates in Title VII more into
line' with .current market conditions tor long-term financing.
The rates would tluctuate with market conditions.

4
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C. TITLE ylls MODIFY PART El AUTHORIZE PROGRAM TO
1mPROve RESCARCH FACILITIES

The PrOposal:

The Administration proposes, in addition to reconstruction
and renOvation to conterve energy, to remove architectural
barriers, and to maply with health and safety requirements,
that funds under Part E be authorized for the ronovalion of
research facilities and other national priorities as deter-
mined by the COmmissioner. The purchase or upgrading of
equipment would so be allowed under the research facilities
authority. Funds under this part may be distributed by means
of need--based State formula grants, discret,ionary project
grants to institutions, and loans (direct, subsidized, or
guaranteed).

Present LAW
1

Currently the legislation requires that activities authorized
in Part E be funded through Part A, which provides formula
funded grants, Or,Part C. wiiich provides several loan programs.

Reasons for Recommendation

The proposal would give.Part E activities their Own funding
mechanisms. This would provide the flexibility to fund
grants on either a formula or discretionary basis or Olk
fund direct,.. subsidized or guaranteed loans. The purposes
of Part E would be expanded to better enable the Federal
government to assist researCh institutions to upgrade their
facilities and equipment to state-of-the-art levels. The.
proposal would also allow the Secretary to identify and
fund other areas of national priority which may emerge in
the fiitiire.

The primary purpose of'this change, however, is to ensure
that our nation:s principal vniversities maintain their high
quality research capac1ty0 The nation is.dependent upon
these major research universities. for the'bulk of the basic
research conducited in this country. These institutions
account for more than 50 percent of the estimated $4 billion
in 0,a5ic research funded 'by the Federal government.

Thelquality of research COnducted'at these'universities is
di,rectly related to the availability of sophisticated
equipment and modern facilities VI their laboratories. In

/recent years, however, the combined effect of a number of
/ pressures have made it increasAngly difficult for them to

Maintain up-to-date research facilities., irtlese pressvres
include:
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Declintng Federal. support tor tacilltiee and equipment
from an egutvalent of $12b.2 million in 19b5 to $23.9
million Jr' 1976 (current dollars)

'L;kyrocketing costs ot easenttal supplies and equipmentt
outtitting a cnemistry laboratory required 1O,OOO
40ta ot aeavy equt,tment tn 1J'60--now It regolres
$1 mtliton wortn.

Aorewver, over tne dast Live years esdectally tfiere has beenl

-- An accelerating pace ot obsolescence due-to advances
tn tuhnology

matntana9ce costs of aging tacilittes--many ot
whtch were or)tnally,constructed during the early 60'sv
wtth eederal funds

-- New Federal requirements xn the areas ot occupational
nealth and safety. Ntthout timely Federal-assistance
tor moderniztng research facilities, this nation is

-threatened with an erosion ot its research capacity.

1

11
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XI. H.__k_o_tr_slA.2ir..k9a..As_5_L_zaat_yiu

coo e tiwAy4LA.L_iuon_kon

A. Qv_ervAtw

k'IpPgYr P,g5T9411

Title VIII authorizes grants to postsecondary institutions
or to a combination of such institutions fOr the planning,
establishment, xpansion, or implementation of cooperative
education programs, in which employers pay studelits for
periods of work,alternated with study and Attempt to b pig Vogether
the worlds of education and work. rnstitutions ai el gible
to receive grants with decreasing Federal percen,t,_ Oontri-
buttons for five years. The maximum award per in itutiOn
is $175,000 or $175,000 per each institution in a consortium.
A separate authority allows the Commissioner to make training,
demonstration or reseArch grants to institutions or Public
or non-profit agencies and organizations. In practice, these
R&D grants have been used to mgment the size of the institutional
cooperative education grant. i

Program Coverage and Funding

Funding levels for FY 1979 aud 1980 are $15 million; a total
of 90,000 students are expected to participate in these pro-
grams In academic year 1979-80. Program evaluations indicate
that cooperative education programs are eftective in Increas-
ing the retention of students.

1 26

41.

6
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B. TITLE Villi ELIMINATE GRANT CEILINGS
(SECTIUN 8O2(a))

ThecNropoiLl

Eliminate statutory ceilings on grants to institutions
tor cooperative education programs,

-Presdnt Law

Section 80R(a) speclfies that a grant to a single
institUtion may not exceed 5175,000 and that a grant

. to an institution participating in a cooperative education
consortium may not exeed $125,000.

Reasons tor Recommendation

y The grant ceilings in the exieting ntatute ma:ce it necessary
for an institution to focus Federal Cooperative Education
fdnda on a single program or school within tha.institution,
1.1he Admtnistration proposal would permit larger grants to
Inztxtutions, thereby encouraging the development of coop-
erative education throughout the entire institutiom.

1
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XII. Iiistitictuor,2212.u_aL*4.t

graduate Progyams

A. Overview

PrOgram Purposes

Title IX contains a broad general authority for the development
ofptargeted graduate student assistance programs in Parts A
and 0. The successful Graduate and PYofessional Opportunities
Program (GPOP) is authorized under these two Parts. It serves
members of groups, particuLarly minoivit4es and women, that
have traditionally been underrepresented among the recipients
of graduate and professional degrees in American society. Part p
provides fellowships and Part A provides institutional grants.
Part 8 fellowship allocations are given only to those institupons
selected for support vith Part A funds.

Title IX also containe.a variety oe-;ther authorit.600:
Part C authorizes Public Service Fellowships; Part D, Sections
962-965 authorizes fellowships in domestic mining and mineral
fuel conservation; Part E requires an annual report to Congress;
and Part F authorizeS general formula assistance to graduate
schools. Finally, Pert D, Section 966 authorizes Assistance
for Training in the Legal Profession (often referred to an
CLEO, for the Council on Legal Educational Opportunity).

Program Coverage and Funding 4

Parts A ahd B (GPOP) have been fundtd at $8 million for FY 1979,
with $15 million requested for FY 1980. During FY 79 GPOP will
award 850 fellowships and 50 institutional grants. CLEO is
funded at $1 million6in.both fiscal years providing services
for,approximately 550 students.'Public Service Fellowships
and Mining fellowships have been funded at $4 million and
$4.5 respectively in 1979. Roughly 260 Public Service and
462 mining fellowships were awarded during FY 79. -

s.
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D. TITLE IX: ELIMINATE MINING AND FDDIq4c peRvIce FELLOWSHIPS,
h141) NCRAL AgffOTANCt TO OAAOUATE _CHOOLS(POKE LY WOTS C, D, AN6 r)

The Proposal

Part C: and those sections of Part D of Title IX whichauthorize public servics ana mining lellowships,
respectively, would be eliminated from the legislation.Part Lc, which authorizes.general aid to graduate schoolswould also be eliminated.

Present Law

Part C specifically authorizes Public Service-Fellowships;Part D is a somewhat more general authority, which includesMining Foleowships As an author.ized program. The broadlanguage of Part B, Title TX, authorizes fellowships fora wide variety of purposes and 1.0 currently used to supportthe Graduate and ProfOssional Opportunities Program Partr authorizes general assistance for graduate schools

Reasons tor Recommendation

At the present timl Lhe Nation does not need more graduatestudents in the arivi of Publtc Serviceror Mining. Shouldneeds change Part B (which is retained') has adequateauthority to fund these as well as othqr areas.

Part F has never boon funded. Other parts of the Higher
Education Act (those that provide for the support ofresearch facilities and graduate fellowships) provide
a9equate authority to assist graduate education.

a

;

z
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41'

XIII, Ut9hqC

uestlon 1202 and 1,201; State Postalcondary Elucation
commistIOns

A. QvIrView

Progyam Pucpoase

Grants are provided to State Postsecondary Education (1202)
Commissions to conduct comprehensive planning for all segments
of postsecondary education in the State. Such planning involves
comprehensive studies of public and private postsecondary
educational resources ln the State. The Commissions ere
required to be broadly and.equitably representative of the
general public as well as of public and private non-profit
and proprietary institdtions of postsecondary education in
the State.

EsIgss,22L5Lln(1 _a'urid n

Support is provided to Commissions in every State. The
Program was funded at $3,000,000 in 1978 4nd 1979 but no
appropriation was requested for 1900.

4
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B. TITLE XIII REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT STATES HAVE
1261-N5-msIoNsT§Effom 12611

The Prososal

.notNdministration ,11-oose9 tD eliminAtc. the requirement for
Lu PlanlIng (1202 tSommi:i3lons).

pro.4,2nt

Section 1202 requires the establishment or designation of
a State agency to carry out the statewide planning functions
Mandated by Ses:tion 1201.

:33ons for R,-,:ommendati.)n

rhe proposed minor change will simplify Fed-eral-State
rllation3'Aips. It will remove our interference with the
ituecture of the State governments by eliminating the Cederal
mandate for the establishment of a 1202 Commission and will
require instead only that the specified functions in Section
1203 be -carried out by the.State:

!.1-811 %I - I
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XIV. EXISTING AUTHO ITIES PROPOSED FOR REPEAL

A. Rarlsy_5122,2L129 Act Title VI

Financlal Assistance for the In covenant 0
Tri-di77 ra 'late nstruct on

1. Overvtew

Prolram Purpose

Title VI to designed to improve undergraduate classroom
instruction by providing matching funds for the acquisition
of instructional equipment and materials. There are two
categories of grantst laboratory and other Instructional
materials/ and closed-circuit direct instruction television
equipment. Funds are allocated by formula to States, based
on State per capita income'and enrollment in institutions
of higher education. State commissions develop their own
plans,'establish priorities, review proposals, and work
directly with institutions. Funds-are provided on a matching
basis with State* covering SO percent of costs.

Program Coverage and Funding.

This Program has not been funded since 1978.

1
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2. Higher Educatjon Act Title VI

Repeal the Title

Proposal

The Administration propose.s to cepeal Titl'e VI trom the
existing Higher Education Act,.

A3,11SUO3 tor Recommenuation

:net-_! 13 no demonstr.ited need tor .tnts pro9ram and little
evidence ot the program:s past ettectiveness. The program
has oot been funded since FY 1978.

13
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B. flerCducattonct. Ti tie X

,p2a1.1211_21.2._Commur_21,taS,211.,1911

1. Overview

PrO.gram Purpose

aitle X, Establishment and Ex ansion of Community C01119es
authorizes grants to tates.to etab1Lh or expand- communay
colleges in areas which Oo not adequately meet demand. It

also established the Bureau of Occupational and Adult EducAtion

which tel currently in operation.

Program Coveraqe and Funding

Oo Parts of this Title have ever received funding.

134
01,
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2. TITLE XI REVEAL

The Proposal

The Admintstratton propcAes to repeal Tttll X crom thoHigher Educatton Act. .

Reasons tor RecommendatIon

'ihts title 13 unnecesary UdCaus0 toe estaoltshment ano expanalonof community colleges hos proceeded satisfactorily without theuse of Federal funds. This Title haa never been -funded. Thoaureau ot OccupatIonal and Adult Equcation may continue totunctwn vitthout thAn authorlzatibn.
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C, Ilkgper ;d4cati3h.J1ctt Title XX

-5-9a22-1-201119-111-7-WA 4ni-B9-1-73-K2Sala

1. Avery kqw

Progrom e4rp9,
,

The program-awards grano to accredited law achoola tor
estabkishing or expanding demonetrzition projeots to provide
clinical experience to law atudents in qv() practice of law.
Preference is giVen to projects providing experience to the
extent practicablx in tjle preparation and trial of CliAtes.
Federal funds, which are limited to 90 percent of tOtill
costs, may be use0 for planning,,preparation Of teaching
materials, administration, the training of faculty members,
superviaion, and travel. No law school may receive more
than $75,000.., Grants are allowed to assure equitable.
distribution throughout the United States. Grants were-

.
awarded for the first, time on September 1, 1978.

A

1'01gram cpvdra-ge and Funding

$A.Omillioo was appropriaeed in FY 1978 to be used for
academic yodo 1978-7§ projects. Awardi went to :29 insti-
-tutions in 24 States'and the District of Columbia. Sqpport
ranged from $29,000 to $56,600. $2.0 million was appeo7
priated for EY.1979.

.
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2. pt.clUR11.211t,_ Act

.TITLE,XII REPEAL

The Proposal

.Repeal Title Xl,-Law School Clinical Experience Programa,
from the legislation-

'(ea-sons for. Recommendation

--

The :clinical experience: approach to training lawyers has
been adequately detonstrated. It is not appropriate for
the eederal goveenment to provide support for a narrowly
defined academic program, unless it is neceq,sary to
demonstrate its effeacti ness.

Mr. BOHEN. As you know I am accompanied here this morning
by one of Secretary Califano's most trusted associates and col-
leagues, Richard Warden, a man familiar to everybody in Congress
and this committee, who is the Department's Assistant Secretary
for Legislation.

You and your subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, have exercised ex-
traordinary leadership in moving our Nation toward an inspiring
goalto give each American student all the education that he ,or
she needs to develop their talents to the fullest. I am here 'to
reaffirm, that goal and to advance proposals that will improve,
streamline, and make more equitable the programs that you ave
put in placeprograms that realize -this uniquely American.- ideal.

Our proposals have benefited greatly from the debates this sub-
committee set in mOtion. You asked the higher education commu-
nity to present recommendations on how, to improve our programs-.
Your oversight hearings on these proposals, combined with HEW's
regional hearings, shaped the ensuing dialog between the Congress,
the administration, and the postsecondary education community.

As we confront the difficult technical issues raised by this legis-
lation, Mr. Chairman, we must not lose sight of its ultimate objec-.
tive and the ideals that underlie that objective. There continues to
be a strong consensus in this countryand these, Mr. Chairman, I .

might say are the Secretary's own personal words: .

That a quality education is a national birthright for all Americans;
That tilts right is without regard to race, religion, or financial status;
That an educatid electorate is the most effective weans of assuring a sound and

responsive government; and
That America's young people are our most precious national resource.
.We are fast approaching a time of great crisis in American

education. The number of students in the 18 to 24 age group will
decline significantly over the next decade. The cost of education is
rising dramatically. The ability of the average American family to
meet these costs is becoming increasingly difficult. The .doors of
many cplleges and univerSities will close in the coming years be-
cause of this demographic and financial situation. In these circum-
stances, we cannot afford to waste .a single Federal dollar on an
inefficient education progrqm.
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William Penn said that "Good instruction is better than riches."
Today, careful management of Federal riches b3 a crucial factor in
assuring good instruction for all Americans.

The proposals we advance today will vastly improve the manage-
ment of our diverse Federal education programs:

We recommend a total overhaul oi the student loan system
We propose mechaniins to tighten administration, control costs, and cut frtiud

'and abuse in student aid.
We suggest mosures to streamline our prograTs and refluee their paperwork

requirements. '
Wo recommend guidelines tO assuro that every student has a fair chance to

receive Federal education benefits.
We propose ways to strengthen the Federal contribution to developing colleges.
We recommend changes to enhance our Nation's capacity to condnit basic re.

search.

In artnorsSip with your hard-working subcOnunittee, Mr. Chair-
man, its counterpart in the Senate, and the Appropriations Com,
mittt,es, the administration has increased spending Mr education
by 40 perceptfrom $8.9 billion in fiscal year 1977 to $12.3 billion
in fiscal yoir 1980. During the same period, Federal spending for
postsecogary education has increassed 60 percentfrom $8.4 bil-
lion to al billion.

Less thiih.sa year ago, the President s4ned historic amendments
to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. These amend-
ments strepgthened the role of the Federal Government in serving
the poor, "the limited English speaking, and low-scoring students.

At the -same ceremony, the President also signed the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act-LMISAAextending the benefits of
Federal staento, assistance to millions of middle-income students.'
Your eloquent iiiinarks highlighted that occasion, Mr. Chairman.
,This year the President has proposed, and the House and Senate

hfive passed, legislation to create a cabinet Department of Educa-
tion. The :enactment of this legislation will greatly improve the
Federal Government's capacity to manage efficiently and responsi-
bly.

Pfesident Carter has made a historic contribution . to American
education. He has helped achieVe the cominitments made., more
than a decade ago by another President; LyndonJohnson, commit-
ted to equal opportunity and excellence in educadon. The results in
educational areas reflect that commitment and the work of this
committee in the Congress. Over the last decade the percentage of
the minority college-age population actually en:rolled in postaecon-

, dary education has nearly 'doubledfrom 13 percept tO 26 percent.
At a time when it is fashionable to question the effectiveness of

Government, these extraordinary.. gains speak eloquently of 'our
government's prpgress in realizing One of America's most cherished
iitleals: that every student has accipss to all the education he' or she
can take.

Let me begin with our proposalS for reforms of the Federal
student loan programs.

In the area of stiolent aid, we haye mikjor recommendations to
clarify the purpotie, modify the terms, and restrubture the adminis-
tration of the k'ederal Government's twoi major' student loan pro-
gramsthe national direct student loantIDSLprogram, and the
guaranteed student loanGSLprogram: These are, as you know,. .

138
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the largest Federal student loan progranis, with total lending, in
fiscal year 1979 of about $3 billion; and program, costsprimarily
Federal interest subsidies and default paymentsnow expected totot al $1.3 billion.

Your hearings and our own experience have provided ample
evidence of the several chronic problems with these Federal loan
programs. These longstanding prob.lems of unclear loan availabil-ity, administrative complexity, high default .rates, unclear and,.
overlapping purposes, and high costs to the taxpayer have con.vinced us that major changes in these programs are now required.

With your perniission, Mr. Chairman, I propose to outline qurproposals for loan reform, and then try to set forth the re,sans
why we believe they are superior to what now is in place and will
'correct the longstanding weaknesses that many observers have
recognized. We recommend a 'reform of NDSL that will completely
overhatil this caMpus-based progrpm. The Federal Government
would assume the responsibility -for the financial and adminisqa-
tive management of the program. The campus-based financial aid
officer would be responsible for assessing the available Federal_
State, institutional and family resources, and for tailoring the aid
packaging.to the individual needs of each student.

The basic loan program would have the following features:
Federal capital would be used to assure access to loans;
All undergraduate and graduate studentsexcept those attend-ing gralluate and professional schools,in the health professions,

business, and lawwould be eligible;
Loans would be strictly limited to unmet need;
Unmet need would be calculated, by taking into account the

family contribution, scaled to available family income; Federal,
State, local, or institutional grants; and a student self-help contri-
bution of $700. Student financial aid officers would have discretion
'to waive the self-help requirement in unusual circumstances.

While most students 'Would be eligible, more than 85 percent of
basic loan funds would go to students from families with incomes
less than $20,000;

Basic loans would be subsidized by the. Federal Government at
interest levels substantially below the market rate. ,They would
carry an interest rate of 7 percent, or 'the Treasury bill ,rate minus
1 percent, whichever is less. Students would pay no, interest whilein school and until 4 months after completion of their course ofstudy;

Loan amounts would be limited to $3,750 annually and $12,500
cumulatively for undergraduates, and $5,000 annually and $25,000.in the aggregate for both undergraduate and graduate study;

We would continue to rely upon institutions and their skilledfinancial aid officers to work out student aid packages, including
the loan components, directly with students; the Federal Govern-
ment would provide the capital and be responsible for loan collec-tion;

The terms for repayment by the student would bOvariable.
The program would be phased in over 3 years. One would fund

approximately 60 percent of estimated need in fiscal year 1981,
increasing to 100 percent by fiscal year 1983.

13 ),
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We make less far-reaching but still significant changes to the
present GSL program, retitling its purpose under the rubric of a
supplemental loan that would spread the costs of education over a
longer period of time.

We would maintain the basic dependence now in GSL on private
capital, but we recommend redirection to assist parents and stu-
dents to meet th e,. required family contribution and/or the proposed
$700 student self-help requirement.

These liquidity loans would have the following features: They
would be available to all students, regardless of family income,
with educational needs not met by other sources;

Ne would establish the interest rate for these liquidity loans at
the Treasur4i11 rate plus 1 percent, as contrasted with the 7
percent rate for the basic loana;

Lenders would receive a special allowance of 2.5 percent to keep
supplemental loans competitive with other banknw investmbnts.

We would not forgive interest, as under the current GSL, while
students are in school. Instead, the amount of the loan request
would be increased at the outset te cover the .student's interest
payments for the insthool period.

'Capital for the supplemental loan program would be provided by
the ,private sector, with loans being insured by State guarantee
agencies" and the Federal. Government, as in the current GSL pro-
gram.

Loan amounts would be limited in two ways: First, students
could not borrow more than their cost of education Minus Federal,
State, or institutional assistance; and, second, loan maximums
would be set.

The amount borrowed under the supplemental loan program,
when coMbined with any amount borrowed under the basic loan
program, could not at any lime exceed $20,000.for undórgraduatel
and $40,000 for both undergraduate and graduate studies.

We would also rebuild the Student Loan Marketing Association,
Sallie Mae, as a Government-managed agency like Ginny Mae.

In 1972, Congress chartered a specialized, for profit,, privately
managed financial institution that became known as Sallie Mae.
This institution was designed to provide a secondary market feu
student loans originated by commercial banks, and to attract and
expand private capital for the underwriting of student loans.

Tho original Sallie Mae concept was valuable and well worth a
trial run. After nearly 5 years-experience, however, all available

,evidence suggests to us, and to others who have studied it closely,
that. the services and benefits provided by Sallie Mae are not worth
the public xCO8t.S.

For example, instead of attracting private capital, Sallie Mae has
become 98 percent dependent on access to capital from the Federal
Financing Bank. Salhe Mae, then, lends this money to commercial
banks at a greater interest rate than it pays to the bank. We do
not believe Saflie Mae has used ith privileged position to stilnulate
the availability of student loan resources throughout the country
in small- and medium-Sized financial institutions. -

Rather has pursned policies that concentrate its relationship.
with the biggest, strongest banks in a relatively small number of

rx
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cities; policies that maximize its profits and ease its administrative
burden.

In short, this profitable, privetely controlled and managed enter
prise, whose chief executive, officer receives an annual salary of
$130,000, is kept afloat with Federal Government guarantees and
subsidies. After careful study, we recommend an orderly termina-
tion of the Sallie Mae experiment.

To substitute for Sallie Mae, we seek authority from the Con-
>Tess to cret te a new financial agency to manage the proposed
asic loan p wram, and to provide the needed secondary market

for the propdsod supplemental loan program.
The new educational fimmcing, agency would be structured along

the lines of Ginny Mae in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, with a1presid4nt appointed by the Secretary, compen-
sated in accordance with Government pay scales and obligated to
maximize the public interest rather than private profitability.

Now, 1 would like to coppare the major differences and goals of
the administration's loan" reform propoaals with current programs.

We believe more students will be aided under the new programs.
Under the_basic loan program, 35 percent more students, 1.2 mil-
lion, will be aided in 1981, than in 1980 under NDSL as presently
budgeted_ -The average loan will increase to $720*; and, as the pro-
gram is phased in, we can expect that loan averages will continue
to increase.

The supplemental GSL program will serve fewer students, and
the size of the average loan will decrease from $2,000 to $1,600, we
estimate. Most students will have their educational .costs met.,
through grants, self-help, and basic loans, needing supplemental
loans only to meet liquidity needs.

By 1983, 2.7 million students will Teceive loarql under the new
programs,- an increase of 500,000 from current lelEls. We advance
these revised programs to insure that every student who needs a
loan will be able to obtain one.

Our basic loan proposal will assure that any student who needs
additional funds`to obtain a postsecondary education will be able to
receive a loan. We inte-nd to model this program on the successful
concept of the basic educational opportunity grant program, which
uses, a national system to distribute available funds fairly to eligi-
ble students, regardless of where they live or go to school.

The current NDSL progtmn has clearly not achieved the goal of
equitable distribution of funds. Despite the infusiomif $4.3 billion
in Federal capital over 20 years, nearly half of the postsecondary
institutions now participating in the basic grant program are ei-
ther unable or unwilling to meet the 10 percent NDSL matching
requirements, or to service and collect loans, as.required. Students
attending these schools, therefore, are not able to obtain the low-
cost loans.

Furthermore, under the current NDSL-State allocation formula,
students in the same circumstanees are treated differently. The
formula does not distribute loan fipids according to actual State
loan needs, and allocations to institutions within States also raise
issbes of equity.

Because of Che inadequacies of NDSL, many needy students-have
tried to turn to GSL. But- private lenders in the GSL program
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frt;quently have not served the poor, minorities, and women Stu-
dents fairly, preferring to deaLwith those students whose families
have established banking relatiompips. -

Our proposal seeks to bring interest rates in federally supported
Amin programs up to date. .

The current interest rate.of 3 percdk for NDSL VVEIB set in 1958.
It is hopelessly out of date and exceedingly costly to the taxpayer
in an era when rates for long-term mortgages exceeed 10 percent,
and the market rate of interest for unsecured personal loans
ranges from 12 to 15 percent.

In light of changed economic conditions, we propose an interest
rate of 7 percent, or 1 percent below the Treasury bill rate, which-
ever is lower, for the basic loan, a rate still several points below
the current rate for commercial loans and home mortgages.

We believe our proposals will improve administration of these
major programs.

ur basic loan proposal will federalize loan servicing and collec-
tions. Universities are not by temperament or by organization,
equipped to act as bill collectors and they sheuld not be asked to
divert precious resources to such efforts.

For many years, both GSL and NDSL have been attacked by
critics in the Congress and elsewhere for their high default rates
and poor collectiort efforts.

Recently, Secretary Califano set in motion new efforts and proce-
dures to deal with these problems in both programs. In the Govern-
ment-managed GSL program, the Department has collected more
defaulted loans during the first 9 months of this fiscal year than
throughout the entire 2 previous years combined, $30.5 million,
which amounts to 38 percent of the total $80 million collected on
defaulted loans since the program began in-1965.

Over this same period the number of defauhers was reduced
from 400,000 to 237,000. Based ZIn these statistics, we hope to elimi-
nate,the backlog of defaulted loans in the GSL program by the end
qf 1980.

The story with regard to NDSL is a sharp contrast. Despite
several actions we took in fiscal yoar 1978 to assist postsecondary
institutions in improving the administration of the NDSL prograth,
I regret to report that defaults under that program continue to
rise.

Between June 30, 1977 and June 30, 1978, the latest period for
which figures are available, NDSL student, defaults rose from
713,000 to more than 841,000, and the amount of money in default

-Nose to more than $700 million.
We cannot permit defaults in this program to continue increas-

ing. It is, in part, for this reason that we are proposing our basic
loan program with the lkderal Government assuming administra-
tive responsibility for the program. Our proposals redefine GSL as
a supplemental liquidity loan.

We propose to provide loans for students mid, for the rust time,
parents who want to spread the costs of postsecondary educatioft

'ever a longer -period of time. This continuos the focus of the cur-
rent GSL program which has served this popuhition more effective-
ly than it. has served the needy. .
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Finally, we believe our proposals, by controlling the costs of
Federal loan subsidies, make possible a wider sharing in these
resources. The new supplemental loans, designed to meet family
liquidity problems or to substitute for the vequired work contribu-
tion that we propose, will be priced accordingly:

The interest rate will be Treasury bill plus 1 percent, still
cheaper than the market rate for personal loans, and rnschool
interest costs will be deducted from the loan, not forgiven. .

The terms of the present GSL, with rates of 7 percent and
forgiveness of inschaol interest, are acceptable fo need-based loans,
but cannot be justified for loans of convenien e at a time when
home mortgages have rates of more than 10 plrcent and personal
loans have ra s of 12 to 15 percent.

Middle-i no students, currently participating in GSL, who
have a remaining need for loans will continue to receivey-kubstan-
tial interest 'subsidies and payment of inschool interest Unkr the
basic loan program.

We propose in addition two important complementing adminis-
trative reforms that aro closely related to the restructuring of the
loan programs that I have outlined. f

We support and look foward to the adoption of a single needs
analy'sis system. We seek statutory authority to develop and imple-
ment a single needs analysis system for all Feder need based
student aid programs. Developed in close consult- ion with the
higher education community, the resulting needs nalysis system,
like the present family contribution schoduleytused. for the BEOG
program, would be subject to congressional review.

At present, as you know, two major methods are used to calcu-
late a family's expected contribution to their 'child's education.

The basic grants family contribution schedule is used for Federal
BEOG grants.

The uniform methodology is widely used for other Federal Cam-
pus based aid programs, and by States ktnd institutions for their
own student aid programs.
L Because these separate needs analysis systems yield a different
Zxpected family contribution from the same family, students and
financial aid officers now.must cove with both the complexity and
confusion of two distinct deternmfations of need, depending on
which schedule is used. .

,. Our reCommendation strives to bring together the professional
experience of more than a decade behind one system that will end
the complexity slid confusion of present. arrangements. s

We also favor the adoption of a single application form with the- cost of processing borne by the Government rather than the stu-
dent aid applicant however we do not wish to preclude processing
by States, institutions, and private services.

Stuaents, parents, and institntions have been plagued by com-
plexity and confusion resulting from the multiple application forms
required to obtain Federal, State, and institutional aid.

For the past 21/2 years; under tlre Secretary's personal predding,
IIEW has been working on developing a single application form.

While the use of this sinfile form for Federal programs clearly
falls within the scope of FIEW's administrative authority, we roc-

tAh
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ommend that the Congreas Mauro the continuation of the single
form in future years by mandating its use in the statute.

Mr. Chairman, that represents the heart of the administration's
proposals in the student aid area.

I Would not want to end formal testimony withoLit making refer-
ence to .important proposals under title III, title VII, and some

your wishes with respectl to pausing here for such questions ou
changes we recommend v toith respect to title I, but I would bol

may have in this area which, of ceurse, is at the heart of our
testimoly.

Mr. Foam Thank you very much.
There is more than an ample amount of material for us to try to

digest quickly, and while we have been somewhat prepared,. the
proposals aro indeed very bold.

,

It is very clear that there are a number of people here and some
who will later Wish they had been here.

We aro going to have reactions to the Nislation, and I am going
to suggest. to the committee, unless there is objection, that we try,
as we irve indicated before, .to finish the hearing process, by the
time th August recess starto, so that the staff and administration
and othe s can getto work on drafting legislation for us to consider
prom ptly .Seytemker.

We have limit&I umber of days in the next 2 weeks available
for hearing, 4t we wo ild hope to cover the following:`I

We . hay a request)from Senator Ted Kennedy to appear and
,, present a 1 n peogriagi that he and Senator gellmon have intro-
duced, or aie introducing today, that they have been talking with
us about for some time.

We would expect to devote another full day to the grant prp-
grams, and then try to work in a day or two of hearings on loank
since.most of your proposal deals with loans.

We have already been made aware of the concern in the Educa-
tion Committee over proposed changes with respect to the loans, so

c, that we might accommodate the educational groups that have al-
ready indicated they want to respond specifically.

We would like to try to do' it in this fashion, to have panels of
people to deal with the specifics of Sallie Mae loans and specific
provisions of the loan programs representing the various intermit
groups, along with, as a member.of the panel, a repi-esentative of
HEW who could be available to the committee, so that as the
comment comes with regard to the specific legislation proposed by
the administration, you would have the appropriate person from
your 4top who could respond on behalf of the administration to
questi s from the committee and to questions raised by the others
on the panel.

'It is a little bit unusual to put proponenta and potential oppo-
nents on the same panel, but it will give us an opportunity to
compress the time and have everybody in the ring at the same
time, so to speak.

It is not intended in any way at all to foreclose a complete and
broad discussion of the administration's proposals, but we are very
dttermined that we are going to get a bill in this Congress, and
that gives uti some absolutes to deal with.

14 44
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One absolute is that'we have got to have this process concluded
before the August recess to give the profesaional staff time to put
something meaningrul together for us to begin working on in Sep-
tember and October.

This committed is going to have to work long hours with the
time that we have left to be able to do that.

At the same time-we are very sensitive and should be to the fact
that these aro major changes that are being proposed sort of IA% in
the process that are entitled to consideration because they come
from the administration. They also deal with issues that have been
on people's miphis for a long time, so we need a full and complete
esaminalion before we start marking up or writing legislation.

Tom Wolanin, the subcommittee staff director, has already
worked up a list of potential topics for the balance of the hearings,
funds allocations, SSW and campus-based needs and an analysis of
single form, institutional eligibility and accreditation, title III,grants and loans.

So you see we still have a nu ber of loose.endsand details to
work out. For that reason, I woul not want to begin with any very
specific questions with you this m rning, but would comment that
this is indeed a very comprehen ve let of proposals for us to
consider.

I can assure you that akould you or your designated representa-
tive wish to follow this frormat with us, there will be plenty of
questions at the next session.

expect toward the first of the week we will have an adequate
number of recommendations and requests for an opportunity to be
heard so that in a very short time we can give you a feel for it and
we can have a feel for the professional reactions of the people who
are intimately acquainted with programs that. would be changedunder this pro sal.

I recognize t le gentleman from Alabama.
Mr. BUCTIANAN. First, let. me commend the chairman and thestaff for his format. It may be unusual but, like the entire proceed-

ing on this committee of this very important legislation and this
Congress, I think it has much to be commended.

I think the chairman began an unusual method by requesting
the written comments of sbme of th9. education entities and compil-
ing the information. This compilation can be of substantial value.

Since Washington is an island insulated from.. the wrest of the
country and insensitive to it, and; .whatever the merit of our pro-
posals they originate in Washington, it is valuable to have other
spokespersons (aim varioUs other parts of the Country, so that we
may hear the voices of people as well as those of the insulated
island of Washington.

Just Tor the record, I have found many more good people even in
the vast jungle of HEW than the world dreams of, just for therecord.

If everyone who worka in Washington is isolated, everyone who
works oii Capitol Hill must be blind, dqmbdeaf, and crazy, be-
cause if one can represent a congressional district and not hear the
voices of-lhtit peopie, he really has to isolate himself in a closet ,
somewhere.
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We hear massively from the American people every day of every
week, and if you put, it all together, this Hill is like a mirror
'reflecting what the American people are. If we are an island, we
are one swept by all the winds and tides ofthe whole country of
the United States, just for the record.

You indicate in your *testimony present loan programs have a
total in fiscal 1979 of about $3 billion and the p?ogram costs are
expected to total $1.3 billion.

Do4you have any estimites of the total loan voluMe you would
expect to occur under the new loan program and also what the
total program costs would be under these programs?

Mr. BOHEN. I do have that information, but it's not in the testi-
mony.

If you give me a minute I think I can find it.
We expect the total lending Volume under these programs to

grow about $600 million or $700 million a year.
We propose that. these programs be put in place in time for fiscal

year 1981, and we would expect the loan volume in that year to be
about $3 billion and by 1983 when we would expect to have phased
in the full Federal budgetary support required to make them work,
we would expect the lending volume to be at the level of $471
billion and by 1985 at the level of $5.3 billion, so that we would
expect lending volume to grow rather substantially year-by-year.

In terms ot Federal program costs, these propoSals have 'been
quite carefully put together with an eye to what we would project
program costs to be yeareby-year under the existing struCture.

I believe the Secretary on March 20 testified at some length
about yapidly rising costs, and to some degree uncontrolled costs in
these programs.

We have been under some constraint, I might say, in devising
these proposals and in terms of their phasing to insure that we

N. didn't. substitute for something that was rising rapidly and to some
extent uncontrollably, something of the same character or even..
worse.

Our estimate of Federal cost% as I indicated, are. about $1.3
billion in the current year, 1979. We project that in 1981, Without
these changes, they would be $1.65 billion.

We are proposing a pr,ogram in 1981 that would be somewhat
smaller than that, and by the yeal- 1985 is projected to VOW to
about $3.3 billion, which is considerably less than we project the
current. programs to grOw on the .saine set of economic assump-
tions.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Could you includw, -for the record those .projects
and the chart, and the figures you mentioned?

Mr. BOUEN.:YeS, sir; both the charts.
[The information refmed to above follows:]
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om pretive Summar of Costs and Program Pato for the
m n re on

-

The, attached table provides a comparison of tho costs, loan volumes
end numbor.of students aided under the currant and propoaed etudent
loan programs. Also included are the asaumptions made In develop-
ing the estimates.

The table shows the followings

Costs

o The costs of the current Guaranteed Student Loan Program
are expected to increase from $1,180 million in 1980 to
$0,520 million in 1985, an increase of almost 200 percent.

o Under the Administration's propoeal, the combinid costs
of the Basic and Supplemental programs would increase
from $1,500 million in-1981 td $3,335 million in 1905,
an increase of about 125 percent.

4
o The Basic Loan program would be phased-in over a three

year period, supporting 60 percent of estimated student
need in 1981,00 percent in 1902 and 100 .percen't in
1983.

--In 1981, the phase-in scheme permits cora savfngs of $150
million when compared to the expected costs of the
existing loan pro9rams.

--In 1902, the cost of the proposed:arid exintinTprogramri'
would be about the same.

--In 1983, the first year for full-funding of the Basic Loan
program, the combinc0 costa of the proposed loan programs
would be $265 million 'greater than the coats of the current
progroms.

--By 1984, the cost difference narrows to 645 million and
by 1985, tho propose& programs shOw cost savings,of
$405 million when cOmpared to the costs of the current
programs. These cost (ravings are possible because of
significant repayments of Basic Loans, making it
possible to reduce the amount of loan capital borrowed from
the Treasury. 7

bl-/117 - - lii
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o" Loan volume under the current programs ID expected tp
increase from$4,760 million in 1981 to $7,640 million
in 1985, while loan volume in Lhe proposed'program$

- would increase from 63,000 million in 1981 to $5,310
million In 1985.

o Loan volume in the Supplemental program would increase
generally each year from $2,160 million in 1901 LO 62,930 '

million In 1985 which is significantly below expected
loan volume increases in the currant Guaranteed Student
Loan program for the same period: .Loan volume in the
Basic program would increase more substantially from
6900 million (funding 60 percent of student need) in
1901 to $2,100 0111on (fully funding Student need) in

1905. Many of the students current served by GSLP
wduld,receive need-based Basic Loans, reducing the
dgmand for the more costly Supplemental Loans.

o The overall reduction in loan volume in the proposed
programs is possible because those loans would belimited
to need in the Basic Loan program and to replacement of
the expected family contribution and the self-tielp expecta-
tion in the 'Supplemental Loan Program. In addition, tho
combi,nation ot grants, State aid, institutional aid, and
loans could not exCeed the cost of education.

Students Aided and Avera_ge Loan Amounts

o The total number of students aided would increase from
2.5 million In 1900 under the current programs to 2.0
million in 1905 under the proposed programs.

o Loans undei the Basic program;

--Loans averaging $720 will be provided to 1,250,000
students in 1901.

--When the program is fully funded in 1903,,loans
averaging $1,405 will be provided to 1,352,000
stu dents and by 1985, loans averaging 61,630 will
be provided to 1,460,000 students.

--The average amount ot the Basic Loam! Is significantly
higher than the Direct Loan because,the Basic Loan will
kovide the funding required to meet student need after
taking into consideration other Federea, State, 1oCa1
and Institutional old, family contributions: and
student solf-help.,
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9 *Dins, under the Supplemental program/

--Loans averaging $1,600 will be vr6viderto 1,350,000
students in 1981, and by 1905, loans averaging $2,175
will be provided to 1,347,000 students.

--The reduction ir the average Supplemental loan from
the gurrent Guaranteed loan is possible because
student need wirl be met through the Eitilia.c program'
with thd SuOlemental loan tub tituting for the
expected family contribution ehd the self-help
requirement.- In addition, thq .Supplemental loan
will be pricedcloser to current interest rates
and students and parents will/be less inclined.to
turn to these loans.

/
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Costs and Loan Dollar Volumet Currit41t21422:22,2iT11112ns .=

,

(Dollars in Millions)

1978_ 1979 19irbs:.
7-4--
1901

1,24,12 1983 1984 1985

fCURROIT PROGRAMSi
Direct Loans(NDSL) 310. $ 310 $ 2%0 ':: $ 220 $- 220 $ 220 $, 220 $ ,220
Guaranteed Loans (GSL) 520 .970 11111L1, A:4301,780 2_4200 2,760 ,1,520

Total --6J-6----T7F16-' ',TAW --T7M-'--,W, .2,f26 'LW 1,70

COSts

PROPOSED PROGRAMS:
Basic Loans
Capital
Cost of Borrowing from
Treasury Y Yr

485-

30,

950

210

1,572
,

325

Subtotal, with
ohase-iw
(Full cost)
(% Loan Volume).

Supplemental Loans:
Subsidies anddbefaut
Payments %

(Phase-out of GSI)

rlY

(1,:130)

(60%)

985

4
-(1,570)

(80%)

cj

040

1,995

(1,895)
(1001)--

- 790
(510)

Total, Proposed
-,Rrograms 830 1,280 1,100 1,500 2,000 2,685

COSTS OF PROPOSED PROGRAMS
COMPARED WITH CURApNT
.PROGRAMS 1 o

1,847 2,117'

303' 190

2(.150 2,315

(2,150) (2,311.)
(100%) (100t)

nly
875 1,020
(390) (M)

3,025 3,135

1-150 +265.
. .41:11 -405
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(Dollars

1979

in Millions)

1900 1911 1982 1983 1985

Loan Dollar Volume.

,

CURRENT PROGRAMS
DPRECT LOANS. ,

GUARANTEED LOANS
$605

1,055
$640

2,600
1$640
3c530

$640
4,120

$640
4,760

$640
,430

$640
6,210

$640
7,000

Total 2,460 1,240 ,4,170 4,760 -5,400 6,6,0 6,050 7,640

PROPOSED PROGRAMS:
BalVc Loans . 980 1,330 1,900. 2,140 '2,300
Supplemental Loans 2,160 2,340 2,540 2,730 2,930

Total. . 3,060 3,670 4,440 4,870 5,310

Students-Aided '

ss--2
Direct/Basic Loanse

No, Students Aided
(Thousands) 052 901 901 1,250 1,285 1,352 1,417 .1,460

Average Lban ($) 710 710 710 /20 1,035 1,405 1,510 1,630

Guaranteed/Supplemental Loanm

No. Students Aided
(Thousands) . ' 1,025 1,300 1,620 1,350 1,353 1,350 1,355A 1,347.44

Average Loan($) 1,810 2,000 2,190 1,600 1,730 1,070 2,015 2,175

Total No. Students Aided
(Thousands) 1,877 2,201 2,521 2,600 2,630 2,710 2,772 2,007

*Reduction in number of students aided caused by expected declia in enrollments.
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Cost estimates are a functton of dollar volume of loans'a d interest rate assumptions.

Cuerent Programs
k

Guaranteed Loans!

--Dollar volume assumptions for FY 1979 and FY 19801 Increases in first half Of FY 1979
of 38 percent continuo through FY 1900.

ci --Loan dollar volOme assumptions for FY 1901 - FY 1985.

o Postsecondary enrollment declines gradually consistent with NCES projections.
o Average loan amount intreases by eight.Tercent per year.
o Participation increases by ono percent per year froM, 15 percent in FY 1901 to

19 parcont rY

--Special allowance rate basod on OMB's mid-session projections of 91-day TreasuryIbills.
"

Direct LoOps:

-,7Continuee current level for new Federal capital contributions to institutional revolVing
funde.

7

Proposed Programs

Coat estimates exOlude the cost of the propred Government Student Loan Association which
would administer the new Basic and Supplemental Loan prografits and provide A secondarymarket for supplemental loans.

Supplemental ioads;

A
--Lean. dollar volume assumptiona fnr FY 1901 through FY 1985:

o Participation of eligible students,remains.00nstant at 15 POKcente

O Average loan amount Increases by eight.,.percent per year.
o Enrplimenta gradually decline consistent- with NCUS Oroiection6.

e.

I



--Yield to lender: 91-day Treasury bills plus 1-1/2 percent (bo.ted on OMB's mid-Session
projections of 91-dal; Treasury bills).

--Cost to student: 9I-day Tr4asury Pills -tri percent. Feaeral Gov ent.pays difference
of 2 1/2 percent for duration of loan.

'Basic Loans:

dollar 'volume 'assumptions

° Participation of eligible students increases from 21 percent in FY 1981 to 25 perceht
in FY 1985.

° korerage loan amount increases by 8 percent per year.
° Enrollments decline gradually consistent with NCES projectlbns.

///-- --capital: ,Amount of loan capital borrowed from Treasury.
if

--Cost of Borrowing from FFB: Assumes that amount borrowed will be repaid over ten years
at an interest rate of T-Bills plus 1/0 qf one percamt. Payments to FFB are net of in-
come from collections.

--Claims; g percent of annual loan volume that'is eligible for repayment is loss as
the result of default, bankruptcy, death, or disability.

-7\

--Phase-in Plan: Program phased in over three years, with 60 percent of total loan
volume\in,1901, 00 peroent in 1902 and reaching 100 percent in 1993.

153
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Mr. BUCHANAN. Can we count on those remaining given present
circumstances, as the:administration proposals, the official admin-
istration proposals on this subject?

Mr. Bomm. Yes, Mr. Buchanan. The administration's position, as
the chairman and many members of this committee know, has
been worked put over many. montils.

We felt conflicting pressures and values, just as this comrnittee
feels them.

We have worked very intensively over the last 6 weeks with
White House staff and with the Office of Management and Budget.
I myself have led the HEW delegation through the iSsues.

Our proposals have benefited from the same kind of searching
review that you will conduct here,

They have been approved, and this testimony has been cleared
and approved, as the administration's position.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Mr. Foan Will the gentleman. yield? 4s--I am informed that after we stirted the hearing this morning

there was delivered to our committee office the specific legislation
to implemen4, the testimony here this morning, and that it, has
been signed off by OMB.

That is the first time we have. reached That stage, and we just do
not have time te ge back to OMB.

Mr. Buchanan, that is their position, whether they like it or not.
If they had asked me for my list down there, there wouldn't have

been anybody there this morning to sign offion it.
Thank you veryy, much.
We are very grateful.
Excuse me; Mr. Tauke, do you have some questions?
Mr. TAUICE. I just have One question, Mr. Chairman. This ques-

tion, however, may have several parts..
The proposed basic loan program could be considered an entith-

ment program.because ef its total availability to any student up to
set maximums.

Does total access to some fOrm of a loan tend to- pLish tip tuitien
prices, because colleges know they can increase the tuition and,
therefore, capture more Federal dollars?

Mr. BonEN.
The.unm'et -need; which is used to calculate the basic .loan, pre-

sumably flows out of a basis of tuition and other costs of attending
school that will he met. one way or another, or the students who
cannot meet it sinwly won't attend.

We believe, and' we have no evidence to suggest that either in
the ND,91., prograrp, which has met some of thbse needs, or jn our
proposals, that we would free colleges to make pricing changes that
other circumstances are not. forcing them to make.

Mr. `ratlike. Certainly, you are aware of the very substantial
increases in costw of tuition over the last several years. There has
been a suggestion by some that the reason this is the case is they
felt the gap of money available and the more money that is Availa-
ble the higher the costs will go.

What is the factor that will keep teition costs down if the funds
are available?

15 4.
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Mr. BOHEN. Well, I think the various resources that are provided
from the family and the student self-help requirement that wo arenow adding as a requirement, for participation in ,these programs,and such Federal and other subsidies as are available will bepresent.

We will-provide you for the record our analysis of the evidence
on this question.

Mr. TAUKS. I would appreciate an analysis of that sort.
Thank you vpry much.
Thank ou Mr. Chairman.
!The iniorMation referred to above follows]
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Reenonli, Why Administration's Loan Proposals
----IRTIT-116T-Mdtaa-brn517-6250Toattc

4

4

There aro several reasons whY we Liblfove these loan proposals

will not increase the college costa faced by students and

their families.

U)

First, historical data indicate that the availability or Federal

ntudont aid does not by itselt induce unjustifkably large

increases in the cost of a college education. For example,

total Federal outlays for student ald increased more then
ovcr-

four-fold from $1.7 billion iniFY 1969 to -aum-$7.3 billion

in FY 1977. Over tho same period, average tuition and' fees

for a resident full-time student rose by 75% and room and

board costa by 66%. The combined effect of these increapes
t,

still trailed the 24% increase in the Conadiser Price Index

(C.P1) over the 1969-77 period, despite -the massive infusion

of Federal student aid dollars.

Second, colleges and universities are fncod with other prossuros

na they enter the 1960's .which will act le restvain increases

in tuition and other charges, Not the lepst of these,is the

projected decline, or at best a levelino off,of4 coltege

enrollments. The level of student charges W111 certainly be

a factor an institutions compete among themselves for a limited

number of stlidentS.

5

tgo

fir
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Third, a distinction must be made between grants and loans

in terms of their impact on eaducaeional coots. In the cap()

of grants, it may be possible for an institution to raise

its tufion and have, the full amount of that increase borne

by the Federal government rat.her than the student. However,

in ehe &Ise of loans, students ultimately have to bear the
A

costs and institutions, therefore, have an incentive to

minimize 4he 1oa0burden6-0bedomle_ eve 41.41

e

Fourth, our loan proposals provide assistance to students

only for actual educational costs. These costs must be met

regardless of whether the Federal government makes student

loans available or not. The effect of our loan proposals

is to provide students (and their families) the option of
vt

using loans to meet a portion of these educational costs.

Finally, we expect the loan aollar volume under our proposed

programs to be somewhat less than the projected volume tinder

the current programs, if extended.' By clarifying the purposes

of the two loan programs and by'encouraging students to use

loans only as a source of last resort, we beliove that many

students will be relieved of an unnecessarily heavy loan

burlen. Conftequently, to the extent that improved access

t loans is viewed by institutions all an opportunity to raise

their charges, the cost iMpact will be less under the Adminis-

tration's proposal than under current programs.

4
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Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Simon? 5

Mr. Simon. I have no questions, sir. -
Mr, FORD. We will try to announce the specific dates for the

hearifts for the balance of the next 2 weeks as rapidly as possible.
With consultation with the minority, I hope we can get some-

thing out today, so that we can proceed and next week will be
rolling right along.

I know we will be calling on you for a lot of specifics and we will
try to anticipate in the next couple of days what, those are going to
be from the committee members so that when your representatives
are here they will be prepared to respond to the specifics.

Mr. BOHEN. Mr. Chairman, the department has already applaud-
ed and Agreed to participate fully in your proposed seminars on
this subject, and I can assure you personally that I will take the
responsibility to see .that we are involved and as well prepared as
we can be.

If I could, since 1 etopped in the middle of the testimony, I want
t6 underscore the importance that the Secretary attaches and the
administration attaches to our proposals under title IIIthe devel-
oping institutions program. We also have proposals for some
changes in title Vii, technical changes in the law, which would
permit the Federal Government to do something.eith respect to
the facilities and equipment needs in the major r rch universi-
ties.

It is spelled otit in considerable detail in this testimony. It is an
issue and a problem that. perhaps does not grab the. headlines, but I
can tell you that it has engaged Secretary Califano's personal
attention, and he is very responsible for the work we have done to
try to define the problem and the Federal interest in addressing it.

'If this testimony were to haye a memorial to the Secretary in
terms of a new idea and a now concern, I would say' the section oT
it devoted to the changes in title VII would be very fitting, becattsci
it is something he has personally worked on a groat deal.

Mr. FORD. Thank you, ancl I want to thank you for your appear-
ance here on very short notke and less than ideal conditions.

I say to my colleague from Alabama, he is much more gracious
the morning after the Wednesday night mass massacre than I was
the morning following the Saturday night mass massacre. -

That turned out to be a mistake, too, didn't it?
With that, the committee will be in recess . until Wednesday

morning at 9:30 a.m.
[Whereupon, At 11:10 a.m. the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

'Education recessed, to reconvene Wednesday., July 25, at 9:30 a.m.)

P33



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER ,

EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

Part 8Administration Proposal

WE1MSDAY, JULY 25, 1979

HOUSE.OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POMECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hop. William D. Ford (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members ,present: Repivsentatives Ford, Simon, .Weiss, Ratch-
ford, and Buchanan.

Staff present: Thomas R. Woianin, staff director; Patricia F.
d.eputy staff director; William C. Clohan, minority assistant

education counsel; . Jennifer W. Vance, minority 16gis1ative asso-
ciate.

Mr. FORD. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order for the purpose of continuing hearings on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and related measures.

This is now the 26th hearing on reauthorization.
Last Thursday, July 19, the subcommittee received the adminis-

,tration's reauthorization recommendations.
The Secretary's statement and the accompanying draft legisla-

tion are the most comprehensive and challenging set of recommen-
dations we have received, perhaps it's fair to say the 1st compre-
hensive and tho most challenging received from any single source,
assuming the administiation to be a single source.

Our bearing today as well as the additional hearings scheduled
for this week and next will focus on those features of the adminis-
tration's bill that represent the most significant departures from
current law, and we are doing this, as we, explained in advance, by
subject matter with panels consisting of people who have expreSsed
the most interest in reacting to the administration's proposal and
together with spokesmen for the administration, so that the mem-bers of the committee can question both the administration and the
other panelists at the same time with respect to particular subject
matters before the committee on each day.

Our hearing today will consider the recommendations with re-
spect to title 11I, strengthening developing institutions, and with
respect to institutional eligibility.

For title 111 the adminiStration proposes to clarify the purpose of
title III in line with new regulations that are in the process of

(158)
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promulgation, targeting it on institutions with a high proportion Of
needy students and low per pupil expendi res." -

The administration also proposes to es sh i new $50 million
tAle III challenge grant program, to incr overall title III
authorizatOn level to $250 million per ye cl to provide the
option of longer term funding for title 1IJ gr Ipients.

For institutional eligibility the adrninistrufl propeses to sever
vthe link between accreditation and institutional eligibility, tt5

strengthen the standards of institutional administrative and fisca1 .
responsibility and to require that certain types of information be
provided to students as a condition of eligibility.

The first panel thi s. morning will have Mary Berry, Secretary of
HEW fcir Education arici Acting. Commissioner of Education; Mr.
Alfred Moye, Deputy rommissioner for Higher and Continuing
Education; Norman Francis, president of Xavier University of Lov-
isiana, representing the National Association for Equal Opportuni-

% ty in Higher Education; Alban Reid, president, Bergen Community
Oollege, Paramus, N.J., representing the American Association 'of
Community and Junior Colleges, and Alvin Rivera for the National
His anic Iligher Education Coalition.

e have been presented with prepared statements.
I would think, without objection, the statements submitted to the

committee with respect to this maiming's subjeCt matter will be
included in full in the record, and I would ask that each of the
panelists beginning with Secretary Berry to comment on the state-
ment or will to. it or supplement kt in any way he wishes/ and ask
the members of the committee if we can to withhold questions
until each of the panelists has made his comments, and then we
will proceed to ask questions from the committee.

Secretary Berry?

STATEMENTS OF DR. MARY F. BEItRY. ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OR EDUCATION AND ACTING COMMISSIONER OF EDUCA-

TION, HEW; DR. ALFRED L. MOYE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
KOR HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION; DR. NORMAN
FRANCIS. PRESIDENT. XAVIER UNIVERSITY. REPRESENTING
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN
HIGHER EDUCATION; DR. ALBAN E. REID, REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF' COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR
COLLEGES. PRESIDENT. BERGEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE; AND
DR. ALVIN RIVERA, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN ASSOCI-
ATION- OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES.. NATIONAL
HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION COALITION

sTAT,ENIKNT OF DR. MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EDUCATION AND ACTING COMMISlIONER OF EDUCA-
TION, DEPARTMENT OF IIEM;111, EDUCAtTON, AND WELFARE
Dr. BERRY, Thank you very much.
I am pleased to be here (*his morning. I came here tp_ testify on

title III programs with Alfred Moyé, the very able DeputY Commis-
sioner, for several reasons. One reason was to indicate that there is
somebody alive and well and running education at HEW, and that
I am stip the duly constituted and authorized Assistant Secretary
and the Acting Comturissioner of Education.

i)ij,
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The other reason was to reiterate to you and to yeur committee
that the proposals that wr have placed before you are indeed the
administration's proposals.*The changes at the top leGel in IIEW in
recent days do not, in any way, alter these proposals.

These proposals were approved by OMB and the White House,
and Secretary Harris will reiterate that they are the administra-
tion's proposals.

I think it is altogether fitting and proper that most of what we
'submitted in our .reauthorization package relates to the student
loan programs. The bulk of Federal assistance is student aid and asyou know, we are focusing our attention on efficiency, effectiveness
and assuring accessibility to loans.

We have made three proposals in thfik area of institutional aid.
We propose to improve our basic research capability. We think that
not only is research important to increase and improve the knowl-
edge that is available to students who are funded by grants and
loans IAA it also is important to maintain a strong research capa-bility in-this country.

The second proposal relates to the higher education and commu-nity outreach area in which we also are very interested. Finally,
for title III, we are proposing to increase the authorization to $250
million. This is our largest institutional aid program.

We have 8pent, much time, since we have been in office over the
last 30 months, struggling to clarify and define title III, what title
III is for, how it should be implemented, and trying to respond to
some of the criticisms of it.

I think we successfylly did that. In the regulations that we issuedand which governed the implementation of the program in th
round of grants now being made. We came up with two criteria fofi
eligibilitythe enrollment of students from low-income fami
and low average expenditures per student.

We have spent a great deal of time analyzing these factors. Wethink they are the right ones. This is why we come to you with a
proposal which reinfor*s the notion that developing institutions
Elite those with a large number of students for whom we "'must
provide, access to an equal 'opportunity for a quality ekucation.

We have two kinds of grants: One is a I- to 3-year gTant which is
.renewable. That is, ai-institution can reapply at the end of the
grant period and be refunded. The other is a .one-tiine 7-year grant .which is not renewable. An institution makes the choice on thetype of program.

Our"challenge grant 'proposals came about because we believe
that States ought to take greater responsibility for funding some of
these programs in title III. Instead of having a completely State-
matihed program and getting rid of the regular title III program,
sincir we don I know how many States would continue to fund those
jnstitutions, we have come up with a 50-60 match where an institu-
tion, no matter what kind of regular grants it. has, can apply. If it
can match program funds with State funds, these institutions are
eligible for additional funds for title HI purposes. --

In addition we have proposed a planning grant. In the existing
title III, there is no planning grant, required: in which an institu-
tion defines for itself, over the long term, how it. plans to develop
its academic programs in order that it. will not. be fbrever strug-

st
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gling for survival and forever remaining a developing institution.
Ilia is the hope.

Finally mr. Chairman, we are no longer requiring cooperative
arrangements. There has been a lot or criticism of cooperative
arrangements. Some of them have 'worked quite successfully and
others seem not to be targeted on the kinds of improvements that
institutions need. They are no longer required in our reauthoriza-
t len proposals.

We think that all of these proposals will not only improve devel-
oping institutions, if' enacted, but they will go a long way toward
supporting the President's commitment to helping institutions that
serve large numbers of disadvantaged students and large numbers
of black students in particular, the black colleges.

We hope that these proposals will be enacted into law. My col.
league, Dr. Moyé, will explain further some added changes that we
have made and we propose to make associated with title 1.11.

Thank'you very much, Mx. Chairman.
Mr. Berry's statement follows:1
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AM PLEASED TO BE WITH YOU TODAY TO PARTICIPATE IN TFIE

DISCUSSION OF OUR HIGHER EDUCATION REAUTHORIZATION

PROPOSALS. AS SECRETARY CALIFANO'S TESTIMONY OF JULY.19

POINTED OUT, OUR PROPOSALS ARE DESIGNED TO EXPAND OUR'

COMMITMENT TO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR A, QUALITY EDUCATION

TO ALL AMERICANS. AS YOU KNOW, OUR PROPOSALS EMPHASIZE

IMPROVEMENT OF THE MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY AND ACCESSIBILITY

OF OUR STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS,, BUT WE HAVE ALSO INCLUDED

PROVISIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL AID:

(1) A PROPOSAL TO ENHANCE OUR NATION'S BASIC RESEARCH

CAPABILITY AND THE AMOUNT AND KINDS OF.KNOWLEDGE'

AVAILABLE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING TO STUDENTS

AIDED-BY OUR STUDENT ASISTANCE PROGRAMS'.

(2) A PROPOSAL TO RESTRUCTURE THE HIGHER EDUCATION

AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS, AND,

(3) A PROPOSAL_TO STRENGTHEN THE FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION'

TO DEVELOPING COLLEGES UNDER THE TITLt III PROGRAM.
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DURING THE pAST 30 MONTHS,WE HAVE MADE SIGNIFICANT

.6TEPS TO CLARIFY AND IMPROVE OUR POLCCI6'IN SUPPORT

OF DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS, THIS WAS ACHIEVED IN

CONSULTATION WITH THE.PROPLE MOST AFFECTED BY THE ,

TITLE III PROGRAM: ADMINISTRATORS, PROFESSA5', AND

STUDENTS, THE CONCRETE EVIDENCE FOR THIS PROGRESS IS

IN THE REGULATIONS WHICH WE PUBLISHED RECENTLY. THE

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES WHICH WERE PRESENTED TO YOU LAST

THURSDAY wouL6 pRoVIDE A STATUTORY AMPLIFICATION OF

THAT PROGRESS':

EVALUATIONS AO REVIEWS OF THE PROGRAM HAVE POINTEWOUT

THE_LACK OF CLARITY WITH REGARD TO THE DEFINITION OF A

'

DEVELOPING INSTITUTION. WE HAVE FOR SOME TIME GRAPPLED

WITH THE ISSUE OF HOW TO DEFINE EQUITABLY AND EFFECTIVELY

THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA. You KNOW THAT'EARLIER THIS

YEAR HEW PUBLISHED REGULATIONS WHICH CONTAINED TWO

QUANTIFIABLE CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY.-- THE V1ROLLMENT

OF STUDENTS FROM LOW-INCOME FAMILIES AND LOW AVERAGE

P

64

.
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EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT. WE HAVE INCORPORATED THESE

IN OUR STATUTORY,PROPOSAL. THE QUANTIFIABLE FACTORS

HAVE SIMPLIFIED PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND INSURED MORE '

'EQUITABLE TREATMENT FOR1ALL INSTITUTIONS.

411,SkIN ADDITION, WE HAVE PROPOSED LEGItitATIVE CHANGES, WHIgh

PROVIDE FOR A MORE EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF FEDERAL

RESOURCES BY PROVIDING FOR LONG-TERM SUPPORT FOR
A

INSTITUTIONS WHIC4 SQ CHOOSE AND BY PROVIDING FOR CHALLENGE

GRANTS WHICH WILL BE MATCHED BY NON-FEDERAL SOURCES.

THUS1,WE HAV1 INTRODUCED LEGISLATIN IMPROVEMENTS THAT,

DEFINE THE-INSTITUTIONS THAT SHOULD RECEIVE ASSISTANCE

AND WE HAVE DEVELOPED PROGRAMMATIC REFORM WHICH FOR

THE FIRST TIME ENCOURAGE DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH

RATHER THAN RDiEDIATION,

I WANT TO POINT OUT THAT THE FACTORS DEFINING THE

ELIGIBIlrITY OF SCHOOLS FOR TkESE GRANTS WERE NOT

DEVELOPED CASUALLY, DURING OUR DEVELOPMENT OF THE

REGULATIONS, FIFTY-ONE DIFFERENT MEASURES WERE

EXAMINED TO DETERMINE THOSE THAT BEST JDENTIFY IVE TYPES

OF INSTITUTIONS THE +CONGRESS INTENDED TO BE SERVED.
,
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'WE BELIEVE THE EDUCATION OF LARGE PEqCENTAGES OF ECONOMICALLY

AND ACADEMICALLY.DEPRIVED STUDENTS TO BE CHARACTERISTIC OF

INSTITUTIONS THAT ARE STRUGGLING FOR .SURVIVAL AND ISOLATED

FROM THE MAINSTREAM, BUT ARE ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO A DESIRABLE

PUBLIC PURPOSE. CONSTRUCTING A MEASURE OF THE *EXTENT TO

WHICH COLLEGES ARE SERVING THESE STUDENTS SEEMED AN

APPROPRIATE WAY TO IDENTIFY INSTITUTIONS THAT SHOULD,BE

CONSIDERED FOR TITLE III FUNDING.

RELATIVELY LOW OPERATING EXPENDITURES PER FULL TIME

EQUIVALENT STUDENT WAS FOUND TOrBE STRONGLY CORRELATED

TO A LACK OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND WAS FOUND TO BE

THE BEST CRITERION FOR IDUTIFYING INSTITUTIONS WITH

LIMITED FINANCIAL RESOURCES WHICH ARE PSTRUGGLING FOR

SURVIVAL" F4 FINANCIAL OR OTHER REASONS:

I WANT TO UNDRLINE THAT,THESE CRITERIA UNDERWENT INTENSE

SCRUTINY, THAT MANY OTHER OPTIONS WERE INVESTIGATED, AND

THAT THESE WERE THE CRITERIA-4THAT WE THOUGHT MOST APPROPRI-

ATE. WE WOULD'HOPE THAT YOU WOULD SUPPORT OUR PROPOSAL

TO MAKE THEM STATUTORY. WE MUST MAINTAIN THE PROGRESS

HAVE'MADE IN DEFINING WHOM THE PROGRAM'SERVESi

'FP
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'THE LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL PROVIDES THAT DEVELOPING ,

INSTITUTIONS HAVE THE OPTION OF APPLYING FOR ONE OF TWO

TYPES OF AWARDS:

--A GRANT OF ONE :1-0 THREE *EARS FiFTER WHICH

THE INSTITUTIONS COULD RECOMPETE FOR ANOTHER

AWARD, OR

--A LARGER ONE-TIK GRANT OF FOUR* TO SEVEN

YEARS, RECEIPT OF WHICH WOULD END ELIGIBILITY

FOR TITLE III ASSISTANCE,

THE LONGER AND LARGER AWARDS WOULD ALLOW INSTITUTIONS AT

A CERTAIN POINT IN THEIR DEVELOPMENT TO OPT FOR THE

SECURITY OF A SUBSTANTIAL, LONG-TERM COMMITMENT THAT

WOULD PERMIT THEM TO PURSUE MORE EXTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

. PLANS,
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THE BILL ALSO INCLUDES A NEW PROGRAM OF 'CHALLENGE

GRANTS". THYS NEW INITIATIVE WOULD HAVE A SEPARATE

AUTHORIZATION OF $50 MILLION. THESE GRANTS WOULD' .

ONLY BE AWARDED TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

WHEN STATES AND PRIVAIE SOURCES, RESPECTIVELY ARES

WILLING TO MATCH THE REQUESTED FUNDING 50-50. IT WOULD

BE OUR HOPE AND EXPECTATION THAT THIS WOULD STIMULATE

A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE

STATES IN TyE CASE OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, AND THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR THE CASE OF

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONSA

WE NEED TO ENCOURAGE STRONGER COMMITMENT BY INSTITUTIONS

AND BY THE STAT£S.' AT A VERY BASIC LEVEL, THERE IS NO

STRONGER COMMITMENT THAN A FINANCIAL ONE--PARTICULARLY

IN THIS DAY OF STRINGENT BUDGETS. I BELIEVE THIS

PROPOSAL, PARTICULARLY IN COMBINATION WITH THE PROPOSAL

TO ALLOW LARGER LONG TERM COMMITMENTS, WILL GO FAR IN.

FOSTERING DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH INSTEAD OF PATCHWORK

REMEDIATION.

IN ADDITION) WE ARE MAKING A NUMBER OF CHANGES THAT WILL

IMPROVE THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM AND WHICH
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DR. MOYE, THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL OUTLINE FOR you.

IN CONCLUSION LET ME SAY, THAT IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE

FOR ME TO OVEREMPHASIZE PRESIDENT CARTER'S COMMITMENT

TO THESE INSTITUTIONSTO THE HISTORICALLY BLACK AND

OTHER INSTITUTIONS WITH A STRONG COMMITMENT TO ACCESS.

THE INCREAVED AUTHORIZATION FROM $120 TO $250 MILLION

UNDERLINES THAT COMMITMENT MORE DRAMATICALLY THAN ANY

RHETORIC FROM MA

I WOULD HOPE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE AND THE CONGRESS WILL

ACT FAVORABLY ON OUR PROPOSALS,

Mr. Foal). Dr. Moye?

STATEMENT OF DR. ALFRED L. MOYle, DEPUTY
COMMISSIONER FOR HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
Dr. Moyt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
I should like to summarize sonic of the ways we believe the

administration's proposals will althw us to better administer the
title III prbgram.

I would like to emphasize a couple of them.
Tho comprehensive development plan is a major change for us,

and I believe will assist us greatly. The institutions will be forced
into preparing their own plan to have a context for planning and a
context from which they can develop their proposals, so that Ithe
activities that they are asking us to- fund fit into a comprehensive
plan. ,

This will allow us to systematically follow the programs of the
institutions, and be able to measure more significantly than in the
past just how well the institution is progressing.

We have also proposed eliminating some of the restrictive catego-
ries of activities. Previously all funded activities have to fall under
four major categories. We are proposing broad language so that the
institututions will have a great deal more flexibility in tailoring
their proposals to meet their needs.
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By eliminating the cooperative ammgements, we believe we
have improved the program significantly also.

When the law was written, it was thought that the institutions'
we were helping would need assistance from other institutions or
other agencies. While those arrangements have helped many insti-
tutions, our proposals would allow them but not require them.

There was in the law a waiver for Indian institutions and institu-
tions which serve a large percentage of Spanish surnamed stu-
dents. These waivers differed for the two groups. We have now
uniformly dealt with this issue, and you will find that in our
proposals there will be a 5-year waiver for both types of institu-
tions.

By incorporating the thrust of the regulations in the law, I think
wv will also lend stability to the program. It moans now that we
will not have a changing pool, or eligibles. It means that. we will not
have to go through another award cycle with endless disputes as to
program purpose and endless appeals by institutions to be given
special consideration in the eligibitity.determination process.

As a program administrator, that prospect pleases me greatly.
I would, as Dr. Berry has stated, strongly urge you to support

these proposals. All of us who care about the program and the
institutions it serves want to see it functioning efficiently and
effectively, and the proposals you have before you will go far in
eliminating obstacles to that end.

Thank you very much.
(Dr. Moye's statement follows:I

14.

a

fit
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TESTIMONY OF

DR.J(LFRED L. MOVE

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

I SHOULO LIKE TO SUMMARIZE VERY BRIEFLY A FEW OF THE WAYS IN WHICH THE

ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL WILL ALLOW US TO BETTER ADMINISTER THE TITLE

III PROGRAM.

THE BILL REQUIRES THAT TITLE III APPLICANTS PREPARE A COMPREHENSIVE

DEVEc.OPMENT PLAN AS PART OF THEIR APPLICATION. THIS WILL INSURE THAT

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN WITH THE FUNDING WIL1 FIT INTO AN OVERALL STRATEGY

FOR INSTITUTIONAL GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT. AS PART OF SUCH A STRATEGY,

THE IMPACT OF TITLE III FUNDING WILL BE MAXIMIZED. THE. PLAN WILL ALSO

INCLUDE MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES WHICH WILL BE EXCEEDINGLY HELPFUL IN

MONITORING AND EVALUATING AN INSTITUTION'S PROGRAMS.

WHEREAS THE CURRENT LAW LISTS Fon TYPES OF ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY BE

UNDERTAKEN WITH THP FUNDING, OuR PROPOSAL WOULD ELIMINATE THESE CATEGORIES

AND SUBSTITUTE BROADER LANGUAGE WHICH WILL GIVE INSTITUTIONS MORE .

FLEXIBILITY IN TAILORING THEIR PROPOSALS TO THEIR SPECIFIC NEEDS AND

CIRCUMSTANCES.

THE BILL WOULD ELIMINATE THE PROVISION IN THE CURRENT LAW REQUIRING

COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS. WHILE THE ORIGINAL INTENT WAS NO DOUBT BASED ON-

THE BELIEF THAT THESE POOR STRUGGLING INSTITUTIONS COULD USE ASSISTANCE

FROM ANY BIG BROTHER THEY COULD FIND, WE FIND NOW THAT WHILE SUCH

ARRANGEMENTS MAY STILL BE DESIRABLE IN SOME CIRCUMSTANCES, IN OMERS,

ARTIFICIAL ARRANGEMENTS Allr ENTERED INTO JUST TO MEET THE LETTER or THE

LAW. WE BELIEVE IT IS MORE DESIRABLE'TO MAKE COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

OPTIONAL. A SINGLE INSTITUT:10 MAY, FOR EXAMPLE, SEEK SUCH ASSISTANCE IN

ACCOMPLISHING ONE OF ITS GRANT ACTIVITIES, AND NOT ANOTHER.
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WHILE THE LAW CURRENTLY PROVIDES WAIVERS FOR INDIAN SCHOOLS AND THOSE

SERVING A LARGE POPULATION or SPANISH SURNME STUDENTS, WE ARE MAKING

THESE WAIVERS UNIFORM TO SIMPtIFY THEIR ADMINISTRATION.

I NEED NOT POINT OUT TO YOU THAT THE INCREASED AUTHORIZATION LEVEL WILL

PERMIT US TO ASSIST MORE DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS AND TO MEET MORE OF

THEIR NEEDS. AS ONE COMMITTED DEEPLY TO THIS1RROGRAM, THAT PROSPECT

PLEASES ME IMMENSELY.

o.
INCORPORATING THE THRUST OF THE NEW REGULATIONS IN THE LAW WILL LEND

STABILITY TO THE PROGRAM. IT MCANS THAT WE WILL NOT HAVE A CHANGING'

POOL OF ELIGIBLES. IT MEANS THAT WE WILL NOT HAVE TOVG0 THROUGH ANO HER

AWARDS CYCLE WITH ENDLESS DISPUTES AS TO PROGRAM PURPOSE AND ENDLESS PPEALS

TO THE PROCESS. AS A PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR, THAT PROSCECT.PLEASES ME

GREATLY.

WOULD, AS DR. BERRY HAS, STRONGLY URGE YOU TO SUPPORT THESC-PROPOSALS.

ALE OF US WHO CARE ABOUT THE PROGRAM AND THE INSTITUTIONS IT ERVES,

WANT JO SEE IT FUNCTIONING EFFICIENTLY AND ErrEcTlyrre. THE PROPOSALS

YOU HAVE BEFORE YOU WILL GO FAR IN ELIMINATING OBSTACLES TO THAT END.

Mr: FORD. Thank you.
Dr. Francis?

STATEMENT OF DR. NORMAN FRANCIS, PRESIDENT, XAVIER
UNIVERSITY,- REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGIIER EDUCATION
Dr. FRANCIS. Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee

on Postsecondary Education, my name is Norman Francis.
I am president of Xdvier University in New Orleans, I4L

Today I appear before you on behalf of the National Association
for Equal Opportunity in Higher ,Education, NAITO, the member-.
ship organization of 107 historically and predominantly black col-
leges.

Mese colleges enroll more than 200,000 sttidents and continue to
account for approximately one-half of the black recipients of bacca-
lauroate degrees.
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I especially thank yOu, Mr. Chairman, and I am particullarly
pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the administra-
tion's proposals because, in general, we applaud and commend the
adroinmtration for its recommendations for amendments.

If adopted, its proposals would strengthen and clarify the legisla-
tion, would make title III an appropriate companion piece to tho
modernized student aid legislation that Congress has already en-acted, and would encourage developing institutions to move toward
self-sufficiency.

Now, four brief comments on several aspects of those recommen-
dations.

Ono, on program authorization, we enthusiastically endorse that
aspect of the, administration's definition that a developing institu-
tion is one whose enrollment, "includes a substantial number of
students from low-income families." The adoption of ,this defijiition
will clear up confusion that has existedup to this point' in defining
a developing institution.

It would serve the interest of the institutions-by increasing their
self-sufficiency and society's by strengthening iiistitutions to servethe broader social cause of contributing to the higher education
resourcea of the Nation.

We consider it sound policy to assist institutions under the title
III program on the basis of the large number of low-income mid
economically deprived students whom they serve.

NAM() institutions, with large umbefs of low-income students,
have long contended that the productiv capacity obi institutions
have developed to pour large numbers or tudents with low-income
backgrounds into society with baccalaur ite and graduate degrleesis as important to our society as the technological capacity of
traditional research activities.

We have contended that Federal support of these collerS
duces potential solutions to the long run benefit of America that
are as important as those we seek in heart and cancer research,and I might mention energy.

Although these colleges and universities comprise less than 5
percent of America's institetions of higher education, they enroll
approximately one-quarter of all blacks attending college and, as Inoted earlier, award almost half of the baccalaureate degrees
earned by blacks nationally.

What NAFEO institutions have done for minority blacks, other
institutions with Federal help have done for Indians, Hispanics and
economically deprived whiteir We know that large numbers of
these institutions are similarly situated, in that-they are rendering
invaluable services ,to society 'by serving large numbers of low-
income and disadvantaged students.

However, they are burdened financially largely because they
assume the burden of assisting large numbers of low income and
disadvantaged students. It is, accordingly, proper for government to
recognize these institutions ab developing because of the clientele
whom they serve. We, accordingly, applaud defining a developing
institution as one whose enrollment includes a substantial number
of students from low-intome

We .would not object to including in the program authorization adefinition of a develeping institution based on average expendi-
6
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tures per full-time equivalent student, if this provision is given a
relatively low weight in comparison to the criterion of serving
substantial numbers of students from low-income families, or if
clear recognition is given to the fact that some institutiona have a
high average expenditure because they are aerving low-income stu-
dents.

With respect to appropriations, we Are pleased with the adminie-
tration's proposal that the authorization level be $250 million for
each year ending prior to October 1, 1985. h

'We endorse an appropriation not to exceed 24 percent to develbp-
ing institutions that are junior or communicy colleges. We favor an
appropriation of ViO million to be authorized for each fiscal year
ending prior to October 1, 1985, for challenge grants for developing
institutions.

With respect. to eligibility for assistance, we concur' in defining
eligible institutions as those that are legally authorized within a
State to conduct an educational program for which a bachelor's
degree is obtainable, or which is a junior or community college as
defined in the proposed amendment.

On purpose and duration of grants, we recqgnize that institutions
'do differ. Accordingly, we favorably view the proposal that there be
t wo funding strategies; short term, renewable grants up to 3 years,
or longer term terminal grants for 4 to / years. The choice, howev-
er, would be HI to the Mstitutions.

With respect to applications for assistance, we consider it desir-
able to require applicants to present a comprehensive development
plan or at least a description as to how it will develop a plan to
8trengthen academic quality and institutional management, and to
provide for institutional self-sufficiency-and growth. .

We also agree- that the funding should be supplemental to the
extent practical and riot a substitute for existing funding. We agree
also to Inechanisms for evaluating and exercising fiscal control and
funaing accountability.

As to challenge grants, we fully support the proposed separate
authorization of an annual appropriation of $50 million that would
stimuhite a partnership between the Federal Government And the
States in the case of public institutions, and the Federal Govern-
ment and the private sector in the case of private institutiOns in
moving developing institutions toward self-sufficiency.

We believe Ole public interest requires that all parties with a
stake in the survival and future development of these institutions
accept a fair share of the responsibility for their encouragement
and-support.

With respect to the Advisory Council on Developing Institutions,
we are. particularly pleased to -note that the new proposed legisla-
tion continues, from the old authorization, the Advisory Couneil on
Developing Institutions. This Council provides a mechanism for
citizens from throughout. the, country to make many recommendti-
Lions concerning the operation pf the title HI program.

ThiS becomes even more important as we take another step
toward bringing the title III program in consonance with the needs
based financial aid progrorns to serye students froin econoinically
deprived families. ,
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With respect to limitations, we agree with the limitations that
appropriations should not violate our separation of. State and
church principles and should not be inconsistent with our State
desegregation efforts and, in summaryawe do applaud the adminis-
tration's proposal for the reauthorization of title M.

We would welcome the elimination of Concepts such as, "not in
the current stream," and, "struggling," which re confusing and, to
many, demeaning.

We believe that the new proposed legislation recognizes that
large numbers"of low-income studenth who are currently outside
the nminstream of our society must be brought into that in.ain-
stream to strengthen America.

Colleges that develop these low-income students into resourceful
and productive members of society are performing national service
and should be assisted by society in fulfilling these developmental
functions.

I again thank you for .the opportunity to comment on 'anti to
commend to you the proposed amendments.

(Dr. Francis' statement follows:I

I --
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My name is Norman Francis. I am President of Xavier University in New

Orleans;Louistana. Today, I appear before you on behalf of the National Association

For Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFE0), the membership organization of

107 historically and predominantly black colleges. ITlen colleges enroll more than

200,000 students and continue to account for approximately one-half of the black

recipients of baccalaureate degrees. l etipeciallY thank you, M. Chairman, for this

opportunity to comment on the Administration's proposal to amend Title III of the
Higher Education Act of 1961.

Virtually all our institutions havo been among the more thr 700 institutions that

have benefitted from Title 111. Studios consistently show thc fact that the academic

quality, qdrninistrative capacity, and student services of our institutions have been

significantly strengthened by Title Ill funds, consistent with the objectives of the

Program.

am particularly pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the Adminis-

tration's proposals because, in general, we applaud and commend the Administration

for it; recommendations for amendments. If adoptod, its 'proposals would strengthen
%

and clarify the legislation, would make Title Ill an appropri fe companion piece to the
modernized student aid legislation that Congress h already enacted, and would

encourage developing institutions to move toward s I-sufficiency-

Program Authorization

We enthusiastically endorse that aspect of the Administration's definition that a

developing institution is one whose enrollment" includes a substantial number oi
students from low-income far-Mlles." The adoption of this definition will clear up
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confu,sion that has existed up to this point in defining a developing Institution. It

.1 would Orve the interest of the institutions by increasing their self-rtifficiency, and

society's by strengthening Institutions to serve the broader sociarcause of contributing

Id the higher education resources of the nation. We consider it sound policy to assist

institutions under the.. Title III Program on the basis of the large nUmber of low.income

and econonlically deprived students whom they serve. NAFEO instltutiens, witiC.targe

oumbars of lolv-thcome student; have long.Contended that the productive capacity our

institutions. have developed to pour large numbers of students with low-income

backgrounds int society with baccalaureate and graduate degrees is as important to

our society as thc technological.capacity of traditional research activities. We have

contended that Federal support of these colleges produces potential solutions to the

long.run benefit of America that are as'important tiN those we seek In heart and cancer

researth. .We havp pointed to a solid record of accomplishments in fulfilling society's

missions. Historically, tha historically black colleges haye produced over 70 percent

- of ail ihe black graduates of colleges since the Inception of, this nation. In the.f ure,

tliey Will produce in excess of 300,000 college graduates every ten years.

In the 1360's and 1370'5, when the Freedman's Bureau wai stimulating black

cdutation, the colleges founded for Black Americans responded. Their initial and

continuing commitment literally created a black leadership class while almost all

others left the field of black higher education from the 1870's to the mid-1960's.

In World War I, World War II, and the Korean Conflict, the black colleges again

responded to a national need, In cooperation with the Federal Government through

thAir' ROTC units, which laid the foundation for the modern black officers In the

armed forces. Now, 75 percent cif the officers are graduates of these colleges,

including the late General Daniel "Chappie" James and Admiral Samuel Gravely; two

of the highest ranking of ricers tn the military.
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In the' l960's, when the Federal Government oris+tmells-ed its support for e'clualiz-
. , ,) .

--..........,,--
,mg educauonal opportunk Americans, tbe black colleges again responded

by increasing their cnpaci ties, and modernizing then programs to produce almost
s

twice as many graduates as Wore. Without :that, even in I979,we would have half as.
many black college graduates in America.

Historically 'black Colleges (private, add public) are a vital national resource-.

Although these colleges aild universities comprIse less than 5 percent of America's

Institutions of higher education, they enroll app,roximately one-quarter, of all..Blacks
'

attending college and, as I noted earlier, award almost hl q4 the baccalaureate

4 degrees earned by Blacks.nationally.

SevTty-five petcen( of Black.f\mericans with Ph.D. degrees, are products of the

historically black colleges as ore 75 percent otplack military offlers, 80 percent of
ti

black Federal' judges and 85,percent of black physicians.

Black colleges were founded to serve those who had been severely Crippled by

over 200 years of dehumanizing slas;ery and chronic poverty. The main goal of axe
9 , ,

N:rbist.orically black colleges continues to be the elevation of disadvantaged Youth to
,creat ive citizensbip.

9
These developments have been possible because of .th; commitment .of these'

_/
schools to educating Black Americbins, and the design of Federal programs that made

it possible for historically black college: to serve m students with bette; programs.
4

IthaA NAFEO institutions have done for minority Blacks, other institutions with

Fedeal help have donse for Indians, Hispanics and eeononiically deprived Whites. We t.
.

know that large, numbers of these Instittitions are similarly situated, in that they are
,

4rendering,invaluable services to so&ty by serving large numbers of lowiincome and

disadvrmtaged students. However, they are burdenCd largely because.they,,

asprne' the burden of assistipg large numbers of low-insome and disadvantaged"'
.s

students. -ft Is, actordloglymisropr for government te recognizethese institutions as

A

c.
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developing .because l of the clientele whom they serve. We, accordingly, applaud

defining a developing Institution as one whose enrollment includes a substantial

jnurnber of students from low-income

We would not object to including in the program authorization ti definition of a

developing institution based on aSerage expenditures per full-time eluivalent student,

if this provision is given a relatively low weight In comparison to the criterion of

serving substantial numbers of students from low-income families, or if clear recogni-

(ion Is given ,to the Act that ,sorne institutions have a high average expenditure

because they are sere low:income students.

Appropriations iAuthorped

We are pleased with the Administration's proposal that the authorllation level be

$250 m illion 'for each yean ending prior to' October I, 1985. We endorse an
4#

aPPropriation, not to exceed 24 percent, to (developing institutions that are junior or

coMmunity colleges. We favor an appropriation of $50.million to be authorized for

each fisal year ending prior to October. I, 1985 for Challenge Grants for developing

institUtions.

Eligibility for Assistance

We concur in defining eligible institutions as those that are legally authorized

within a state to conduct an educational program for which a bachelor's degree is

obtainable, or which ts a junior or community college as defined in the proposed

amendment.

Purpose and Duration of Grant

We recognize that institutions do differ. Accordihgly, we favorably view the

proposal that there be two funding strategiesz short term, rene4lable grtgas up to
ie .4( 'P

- (

z.
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threts years; or longer term terminal grants for tour to seven years. 'The choice,

however, would be let t to the institutions..

Applications for Assistance -

We consider it desirable to require applicants to pre.sent a cdnprehensive.
development plan, or, at least, a. description as to how It will develop a plan to
strengthen academic quality', 2Md institutional management, and to provide for

institutional self-sufficiency and growth.. We also agree that the funding should be).

supplemental to the extent practical and not a substitute for existing funding. We

agree also to mechanisms for evaluating and exercising fiscal control and funding

accountability. Keeping records and submitting reports arc vtilid requirements.

Challenge Grants

We fully support the proposed separate authorization of an annual appropriation

of $5 million that would stimulate a partnership between the Federal' Government and

states in ihe ctoe of public institutions, and the Federal Government and the

vate sector in the case of ,private jnstitutions in moving developing institutions

toward sif-sufficiency. We believe the public interest r-hquires that all parties with a

stake in the survival and future development of these institutions accept a fair share
of the responsibility for their entouragement and support. ,

Advisory Council on DevelopinK insatutions

We are particularly pleased t'o note that the new proposed legislation continues,

from the old authorization, the AVisory Council pn Developing Institutions. This

Council provides a mechanism for citizens from throughout the country to make many

recommendations concerning the 'operation of the Title ill Program. This beconies

even more impbrtant as we take another step toward bringing the Title III Program in

6'4

(.;
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6

consonance with the needs-based financial aid programs to solve students from

economically deprived families.
S

Limitations

We agree with the limitations daft appropriatibns should not violate our

separation of state arid church principles and should not be inconsistent with our state

desogregation efforts..

Summary

We applaud the Administration's proposal for the Reauthodzation of Tale III.

We would welcome-the elimination of.concpts.such as "not in the currtht stream" and

"strugglir.0 which are confusing andto man.y, demeaning. We believe that the new

proposed legislation recognizes that large ra,mbers of low-income students who are

currently outside the mainstream of oun society Must be brought into that mainstream

- to strengthen Amer ice_

Colleges that develop these low-income students into resourceful and productive

members of society are performing national service and should he assiseed by society,

in fulfilling these developmental functions.

In the process, the Federal Government should also asslsi the olleges in moving

tow cu.d se 11-suf ficienc y.

I again thank you for the oPportunity to comment on-and to commend to you thc

proposed amendments.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Reid?

STATEMENT OF DR. ALBAN E. REID, PRESIDENT, BERGEN
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. REID. Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am
Alban Reid, pre§ident Of Bergen Conmiunity College in Parawus,
N.J., and for M. Simob's benefit, loninirly president of .131at'l
-Hawk -College tnAoline, IR., for 11 years.

1 am most pleased to be given tho opportunity to comment on the
Carter administration's plans- for the reauthorization of -title III.

In general the administration is te be commended for seeking to
clarify the program definitions, eligibility criteria, tio to direct the .

program goals toward measurable and'attainable standards.
,The associtition agr?ps with the Carier administration that the

authorization level of $120 abould be inereased,-and $250
million seems tohe a reasonable and dosirpblQ figure.

,

rs'
44;
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We support the definition of "developing" institution as outlined
in the proposed Rection 301, beeause eligiblity to participate in the
program would depend upon two measurable criteria and not the
sublective opinions of the OE program personnel.

Flowever, we agme with some of the critics of this proposal that.
the enrollment of a substantial number of students from low4n-.
come families and low average general fund expenditures per full;
time equivalent student are factors that are not necessarily corre-
lated with being a4eveloping institution.

_We feel that rrE cost is frequently related to the geographiCal
region And also relates to the size of the instituton.- LOvery large
institution-might very well effect a small PEE general fund ratio.

We commend the administration for allowing possible exceptions
ib meeting the eligibility criteria for institutions on or near Indian
reservations and for those institutions which increase opportunities
for postsecondary education for Spanish-speaking people.

We support the proposed changes in the duration of ,grants, the
'option or applying either for a 3 year renewal grant, or a maximum
7-year grant.

.

Itis will foster long-range planning' that is very necessary for
the future. The challenge grant program is going to encourage
States to aid weak -public institutions, especially in those States
whieh operated dual systems of higher education. It is a good
investment of Federal dollars, MS is encouraging private colleges' to
take some responsibility for their own futures and to work teWard
self sufficiency.

'We .do, how:ever, differ with the administration over two -signifi-
cant points:

First, the maintenance of only a '24-pqrcent. set-aside'for the 2-
_ -year colleges, and second, the deletion of all references to eligibility

of consortia and cooperating agencies and Aire would question See-
r'etary 'Berry as to' wh)) the legislative language makes no mention
of cooperative measures, if indeed these ape still:possible optinns.

We would hope some attention would-lie given to that issue.
giMie or grateful..that there has been a set-aside, so we urge' the-

subcommittee for 2-year colleges which collectively enroll about 40-':;
percent of all undergraauate and 56 percent of -all minority tit,'
dents hi the country to,increase that set-aside to:35 percent.

We feel if minorities are to be provided the opportunities. t
higher education in Substantial nurnborS, the community college

'.:must provide many of those: opportunNeS and that providing tI-
set-aide recommended or. suggested would demonstrate the com--
mitment of the administration and the Congress to see that !he.
'needs of mihorities ore substantially met,

We also urgse-the .subcommittee to seek' clarificAtion
4iiirninistration as to fhe prospective eligibility, of cOnsortia A d
what Nole,, if any: cooperating agOicies-iii.e th play under the pr(-
tiosed Plan:. .

I have almady commented on Secretary Berry's mention of rhis
issue

.We agree and acknowledge that. some cooperative agrpementS.,
havt -not worked Wel4 th thd.other 'hand, other consortia such as 'ih Act,ion coNiOrtillni, of 106 'omniunity- andjunior colleges, have
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been model programs of great advantage to the participlittng.
instit utions.

We recommend that elObk institutions, if they $o desire, contin-.

ue to be allowed to pool their *resources apd form consortia in
respect to meeting their nwasurable objectives in Ihe title 111 pro,-
gram.. We also recommend that the Secretary continue. to anew
develpping institutions the hOp of; an assisting agency if indeed-A-he
institution or consortium of ihstitutiona deems it necessary and/or
'helpful.

1.*Last; we ask the subcommittee to look closely at the Adlisory
Council on Developing'Instittitions. This is one of the few advisory
counci6i that the administration leavris intact.

thubcosnittee deónis it desirable to con,Unue the life of this
body,-we ask that community and junior c011eges be represented. on
that Council in proportiom tO their set-Aside in the legislation. Since
the inception _of the title III program in. 1965, commuliity and
junior collo es havil had little to',,no representation on the A.dvisory
Counkil 'on Deve1onng lnstifutioi

\,A,re -feel that. the lack otadeg ate 2-year'collegc representation
on the Advlsory Council And tl eir apparent rack of knoivledge
about iiur,sector pad ii:-ivontribut0) tt) the Nation and t6 minority
Anwriceas in general, has Oiprked 'to the- .d.idgervice of 2-year- col-
feges and to the millions of atud.tht8 theyserve.

Thank you for your,atteption,
I w tildbe pleitsed.1:0 anWeir any MOStions.
II Reid's statetnent

q

r 7
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mr. Chairman and Members of-the ttbcommitteo:

I am Alban Reid, President of Bergen Community College ln

Paramus, New Jersey, and Chatnmen of the Commioaion on Governmental

Affairs of the American Asoociation of Community and Junior Collogeo.
0

I am moot pleased to comment on the Carter Admintotfation'e plans for

t,he reauthorization of Title

In general the Adminintration is to be eommooded for seeking to

clarify the program definittons, eligibility crtcacia, and to direct

the program goals toward measurable and attainable standards. The

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges agrees with the

Carter that-the authorization level of $120 million showld

be increased, and $250 million seems to be a reasonsbfa and desirable

kgu-re. We support the definition uf ddeveloping" inscitutton au out-

Lined in the propeeed Sec. 301(b)(1)(2), b-cause eligibility to peal-

tlyate in -io program would depend upon two measurable criteria and

dot ubjecclve opinions of the 0.E. program personnel. However, We

agree with soma of the critics of, this proposal rhAt the enrollment of

a substantial number of studeds from low-income families and low averago

erisral fund expenditures per full-time equivalent student are factors

that are nor n_minallly correlated with btillg a "fleYeloPleg,.14tltotion".
0

Wo commend the Administration for allowing porilible exceptions in

mooring the,eligihility criteria for institutions on or neat Indian

resekvations and for thoSe tnstitutions which focrease opportunities foN

postsecondary etincztton for Spanish Ooalang people. We support the pro-

posed changes in the ddracion of grants. The multi-year'c;nce4 is

tif

5.

t

r
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desirable troM tho standpoint of promot tag lunar-range plaunning, and y_et,

seven yearn dheo alum to be long enough to have achieved some moanurable

objectives. We agree chat eilgible inotitutionu should be abl* ao set

forth a compreheneive dovelopment plan to strengthen the quelity of their

academic programs 'and the management of their fitica end plant operational.

The idea of "Chaitenge Groncs" la rather novel and to be applauded.

itncuuraging states to aid weak public inatitutiono, onpeodelly th thotio

states which operated auel systems of higher education, in a goo4 bovent7

Ment of federal dollers, au is encouraging private collagee to Lake- some

rsaponeib Llity for thoir own tuturea arid to work toward self-sufficiency.

However, the araer.ican .kasociat iou of Community and Junior Coilegna

parts cotapatiy with the .A..dm I,In tetra t ion over two a ignif ieset,poluts

.(I) the Taintananc.o of oaly,4a.24 percent. setaaida for the cwo-year

colleges and (2) the deletion of all referancen to eligibility of codnortia

and cooper* t ing agenc 1 es .

Undor the Adminisvation's bill community antt junior colleges which

enroll niaproximacmly 56 percent of all.minority students (see Attachment A)

are to be relegated to oilly 24 percent of the funda for Title III. We .

appreciAce the fact that A aeCaside for community collegOd wan retained

in the Lag islet ion at all.
1 1

Without rny eaten id a mom t community and junior collagen
e

would probably be by-paneed completely fret participating in Title
A

Wo urge the Subcommittee' to cetain the"netanide for two:a-year collagen

which collect lv*ly enroll about '40 poiaent of all undergraduate/3 and

56 percent of all minority students, and inc'reana chat sal:Snide to 12,,porgaitt.

Z.! A..
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Wo also urge the Subi:omMittoo tU.sook clarification from the

Adminiscation as to the pkospectivo elig.ibAity of consorCia and.wAet
- -.

-role, if any;, cooperatirrg eian.cies,aLe to'Rlay tfhder the propotled plan.
4

M-tkAcjC reads the ndir Lei2JtIv propoSal.:ilquiremouts for.coOperating

'41Incles 'w"td .04' WItIC not groups of

(natitmtions with $imiltly keitatefto; wauld,b0, eligible to participate in

-Title Ut. Attie s'axe cooperdtive agreements have not worked well, orhern

on)1 aA-tIte'4CCTIoh consortind, of 200 community and junior vtlegian,

love 'boon model programs of great advantage to the participeti:ng WALL-,
V J

tutions. The AACJC recommends that eligible institutions, .if they so

desire, continue co be allowed t4 pdOl. their raeOurces and form consortia
,

ia respect to meeting their measurable objectives in the Title III program,

Ma also'recommdhd that tfO,Commis$ioner (or Secretary of Education)
,

continue to allow develnk,institu .ons the hej.p of.mA assisting agency .,

*

if Incised tho.institution or'consor inm Of inatitdtions deems it necessary

and/or helpful. s.

Last* we ask ithe Subcommitt,ee to look clodelraCjiip "Advisory

Uouncil on:)Developing In estitution: This is.nto,of the few advisory

councils that the Adminis.tration leaves intact. If the Subcommittee deems

it desirable to continue the life of this body, we ask,hat commun4y. Ind

jjtor coLkellOq bg ropro4VP.1411.21...1.111.10.1.111 pr9porj1QW t.9 cholx

a
setaside UR the legislation. Since the.inception of-the Title IfI 'pro-

gram-in 1965, communhy and junior colleges heve.had litad to no

representation on the Advisory CouAcil, on Developing Institutions.

9
'k4,
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lt.Wo feel that'the lack of sdnquate two-ye.ar col:loge rapreeent tio on

,
the advlaory councit and their af;pare4t 1.aCk oC owledge a 9ut. one

anct4e and 4a contrIbution to the nation a t rity inoticn e in
k , 4

...,
general, has worked to the disservice of two- egos and'to the-

4.

MI4lions of students they serve.
. .

-

Thank yOu for,youf aetentlop. I would .be- pleased cp anawer qny'

quest:Ions.

ATTACIIMENT K

PtRaNTAms'oF TOTAL POStSECONDARN UUDERCRADUATE MOLUEENT
BY RACIAL ClIARACTEAISTICS, SEX, TULL-TIME,AND PART-TIMB

41.XT20In TWO-YEiR, COLLEctS T.N 1976A

Non-R.A,

AXioth "4 6

Amor. IQdLgin

or
A t vo

'

A4 an

liAR

. - .,Full-tima 25 40 55 37 %

Part-time 74 97 99
/ 99

3;lb-total

istm

roll-Lima

14

29

56

38

72

46

17

31

'

Part,t1ma 19 4 47 ' 90 9.5

4eh-total. 43 58 76 , 53

All full-tima 26 39 30- 34

All port-Lim* 76 97 97\

TotAl 36 50 71 55

HInortty
Hi atL s S Alm

" '48 40

61, 87.

54 54

46 . 39

95 .96

. G4 19

47 40

79 91

59 5+5

ASourcei Amartean Aseociation of hammonity and Junlov pilages 1979 and REGIS-
data 1976 aod 1977
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Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Rivera?

STATEMENT OF DR: ALV.IN MARA-, NATIONAL HISPANIC
. IHOIER EDUC4TION COALITION

Dr. RIVERA. Thank-you very Inuch, Mr. Chairman.
1. will cervi, as the spokesperson for the Hispanitilighen. Educa-

tion Coalitien oriThis topic.
I will keep my remarks only tot the administration testimony.
I wish to react to ale.. administrallon's provosals bn six specific

areas; the definition of purpose, the community colleges set-aside,
the long range planning, the duration of the grants,, the concept of
a challenge grants and the authorization level.

First of all. I would like-to talk about the definition of pUrpose.
It is the perception of the coalition that the 'definition is some-

-;) what narrow.
We feel that the proposal shoulsi specifically state that the pro-

gram will di?rve students who come from environments in 'which
ti.v, dominant, language is a language other than English and make
soft*, specific references to serving Hispanics.

The nate for this suggestion is basically that the title -III
progra ye, s had a history of low funding of institutions that
accomin iate large numbers of Spanish speaking. We feel that this
should change.

.
Second, recently, there was a letter sent to President Carter

dated March 14: 1979, and it was signed by seven U.S. Senators.
Includ4I were Domenici, DeConcini, Hart, Hayakawa, Schmitt.,

Tower, and Goldwater. If you will permit me, I would like-to read
briefly from that letter.

During the last funding cycle strong evidence of discrimination brike pert-
inent of Health, Education, and Welfare against Hispanic institutions in the title Ill
developing mstitution prograrn was uncovered.

. The recent title In difficulties. couplea with your latest. Policy directive wall
respect to black institutions, will intensify the gap between Federal education
support foi black minority students and support tor Hispanic and other nonblack

inorz ty groups.
Those actions,,by encOuraging this dirate treatment, will serve to condone

IEW's pfist. instrnsitivity to the' educationa needs of Hispanics and other minorities,
and will absolve that agency of any responsibility to correct these inequities and
uPgrade its commitmeht to miteting the educational needs of nonblack minority
groups

For this reason, we feel it is important to include the definitions-Suggested by the
conOtion, to insure that future discriminatory activities do not takeRlace against
any I lmpanic or nonblack group in the administration of title III funds.

The seCond area is the community collegr set-aside. The toalition
disagrees' once again with tihe administration proposal of only a 24-
percent 'set-aside. The coalition recommends specifically a-40 per-
cent set-aside for climmunity colleges. Justification for this recom-
mendation is that Aver 50 percent of all Hispanic students start in
-community collegcs.

Many low-incomc people attend community colleges and simply
cannot afford to attbnd more costly Mstitutions.

Third, long-range planning, the coalition supports the idea- of
applicants developing comprehensive plans as a part of their title
III proposal. However, we question why it would requii-e a "very
small 1-vear grant" to develop such a plan:., .
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The 1202 Commissions, it. would seem to me and would seem to
the.coalition, should have already deIeloped such plans. For that
reason, it would be incumbent upon public and .private institutions
to work more closely with 1202 Commissiona

The duration of grants, _you have- heard the administration's
firoposal of 1- to 3-year grants,,which'would'allow the applicant to
reapply; and, the second option was one large grant of 7 years
which wouldinot allow the applicant to reapply.

The coalition perceives this proposal as being ill conceived. The
iiropmfal in this .specific instance appears to resemble very much
trhe former admmistrative organization of the basic institutional
d6velopinent program and the advanced institutional developmeat
program.

Let me specify what I Mean here. The basic, BIDP program's
called for annual funding, while the AMP program called for 3- to
5-yea r funding, with ustially much larger grants.

Ilispanic organizations recognize, this prOcess has been used in
the past more as a screening mechanism to Screen out many insti-
tutions that serve largely Spanish speaking populations.

However, we would suggest that applicants be allowed to com-
pete for grants Iv no less than 2 years or more than 5 years
depending on, the applicant's need.

_The specification for 2 years, of funding is`to avoid the compLex
ialministrative problems involved M annual funding.

Second, we feel that the-renewal of a grant should reqt on the
merits of each institution. Therefore, we disagree with the adminis-
tration's position of prohibiting ipstitutions from renewing their
title III grants.

.Third, the coalition supports ,the requirement of .institutional
applicants to specify measurable objectives to be aChieved each,
yar in order to confinue receiving funding. ..
e-"Chalienge. grants. Thecoalition specifically feels that this is a
good,tiogftunity to enroll more Hispanics iii graduate schools *rid -
profesional schools.

any of the people in the administration and elsewhere
lispanics are.underrepresented in virtually all of the profes.

nal career rkeld5r.
Once again, the-coalition would recemmend tfiat. the professional

cheols attract Hispanic students or enroll students who conic from
enrollments in- which the dominant language is a language other
than English and be given a priority as a criteria for funding in
t ffis;tirea

Finally,- the coalition cbilditionally supports the administration's
While the title 111 program has operated over the past'13

trs, Ilispanic-participiition has been limited. Unless the current
imstration proposal is "-amended to specifically address this

.p blem, the coalition at this time would be hard pressed to sup-
p rt.:its proposals.

Coalition strongly recomMends revising the 'purpose of the
HJ prograni/as suggested earlier,.and increase to 40 percent a

t) i side for 2-year colleges.
urther, the coalition Teets that there must be a clarification of

the long-range planning giaz and a revision of the duration of
grants 8 propoard.
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Also, we feel that incentive language in the challenge grants
'Proposal to encourage institutions to attract Hispanic students to
graduate programs and professional schools would .be desirable.

Thank you very much, Iqr. Chairman.
1Dr. Rivera's statement follows:)

e
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MY nams in Alvin Rivera and I have boon denignated an the npokespereon tar the

hispanic Higher'Educetion Cbalition on thin tooic bf Developing Inntitutions. Since

the Catilltion provided testimony on this tonic in March of thin year, my rosarko

will be confined to the halunistiration's nreoosal en Doveloniaj Inocitutiono.
4

The Hinpanic Higher Educetion Cbal.iticn (hhhtEC) in comerined of individuals

oonnesenthu; 11 national Hispanic organizatiOns interesteq in is/waving olgoational

conditions for their constituencies. The IOW had an its central pureone to
.

ink-maze participation of hispaniu poculationo in higher edudation in'the Nation.

Then national ononittions-which ccoprine the IthEr arei

ASviRA of America
El Congreao lacionnl de Asuntos Colegialcs
League of Untied Latin American Citizen°
Mexican American Legal Derenze.and Eduoational Pond
Mexican American Wombn's National Ass.ociation
National Association for Enual'Education C000rtunities
National Council de IA Rara
hafiorial IMAGE, Int .

euerCo glean Legal Defense and Education runs), Inc.
Secretariat for Hinpanic Affairo, U.S. Catholic Conference
Soanish American leqm.erne Against Discrimination

4

I will discuss our reactions to the Adminintrekion's nroyenal of 11 Definition

of Pin-pose: 2) (onmunity Colleges; l) Long range planning; 41 Duration of G.rants;

51 The conceot of ChallenclegranicE, end OtheAuthorization level.

Definition of loairly.Nm;..
7'

. The administration orouosed that "the riEs4 purpooe would be to strengthen
4

institutions which enroll large niimhers of otudentslrom low-inowe

which lack resources, and which are taking stops to isp.towtheir cliencen .41 survival."

The Oealition feels that this definition is too narrow. IL i9 neceslary to include

V h) the definiticn of Fas,xlse that the progralewill serve atudentn who ;came from

environments irkwhieh the dominate language in a language other than English.

.44
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The t'paltt toe t'Peltt that file,,litv of Itiatpan- pi-twat-as in Xit le III in the

iit heot 1-eolt ottlAiline:)itilly low. A letter (Al tachod) drited March 14. 1979 to

Pl,tstdintt carter: tot i,nevl by 8...we S. SemAtors DeConcini, Hart.

tichmitt Tot Ind (lohhAttit tag) stated:

Outing the last funilici cycle strong evidence of diikrimination by
the Yiee.irtnwnt of Halth, Faucet ion end Welfare againine thstitutions
in the Title JIy hevelottint) Inneitutions Program was uncovered The rec-snt
lit le III diff (colt ion counled with your latest Policy directive with reopect
to mack institutions, will inueneify the gar; between federajeducaLlon support 4
tor Mack minority students and sunnort for Ilineeinic and cfiei non-Mack minority
roptek. These actions, by eneOurag ng thin disuarate txestment. will nerve to
..,aptIone RUN' s post insensitivity to the xiucational needs of Hispanics and
,tther runorit tea, and will,.absolve that agency of any responsibility to correct
these inequit ten And uNrado tt s cared t111.,?.tet to meet ing lhe educational needn
of non-Black minority tin-tuns.

For these reasons, it is Imrortant to include the defthit ion engleeLed by the
Coal it ion rc unsure that future iscruTdnatory nett-vales do not take place againet

Hisivim,,, or min-flack groupn in the Idniinintrettion of Title

Curnmuit:ty 0,11letrs

.The coal it_ion let-ens:ends that. the Paninistration's nroponal of a 24% sek-aside
fir oersonity col leges be ncreast,K1 to 40 percent. The lioalition feels that the -

2 4% set-aside in reit realistic given the large enrollments of low inccme and Ilievanie
s.tudents un ccirmunity colleges. Thergtoree Coalition reccumendn a 10 egret-11f
net-asitj for fundthq .-enunity colleges.

The Administration tropoti.:d tha't apulicants Prepare a comnrehensive rlevelorment
plan as part of their apglication for Title III grants. Thin is fredeed a good ide,a,
Lot ...hy would it require "very %roil, one-year grants'. to develop such a elan?

A need for clarification of this aseeet or the long range elan is necessary. Such

S I It I - 9 11
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institutional- 1on rarrie`plons, the rlaal balihves, should be available now

through .ths 1202 Onntiesions that exist in soot of the states. any event, tho

instkitut ions slx.uld)tevelq, close onoterotion with stem offieinto in the

development of their ion.; roruly./

.Ourativn 4,.f the. arfult_S

The AdminintraLion (rrottlimd that grants te awertled: 1) for ono to three years

and to allow applicants to re-arxdy for grants: and 2) far e larger one-time grant

for up to aoven mire; those applicants may not re-opolv for grants.
S.

The Coal i blon be 1 ievto this i.).") yowl). is Unfortunately, , thin

proposal regorthlAsn the kuvwr p.r.t teems of adrainistertrig funds throulh the recently

revised /UM and nim etx Vilik..,E., ".1161 Coalition rec-rononds that applicants for
i

Title III 1:,e allovard to . of>ate for develotmene gains for no less than 1_1Jo years

noi more than five yearq'tlppendug on the acplicant's necdt Purther, the applicant's
474C'ILDittint ion Mot be .re-eva Wined at the end of the appl leant '; funding cycle tA determine

it' additional funding (I I'mrlanted-

The ct.alit ion dirr:aletiss, with the Pro...Jr:Anil of prohibiting institutions from renewing

their grants. ftenewil,df aigrun should rest on the merits of each institution's

proposal. Finally, thq oFait ion supports the requirement of institutions to.specify

measurable objectives Lb .actlieved each year in order to continue to4receive

funding.,*

Cliallenge (lc-ants

The Mmipiarettik:pyorged that these grants'would offer funding on a 50-50

(Md.-Jr-al-SLAW etchirl heXri to 6-te Same eligible institutions. These granti, in

addtt ion to poshlr a.irterating additional state and institutional funds, uresent a
N. ,
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unique opportunity to strchet the career dmulopiaant of ILI openlics and other under-

servekrixtpulations in grIsduate programs and3rofoseiona1 schools. The Coal iti

wiehoe to (at attention to the lack a iliswice in virluan..y all Pryfolt,
NrCI ear Nelda." ftsx this reaeon, the (1.-salitico strongly .recf.rmends in thin &action

the( kpadunie progrome arid profeAsional ochoole that enroll attulunts who °ono from

anvirornioni;e in which the doninate language 41 a langliage other than nigltieh be
givvi pi ilia ty ae a cr tar ion for funding.

horizz?t too 1.4ave I

The adennint ration Isroixated a one- ter Wilton dollar authorization level for
the "Itle lit tinwares The conlit\on t tonsil y suouorts th ie swjges Led

auth-Oriiat Ian level. While the Title HI Orogrese has opekated over the past. 13 years,
thepanii- 'Ant n .n hoe been limited, Unlette the Adninistrattiort's croposal is

s .

aleci In npeeifnAlly.a.kiress that oroblem, the Cbalition-at this Unai- u1d

halid plIttifiVli in fillIvort it. The Coalition strongly reorAsserida, revising the

ifiupkten as eikPlested eat I ter and increasing to 40 oercent a eet-aside for two year

kolleges. Fur tlkw, WO feel that there must he a clarikication on long range

planning Af id a rev i B A on of the duration of grants. we also recuenend writing

Incentive language in the challenge grants prroposal to encourage thatitutiono to
nttract lc etu,1atc to graduate progr and titrofesskrial schools.

Onivhalf of the Ilisvinic Higher alucation Coalit.ion, I wish to thank you for
this opOrtunity to provide our viowo cri this istoortant Wok:.
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M.Arch 14,-1979 (

The President
The WIlito House
1:415hington; D.C. 20500 ..

Dear Mt. ll'resident:

We would Itke to take this oprtorturtity to cormcnt on:
yoor Januaty 17. 1979 Mcmornndum to Heads of Exocutive
idoncies and ''JL LfliOIi1P3 I hicb4you aunounce the int,otion
uf your Ad.ri i&.tration to opgvade its 'ccmniitment to black
insticutio. e of higher education. While we have no objestion 4
per se, t this 4Iw directive. we are extre!aely coucett,ed that
an exclu ve emphasis on Olackccolleges and utliversi.ties
esuentia ly ignores the h1ghex education Ire& of)11..1ies
and othe non-Black.minorrity groups.

Duving the,last funding cycle strong evidence of dis-
ctimiu.tt-ion by the Duartmanc of Healt414, Education and Welfare
adainst His.psnic 4nstitut1ont in. the Title III:Developing
Institutions Program was uncovered. As you know, chid

Conloss is presoutly reviewing the recently cornpIeked CAO-
r.iort on Title III with a view toward detc,rmining the
42xAct c.xtoent and scope, of discrimination within.tbe proglam.

1
The t;eoent Title III difficulties, coupled with your

la't,est policy directive with respect4to 'Black institutiens,
will intensify the 9,1111 between federal edueation.F.vppwrc for
Black* minority s.tudents and sOpporc for Himoanie and other
n,n-Kleck minority groups. These actions, by ancour,tgiog this
disparate treatment, will serve to coAdone HEW's Nita inqonsi-

to the educational needs of Hispiinics and other athioritiAS.
4.1od will absol've that agency of any responsibility to cotr_ect
thole inequities and upgrade its commiu-rmnc to, meeting the
educational need's of non-Black minority groups.

"
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ror your aitontion to this mattur, and
tly\tsider the full implications of your

tic), nn the non.Black ins4ituci3ns of higlIer_
of u(fort, in lipcittding the co7-litmcnt of
Tunb to all mi.nority instittutions is of

Very

/ (.1
<

. .

Mr. FORD, Thank you,
We will begin questions.
1.wo1lld ask if.any members of the panel would like to add to

-what. they hpve already said.
Dr. BERRY. Let me cOmment:if I may, Mr. Chaiyman, briefly on

6 the rationale of our title III proposals to, make sure thiit they
complement thb need-based aspects of our student aid proposals.
The whole idea is that if any particular race or ethnic group, be
they white, black, Hispanic, or whatever, Is low income aqd 'disad-
vantaged and if an institution has large numbers or such students,
it would fall into the category, at least on one of the criteria, of
being )1 developing institUtion and we 'would serye it.

We'are interested in^ose institutibns, not because they happen
to.have large numbers of black students, white Students, or what-
ever, but becausei the students are the low income, who have needs,and, 'therefore, this program wou)d complement, the student aid

truly yd)rs,

arrisun 51ch1uuitt

Ti (nu
Z:;) -76witif

y (.Q111.t ter

programs.
.The other point I would make is that, arguably, if one (eels thatthere is i;Joine- dispariky in the funding peattern in terms of the

percentage that goes V) various ethnic gro ps, one hiight claim that
there is disparity between the amouat iven to black institutions

(and the amount given to whitelnstitutions, or that the /lumbers
tere pretty mucli similar.

The percentage figures that .we have and which we can inake,,
available would indicate that about the same percentage of applicj-
tiNr)s submitted and reconunended for funding by elErlic groups OW

L

%.
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ruund among Hispunics,.blacks, and whites. There are some differ-
ences but they are not significant, I think if one believes in the
notion that the criteria of low income is a valid criteria, that one
Ny4ould support the proposal.

If we move to set-asides for different groups, I suppose we would
have five six different set-asides for every group one can imag-
ine. I am not sure that is the way to go.

Mr.. FORD, Maybe I can got into this..
Mr. Rivera, on page 14 in talkingabout the administration chal-

lenge grants, youi- amendment is very 'consistent with the position
of-the aganizations you represent.

On page 4, you sayt
For this reason the coalition strongly rocomnob4 this section, that graduate

programs in professional schools that enroll studtmts 'he &me from environmouth
m Which the dominant language is a language other English be eivon priority
criteria for funding.-

When rou talk about graduate schools in that languagras distin-
guished from undergraduate education,' it starts to present a differ-
ent picture.

I have the suspicion that most or the prostikus graduate Khools
in this country would have large numbers or relatively large num-
bers of people from foreign countries who come here expressly for
graduate education who would in fact meet the criteria that you
are suggesting by,koming- from environments in whichvthe domi-
nant language is trTanguage other than English.

A very substantial number, for example, apply in California,
from Asiatic countries. North Carolina is loaded with Latin Ameri-
cans.

How do you getVound that sort of problem-phen you talk about
graduate education in terms of people from non-English-speaking
backgrounds?

It's our graduate schools that are the moss restrictive and prob-
ably have the largest percentage of truly foreign students, foreign
in the sense that they come here expressly for educational pur-
poses, and at least that is what.they say when they comq,,...

They are attraCted by our graduate schools from countried where
English is not the puincipal langiiage.

Dlr. RIVERA. Thetis a matter
Mr. FORD. You are talking about American students,..I take a,

coming out of that background as we deja elementary and second-
ary programs and the bilingual programs in a concept that we deal
with very well at the elementary and secondary level.

When you get to, graduate schools, it seems to me that that no
longer is a definition that has the same Meaning as it doewhen
you are talking about the.people living in Los Angeles elernintary
And secondary level. .

^Dr. RIVERA. Yes, sir, Mr: Chairman, that is certainly a matter
that we have discussed at. some length. We feel for that reason it. is
necessary to put language into the law that would specify IliSpan-
ics Who are residents of this courktry. I think-you emphasize an
important concern in higher education; frankly, there is not a
'comparable kind of package in higher education for Hispanics as
there is in elementar econdary education where there is specifi-
callSr-the bilingual ed cation of Hispanic populations.
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The coalilion-,is keenly aware of this, and we see title Ill as a
potential mechanism of being Able to address institutions that are
trying o service the needs of; Hispanic Americans. We oven enter-
tam the idea and possit)ility of a first generation7-Ilispanics who
are not collegea graduatessome kind of formula might be worked

-
k

out in that capcacity. It is a matter that we did discuss.a-

Dr. FiEnak. On the issue of funding institutions, Hispanic institu-, tions or institutions with large percentages of Hispanics, Mr. Ri-
vera. who came here from the University of t;olorado and worked
with me for a while before he went elsewhere, knows that universi-ties like that havt, a larger prrcentage of Hispanic students than

4 some otbers, but it hardly qualifies as a developing institution. I
wouldn't pu.t it .in that category.

So if the aid I's to go to a developing institution as oppoSed to one, that happens Co have particular students in its student b5cly of
certain ethnicity, thep it seems the low-income criterid is a better
rule to use.

Dr. MoyC.. We do have the graduate and professional opportuni-
ties program (GPOP) which provides fellowship support for stu-
dents and also gives the institutio'n support in at.matching allow-
ance, so that the needs of I Iispanics and other minority graduate
students can be addressed through the GPOP program.

Dr. FRANCIS. I have another point, Mr:Chairman, that I think
will address the set,aside, because the opposition is that the 24 .

percent should be retained. We support that set-aside, but it should
be remembered that the goal or removing low-ipcome students,
regardless of where they come from to the highest career ladder
means, in effect, that we must place funds in those institutionswhich are graduating students in this career ladder. In the junior,
colleges and community colleges this is the isnitial step, but stu,
dents will not get from the junior college to a baccalaureate degree
unless that movement is upward, so to put an inordinate amount .in, the set-aside to the junior and community colleges would be
counterproductive. ( .What we waqt to do is move the students (tom the junior col-
leges and- comnlunity colleges to baccalaureate'programs to gradu-
ate schools, so we argue that 24 pei-cetit with the increased funding ,would certainty bring more. money that is needed to the junior

,

community colleges,, but we do not share in the argument that the ,

40 percent is comparable with the population in terms of the goals
ef the program; that is upward mobility. . , .. - .Dr. flEitay.. Mr. Chairman, a question was raised conCerning the
lack of laniwage in the proposal for permitting consortia and coop-erative arrangements, even though I said, they would be permissi-
ble.. The language is not there because the understanding was, toexcluc . it. It is a permitted activity, but, I understand fr c m my
colleagt e that he would prefer to have language in there speifical-
ly perm' ting it, Our position is that it should be permitted t ut not
required .

Mr. FORD. It is c bvious there is a sufficient ambiguity to causethis group to belime they have been left out, so if, we make it clearin the legislation hat is not the intention, it doesn't. do any vio-lence to your.inter. ,
.4*

Dr. 13E.aav. Right it does not bgther us.
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Mr. FORD. I have one other question that I 4rn surprised that the
community and junior college people didn't raise._ In looking at the
specific legislation in title III, the administration is proposing a
retreat from our previous broadening ofithe definition of t),ft mnstitu-
t?on and student. You say, for ei(ample, for the purposes of section
(A)( 1Ra) the term- "junior and community college" means institu-
tion of higher education, one that does not provide an educatiSnal
program for which it awards a ,bachelor degree or .equivalent de-
gree, and here iS where the problem comes in; two, that admits as
regular students only persons having a certificate-of graduation
from a school providing secondary education or the recognized
equivalent of such a certificate.

In 1976, we abandoned that definition by specifically providing in
the law that it wilt be .an institution that, "admits as regular
students persons who are beyond the age of compulsory school
attendance in the StAte in which the institution is located and who
have the ability to benefit from the 1.-aining offered by the institu-
tion."

This was in/keeping With a strong feeling that began,to develop
in the early,p70'51 on this committee that we were not just. sup-
porting traditional certificated higher education.

We changed the nannt of this comthittee from the Committee on
Iligher Education to the Committee on Postsecondary Education,
recognizing that there was no special dignity in trying to get every-
body through Harvard with a Ph. D. and that that wEls, in fact, not

prinmrv functior9.of public funds. -
I wonder if the administration cOnsiderpd this as a deliberate

rotreal, This would very strongLy restrict- institutions that have
now 1)00111e eligible under oth4r programs because of the 1976
timges.- Is,that an inadverte.nf thaytge or deliberate chanee?

BERRY. None of our pdsitions-b-epresent retrehts from any-
thing that is Iibe1lization. It, was_ not anything that we dis-
cussed. Since we did n9t d_Ocuss jt,1 suppose. it mas inadvertent. I
rtm interested in knocving what, the nasition of the community
colleges is on that isktie, because I am got_ sure.

Dr. REID. Mr. Chairman, we applaudy.your thoughtfulness and
incisiveness in noting this depaetnre. We, like',your language, and
we would hope that your definition courd be jnlerjected into the
bill, as opposed to what is presently_ there. We feel 1,,otir _definition
certainly comes closer to suppoaing the inission:igoaf4 an.rd pur-
poses of the community colleges. /A-

Mr. FORD. We'stumbled across it, frankly, because there'was a,
lot of ditoctission when we -Made that _change, and in making that:.', A .

change we found that we had- friends over at the Office of Educa- '

tion who thought, we meant it to apply only to commimity and
junior colleges. We went through several yt-ars here in this room' .
trying to figure out where they got some fancy a-percent rule they
were writing over there for the proprietary schools. It took about 3

: years, 2 years, plus an amendment to the law-r-to Convince them
thtxt in making that change we were not trying to narrow the
application down to a very specific group of people. ,

'Ube interpretation the Office of Education placed, on the ehange 4.

we made in 1976 is that we only intended to recognize a student
who is a non-high-school graduate in a community or junior col-.,,
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V,161,X, and pot, if you can,believe this kineof conStruction, a.30-year-
.

/ old- mother of tour chi1 dren...1410 is now going to beauty school or
. cretar.ial schopl, to get skills to i4upport her family, who left

matter_.of fact, because she was raising a family and
didn't have a iiigh sdhoOl education.

That is tlie kind of anomalous construction that. we found very
difficult to live With,-so we amended, the law further. It has been
the tendency-of the Congress to move in recent years toward the
idea that, lithe institution you are attending is a legitimate insti-
tution .that is going to proviq you with either skillS or' life enrich-

, ments that are ben-eficial to_sou as an individual citizen, that is
sufficient. Arid that the ancgnt requirement that comes, I guess,
out of the attitudes of the GI bill forlowing World War II, that you
must, in fact, be a certifiable pursuer of a certificate showing that
you are .educated in the sense of higher education is not the way
we were going.

So I Niould hope that your staff, Secretary Berry, and ours, could
work together to make these provons consistent with what we
have been doing. take it that Would not be inconsistent, with what
you intend. -

Or. BERRY. Right, I am told that it was simply inadvertance that
-someone must'have copied from the 1972 provisions. We have made
no policy decision to move in that direction and would be happy fe
'work Aith you') staff in clearing up any confusion that has result-
ed.

Mr. FoRn. (Counsel says he will be happy to send you a copy of
the new,law.'

Dr. BERRY. I think we rnqy be able to find one.
Mr. FoRn. There were a couple questions raised by Dr. Francis

here which are actually, I suppose, questions that the administra-
tion should respond to.

In page 4, Mr. Francis says:
We would not object. to including in the program authorization a definition of a

devek)ping institution based on average expenditures per full-time equivalent stu-
dent., if this provision is given a telatively low weight in comphrison to the criterion
of serving substantial numbers of students from liow-income families, Or if cleare recognition it given to the fact some institutibns have a high average expenditure
because they re serving low-income students.

The current regulations weight thNEOG F.,,Int,s 2 to 1, as I
understand it. Is that correct.?
DI% MOYg. Yes.

Mr. Form. The way the administratiOn legislation is written, that
could become 3 to 1, or 4 to 1, or -1 to 1 in future regulations; so we
don't, by this-legislation, predetermine the relative weight of loW-'
income students versus low-cost education..

Would anybody on the-panel care to comment on that question,
since we have the National Association of Equal Opporttmity en-
dorsing this, in effect?

I guess also in the Iluestion, when we are talking about weight-
ing BEOG's, are we talking about the number of students who
qualify for BEOG's or theelative number of BEOG dollars coming
to that. student population?

Dr. MOvg. We look at the average BEOG grant per full-time
equivalent undergraduate student..
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Mr. Foim. When you saY . the average BEOG grants, are you
-talking about totally,.all the money from BEOG's? ,

Dr. Ivlovk. You take the total number of dollars awarded in basic
grants at an institution and divide that figure by the number of
full-time equivalent students, so you don't have the situation where
four or five students with large grants could determihe that -the
institution is developing--

Mr. Folio. Or the other way around, where all the people that
are going to get small grants become a statistic that would weight
your formula.

Dr. MOvt. That is right.
This year, we will have a good test. of-how well we conceiyed of

the criterki.' We have completed one funding Cycle now under the
new regulitions. I think we should keep in:mind, also, that in the
nevi regulations, we did state that if,an institution felt that the
eligibility factors did not descrtbe -its developing status adequately,-
the institution coUld submit a narrative to the Commissioner, indi-
cating why the institution is developing so that no institutiOn is
permanently locked, out of the.program betause it does not meet
the quantitative factors, I think that this mechanism has been
helpful to a large number of institutions.

Fonn. Dr. Francis, also on page 5:says, "We fatly support
separate authorization for the challenge grants." And in his com-
merit's about that he raised this question with me, is the matching
money that we are talking about here supplemental? It is. nat--eltar
from the legislation on a quyi perusal by counsel. You say that to
get matching money you have to do something more than you have
been doing in the past rather than just diverting something out of
your budget to matching funds.

Dr. Nfovt.... It is supplemental, and intendedto be that.
Mr. Foal). If we were to attempt to tie that down ip the legi,s1:,-

, tion to make it clear that money used for the purpose of qualifying
ler. matching grants would have to be demonstrably supplemental
to the previous 4,fix.-4, made with either public funit or from pri-
vate sources, that Would be no problem folyou?

Dr. PERItY. They don't subtract it. froM- what they aite already
-contributing.

Mr. Foim. It is kind of a maintenance-of-effort problem.
Mr. FRANCIS. We have had the experierfee certainly in the pri-

vate see.tor with the work we were trying to do with the college
endowment Raiding programs to spur moneys in addition to what
is coming from the Federal sou-rces, because we think it. is a dead-
end street if you are only on one Side and braidening that perspec-,
tive. We hope to develop further and are experimenting now with
the dominance program with several collegeb, and we hope this/will-
spur the private sector to conic into the institution serving low-
income students and hopefully the States will do more on the

-
pubhc side..

eNlr. Fotu). sBut it is important. to note that our experience over
the years with matching of various kinds going back tO the povecty
program as well is constantly in this sort of situation where people
said to us, you have to increasV the of Mataing .you de
with in-kind centributions .because w don't have the money to
meet the matching- requifements. What we do, in effect, every time

eln

F
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*e increase that method of taking something you fiNady have anq'
usieg it for matthing puLtoses, is -reduce the impact of the match-
ing on 'increasing the amount of resources avaiiable for the partici-
pants in the program, And some of Us are insensitive about the
idea that if you are going to have a matchingi.program that is
designed tot the purPose of.inducing other people to come foward

. and put. 50 -cen s in and get a &Bur's worth of education for iL, it
really shquld ha 'e that cesult.

I seeheads n dding there. no I take it:that the panel agrees that
i this matching provision should be written in the best way that our
.expe'rts around here can write it .so that is the result we achieve?

-Dr. BERRY. That is exactly the result we want; yes. _

Mr. FORD. On behalf of the Association of Community and Junior
-

Colleges, Dr. Reid says on the first-page of his testimony:
',.,. However, we.agree with some of the critics of this provosal that the enrollment of
a substantial number of.students from low-income familles aiid low average general
fund expenditures per Ml-time equiValent student.are factors that are not necessar-
ily correhited with being a :'developing institution.

' 'Would you like to-expand on that for the_rommittee?
.

-Dr. REID. I believe what .we are atteMpting to say is that the
definition of a 'dOeloping institution does not. necessarily relate to
the two mlijor critei-ia,which have been -suggested by the proposed
bill of the laministratfon. 1 'commented earlier on the otential

. bias that nprresult from the ecortomics of a particular geographic
region in/determining -the FTE cost. There are certain regions of
the-country where we would certainly expect full-time equivalent
student cost to be lower than other regions, simply because of4 . economic factors. We believe there Should be some way to address
that issue, if not. in ,the bill, ithelf, at least in the implementation of
the bill, in the determination of administrative regulations.

We also acknowledge that. the size of an institution could very
well determine the full-time equivalent, cost, and a larger institu-
tion perhapS in this day of rapidly increasing fixed cost could
absorb those fixed costs on a full-time equivalent basis because of
their huge enrollment better than a small institution. r think those
are the .issues*Lhat'we are speaking Lo. .. .

Mr. FORD.J, tried to read into these, I suppose in ti cynical way,
the bias that you should probably be representing in talking for the
coipmunity and junior colleges. I have been under the impression,
and perhaps 1 am wrong, that these two characteristics are the
reason you havp to have a limitation on how much the junior- and
community- colleges' get or they would-receive a. larger share of the
money than they do now. Because, in fact; they do represent, at
least up until this time, institutions that have substantial qualifica-
tion in both categories, large numbers or low-income students and
relatively small expenditure per pueil.

Dr. REID. I think what we are.saying ia that those do not neces-
sarily identify, a developing institution as defined under the title.

Mrt.%Foitn. Cduld I help a little by suggesting what is coming to
me from minority cotinsel, that the present .operation of the half-
cost provision puadown the dollar amount. on the-BEOG's, and if
you are using thte dollar amount on the BEOG's, as Mr. Moye,,,
acknowledged is presently done, you have an artificial bias against'
what would appear pn the surface to be characteristics that .these

4.
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institutions have. The operation of 'the half-cost on the sip of the
BEOG's, when couPled wit-lheiie factors, is really a significant
factor in running the bias the other way.

Dr. REID. That was going to be the next point. Thank. you very
much foi' making it flor me, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. FORD. We don:t like half-cost when we .can avoid it; that is
why we have sort of skirted around it..

The last point that I had marked out in Dr. Reid's testimony was
your organization's concern for the continuance of the opera4on of
the consortia, and Secretary Berry. has indicated they have no
objection to legislation making it clear that-would continue to be
an optioo while not a requirement for anyone who chose to use it.

, Mr. Simon?
Mr. S1mo-61. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Reid, in your testimony, Mr. Rivera, in your testimony, you

were unhappy with the 24-percent set-aside.
Commissioner Berryit is good to call you CommiSsioner here

what is, in fact, the allocation now? I realize it is not a set-aside,
but what percent, in fate, is taking place right now?'"

Dr. BERRY. We have the numbers on that. It is24 percent now.
Mr. SIMON. So what you are doing is setting that pattern into the

statute, then?.
Dr: BERRY. By increasing the authorization 'and maintaining the

24 percent they will get. more in dollars, but thtt same percenthge
of the dollars available. 'That is simply a judgment of how the
universe of dollars Should be allocated for the various purposes.

Mr. SIMON. Then yOur definition of substantial number of stu-
dents from low-income families, Dr. Francis 'refers to, and the
ethers have, also, using your University oCColOrado example, my
guess is what you really want is a substantial perdmtage; rather
them a substantial number, because the UnMrsity of Colorado, in
fact,,might have a more substantial number than some of Dr. Sam
Meyr's institutions would have, so that we might want to make
that correction.-

IIjen my next question is, what is substantial?
BEmily. What.- is. "substantial" is stated in the definition.

Mr. SIMON. We have to have some rough idea, Is it 5 percent, is
it 95 percent, or what are. we talkin? about?

Dr. Moyk. We divide the insfitutions into four categories, 2-year,
public or private; 4-year public or private, and measumthe institu-
tions against those other$ in their category with regard to percent-
ages of low-income students. For example, an institution gets a
certath number of.pothts, for each percentage of its student body
who receive a basiegrant. A pimilar procedure is used to determine
E and G expenditures; but points are awarded .relative to other
institutions in each. category.

Mr. SIMON". So you are talking about substantially' above the
average?

Moyk. Yes, sir.
op Dr. RIVERA. Mr. Simon, may I respond?

Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Dr. RIVERA. This is a matter that puts the institutions 'that

accommodate a large number of Spanish 8peakirw at a significant
disadvantage. In Mr. Francis, Costimony, h.e indicated of all the

_,
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black college graduates, a high percentage come from black col-
leges. Ilex also said that black institutions serve one-fourth of all
the Mack students. The fact of the matter is, Hispanics do not have
institutions that are thought to be specifically Hispanic_ Not only
do Hispanics not have their own institutions, but they do not have
their own faculty nor administration. There are simply no Hispanic
institutions per se. Consequently Hispanic participation in postsec-
ondary education is significantly lower than other minority groups.

4

Because we do not have Hispanic institutions, then we are really
, talking about apples and oranges. I guess in the entire testimony

on Citle III, the coalition recognizes that philosophictilly this is a-
matter that has not been addressed. It is very unfortunate, because
we feel it is in the best interest of the Hispanic community to take
a serious look at this oversight.
-May I also talk about one other aspect that was mentioned by

. the administrationcooperative arrangements'. The coalition spoke
to this point in our testimony in March. We are very concerned
about the cooperative arrangements LIS they currently exist,. There
are many areas that. have t,o be improved. As the GAO report
indicated, this is one of the biggest areas of vulnerability. We have
made specific recommendations to streamline the institutions and
agencies receiving grants through title III.

Mr. SIMON, If I may follow through, how many institutions are
you talking about?

Mr. SIMON. IlisparfiCs_
'llr. Movt.. Dr. Berry has the breakdown of the institutions that

applied to us this year. There were twenty-four 2-year Hispanic
, institutions that applied this yewjana twenty 4;year Hispanic,

institutions. -
Mr. SIMON. Of those, `wouldn't a very high percentar be eligible

under the formula that is suggested-here by the administration, a
substantial percentage of students from low-income families?

Dr. MovE. )(DS.
c

Dr. BERRI". That is true, and, as I pointed out earlier, about the
same percenrage of those Hispanic institutions were funded as the
percentage of white institutions, black institutions, and the like. In

, fact, sixteen of the twenty-four 2-year institutions and sixteen of
the twenty 4-year institutions were recommended for funding be-
cause they did meet the criteria.

Mr. Foim. Would the gentleman yield?
A iml% SIMON. Yes: of course.

Mr. FORD. Back on March 28, Reggie Wilson, from Wayne County
CoMmunity College in,Detroit, was testifying on this point, and he
walked us through llie,lprocess by which we got`to the 24 percent.

, It bears on two questions: One you have asked, and one that has
been raised by Mr. Rivera. He pointed out that the _Congress in
1965 established a 22-percent set-aside, equalled the -ptrcentage
pointing out that we chose the 22 percent.. not. by sonie magic but
on the basis of an assumption that says 22 r ercent of all the
students that were in those 2-year institutioi

. arid that Was the
opinion of-the committee then as a reasOnable >lace toatart.

. The legislation has been amended four times since 1965. In 1968,
the set-aside for 2-year colleges was raised to 23 percent. In 1972,
the 2-year cylleKe set-aside was raised to'24 percent. That recog-
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nized the increasing percentage of low-income and minority stu-
dentA enrolled in community and junior collem. Also, in 1972, a
1.4-percent set-aside to increase poStsecondary education for Indi-
ans wag added.This was remove& in 1976 iri order that the Indian-
controlled community colleges would have increased access to title

funds. . -

There are five reagurdthat are given as historical precedent for
now increasing the percentage of title III funds okrmarked by
(.!ongress for 2.-year institutions. Then he gives us a lor7of statistical
information indicating that tiering the period of the existence of
title III the percentage of minority and low-income students attend-
ing institutions of higher education who were, in fact, in communi-
ty and junior colleges has continued to increase; in spite of all the
federal programs that have provided access to more expensive
forms of higher education. The fact is that the community and
junior college phenomenon, as it has grown, has been largely a
phenomena of providing educational opportunities in a place with-
in a community for low-income spit:lents. When you start-talking
about that characteristic, you automatically begin to find the corol-
lary between that characteristic anetfie characteristic of being a
member bf a minority group.`He has_a breakdown showing how
this breaks out with the most phenomenal growth -I suppose taking
place with Hispanics in the community and junior colleges.

So itbecomes apparent that this percent has been very 'difficult
to deal with over a period of time, but the origingl rationale for
setting the figure has been abandoned for some years, and we are
now searching, I take it, for a new rationale.

Underlying all of this, of course, is the firm belief that exists in
the community of traditional black c4leges that ther6 was a legis-
lative. promise that this was their program. We have searched
vainly for any evidence of that, legislative promise. This committee
has been told that President Johnson said that, when he announced
the, 1965 act. We have researched the President's speech, and, as a
matter oft fact, even preliminary drafts ef the-speech, and that just
isn't to be' found.

There aptarently were conversations between my predecessor
during that period of time, as chairman of this committee, and
sow people, which led to that kind of belief_ becoming firmly a
part or the folklore of title III.

It would fr less than honest not tO rqognize that that is the
political and practical problem we face M trying to increase the
size of the pie allocated to community and junior colleges because
there is a very strong division of opinion as to which type of
institution is, in fact, more genuinely serving the needs of black
Americans.

The community and junior colleges are arguing that, while, it. is
true that they are new in the business, they are really the ernerg-
irig and developing institutions ler that purpose. Then, of course,
you get over to the argument about. how many, degrees are granted,
and so on, and that leaves community and junior colleges out of it..
It. is a very tough problem that has to have a political solution
because no one on this committee over the years of wrestling with
this- has found a viable rationale that meets the deeply felt con-

2
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cerns or people who differ on what ale intent and purpose or this
section would be.

However, the administration is oftei'ing us an opportunity here
by increasing their commitment o title,111 to a $250 nnItion au-' thorization. Thia m*kes it within the realfi'l of possiWlity for this
coMmittae cooperating with the prrrople at this table and others who
have an interest who are not !pre today to rind a rationale and be
able to make ci-tange, if chanke is indicated, with the use of the
new money so no one is disadvantaged by a suddeii shift. Going to
a ,I0-percent set-aside without iww amney would be certainly a
sudden shift. The only way in which you could accommodate that
kind or change would be to take money from 'the traditional black
colleges. I am talking 'on the assumption that one reaches when
listening to the people who have been making their case in both
directions and presumably, without that. cap a lot more money
would go to community and junior colleges if we don't increase the
authgrization, It does\ so at the expense of the traditional .black
colleges.

The caveat to all of this is even if we try to write the legislation,
assuming the $250 million authorization is going to produce more
money, we have to face the fact that it is difficult to set new money
appropriated in the current environment.

So that we have to be careful that what looks like a fair alloca-
tion with a $250 million authorization doesn't turn out to be some-thing less than that. I hope that this gives the gentleman some
idea of how complex this little number is, and controversial. It is
very controversial. People don't like to talk about it out in front. Itis hot the kind of discussion you have in polite pDmpany, but
Emmet imes--

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Chairman, could I add a comment? I share in the
concern about the very desperate educational situation in which
I lispanics find themselves. I have often stated that their education-
al problems are significantly worse than even those of black Ameri-
cans, troublesome.

But I think that he' will agree with me that to add significantly
only to the comrhunity college authorization wouldn't help that
much in terms of helping more people, including Hispanics gradu:
ate from college and go on into the professions. Because, it is
indeed true for Hispanics- as it is for blacIs that more graduate
from college with, degrees if they go to 4-year institutions :than if
they go to 2-year institutions. That is a major problem for blacks
and I Iispanics.

Al spoke, forcefully about the need to give funds from title HI to
institutionS that, have large percentages ofilispanics, even ir they
are not struggling for survival and meet the other criteria. I think
that confuses the purposes of title III as it has been understOod and
as we are prdposing that it continue to be understood. It remipds
me of the debate over the Emergency School Asaistance Act, whore
some people think funds for desegregation shotild be used for basicskills training, and we tell them that is not ith purpose. In fact, it
would be a mistake to give tale III funds for improving facult
development and Jicademic programs and the like to institutioii,

\that are not struggling for survival.
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So it !is an important- problem, and I Share the concern. But 3
don't think this is the Place to try to meet that objective.
_Mr. roan. Fould you -mind if I put an asterisk in the testimony

with a ft)otnole pat said except Detroit?
Dr" BERRY. Oh, except-Detroit, Mr. Ford.
Mr. SIIMON. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I appreCiak, knowing a

little bit!'of tkle history, and we fortunately have, Wirlrim Soloipon
Ford as chairman of thisisubcommittee, so we Al arrive at a just
and_ good solution here.

One final question I do have for the Commissioner. You balk here
a larger one-time grant of 4 to 7 years, which would end eligibility
for title III tumistance.

What kind of amount are we talking about?
Mr. SIMON. Give me a .for instance.
Dr. Brantv. It would depend on the purposes laid, out in the grant.

So the institution could only be funded to the extent they can
justify the itetn. -

Mr. SIMON. Are you talking about something that, in fact, then
would be four to seven times what they would get?

Dr. BERRA'. The idea is to encourage institutions to engage in
longer term planning so that at the end of the .grant, they are
finished. We can fund them and they can count on it; they know
thq will be getting the money-for 7 years. We want to encourage
that kind of development as opposed to funding shorter term items
where they will come back for mort money for different kills of
things.

Mr. Simon.. What I aril trying to--
Dr. BERRY, How much money?
Mr. SIMON. Yes, and assuminA that we moveahead with this, we

probably initiallybecause I assume some institutions would want
to take advantage of this-- ,

Dr. BERRY. Right.
Mr. SIMON. So we are talking about an appropriation' that

mightthere might be a declining appropriation here, but. the
initial appropriation should be faixly close to the authorization, I
would think.

Dr. BERRY. Right. And with soma, ipstitutions you would have to
subtract each year the amount committed to _them for the renoin-
dor of the '4,years; that. is right.,

Mr. SIMON. Right.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. FORD. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. Watss. thank you, Mr. Chairman. - .
If I may, let me pick up just where Mr. Simon left off. I assume

that you have records indicating what the average grants have
been m past years, ana perhaps a guide to what would bq expected
for, grants in the lnture. What have those average grants been?

Dr. Mud. Under the basic program in the past, we have given
out. an average of $200,000 a year, and undbr the AIDP, which was
the' advanced developing institutions program, the average long-
term grant, a 5-year grant would save been about $1,500,000.

Mr. WEISS. Se you are running annually bAtween $200,000 and
$300,000; right.?

Dr. Movt. Right.

-r.
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Mr. WICW 1f,1 may, let me Hee if I can tie in the d ussion orjustta moment ago between the Chitirnuin and Mr. Simon as to theconflict betwe4n new institutions and old institutions, As 'to whowss intended Obenefit, and so on.
Isn't it a fact that pile of the important reasons why you aresuggesting nonrenewable long-range, long-term grant. is becausethat would help: you to shill over from whether it was a real orpresumeh or fablwi copunitment that had been made, Regardless Qfwhat the past hjstory ,had been, if institutions knA. either.what*their present -condition or their past history had been, that they

cannot c me back after 7 years, that th'at woad, in essence, resolve
the prob n as to which ihstitutions were historically expected tohth tied in id be the prime beneficiaries of this program?And wh her that was the intent or not, isn't that the conse-quence of wmL yoti are suggesting?

Dr. BEttal. It is the consequence, if you mean that once institu-tions have applied for 7 years, no mattr how they got into.it in the
first place, there would be no expectation or continued funding. I
think that is right. But the institutions would still have a choice orgoing for the short-term grants or the longer term one. But oncethey got a 7-year geant, they would not receive any niore, nomatter what the history had been.

Mr. WE138. What has been the breakdown within the past appuo-prnition between the short-term. annual grants, and the long term,up to 5-year grants.
Dr. ,MovE. The past few years, the $120 million has been broken

down into AIDP and BIDP, with AIDP receiving'$68 million andBIDP -receiving $52 million.,Sol in recent years, more money has
gone to the long-term graqits. And in the past, I should add, wehave always funded the long-term grants out of a single year'sappropriation, although the school could spend for 2, 3, 4, or 5years.

Mr. WEISS. Do you have,-the figures indicating how long some ofthese institutions have been involved in the program as grantees?Dr. MoyE. We have the figures and could provide them for therecord.
(Information referred to above follows:I
Tiw following Wile kilmws the numtwr of fiscal year 1978 grantees that havereceived a title 111 award for I or more years.

Nwn ber of
met (talonsYears in the program.

13
2412
2711
1610
159 ..

17

163.
18
18:1., .

15
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Mr. Wi lass. Wpuld you be able to enlightAin Ua at all atthis p-oint
to what your recolleetion is, as to, on the average, wIW,her youtgsinstitutions that gd pack to the very beginning.of the programewhat kind of transitionlh there eems to be?

Dr. Movk. My guess, and I think it is an educated e098, is thht
most a the Mstitntions that were -in the program initially are still
in the progioarn, and have been in the program continuoualy. A few
are no longer eligible but most are.still in the program.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Rivera, I wonder if in the course of the prepara-
tion or yoike testimony, because I think you had taken exception to
this nonrenewable proposal, whether, in fact, you focused at all ov
the kind of thinking that perhaps is reflected by the dialog of th6
last few rnonwnts?

Dr. RIVERA. Yes; I have worked in that program, irt title III, sir,
lind I feel that there are several institutions that have been funded
through title III that have maiole a significant contribution to high-
er education; and I believe it Has helped many black colleges con-
siderably.

I would have -reservations, \ speaking personally, although the
coalition sulloorts this testimony, that even if the institution were
to ret-eive zi 7-year grant, whether Or not at that time that institu-

{

tion should be terminated from title III funds,
I think what is apparent in this program is that, grants have

been issued to many institutions year after year after year. And,
frankly, people have not been responsible, unfortunately, in the
administration of those grants. Based on that logic, I question what.
the administration is proposing at the end of 7 years, that .appli-
cant schools be terminatecL if that is the case some of these.schools
that have been in this program virtually since its inceptionand
that is the casethen some of them Shouldot_be allowed 'to
continue in this program.

Now, I go back to My original thesis, that I think indeed it has
helped some. institutions. I find myself in this particular plight.
-continually reacting to a perception that the chairman was discuss-
ing about different people's percePtion of what the program is.

-Indeed, it, is very unclear R3 to what the program should be. I know
that philsophically the Hispanic population 'recognizes it does not
have access to the progrmn resources; we are not plUggeil in'to the
systeM and this is a condition that must change. The fact4hat only
24 institutions are awarded grants,that are servicing Or identified
as Hispanic institutions indicates the problem. We can identify
that many institutions in one State.

Dr. BERRY. They are.the only ones that applied.
Dr. RIVERA. That lay be true, and that precisely targets On

another mac* conair 1, That is, if indeed those are the only institu-
iions that are app ying, then perhaps one has to look at. how
technical assistance is being offered to support those institutions
that do accommodate a largo number of Spanish speaking in 'order
to get out in the field to help them prepare the grants, to help
them understand what this program is about. The condition 4be-
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heves it has to come at this leversto Liddress the problem. We are
virtually convinced of it. Unless there is something written into thelaw that indeed states we are going to deliver services\ to the.Hispanic sect\in put there and this is how it is going W happen,because we know it has not happenej in -tte past.

Mr. WEISS. How many colleges, 2-Year or community or juniorcolleges would you thirfk the universe iq that could qualifY for theprogram?
Dr. Moyt. I can't answer that. We have to go on the applications

we receive, and I know that in past years my colleagues in the ,.office have spent considerable anioutits ef tjme trying to identifyHis anic institutions, and -to make them aware of the 'program.
r. WEISS. 1 am not talkink about 'just Hispanictho wholeuniverse.

Dr. Moyk. We estimate a thousand institution's are eli ible.
Mr. \Num And of those you are funding roughly 30 percenp
Dr. Moyt. Probably a little more than that.
Mr. WEiss. How many?
Mr. FORD. Would you yield at that point?
Mr. WEISS. Sure.
Mr. FORD. Back in March, when Dr. Moyó was before us, Ifinished up along question 'discussing the conflict between the viewthat the community colleges were getting too much and the viewthey were not getting enough by saying, how do you tea about theeffect of the existing set-aside-without regard to whether it is highenough or low enough to suit the people, meaning the respectivepeople who were differing on the issueand your determination oftho funding period and whore you ought. to spend the money.[Dr. Moye answered as followsl

The set-aside will be addressed in the reauthorization. Our recent experience thiepast }roar was many of the community colleges in the advanced program did not gotlunded, not because the proposals were not acceptable, but because we simply ranout of money. There was a marked discrepancy. I thought, between what we wouldhave done with the act-aside and what we have to du. We could not give more than24 percent of the money to the community colleges, so we ended up funding 4-yearcolleges that did -not rank as well as some community colleges. In this instance, theset-aside workediagainst the community colleges.
,

'So presumably on the basis of last. year's applications there wereinstitutions that met all the criteria, but they bumped up againstthe 24 percent, and in order to spend the.mQne they had, to go toinstitutions that did not scoreas high in Meeting the uirements.
. Mr. WEISS. Right., and I am trying to ascertain, if here is anyindication, educated guess or whatever, t,kie number institutIons

there are and what. percentage of those' institutions are benig fund-ed at the 2-year college level.
Dr. Mort I caif give you the'exact figures from this year. It doesnot represent the entire universe, but out of 224 2-year inkitutions

who applied to us, we are recommending 172 tbr funding.
Mr, WEiss. Two-year inbtitutions, 224 that applied.. See, what Iam trying to rind out is how many of the colleges there are outthere who could apply, who could qualifY..Y0 said there are 1,000roughly. And you say you funded about. 1.74.
Dr. Moyt. fn the 2-year group 172,- but the 1,000 would include

both 2-year and 4-year institutions, both public and private, and wehave received applicatiohs from ?ver 500 of those 1,000 institutions.
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Mr. WEISS, You don't have a breakdown as to how many of that
t,000 are.2-year institutions?

Dr. MoYE. Yes.. Of thet 1,0 00 are you only concerned about, those
"Ivho applied?

Mr. WEISS. The total universe eligible.
Dr. Novt. I don't have that at the moment. We can submit that

informatibet. I am sure the ev.aluatxon staff has those data.
HnEormation referred to above follows:I
Of the approximately 1,000 institutions which are either definKely eligible or

which have a high probability of being eligible to be designated as developiny
institutions. 541; are 2-year institutions.

-Mr. WEISS. Because, again, Dr. Rivera, and to a great extent I

sympathize with the question of logic that you raise, but it, seems
to me that it is one thing to express -criticism of the fact that there
are institutions that have been on from the beginning perhaps
don't belong.

The question is hoW do you phase them out? The administration
has suggestO is that because they ,have, not been able to do this
with-a strong administration that thy now have a foolproof way of
guaranteeing that, institutions don't stay in the program forever.
Although that may not be the best way of doing it, it is at least one
guaranteed way of achieving it. I wondered whether; in t, in
light of that, you think it does or doestnot make any sense?

Dr. RIVERA. We spoke to that question. We would recomme for
administrative pueposes, and that is only because I had rience

.1" in that program, that grants not be made on an an ual basis
principally because it involves much too much paper shu11ing mid
institutions having to reapply every. ygar constitutes an un rrarit-
ed high cost for.c011eges to absorb.'

So Ike simply think that a 2- to 5-year period would be much
more realistic. It would allow the institutions)then t.o chart their
own direction and indicate what.' kind of masurable goals and
ob)jectives they anticipate achieving.

l'he administration proposed 7-yearfk nonrenewable grants. 'I
think that is an individual college matter. We have some reserva-
tions about it because there are many institutions that were receiv-
ing good services from this program in the past, -and possibly
should continue. So the questign of whether or not in 7 years the
applicate colleges will be able to get tkleir act together, I really
could not comment. on that- at this time. However, I:would 'have
same reservations about cutting tliem off entireiy.

Mr. WEISS. What occurs to me is that it is one thing if you bad
only a limited number of institutions and that if you cut them off,
you wóuldn't know what to do with the money, but when it ap-
pears that you have two, oic tbree, or four, or rive times as many
institutions eligible as those that you are funding, it Seems to me
that perhtips thbre ought to be some kind of rotation to make sure
those that haven't had any at least come in and qualify rather
than having those that have been on for 7 years saying we still
'qualify and it would be unfair for you to cut us off.

Thank you very much, NIK. Chairmart
Mr. FoRn. Could you provide for the annmittee, Dr. Moyó, some

kind and this might be helpful -to us----of estimate of what would
happen if you simply removed the set-aside----and we are calting
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properly a set-aside. It is a kind of funny wording that says that noless than 24-percent would be set asikle, but, in effect, it has beeninterpreted, and it becomes a cap, so it is, frankly, a 24-percent set-
aside. \---

'What would happen if the set-aside were removed? Do we get to27 percent, 40 percent'? We can't engage in a bargaining processhere with tbe' community, and Senior colleges, saying we thtnk 3,5
percent is appropriate, the administration says staying at 24 is
-appropriate, so we end up with some kind of ayind compromise in
between those figures. :Wouldn't it be a little more digniked if we had some idea? If we
are talking about removing the set-adtde and you only get up to 27
percent, shouldn't we be talking about that instead of something'
between 35 and 24? Is there- a wig yop can estimate that for us?

DV' Moyt. We will give it a try.
[The information referred to above follows]

The effect of removing the 24 percent set-aside is somewhat difficult to.gage, forfewer than half of the 2-year colleges eligible for designation as developing institu-tions have applied for funding, and a substantial discrepancy exists between thefunding levels requested by institutions in their proposals and the funditA levels
ultimately received by those institutions. However, data from the recently complet-
ed fiscal year 1979 awardii cycle provides an estimate of the impact of removing the24 percent set-aside

In the fiscal year 1979 competition. 224 of the 546 potentially eligible 2-year
institutions, or 41 percent. applied for title III funds! Of these which applied, 202
were declared eligible to comPete for funds. Awards were made to .174 institutions,Or 8ti percent of those declarAeligible for funding. (Of those 4-year colleges which
applied and wore declared eligil3le for funding, 83 percent received awards.)

., If the set-aside for 2-year colleges were eliminated, we would evaluate p11 propos-
als without regard to 2-year or 4-year statUs. In view of the high percentage of 2-
year college proposals which received funding in fiscal year 1979, a figure which
compares favorably with the percentage of 4-year colleges which were l'unded, wejbelieve that Lhe 24 percent set.aside is- entirely adequate to Meet program needs_

Mr. Km. Thank you.' ,

Mr. Buchanan? ,..

Mr: BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If the set-asides were
- ,taken out, would it be -necessary to devise other criteria to insure

that. 2- and' 4-year institutions could equitably compete against
each other?

Dr. MoyE. It. would be difficult for me to answer that at this
point. I believe your question would have us dedde how we would
administer the program without the set-aside, and I am not pre-pared to answer that at this time.

Dr. BERRYi We Would prefer, to continue with the 24)percent, but
we, would be willing to, look.,at. that question and try to come upwith an answer. We don't:have one now.

Mr. BUCHANIAN. Let me apologize first for being in and out of
this hearing. .

,

We are trying!to do something about rescuing the boat peopl9 in
my other 4ommittee.

.

Second, earlier this Year the administration was advising the
CoiTress that it would be unwise to change the Office of Educa-
tion s- process -for evaluating proposals for the fiscal year 1979awards on the basis of criteria establi%hed tinder the `geld fegula-
tions." !

1

4.
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if Congress disapproved the regulations-, we were told, it could
run late into the summer-before awards were made, an understan-
dable disadvantage WAstitutions.

At the suggestion of institutions, the Congress did not disapprove
the new regulations so that the awards could be made by Jane

It is now substantially beyond June 30 and not-even the awfilif
negotiations have begun with the.institutions.

Could you please explain what the problem is? When do you
expect,these grants to be announced'?

Dr. Movt. 'The awards process has been completed.
The slate of awards has bven approved. I assume that today or

tomorrow the schools will be notified that they will be contacted
for negotiations.

The Congressional Liaison Office will notify you of the schools
that have been chosen to receive awards.

We are several days late, but the selection process has been'
completed.

Mr. BUCHANAN. When we last discussed the question of criteria
for title III, it was when the Congress was looking at the then-
proposed regulations for title 111. Now, aS we evaluate these "new
regulations in terms of the reauthorization process, it will be
important to know how the Office of Education arrived at the
criteria they used to determine eligibility under the program.

The criteria in the new regulations is drastigally different from
that in the fqrmer regulations. I wonder if you can tell us how and
why OE detthnined to use the criteria they established?

What studies or evolutions were 'conducted to determine that
these were the.best indicators of institutional need?

Dr. WYE_ The two criteria that we selected were from a list of
approximately 51 separate criteria which could by possible indica-
Lions be struggling for survival and isolated from the Mainstream.

We are gding to evaluate this grant review process and pay
particular attention to those institutions that. fell into a couple of
categories.

First, we are interested in those institutions that were 'grand-
fathered" for purposes of eligibility who did not receive 174 -points.
We are also going to take a close look at institutions which did not
receive 174 points, and but which submitted narratives, and which
on the basis of the narrative we declared to be developing on the
basis of those narratives.

We think we will he able to determine quite -accurately just how
well the eligibility criteria describe the institutions by looking 'ill,
this first post-award year under the new regulations.

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Buchanan, ,the notion was that we wanted to
conic up with criteria that would make title Ill most effectively
complement the need-based programs of student aid. The concept
here is need, We wanted te make the title iii program, insofar as
possible within the statutory language, complement that concept.
Now that,we have gone through the process we can- evaluate to see
how close we came to where we thought we were going.

Mr.' BUCHANAN- Could WO have a list of the 51 measures consid-
ered, and maybe a written sunmiary of, Why you came up with
what you came up with?

Dr. MovE I will ask for that.
--.,

41.
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[The informatim r4eled to followsl
-The ehgibility criteria were wdified in the new regulations for Title III becausethe collection of easures previously used to determine eligibility did not discrinn."nate well between those institutions for which Title III was designed and other, non-developing institiLtems. In revising the eligibility criteria, We were searching fore)(plicit miasur4 which wouTd identify those iastitutions wl#h, in the language ofthe statut(\ welt!, "struggling for survival- and "isolated from ale mainstredifi ofacademic life Our search, we examined fifty-one measures before selecting thetwo which became our quantitative eligibility criteria in the new regulations.Attached is a list of. the measures which were conlUdered during our revision of

Lheeligihility criteria Also included is an explitnation of why these measures werefelt to laL inappropriate, unworkable, 'tit- not indicative of an institution's developing
(18

FTE Enrollment (2-year and 4-yearrhools)
FTE Faculty
Number of Graduates 1Baccalaureate or AssoNte Arts)Numbers of Ph.D's
l'rolessor's Salary
Instructor's Salary (4-year schools only)
Average Salary Of-year schools only)
Percent going to Graduate School (to94year schools for 2-year colleges)
Percent completing for first year
Ratio of Baccalaureates of AA's produced to total enrollment
Number of 1,ow-,Ineoin, Students
Percentage kit' !Am-Income Students in total enrollment theadeount)-
Percentage of Low-Income Students on Financial Aid
Number of Minority Students
Percentage of Minority Students (headcount)
Per-capita Student Aid income per low-income student
Educational and Gelwral Total Expenditures
Per-Capita E&G Expenditure per FTE Student
l'er-Capita Library Volumes per FTE Student
Total Library volumes
Percent from Endowment Earnings
Percept from Gifts and Grants
Amount from Endowment Earnings
Amount from Gifts arid Grants.
Total Endowment Fund
Percent from State and Local
Amount from State and Local
Per-Capita from State and Local
Percent from Federal Sources
Amount from Federal Sources-
Percent (Sources not defined)
Anwunt (Sources not defined)
Uercent of Ph D's

Other criteria reviewed are disctissed below-
OE studied use of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to adjust for regionalfactors but found that the CPI has no relevance as an across-region measure ofcost of living
The -Bureau of Labor Statistics' Urban Family Budgets for Selected UrbanAreas relates only to selected urban areas, not, all urban areas and not non-urban areaa. Furthermore, the household budget data do not accurately portray. the cost of operating an educational institution.
ftegionN indexes and budgets do not take into account differences betweenareas within regions, for example between New York City and upstate NewYork. It also is not clear that faetilty salaries, the largest part of E&G expendi-tures, would be higher in All high-cost areas or lover in low-cost areas.
OE also studied regional cost differences in Basic Grants and found that astudent from a low-income tegion attending a higher-cost instit ut ion wouldhave higher hving costs and, thus, be entitled to a larger size .BEOG award.The inverse of the Student Eligibility Index (SET) proves to be almost perfect,
correlated 'with the 13E0G award. Ulla is reasonable because: The higher theSEI, the lower the BEOG award.

*N. ,114ing income levels or regionally actiusted income levels proved not to befeasible, since income levels do not take into account family siw, amouitt ofassets, and other indicators of need already calculated in BEOGs.
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, Different student financ-isl ail data did not provki SEOGe aro too
limited in terms of the number of eligible students. NDSI, and CWS isr6nts are

less peed-based than BEOGa Many middle-income 'students qualify for those
programs. ln l980 thure ,yill be no income limitathin on Guaranteed F'ucle.qt
I Amos.

OE also co..sidered, as one alternative Fileasure, tlie average unconstrained
BKOG ' "E undergraduateto determine whether the BEOG cost,rule"
iuleeted Institutions' scores in khe Title Ill BEDG points scheme. The analyses
showed the uncionstrained BFPG and.the actual BEOG to be ahnobt perfectly
cqrrelawd overall and when Icores are cempaeed, withinstyw and. control ,con
siderations.

institution can easily determine its' BROG dipbursements. SEI or uncon-
strained BEOG awards could be used, but they would virtually yield the same'
results while being more difficult for the ihstitution to report.

Some of the suggested criteria al-e not quantifiable and, therefore, nee impos-
sible to mdex. These include academic prepuraVon of the faculty, past perform-
ance of future\ plans of the institution, the instithtion's background, er effective-
ness of mat\ agement procedures.

tn developing the new eligibility criteria, it was fe11/4 that those institutions which
served!subst-antial numbers of economically and educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents were characteristically struggling for survival and'Asolated ,from the main-
stream of academic life. Additionally, relatively low expenditures per fulttime
equivalent student Were found to be strenry con-elated With a lack of financial
resources mid thus were a useful indicator o whether an institution was %struggling
for suivival.- Therefore, the two criteria which measured those institutional charac-
teristics were adopted. The average Basic Grant per full-time equivalent student
providea an estimote of the relative amount of economic disadvnintage of the student
body. The average educational and general expenditure per ?till-time equivalent
student gives a- relative measure ef the limitations of an institution's financial
resources.

While, we believe that these are the most "reasonable" indicators we could identi-
fy. wt1' do not purport to state that they are always conclusIve.-For this reasqn, the
regulations permit an institution which believes itself to be developing, but does not
score the requisite number of points under the two quantitative criteria, to submt a
written explanation of why the two clifria do not acurately reflect its developing
status.,

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you very much.
Now, it is clear OW title HI is a competitive grant program.
The GAO has provided the committee with fi copy of a memoran-

dum from the Di:rector of the Division of Institutional Development
dated April 4, 1977, which suggests a funding strategy which
"avoids the risk of program drift into general smolt, college suipport
by keeping the main focus on institutions presently funded."

It further suggests that any additional institutions t.o be funded
in fiscal year 1977 were to be institutions which Were serving
primarily minority or disadvantaged students. This:included pre-
dominantly black institutions, according to the. memo.

Could.you explain for the comMittee why a memo like this would
be at all in keeping with the nature of-ii competitive grant process?

Furthermore, OMB documents air fiscal year 1-980 programs indi-
cote that 49 percent of the title III Money is targeted to go to black
instit utions.

Can you explain the,Department's stand on this set-hside for the
coming year, and I would appreciate any light I Ould have on that
memo.

-

Dr. Movt.. I will comment on the last point and beg off on the
, first point, because I was nOt. around at the time.

With regard to the OMB document, we do try to estimate for
-0MB-based op pasj history what We feel will be the funding in any
given year, and when we stated 49 percent, this is our best esti-
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mate baSed on previous experience in the program. It is not aguideline for us.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I must confess, I personally am schizophrenic onthis subject, because I haveQ:sSrong.feeling that we should contin-ue to fund the black institufloiTh_in a very significant and uniquerole still in terms of the batcalaureate degrees awarded.I want- to Make it very plain that I personally feel 444engly onthe subject of targeting funds in a competitive program belfore thebids come in, if that is done as well.
Dr.4BERRy. Let ine answer that.,
Indeed, the regulations, and the way we operate, do not re t ireus to target funds on black colleges or any other kind of col e es,but to target them on institutions that meat th'e two criteria. And,as I. said, indeed we were trying to target the funds on thoseinstitutions that have low-income disadvantaged students. This-would coMplement dur student-aid program. So the_idea is not totarget funds specifically on black institutions.
Some of the black institutions think they .should have receivedmore of the 'money. But one of the criteria is need-based, aria wecans.not simply say in advance that we will give to black institu-, tions. As Al Moyé pointed out, we were simply trying to et timate,based on past history, what we thought might be the result.
Based on this year's figures, wg will be able to estimate again'what we think the results would be the next time.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I will have additional questionsbecauSe this is a very, difficult area for me. Somaimes I think it'sclearly desirable to-give Msistance to these traditional black insti-tutions. Sometimes. l-wish 'We c9uld do so right on the table as athing'in itself separated from other things.
Where you hay* so many institutions, competing for limitedfunds, it does become complicated as to how you provide continuoussupport to one Particular category of institution and at the sametime be fpir to-other institutions.
'thank you.
Mr. FORD. Part of the problem is, as it. was laid out by Mr.Wilson, you go back to 1965 and see where poor people were goingto scheol,and look at 1969, 1970, 1971; and now come up to 1980,and things have changed.
We have a whoke new phenomenon that is so neW that. it, wasreally not very.well known aéross this country 25 years ago.Here we are15 years after the point tit which we set this cap onthe basis of the percentage of all college students going to commu-nity and junior colleges, ignoring the change that has taken place.Can you tell us what the wrcentage is now?
What percentage of the tOal of all kinds of studenth, not. mina-ity students, are hi community and junior Colleges today?De. REID. 1 have infbrination', Mr. Chairman.I think that your pdint is very significant+, andI would like tospeak beyond the hlitiai
Thirty-nine percent of all black stuSents attending colleges, un-dergraduates, are -attending 2-y.ear institutions; 47 percent of allispan ics.
Mr. FORD. Noi what percentage of all of the students in any kindof college, undergraduates, that is?
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Dr. REM. Those are the figures I am giving you.
Mn. Foal), I have the breakdown by groups.
Dr. REM All minority students, id percent.
Mr_ FORD. 1 am trying to get ,a comparison.
Dr. REM. Around 43 percent of all students attending colleges ,as

undergraduates today are attending two-year colleges.
Mr. Foal). Ilow do you respond to the assumption that a larger

portion of' all undergraduate students are attending community
a'nd junior colleges tAzday than 15 years ago, and that the increase
in that larger aokjion has been predominantly from low-income

'people?
Are., those reasonable assuMptions? Cengressitan Buchanan's

problem here is that history has changed, and we are trying to deal
with it as if it hadn't changed.

'We have other people in the. business of providing acceas .to
education for low-income students in large numbers that were-not
in the business In large numbers-when we wrote title III, in 1965.

Peirhaps What' we have to do is consider what Congressman Bu-
chanan has suggested, that, if the maintenance of the traditional
black college is an important public policy,'Nkre face that right up en
top of the table and say we are going to have a program .for that,
purpose. But, the program -has been tailored over the years using
characteristics, that were exclusively orpredominantly the province
of the traditiobal black collegesiln 1965. When you uAe low income
and low per pupil expenditure as predominant chaizacteristics as
detertnining.-what the student body of a developing institution is,
)fou discovr that there -are literally thousands of institutions in
business thal were not in business then that are targeted specifical-
,ly at the kinds of proiram that attract these people.

Every big city in the country now is inlat. business.
The only State that doesn't today have State-supported comMuni,

ty and junior colleges is South Dakota, as I understand it.
My own State' of Michigan has a scattering,of them..In 1965 the

biggest city in the State didn't have a community or junior-college,
but today it has two ofAhe. largest seiA,ing it in the whole country.

11f you look at he make-up of tItat )3tudent. body you see that
there is an awful lot of educational opportunity being provided for
low-income people that had no alternative available to them sever-
al years ago, sa we now have the traditional black college compet-
ing on the bagis of this criteria with this growing new phenom-
enon. It has,eontirrued to gr4tr.at. a fantastic rate during the period
of the life of title III, and it is not fair to either segment to
qoutitith., to have this kind of competition liecause that is what gets
us into this.

It's obvious to me, and I can get in trOuble for.thi?p that we have
consciously followed policies to protect the share of those who were
there first against this growing new provider of education to low-
incenie ceople. That has been accepted as a policy, bnt it contknues
to exacerbate the kinds of tensions that are demonstratest-here this
morning.

We ought to be able to deal with that, so tbat we avoid contipu-
ing down the road where we have the IlisPanie and the advocates
of community and junior colleges pitted against the traditional
colleges. That is not good for anyone.
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Dr. BERRA'. I won't, try to answer what you just said, Mr. Chair-
man, or to controveft it, especially when you say it's a phenom-
enon that exists in Michigan. But I would like to comment on it.
Let me just say that in considering what to do about the problem
you also have to weigh whether, indeed, the HiOpanics and the
blacks, ,and the like, who attend community colleges, are going
there because that is the only place that will take them, and
possibly that the 4-year institutions that are not black institutions
are not doing the job of taking in these students and educatingthem.

They can graduate with degrees and the black colleges continue
to be the supplier of these degress.

You weigh that also in terms of Hispanics and what happens to
them and do they iifact get degrees?

If your objective is to increase the supply of Hispanics, the poor,
and blacks who end up with degreef you weigh the place that does
that job against the place that may or may not do that. Take that
all into account and you come up with a judgment of whore you gowith the program, unless you want a completely new and different

.

pregram with purposes different from this one. Then you must
separate that out and put it on the table and talk about let's do
this or that for black colleges.

I don't know the answer. I only make-those comments.
Mr. FORD. You haVe to weigh alsor Mary, the fact that the

statistics last year show thaverage age of a community and junior
college student to be '40, and the, average age of a female in a
community and junior college to be 35. This has continued to climb
with the interesting phenomenon that tht:L percentage of people
going to commmunity and junior colleges With a baccalaureate
degree as their ultirnato objective has stayed ,censtant while this
growth has gone on. The community and junior colleges have
moved- into education for the world of work, job-related education,
short-term programs for paramedics, paralegals, all sorts of profes-
sions, if you will, that didn't exist a few years ago.

In spite of all of theSe, the yen, lauutlable development of these
alternatives to getting a traditional 4-year degree, they still tell us
50 'percent of the people going to community collegr state as their
objective ultimately getting a baccalaureate degree, so it's a very
important part of the pipeline for poor people to get on course for
the ultimate achievement, of having a baccalaureate degree.

I suspect, there may be a slight difference, and 1 arn being person-al when I say this, on the relative importance of having a 2-year
certificate that makes it possible for you to gcrout and save people's.
lives as a paramedic ahd having a 4-year degree with a couple of
mckjors that won't. get you a job or contribute anything to society.

We have shifted, many of us, those of us who have had the
,privilege of getting the nice pieces of vapor to hang on our walls,
from believing that that is what Americans reallY thapect Our Gov-
ernment to be supporting in education exclusively

That is why the programs have constantly broadened out to take
care of nontraditional students, independent. students, to encourage
a 35-year-old or 40-year-old woman to come back and acquire some
skills.
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What doea it profit her to try to get a piece of paper with 4 yeai%
of credit when what she really wants to do is support a famiFy?

She is the head of a household. Look at the statistics on what is
happening, and you can see a direct correlation to what is happen-
ing. You can see an increase in the number of women, non-school
age, returning to education and becoming the heads of households
in thiS country, too.

The figures run right together. We have been for several years
trying to respond to what we4erceive from 'the wisdom of Wash-
ington here on this island of isolation from real America to--

Dr. BICRICY. Right; right.
Mr. Foam. ,What has been happening. Only very recently have we

seen our States respond to- this. California was way ahead of every-
body else, and it was sort of pooh-poohed, because they' do every-
thing different in California.

Sonie of the States that consider theinselves yery progressive in
the field of education are brand new in this idea of a diverse
packaging of educational opportunity in the community and junior
colleges,

It's gowing so fast that.we can't keep track of it. This commitlee
Used to-consider that con-imunity .and junior colleges were a .split
personality. We had some legislation jkat dealt with them as an
extension of, elementary and secondary education, and some pro-
grams that called on higher educatibn, and for a short time they
enjoyed the wonderful experience of getting money from both com-
mittees on this cotranittee.

We finally got them out of elementary and secondary education
a few years ago, but no matter how we try to deal with this we
always come back to where Mr. Buchanan just brought us:We see
developing more and more tension between groups that shouldn't
have tension between them.

Everybody has agreed that all of the groups that are encom-
lagsed in this program should have a very high priority of Federal
money.

Ilaving reached that conclusion, we should not do as we did with
handicapped people. Being handicapped with the loss of hearing or
sight or the loss ofyour slegs were 4ifferent categories to be dealt
with in .different places in different ways.

We finally came of age with respect to physical and mental
handicaps, or are coming of age, I should say, very late in the
development a society in our country, but we can't, do the same
thing with respect to tl.e need for educational assistance.

I shouldn't say we can't We have Ifeen unwilling to do that, and
I think that this committee is reaching out to you asking for some
help to see ii we cannot resolve these problems in a way that will
leave everybody feeling that they have been dealt with fairly.

Mr. Ratchford?
Mr. RATCHFORD. Thant you, Mr. Chairman.
Commission6r Berry, I would like to get back to page 5 of 'your

testimony before we have to respond to the voting bolls like 'Pav-
lov's dog, which is the way of life around here these days.

I really question the efficacy of having two separate time periods
for grants. If I were sitting as a financial vice president. in an
institution, I wonder if I would apply Mr a 3-year grant gambling
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at the drid of 3 years I might be able to reapply again, when I have^
thepossibility of getting a 7-year grant.

Is it 4realistic to have these two forms of grants, as far as dura-tion is encerned?
Dr. Awn". We hope it is realistic, because the 7-Tear grant iS

de9 144 t'or longer term planning purposes. A financial-Vice presi-
den r example must figure out what he wants to eligage hisinst on in and make a commitment to engage in.cortain activi-ties f 7 years at his institution.

Wi the shorter term rant, you have no expectation that you
will receive money boond the 1 year or 3 years or whatever. So
yoU would-have to weigh the likelihood, and whether you wanted
to do something for a longer term or not. I think there will be
institutions that will apply for A longer term grant.

Our experience with .the AMP, which Al talked about, indicated
that this would be the case.

Mr,. RATCHFORD. Woilld there be any prohibition to applying for,
both types of grants?

. Dr. BEmw. Not at the same time. The idea is to pick one or the
other.

Dr. Movit. The 3-year grant is 'renewable, though we are not
saying that an institution which receives a 3-year award will auto-
matically be renewed. Those decisims will be made upon the mer-its of each application.

Mr. RATCHFORD. Well, your testimony on the 7-year grants is aone-time grant.
Dr. BERRY. The 7-year one is.
Dr. Movh. Our experience shows that institutions will opt for the

longer term grant, especially when they feel that theY are progress-
Mg well enough that this large 7-year grant will put them over the
hump, so to speak.

Mr. RATCHFORD. Aren't both of these really getting b`ack to what
. .

Chairman Ford said, a rationalization for not having a long term
Federal commitment.to these programs?

Dr. Movit. I think we are encouraging the, institutions to do the
kind of planning and growth development that will make them
self-sufficient.

Or. BERRY. It is not trying te avoid a long-term commitment to
the programs It's trying to avoid wherever possible, a Aonger com-
mitment than necessary to an institution.

Mr. RATCHFORD. 1 am encouraged by the increase in dollar com-mitment from the administration, but troubled again, because
when I see.these various combinations 3 years and 7 years or 4
years or combinations, I really view those as being rationalization
for not getting to the essence of it, which is a commitment to
funding. So I hope what we don't have here is another formula for
avoiding 'a commitment under the title III documents where there/ is a requirement for a comprehensive development plan.

I served -as commissioner on aging in Connecticut and we were
required to go thr ugh this exercise of State plans. I often won-dered if anyone at he Federal level ever looked at the plans once
they were receivc.
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Dr. Movi. We certainly intend' to do so. This is the measure for
us as to how well the institution is doing. We have no real guide-
line right now.

Under the present system, we must look at individual activities,.
in proposals each year and hav'e no long-term plan against which
to 31,yrAluate these proposals.

Mr. RATCHFORD. IlOw d0 you envision plowing up* on the plan
once it is received?

Dr. Moyt. I am not prepared to give you any details on that, but
certainly in our monitortng efforts we will go back to the original
plan to see that the institution is proyessing along the lines that it
outlined in its plan.

Mr. RATCHFORD. would certainly support the planning, but
would hope at some point to have the details as to-how the follow-
up would occur.. I .have heard people at the State level say time
aft& time when they go through this exercise that it's a paper
exercise designed to meet a Fedetal requirement, and once that
requirement is met there is no followup.

Plannbrig is es isential, but monitoring deesn't occur, it really s
one phase in the process and does not ge far enough.

Dr. BERRY. One of the reasons for putting this in is so there will
be a basis for using what they in fact, said they would do and being
able te go out there and.look at it.

Mr. RACHFORD. I would, hope that would occur.
Thank you.-
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
One question that conies to my mindwhat does the administra-

tion have in terms of years? I haven't look at at it in terms of the
length of time, how many. years? s

Dr. BERRY. Fisscal 1985.
Mr. Folio. Can you get the applicants for the 7-year program to

agree to waive their constitutional right to come in at the end of 6
years and get this lifted the n4xt. time around?

Dr. BERRY. That is a fine point, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Some of the other members may well be here to deal

with that in 5 years, but I have in the bpck of my mind the idea, in
answer to Mr. Ratchford's problem, based on past experience with
this program, I would take the chance on seven and- take the
further -Chance on the probability of being able to get-,that knocked
out next time around because it didn't, work.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I wanted to ask the record be left open, because
I have: a long series of questions that I think might be helpful for
the record.

Dr. BERRY. We Will look foward with pleasure to receiving them.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
[Responses to qugstions referred t.o above follow:]

DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFEICE.OP Tutt ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION,

Washington, D.C., August 81, 1979.

Hon. jmIN II. BUCHANAN, Jr.,
House of Representatitfs. Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. BUCHANAN This leant is in response to your request for information on
the Title III, Strengthening Developing Insifutii)n Program

rr
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wo have enclose/1 reeponses to all ef the questieno raised in your letter of August
5, IMO.

If I may be of any flirther asoietance, please feel froo to contact mo
Sincerely.

Mikity F. BERRY,
Assistant Secretory for Edtwatzon.

linelosure

REPORT TO CONORMMAN 'BU('HANAN ON ME AISMINIMATION'S REAUTHORIZATION
PRgrosAL FOR TITLE III OF THE MUIIER EDUCATION AC-I'

gostrrioN
. (s) The Administration's 'propooed language for the Title III program deletes
reference in the current law te the bi-lateral and consortium arrangements. Al-

; though there is no mention of thorn in the law, is it the poeition of the Administra-
tion that the ninded Title III institution could, under the Administration's proposal,
use their grant money in cooperation with either an assisting agency or insitution(s)ef high& education?

The Labor-HEW Appropriations Committee expressed concern about the monde-
tort), nature of the cooperative arrangements in its most recent Sonata Report. Wo
haye, therefore propmed under the Administration's proposal, that a developing
inotitution may enter into a cooperative arrangement with an assisting agency or
itaVtution of higher education. The grantee institution may pay the assisting agen-
cy or other institution for its sth-vicee with grant f\inds. Grantee instItutions wouldhot longer be required to eater into cooperative arrangenuents in order to spendgrent funds.

(41 If se, ow does OF intend to clean up the problelms that have surfaced with the
cot sortie eu funded under law? (Le. WoUld an (nstitution that is not eligible
to compote fo III funds be eli 'ble to participate in a consortial arrangdment?)nder the c ont program regu ations, every participating institution receiving
sei vices from a consortium arrangement must be a developing institution and mustrec.ive services in proportion to its share of the grant (46 CFR 169.22(b)(2Xlv)).
Cot sequontly an institution that Is not designated as a developing institution could
net under tho ilgulatione, receive services from the consortium. To strengthenfbn ed cooporat o arrangements, the program has proposed competitive solection
of tsIstlng inst utions. It has also propooed requiring each grantee to eubmit acop of each coo rative arrangement agreement which will detail the services to beproOded and I. o fee schedule. Applicants would delineate the monitoring proco-dure) te be used to ensure that servicoo are rendered in accordance with the written
agreernenL In addition, the assieting institution or agency would include the follow-
ing terms and conditions in the contract.

A statement of work or services to be performed.
A time schedule for performing such work or services.
A description of the qualifications of the institutions or-agoncy for carrying

, out the work to be performed.
/ A payment schedule including a statement that payments will be made upon

completion of servicee
Reporting requirements, including an agreement with assisting agencies or

institutions which requires that the agency will submit regular propees reports
to the developing institution (grantee) it hich hI reeponeible for forwarding IAcopy of such reports to the Grants in the Office of Education.

Retention and acceoe te records pro Wens are to be clearly spelled ont in the
agreement.

Termination rights for the develAing institution tihould
A detailed breakdown 41:3he-aAisting agency or institution, badget (fotm) for

each year, l, coot for all services.
Provisions assuring that the grantee will retain supervision and administra.

Live control over the provision of Services under the agreement, as well ae any
other special conditions appropriate to the agreement.

Signatures. The agreement shall be otecuted bit both parties (developing
institution and assisting agency or institution) only if and when the application
is funded. A covering letter of commitment from the assisting agency or institu-
tion signed by the President or designee should bo included with the letter of
agreement in the application elating that the institution or agency will carry
out fidly its part and purpeoe in implenwnfing the program, If the request for
Federal funds is grunted and the cooperative arrangement is consummated.

La
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(ct What management Nynteni would be entablished no thnt grnot money can
be effectively atTounted for"

hindu management hum hisei improved lit both the grantee level mid within the
Title III !mignon itnell

The Title III program hike develop441 and nubmitted for Deportment improve!
now net of apphcation guidelmen which would require hMezII year 11/140 grontileo to

adnunintrative and linen( procedures that will assure effective and effi-
cient program operation Theme procedures would include (it the integretion of
nupported activities into tlw ntructure of the inntitution, (21 provinionn dint lemur('
that Federel fundn ore uned to nupplement mid not nupplant mutitution fundu. ititil

fincal controls end accminting proceduren thnt will allow, the ituititutMn to
ninnage'Wei account for 'Vide 111 fundn ail well its assintance provided from other
h eral iirogramn, such its ntudont nainotance inAgrninn lit addition, the. greetee

Id-une competitive iiek(ct ion ill itn (limey of an anuisting agency It would provide
am abide II it -written agreement detniling the nervicen to be provided by the
awn (mg agency and the pnyment schedule to be followed lloth the grantee and the
ansuiting agerrey would be required to nubmit regulnr progreun reports to the Title

progrnm ;Miff Detailed hudgeta would be provided and adhered to by both the
grantee and the maiming ageecy

ult. Would there be a lime to the number of unititutionit able to porta-quite in a
connort

hi the new !Wien end Roguletions for the Title 111 irogram (Federn1 Reginter.
March :le, 1979i, "( be nize of a emu:odium arrangement is limited to the number of
insteutionn that can he effectively and efficiently nerved A consortium must
address thin mime in its npplIcotion

to What would be the appropriate role of an assisting army?
The appropriate role of nn ansinting agency in to provide technics1 aunintance and

other Berwyn which the developing institution needs and which it 'is unabie to
provide for itself Thin teehnical mnistance, for example. may be in the form of the
development !Imre efficient ninnugenwnt accounting mid information systeme.
comulting on the planning for a fund raining drive for the colloge's endowment., or
expert ansintence on faculty und curriculum developnwnt. The ansisting agency is
called upon to provide expert assistance after the developing institution ban as-
nenned its needs and han anolyzed the rouourcen neconsury to addresn those needs.

(fl Whitt auditing requirements nhould be established for ansietipg agencies?
'rho proponed agreement between the grantee and mutating agency would require

the agency to lw subjevt to nubstantially the saw audit requirements nO the
developing institution. This required hotter of Agreement would inclede a section
on reporting requirements, retention of and memo to records, and an assurance of
complionce with Federal regulations.

40 Should there be an inatitution match'?
Requiring grimtee institutions to provide matching (\Inds for all Title III activities

would severely rentrict the nbility of the institutions most in need to pursue sub-
ranntml.projects by limiting the funding they requested to a sum they could match.
Thene institutions already contribute the time and services of nhiff and faculty. and
ns the projects continue. ro-anteon are encouraged to absorb project activities into
their inntitutional budgets.

The new one-year challeng grants do require an instiiutional. match. These
special grants will onnble an institution to invest a portion of its funds in.a special
project that will strengthen the institution without depleting its already limited
renou revs

glItalTION

lit Acting.Commnisioner Berry's testimony, she referred to the fact thiit during
the development of new regulations for the Developing Institulions Program, 51
different moat:urea or imo itiIIIMUR I viability were considered,

Ott Could you please submit for the record a list. of those measurements and a
ouninutry of why nEw chose the measures which are out-lined in the final regula-
tionn for the program.\submitted on March 30, 1979, and which became part of the
proposed change in law'?

In the development of the new regulations, the Office of Education sought a group
of statistical mensures that was supportive of the logislative intent and could be
used as eligibility criteria to designate institutions as developing, Those factors
selected were to measure the wealth a the institution and the financial status of
the student body Furthermore, the statistical data was to be consistent, current,
complete, sensitive to yearly fluctuations, accurate, available and easily obtainable.
A list of the factors reviewed is attached.
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As measures of inatitutional wealth, the IIigl Education General InforanitionSurvey (HEGIS) financial statistics met all of these criteria. In order to account forthe differences in sizo of institutions. these statistics were divided by full-time
equivalent enrollment (FTE). Analysis indicates that most of tho HXJIS financial
data items wore highly correlated with total Educational and General expenditures.Thus, rather than using several measures that are covariato, it seemed more logical
to use Just one measure Educational and (leneral expenditures per FrE was thusselected aft one eligibility criteria.

Thu second criteria choeon. BM) disbursements per FTE undergraduate enroll-ment, stood out clearly from the other available statistics as the best overall
motes/re of student wealth at an institution. This measure, easily obtainable fromthe- Bureau of Student Financial Assistance within OK combined several measuresof the students' financial position into one. It was found to bo highly correlated with
the average parental income at an institution while also accounting for family size,
student income, and owlets of Elie BEOG recipients. Overall, it wae found to be thebest measure of student needince*

LIST oie FAcToas IVIEASURINo INSTITUTIONAL STATUS
TY,e following is a listing of. the possible measures examined in an effort to selectthe moat effective criteria for the identification of developing institutions:

FIT Enrollment (2-year and 4-year schools).
FTE Faculty.
Number of Graduatee (Baccalaureate or Associate Arts).
Number of Ph. D.'s.
Percentage of Ph. D.'s.
Professor s Salary.
Instructor's Salary (4-year schools only).
Average Salary (2-vear schools only).
Percent going to (fraduate School (to 4-year schools for 2-year colleges).
Permit completing the first year.
Ratio of Baccalaureatoe or AA's produced to total enrolImleit.
Number of Low-Income Students.
Percentage of Low-Income Students in total enrollment (headcount).-porcootogo .of Low-Income Students on Financial Aid.-
Number of Minority Students.
Percentage of Mintrity Students (headcount)
Por-Capita Student Aid income per low-income student.
Educational and General Total Expenditures
Per-Capita E&O Expenditures per FTE Student.
Per-Capita Library Volumes O'er FTE Student.
Total Library volumes.
Percent from Endowment Earnings.
Percent from Gifts and Grants.

. Amount Prom Endowment Earnings.
Amount from Gifts and Grants._

Per-Capita fi-om State and Local.
Percent from Federal Sourcoe.
Amount fronVedertil Sources

Total Endowment Fund.
Percent from State ond Local.
Ainount from State and Local.

Percent (Sources not donned).
Amou it (Sources not defined).

Other criteria rev owed are discuesod below:Ot stud' use of the Consumer Prica Index (CPI) to adjust for regionalfactors but feu d / CPI /11- tao ano no relevance us an acroes-rogion measure Ofcost of livin
Tho- Burea i of Labor Statistics' Urban Family Budgets ler Selected UrbanAreae relates mly .to selected urban areas, not all urban nfrens Ond not non-'urban areas. Fe ermoro, the household budget data do not accurately portray'the cost of operating tie educational institution. .;
Regional indoxes and budgets do not take into account differences between

areas within regions, for example between New York City and upetato New-York. It also is not clear, that faculty salariee, the largest part of E&G expendi-
turee, would he higher in all high-cost areas or lower in loW-cost areas.

S
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OE else studied regional cost differences in &WIC Grants and fou d that a
student from a low-Income region attending a higher-coat institut on would
have higher living costs and, thus, he entitled to a larger size BEOO award.

The inverse of the Student Eligibility Index (SED proves to be almost perfect-
ly correlated with the BEOG award. Thia is reasonable because: The higha the
SEI, the lower the BEOO award.

Using income levels or regionally adjusted income levels proved not to be
feasible, 'aince income levels do not take into account faintly size, amount of
assets, and othor indicators of need already calculated in BE00e.

Different student cfinancial aid data did not preys SEOGe are too
limited in terms of the number of eligible students. NIDS1. and CWS grants aro
lees needbased than BE00s. Many middle-hicome students qualify for thew)
programs. in 1980 there -will bo no income limitation on Guaranteed Student
loans.

OE also considered, aa one alternative measure, the average unconstrained
13E00 per FTE undergraduate to determine whether the BEOG "half coal. rule"
affected institutions' scores in the Title III BEOG points scheme. The analyses
showed the unconstrained BEOO and the actual BEOG.to be almoet perfectly
correlated overall and when scores are compared within typo and control con-
siderations.

An institution can easily determine its BEOGI disbursements. SE! or uncon-
strained BEOG awards could be ueed, but they would virtually yield tho same
moults while being more difficult for the institution to report. -

Some of the suggested triteria are not quantifiable and., therefore, impossible
le index. These include academic preparation of tho faculty, past performance
of future plans of the institution, the institution's background, or effectivenese
of management procedures.

(b) Were there any statistical runs conducted to show how those factors would
affect various typos of institutions? If so. when were those available to the
public? Could you please submit them for the record?

Yea, statistical rune were conducted on the selected criteria by type and
control of institutions and by state. These were made available upon request. A
copy of the most recent run for FY 1979 can be found in Appendix A.

QUESTION 3

There exists a National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education .and
Black Colleges apd universities. In their recently released report entitled "Accese of
Black Americans to Higher Education: How Open is the Door?", there woe no
specific recommendation on how the Title 111 prosTam should be altered. Were there
any recommendations received by the Secretary from thia committee?

it is correct that there were no specific recemmendationo concerning Title III in
the 'report entitled "Acceas of Black Americans to Higher Education: How Open is
the Door?" However, a number of- specific recommendations -were made to the
Secretary by the Comrnittoe relative to the reauthorization of Title M. In addition
in a separate letter to Secretary Califano, the Committee added to its previous
recommendations a resolution that 'Thle III of the Higher Education Act be made
explicitly for the benefit of Black colleges and universitiee." A copy of those recom-
mendations and a copy of the .reeohlition are attached In Appendix B.

The recommendations were dietributed by the Committee to DHEW officials and
interested organizations such as the National Advisory Council on Women and the
Natidnal Association for Equal Educational Opportunity.

UESTION 4

(a) In Acting-Commissioner Berry'S statement, she iddieated that the measure* to'
determine an institution's need wet-% selected on the hinds of serving those institu-
tions that the Congress intended be served, For 'the years that this program has
been funded, the Congress has heard regentedly from the Office of Education that
the Congressidnal intent is unclear, a fact which has catksed the program to be in
disarray for years. To what were you referring when you indicated that the indices
of measurement mere "examined to determine those institutions that the Congress
intended tabe served?"

hi- developing tiler new eligibility criteria which were published in the Federal
Register on Tvlarch 80, 1979, the specific language in the law describing the purilose
of the Title III program was used. Two characteristics of developing institutions
were taken directly from Sec. .802(axit) of the Higher Education Act: 10 struggling

22
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for eurvivol tor financial or (ither reasons, and t2) isolntecl from thu-main currents of
acadeinic life

The average educational and,general expenditures sr full-time equivalent slit-(lent provided a measure of whether an institution wee struggling for survival forlinencial or other reasons Furthermore in nnalyzing what tnieu of institutions wereisolated front the main currents of academic life, It was felt that an institution's
conumtment to serving a aultstantail proportion of low income studenta in eonjunc-lion with its hunted financial resources were characteristic of isolation.di) Puring the conference on the Education Amendments of 1972, the confereesagreed to drop from the legislation a Semite provision which would have required
'that not less than 511 per centum of Title' III fun& be used for institutions which
enroll a eignilicant proportion of students who have had inadequate secondaryschool preparation or have come from educationally, culturally, or economically
deprived backgrounds." Thut provision was struck from the conference document
rind did not bevonie part of the Itiw. It wiln clearly tlw Congress' intent that Title III,the nmiqr institutamal aid program under the Iligher Education Act, be tied tofactors relating to institutional need, as opposed to the AdminisVation's current
reconmwndation us an extension of the finnneinl aid. programs. What legislativeprecedent gave the Office of Education guidance in determining it was student .fectore that the Congress intended be used te determine eligibility for Title IIIrather than institutional factors?

The language which was deleted by the Conference Committee is coneiderably
different from the measures now heing used to identify institutions eligible toparticipate in Ow Title Ill progrunp.

One of the two new criteria is explicitly an institutional one (average instruc-
tiorial ('xpenditures per full time equivalent atudent). The second criterion, while itutilizes information from one of our student financial assistance programs is also anattempt to measure the impact upon the institution of the characteristics of itsstudent body We are not recommending that. Title III become ."an extension of thefinancial aid programs."

We hnve found, however, that many institutions experience financial difficulties'
precisely because they provide acceas to high proportions of low-income students.
While the percentage of students in nttendance is not a direct measyre of institu-tional condition, it is a relatively effective means of identifying institutions with
aignilicant numbera of students who because of `low-income are eligible for Federalsupport An institution which enrolls a substantial proportion of low income stu-
dents and (iaw-expenditures for instructional activities which are relatively lee/ perstudent enrolkd is, we believe, the kind of institution which Congress intended theprogrum to support. The criteria selected more sharply define the population eligi-ble for program assistance than the langunge found in the legislation.

QUESTION 5

The Adminietration's proposal protides eligible instautioes with ah option ofapplying for one of two types of awards: three-yenr awards, with the option ofrecompeting, or seven-year awards, designnting a final award under the program.
in) What incentive would there be for an institution to ever compete for a seven

year award? If they -.could continue to recompetek under the three-year option, theprovisional "maximum grant" does not seem to be workable. Ilow are these pro-
grams different from the basic and advanced programs?

The' insentive for an institution to apply for a seven-year award is that theseawaRls will be subauutitially larger than three three-year awards.
The seven-year awards are different from the former Advanced Program in twoimportant ways:

1 There is nil absolute prohibition against receiving a second sevenyear award.
No such exPlicit prohibition, existed in the,Advanced Program.

2. A recipient of a seven-Year award may not apply for a three-year award after
the seven-venr grant has expired. Institutions which had received multi-year awardsfrom the/Advanced Program were not prohibited from applying for funds under theBasic Program at the expiration of their multi-year grant.

('ould an institution apply under both prqgmms simultaneously?
No. under Section 110-1(be XB) of the Administration's proposed legislation, aninstitution will not be permitted to apply for tY three-year and a seven-year grantsimultaneoully. Under the old Basic and,Advaneed Programs. institutions couldapply simultaneously for both programs. Mtny problems were encountbred Ilecause

the Office of Education wits required to decide which program was more appropriatefor a particular institution. Therefore, the institution iniist declare which type of

9
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grunt it iS applying for, and it may only apply for one three-year irant or ono seven-
year grant at a Limo.

(b) 'Would the size of the dwards be significantly different under the three and
seven-year options? -

Yes, the seven-year awards will be significantly larger than the three-year grants.
(e) Would an institution receive the award in yearly installments? Qr woulfzi they

have access to the mgpoy to use it at whatever pace they determined?
The flow of money to an institution would be determined in a large measure by

the kinds of activities supported and on an institution by institution basis. While wo
expect to fund a significant number of grants from one year's appropriation, those
funds would bo distributed by the grantee institution based on need and satisfactory
performance.

(d) Should an institution have to use all of its award in the fise:al year granted?
Under what conditions would a carry-over be permissible?

An Institution would normally be expected to use all of its awardfor one year of a
multi-year award in the year for which it is budgeted. However, IT an institution
could not effectively use all the' funds allotted to it for one year, it -would be
permitted to Continue to spend these funds in e subsequent year with appropriate
acliustments in subsequent years' ffinding.

(e) Should institutions which have already received multiple years of funding be
eligible to compete for only the seven-year grant?

No, an eligible institution will be permitted to compete for either a three-year or
a ,severryear award, regardless of its previous history of program participption.

(1) What objection would there be to prohibiting an Institution from recompeting
for a three-year grant until all other eligible insitituions had been funded at least
through one three-year cycle'? This would establish a policy of not giving preference
to already-funded institutions.

Prohibiting a grantee institution from recompeting until all eligible insitutiions
have been funded would change a merit competition program to ono of entitlement
for any institution which meets the eligibility criteria as a developing institution.
This is counter to the purpose of a discretionary grant, program which guiles grants
based upon the soundness of the proposal end the degree to whicil the proposal
addresses the purposes or the program. Under the proposed legislation, the program
will continue to make awards based upon the morit of individual proposals. Howev-
or, tin institution which receives a three year grant will not be permitted to receive
a three or seven-year grant until iLs first grant has expired.

QUESTION

The Administration's proposal providee for the creation of a new "challenge
grant" program. It is unclear if the Administration intended to restrict the use of
monies (at least the Federal portion) to the types of development outlined in Sec.
304.

(a) Could an institution use the challenge grant money for any developmental
purpose they detentild? Should an institution be proybited from using the chal-
lenge grants to create endowments?

Section 306 of the Administration's prbposed Title III legislation States that a
.Challenge Grant is subject to the same requirements applicable to other grants
made under Title 111 (except that the Challenge Grant application must contain
i'nformation regarding matching funds andin the case of public, institutionsstate
agency comments).

Institutions which contribute to the educational resources of the nation and are
struggling foir survival are often chalacterized by. inadequat,e endowments. Fund-
raising activities to include endowments would be a desirable way to build economic
stability and independence at eligible institutions. The strengthening or creation of
endowments, with appropriate safeguards is one of the fundraising activities which
could be supported under the proposed amendment to the legislation. Challenge
Grunt eqtivities would have to be consistent with the institution's comprehensive
development plan.

(b) Could a graduate school whose undergraduate instittaion is not otherwise
eligible to compete' for Title III awards be eligible to compete for challenge grant
money?

No graduate schools have been designated developing institutions. Grants have
been awarded to institutions with graddate programs. Graduate schools would not
be eligible for Title III support where the undergraduate component of theinstitu-
tion is not eligible to participate in the program.

e-
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(C) There is no maximum number of year under. which an institution can compete
for challenge grant monies. What is the Administration's objection to tying a limit
of earticipation onto this section?.

Chid lenge grants are significantly different from other awards because they re-
quire an institution to contribute significant amounts of its own resources to the
proposed activity. At least at the outset of the challenge grant program, it. is the
Administration's position that as long as an institution submits proposals -which
merit funding and as long as it is willing to contribute significant sums to the
proposed activity, a limit on participation is inappropriate,

QUEHTION 7

The purpose of the Advisory Council on Developing Institutions is, as outlined in
the Administration's proposal, to (1) identify developing institutions and (2) assist
the Secretary in establishing any criteria for making graas under this selection.
These responsibilities do not differ significantly from .those existing in the statute.

(a) If an institution's eligibility to compote for funds is to be determined on a
quantifiable scale, what purpose does the Advisory Council serve in determining
and identifying developing institutions?

The Advisory Council's role in relation to' the identifying developing institutions
ill to develop overall pohcies and procedures relative to eligibility.

(b) How have the nine members pf the existing Advisory Council been selected?
Has there been a sensitivity to assuring that all tAles of ilistitutions are equithbly
represented?

The Mne members of the Advisory Council have been carefully selected to repm-
sent as many of the constituencies of the Tifle III program as possible. Facthrs
considered din the selection of Council members include geographic distribution, the
type of institution which o candidate represents and whether U. is public or private,
the race/ethnicity and sex of the candidate, and the candidate's area of expertise.
Extension efforts are-made to assure balance among the various constituent groups
and to obfein adequate representation from each group. Tho Council has an author-
ized membership of nine persons. Currently there are five appointed .members
including black, Hispanic and Native American members, tine of whom is a woman.
These persons represent public as roll as private institutions,. and Indian Tribal
Association, a developing institution, and a member of tho nmnagement consulting
field. In filling the four vacancies consideration will be given to candidates from
Akvoluped- institutions, community-colleges; fales and those- representing areas
of the country o currently represented.

(c) What specific recommendations have the AdVisory Council made in reference
to tthe propoSed changes which the Administration has submitted? Has the Advisory

'Council reviewed and commented on them?
At the June meeting of the Advisory CounCil, the major portion of-the agenda was

devoted to new program directions. Most. of that discussion centered around views
inthvidual members had with respect to needed legislative changes. Sharpening the
definition of a "aeveloping college" and funding activities specifically related to the
institutions' long range plan, were central themes. Their formal recommendations
will be made as part of their annual report which will be released in Fall,. 1979.

QUESIION 8

In a recent press release. then-Secretary Califano indicated that the Federal
government is providing nearly $320 million per year to support black colleges and
universitieo. Could you please list the forms or that aid and the programs froM
which it cemes. (Press release-dated June la, 1979).

Table 1 list by program the amount of funds awarded to Black institutions for
fiscal year 1978 by the- Office of Education. The cntegories or support include
student assistance funds, research and demonstration contracts/grants and funds
for facilities and otalipment They totaled approximately $20.8 milliod dollars.
Table II gives a breakdown of the $320 million awarded by all HEW components to
131ack'colleges and universities.
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TABLE - I -FISCAL YEAR 1978 FUNDING TO HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUT1ONS

1111W/011ict of IduciOno Dcvartintol/ArKyl

Nulty el ricovm

lotlI arcitons

: 411)(.1

row cosifirion
nistaelity

trick collfgss

Fellowship abroad for doctoral dissertation research in foreign language

and area studies (13.441). $1,532,147

Research and demonstration, for the handicapped (13 443)' 8,467,039 S115,000

Early education for handiae;Oed children (13 444) . 4,999.439 109,000

Media services and captioned,iilm loan program (13.446) ....... 1,911,426

Personnel training for the edeation of the handicapped (13 451) . 33,704,033 1,608,000

Strengthening developing institutions (13.454) 119470,000 53,027,854

College work study (13.463) 428,090,674 33,373,018

Librarian training (13.468) 1,785,407 162,148

HAnal direct student loan program (13.469-4.70-471) 3q8.304,157

Library research and demonstration (13,475) .... 563,844

sif1,445,820

Student special serviceS (13_482). 43,014,144. 014,117

Talent search (13.488) 5,962,016 .099,772

leacher corps (13.489) . . 15.655,049 ,195,290

Upward bound (13 49?) 46,892,962 8,14(067

Vocational educatién-curriculem (13.4961.. 116,875

Vocaljoal education --program improvement projects (13.498) 736,307

ihcallonal education graduate leadership development awards (13.503),

tooperative education programs (13.510)...

1,587,915

14,865,510 480.906

Environmental education (13.522) 146,338 50,222

Organizations (13.529) 1,451,1/4

Desegregation assistance grants to nonprofit organizations (13.579) 1,451,174

Desrlgregation assistance, special progranq and projects (13.532) 1.015,989

Right to read (13 533) 2,366,750 62,901

Indian education-special programs and projects (13.53) 1:278,663

Basie educational opportunity grants (13.539): (fiscal year 1911 data) 1,512,357.833 125,384,512

Educational opportunity centers (13.543) . 1,456.214

Ethnic, heritage studies (13.549) . 781,319

Career education (.13.554) 1,358.899

Education for the public iervice (13.555) 3,902,810 96,595

University community servic4,----special project (13.557). 1,739,313 93,600

Bilingual vocational training (13.558) 713,995 ..... :
Regional education programs ter the handicapped (13.560) 197,059

Metric education (13.561) 533,819 46.182

Gilled and talented children (13.562). 293,231 56,792.

Community education.program (13.563). "1 454.545

Consumer education (13.564) 1,088,860

.Womon's educational equity. (13 565). ..... .. . .....
........... 2,441,782 208,913

Domestic mining and mineral and mineral fuel conservation fellowships

(13.567) , . 4,453,800

Indian education (13.369) 1,273.258 ' 21,260

Strengthening research library resources (13.516) ... ........ ........... 3,034.333

Vocational education certification fellowship program (13.578) ....... . 1,614,658 61,215

Graduate and professional opportunitiei program ((3.580) ..... .. 3,230,940 51,000-117,000

Law school cliMcal experience progtam (13.584) 970,000 95,190

Bilingnil votational instructor training 498,306

Vocational education contract program for Indian tribes and Indian

organizations 147.357

Annual interest grain program 449,334

Incentive grants tor State student financial assistance training (1,1 582) .-

..28,133,844

55.969,611 1,142,-375

Regional resource tenter (13,450) .............. ....... 9./5o,000 .144,924

College instructional .eqpipment (13.518) 7,500000 4110,649

Veterans cOst of idstruCtion (13.540) . ........ ....... 23,750,000 451.775

Laild grant colleges (2d Morrill Act) (13.453) ..... 2,100,000 351,000
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TABLE-21 YEAR 1978 FUNDING TO HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTIONSContinued

tuovrottKe of Edac shoe- DepartmentIAgtacyl

. 4

To lal ttaa
lo

Total obilpoun
N historically

Name of program and.uolvers lets blacit colleges
. .

Unworsity community sfilVICOS ( 13 491) 15.1150.000 600,000

Total Office of Education funding 3.066,129,548 265,313.380
. _

Avank under the slreuthening &veining thattfutsou (Novato art for Nora than I year Sintas the ttalonty 01 these Nstoricelly t(ac fleeo will
lane remIstrl moth year awards poor la !awl year 1910. gigot for this program a shown using tabulated flow foods rather than obit/ tots The
total fiscal ye.ar 19T8 obligatton tar the strenghterting developing outilutroas program was S59.085.322

Thbk fiscal year 1978 funding to black colleges and uruiuersitiestdal
obligation May 1979

HEW components:
Public Health Service . $40,364,000
Office of Human Development Si;rvices 14,863,000
National Institute of Education 193,000 -
Assistant Secretary for Education 283,000
Social Securit* Administration 646,000Office of Education 266,314,000

, Total 321,562,000
NOTE8 *--A11 figures have been rounded.

QUESTION 9

The Administration's proposal siiggests a new purpose under the Title 111 pro-
vam which would provide Federal support to institutions to improve (1) the ace-
4mic quality, (2) institutional management, and (3) fiscal stnbility of the develoPinginstitution.

(a) What types of development ac(ivities would be allowed under this broad and
general construction? What limitations and restrictiona (other than those listed in
Sec. 308) would be specified?.

The language winch the Administration has _proposed for 'tale III permits us to
fund a broad range of development activities! Sec: 304 specifies that the Secretary
may- award p*ants to assist an institution to plan, develop, or implement activities
that promise to strengthen the institution's academic quality or institutional man-
agement or otherwise provide for institutional self-sufficiency and growth." Given
this broad language, it would be possible for us to support a wide range of activities
as long as they strengthen the institution. The Administration proposal wouldpermit us to support such activities as the development of new academic programs,
seminars and workshops for faculty, improved student counseling services, and
projects to improve the management skills of administrators. We would not, howev-
er, fund income producing activities or facilities except under the challenge grantauthority.

(b) We are entering a period of declining enrollments, shrinking dollar and
limited resources. How can an institution demonstrate that it iS iMproving HS fiscal
stability? ArFeht measure would be used to determine this?

There are d' number of ways in which tin- imititution may demonstrate that it is
improving its fiscal stability. Among them aro:

1. Reduced deficit spending.
2. Improved ability to maintain records.
3. Increased endowment funds.
4. Decreased reliance on Federal-funds.
5. Improved planning capacity and information systems.
In addition, an institution must demonstrate, in its application for Title 111 funds,tbat it is taking steps to improve its administrative capacity. An institution receivesextr9 1)oints during the proposal evaluatioa process if it demonstrates that the

proposed activities will "ehntribute to the long term stability of the institution and
overcome the circumstances .that threatpn survival" (Regulations, Sec. 169.53). Theinstitution's regular progress reports on these funded activities that are directed

0 ,jj
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toward improving its fiscal stability should enable the program to ovalualte the
institution s progress.

(c) Tho AdministratiOn has recently begun to define the program's purpose as one
to "strengthen" developing institutions, as opposed to the notion that an institution
would reach tho mainstreatn of education" or a etate of development. If the criteria
are changed to target institutional aid dollars to theao schools enrolling low-income
students (favorably measured under the current regulations by a high number of
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant recipionta), aren't we theoretically talking
about any,h4itution qualifYing if they are able te ieCr(ult a high enough number of
BEOG recipients?

developing institution must show rehitively low.inatructional kikenditures
as well as service to a substantial percentage of low-inmme stadente. Institutions do
not qualify by the number of low-fncome students in their student body, but rather
by.the percentage of the student body which is low-income. Thqs an institution with
alarge number of law-income students where that number is ti low percentege of
tho total student body would not qualify for Title III support,

(d) What disincentive would there be for an institution to engage in recruitment
activities to increase the number of low-income utudente?

The greatest diaincentives to recruiting large numbers of low-income students tiro
fiscal instability and bankruptcy. Tho tuition paid by the student body, paKticularly
at lowcost institutions almoet never meets the educational or administrative costs
of an educational institution. The additional funds are normally provided through
public and private subsidies or through endowments. It is certainly true that the
120 million dollars spread over three hundred institutions does not provide an
incentive to attract additional low-tacome students.

t (of As evidenced by the paseage of tho Middle Income Student Aseistance Act last
ear, the Congress ts expanding the opportunities for higher education to middle-
income students. What projected impact will thin have on the determination of
eligibility under the program, assuming that shnilar regulations would he used
under the Administration a proposed ,changes to the statute as are in effect now? w
Will more institutions qualify as "developing?"

It is our belief that thq Middle Income Student Assistance Act will have a
negligible impact upon the Title III eligiBility determination process. Basic Grant
awards to middle-income students will be on the hverage, relatively small and
should not significantly affect the ratio of average Basic Grant award per full-time
equivalent student. Since eligibility scores are ranked only within institutional
categories, the increase in total Basic Grant awards for each institittiQn will prob-
ably be-Telatively constant within each of the four institutional groups (2-year/4-
year and public/private).

QUESTION 10

Other than providing a 60 percent matth for public institutions applying for
challenge granta under the Administration'a proposed Title III, the. States are not
given a strong role in planning.

(a) What should be the States role in planning for comprehensive postsecondary
education, specifically as it relates to Title III? -

The State s role in planning for postsecondary edpcation varies widely among tho
fifty states. Some states have strong relationships with all institutions of higher
education within their borders, some by law, restrict their activities to the state
public institutions. Some state agencies seek strong involvement, others restrict
their activities to comments only when requeitt4. It would be difficult to contruct a
consistent state clearance process which woula nOt put fedefal objectives in conflict
with state policy and procedure or without shifting the cost of application review
process from the federal 'government to the state government.

(b) Should the Statemi be able to comment on the application for a Title III grant.
award before it is sent to the Office of Eductition? What limitations should there be
on tho involvement in the Title III program?

Nothing in the present law or' proposed amendments would prohibit state corn-
inenta on program applications: In specific instances regulations require that pro-
gram proposals be consistent with state policy or require state comment. The
awards, however, are made to individual institutions, both public and private, and it
as the responsibility of these indilidual institutions to administer and account for
the Federal funds.

QUESTION I I

Many institutions that have participated in the Title III programn in the past have
been ruled ineliEdble to compete under (A existing and recently established regula-
tions. The reasoti for this, in some instances, ia tbut the institution is a branch

2 3.
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campus of a major Institution that, in itself, would not qualify ear Title III assist-
.

mice. Should the law provide for eligibility of a branch campus when that breath is
independent financially from the main campus, providing it is otherwiie eligible' to
compote for funds nnder the program?

The law, as presently written, clearly states that Title III can only Atnd institu,
tions of higher ectucation that meet certain LIccreclitation requirements. Tho Office
of General Counsel has interpreted this as meaning that a branch campus must be
sufficiently independent of the main campus so that it could be considered as a
separate eligible institution in its own right. They advised that to demonstrate this
independence, the "branch campus" must, as a minimum, be eeparately accredited.
must control its own budget and personnel actions in contrast to having such
control in the main campus and that the chief administrative officer must not
report directly to an official of another institution of higher education (such as the
president, chancellor, or dean of another college or university).

The Administration's propoeed amendments to the HEA would sever tho link
between private accreditation and Institutional eligibility (or all Higicer Education
Act programs, including Title III. Therefore we would no longer check the accredita-
tion status- of a branch campus. Under the Administration's proposed legislation a
branch campus would normally be eligible for Title HI if7 (I) it has been !teemed by
clic) Stal%, (2) it Is independent with regard'to finances and pereonnel actions,11) its
chief administrator reports to the grerning board or to some state agency, Aither
than to an official of another college or university and (4) it meets all other Title IIIeli ibility requirements.

Section 308 addreeses the limitations and (\lading restrictions for.Title III grant
awards. Several of the traditionally black public institutions of higher education are
located in States that are now under court order (Adams v. Califano) to disestabliah
their dual systems of higher education. The court was spoeific that in order to
effectively complete this task within the flve-year period of time,.the traditionally
black institutions must be brought up to a level of educational quality equal to that
of the predominantly white public institutions within the State. Each State under
court order has filed a plan with the Office for Civil Rights describing that State's
Thlan for desegregating their public institutions of higher,-aduention.

(a) Would there be any objection to changing Sec. 308(2) to road:
"(2) For any activity in any public institution of higher edncation located in a

State which is under court. order to disestablish its dual system of higher ethication
that is not specified in tho.State plan for bringing that institution into complimice
within the time period allotted under the court order. In the event that the grantee
institution has complied on all points with the State plan for desegregation., or in
the case where the grantee is not located in a State which is under court order to
desegregate, the grantee may use-funds under the title for any designated purpose
as long as the activity does not. promote or enhance segregated educational nctivi-
ties."

The regulations for the Title III program, issued on March 30, 1979, provide
language which prohibits the funding of programs which support segregative activi-
ty or which are inconsistent with State plans applicable to that institution Soctien
169.4(c) provides that

(c) Each developing inetitution_ receiving a Title III grant shall assure that any
activity funded under Title III will-not

(1) Establish, increase, or impede the elimination or segregated attendinice pat-terns at that institution, or
(2) Be inconsistent with a State plan applicable tc that institution.
We believe that the regulatory language when rand with the proposed legislative

language is.adequate. It was designed specifically to accommodate the complexities
of mandated college desegregation. The Administration's proponed language is pref-
erable to the language proposed by Congretisman _Buchanan (hereinafter "recom-
mended" huiguage) for the reasone set forth below.

The first clause of the recommended language (through the first period) ie narrow-
er in scope than the Administration language in that it applies (I) only to public
institutions and (2) Only to institutiona in States subject to court order (under
Adams v, Califano)to desegregate a dual system of higher education, The Adminiii-
tration language could poesibly effect private institutions and institutions outaide
Adams States.

With reSpect to those institutions covered by the firat chwee of the recommended
language, however, the effect of the recommended language would be much broader
than that of the Administration language. While the Administration language
forbids only activities "inconeistent",with a State plan for desegregation of higher
educetion, the recommended language forbida any activity' not "specified" in a State
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plan for bringing an institution into compliance with a court order. Thus an institu-
tion suhject to the recommended language could use Title III funds only for activi-
ties specified in a court-ordered desegregation plan.

(bmments on the complete sentence of the reommanded language
The rule stated in the complete sentence of the recommended language applies to,

tee) classes of institutions.
The first type of institution referred to is ono which is covered by the clause

discussed above but which "hau complied on all points with the State plan for
desegregation." This language is unclear because it does not specify who would
decide whether such compliance has been achieved.

The second type of institution referred to is one which In oithor public or
private and which is not located in an Adams State-. Wo do not see tho logic of
including in this close only thaw private institutions which are not in Adams
State.

The rule .sta(sid in the complete sentence of the recommended language also
generates questions and concerns about:

The meaning of "any designated purpoue":
The standard of whether an activity" "does not promote or enhance segregated

educational activities." (This standard seems much more subjective than the Admin-
istration language's standard of whether an activity is "inconsietent with a State
plan for desegregation of higher education applicable to such institution." We aro
unsure how decisions would be made under the retommended standard.)

Whether "segregated educational activitiee" has a comenonly understood moaning.
The imPlications associated with legielative language discussing the abeence of

segregation rather than the promotion of desegroption.
(b) What ,is the Administration's reaction to including the two now subsections

under Sec. 308:
"(3)`for operational and maintenance or general expenses; or
"(4) for such purposes othor than these outlined in the annual plan for develop-.

moat Which was submitted to the Office of Education."
We do not feel that it is necessary to add legislative language specifically prohibit-

ing the use of Title III funds "for operational and maintenance or general ex-
penses." Section 304 of the Administration's legislation indicates that grants are (N.

made for activities, which have been described in an institutional application ap-
proved by the Secretary. Moreover, Section 305(b)(2) of the proposed legislation
states that Federal fuhde under Title III will supplement and in nci ease supplant
funds that woulcP otherwise be available to the institution from other sources.

We also feel that it is unnecessary to add legislative language stating that Title
Ill funds cannot be used for "perpcsies other than those outlined in the plan
for development which was submitted to the Office of Education." Section 305 (bXD
of the Administration's legislative language .requires that each institution's applica
tion for !kinds must set forth or describe how it will develop a comprehensive
development plan . . . including measurable oldectives for the institution and the A'
Secretary to use in monitorink the effectiveness of actimties under this title." (Em-
phasis added.) This language ties the evaleation of each activity,'s effectiveness to
the extent to which it helps to implement the institution'e comprehenaive develop-
ment plan. It is therefore highly unlikely that an activity would even be considered
for funding unless it were consistent with theinstitution's development plan.

RLIICIITION 13

Deleted from the Administration's proposal for Title III was the proviaion that
required an institution to be accredited by a nationally recognized accrediting
agency or association. How would the program be safeguarded from institutions
participating which do not provide a 9uality educational program? Would the ab-
sone() of the Federal role In accroditmg neeensitate greater State participation?

Accreditation is only one of Deveral statutory requirements that an institution
must meet under currdnt law to establish threshold eligibility for Higher Education
Act Programs including Title III. In addition to being accredited, an institution also
must be legally authorized by the state in which it in located and must meet
requirements related to the level of program offerings and the type of student
ndmitted. The Administration proposal deletee the accreditation requirement, but
leaven the other threshold eligibility requirements intact.

Once an institution establiahee threshold eligibility under the Higher gducation
Act, It must then meet the specific eligibility requirements Imposed by the Title III
program We believe tbat thie two step eligibility process, coupled with effective
program monitoring efforts, will assure wise use of limited Title Ill funds.
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In addition, wo behove that our proposal eliminating Federal regulution of accred-
iting agenciea will encourage each Stute to bike greater responsibility for the
quality of education --primarily through agmments with private accrediting agen-
elm]

QUESTION 14

The Adminaitration reverses the set-nside from the existing VI percent to degree-
grunting institutions, rued in its pia& suggesta that not inure than 24 porcont go to
community colleges. What is the purpose of this change?

Currs.nt law apeeifies that 76 percent yf the sumo appropriated for Title III maybe neer- only for institutiona which phm to award one or more bachelor's degrees
during the Vending year

The Administration's bill apticifies that not to exceed 24 percent of the come
appropriated for Title III will bo available to developing institutions that are junior
or community colleges and that the remaining appropriations are available Loinstitutiona that plan to award the bachelor's degree during (lw funding your.

The Adminiatrution's proposed language carries an element of increased flexibil-
ity. In practice, however. the existing 76-24 percent funding split between baccalau-
reate degree granting institotams and community colleges is expected to remain
unchanged The purpose of the proposed language is to preserve the existing finid-
ing rota) Ench class of institution would receive I grenter sum if the authorization
for the progrnm mu incretised as recommended i the Administration proposal.

utixtrrioN

tinder the current program and under the Administration's proposal, there is
reference to the waiver for institutions located (II on or near Or Indian reservation
or n substantial population of Indians,' and (2) to any institution which the Commis-
sioner determines is increasing the education opportunities for Indians and Hispan-ics. Under the present program operation, Ainds have gone to institutibns to estab-lish Native American and Ilispanic programs which, while they might at first
glance appear to substantially increase the higher educational opportunities for
both groups, are not sensitive to the special educational needs of these groups. Is
there any ohjection to making the waiver contingent on establishing education.need
sensitive programs for these two groups, in addition to inereasing their educational
opportunities?

This question appears to blur the two issues of eli i. iility to apply for,Title III
funding and the actual awardjng of a Title III grant. ho waiver for institutions
nerving Native. American und Ilispanic students refers only to the eligibility proceas.
After the institutions become eligible to apply, their proposed projects are evaluat-
ed. at last in pnrt, on the basis of whether the programs aro responsibe to tho
educational needs of these students. The Department nmken every effort to select
field readers who arc sensitive to the needs of Native American and Hispanic
atudents. These readers are employed to evaluate proposals''from institutions which
serve large numbers of Hispanic and Native American students. Their recommenda-
tions are considered as part of the funding process.

QUESTION 16

As part of President Carter's Black College Initiative, there is perceived to be astep-up in the Administration's focus on assisting the traditionally Black colleges,
Specifically, how is the Administration proposing to do this? Other than a policy of
general suport, what specific steps have been or will be taken to ensure increased
assistance to tho traditionally Week colleges?

To increase assistance to traditionally Black schools, HEW is focusing its efforts
on four specific areas: Data collection and reporting; grants and contracts; specific
progrum initiatives; and personnel-. Within these areas, Office of Education (OE)
activities to date include:

Datd rolleetwn arid reporting
A task force law boon developed to conduct an internal OE analySis of funding to

Black schools. Reports are prepared which list the awards to Black schools, by
program and individual institutions OE will use this data to identify programs in
which Black college ivirlibipation has boon inadequate Based on the initial results
of these analyses, an OE Bureaus have initiated rpmedial actions, ns described
below:
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()rents and contracts
A task force has boon eet up which, in coejunotion with the Bureaus, is attempt-

ing to eliminate problems that Black collegoe face in compoting for grants and
contracts. A ston.g omphasie has been placed on technical assistance ,activitiee.
(Refer to response No. 22).

Specific program initiatives
OE Bureaus have boon instructed to intensify efforts to increase Black college

fiinding in their various programs. Early results of these efforts include:
The innding of six Black colleges under a joint agreement between the Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education (BOAD and the Office of Youth Progrante,
Dopertment of Labor (OYP/DL). The funds, totaling $1 million for fiscal your .1979,
are aimed at reducing the attrition rate.

The fiinding.of "Upward-Bound" typo prNecta at three Black institutions, BOAE,
along with the Bureau Of Higher and Continuing Education (BHCE) and OYP/DL
have awarded $632,000 for those projects.

The award of a total of $90,000 to four Black Institutions for the purpose of
assessing tho utility of Industry-Education-Labor action.

A commitment to increase Black college fiinding in_three program components of
'the Bureau for the Handicapped in fiscal year 1981.

Personnel preparation
An HEW Personnel Preparation Task Folve is now considering proposed activities

to increase Departmental employment of Black college students and faculty mem-
bers. Such proposals include:

The development of a wecruitme t plan -in accordance with the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978 and Equal E tional Oportunity and Office of Personnel
Management regulations,

The establishment of a Black college stu which would develop proposals
to-Improve recruitment from Black institutions; an

The exploration of ways to increase the particip ion of Black college faculty
members in Inforgovernmontal Personnel Asignmoi (IPA).

QUI313-nON 17

The Administration's preposal suggeats that an inatitution can apply for presum-
ably s all planning grants (Administration program notes indicate ne-year)

(a) W iat figure constitutes a "small' grant.?
Grants within the range of 26-35 thousand dollars considered small

grants.
(b) Why should the Federal goNeernment (kind iqatitutions for planning for dqvolop-

ment? Shouldn't a Kiwi kn* what ways it needs te develop instead of tbe Federal
government, allowing liMited resources to aseist in planning?

Institutions were permitted, prior to 1973, to submit applications for Title III
funding without a long range plan for institutional development. Monitoring and
(Ste vitas to the institution indicated-Oat Lhe majority of the funded activities were
not related to an institutional mission statotpent or goals.

Presently, all developing institutions arO Fequired by regtilation to submit institu-
tional plans; the Administration'a reauthorization proposal makes this a ittatutory
requirement. Our proposed- legislation requires each Title HI application to "sot
forth or describe how it will develop, a comprehensive development
plan . . including measurable objectives for tho institution mid the Secretary lo
use in monitoring the offectivenese of activities under this title."

Many of the developing institutions already have devieed such plans, and will not
need to request fundefor this purpose. However, other developing institutions have
neither the profensional nor the financial resourcee neceasary to develop a compre-
hensive long range plan. For this reason, modest stuns nre awarded to enable
inetitutions to purchase the servicee of consultants or to provide released time for
faculty to develop the long range plan.

QUE8710K

The Adminietration's Propoaal del6tee reference to usiug grant monies for either
the Profeesor Emeritus or National Teaching Fellowship programs.

(a) Could an inetitution, if it determines it could be strengthened by such, eettib-
lish its own profeesor emeritus or teaching fellowship program?

An institution could submit ha its application a request for its own Professor
Emeritus or Teaching Felowship Pregram.
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(b) If so, the law is explicit on the. maximum annual stipend per individual for
either program. Would the Office of Education expect to establish ceilings for this
type of service? If so. based on what?

The existing law specifies a maximum annual stipend for the National Texiching
Fellowships only, in tho Administration proposal, no statutory ceiling is set, but a

W OU Id be set by repletion
The coiling would be biuted w)on national salary averages as well ps on the

existing salary scale at the institution in order to estublish equitable stipends. If
additional fur,ids were needed to bring an individual to the centime the institution
would be expected to add its own funds to the stipend.

QUESTION IS

(a) Under the present program, an institution receiving a Title III grant is
required to tile an annual progress report. Should there be an additional subsectionadded to Section 306 speeinng that any institution that does not wmply with
program mid fiscal reporting requirements to the satisfaction of the Secretary would
have fluids cut-off, and would he ineligible to compote under, the program?

There is authority to terminiite or suspend participation in Title III for cause in
Section ION.496 of the current OE General Previsions. (There will also be a similar
provision in the El)GAR provisions.) In addition, Section 4:14c of the General Educa-
tion Provisions Act (20 'US(' 1.232dc)) allows the Commissioner to terminate or
suspend funding under a grant if the grantee fails to substantially comply with the
applicable rules. The Commissioner must, however, afford the grantee notice and
opportunity for a hearing. We feel that these provisions are adequate to ensure
grantee compliance with pi-6gram reporting requirements.

lb) The General Accounting Office indicated that there was little or no OE follow-
up on reports submitted by institutions. Ilow will the clarified purpose and new
eligibility criteria help OE evaluate the quality of development institutions report?

Program effectiveness is evhluated by inatitutional progress toward meeting insti-
tutional objectives and the program objectives. Clearer articulation of program
purposes and objectives help make evnluation of institutionnl proiiress easier and
more effective. In additam. we have implemented a management information sys-tem which will facilitste the close monitoring of an iptititution s compliance with its
development plan and its progress in meeting the Voals it set for its own develop-ment

Wl Will this free OE to conduct more site visits?
We expect that the new eligibility criteria will have no impact on the number ofsit, visits.

QUESTION 20

There IS O0 penalty for misuse of funds. Would there be any objection to including
a section that specifies that any institution misusing funds or services under this act
would be ineligible to receive additional payment and would be unable to compote
for grants under this title in future years?

Tlwre is authority to terminate or suspend program participation for cuuse.in the
OE General Provisions and the General Education Provisions act. (See response
number 19). We feel these provisions provide adequate incentive for grantee compli.
lance with program regulations and offer us greater flexibility in program adminis-
tration than a section which would terminate the grantee's eligibility to compete.

(IUESTION '2 1

(a) If the community college set-aside (as proposed by the Administration) were
eliminated, and all institutions competed equally for the total pot of money, how
would the eligibility criteria (especially the double-weighting of the BEOG award)
affect the community colleges who enroll significant numbers of part-time-students?
llow does. the current proposal affect the eligibility of community colleges vin a vie
four-year institutions regarding the half-cost limitation for, the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant?
"The 24 percent set-aside does riot influenCe eligibilityonly the distribution of

funds. Since community colleges hre judged relative to other community colleges in
determining eligibility, neither the BEOG half-cost p,rovisibn nor the enrollment of
part-time students should effect an institution's chances of being eligible.

(hi If there was no net-aside in the law, how would the criteria have to be changed
to ensure equitable competition by.all typos of institutions?

The method for determining eligibility and the criteria under the current regula-
tions, which are reflectedtin the Administration's legislative proposal, assure equita-

0
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ble treatment for two year minitutione wiahing to be doeignated JIB developing
inetitutiona If there were Ih) set-ainde, the funding criteria eel out in the now noo
hi rognhations should ssaure Nuitable treatment.

qUENTION 211

The Department of Ilealth, Education and We Bare, according to the press release
dated Juno 1:1, 1979, will be providing -information to Black colleges and universitioa
to easist them ni applying for grante and contracta front IIEWO "more than 400
diatrict programs Please describe the nature of thia information and how this will
be delivered. Will this technical ausistanco come at the institution's request?

In a January 17, 1979 Directive, Preeident Carter called for the elimination of
barriers that Black colleges face in conipoting for Federal grants and contracts. The
Office of Education has instituted the following actions to expand the opportunitais
of Black colleges to receive Federal aatnetancel

We are conducting an internal analysis of OE fkinding to determine why specific
proposnls from Black, institutions were not recommended for nasistadce. On the
haste of that analysis, we aro providkg technical aesiatance to help improve (he
quality of proposals.-

. All OE bureaus are sponsoring teehnicel assistance workshops to inform Black
college administrators of Federal programs. Special attention is given to institution-
al representatives who are reeponsible for conCract and grant proposal writing.
Technical asuistance ectivities offered thus far include:
... On February 8, 1979 the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE)

4-lold a workshop for 30 Black inatitutiona. The attendees exchanged views on how to
ncrease access to BOAE programs, particularly in those areas where funding'to
lack schools has been minimal.

)n July 27 and August 7-,10, 1979, the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary
.:( ation 11.11It4 .:i Sponsored workshops for Black collo es. Those administrators

who ntracti nt propoinds had been rejected for risen year 1979 funding under
CRA V weregivei technical assistance in proposal writing.

in uly 1979, th Bureau of Iligher and Continuing Education (MICE) awarded a
grai toAntioch ollege to provide technical assistance to Black institutions corn-
petin for a guita, under the Cooperative Education Program. As a result of the
techn Lastilstane'e given to Texas Southern University, (he school was awarded an
International Studies Center grant. Further BlICE has set a fiscal year 1980 goal of
increasing by :1-5 schools the number of Black institutions which, with technical
assistance, will receive4nternational Studies Center grants.

The Bureau of Educatioa for the Handicapped tBE11) has provided technical
aseistance grants in the areas of personnel preparation, general proposal ivldrilling
and implementation and proposal-writing in the specific area of 1_:arly Ch
Education. BEII haa, also established a clearinghouse which b3 working within the
competitive procese to award several research, contracts to Black colleges. Meet
recently, the Bureau has been preparing for a pre-proposal teelmical assistance
workshop in Atlanta, Georgia More than 100 Black colleges are expected to attend
this meeting on Angust 26.

OE Bureaus are making special efforts to mail their application packages to those
institutions identified by the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Educa-
tion and .Black Colleges and Universities.

An initial review of Departmental programs has revealed that the greatest
amount of support to black colleges has been indirect support in the form of
financial assistance to students. We hope that. the increased flow of information and
technical assistance will assist black colleges to participate more fatly .in a wider
variety of the department's programs. °

QUEHTION 23

If the educational and general expense per full-time equivalent student wkre to be
a factor used to determine eligibility, what costs could be included in that? Would
you include debt service as an expense, particularly in the case of pnblic instituk-
Liens? What would the effects be if E&G expenses were not regionalized to comporif
sate for differente iii costa across the country?

Educational an hd general expenditures per full-tne equivalent student used as a
factor t determine eligibility for the Title III Developing Institutions Program is
calculate by dividing total educational and general expenditures and mandntory
transfers rom lino 12, part B of the IIEGIS financial survey form) by fulltime
equivalent .nrollnwnt. Total educational and general expenditures and mandatory
transfers i the sum el the following current funds expenditures: instruction, re-

< I )
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search, public eductitaaml and otter& numdatory transfem. A definition of each of
thone items in provided on the itHots financial survey form which Ill ottaclied InAppendix C

Debt non, ice in included in EAU expenditures no an educational and genorol
inaudotory transfer in the form of debt (service relating to academic buildinge.

The Oftwo of Education studied the pensibility Of regionolizing Eao expenditures
to component(' for differences Ill conts acroan the country but found that fiindomen-
tal prohlemn exmted Nth the use of these adjuntments. The Consumer Price hidox
tCPli woe stodied but \Jim foond to.huve no relevance as on across.region meanaro of
coat of living HMCO it In denigned to measure price difforencee over tialo. The bureau
of labor Stataitica Urban Family Budget for Selected Urban Arum relaten only to
nelected urban oreas. not all urbnn "oreas and not non-urban areas_ Furthermore,
the hounhold budget data do not accurately portray the cost of oporating an educa-
tional institution Regional indexen budgets do not take into account differences
between throng within regions, for example between New York City and upatate NewYork It oleo iii nut ckar that faculty notaries, the largest part of ES(C( expenditures,
wouhl he higher in all high-cpst areas or lower in low-Cogt Arens.

Ifforeovet. it at becautw of these regionul coot variations that tho program wan
created to correct thin inibulluice Regionanalizing E&G expenditures using one of
the existing edjustinente would only further dietort EMI expenditures within an
between regions. Thun. neither State nor regional odjustments are or ohould b
used

otourrION 24

Under the propoaed program, an institution would submit its plan for comprohon-
siVe development Who in to measure what in developed and whether or not theinatitntion making progress'? In it a "good faith effort" on the part of the
i mit it ohm?

'1'he Adminietrittien's proposed legislation npeeifien that the required comprehen-
eive development phut muet include mensurable objectives for the institution and
Secretary to one in monitoring the effectivenens of activitien. The proposed logislla-
t ion further requires Title III appl,icants to set forth the policion and procedures thatwill he followed in this evaluation process.

Any activity Cunded under the program mus.i. be consistent withethe goals, objec-
tives. nnd development tarategies outlined in the institution's plan nnd permitted by-
the legislation. The Office of Education will evaluate institutional performance intermn of the succens of funded activities in meeting the meanurnble objectivesnpecified in the (1evelopment plan.

QUESTION 25

In) The Federal government has never estsblished a uniform i<ray for determining
equivnleilt student count..The National Center for Education Statisas

qualifies that the 1.7E counts in the Ilighor Education General Information Survey
are not uniformly, comPoted In the proposed changes, how would the Office of
Education determine to verify "full-time equivalent" student Count?

Oor corrent practice is to allow the institution to use a method that they routine.ly use (-ir other purposes or to use the sum of all part-time credit hours divided bythe normal full:time load to determine FTE of part-time students or by assigning
fractiooal values to all part-time studeritn. Verification would center around their
consistent use of one or the other of these methoda,

Oil Would there be f standord formula in the statute?
We would net euggent a legislatively mandated standard. The benefits to bederived from noch standardization would not outweigdi the negative appearance of

umvorronted Federal intrusion into longstsnding and 'varied yractices followed intho field.
QUESTION 20

Wouldn't comparing.tho educational and genoral expense per flill-time student be
inequitable if privates aro, compared to publics whq enjoy a good Veal of State
subsidy? flow will thin comparison bo equitably computed?

Public and private. instiOtions are not compared in determining the educational
or general expense-per feilkime student. Public two year institutions are comparedwith other public two-year institutions Private tweljear. public foar-year and pri-
vate four-year institutions are compared only with institutions of tho same degree
level and type of control
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quesTION if 7

Should institutions funded primarily by the Federal government be eligible to
compote for Title III funds? (ie. University of the District of Columbia, Howard
University. etc 1

Howard University does not qualify as a developing institution and has never
participated in the Title III program Specific campuses of tho University of the
District of Colunthia have qualified for support based upon program critolin. Institu-
Omni qualify for support based upon whether or not their programs and objectives
are consistent with the purposes of the legislation, not upon funding source. This
appears to be the-appropriate method of selecting the imrticipante for the program.

quntmON 118

In the rationale for change of the definitional purpose (Appendix to the Adminis-
tration's testimony presented to the subcomptittee on July 19, 1979/ the statement
rend: "The proposed language (re: purpose) would eihninate confueion and direct
funds to the neediest institutions. It is unclear whether the Administration's .

proposal is tieing Title Ill grants to institutionally student need. Cyuld you please
l a bora te
A longstanding and continuing problem in the Title 111 program has been the

identification of those institutions to be served by the Federal program. Since its
inception, the meaning of such terms as "developing has been debated on numer-
ous ocensione by numerous groups. The new regulations attempt to circumscribe the
universe to be served-by using two quantitative criteria: points are awarded to the
institution' (I) for its average educational and general expenditures per full-time
equivalent student in comparison to the FAG expenditures in its category, and'(2)
for its average Basic Educational Opportunity Grant award per full-time equivalent
uhtlergraduate student in comparison to the average Basic Grant award tor other
iifstitutions in its category.

The former is not a student body characteristic, but rather an institutional one,
insqfar as it measures the resources aftilable to a college to expend for critical
student characteristks, but also.addresses the fundamental mission of the institu-
tion, in that it identifies, to Some degree, the kind of student body the college is
presently serving_ Institutions which serve substantial numbers of economically or
educationally deprived students often must provide componsatery instruction and
counseling services to encourage retention. These special programs, in-order to be
effective, must be tailored to individual student needs, and thus increase the in-
structional costs for these already pverburdened institutions.

QUESTION 29

Under the Administration's proposed language, an institution would have te give
a Comprehensive development plan that would show specifically how it plans to
develop. Under the current program operation, it is believed that many schools are
now using their Title III money for oporatioh and maintenance expenses. How
would this language prohibit the crtinuation of such use?

The comprehensive development plan requirement is designed to put in the
proper context planned activities which will strengthen the developing college.
Tinder both existing law and the administration's proposed legislationTitle Ill
assistance must supplement. not supplant. current operating revenues .necessary to
cover expenditures for specific operational activities that will enhance the quality of
that institution, Assessment of institutional progTess, eitker internal or external,.
will be measured against the developmental needs express6d in ,the comprehensive
development plan. 51,

These changes in the Title Ill legislation require the institution to accept reepon-
sibility for determining its own needs, for deciding how long funding is necessary
(within the statutory limits), and for developing ineasureable objectives for its own
.performance. Field readers and program staff can then evaluate how well the
institution's proposal addresses its self-identified needs and whether the proposed
development activities are consistent with the. purpbses of tile Title III program.

QUESTION 31

The grant awards process for fiscal year 1979 grants has Wert delayed well beyond .
the anticipated Jana :10 date for announcement. Have the delays.been caused in
.part from difficulties in program operation resulting from the program changes
established in the new regula(ione? Please elaborate.

) A )
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The original aelection of Juno 30 us tho anticipated date of announcement ofewer& wail predicated upon the original ()toeing date for receiving applications ofFebruary 2. 1979. The primary reason for the delay in the grants awards announce-ment watt the decision to pernut any institution which had received a Title 111 grantin fiscal year 1978 to submit an application, irrespetive of itu ability to meet theneW eligibility criteria This deeision. the result of public comment after the publica-tion of the propoued regulations in November, 1978, necoseituted reopening thecompetition idler the initial set of proposals had..beeu evaluated. In order to allowthose inetitutimis sufficient time to submit applications, the now cloeing date forreceiVing applicntion WW1 set at April 30, 1979. The second set of evaluations had tobe ranked along with the original evaluetions, and a revised awards list prepared.This caused unavoidable delay
quesTiON 51?

For the fiscal year 1979 grant awards proc-ess were institutions that were deemedeligible by nature of their reaching the minimum I74-point cut-off evaluated on anequal taising Or wen priority given to those inatitutione that had higher qualifyingecores than othere')
When an institution requests designation ee a developing institutioti. it is award-ed a certain number or points based upon its average E&G expenditures per 11.111-tinie equivalent student. This score is used only in the elig1iility process. Once aninstitution 18 deelared eligible to compete for funds, its proposal is evaluated with-out reference to its eligibility "score.' Thus, no institution receivea priority in theproposal evaluation process by virture of a high eligibility score.

WIESTION

The new regidatione for implementing the Title111 program provide a methodwhereby'institutions that were ruled ineligible t,o compete could submit a narrativedist-scribing why they felt they should be determined to be a developing institution.Were there any tnstitutions submitting such a narrative? What deterMinations weremade in those speeffic cases? Who made those determinations7
in the fiscal year 1979 competition, 230 institutions failed to reach the 174 pointeligibility score and submitted narrative descriptions to support thek request fordesigaatam as developing institutions. Of theeek30 institutTons, 199 were declaredeligible to compete Tor funding. Of the 31 i4titutions which wore declared ineligi-ble, most (lid not provide sufficient statistical data or other information required toeupport a positive decision.
A committee compoeed of si,f, senior program staff of the DivIsion of Institutional

Development evaluated the narratives submitted by the institutions and determinedeach institution's deVeloping status. For each of the 31 institutions that work) de-clared to be "not developing, the decision of the committee wae unanimous.

QUESTION 24

In what ways has the Administracipn taken caution to protect Ilispanic and
Native Americans intrests under the "Me Ill program? Although the Native Ameri-cans do have a few tribally controlled community colleages. Hispanic interests seemto be left out of consideration under the proposed program because there are nopredominantly Hispanic institutions.

Tbe Office of Education has paid special attention to the interests of Hispanics,Native Americana and other minoritien in a number of ways in its administration ofthe Title III program.
Special consideration for Ilispanics and Native Americans is mandated in theinitial legislation of 1905, which authorizes the Commissioner to waive certainaccreditation requirement for institutions located on Indian reservatione or- thoseserving substantial popualtions of Native Americans or Hispenics.The current regulations clearly address the needs of those institutions whichenroll large numbers of low Income students. This purpose is evident in thecquanti-tative criteria for designation as a developing institution. Title III stipport can easilybe directed to institutions with high concentrations of disudvantaged bhick andNative American students. The distribution of Hispanic students among institutionsof higher education, however, differs significantly frmn the distribution of black andNative American students. There are very few institutions of higher educationestablished for and controlled by the Hispanic community. Because Title III isdesigned to provide general support to institutions and not apeeific groups of stu-dents within the Student population, it is an inefficient instritment.for providing aidto specific groups of students whore thoue students are not in the mtkjority.

A.: 3
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The TRIO programs of Tale IV of 'the Higher 1'Am-talon Act, by contrast, are
designed to reach specific groups of disadvantaged students rather than to provide
broad institutional support. As long kill the capacity to reach specific groups of
students ikt found elsewhere within the HEA, a is' appropriate to ninirtaln the
institutional focus of Title III

We will continue. where possible. to assure thst Tale III addresses the needs of
Hispanic students as well as other students. In the selection and assignment a
reviewers of applications, the representation of minority groupsi)i taken into coat:ad-
oration In the fiscal year 1979 review preeess, applications wer41 reviewed by three
external reviewers, two of th ew:. three reviewers represented the Mane ethnic/racial
group as the applicant institution Sirailar procedures were followed in previous
years

The benefit of the program to Hispanics in particular has been documented in it
study conduMed in. 1978 by the Office of the Commissioner. It conyluded that
Ilisimnics and Ilispanic institutions have not been underrepresented inAhe develop-
ing institutions program. This is so in spite of the fact that 'only 54.3% of the
!humans- institutions had apptied during the period studied, I971-1977.'

In response to this situation the paper promised immediate action to (a) work
with local and national Hispanic organizations to insure that information about
Title III participation renches their eligible memberts and OA improve tes-hnical
assistance activities so that interested institutiotis will havetHe best help aftilable
in developing proposals. The Office of Education. has met this commitment by sUch
activities an holding workshops and bearings at locations particularly accessible to
representatives of Ilispadic institutions_ In December 1978 application workshops
and public hearin0 on proposed program regulations were hold at El Paso Corhniu-
nity College and at Hostos Community College in New. York City. In September of
1979 an appliestion workshop and's;ite visits to Hispanic institutions will he conduct-
ed in Puerto Rico

gunsTioN 35

la their comnients on the proposed regulations for the Title III program, the
National Advisor51 Council on Women's Educational Programs recommended 'that
priority for funding be given to those institutions which show abecial efforts to

iivemmie the historical disadvantage suffered by women in American education.
What objection wOuld the Adtlinistration have to incorporating this recommenda-
tion into the program's purpose?

'rhe program regulations and program purpose focus on those institutions which
provide opportunity to disadvantaged students. To the degree that women are
disadvantaged, the program is directed toward institutions which provide access and
opportunity to them. A significant numbOr of the institutions funded under Title III,
particularly the historically black institutions have traditionally had a higher fe-
male enrollment thah male enrollment. Therefore, institutions which have provided
an unusual degree of access for. wisher) haVe a substantial and contkiuing claim
upon the resources of the program. This program focus will be retained so that the
needs of women will continue to be nddressed as long as they are overrepresented in
institutions with high concentratione of low-incume students.

Federal civil rights provisions prohibit federal support of programs or institutions
which discriminate on the .basis of sex. Additional regulation to accomplish that end
would be redundant. .

Dr. FRANCIS_ I would like to say, your comment about pitting the
junior 'college, Hispanics, and black colleges against each other, of
course, serves no one: and it certainly doesn't serve the young
people we are trying to serve. .

'I want to say that th)ngs have changed since title . II started ini
1965, but if you look al the record, as far as 'serving oung people,
Hispanics, low income, and in particular blacks, that gap is still a
long, long Way. and I suspect in your wisdom I would hope that
this cenunittoe will come up with the answers to serving and
salvaging young people.

liOn the hnsts of a 197,1 recommendation by the National Advisory Commntee on Developing
Institutions, um msttlutiop is designitted as Ilispanig if et 10118i 0 percent of the students
ettrollgd are Hispanic and nt least IOU II ispanic stud (NAB nre enrolkd I
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We_ are talking about enerp right ndw, and I think our most
precious resource is people. There..isn't enough money in it right
now,

Your remarkS about hoW we were right to Challenge rants, I
hope counsel will be able to put in some way that institutions will

,be authorized ttS 'build endowments in this supplemental money
becangs that will iirovide, the fish an.d the pole, not just a fish.

Thitnk you very much.
'Dr. RIVERA. Mr. Chairman, I ,believe your summary and charac-

teHzation of the historical analYsis of where title III has been and
the new kinds ,,of prOblems that are with us at this time was very
accurate.

I think that wo can no Longer hope to try to propose solutions or
a. duplication of:previous solutions that may have fit the problems
in 1960 or 1968,or 1972.

Today, we haye to address the ne (-Is of many undel--served popu-
lations in our country, both minorit es and non-minorities.

The most important. thing tha the Hispanic Coalition would
hope to state is that. we have a le 'timate need as an under-served
population; and, we have to depend en the good judgment of many
people in positions much like yoursolges to assist us at this particu-
lar time.

Thank you very much.
Dr. REID. I would like to spepk to the issue of the set-aside and

'focus on 'something that has not been talked about .yet. here today
.other than indirectly.

You have talked about access to opportunity in postsecondary
education as-being a major concern of the community.

I would like to point out that many people, particulary minority
members, are entering and gaining access to postsecondary oppor-
tunities on a part-time basis as part-time students.

That is the way they go to school. That is the way they get into
school, and that is the way they are going to finish school if they
are going to finish school.

I think it's very significant that 97 percent of all black under-
graduate students are part-time students in 2-year institutions._
Seventy-nine percent of all Hispanic undergraduate students are in
2-year institutions!

The composite for all Minority groups is 91 percent.
If you are talking about. access to a postsecondary educational

opportunity, you have got to takeinto consideration those numbers
and those percentages, 'because that is really Where the future lies,
and we have no argument 'with the concern for traditional black
institutions.

They have a job tb do and they are concerned about produ6ing
bac tlauareate graduates, and we hope our. students who sturt out
a art-timers will wind up with those baccelaureate degrees.

Mr:foan. Moyé, the less than half-time students won't Phow
up on sipur statistics?

'Dr. Moll.,Covrect.
Mr. FORD. The school doesn't get counted-for that type of stu-

dent?
Mork. That is where a narrative will help, make the differ--

once in the eligibility of the institution, 'for it will enable art insti-'
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tution to demonstrate its commitment to low income part time,
students- who do.not receive basic grants qnd who thug do not show
up in the eligibility calculations under Old new regulations.

M. FORD. the gentleman from New York has another questiOn?
Mr. 'Muss. No; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. We will excuse thiS panel and recess very briefly',

because thiS series of bells is followed by-,a brief 5-Minute period for
voting on Amtrak.

Th9 committee will rOconvene a13 soon as that vote ie concluded; I
would guess another ten minutes.

I. want to thank you. very much, and. I am happy to have thifi
opportunity, Commssioner, to have ,an exchange with you this
morning, and ham to seg that you are aggressively pursuing the
Administration's position on this legislation.

-We will do the very best we can to accommodate you.
Dr. BERRY. Thank you very much, Mr., Chairman.

^ Mr. FORD. We will continue on with today's.hearing,, now shifting
to the.su.bject of institutional el,igibilitP accreditation and student
information, \

. Michael O'Keefe, Deputy Assistant Secretary for :Planning. mid
Evaluatim Department o.f Health, Education and Welfare, repro-
senting the adrninist.ration4 Keni Young, President, Council'on Post-
secondary Accreditation; Richard Fulton, Attorney, witiv.the lrni
of 'Sachs, Greenebaum and Tayler; Charles Saunders, Vice Presi-
dent, American Council on Education; Kathryn Baron,': National
Student Educatienal Fund; Barbara Knudson, ChairWoman, Ac7
creditation Advisory..Council, and Al MacKinnon, New York State

.
Department of Education.

Without objection, the prepared statements sUbmitta to the
committee will be inserted at. this point in the record, and we will
proceed, I would assume, starting with Mr. sYoung. So that Mr.
O'Keefe can respond' 3 will,keep you for last, if that is all right.

.
'STATEMENTS OF THOMA$ (MIKE) (YKEEPE, DEPUTY ASSIST-

ANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DEPART-
MENT OF- HEALTH, .EDUCATI'ON, AND WELFARE; KENNETH
YOUNG,, PRESIDENT, COUNCIL- ON POSTSECONDARY AC-
CREDITATION; RICHARD FULTON, ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, SACHS,
GREENEBAUM & TAYLER; CHARLES SAUNDERS, VICE ,PRES1-

,. DENT, AMERICAN' COUNCIL' ON EDUCATION; KATHRYN
BARON, NATIONAIOSTUDENT EDUCATIONAL; KIND; BARBARA
KNUDSON, CHAIRWOMAN, ACCREDITATION ADVISORY COUN;.

CIL; AL MacKINNON, NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

STATEMENT OF KENNETH YOUNG, PRESIDENT, -COUNCIL ON
POSTSECONORY ACCREDITATION

Mr. YOUNG.. I am Kenneth. E. Young, president of the council on
postsecondary accreditation. COPA, as you may knOW, is the na-
tional, nonprofit organization whose mikjor purpose is to Support,
coordinate, and improve,all"nongovernmental accrediting activities

-conducted at Me -postsecondary educational level in the United
Sfates. We have-52 member accrediting agencies ahd Are stioorted
by tihe postsecondary eduCation community.

A.
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1 woufd like to make two preliminary comments:
First, I am pleased.to note that the administration, in its praopos-

al, has some things to say about accreditation. We are often accus-tomed to hearing so many criticisms of accreditation, most of them
uninformed or misinforrnpd, and the administration demonstratesin its proposal at least that it understand's' what accreditation is
and appreciates the role that accreditation plays.

Second, I believe that the administration has good reason to be
concerned about the current. Office of Education's eligibility sys-
tem. The system was created 'almost incidentally and .without much
forethought.O. has enlarged its role, without ,statutol-y change,

\ until it now involve a staff of 30 persons and an annual budget of
$1 million. And it has beep a continuing focus of criticism.

Dr. Frank G. Dickey, then executive director of the -National
Commission on Accrediting, in testimony before a House committee
in 1974, delivered a statefnent which I oan e'ead again today and
would be appropriate for this purpose.

Dr. Harold Or lans, a mearch scholar with the National Acade-
my of Public Administration, in a 1975 study funded by the Office
of Education, also pointed out a number of things wrong with the
present system and most recently the General Accounting Office' in
a 1979 report., "What Assurance Does Office of Education s Eligibil-ity Process Provide?", raises some serious questions and makes
some proposals including a proposal that the Congress consider
clarifying the legislation with regard to the role of the eligibility
funct;oti within the Office of Education.

Following is a preliminary response to the administration's spe-
cific proposals concerning aecreditation and institutional eligibleand related matters.

First, the proposal to eliminate accreditation as a statutory re-quirement for institutional eligibility for Higher Education Act
programs. We oppose this proposal. ccreditation or its validated
equivalent should remain as one consideration in the determina-
tion of institutional eligibility for Federal funds. To put it another
way: when public funds go to institutiOns of postsecondary educa-
tion, we -believe it wourd be important to know that those institu-tion§ have gone throughand periodically will be subjected toa
process involving a thorough, supervised self-study and peer re-vjew, in addition to any other eligibility considerations.

There are more than 400 Ftderal programs that provide funds,
directly or indirectly, to institutions 'of postwcondary education.Some of these programs do not utilize accreditation as an eligibility
consideration. The title HI area that has been the subject of your
attention this morning is an exaMple. Many others use accredita-, tioa, but only as one of Seven, institutional characteristics consid-ered in eligibility determinations. The Office of Education, on theother hand, has developed an eligibility system that has attempted
to place.a major reliance on nongovernmental accreditation, and
almost all criticisms relating to accreditation and.eligibility have
lociised- on this arrangement. We believe that this proc-
ess has grown too cumbersome and needs to be revised.

The second proposal of the administration is to .maintain and'place greater reliance on the existing statutory requirement that
an institution must bo, legally authorized by the State in which it

- N
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eperates. We have consistently maintained that State authoriza-
tionchartering and licensingshould be the first and most basic
consideration in determining institutional eligibility and that this
'function, should be improved and strengthened alonk; the lines of
the model legislation developed by the Education Commission of
the States a number of years ago.

At the present time, several States hiwe no licensing laws, and a
number of others function with inadequate laws or resources.
Given a major effort by the Federal Government and national
organizations representing the States, it probably would require 3.
to 5 years to achieve necessary uniformity and dependability in
State authorization.

We would be concerned that an increased Federal dependence
upon Sta-W chartering and licensing not also lead to an expanded
State roW for them as accrediting or quasi-accrediting agencies. We
believe that accreditation should be preserved as a primarily non-
governmental enterprise.

The third proposal is to continue administrative actions to en-
force, at the program level, requirements for responsible institu-
tional maRagement of Federal -funds.

We support this recommendation. No niatter What other eligibil-
ity requirements prevail, officials responsible for each Federal pro-.
gram bear a responsibility for certifying that every eligible institu-
tion meets all specified program requirements. Neither State aQen-
_cies nor accrediting bodies can or should accomplish this certifica-
tion.

Every effort should -be made, however, to insure that,all program
requirements are appropriate and do not violate the letter or spirit
of the general education provisions prohibiting Federal interfer-
ence in the academic affairs of institutions. Wherever possible,
Federal agencies should utilize the self-regulatory mechanisms cre-
ated and supported by the postsecondary educatiow community.
And here I am speaking beyond the self-regulatorx mechanisms of
accreditation but also referring to the effort under'the direction of
the American Council on Education's Office on Self-regulation Ini-
tiatives.

The fourth proposal of the administration is to strengthen stu-
dent information requirements so that students and parents can
make more informed decisions about where to spend their educa-
tion dollars.

We have always supported the desirability of providing more
complete, accurate, and useful information to prospective students
and students in postsecondary education. We believe, however, that
this objective can best be realized through voluntary,incentive and
information efforts such as the fund for the improvement of post-
secondary education's better information for student choice ,pro-
gram and the American Council on Education's Office on Self-
Rekhlation Initiatives. Where regulation of this kind is called for,
it. preferably should be part of State licensing and c8nsurner protec-
tion legislation.

The Federal Government already is involved in duplicative and
potentially dangerous consumer-oriented regulatory efforts by a
variety of agenciesthe Office of Education, Veterans Administra-
tion, and Federal Trade Commission being three examples.
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The Council on r'ostsecondary Accreditathin has a task force onaccreditation and eligibility. That body will meet on July 31 todevelop a more detailed response for consideration by COPA. Wewill share that document with you once it has been approved.[Mr. Young's prepared statement follows:)
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A Statement on Behalf

The Council on Fostsecondau_Accreditstion

July 25, 1979

Following is a preliminary xespenee to the Administ-ration's proposals
concerning accreditation and institutional eligibility snd related matters!

fl) Prucusal to elimlnato accredit (tor as o statutory roquirement for
inattlotional aducation_Act_programs

Wo oppose this proposal. Acereditation or its validated equivalent

should tomain ono considelation in the dotexmination of inatitutionsl

eligibility fox foderal funds. To put it another way, when public funds go

to institutions of postsecondary education, we believe it would be,

important to koow that those institutions have gone through (end periodi-
cally will bo sublectod to) a pocess involving a thorough; supervised
soll..study and poet teviow, in addition to any other oligibility considera-
tions.

There ate mote than 400 icidoTal programa that provido funds, directly
or inditect.ly, to institutions of postsecondary education. Some of these
proginms do itot utilizt acctoditaiion Aa An eligibility coneidoratlon. Many
others use accteditalion, but only as one of govern( institutional

.eharActeligrics consicloved in eligibility detormlnations. Tho Office of
Education has developed an eligibility system that has attempted to Place A
motor teliance on nongovornmoncal accreditation, and jxlmost all criticisms
ielstiog to accreditation And eligibility have focused on this arrangement.
We believe (ha( this eligibility process has grown too cumhorsome And nondA
to be revised.

(/) Proponl to maintain and place_grenter reliance on the existing statu-
tory requirement that an institution most be legally authorized by
t_he etat which_lt_ctrer_ates

we have consistently maintained that stato authorization (charterlhg
and licensing) should bo the first and most basic copsideration in

.determining instttntional eligibility and that this function should be

improved pod strengthoned along the linen of the model FogislatiOn
developed by the Educotio4 Commission of tho States.

At the present Elmo covoral states have ft licensing Jaws, and a
number of' others function with inadoquate laws or resources. Civon A major.
effort by tho federal government and national organizations ropresonting
the states (Education Commission of the States, National Council pf 4State

CovetoMbots), it probably would require three to five years to achieve
noce4nary uldformity nod dependability in statS authorization.
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Mr. Thank .you.
Mr. Fulton?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD FULTON, ATTORNEY AT LAW, SACII(8,
GREENEHAUM & TAYLER

Mr. hILTON. Thimk you, Mr. Chairman. I am Dick Fulton. I am
here in my individual capacity. I appreciate the opportunity to
make it Clear that I am not repremiting anyone. I have as law
clients half a dozen accrediting agencies. I have been in litigation
against accrediting' agoncies, and I have represented accrediting
agencies in litigation. I have been op an skle of these battles, but I
am here because of the complexity of this eligibility questionand
I am not here to defend accreditatimr. I will readily admit that it
has its warts and pimples. I am here because_ of My concern for a
credible ongoing eligibility system, I assume that is reany the
subject of this hearing.

In 1975, I prepared a paper for the Office of Education's Confer-
ence on Eligibility. It is entitled "The Sevelal niscrete Dimensions
of Eligibility". If there is no objeaion, I, would like it entered into
the record.

Mr. Fonn. Without objection, it will be entered with the other
statement.

(The information referred to above followsl

IL
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Mr. FULTON. Thank you, sir.
I have redd the administration's proposal on eliminating accrodi,

tation as an element of eligibility. It raises two qtiestions. Will the
eligibility system be any better and 4will the justifications offered
by -the administration in support of such a policy maneuver stand
the scrutiny of truth and dollars.

I will use one small example, and I hope the committee will
possibly, through its own staff, the GAO, 'or the tongressidnal
Budget Office, ask some serious questions:

The statement. the former,Secretary claimed this proposal would
save a million dollars a year. I read the -testimony today, and I
understand HEW now claims that it would save half a Million. If
there is p 100-percent variation in the estimates, I suggest maybe
some other questions. should be asked.

I would suggest that -we also should look at the net cost and not
merely the reduction in cost of a .particular function. There are
thbse who would estimate it would cost betwben $25 million and
$100 Million a year to providekthe same service through the States"
that private accrediting agencies are now offering. This is a serious
policy proposal. It changes the whole system of vligibility, and I
hope that such a serious proposal will have addNonal hearings of a
specialiZed nature on this.

In substkence, what we have is a th'ree-way systern of A, B, and C,
the States, the accroditors, and the Federal eligibility people all
-playing a role, not because they are all good, but because if they
each are involved, the incompetence of the other follow can some-
times be shown up to the advantage of the system.

It is just like I happen to believe that there are two sides to the
Hill, and there are two sides to the aisles. Similarly, I believe in a
triad system of eligibility, because of the fallibility and all the
human failings that can be involved in the flow of Federal money.
1 mean that very sincerely.

Now, as far as accreditation goes, I would say it wasn't accredita-
tion that led to the problems of the West Coast Trade Schools; it
wasn't accreditation that led to the FM taking over the Dallas
regional office of USOE; it wasn't the accreditation that was the
last to act. with the Lacaze-Gardner Schools here in Washington. I
can give you an example right now of why I think it is important
that these threcelements bring pressure to bear on each other in a
sense of creative tension.

I don't think everybody should love each other.: I think they
should keep each other honest. I represent an" accrediting agency'
that is dealing with a title III institution that is in a tragic mess.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars have, been poured into this insti-
Mien, and it is -about to lope its accreditation. The State has done
nothing, and the program administrators in the Office of Education
are not about to do anything'despite their rhetoric about stamping
out fraud, error, and abuse.

.

The accrediting agency is going to act, and when that element of
eligibility is gone,-then the question of eligii1iy will emerge. For
purposes of Title III only it may be'timely to provide the .commis-
sioner with additional waiver authority in section 302(a)(2).

1-0 11 - ,9 - 1 /
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The question then is, does the administration 'really want to
prevent fraud, abuse and error, or are they Once again. convicting
the duck of not being a swan?.

In Mr. O'Keefe's 'testimony on page 6, he says, "Third, the pro-
posal gives the'Eedral Government not private entities responai-
bility for monitoring institutional management of dollars." Theix
monitoring is only 4 years late in admitting the NDSL mess which
my paper identified in 1975.

Now, aside from the fact that we have the VA system before us
without even the fiction of the State approval agency, what we are
looking .at once again is a diversionary tactie. I have heard tiiis
routine time and again. In 1972, then Commissioner Bell stood up
and said, 'We, have very little authority to affect in any way the
eligibility of a duly,accredited institutien." %;)

In my paper I have documented in the general education provi-
sions of the law and in the title IV programs statutory citations
which then 'existed, which were then not used by the program
adininistrators in the Office of Education to monitor and to oversee
these pretrams.

We don t need more. legislatiorp My question that I raise with the
committ6e i!; if- A, B and C are the system, and A and B are not
doing their job completely, are they going to do it any better if you
kick out C?

Those are my concerns. I do hope that there will be additional
hearings on a matter so serious as this. I appreciate the opportuni-
ty of sharing these views with you; ,

Mr. FORD. Thank you..
Mr. Saunders?

'6 I

summENT ClIARI*S SAUNDFRS Art(I )iNT
AMERICAN (;OUNCII-5- PINJ EDUCATION 4

Mr. SAUNDERS. Thank you, me. Chairman. I would like to defer
comments on the accreditation issues, if you will, andaddress soFne
of the concerns of the institution-based higher edi:teation aasoci-
ations, with the voice of the regulator seen in proPosals of the
administration for institutional eligibility and student. information.
Because my remarks will be critical with respect to details, I would
like to say pp front that we certainly support 140 strongly support.
the thrust, the direction of the administratioNtrAevommendations
in both these areas. We, in general, support the codification re-
quirements for 6ligibility, and we strongly endorse as far as stu-
dent information provisions go, the administration'ii two principal
recommendations, that is., to make the student information require-
ments a prerequisite of institutional eligibility' instead of 'a use.l.o
which adlninistrasive cost -allowances mdst be put and nutke stfth
information available to all prospective and enrolled students in-
stead of simply those requesting it. So we do support these primary
thrusts. .

I would just like to focus attention on some of the details of the
draft. legislation which give us some serious concern, and they are
details, but. they dre serious to the higher education community
which feels very oppressed already-with regulations.

4 )
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Our first concern is the language in the proposed administration
bill that institutions must establish a tuition refund policy that, the
Sec.retary determines to be fair and equitable.

I .speak with sonic,: frustration, because we have been fighting
what amounts to a guerrilla warfare with the administration over
the last 5 years on this issue. The first week I was on the job at the
American Couqcil on Education 5 years ago. I addressed a letter to
the Office of Education, objecting to their proposed .regulations
regulating fair and equitable tuityion refund policy. The depqrtment
maintained although they gave no reasons ana had no facts or
analysis to show that this was a problem, that they wanted to
regulate institutional,refund policies, iind insisted they had the
legal right under the law to do it, which we disputed.

Congress spoke on this very clearly in 1976.in specifically reject-
ing a provision which would It\ave allpuyed the Commissioner to set
fair and equitable l'efund standards. conferees deckwed in the
committee report on the 1976 amendments that they had no inten-
tion that this requirement be used to justify Federal regulations
specifying the exact criteria that institutional refund policies must
meet. This made no difference_whatsoever to the Office of Educa-
tion bureaucracy. They continued to maintain that, regardless of
what the Congress had said, they still had broad authority and
were still going ahead and rcgulate tuition .refund policies.. This
subcommittee, I know, is familiar with the ins and outs of that
battle, and it was with the help of this subcommittee in calling the
attention of the A,ssistant.Secretary for Education to thelegislative
history that. finally regulations lit...this area last year were stopped.

At that point, some rationality entered the picture, and we en-
tered into negotiations with Deputy Commissioner Kornfeld. He
undertook a study of Vie problem, which showed, in fact, that it
wasn't so much a probleth as "a matter of many institutions around
the country having various different refund policies, and there
seemed to be no commonly understood criteria in the community.
Leo Kornfeld challenged us to come up with our own staniclarda. He
indicated his own feeling that the Federal Government Ishouldn't
regulate in this area, and I think one of the things I am pioudest
of on behalf of the higher ethication community ever the 1ea.3t
years is the way the community responded.

1 would like to' submit for the record,.Mr. Chairman, tliZ front
page lead story in the Chronicle last, week, which tells this storyabout the efforts of the community to yegulate itself on tuition

- refund policy. That article, incidentally, includes a very relevant
quote froM Leo Kornfeld, in which he said;
.,Thert is no question in my mind that the refund Nlicy standards that the
National Association of College and University Business Offiws and the American
Council of Education have IAA out are significantly better than the Federal Govern-
went could ever put out? They are more equitable, they aro more pradical, they are
more livable. and thy effect is we are not going to put out regulations on refundpolicies

As 1 say, we were negotiating in good ftiith with the department,
"and I have no question about the good faith of-Mr. Kornfeld. He is
an'honorable man, but I .wonder what. is happening in the depart-
ment when they trot up a t'ew weeksdater with/language declaringthat the Secretary shouldldetermine what. fair and equitable re-
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fund policies are and force all institutions to go to the Secretary
and say, would you tell us whether our policies are fair and equita-
ble?"

I think this is very distybing, and our proposal is simply Lhat
this subsection strike out reTerence to the secretarial determination
and maintain, as currently understood, Lhat the institution shall
establish and maintain a fair and. equitable tefund policy.

I also have a question on this issue which I would like to raise
for Mike O'Keefe, while he is here, because under this institutional
eligibility provision in the department's testimony last week; page
23 of the Secretary's statement, iL says that the "institutions will
be required as part of these. conditions Lo reporL their dropout
rates" and in page 40 of the appendix of thaL same statement, says,
"The Commissioner will undertake a study Lo determine minimally
acceptable dropout rates which would then be incorporated in
standards for eligibility."

Now, I find no such reference to standards in the draft legisla-
tion, and it is, as I say, a little curious or questionable as to what
the administration is -after here. I simply suggest that whatever
they are after, it is wrong. I don't see that there is a national
problem of dropout rates that we have to get evei'y institution
reporting Lo the Federal Government what its dropout rates are. I
would submit. that dropout orates will vary according Lo the type of
institution, the economic conditions of the region or local c&itt.thuni-
ty; vary on a lot of different grounds, and the idea of having the
Commissioner or theecretary establish a national standard for a
dropout rate is educational idiocy, it seems to me.

I just have a couple of comments on the studerrt information
provisions, and I did want to call your attention, as r say, to the
regulatory mind at work. If I could call your attention to page IV-
F-7 of the administration's proposed language, sUbsections (I), (J),
and (K). I haven't mentioned in my testimony eubseetion -,(D, which
says that the institution shall accurately describe special facilities
and services available to handicapped students. I don't see that we
could object t.o this, except to ask why. I would presume that any
institution which has gOne to the trouble of arranging special
facilities. and services for handicapped students would .do their
utmost to call their attention to it. But this places a new Federal
requirement on institutions to call their attention to it, and it, in
effect, places institutions in a double ,jeopardy, because now under
section 504, they have to make facilities availahle, and this new
regulatory provision implicitly says that ah institdion could spend
thousands of dollars on the development of special facilities, but it.
still could have its Federal funds cut off if some bureaucrat doesn't
like the P.R. it put'but to call attention to the facilitips.

Subsection (J)-----the institution shall accurately describe whetber
or not it offers a. course or courses of study intended to prepare
student8 for a particular .vocati6n, trade; yrolession or career field.
I call attention to the langutige "whether or 'not." It. apparently
won't be sufficie to the bureaucrats at, the Office.of Education
just to describe -sea that do prepare for career .fields; you are
going t.o have to escribe the courses that don't prepare people for
a career field. I can see the institutions submitting catalogs identi-

Is

^"
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fying which course Ms nothing to do with anything whatever, andwhich course is valuable as training for an occupation. .That again is -a good example of busy work in the Office ofEducation. It doesn't do anything for paperwork, either.Subsection (K) talks .,about providing placement data for allcourses of study leading to employment. This is an attempt to writeinto legislation regulations which exist, but which are much lessrestrictive than this. We had much communicatiOn back and forthwith the Office of Education over the years, and the Office conclud-ed that, where an institution didn't have accurate placement data,it could use regional or State, or national data. This proposedlanguage would require the institution to provide data on wheretheir students are employed and what salary they are getting.Most institutions don t have this data; they see no responsibilityfor getting it. It is meaningless; itit. could only be obtained on avoluntary basis, and anSr data which could be derived would berelatively worthless. We did a study of this a couple years ago,when the Office -of Education set out to regulate this, which indi-cated it would probably cost every institution an averap of $10,000to conduct such a stuay and to process it and provide informationwhich, when finally obtained, would be meaningless.SO I simply conclude, Mr. Chairman, that these are good exam-ples of the concerns that the community has with the regulatorymind and busy work, and we see no reason for including- detailednew requirements 'like these on every institution in the country inwhat are otherwise some very good sound new proposals from theadministration.
IThe information referred fo above follows:1
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1sOnka on 4dmikkatratIon:a lAptitutlonal ElijObikity
and Student Information Recomendationo

to

Roues Subcommittee on Pootsocondary Education

July 25, 1979

by

Charlem Saundera, Jr.
Vito President for Governmental Relations

kmerican Council on Education

A

1. Inutitutional Ell,gibillty_Oec. 492)

Thie Le a reasonable codification of requiremenewith ono glaring

exception: tho provision of Subsection (3) that institution') eatablieh a tuition

refund policy "that tha Secretary determines to be fair and equitable."

We propose that this Subsection read 'Amply: "The inatitution shall

eatablish and maintain A fair and eqditable refund policy concerning atudent

tuition and other fees."

Congreee apecificarg rejected a provision authoriaing the Commieeioner

to set criteria,for "fair and equitable" refund policina in 1976, when the coeferees

on P.L. 94-482 agreed on oubptitute language requiring tnatitution'S to publieh

information about their refund policiee. Thu Conference Report (p. 201) declared:

"The managers crate that they do not intend this new requirement to be used LO

juetify federal regulations specifying the exnet criteria inetitutional refund

policiea must meet."

Thus Congress recognised that tuition refund policion are akinatitutional

(not a federal) responsibility. The higher education community haa worked for over

veer co develop guidelines for, meeting this reaponsibility which could be accepted

264/
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througtuut ch.:community. To give (ha Secretary final ludgment tn thlo matter.

an the Admintatrettoe proper...a. woula saboteee a notably eke:coast.. 'effort by tho

community to regulate itoelf.

ti.s.edent informe0Lon (sc. 4g)4)

We ...adores the Adwiniotration'a
two principal recommendattone. to woke the

student Information requtramente a prerequioite for inetticutionel eligibilty (ineteed

of simply a tide to which admintstrattve
cout allowances Ibullit be put), and 'to make

such informatioe available to all
prospective and enrolled studento (instead of only

thoect requesting it).
i

We oppone two new requiremento the Administration io propootng in

elnueeo (J) and (K).

Ao draft& (J) eueme to require that inecttutione ideotify which courses

lc offers to prepare otudents for a proteselon or career field, and whleh lc offere

for no practical reaeun whatever. We Gee no reation for ouch bureaucratic intruoion.

Clause (K) ermine to be an effort to write Into low currant regulation')

requiring alumni placement data for coureea which the institution claims prepare

owdente for a particular field. it to much more reetrictive than current

regulacione. which permit the institution to provide regional or national

employment dace when ocatiotically meaningful data caenot be obtained from Ito

own alumni. The language As drafted le exceestve, urnlemliatic, and unrenoonable.

It would force tnatltutions to nut tip costly procedures for surveying Alumni on

their employment And salary, without any expectation that the data obtained would

have Any otatiotlealvaltdity. HEW haa provided no renaons for imposing ouch a

debtou2 egulatory exercise, and we know of none.
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tatement of Pnncipies Admissions.and Recruitment-?S
curate files can be maintained in the
schools.

WAIHINOTON
Folloving Is the test of the "Joint

3tertentent on Principfrs at Good
Practice la College Admissions and
Recruitment developed by the
American A Sehlation of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions (Muss.
the Colince Board. che National As
Iodation of College Admissions
Counselors. and the National Assoa-
Wind SeCondory School Principab.

Admissions Promotion
and Recruitinent .

1.iPdrictus rotating
to colleges and univonsitlos

A Admissions enunseiors are pro-
fessional members of their institu-
fide's staff As professional's. they

eceit:e remuneration on fired sala.
T. rather 'lit commission or bonus
rbased on t number of students
recruited

R When adibissions counselors
are responsible for the development
of publications used for their institu-
tions promotional and recruitment
aclivitks designed to elicit the Inter-
ests of prospective students. these
publications should.

State cleirly and precisely re-
quirements fob secondary sdutol
preparation. admissions tests, and
transfer-student admissions require.-
w ets:

!sande current and occurate
admissions calendar:

Give precise information about
oppoetunities and requirements foe

-finandal aid:
Describe in- detail any special

progmats suth as overseas *Indy.
eddy dectsioa, arty admission; coed-
it-by-easatiaatiow. or 'advanced
plocemest:

Cattalo ratmcOP004 lin olon'

pus ant) community that ate current
and realistic. -

C Colleges and unfversitl$s are
responsible for ell people whom they
involve in admissions, promotional,
and recruitment activities tincluding
their alumni, coaches, students. fae .
tiltyl and for educating them about
the principies outlined in this state-
ment

College-3 and universities that en-
gage the services of admissions man-
agement firms or consulting firms are
responsible for assuring that such
Rims adhere to the principleit stated
herein,

It Admissions counselors are
forthright and accurate and give com-
prehensive information in presenting
theft institutions to high-school per.
sonnet. prospective students. end
their parents. They:

State clearly the aMmksions and.
other requirements of their institu-
tions;

Make clear all dates concerning
application. notification. and candi-
dates' reply requirements, for .both
admissions and financial aid:

Furnish aati descriptive of cur.
rently enrolled ClUseS:

AvOld unfavorable comparisons
with other institutions.

fi Admissions counselors avoid
unprofessional promotional tactics.
such as:

Contractlne with high-school
personnel for itemuneration for re-
ferred students:

Contraction with placement
services that require a fee from the
institution foe each student enrctiled:

Encoureging students to transfer
if they have shown no interest- in
doing.so.

Admissions counselors do not
recruit students enrolled and regis-
tered at Other colteges or uniVeraltles
unless the students initiate Inquiries
thetneclees. or wakes cooportion Is

sought from institutions that provide
transfer programs

11.11PrInotplos minting to schools .

Sehools will:
A Provide a mogram of counsel-

ing that is accurate and comprehen.
sive with respect to the college op!
portunities sought hy students and
available to them.

1.-i /II. Encourage students and lima
parents to take the initiative.in learn-
ing about colleges and universities.

C. Invite coil* and university
representatives to assist in counsel-
ing candidates about colleart opportu-
nities.

D. Avoid unfavorable% camper*.
sons with other institutions.

E. Refuse unethical or unproks.
Mortal requests (e.g.,. for lists of top
students, lists of athletes, ete) from
college or university representatives
(e.g.. alumni, coaches. etc.).

P. Refuse any reward or reflth
neration front college. university.
or private Collnseling service for
placement of their schoors students.

1.3Princip4e* rotating
to community *gond*,

Such agencies will: .

. A. Provide accurate -desctiptions
for schools and colleges of the serv.
lcesovnilabk through their agencies,
since It is the responsibility of Corn-
muffin/ agencies to make such serv-
ices known to studentt, parents, sec-
ondary schools. and colleges.

R. Provide students with up-to-
dtte nformatlous on postsecondary
Inuit ions and processes.

C. Attslist students in discovering
the colleges that, meet thel:
ieeda.and Interests.

educ tion..10b offorturities.
see ty options: college, vocation-

sbideMs on all pea,

E. Report to secondary ticjtools on
fleir relpectIse students no that a0-
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t.4
College fairs. clearinghouses, and

metrhing selvifet that provide liai-
son between colleges and universities
and students shall be considered
positive mut of the admissions proc
ess if they ellectively supplement
other high-school guidance activities

sah,se to the OrinriPlea of good
practice stated herein

2
Application Procedures

2.1
Colleges and universities will:
A. Aceept full responsibility for

admissions decisions and for proper
notification a those decisions to can-
didates and, when possible. to secon.
dory schools

H. Receive information about can-
didates In confidence and respect
completely, within the confines of
federal antl/Of Male law., the confi-
dential nature of such data

C Not apply newly revise'd re-
quirements to the disadvantage or a
candidate whose secondary school
course has been established in accor-
dance with earlier requirements.

D. Notify candidates as soon as
possible if they are clearly inadmissi-
ble.

E. Not deny admission to a candi-
date on the grounds thin their institu-
tion does not have aid funds to meet
the . candidate's apparent linancial
need:except fOr forei students.

F. Not require candidates Of their
schools to indicate thd order of can-
didates' college or university prefer-
ences. except under early ...decision
plans.

0. Permit candidates to choose
nithoOt penalty among offer. of ed.

mission until they have heard from
all colleges to which they have ap-
plied. Of uuutil the date established
under the Candidates Reply Date
Agreement

H. leaintnin a waiting list 01 re*
sortable length and only for a reason-
able period of time

State clearly the application pro-
cedures for transfe; students by In

.forming cateltdates ot deadlines, doc-
uments required. courses accepted.
and COUrse equivalency.

2.2
Secondary schools will:
A Provide foe colleges and univer-

sities accurate, legible. and complete
transcnipts for their school's
dates.

B. Describe their school's marking
system and method of deteinfining .

rank in class.
C. Describe clearly special cur-

ricular opportunities (e.A.. honors.
advanced placement courses. semi
oars, etc.).

D. Provide accurate itescriptions
of the cendidates' personal qualities
that are relevant to the admissions,
process.

E RePort any significant change in
candidates' -status .or qualifications
between the time of recartmendation
and graduation

F. Urge candidates to recognize
and discharge their responsibilities in
the admissions process by:

Complying with requests for ad-
ditional information in a timely man-
ner:

Responding to institutional
deedlines on edmissions and refrain-
ing from stockpiling acceptances:

Responding to institutional
deadlines on MOM reservations. fi-
nancial *id, health refolds and pre-
scheditling where all or imy of these
ere applicable.

Conimmed on Follenving Pate
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Statement on Admisions
G 1401. without pettnisoon of

candidate,. reveal the c4ndtdates
college reference

II Adviee students not to ogn any
contractual agreement with an insti
Mims 'wtthout examtaing the provr
%ions of the contiect

I Advt,e students to notify other
instututtona when they hre accepted
an edmissions offer

2 3
(nmmuntty agencies will
A Exercise their responsibility to

the entire educational community
8 Discottrage unnecessary multi

pte application,
C Di wourrage student s front

trockpiling offer, of adnuccom

3
. ,

f mallow Assistance
fiebere trait al stridnee

is tiased ..t.) need)
Financial asostarice conststs of

scholarship, grant., loans and em-
ployment whit h may he offered to
alt student, singly or vortoui
forms

3.1

Colleges and universities will
A Strive. through then publica

lions and communication, to ptts-
ante %c hoot . par ent and %/intent,
with l.i(Sul inhumation ihont their
institution s ski pporiunthes pro-
gram,. and practice,

knew financial actistancr from
colleges and other ,o1Trce, 37 oipple
mentary to the efforts of student
family when thc under* ts not self
suppiwIrlig

C In detern lllll nu the financial
4ontrtbutton o( a tannjrrlaie a family.
Joie .nreittods that a l s ll ability to

Commued from Precedrog Page

P ay in a consistent and equitable notify the ctlleges to wine!' they
manner such as those developed by have molted. d the type anal amount
ihe College. -Scholarship Service and. 01suat Qum& assisiancoo-
the Arnetwan College Telling Pro-
gram

II Clearly state the total yeatty
Cost of attending their insunition and
outline estimates of need foe students
seeking alsiAtanee

E. Permit candidates to choose.
without penalty among-008er, of fl
n ancial assistance until they have
heard (tom all colleges to which they
have applied, or unit! the Ate vital/.
Inflect under the Candidate, Reply
Date Agreement

F Clearly state policies on renew-
als of aid awafd,

C; NM announce publicly the
amount of financial award tit an mall.
vidual candidate srtd thus avoid re
venting the cabdidate &fluty finan
cud IthmtliOn

If Not consider A student', need
for financial aid as a ctucnon for
admis,ton sclectiolt

Notify applicants of institutional
financial aid decisions before the.'
dale by which they must reply to the
instituncm s offel of admission

I Meet the full need of ctudent, to
the estent possrbte wrihtn the opium-
tiotOs caPabilitiet

K &take awards to students who
apply for renewal of aid by reviewing
the student s financial circumstance,
and establishing the amount of aid
needed with full csynsideratton 01 the
student's current need.

4

Advanced standing -
students mid the

awardilt :122/dit

C011eges And universities agree
that

A Placement, credit. aml exernp-
non polkies that are designed princt
pally to tecrun student, are inumcal
to.the heat interest, 01 students.

El Student achievement should be
evaluated through itse of validated
methods and techniques

C rotten-1 and procedure& for
grenting credh should he defined and

--published as part of an institution

s..crindary schools will
A Refrain tn public announce

ments. from giving the amounts ot
finan'cial atd received by students.

13 Advise student, who have been
awarded aid by socuces outside col.
lege,' flint st is their responsdnlity to

preadmisison, information.
r, The evaluation of previously

earned credit should be done in a
manner that insure, the integrity nt
atedernic standa ds nobbshed by the
adn ttttt n Of university

4.2

Sendindary school perlitnnel agree
that they will

A Alert student, to the frill mph-
canon, ol college and university
placement. Cretin and esemption
poitcies for the students' cdstratittnal
planning and goals

8 Make Students aware Of the
importance of accreditation

C Make students aware of the
possibilities of carding credit through
nontraditional COM:Minnal raper-t-
enet and through examination, and
alternative method, of instruction

Mr. FORD..Ms. Baron?

STATEMENT OF KATIIRYN BARON; NATIONAL SfUDENT
EDUCATIONAL FUND

Ms. BARON-. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank
you for the opportunity 'to speak here today.

My name is Kathryn Baron, Project Director with the National
Student Educational Fund. I am pleased to provide initial reactions
to the administration's proposals in the areas of accreditation,
institutional eligibility, consumer information and financial aid ap-
plication forms. These are areas .in which the National §tudent
Educational Fund has worked for severaLyears with the goal that
no . persons be denied postsecondary education for lack of money,
information, counseling or programs to meet his pr her `needs.

The U.S. student association joins with NSEF izuthis testimony.
We are pleased that the administration has -peen exami ing the%l
best roles for the Office of Education, the State agencies, stitu-
tions, financial aid processing sei-vices, and stiident peer sm..' elors
in providing good information and financial aid services.to students
'and Prospective stude4ts.

. 0' lk
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We are also pleased with the proposal to make the studentconsumer information standards a part of institutional eligibility,
the encouragement of institutions to use work study students asfinancial- aid peer counselors and/ academic tutors in junior andsenior high schools and to provide financial aid processing free tothe studants.

We feel that OE should be providing technical assistance andmodels of good peer counseling. This has been the emphasis andgoal of NSEF better information project, to set standards andprovide technical assistance for student projects.
I would also like to mention the student commissioner confer-.

ence organized by.NSEF, USSA and COPA, which seek to educatestudents on financial aid issues so they can go back to the campus-
es and become providers of information for their peers.We are concerned that there is no real encouragement beingprovided for the system here and peer counselors and would sug-gest perhaps that the Government fund the college work studystudents who are doing peer counseling at 100 percent rather than80 percent.

I would also like to mention at this time about refund policies.The U.S. student association and COPA have been working withthe American Council on Education and other associations in thedevelopment of voluntary self-regulation in the area of tuitionrefund. We like the voluntary guidelines; we feel in some waysthey are better than those provided by the Office of Edu'cation, butour problem is with enforcemont, and we feel that with 'the 87000or so institutions in this country that some of these may takeadvantage of voluntary guidelines and perhaps HEW should as-sume some kind of enforcement role with those guidelines proposedby ACE.
We also endorse the initiative in separating Federal regulation ofaccrediting organizations from the establishment of quality of aca-dernic financial aid and information services. We are concernedthat. the Mice of Education is not providing any standard in placeof this deregulation, however, to ensure that students are not mis-led and taken advantage of. We feel that the Office of Educationshould require State licensing, and propose Federal self-studystandards with student participation similar to that developed by''the American Institute for Research, and described in this report.,which is entitled "Accreditation Agency Field Test of InstitutionalSelf-Study Form,- which describes different forms of self-study thatcan be.undertaken hy each institution.
We are disappointed that consumer information strategies arenot reinforced by:
First. fiesignating of responSibility of the Commissioner to en-sure through leadership and coordination of efforts,by the Federal,State, institutions and consumer groups that. eir,ery potential stu-dent learns about financial rights to attend .pogtsecondm'y educa-tion: ,

Secôna. Setting of measurable standaids for institAtional .infor-mation in comparable .formats, in catalogs,' in computerized careerinformlition vystems in high school and cOmmUnitT agencieSconsumer-Service audits of financial aid and information sirsil

c
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Third. Identifying maintenance of 4fort provisions for adminis-
trative cost allowances; and

Fourth. Involving consumers in tlik process through campus fi-
nancial aid grievance committees and in institutional self-studies of
consumer protectiOn.

We are further disappointed that HEW has gone through its
normal attempted abdication of responsibility for supporting State
postsecondary educational plauing. I am referring to the .proposed
elimination of State planning agencies or 1,202 commissions. The
provision of consumer information is particularly one which needs
a stable Federal/State relationship in planning the collection and
provision of high quality, useful information to each student, pros-
pect,ive student and family.

In additiZ,n, we are very interested to see the specific proposal for
the elimination of application processing fees. We hope' it involves
a comprehensive proposal to cover the Basic Grant processing,
processing for State grant aid and for discretionary aid distributed
.by institntions.

In sum, we recommend that. Congress, in adopting HEW's recom-
mendations, begin by placing clear responsibility on .the Office of
Education for providing information to prospective stwlents
through annual cooperative efforts. with States, institutions, _proc-
essing agencies, and consumer groups.

I have an example of a State agency publication which should
have been distributed. It is a financial aid workbook produced by
the State of California for all high school seniors, and this has
worksheets and everything for the student., prospective students
and family, which will tell them how much aid they can expect to
get from each individual institution, private or public, they should
choose to attend.

Two, conducting a feasibility study of financial aid data banks
which would require comparable cost and finailcial aid data from
college.

Three, require consumer service audits of institutions' aid and
information services by surveying a percentage of financial aid
appl icants.

Fourth, establishing a maintenance-of-effort provision for cost
allowances.

We also feel strongly that administrative allowances slitild be
funded in addition to, rather,than, subtracted from,.the student aid
money. `.

Five, requiring financial aid grievtTcb committees, with student
participation.

Ms. llivoN. No., f); not, eliminating th itegulation of 'accrediting
orkanizations uniNs the pffice of Educt Cien provides an alterna-
ti'0 plan for monitoring or improving the quality of academic
services. .

Other concerns in the infoi:matiOn ,
ate inchreled, hi' Joel Packer's

'testimony hetbye thii slificoMrnittee, of June `12`for the United
StatAftudent ASsociatiOn on .8tud4nt. Informatieti-Amd Studerit
.Consunier Protectcion:. *,

This -cogcluaes otyr-toetithouy.
,Tha n k you very. Much for 'the opliortuhity to. -13,6 here: \
Mr. FORD. MOD k

A
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Ms. Knudson?

STATEMENT OF BARBARA KNUDSON CHAIRWOMAN,
ACCREDITATION ADVISOR COUNCIL

Ms. KNUDSON. I tan Barbara H. Knudson, professor of continuingeducation and criminal justice studies at the University of Minne-sota.
I have served for 'this past year as chairperson of the Commis-sioner of Education's Advisory Committee -on Accreditation andInstitutional Eligibility.
That committee is chartered by the Secretary of HEW to "reviewand advise the Commissioner qf Education in the formation of allcurrent and future policy. relating .to the matter of institutional

eligibility."
This is only one among the many important functions which theAdvisory Committee performs.
I appreciate the invitation to talk with you this morning aboutthe department's proposal, "to sever completely the link betweenprivate accreditation and institutional eligibility for Higher Educa-tion Act programs."
This program, Mr. Chairman, is, in my opinion not desirable, andI recommend to tin, members of this subcommittee that you care-fully study it before you take any form of action.
I will try to be very brief. To do this and still cover the subject, Ihave brought with me a set of documents from iNF files which willgive you a more cornprehemive picture of the Federal eligibilitysystem and which I would like to ent.er into the record.
The Office of Education's system for/determining institutional

eligibility derives from at least 26 sp ific statutory authorizationsissued over the past 27 years, datin ack to (he post-World War IIera.
From them has emerged a ssteni using.three complementary

bases on which eligibility determinations depend. The three ele-ments of eligibility are; as you 'have heard stated, State licensure
and/or approval, and accreditation by a nationally recognized agen-cy or association, and Federal statutory and regulatory programrequirements.

I personally support this systen because it allows for a partner-,ship among these three important societal forces: The private sec-tor, the States, Nd the Federal Government.
Each has an integral role to play.
The States attest to "minimum conditions to operde"; accredit-ing agencies are concerned with "minimum standards of education-al quality"; and Federal program managers provide program orpost-audit reviews of institutions partipatmg in F deral programs.It is important to note that this historical settn itment of sup-port by the Congress and the Office of Education the role ofprivate accreditiation in the eligibility proceiss ht-1.% CO çlate precludedthe development of Federal or State clans to contro , supplant, orcompete with the recognized accreditmg agR;tiqes, thus effectivelycontrol higher educatiVn in this Nation.
This 'support of .nongovernmental voluntary ti:ccrediting associ-ations may well be the most si nificant benefit of all flowing fromthe current eligibility system. Neitber the States, the Federal Gov-

/ )
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ernrnent, nor the accrediting gommunIty should singlely exercise
the eligibility function.

It is and should remain a collective, coordinated endeavor in
which the public is the main beneficiary.

The department's proposal, however, would sever this important
linkage to self-regulation on the part of higher education. The
proposal would remove accreditation as the "quality control" mech-
anism in determining institutional ;t7r- program eligibility. In its
place a Federal-State mechanism would be inserted.

While accreditation today serves as an effective countervailing
element -to State .and Federal action in tho eligibility .procoss, to-
morrow may well see the shape and cpdition of American higher
education change, in which directione it is difficult to assess and
somewhat frightening.

I believe that the proposed Federal-State system of eligiblity
invites a hind of rigidity which will-make any past practices inov:-
ing thiS,Ntion towards standardization of education look like
child's play:

I am not alon.6, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in
iny thinking about this-Indeed, what I find astonishing about the
Department s proposal is that it runs counter to most, if not. all, of
the major research'on the eligibility process. Support for the pres-
ent triad of State licensing, private accreditation, end Federal eligi-

,., bility regulatioxkis found in all recent studic of the eligibility
' process, for example:

Tbe 1974 Brookine study on pNvate accredi .ation and public
eligibility, and the findings that year of the House Government)
.Operations Subcommittee;

'The 1975 study by the Federal Interagency Committhe on Educe-
r

bon On a Federal Strategy for Protection ofthe ConsumecetEdu- .

cation, and the ERIC Higher Education' Research Reporf on Ac-
creditation 'and Institutional Eligibility;

'The 1976 study by the. American Institutes for Research on Im-
paiving the Consumer Protection' Function in .Postsecondary Edu-
cation, recently ju§t, alruded to by our representative of the Student
Association, and the Institutes 1978 study on State Oversight in
Postsecondary Education, and this year the General Accounting
'Office study on institutional eligibility, which pointed out, to bd
sure,.some problems, but still supported the triad notion and the
moat .recently of all, the Carnegie Council report entitled, tair
Practices in Higher Education.

None of these studies calls for the present: eligibility system's
dissolution or for, the removal of the accreditation component:
While Acknowledging some needs for improvement, the system is
perceivod,4123 having effective "economic and balances" and as hay-
ing served the Nation well.

There is another important.perspective on the subject.
SinCe 1968, every Commissioner's Advisory Committee on Ac-

creditalion and Institutional Eligibility has reviewed policy issues
concerned with the eligibility process and has endorsed continued
reliance on ithe triad arrangement.

'Each review has also been accompanied by a recoMmendation to
strengthen the Office's reView of accrediting .bodies. In addition,
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tHe committ,ee has' urged that the S'cate lic .nsing 'role in the oligi-bili spited) be strengthened.
In this connection, I woc,id bring to the subcommittee's attention

tbe Advisory Committe'e's DeceAM78 review of eligibility is-sues regarding reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of1965
We made "cti series of recommendations, including One that I/should mention, thati "The eligibility system should be strength-ened to effect a nThre balanced reliance Upon accrediting agencies

and State's legal authorizirig agenci4'
The committee unanimously rejecd thet of establishment, ofa Federal approval/accrediting mechaft
Mr. Foltn. rxeiase me for interrupting.you.
We have barely enough time to make this vote.
we will return.
IA fwief recess was taken.)
Mr. Foul). The subcompittee will resume.
M. KNUDSON,- Let t4 conclude ten, Mr. -Ohairruirm and justdraw the attehtipn.of7the mkt,mbers ef the subcpmmitteke to -what IbehoW to be one of the most significant conclusions that wasreached at what is' really the onlvy national invitational Conferenceon institutional Eligibility, which today reaily examines thosequestions exhaustively.

7rhe conferees attending that meeting concluded that:"Accredita-tion is an essential.component in the eligibilitrtysti6 and must,never be dropped unless it is replaced by_ a :process at least asdenianding in asTsessinent of educational :quality as is accredita-tion.-
I don't see in the proposal subrnitted to you last,Thursday suchan alternative- to accredilation. State ,Ait.engure which establishes

minimum conditions to overate i$ not, an.piternative for accredita-. tion assessment '6l educational quality.
In fact, most States have to date de: onstrateA neither the cantle-ity nor oven the willingness to- e . t the kind of oversight Of*factions of higher education thr, Is called for in the Depart-,

ment s proposal..
,4On ,the othe:r hand,. the institutions ef.,highey educallon oP thisNotion under the leader(ship of the AmeriCan -Council have clearlycordmitted thetnselveg "to renewed efforts at self-regulation whichin this casa means utilization of and reliance on :put- well-eiltab-, lishea peer: reeview accreditation processes. \

'There is probably, not time to ,coMment. On many Other potOntial.
fallputs from the Oepat.ftment's proposal, ouch 'tis the -physictil implications, which seeM-Pa me to be very substantial. .`

The' grave dangei; to the_ entire accreditatibil systent, from thisproposal and the enorm0,cs potential for a more.intrusive State-andli`ederal presenct t he higher education system nf oui, countryyvktch would, in my opinian, quite clearly move cs.in the direction.orthe monolithic ministry of education models.
. In codclusion, it is. my belief that the.' Department's proposalunder discussion which would supplant the current usage WOCId inthese and .other .ways drastically alter the power Structure and.Mee the very' character, of t-he American system or highereduc ,

.
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I would urge you to consider fully the multiple implications of
this drastic step before proceeding.

This concludes my remarks, and I appreciate the opportunity to
be here and will be more than pleased, when possible, to answer
your questions.

Thank you.
(The information. follows:]

tt
f.1
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Mr. 'Chair:ran, MaMhera of the Subcotamitcett

Teetimony presented to the Subcommittee
July 25. 19M
Subcowt5itteo onyos( occondary Education
Committee on Educetion end Labor
Uouno of itoprosentativos

Congross of Alio United Stator).

I am Barbera H. Knudson. Professor of Continuing Edocatton and Criminal

Junttco Studiae at the University of Minnesota. I have norved fon thin pont year

au chairporpon of the Commissionor. of Educetion'a Advil;ory Committee on Acciedite ton
And Inerituttunet hltgkbilip.

Tho Committoe la charterer.; by tho Secretary of UEW

to "review and advloo.qus Commissioner of RdUen[ton lA tho formatiOn of all cerrent

and future policy relating le the matter or institutional eligibility, -1! Thio ia .

only one. among the many invortent function') which thmAdvieory Commit. e performs.
' . .

_ __---,--

I appreciate tho Invitation to talk with you this morning about the Department's

propoaal "to graver completely tho link between prtveto accreditation and inatitotionel

oligthttlty for nigher Education Act programs." Thitt pruponnt, fic. Chairmen, le la

my opinion not dosirable and
I recommend to the motahora of, Chin sobcommittoe that you

carefully tautly it before you take any form of action.

Lot me be brief in view of your time constrainte. To do chi* and etIll cover

tho subjoct, I have brought with mu oevor,al documor4a from my files which will siva

you a More comprohanstvo picture of the rederel,oligthility system, which I would

ill)

J.J......to Miler into the record.

I,
Thu Office of Education'a system for determining inatitetional eligibLittY

derives from at toast 26 specific stattrtoey authorizatlons isclued over tho pact 27 .

yollra, dating hack to the post World War II Urn. From those a eystem truing three

complIdmoatary bases On which eligibility dot.ormlnariena depend hen emerged. The
throe elements of eligibility are:

a) Stato licenser.) and/or approyel;

b) Accroditu(tion by a.nationally recognized agency or ausociation nnd;

C) Federal atatutory and regulatory program requiremente.

I pornonally aupporc this sytitem berate:so it allows for a partnerahip among these

three Important societal. fodroS: the private aector, the States, and the Fudotal

Government. Each has an integral rold to play. The State() attest to "minimum

conditions to operate"; accropiting.sgencied nre concerned with "minimum stnndards of

educational quality"; and Federal program managers provide program or post.-audlt

roviewn of Institution.) par,ticionting in Fodoral.programe. It La iMportant to note

that this historical commitment of nuppOrt by tho Congress oC t)to Office of Education

-e
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tu the role of private accred List Ion in the el ig ih it It y process has to ilnie precluded
the develupment of Federal or Stare plena to Zontrol, Bflpplant wr compete with the
recognized accredit lag agenc lett and thus effecrively contrul biliher oducation in thin

nation_ Thtn auppurt of nortgoveramental, voluntary ruvediting associatium may well
be the moat a ign if lcant benef it of ail f lowing from the current el igibil it y (system.

Neither the Staten sit t.,./13>-Izqrtral Goverment, or the accrediting community should

a lngly exerc lee the el igibil ity, (uric t ion. rt la and should rema in a collective.
coord inated endeavor In which ti1/4 publ ic is the main benef ic Lary.

.The Department's proposal, however, would sever this important linkage to aolf-
regulation en the part uf higher education. ,The proposal would remove accreditation
as the "qual ity c,ontrol" mechanism in determining lest linr idnal or program eligibility.
In its place, a Fed-et-al-State mechanism would be inner ted. While acc.redltation today
serven-as an:f fect lye countervailing element to State and Federal netton In the
eligliillity prsweLl, tomorrow may well see the shape and cond It loll of American higher
educe t tonal change-- In wh Ix h d il?ec t Ion ia d if I lc u I t to .9 Tiflt!,15 and somewhat

fr ight en ing. i. bel (eve that the propued Federal State system of el igIbl lity :invites
a kind a- rtgldity which will Lke any past practices moving this nation toward
standar izat ion of 'educat ion look 1 Ike child 'a play.

. .:

I am not a lune, tit . Cha trman, in my .th inking about this. Indeed , what 1 i Ind

astuntshing about the Department's proposal is that it runs counter to taunt, if not
. a171., of, the majur r eoearch on the el 101,11 ay .proceos. Suf;port Por the present.

"triad" of (state 1 icensing, pr ivate accreditat ion, and ledern4 el igibility regulation

is found in all recent (studies of the eligibility proceua, for example:
--the 19/4 Brookings study on Private Accreditation and'PubLic Et licrliallt-T,

. and the f ind tugs, that Year , of the Douse Government Operat ions Suhconsml tree;

-:r.Jte 197', study/ by the Federal Interagency tosuRIttce on Educat len On a Federal
P s

Strategi _For Protection Of The consumer Of4tiucatinn, and the ERIG/Iligher
Education Reqearch Report on Accredltution and institutional Eligibility;
the 1916 study by the American ,Inst (totes for Rear.)11 on improving. The

Gontiumer Prot et!t_ len_Function in Posinecondary Educat ion and the Institut ea'

1978 study; on State Oversigift In Postaeconilary Educal ion and;
--Thin year, tile General Accounting ()like (study 9n Institutioonl_Eligibllitx

x and the Carniegle Council report entitled, Fair Practicea In Higher Education.
None of theab studien calla tor the present eligibility syatem'a dinsolut ion or for the

removal of the accreditation component. Mile acknowledging Lsonie needs.; for Improvemenn,
. ,. .

s.

the aYsteal in Mpd I having ef f ect ive "checks and ,bal anc es." and an serVin t. lie

country weir., T. 're is another important perspective on the subject. Since 1968,

/

sk.
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every Commissioner'e Advise-1'y Committee on Accreditation and institutional Eligibility
tuts reviewed policy issuss concerned with the eligibillry procoas nnd has endorsed

continued reltance on the ttled arrangement_ Each review has also been accompanied
4by a tacommendatIon to strengthen the Offica's review of accrediting bodies. In

addition, the Committee haft urged that the,State licensing role In tho eligibility.
oyetem be strengthend_ In this connection,'I would bring to the Shbcommittee'n
attention the Advisory Committee's December 1978 review of eligibi;Ity lsnues

regarding reauthorization of the Higher education Act of 1965, The Committe de
five recommendations, including the recommendation that. "the eligibility system ahouid
be strengthened to effect a more balanced reliance upon accrediting agencies t;nd
State legal authorizing agencies."

The Committee rejected-the idea of establishment
of'a Federal approval/accrediting mechanism.

.

id summary, Mr. Chairs:ea, I would draw the attention of the members of thin
Subcommittee to what I believe to have been ono of the most significant conclusions
reached at a lg1 5 National Invitational

Conference on Institaional Eligibility--

the only conference to dote that 11,as
comprehensivoly.examined the Federai eligibility

proceau. The conferees attending this meeting concluded:

"Accreditation is an essential componenC.in the ellg1hVity system and

must: never.he dropped %stalest:it is replaced by 1 process at: least as

demanding in its assessment of educational qtrality as 16 accreditation."
I do;not see in the proposal submitted to you last Thursday sueh an alternative to
accreditation. In fact, most states have-to date demoostrated neither the capability

nor Ow willingness to effect the,kind of oversight of Inatitutions of higher

education that 18 called for in the Department's proposal. On the other hand, the

lnatitutlons of higher yuca.tion of this ration, under ehtr leadership of the Americ::an

Council on Education, have clearly committed themselves to renewed efforts at self
regulation, which Ln this case meaantilization of and reliance on our weWestablished
peer review accreditation processes.

lif

There its not time enough to comment on mnny other potential -Pfeil-eats" from

thls4proposal such as.the fiscal implications which seem to be very substantial, the

grave danger to the entire accrWitatlott system, the enormous potential for a far

more intrnilye state and federal presence in the higher education system of jnir

country (moving us clearly 6 the direction ofsthe monolithic minisiry of education
Mode!), and the contin:al addition of duplicative monitoring functions'illronghont

the government.

in conclualon,-ir ls my belief that the Depattlflent proposal under discussibn,

supplanting cux!runt uringe, wOuld in these rind -o.t.hof ways, dra,stic4lly alter-the

'AV Tower structure sad the character -ad Nuer.k.hn higher education. . I'm-go you

in consider fully.the taul.tiple Muplicntions of this melnr change in the relatiOnship

between hiyiev education and government-before.proceed.ing.

appreeiate the committee's intltation to Make a statement, and will be
. more thag.410Aeo0 to answer any questions. .

.7
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Colleges. suggested a 35 percem scr-astdc Allan Rivera, spokesman for thc hispanic Higher Education
Coalition. urged a 40 pcieciii set-aside. and also 'Immo es in the challenge grant propiwnl to enconrage
institutions to attract I IIsp.ccicc students to graduate and professional [Pogroms..

% On institutional eligihciI1, the Administration proposes to eliminate accreditation as a statutory
requirement lor threshold eligibibtv to parttcipate. put gicatei }chance on state licensing procedures.
establish stahdards ol adirnmstrAtive and liscal responsibility and make, existing student information re-
gime:nous prerequisites for clijobtlity lor studentaid iunds

Michael O'Keefe. Depicts Assistant HEW Seefetary for I'd tiCall on Planning, said that reliance on
private' accreditation for lederal eligibility purpose's "does not ensure wise investment of federal dollars
Ile said it encomages needless proliferation of accreditation agencies. creates needless paperwork-for
institutions and the government. and mtsleads studems and parents into believing that the federal gosvn-
mem "%ouches low the quality" °I'm] institution re*Zeiving federal- funds

_Kenneth -Cou.ng, president ol the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation an-ci liar tiara Knutsem
chairman of the Accreditation Ails isiic C hum ml. iili,ctcd Pr ehminatinuecreditation as a factoc in de-
termining eligibility Young said it asas important-To knicsv i liii Tsit iiio n tcceiV.-171-gTe-deTiiI fii,;(4-"have
Vine I hliugh a piocess insolving a Morqugh. supervised sell-study and peer review, in addition to eny
other eligibility considerations

(lurks 0 Saundeis. In AC 1 vce-president lor governmental relations, objected to a provision in
the prAmsed inStil ullorGli respiccsilim1ic } standards requiring a tuttion refund policy "that-the Secretary
determines to he lair and equitable Saunders 'said congress has recognized that Ration refund pillicles
ale tip 1115111 u(nin.cl mccii 11, federal responsibility, and the higher egucation crununity
guidelines for meeting this responsibility "l'o give Me Secretary final judgnif ntbin -this nilitter,. as tlie
,Administrahim proposes. ss-qiuld sabotage a notably successful eflOrt by the community to.regulateltsdf."

c!.

he said p

Other highlights of the Adnirmsttattan-s proposals. whicji haveort been introduced in the form of a
hip as yet. mcludc: an overhaul ol the student-loan system, which would establish a two-tiei loan program_

svoull,l he a basic loan program limited to student need, and requiring a student self -hdp Contribution
of $700 tomin'rd the cost of his education. !he loans .Syquld he substdized by the goverpmem while a stu-
dent us n sdrilnl and carry an interest rate therepftir.a5f seven pm-cent or the 1 mistily MTN-11c minus One
ricf cent, whichever is !es.'1. I he second tier would consist of a supplemental loan prmiram to spread edutii-
Mninl costs, and cosel needs not met by other:sources. !hese would require a $700 self-help contribution
and COtry an interest rale espial tp the Ereasury hill rate plus ohe percent which would not be "forgiven"
while the student is in school Ine.cad. In aniount of thcItian would lie wercascd at thr,,outset lo CoSel ,

.
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Overview of Self-Study Project
Charlea W Dayton

American Institutes for Research
Pah!' A no. California

Nom postsecondary diigreo granting institu
lions wore selected in throo iteureditation
regions (Now England. North Central, and
Western) as field test sites utilizing the !SSE
These schools ranged fr two your public
col lllll unity. collegen. to four year prihlic and
priVitte colleges. to major graduate universi
tiara. With public and private Each urstitution
distributed of the !SSE tfr VarIMIS
inentrition 1 Vin OF:01101U vos whose responses
W 0{0 .ISIA/11 ,ollapsod into one "Offirlar vOrti
and Starlit Mad with the institutIon's self study
to the par ticipating act reditation agencies
Acc.reditrition agemy evaluation teams then ,
reviewed the information presented during
their site visits Finally both maturation and
evaluation team representatives at the nano
sites were Interviewed followmg the team
visas to gather r eactrons to the (min and ItS
One as a part of the ac,raddation procoss

Al) hot mu, 1,1 the Selected actiords c, pleted
the [Stir IIS I OAVAVNI,Ili Sr ores lo heaved were
.ompai Jade to ail earlier field test 19 which
forms Wei., externally administered and
scored Most insiltution reprsentatives inter
viewed following the evahmt team visits

heir aWareness of Strident cOlislinier
'clout issues had heels uncrensgd . and

ennwreled W-10 0 IMO ISS F more gAilerally
in the reaocreditati pro, errs E tat nation team
members divided fairly evenly on the first
IcoiliL. somo felt awainness of I he Ititill0.5 In
plestion had been increased. ,,thers telt it had
not Most evaluation team, members felt the
(orm Woolf) hri a useful additirro hi the accredi
rat1011 proreSli generally. but many voiced
Tut lifications And recommendat s I It this
regard (has. in general the mo,titi(Lion
reprosentatives involved lii tho field lost
rott,:tmf no,ro p+siltvely to the torn, 'than did
accreditatoin evaluation teams. Many positivertud klourocoof_s on the fort, arid
rek;,?mmeridations fOr ((Mira rise. Were
Dy'lloth groups. those are detatted iii the
!milt report which is rolailable from Poo
sa,,,ertary Progratits Olvoiron. Off IOC of Pla-n.r.,
tong, Hudgoling and Evaleation, 1.1,5 Offrce
Education. Washingten.,11C

CONCIl.SIONSMECOMMENDATIONS
Druilc

The ISSF te us vatenble additnui to the
aecrorlitatoln process. focusing attention of
insttliqlonrit staff and site vasit learns On an
important urea llat too often tends to be taken
fol granted in regional aeut edit atton A small
perroatitgo inelitutional staff and accredita
tient site visitors 4nestioned tho or-zOlnation of

tin, forge as preseiriong guilt where there linty
have been none, lirAWM/01. Most ii, aopted the
fact that no tristatition is perfect. no matter how
good its Intentions, and there is always room
for improsonient
Development of Alternative' Forma ,

Some (told lost participants recommended
various alterations in tho basic ISSF. inclu-
ding (a) a separr e form for -nontraditional-
programs: (b) a soper ate for m to collect
peruept Of rdirdents and facility. and (c) a
brief version for use as n screenang doviee or
auditing tool AIR recollemends against the
f trait. the voiced coneerlis about iron traditional
programs seem to be with problems of educti
trenal quality not stmdent consumer protection
per sn . and the 155F Is not designed torten) with
this wider topic The second variation woold be
divinablo . but in probably of low priority to
accreditation agencies or tISOE For those
interested in this approach. the AIR Enrolled
Student Questionnaire is available for inves-
tigation, Allt staff have carried out soiric,
preliminary investigations of the third altermi
Live and highly recommend that uso, or
intareSted accreditation agencies pursue IL
Application In Different Circumstances

Some field test participants felt that the ISSF
was more applicable to proprietary and
vocationaltochnical institutions thee to four
year degree granting institutions_ While there
is merit to this obsrvation. held test results
slimy some abuse .1Mtelitinir et vvory Getwol
visited. suggesting the ISSE is appropriate for
application at any type of instihamon Alit does
rect,inicend that USOE pursue use of the forrn
with specmhzed acoreditation agencies that
focus on proprietary scikedis.
Technical Additions to the System,

Tim User Guide developod for the held test
could benefit from more extensive nouniative
data. indicating mine fully what a score of a
given magnitude nieans. USOE and any
toe ruditi4tion agencies considering wider use
of Llr ISF should work to add such data. In
addition. i.tho Guide could benefit from. (a) a
fuller pphinntion of the various topics aud the
interetit b hind each: (b) a fuller explanation of
the [Lein IN
a fuller s
which ep
institution
Dissomina

This sho

eigh ling and scoring system. and (c)
element o( tho positive conditions
esent the ideal toward which all
should work

ion
I Id be pursued vigorously USUE

shouldmal efl pies of the ISSE and its User
()nide rival able to all iiderested agencies,
through it ii riety of publications:. A Itio. copies
of the final a vort shorildi;e made availattle LI
state and hi oral government policy matters
that exereis recognItion responsibilities for
accreditation agencies. Finally. accreditation
ageecies shim Id tette. tho atioatlye to itt4soon,
nate the ISSF ri Member institutions and make
stintfmt eonsui tor puotecticin an integral part of
the accreditati in process
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Reliance Upob ReCognized Accreditation Status
, By The Federal GovePtimertt

The Eitglbility System

There are at least 60 major funding programs for postsecondary educati011, (-
administered by eight Federal agencies, which svecify accreditation as '

a provision of institutional eligibility. In many instances, accredita-

tion is a status called for in Federal regulations or,agency admintstra-

tive practiceS.

Four major services provided by MAE are utiliied by Federal program
officials in shaping their institutional, eligibility determinations.

First, there is the variety of direct determinations rendered by DEAE
regarding the particular status of individual institutions. This

constitutes a heavy volume of work and takes the form of formal eligi-
bility certtfications, letters and memoranda of ruling or advice,
judgments regarding inclusion on lists, and response to inquiries by
phone. A high proportion of the latter three activities is conducted in
relation to other Federal agencies.

Second, is the recent development by DEAC of a comprehensive computer-
ized institutional eligibility data system. While still in its devel-
opmental phase, the system now is producing periodic institutional lists
on a limited basis which are utilized by HEW program managers in Washington

and the regional offices. Later this year, when all of the projected

ins utional characteristics are programmed into the system, va.rious
ions of the list will, be provided to other Federal agencies for

their use.

Third, and perhdps the most widely used eligibility instrument employed
within the Federal Governbent, Ls the Education Directory, Colleges and

Universities_ This directory lists approximately 3,100 postsecondary
institutions which have been determined by DEAEto comply.with thg
directorys criteria for listing. .Accreditation or pre-accreditation by

a USOE - recognized accrediting agency is the primary triterion for

listing in this directory, and 97 ". of the institutions included in the

current edition are listed on the basis of-their status with recognized
accrediting agencies. It should be noted, furthermore,-that tOs
directory includes both instit4tional and programmatic accreditation
status held by eacholisted institution. Because of its long-established
reliability.and selectivity, this directory is widely used within the
Federal government and the State governments, by corporations and
foundations, and by 'foreign governments.

.1` I.
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Two coapanion directories have been developed to supplement the older
Colleges and Universities directory. These are the Directory,of
Postsecbrairy Sch-6O1s CiTth.Occupatjonal Programs and the Directory of
WCZredi.ted Postsecondary Educational InS"titutions and Programs. To-.gethey., these chreetories form the core oriTdosely.-knit Federal
institutional eligibility system.

Fourth, and,the second most widely used instrument produced by DEAE, isthe list of nationally recognized accrediting agenCies recogni ed by the
U.S. CoMmissioner of Education. AlmoSt as widely referre b. to Js the
Colleges and Universities directory, the Commissioner's list_p1 recog-
nized accreigTing agencfes constitutes the backbone of the rederal
eligibility system because all of the instruments mentioned under the
three categorieS" above are substantially gaped by the Commissfronec's
list of accreditiag agencies,

as well'as being directly utilized by both
Federal and non-Federal sourCes,

-Other Uses of the Commissioner's List

.Aside from the legislative support for the Commissioner's list as
presently constructed, its existence over the past 25 years has gener-
ated other_ significant,third party uses.

In addition to reliance Lipon the accreditimg agencies listed by theCommissioner with rekrence to statutory eligibility requirements, many
agencies of the Federal government, by custom or regulation, use the
Commissioner's last for a wide variety of purposes. One of the many
Federal users of the:Commissioner's list is the Civil Service COMmis-
sion. Candidates for certain Civil Service examinations must be gra0u-
Ates of accredited institutions

and/or programs in oi-cier to sit for 4
certain examinations. The Commi;sion often needs historical informationof the accreditation status of institutions for its credential evalua-tion work. For example, the American Society of Landscape Architects

.(ASLA), in its 1971 petition for initial recognition, indicated that
non-recognition of ASLA by USQI had been a significant handicap to
landscape a rchitects eMployed by the Civil Serv ite Commission, inasmuch
as'the Commission utilizes,USOE

publications concerning recognized
accediting agencies to determine those organizations and agencies which
are recognized as official accrediting bodies. The report stated that
-"since ASLA-is not listed.in those documents, all departments of 'land-
scape architecture are now reCognixeeby the Commission as

The.qualificatiore stan,dards.foe' hospital administration residencies in
Veterans Administration hOspital's requires of applicants that their
"program of,study in, hospital administration must be approved 8y the
Accrediting Commission on Graduate Education..in Hospital AdMinistration
[nbw'the Accrediting Commission on Education for Health Services Admilb-,.
istrationi which has'been accorded formal recognition by Vle NationalCommission on Accrediting'and.the U.S. Office of Educatiod.22

A



The U.S. military services also,rely upon the Commissioner's list of
nationally recognized accrediting agencies. The Army, Navy, Marine '-

cor.ps, Snd Coast Guard consult With,the U.S. Office of Educattpii to
determine, the acAedited status of institutions.fer early release
programs, for determintng the el1gib4liey 9tpersonnel for educational

benefitS, and_for,granting oth enefits to military personnel'andi

theft- dependents. Nursiog education 'pto ims affiliated with Air Porce

fiOsPItalS must Be aecriedited..by agwoit listed by,Che 'U.S.. Commis-
sionef.of'EdLilation..., Pcilential'Imilitary'chOlains must have earned

degrees fromAnTtitiittens ac&edl-ted.by nationally.recognized accredit-
' ,. ing:hgencie and-a.ssdEtatitnis.. The Army Nurse Corps su .iPPOrts eduta

tionalprogram agredited by nAioilally recog aivized accrediting associ-

Onder-Secial Security Administration's program of paying survivors
'benefits. stuOents attending schools accredited by age7ctesl-ecogn1zed
by the tOmmisiioner of Education are eligible for such'benefits.

A number of statutes cover factual sitl;ations where a specialized
agenty, as well as'a regional agency; is involved in the detdmination
of eligibility, although tys result is inferred rather than explicitly
sated in the statute. For'example, nowhere in the Public Health

Service Act is there mentionsff specialized accrediting agencies, yet
the eligibility provtsions of the law have been administered by the
USPHS infrsuch a way as,to place great reliance upon the USOE recognized
health education accrediting a ncies.

At the -q,ime of its firlt revie .by the Advisory cpimmittee on Accredita2-
tion and.Institutional'Eligib lity;.conducted in 1972, the American
Library Association reported that the.bulk of fellowship grants to

institutions for education in- ibrarianship under Title 1I-B of the

Higher Education Act of 1965 went to instttutions Zjfering ALA-accTed-
itelaprograms., Furthermore, the AssociA.16h indicated that State qs,

liblFry agencies, in providing scholarshiWthrodigh the Library Sdrvices
and Construction Act, Title I, often stipulated attendance at a school
-with an ALA-accredited program.

Reliance upon the Gommissioner's list of nationally recognized accre0-
iting JNencies is evident at the State Level. For example, when the

Foundation for Interior Design Education Research (WER?, now aUSGE2
recognized accrediting agency, was reviewed for init101recognit1onnin
1976, it indicated Chat the State college system In California would not.
permit EIDER trreview integlior design programs offered within'the.
system until,iLt received USOE recognition.. The-Amqrican Physical

.' Therapy Association, during ItS 1,977 review for initial recognition
indicated that some States were Tevising their licensure laws for
physical therapists to require that dierapists had to be graduates of
programs accredited by an agency recognized by the U.S. Office-of
Education or by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation..

4
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Many forergn goVernmepts have come to rely uPon the meaning of accred-
itation 6y a USFIE-recogniled accrediting agency regarding aCceptance'of
their students who have studiecrin the United States. For more, tha-4-90
years, the Office of Education has assumed responsibility fOr certifying
-to the reliabilJty of academic credential.S earned- in the United States
for fOeigp nationals returning to their owp countries.ot by United-
States citizeAt going abroad for work study_ %The praetice
eSta6lished by the U.S. Commissioner ofi.Education in response 6e a.
request by embassy Officials, that tbe Fedpral..Office of Educat.101 supply
sOme.assurance tht the'degree or other credential and the'institption
having issued it were trustworthy. The-functiop'was formDited early in
the present oentury through an agre6ient4between the'Secretary of State
and the Secretary--of-the Interior: As a further Wicator Of the
quality of the'aeademic degree or.&-edential, it has become Customary
.for the certifying-OffiCe to note whether or not the institution and/or
program from which the fildividual, has. graduated-is accredifpd by a-n
accrediting agency or association recognized by the U.S. Colmissioner of
Education. Some'fbreign governments insist UpOn program accreditation
tFeations relative to American academic degrees.

Marth 20, 1979
Division of Eligibillty.and Agency Evaluation

Bureau ,Of Higher and ContinUing Education
U.S. Office of Education

Mr. FORD. Thank. you.
Mr. M ackinn on?

STATEMENT f/F AL MacKINNON, NE\V YORK' STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

.
Mr. MACKINNON. Thank you:, Mr. Chairman,
I am P. Alistair MacKinnon, coordinator .for Federal legislation

educa tion in the New.York State Education Department.
I am pleased to testify before you today about the importance of

coordinating -Federal and State institutional and progra-m monitor-
ing efforts tir the future of higher education in the United States.

The impending-reaUthorization of. the Higher Education Act pro-
vides a timely oppOrtunity to reexamine and redesign Federal legis-lation in a mauner that will' recognize the roles, responsibilities,
and efforts Of the States-in nmaitoring, coordinating, and financing
poststicondary education., .

In our view, the statutdry..i7evisions whiCh are now under ,consid-
eration should be designed.- to l'eflect sensitively two _basic
prineiples:

The first principle is thafthe governancb.and funding of post'see
ondary education are primarily the responsibility of the States and
the major portion of funding is from State and local resources.The second is that, although. Federal law may establish ublic
policy objectives which address, national.'problems, .the Stat.s

J.



should be authorized, yvithin guidelines, to establish apprppriate
structures and itiogeditres to moriitor -Alfa carrying out of these.
oWectives in..the context, of their,.ovn uniqtie and diverse circum-
-stanceS'and.orgaplzational patterns.. .

The' need .for a cloSer Federal-State partnershfP ix). monitoring.:
their programs, the qualiq of postsecondary institutions, the ade-
quway or institutional practices and procedures, and institutional

foOiarticipation in various Federal programs is one that
has growp rapidly in the past few yettrs.

Such a '-partrierslip is essenN1 to assure thnt all institutions
participating in Federal progranis meet Federal eligibility stand-
al* and operate. programs in accordance with public policy.

It is increasi ngly important that any system of establishing eligi-
bility take vognizance of the consumer-relattta actions, probity, and
ethical behavior of the institutions being monitored.

The New York State Board of Regents in 1976, and again this
year, has stated that they believe- an ..alternative det rmination
process should be considered.

That alternative would make available stronger-assur nces about
Institutional and program quality and integrity in 'determining
eligi to enable students in both traditional an legitimate

itional programs' to participate ift Federal" programs.
Th alterna ive system would reduce-Pressures for "mandatory"

accreditation y voluntary agencies and create a- better determina-
tion mechanism than the present option of transfer credits.

We recommend that kin appropriate State agency be designated
in each SlAt4.,as a federally recognized approving ,. agency to
approve posthecondary educationar institutions and 'their pro-
grams and eligible vocational institutions or the progriuns'of such
institutions.

Decisions of the agency would be relied upon by Federal officers
'and agendes in connection with 'participation' in any progranl of
Federal assistance to postsecondary or vocational educational insti-
tutions or -their students.

Eaah Sta.te would designate an existing State educational agehcy
or commSion, such' as a 1202 commission, to be the federally
recognized approving agency for this purpose in the State.

The U.S. Commissioner of Education would promulgate criteria
for recognition as a rel iable authority as to the quality of education
or training offered and as to the integrity of the institution and its
programs.

In addition, the U.S. Commissioner Aouldgbe authorized to- make
grants to any designateid State educational aggncy or commiTAion
which is re ignized or 0-ovisionally recognized,to asSist it in carry-
ing out its ti

If phased , s ch a system would cover 90 perce t of all students
when it operate in Only 30 States or 80 perc if...A were in.
operation in -on 22 States. Indeed, if only seven selected tate in
addition to New York had such a system for determining eli H-
ay, it would apply to 51 percent of all the 'Higher education stu-
dents in the Nation.

. The sadrninistration has put forth a proposal, which can best be
described as a bold one suggesting new directions.

f)
t;
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We agree in principle with the direction:but I 4.hink we woutd
have some concerns about some of the details.

More State role and accountability is desirable, but-the licensing
and chartering functions have their limitations.: I think _States
should have more, as far as a monitoring ro..le is concerned.
:The Federal Governmeril. has retained unto .Caesar more than I

believe it should. On .page-,Il of the legislative proposal, it speaks to
making institutiOns more accountable to the Federal Government:

I see a danger in this, in seeing large number of Federal.. auditors
running around the country, poking , into institutions, which is a
responsibility and I believe a right of State agencies.

The Federal Government should define the general crite0a and
leave to the States the defining of the specific criteria.

One point that I would like to make at this time is the difference
between institutiowal eligibility and the programs Of an inrstitution.

While 'Vve may be.- looking at institutions and in:the main,; that
they are fine. There are programs within institutions that should,be looked at to be sure .that they -are of assistance to students..
, I would use the term "monitor" rather than accredit., accrediting

or evaluating. I -believe that monitoring talks about review andhelp to the intitutions.
There will need to be a phase-in period for the neW system, being

proposed, and I think the phase, if targeted on certain States, could
be accomplished.

The majority of the. States have had experience in approving
Qducational programs. am thinking specifically here of the VA,
for Federal pvposes. With some modification, redefining and up-
grading can hcomplish the' task ahead.

I. do know that the admi-nistration's proposal moves in thkdirec-tion that has been suggested ever the years by some of the accr&tit-----.
ing assoCiations, but I think it also draws to our attention that
accre iitatien need not be private function.

Words; at the present time the accreditation is 'carried
ou joist private agencies supported by BEOG grants.and other Fed-,.pd State assistance, but there also can be the concept of

g a look -at public aitcreditation at public expeose without.
ihg ,n on to the student. fees or tuition.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FoRn. Mr. O'Keefe?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL O'KEEFE, DEPUTY, ASSISTANT SEC-
tilifirTARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF-
lItALTIL EDUCATION, AND WELVARE

O'Keefe. Thank you, Mr. Chairdan, Mr. Buchanan.
had intended to reflect on what a delight it is to continue myiad of appearances liefore this committee,

Given that you called on pie last, I have to motlif) that some-at. It is still a delight to appear herej because these are highly
ortant issues'. .

s is alSb my first appearance. in which I do not-have to answer
0-tiestion: When will the administration have, its bill up?It's a delight to he htc without that question in kont of me.The second reason, e, is that you have assembled a panel

of -sharp dud. careful Obse vcrs of what the administration has

4-
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proposed, and they have raised some serious issues which I will try
to address.

If it would meet the approval of the chairman, I would like to
insert my formal testimony in the record at this point.

Mr. FORD. Without objection, it will be inserted at this point in
the record.

You may add to it and respond to the points that have been.
raised.

[Mr. O'Keefe's statement follows]

r
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the rationale for our. proposal.
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TESTIMONY OF

MICPAEL 0 ' KEEFE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH , EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman and Mombers of the House Subcommitteb on Postsecondary

Educati.on:

I have been asis.ed to appear before you today to describe

the Administration's proposal relatod to aCcreditation and

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSAL

The Administration proposal related to'accreditation affects

iititutions applying ror all Highe ,ducation Act programs,

'not just the Title ,11, programs.
6

The Administration proposes to sever completely the rink

t betwden private-acc'reditation and insfitutional eligibility

for Higher Education Act The proposal. would:

Eliminate accreditation as a statutory requirement

for threshold institutional eligibility for Higher41,

Education Act 'programs..

Maintain and place greater'reliante on the existing

statutory requirement that'an institution must be

legally authorized by the state'Vn which it operates.

ContinUe to monitor and enforce institutional compliance,

with the specific eligibility requirements cmposedA,

by each of the Higher Education Act pr,ogramS.

4
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I Continue 4dministrative actiCin to enforce,-at the

program ievel, requirements fo6r responsible infstitutional

management of Federal funds.

Stiengthen student information.requirements so that

students amd parents can make more informed decisidns

about where.to spend their edbcation dollars.

PRESENT LAW

Accreditation is one of several rquiremepts that a postsecondary

institution must meet to establish threshold engihilitY

for Higher Education Act prolgrams. (Beyond.this threshold

eligibflity, an.institution must also meetthe specific

eligibility requirememts of individual programs.), For

the purpo.ses of this threshold eligibility process, the

Higher Education Act require.s .the Commissioner to "publish

a list of nationally recognized actredit.i.ng agencies or

associations which he determines to be reliable authority

as to the quality of training bffered.." Over the years,

the Office of Education has'deieloped elaborate regulations

and review procedures to determine which aicrecliting aOncies

are suitable for inclusion on the Commissioner's list.

These regulations and procedures not only burden the,accrediting

agencies, but also indirectly affect institutions reviewed
o.

by accrediting agencies.
,
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PROBLEMS WITH THE EXISTING SYSTEM

After careful study, the Administration has come to the

firm conclusion that reliance on private accreditation
1041

k)r Federal eligibility purEoses does not ensure wise investment

of Federal 'dollars.

First, becau6e HEW doeS not want to render Federal

judgements about what is quality and what isn!t,

we monitor primarily accrediting agency characteristics

that are.peripheral to the'assessMent of quality

(e.g., financial and administrative arrangements

n the accrediting agencies, public disclosure of

information, etc.). This is of no real benefit to

students and'taxp'ayers.

Second, the primary role of most accrediting agencies

is to help an institution or program asSess the degree

to which it' meetOts owil stated goals,' Assessing

the degree to which the institution or program meets

an externally imposed standard of quality is a setondary

concern. The.accredititlg agency accomplishes its

mission by helping an institution undertake and comPlete

a self-study, wqich the accrediting agency then 'reviews --

offering coMments.about how the institution,can improve

its performance. Some acciedAting agencies conduct

a sit* review.of an instituttbn as infrequently as /

once in ten years.

The hccrediting process is in m#Ily ways analogous

/to a personnel evaluation that' is used to help an

t.

51.-937 0 79 - 19
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employee kdentify his 'or her strengths and weaknesses,.

but which cannot effeCtively be Used to decide wilether

that person continues to.receive a salau or what

' that salary should be. Although accYeditingyencies

render invaluable service to the postsecondary educatibn

,community, these agencieS are not the appropriate

mechanisms for determining which institutions should

receiv,e Federal funds.

Instead of ensuring wise investment lpf Pederalidollars,

our.curtent system:

Encourages ne4dless proliferation of accreditation

4
agencies. Tht Commissionext's first list of accrediting

agencies isSited in,1952, included 28 accrediting

agencies. The list now includes over 70.agencies.

Many of these Itre progrigi-specific accrediting agencies

which ate supetfluous to the Tederal eligibility

process: the programs thfty accredit are already

eligible by virtue of their location in an accredited

instittition.

treates neeilless paperwork tor institutions4 accrediting

agencies, and the Fedef.al government.

Most importantly Misleads students and ft.heir parents

into believing that the Federal government vouches

for the quality of any educational institutLon or

'program _that receives fundsunder the Higher Education

Act.
-

4
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bow TH1E ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL ADDRESSES THESE PROBLEMS

The'Aciministration proposal addresses the problems I have

outlined in six importdnt ways.

First, the, propOsal frees accreditating agencies

toIdo their job. The Administration proposal daes

not constitute a statement of dissa-tisfaction with

private accreditation. On the contrary, the proposal

reflects our concern about inappropriate use of aurediting
-agencies by the Federalilovernment. These agencies

provided,valuable service to the-Postsecomdary education

community long before the Federal government became

,involved in their activities; we expect that they

continue to do so when their tie te the Federal

government is severed.. In fact, we beieve that
t

our proposal will enhquce the vitality of most private

accrediting agencies by freeing them from intrusive
. /

Federal regulation and pressures to take on inappropriate

activities that are unrelated to their centrar mission

of assessing the quality of education. :We are confident
.

that the slrong sense of integrity and professional

respqnsibility-in the postsecondary educafion community

will ensure sound accreddtation practices without

Federal regulation.

c.
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Sbcond, the proposal will promp t citizdns t pressure

the states to take.greater responsibility f&r the.

,--quallty of education offered by 1nstitut14n within

their borders Our proposal establishes an element

, of government to government accountability. his
0

is in contrast o the current system, which tries

to make private a edilin agtncies accountable

for achieving pubLic aims. States will no donger

be able to say that ensuring minimum.tandards of

quality is someone else's job. Indeed, most states

have already been improv,inng their institutional

licensing procedures in response toirandates from

state legislatures and citizens concernall with budges.

(

.
,

ac-cointability.and con;niiier protection. Oui proposal

will %imply strengthen this impetus. We wilr encourage

the states to"worr with accrediting agencies -- not

take on the accrediting responsibility themselves.

Thy0., the proposal gives Ilie_ FNieral government

not private entities. -,- restionsjbility for monitoring
1:

,

institutiona, l management of Federal dollars. Beyond

threshold eligibility to apply to Higher Education *

Act Programs, institutiions must meet the specific

.eligibilkty requirements for each program. We will

continue and enhanc.e admintstrative tctions to enforce,

at the program letrel, tequire

-F)

m nt. for responsible

institutional management of ederal funds.

6
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-Fourth, the-pYoposal does not mislead stddent;rland

.arentS. The proposal gives students and parents

the ultimate responsibility for the quality of the

education they,purchase, but informs them about how

to eXexcise that responsillility intelligently. Our

proposal to make the provision of student information

a requirement for institutional eligibility for Federal

student financial aid programs iS one step we've

already talen to,help education consumers

1

Fifth, the proposal saves money. The preposal woulfl

free for alternative and more productive uses the roughly
.

half a million dollars currently being spent by the Federal

government to monitor aqcrediting agencies.

Finally, the propog.al cuts down on bureaucracy.and

japerwork for the te'deral government, accrediting

agencies, and institutiOns.

, OTHER FEDERAL PROGRAMS
A . .

.i .
f

The Commissioner's responsibility for listing accrediting

- agencies extends beyond programs administered by him or even
, ...

.

under the purview of this-committee. Specifically, varioit
,

health legislation including the-Public Heal'th Service Act

and the Health PrdTession Education Act -- irs well as Veterans
4

Administration legislation haft reference to the list of accredit-
..

ing agencies approved by' the Commissioner. .

7
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The Administf;ition is no't at this time proposing the removal

of those provisions, Our recommendation is limited to th;

.education prbgrams up for reauthorization. .However,'to con'

form with our proposal: we also recommend that the other

relevant'statutes be amended to shift the responsibility for

certifying accrediting agencies from the Commissioner to the

Assisfant Secretary for Health or the Administrator of the

Veteranp.Administration, as appropriate. In these other Areas,

other factors may apply and w do not wish to make recommen-

dations for major change a this time.

z

Mr. O'KEEFE. Our intention in-making these proposals hart been
.several-fold.-

First Of all, we would like to recognize more fully and realistical-
ly the current role of the private a,c&editing agencies, of ttle inti-
tutions themselves, of the States and of the Federal Government in
the accrediting process.

Second, we have reviewed the many studies and the .various
reports of con ferenceq, .to which previous speakers have referred,
and wg haVe taken a Ward look at what the accreditation provisions
actually accomplish- for the Federal Government 'and at what cost.

Mr Fulton asked, "Will the eligibility system be any better?"
I respectfully submit that tliat may be the wrong question. .

The proper question sh)ould be: "Will the eligibility system be
any worse, or will it deteriorate as a refiult of removing the Current
Federal involvement in the accreditation4rocess?"

From the c9mments made by several of the panelists, it could be
inferred thiat the executive branch wants to eliminate accredita-
tion; that is to say that we propose to demolish the accrediting
system that now, exists.

We are in no way proposing to do that. We are moving in
another directitin: To free up the, accrediting system so that it can
funiAion as a private enterprise basing its judgments peer review
within the higher,education system as higher education has tradi-
tionally done over the years. 1

Our concern. is with the buitclen that the responsibility for certi-
firing accrediting agencies places upon the Federal Gov-krnment
and. for the relatively small benefits that it gives the Federal
Government.

We perceive that this allows no form of genuine quality (ontrol.
Howevel-, it suggests that there is a quality dtntrol mechanism in
place and gives that impTession to parents, students al-fid to others.
They may cOnclude that becifuse an institution receives Federal aid
)it has been judged by the Federal Gcvernment to be sound and to

kr offer a quality education.
The process that is currently in place, does not do that. Rather,

it- goes into excruciating detail on issues of concern- to the accredit-
ing organizations that frankly do not relate in our judgment to the
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quality of education that is provided Ify tlie institutions which the
accrediting organizations. accredit.

I have brought with me several volurnino9 sets of detailed mate-
rials developed by our sUlff in reviewing organization that has
applied to us fbr eligibility as an accrediting agencY.

This was thif application received from the American Association
_ of Marriage Counselors.

Now, please do not misinterpret my remarks. I have nothing
against, either the Association or the profeSsion of marriage and
family counseling. However, I use this as an illustration, because it
seems to ,me that,- the kind of detail which we havo,gone into in
reviewing this particular agehc3r-fo.r. accreditation is far ,beyond
that wit'h which the Federal Government needs to concern itself.

. In particular, I would'like to put in the rece'rd at this point a list
o( the criteria that have been estac)lished in regulations. Some 90
percent, of these criteria address organizational or process issues
associated with accreditation. Included are-such questions as:

Does the agency have fiscal or organizational viability?
What is the fee structure of the agency and what are the qualifi-

cationS orthe personnel who run the organization?
What is its scope, and what procedures are followed in the ac:

creditation-process?'
The checklist of criteria that are used by the,office in reviewing

these organizations'is-predominantly. associated with process. It is
not relded to qUality of the review that that organization under-takes, and it certainly, even in a second- or third- or fourth-hand
Way, has very- little impvt on the quality of the programs that are
offered in, postsecondary institutions.

For example, on this particular review, the issues that. were
,-raised by the review'committee and the staff wM-e two-fold:

First, is marriage and family counselor training a discipline in
its Own right,or, because .it is interdisciplinary, is it in fact no more
than an amalganrof other established disciplines?

Second, if marriage and family counselor training is a discipline-
in' its own right, is there a need for a separate accrediting agency
in this field? And can society be adequately protected by means of
the Association's certification process?

The actual report runs to many many pages. On the first issue of
serious concernIs marriage and family counseling a .definable ,
discipline or a definable field?the analysis runs for Some five or
six pages, and basically comes down tO a 4ebate among a nuniber
of other professional organizations, some ot which maintain that it
is part of their discipline and some of Which maintain that it is its
own discipline.

lit particular, the American Psychdlog-ical POsociation, the Coun-cil o\Social Work -Education, and the AssOciation fot Clinical
Pastor I Education, Inc., all maintain that marriage and family
counseling is a -part of their discipline area and, therefore, should
not ba established as a new discipline area.

On the other hand, the American Associationpf Family Counsel-
ors claims that while it. accepts persons with varied training into
its memberoship, it does re'present a definable and discrete field of
practice. Further, there are a growing number of colleges and

2 9 ,
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universities that offer a definable program in niartiage -and
counseling. .

My point in presenting thiS detailand there is, more which I
will spare the chairman and members of the committeeis that it
seems to us that it is not appropriate for the Commissioner- of
Education or the Federal Government to be addressing the ques-
tion of whether marriage and family. counseling is or is not an
acceptable discipline. That that is a matter for the professions to
determine.themselves, and a matter for the higher education estab-
lishment to deal with..
:The problem with the way in which we now interpret our respon-

sibility is, that. we are involved in just these kinds of judgments.
There are some 70 different accrediting' committees which the

Commissioner now has, on the approval list. Each'of these has gone
through the sLthe kind of soul-searching debate as to whether or
not it ought tb be listed as capable of performing the accreditation
function.

Our argument on the accreditation issue is not, I must repeat,
that accreditation is not ail essential element in the quality control
of p6stsecondary education. It clearly is.

What we are suggesting is_ that the Commissioner, thrOugh a
large staff and a substantial amoUnt of funds each year should not
be making these kinds of detailed judgments.

If yeti review the criteria that are currently in the regulations
you will see that they touch on such things as equal employment
opportunities, on tli'è ethical practices of the institutions, and on
whether the agency monitors the ethical practices of those
nstit utisps.
Those dre very difficult to defend as responsibilities of the Com -

missioner of Education: The- Offiee of Civil Rights is charged with
the enforc.ernent of certain civil rights,laws.. Further, -it seems to
mo that the responsibility far .defining ethical sthndards for institu-
tions. of postsecondary etI,ucat ion should rernain quite distant from
the Federal GoVernmen

-

Perhaps I can come ack to some or the other issues that have'
been raised, but I have 'addri;Ssed the question of the 'accreditation
issue. It has very limited applicability and puts us-in the posture of
getting into detailed and bureaucratic, concerns:about institvtions
that should-not be the business of the Commissioner.of Education,
and we'recommend that we not be involved in that busirress.

Let me comment on several of other issues that Mr._Saunders
raised in-his statement. N.

First of all, I certainly do not presume to take the time to.defend
the entire Office of' Education against the criticism of "regulatory
minds and busy work' over the last 5 or 7 years.

On the question of fair and equitable refund policy, it is our
position that voluntary fair and equitable'refund policies have been
helpful. We have worked with-the higher education community to '7
develop criteha which we are proposing be required. Voluntary
criteria can be chosen .or not chosen by the institutions, and- it is
the very institutions which do not choose to follow them which
concern us because, they are attracting large numbers of stu,dents
with Federal assilitance.

I.
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Second: els Charlie pointed out, there ts a minor inconsistency
between OA testimony and the appendix on- the question of drop-
out rates.

Our proposal is not that we set drop-out rate Standards, nor havethe autluirity to do so, but rather that the Commissioner undertake
A study to determine how Serious the problem is.

Mr. Chairman, let me pause at that point.
,...., I thank 'you very. much:

Mr. Foitn: Without objection, the criteria referred to by Mr.O'Keefe will be supplied for the record at the appro riate pointwith his retharks.
[The informatien followsj

ot,

SUBPART ACRITERIA FOR, flATIONALLY RECOGNIZED ACCREIHITilssNO AGENCIES AND
ASSOCIATIONS

Authority: (20 U.S.C. 40:3(b), 1085(b), 1141(a), 1248(11)); (42 298st(b), 2951-3(h), ;29511-4(1)1).), 298h(D); p.S.C. 1101(aX15XF)); (12-U.S.C. 1749c(b)); (3811.S.C. 17154)/,
Source: 39 FR 30042, Aug. 20, 1974, unless otherwise noted.

Sec lion /4.93 Scope
Ac&editatioh of institutions or programs of institutions-by agencies or associ-ations nationally recognized by the U.S. Commissioner of Education is a prerequisi eto the eligibility for Federal financial assistance cif institutions and of the studeiattending such institutions under a wide variety Of federally supported progra s.The recOgnition of such agencies is reflected in lists published by the Commissio erin the Federal Regititef. Inclusion on such list is dependent upon the Commission r'sfinding that any such recognized agency or association is reliable authority as to thequality of training offe&d. The Commissioner's recognitions is granted and/ the.agency association is included cm the list only when it-meets the criteria eStab-

liShed by the Commissioner afid set forth §149.6 of this part.
Section 1.4.9.2 DefinttioriR

.> . .t "Accrediting" means' the process whereby an agencr.or association grants public -recognition.to a school, institute, college, university, or.specialized Vrogram of st(plywhich meets cep.ain..established qualifications and educational stipi,diu-kias deter-mined through initial and periodic evaluatibns. The essential purpose,of the accredi-tation process is to proyide a professional judgement as to the quality of theeducational institution or program(s) offered, and to encourage continual, improve:went thereof;, . .
.4-1 1"Advrirse aceredi/ing "aftion" means denialfbt accreditation or preaccreditationstates 45r the withdrawal Of accreditation or preaccreditation status;"Agency or associatiqn means a corporation, asscPcialibii, or other legal entity orunif thereof Whicli has the principal responsibility for carrying out the accreditingfunction`, . -

. ."Institutional accreditation" applies to the totalstitution 'and signifies thnt the .institution as a..whole is achieving its educational objecties sptisfactorily;
"Regional" means the conduct of institutional accreditatiorn in -three or moreStates:*

. .
: "Representatives of the the public" means representai,:res who are laymen in thesense that th'ey are not.educators hi, or membe'rs of, the profession for which thestudents are being prepared, nor in any way iii-e,414ire5t1y relatbd to the institutions ,or,pnigrams.being evaluated; /,gtates",includes the District of Columbia and territories and possessions of theUnited States. .. ,(20 U.S.C. 1141(a))

-SW/jun.149.3 PuNication o !f,list
Periodically the U.S. Commissioner of Edudation will publish a list in the FederalReFister of the accrediting agencies and associations which he determines to bereliable authorities as to the quality of training offered by educational institutions ,or programs, either in'a geographical area or in a specialized field. The generalscope of the recognition granted to each of the listed accrediting-bodies will also belisted.
(20 U.S.C. 1141(a))

.
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Sectwn 149.4 Inclusion on list
Any accrediting agoncy or association which desires to be listed by the Commis-

sioner as meeting the criteria set forth in §I49.6 should apply in writing to the
Director, Accreditation mid Institutional Eligibility Staff,- Bureau of _Postsecondary
Education, Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202.

Section 149.5 Initial recognition, gull renewal of recognition
(a) For irlitial recognition and for reneWal of recognition, the accediting agency or

association will furnish information estatilishing its compliance with the criteria set
forth in §r49.6. This information may, be supplemented by personal interviews or by
review of the agency's facilities, records, personnel qualifications, and administra-
tive management. Each agency listed will be reevaltiated by the Commissioner at
his discretionbut at least once every 4 years. No adverse decision will become final
withouit affording opportunity for a hearing

(b) In view of the criteria set forth in §I49.6, it is -unlikely -that more than one
association or agency will qualify for. recognition (I) in a defined geographical area
of jurisdiction or (2) in a defined fiel(1 of program specialization within secondary or
postsecondary edtication. If.two.or.more separateorganizations in a defined field do
seek reognition, they wilt both be expected to demonstrate need for their activities
and show that they collaborate closely so that their accrediting activities do riot
unduly disrupt the affected institution or program.

(20 U.S.C. 1141(a))

Section 149.6 CrItericz
In requesting designation by the U.S. Commissioner of Education as a nationally

recognized accrediting agency or association, tm accrediting agency or association
naist show

(a) Functional aspecis. Its functional aspects will be demonstrated by: .
( (its scopit of Omati(mns:
(i) The agency or 'association is national or regional in its scope of operations.
(ii) The agency or association clearly defines in its charter, by-laws or accrediting

standaiOs the scope of its activities, including the geographical area and the types,
and levels of institutions or programs covered.

(2) Its organization:
ill The agency or association has the administrative personnel and procedures to

carry out its operations in a timely and effective manner.
(ii) The agency or association defines its fiscal needs,imarkages its expenditures-,

and has adequate financial resources to chtry out its operations, as shown by an
externally audited financial statement.

(iii) The agency's pr association's fees, if any, for the-accreditation process do not
exceed the reasonable cost of sustaining and improving the Firocess.

(iv) The agency or association uses competent and knowledgeable persona, quali-
fied, by experienfe, and training, and'selects such persons in accordarKe with nondis-
ctiniinatory practices: (A) to participate on visiting ev4pation teams; (B) to engage

in consultative services for theevaluation and accreditWtion process; and KO to serve
on policy and decisionmaking bodies:

(v),The agency or association inclialts on eaCh visiting evaluation team fit least
one person who is not a member of its policy or deision-making body or its
administrative staff.
' (3) Its proce(lures: .

-0) The agency or association maintains clear definitions of eacli level of accredita-
tion plains and has clearly.written procedures for granting, denying, reaffirming,
revoking, and reinstating such accredited statuses.

r(ii) The agency or association, if it has developed a preacreditation status, provides
for the application of criteria and proCedures that arc related in an appropriate
manner to those employed for accreditation.

(iii) Tbe agency or association requires, as an integral part of its accrediting
process, institutional or program self-analysis and an on-site review by a visiting
team

(A) The self:analysis shall be a qualitative assessment. of (he strengths and limita-
tions of the institution or program, including the achievement of institutional or
program objectives, and should involve a representative portion of the institution's

-administrative staff, teaching faculty, gtudents, governing body, and other appropri-
ate constituencies,

(B) The agency or association provides written end consultative guidance to the
tnstitution Or program and t6 the visiting teatn.

(b).Responsibility Us responsibility will be demonstrated by the way in which-

31p)
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(t) Its accreditation in the field
<f

which it operates serves Clearly identified
aneedd,as follows:

(i) The agency's or association's accreditation program takes into account the
rights, responsibilities, and interests of students, the general public, the academic,
professional, or occupatiOnal fields involved, and institutions.

(ii) The agency's or association's purposes and objectives art4early defined in ith
charter, by-laws,or accrediting stmidards.

e2) It is responsive tothe public interest, in that:
(i) The agency or vt&sociation includes representatives of the public in its policy

and decision-making bodies, or in an advisory or consultative capacity that assures
ilthmtion by the policy and decision-making bOdies.

(ii) The agency or association publishes or otherwise makes publicly available:
(A) The standards by which institutions or"programs are evaluated;
(11), The procedure& utilized in arriving at decisions regarding the accreditation

status of an institution or program;
Csv

(C) The Cdrrent 'accreditation status of, institutions or programs and the date of
the next currently scheduled review or recondideration of accreditadOn;
*fr (n) The names and affiliations of members of its policy and decision-making
bodies, and the name(s) of its principal adtninistrative personnel.;

(E) A description of the owpership, 'control and type orlegal organization of theagency or association.
agency or association pl-ovides- advance notice of proposed or revised

standards to an persons, iriStItutions, and organizations.-eigqificantly affected by itsto..
accrediting process, aril provides such persons, institutions and- organizations ade-
quate opportunity to &sriiment on such standards prior to their adoption.

(iv.) Tht agency or association has written procedures for the review of complaints
peptaining to institational. or!_program quality, as these relate to the agency's
standards,- and demonstrates that such procedureir are adequate to provide timelytreatment of su omplaints in a manner that is fair and equitable to the cone-'
plainant and the institution or program.

(3) It'..assures due process in its accrediting 'procedures, as-demonstrated in partby:
(i) Affording initial evaluation of the institution's oi programs only when the chief

executive officer, of the institution applies for acereditatiop of the institution or anyof its program's;
(ii) ProViding for adequate discuSsion during an on-site visit between the visiting

team and the faculty, administrative staff, students, and other appropriate persons;
tiii) Furnishing,, as a resialt ofon evaluation visit, a written report to the institu-

*,
tion or program coinmenting on areas of strengths, areas needing improvement tied,.-

.. when appropriate, suggeSting means of improvement and including specific areas, if
any, where the institutioh or program may not be in compliance with the agency'sstandards; ,

(iv) Providing the' chief executive officer of the institution or program'svith an
'opportunity to comment upon the written report and to file supplemental materi Is
pertinent to the filets and conclusions in the written report .of the visiting te rnbefore the accrediting a'gency o r association takes action on the report; .

(v) kvaluating when appretpriati;the report of the visiting team in the presence1. of a member of the tRam, preferably the chairman;
(vii Providing for the syithdrawal of accreditation only for cause, after reviewor

...

when -the inst.' ution -or prOgram does not permit reevaluation, after due notice;-'-
(vii) Pre:vidi ethe chief executive officer of the institution with a specific state-ment of reaso fo' any adverse accrediting action, and notice of the right to appealsuch action;
(viii), Establishing and itriPlementing published rules of procedure regarding ap-

peals which will provide for: ''''
(A) No change in the aécreditation status of the institution or program pending

disposition of an appeal;
(B) Right to a hearing before the appeal body;
(C) Supplying the chief executive officer of the institution with a written decision

of the appeal body, including a'statement of specifics.
.(4) It has demonstrated capability and willingness o foster ethical practices

(-,-- among the institutions or programs which it accredits,- including equitable studenttuition refunds and nondiscriminatory practices in admissions and employment.
(5) It maintains a program of evaluation of its educational standards designed toassesa their validity ahd reliability.

f.



(6) It secui;ii sufficient qualitative information regarding the institution of pro-
gram .which shows an on-going promm evaluation of outputs consistenrwith the
educational goals of the institution or program

(7) It encourages experimental and innovative progrAms to the extent that these
aro conceived and implemented In a manner which eitgures the qtiality (ind integri-
ty of the institution or program.

(8) It accredits -only those institutibna or programs which meet its published
standards, and demonstrates that its standards, pOliciets, and procedures are fairly
applied and that its evaluations are conducted and dec,isions rendered under, condi-
tions that assure on impartial and objective judgment.

(9) It reevaluates at reasonable intervals institutions or programs which itt has
accreqlited.

(10) It requires that any reference to its accreditition of accredited institutions
and Programs clearly specifies the Areas and levels for Aich accreditation has been

.received.
(c) Reliability. Its reliability is demonstroted by
(1) Acceptance throughout the United States of its policies, evaluation methods,

and decisions by educators, educational institutions, licensing bodies, practitioners,
and employers;

(2) Regular review of its stiindards, policies and procedures, in order that the
evaluative process shall support constructive analysis, emphasize factom of-crftical
importance, and reflect the educational and training needs of the student;

(3) Not less than two years' experience as an accrediting agency or association;
(4) Reflection in the composition of its policy and decisiontnaking bodies of the

community of interests directly affected by the scope of its accreditation
(d) Autonomous. Its autoitiony is demonstrated by evidence that
(1) It performs no function that would be inconsistent with the formation of an

independent judgment Of The quality of im educational program or institution;
(2) It provides in its operking procedures against conflict of interest in the

rendering of its judgments and decisions.
(20 U.S.C. 114(a))

Mr. FORD. One-might 'observe that when somebody reforms from
habit of long standing, they do so with abound, and .1 couldn't help
but notice our reformed bureaucrat on the panel today reacting
against thi4 bureadcratic proposal.

Let's do it backward.
Mike, frankly, I am very much impressed with Mr. Saunders'

two phge commentary here, but I took a look at the sections (j) and
._(k) and I really have some difficulty understanding how anybody
with a straight face could send those things up here.

P4opse give me some clue as to:what we will be accomplishinrby
asking' institutions to respond to those two items?

Now, it's possible that the problem with (j) is an ambiguity in
language construction, although I think it does require the inatitu-
ton to identify the courses.

In the con§truction that Mr. Saunders has put on it, you would
haie to have an exhaustive list of those things which you are
wasting your time taling at school and those courses for students
that are aiming.toward a degree.

That really smacks of the wOrst kind of outside interference with .

other people s ideas of what the value of education is.
How would an institution decide what is and what is not practi-

cal? Who is to say that I wasted time while going to law school
because I became an expert on modern jazz as a fesult of taking
courses in the school of music? If I am going to practice laSv in New
Orleans, that may seem to me to be a reasonably good broadening
experience. '

Hpw do they certify, my music causes under thqse circum-
% stances?
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Mr.' O'KEEFE, Your suggestion is the co'rrect one; the language in
sub-subsection (j) is somewhat ambiguous and vt,as not intended the
wa inswhich Mr. Saunders interpreted it. :. e do not intend to propose that an institution admit in printthat there are curriculums that prepare you for nothing in particu-
lar.

Sections (Wand (k) iiet, forth our concerns that there are large
numbers of institutions that do advertise themselves very aggres-sively as providing a student with training for a specific career.
They advertise 'themselves 'on television, in the neApapers, onradio, specifically stating or implying that if you come and take
this curricuhim you will get a job as a computer programer, as a
beauty specialist, or what have you.

Our intention in (j) andlk) was to suggest that those institutions
that dearly identify themselves as preparing one for a specific joboughtas part of the information they provide studentsto in-
clude some indication of the success rate of those students in thoseIspeci N "ob fields.

Mr9.1012D But your language is considerably broader than whatu just described.
If a school says that 'after 10 weeks you will be an accomplished3

mechanie capable of being employed in a normal garage to repair
the- electronic system on an automobile, that is considerably nar-rower and easier to understand than the representation that theinstitution is offering a course or courses of study intended to
prepare students for a particular vocation, trade, profession, orcareer field, just as preparing someone to be a beautician is-much
-easier to define.

Take it over the other way, moiq- traditionaIly, what do you'mean when you are saying you are preparing someone to be alawyer?
There are vast differences between what is going on In law

schools today across this country.
.Medical schools don't even have the same length of time for

required courses. Medical schools are riow requiring courses that
were thought to be totally elective a few years ago, not directly
relating to medicine at an, but called: Defend yourself against the
Federal bureaucrat problems.

. -
They should be teaching them how to avoid taxes. This is sobroad that yob would be asking schools to literally represent if youget a Ph. D. in government, you are going to know something about

government, and we have a lot of evidence in this town that that
isn't so.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I would like to agree with Mike in his last formu-
lation,.

We have no objection to regulating any institution that makes
specific claims that its gra.duates obtain employment in this field.
That is our understanding of the current regulation. Such an insti-tution ought to be' required 'to provide accurate backup data onwhich those claims are based. But your question is exactly right'on
the broader issue, Mr. Chairman: Who makes these decisions abont
career, fields? The answer apparently in this proposed language isthe Federal Government, all-knowing, makes these decisions. The
problem is, they don't. .
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I have gbt. just part of our voluminous correspondence with the
Office of Education over the years on-this kind of an issue. When
their regulations were originctlly proposed, we fient them a series of
questions asking how they define career fields:
-Would art history or German or chemistry be considered a ca--

reer field?
Thin is part of the answer we got back ,to thai question:

The .use df the phrase "career fi6ld" was. intended to clarify thaie regulation
covered mare than just job training courses offered IV proprietary scb1tlls. ,

Most universities do train people for specific vocations or careers in fields such as
law, medicine, engineering, nursing, dt. cetera.

Many students enrolled in fiberfill arts colleges are not being trained for-a specific
career and thus would be exempt from this requirement, at least to that point in
their educational career where they elect to major which does train for a specific
vocation.

It would appear to us that art, history, Gekman or chetnistry would not be subject
to the requirement of this exemption except where a person is specifically trained
for, for example, to become a chemist, translator or teacher of art, history or
German.

You tell us what tha,t means.
Mr.,FoRD. I think I begin to understand what they are trying to

do;,. frankly, I have the feeling that the antiproprietary school bias
that so frequently pops up in that place over there is once egain
leading us down the road that the VA. takes s on every once in a
While of "let's get somebody, because we have got a particular, case
where someone feels that a misrepresentation was made that we
are going to teach you to be an auto mechanic."

As a matter of fact, it may be a school that doesn't have a car to
work on that is yotnger than 10 years. Those things have to be
lived with, but this is awfully broad language. I just would be very
hesitant abbut putting that sort of thing into a statute, because the
invitation for proliferation of people over there to try to interpret
that for the wide variety of programs we have in postsecondary
education would be something I am afraid 'that we couldn't resist.

Would you like to work that thing over and give us a little
different approach to get at what you Tent?

You want 4 trnth'in packaging requirement that says\ in effect,
we are going to train you as a barber so that in the State where
you are trained you will be able to apply successfully, at least in
terms of our ability to train you, to take the test for being a barber.

That we can understand, but suggesting that somebody that has
a major in actounting is going to go out and get a job in accounting
when they leave school is ludicrous.

We would have to start tracking people at some stage.
A large numker of people in undergraduate school are still wan-

dering around trying to figure out what they are going to do. If we
ever applied the tests that used to be applied for the Job Corps, we. I
had people who attacked us in the' Job Corps because we trained a
young, barely literate, total failure out of society, a school dropou.t
with no family, nothing, starting from ground zero, and we got
them to the point where they got up every day, went to work and
knew how to make change, do a lot of other things that we started
out to train them for. Then 6 months later they were gainfully
eniployed but not gainfully employed in a particular course.

304
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They were in a Job Corps' and people attacked us and said the
Job Corps is a failure because you are training these people to be
bricklayers and they are ending up as carpenters.

I am very sensitive to that sort of thing, and thst is what we
could be imposing on the college,.

What people say tlhey want to b or do or achieve(' when they.are
in school 'is very nebulous..

We have many doctors sitting out here as full-time Members of
Congress.-

Do you suppose at any,ste that anybody woun have certified
wh.it they were taking in medical school was lealding them toward
their real goal, or that they-even knew .when they were taking it
that that-was what they were going to do?

We have every profession you can imagine represented here in
the Congress, and how many of the rcople deliberately took courses
in college aimed toward this career?

I am just fearful that what Mr. Saunders is sounding iS the kind
of reaction we are going to get throughout the community, and we
()tight to look at that very carefully.

The next one, in the case of an institution which represents itself
as offering a course of study as described in clause (j), the most
recently available placement datti for each coupe of study'which is
offered by the institution and is intended as 'preparation, and the
percentage of such students Who obtain employment at such
position.

The interesting thing abottt -that is that the institutions that:can
ve that to you are the proprietary schools, because they make aabit of compiling that information and following up on their

graduates to be able to induce other people to spend money with
them and go to school by showing their results.

But there isn't a college in my State that can tell you with, any
degree of certainty what this is.

They don't know how many graduates in the University of,.
Michigan Law School in the -past 10 years are gainfully employed
today.

By national statistics, we know approximately hoW many should
be employed and how much they should be-making, but we don't
know whether they are representing gangsters on the east coast or-
whatever on the west coast, or investing in real estate or running acattle ranch out here in the West someplace.

We don't Ittio'w that, and we never have tried to'find it out, and I
don't think that most colleges and universities are in a position toknow that.

We cannot even find the ones who owe us a student loan a year
after they get out of school. .

It would be very interesting' to know how many people .with a
college education do in fact get a job related directly to that college
education, but that is something that ought to be done by some-
body writing a Ph. D. dissertation, not by high-paid people in the
Department of Education.

I would ask you also to take another look at-that and see 'if that
is a practical kind of adventure for us to go on.

I understand what is being said here. That is if you use in you/
advertising that 90 percent of the people who o to the XYZ auto

.a
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mechanic pohool go 'right to work, you should have data- to prove
'that. But I don't )(now of any 'college or university that jays x
percent of the people who get a baccalaureate degree will gt a job.
I thought that was, in the traditiOnal setting of the so-called tradi-
tional liberal arts college, secondary to-the Ial purpose/of educa-
tion., And -certainly our people in divinity schools wo Id bridle if
you suggeSti .that they ought to justify how many- oyle were
gainfully em Ihyed who graduated from the di4nit schott You
are not suppotiOd ta be.

Mr. Ftnuromi:The theological schools are one of' my clielits, sir.
Mr. FORD. This again catches t6o many people in the net. I would

be inclined toward the idea- that there should be trutk in packag-
ing; if somebo4y is going to represent that there is a direct connec-
tion between what they, are offering, whether they are public,.
private, profit Or nOnprofit: tind some specific measure of a gal of
success, then they should ,put up what they offer. You shouldn't be
enticed into an'undereaduate school and permitted to take 4 years
of college to Aix' that their credits are not transferable to any
school that has the kind of graduate school that you Want to go to.

That is the kind of thing that we try to guard against, but I
think again Mil,Saunders is shovVing the reaction of the education
community to something that is overly broad. And I would hope
that you could reatt to it.

The accreditation problem is a little more difficult for me to
grasp. It does bother me that anybody, could say-that we have been

1' certified by the Federal Government to be a good school. I don't
know how you avoid that. It does bother me that we have Fuld this
growth ever since 1949, +/hen it got started as -an officially sanc-
tioned accrediting agency. There is axlear distinction that is point-
ed out here between the problem q the acerediting agency in your
testimony, Mr. O'Keefe, that accredits institutions and the accredit-
ing agency that accredits programs, -and I ask the question of
anybody on the panel, why should there be a government-certified
accreditor of programs as distinguished fropi institution?

Mr. FULTON. I would attempt to respond, sir. One of the points
which most of the critics- of this system fail .to note is that the
granddaddy statute for the Commissioners' list is 38 U.S.C. 1775,
which is the GI bill, and that statute specifically, by its very words,
refers really to courses specifically'accredited. ACcording to the
self-admissions of the so-called regional accrediting agencies, and I
quote the Western Association of-Schools and Colleges, particular-

ly. They say they don't accredit programs as such. So,.therefore,
whatever the administration might want to do with the elimination
of accreditation as an instrument of institlitional funding or eligi-
bility, that would be unrelated to the statutory mandate to the
Commissipner 'pursuant tO 38 U.S.C. 1775 and particularly for jro-
grammitic accreditation. Under the GI bill accreditation does not
serve as an.element of eligibility accreditation is merely an alter-
native tool for course approval?not.eliqibility.

Now, whether or liot the VA has, in, fact, utilized that type of
accreditation is distinct from the statutory mandate for the 'U'SOE
list. The fact is they have not used-it, but the statutory language is
there, in my opinion, mandating particularly the utilization of
programmatic accreditation for course approval.

f4
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Just to wind this up, as far as the Commissioner's list, I think it
is very, interesting Mr. (O'Keefe has slated his argument of wheth-
,er eligibility wwfld be anSr betterand there is that saying.if it
isn't broke, don t fix complaining about how the Commission-
er has administered his list. Heavens, if' the IJSOE, the HEW,
doesn't like the waY in which the Cgmmissibner administer4 the
list, then they have the present statutdry apthority to change their

'N criteria. Int fact, mosOof us in the accrtAiting community had
assumed that .had been going on for the last 6 or 8 months'.

Apparently that was only a ploy.
Mr. MACkINNON. The New York State Education Dewtment, a-State agency, and a nationally recognized accrediting agency, by

the U.S. Comniissioner, does its accreditation by programs. Let megive one circumstance that. is an illustration; we had an institutioin
which was fine; itdserved a large number of students but neverthe-
less it. did develop a rogram in which in the expenditure of State
student tuition assistance moneys and in the case of Federal tu-
ition assistance moneys we had to really rais`e some questions aS to' whether it was a proper type of program: were the students, in
fact, receiving what was being purported to be received, and was ita good expenditure of Federahand State moneys in that prog1-am
within an institution: The institution overall was fine, but some-times you find programs that really need to Be exaulined more
closely. Without closing down the institution for one program, you
can close off the program and allow the balance of the institutionto contimie.

Mr. FORD. The administration is saying that you should continue
doing what you are doing except wear only one hat instead of two,
that you would do exactly what you are doing without having the
pat on the head, knighting you by the Commissioner of Education.
How does that improve the quality of your accrediting function in
New York State'?

Mr. MACKINNONL, We will continue whether we have the pat onthe head as a national!), recognized accrediting agency or we oper-ate just as a State agency. We will operate on that basis,...on the
program for equality.

Mr. Foal). I am wondering if there is another accrediting agencp
for family counseling- and marriage counseling, if what we aren ttrying to do is go around the back door and create a new thing
called profession. We had three traditional professions one time,laying aside the oldest. one, and now everybody is a professional,
and you have become a professional when you get au association
that says you are a member of that. profession.

When I was a legislator, I was importuned to regulate surveyors
and landscape gardeners. We. were one of many States that did
this, and now they are professional surveyors and landscape gar-
deners. Thepeople who went to engineering schools to beOme civil
engineers who were the people we called surveyors said what are
you doing? You have these people with the right to advertise
themselves as suryeyors now, and they are tree planters, and you
have by law given them the opportunity to be in the minds of
people confused with a true profession of civil engineer.

This goes on all the time. Every time you get a group of people
in a businessthe marriage coungeling thing has been all over this

I, I - 6 3 0 )
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country in 'One form or another. A few' years agO` we lio tht
question Of licentiing marriage counselors, and the ministers aiid
priests. Said we thought we were doing that sort. of thing and
doctor, who were the last ones who should be doing it, said we are
not taking mitt a ;license because we do it. You had people who
didn't. fit into any other categ9ry who wanted to pursue that occu-
luliion and be able to put up a certificate saying they were certified

17 he, in fact, a marriage counaelor because they had a t:otirse in
psychology at the local agricultural school, and wd have-them all
over ate country now.

I am afraid that the administraiion has- a point here that 'we
'ought. to try to work out in my. absence with the staff. How do you
avoid having this present practice becoine a kind of a certifying
process for unnecessary appendages on the accrediting field?
Should people be -able to say we are "a legitimate accrediting
association; you either belong to us or you jeopardize your.possibili-
ties of .getting Federal and State assistance," when you, as a State
accrediting agency, have no right to override them when it comes
to that particular field? If you are an accrediting agency recognized
by the Office of Education, .and the marriage counselors are an
accrediting agency recognized by HEW, you can't stop HEW from
giving them money, can you?

Mr. MACKINNON. No, this has been a problem in terms of coordi-
nating--

Mr. FORD. But if it follows the administration proposal, would
all funnel through you; is that correct?

Mr. MACKINNON. I think the problem is that they are dropping
to the States the question of licenser chartering, legally authorized..
There may be the legal authorization; they moy have financial
stability; they may have moral integrity of those incorporating, but
then comes the question of 2, 3, 4, 5 years later, what is the quality
of the programs being oft.ered in that institution that was licensed,
chartered, or registered, however it came into being? I think there
is a needwe do it in New York State by program to continually
lee& at the quality of the programs being offered by an institution
that we had at some pd'int said, yes, you may get started.

Mr. FORD. I. am going to turn this over to Mr. Clohan, who has
some questions on behalf of Congressman Buchanan. I have to
observe, I think, you and I are agreeing with Mr. O'Keefe at.this
point; only we don't sound likd we are agreeing with him. What
you describe to me _fits perfectly with my idea of what you should
be doing at the State level buttscares me .when I think of the
Fetieral'people doing it.

Mr. CLOYIAN. Thank ybu, Mr. Chairman.
In previous testimony on this issue it was suggested that by tying

eligibility. to -accreditation, you, in fact, were making4it virtually
impossible for an accrediting agency to turn-you down as an insti-
tution for accreditastion. I see Mr. Fulton shaking his head; maybe
he would like to comment on that,

It is also noted that, of the 8,800 institutioas on the OE's
list, because of their association with accrediting agencies,. 6,900

of those receive that eligibility because of their accreditation sta-
tus.
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What other tactdr were used by the other-1,900 institutionsto
become eligible? P1 ase' comment on whether by tying the two
together you preclude an accrediting agency from turning down an
institution. How niaky are turned down. -

Mr. O'KEEFE. I dork't have that immediately handy. Let,me sup-
ply it for the record. (8ee Attachment "B`.').

Mr. FuJ.TON. As far, as turning down 4gencgs, *as one who has
been sued pdrazonally ii a $31/2 million damage pit, I can assure,
you that accrediting agencies. do reject institutions and do expel-
them. Then of course you get caught in the trap of answering how
many did y irou expel, .and when yo tell the next response is well,
you mustn't be any ggiod if you have to kick people out. You can't
win. It is the attrition game-,'aeso. Is it high or low attrition, that is
the essence of quality?

Mr. CLOHAN. The attrition Kgte, is perhaps what we should be
discussing, since we are reeklettilking about excluding them. Ex-
cluding them from eligibility for these programs, is where"the
difficulty occurs. ,

Mr. FULTON. If you accept the premise of the present system thatthe triad gets you into the ball game, and each element must comeinto place, and then once you are in the ball game, then the
monitoring function,the post audit authority of 497A for the pro-
gram administrators to set- and measure by their fiscal standards
the adininiótrative performance of the school. It took the OE 3
years to get their regulations into place after the law was passed in
1972. This ignores the fact that they already under the General
Education provisions had ample statutory authority, that is sepa-
rate and apart from the three tried elements. You can kick people
out, but this, then; brings into play an internal conflict of interest
within the USOE that Dhave personally seen and experienced.
Inevitably, there will come a time when the program administra-
tor, to save his program, to preserve his statistics, or from possible
external pressures, social, or otherwise, will want to keep an,insti-
tution in the program, and therefore would not exercise the eligi-
bility decision to deeligibilize the institution. This is the implicit
liazard of reposing eligibility determination authority in the samebffice as eligibility termination.

At the present system, there are two different economic points.
There is the division of eligibility, and separately there are,- the
program administrators. Under the administration proposal every-thing would then fall into the program administrators' decision.
You would have no inhouse bahince of power to make sure that the
program administrators are in fact observing their termination
responsibilities. Look how long it took for ihe NDSL data to sur-face. At best 10 years.

I mean it is a very serious thing when you rep,ose all the authori-
ty in one plaCe. They won't use their present authority. This has
been amply illustrated. In 19'72, they said they needed more legisla-
tion. They got it. It took them about 3 years to get their regs. In1976, they got more legislative authority, expanded 497A to include
all programs. The administration has done very little with that
expanded authority. All they do is continue to find fault with
wcreditation.
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Mr. CLOHAN. If they assume the bandits are in the proprietary
sector, why not let the FTV, as they have been willing to do, pursue
those scbdols that are making allkations of placement rigs to
induce the students into the programs?

When the chairman asked you to comment, Mr. O'Keefe, you
-m'Cre using proprietary school programs as examples of where
there aie abuses. Certainly the FTC Inas beem aggressive, at least in
the last year, in trying to clear up the very thing that it Would
appear HEW is trying to get at in the proposed legislation.

Mr. O'KEEFE. Let me respond to a couple of your questiorv, Mr.
Clohan. Usk: ler sonic circumstances an institution can be pe'rtified
as eligible even if it does not meet the accreditation criteriafor
example if it gives evidence that it is making satisfactory progress
toward accreditation or qualifying for accreditation by the appro-
Priate accrediting body or if it meets what is called "the three-
letter rule." If three other institutions which are accredited accept
the credits of an unaccredited institution, then the unaccredited
institution is regarded as being "acceptable" in the community,
and therefore it is ffiven acceptable eligibility status.

The question of, `Why not the Federal Trade Commission?,'.' is a
legitimate one. The major policy thrust of our proposed legislation
is to provide dollars'to the consumer, that is, to the student, based
on nqed. The fundamental policy behind these programs is to as-
sure access. We are not proposing any changes in that, but we are
proposing to, arm the consumer with the econOmic capability to
purchase the service.

In tandem with this policy there should be provisions that identi-
fy the reSponsibilities of the institutions to which these consumers
will be going to purchase the services. There are responsibilities for
adequate infOrmation, for certain kinds.of information to enlighten
those consumers as they shop around for the particular product
they are .looking for.

The question of where in the Federal GoNrnment that responsi-
bility ought to reside is a legitinnate one. It appears to us, however;
that given this very strong thrust, bve .should arm the consumer,
and that there should be concomitant and complementary mirIimal
information requirements 'that the sellers of service have to pro-
vide buyers as they shop around with Federal money.

Mr. CLOIIAN. I am not questioning whether it should be in the-
Higher Education Act; it obviously is now, and I don't think there
is any question from the members that the standards that are in
493 be retained, or maybe slightly changed. It is the expansion that
concerns me. When you start -looking at dropout rates and start
lodking at imposing tuition refund policies, or allowing the Com-
missioner or the Secretary\to set standards for tuition refund poli-
cies, that expansion should be carefully considered.

I think the consumer information is necessary, and most people
'agree with that.

Mr. O'KEEFE. On the refund policy, which is certainly a contro-
versial issue in the department and in the Congress we simply feel
that there are sufficient examples of concern to convince us to
propose .some minimal requirements for refund policies. It was c
never our intpntion that we would develop new criteria or criteria
different ti'om those .developed in a cooperative relationship with
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the higher education community. The assumption of an adversarial
relationship at the starting point is certainly not our intention. Wp
feel that there is room for serious Abuse in a system in which poor
sttidents who may be poorly qualified are 'attraCted into institu-
tions and then drop out very rapidly. There should be some provi-
sion that a refund polidy be in place, that the student know what
that refuild policy is. 4

Mr. SAUNDERS, That is already, in the. jaw.
Mr. O'KEEFE. It is in the law to the etent that if the studentasks for it, it has to be available. We Would require that the

information be made available to the students,.
Mr. SAUNDERs. -The law requires the institution `to publish its

refund policy already.
Mr. O'KEEFE What we are suggesting is that an abuse exists

whenoyou do not define what a refund poliCy is. To simply require
institutions to publish a refund policy with no requirement as to
what that policy should be is not enough.

Mr. CLOHAN. It was noted earlier that your original proposal as
it came up last, Thursday suggested that there would be a savingsof approximately $1 million, and your testimony today stated
$500,000.

What would be the net cost to the higher education community,
accrediting associations, and the Federal Government of the
change that you are proposing? I know that is difficult to assess,but if the Federal Government saves $500,000 or $1 million, will
there be a concomitant increase in the cost at the State level,
perhaps because of their increased responsibility?

Mr. O'KEEfE. That is obviously a highly judgmental question. It
seems to me; however, that the weight of the argument can be put
on the side of savings rather than cost. That is to say, the accredit-
ing agencies, themselves, will not have to go through the volumi-
nous process of staff reviiew. We will not have to split hairs on
issues like whether family and marriage counseling is, in fadt, an
identifiable discipline. There are savings associated with that._The
accrediting organizations will not have to go through that process.

At the State level, I believe most of the States, all but 3 or 4,
have criteria and an administrative process already in place in
their licensing procedures that in most cases, in fact, recognizes therole of accreditation as fully as We do at the Office of Education.
Those procedures are now in place; it is, in effect, as the chairman
suggested in his dialog with Mr. MacKinnon, duplicative of 'what
the U.S. Commissioner of Education now has to engage in. It seems
to me that on balance it is going to save money, not cbst money. I
think the implication that it will cost money suggests UM a newactivity needs to be undertaken. It doesn't. What we are proposingis to eliminate a duplicative activity.

Mr. CLOHAN. Would someone else like to comment?
Mr. MACKINNON. I 'think, one of the points that I mentioned, was

who should pay .for the accreditation of the program and we sup-port the program accreditation.
4I don't think current law says you have to use a.yrivate agency,

but rather you could- use accrediting agencies that are foublic.
In terms of who pays, should it be a public expense t6 review

public policy issue§ or should the institutions through student fees
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haVe to pay for the accreditation proces. , I think .private accredita-
tion is going to have to remain there in some part.

The total reliance pit licensure administration goes to far.- The
public agencies, States, should be looking at the quality -of pro-
grams after they have-kstablished an institution.

Now who pays, that is still another item that could be discusse .

Mr. FULTON. I would like to respond on the cost factor. I would
still like to get at page 6 of Mr. O'Keefe's second justification, "Will
prompt. citizens to take greater responsibility for the quality of
education offered by institutions."

He has admitted that the accrediting agencies do a splendid job
in determining *ality, but I infer by eliminating accreditation'as
an element of eligiblity he is uninterested in having quality as an
etement of eligibility.

At the same time he would provoke the citizens of the States,
and the States other than New York have not -exactly been falling
all over each other for the last 25 years to form State-financed,
State-supported accrediting agencies or the viable equivalent.

The current legislation clearly permits a State to perform that
_ function and to be recognized or else the Commissioner is doing an

illegal act in recognizing the State of New York.
As I think we all agree, there is nO such thing as a free lunch.

Now if the administration is going to get the citizens to ,pressure
the States to do what the USOE would no longer recognize, the
accrediting agencies, that would cost each Stateand New York is
really the only State now doing it.

So there are 49 States that presumably at a minimum would cost
.about $1 million for each State.

Mr. CLOHAN. If we assume that the States would have to pick up
additional responsibilities, and given the fact, as noted in the
COPA testimony, that some States don't have any authorizing,
laws, witl the States be able to accept.these responsibilities?

In addition to the question of costs, the committee must deal
with the question of phasing in the changes as 'you suggested. How
long 1,Vould this phase in take and what complications would arise
or should it just be an immediate dropping of the requirement for
eligibility upon enaCtment of the law?

Mr. O'KEEFE. Yes, it could be phased in.
I would alsO like to react to Mr. Fulton's remarks. I don't know

where he gets his data that the States are not doing anything- to
assure quality of education within their boundaries.

I think we can probablY find examples of States that do a rela-
- tively poor job of it. But I think the vast majority of States in faCt

exercise a substantial amount of quality control over postsecondary
educatiOn.

is our position that that is a State function and that we have
to rely upon that function at the Federal level, and that the pres-
ence of an onerous, bureaucratic, and paperwork ridden process at
the -Federal level doesn't substitute for. the State responsibility.

It seems to me that in those instances in which the States are
absolutely derelict in their responsibility, we could probably make
some other provision. But those cases are very few and far be-
tween.

11.-
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Mr. CLOHAN. In-the first hearing, on this subject, Chairman Ford
read about 4 to 5 pages ofrwritten transcript about his concernswith the States picking up more responsibility in the area. I dothink it is important to know what the States are doing noW.

Ms. KNUDSON. The most.recent study of that is the AIR report opState oversight. It is how 18 months- old and it worth §our
looking aLbecause it gives a very clear picture of what .bach State
is doing, what was in the works in -each, legislature. That can be
updated very quickly by a call to the education commissions of the
Statcs which monitors this very Farefully.

I remain puzzled 6y what I thmlu is a fundamental question here.
I wodld like to abk you, Mike, to Comment on this. It does seem tome that it .is terribly important, for -students to ,haVe the kind of
consumer infofmation that you are talking about, about refundg, et-cetera. .

I appreciate that and agree ith the Federal concern fr*i- that.But it does seem to me that surely more fundamental even therefund policies is the question of educational .quality. 1, mean, stu-dents do need to have some guidance about educational quality.
The States are woefully, as a general rule across the country,

and New York is surely an exception here and your commentary is
giving us a very one-sided picture of the-State's role.

So we do need to 'deal with the question of educational quality.
Students need t6 at least have some information, rough as it might
be.

That, I guess, takes ine back to what is the fundamental position
here with which I,think I ain in opposition. It has to do with the
assertion that the.recognition function as exercised by the Office of
Education doesn't have anything to do with educational quality.

I disagree with that. That does not mean to say that I believe.
that accreditation of an institution means that every course in
every itccreditation.system is superbly taught. I know better thanthat. Or

A

I am only the chajrman of this committee with a very small partof my time. In the bulk of my time I am a campus-based professor'
and I teach. But I do believe that accreditation procedures at the
institutiontil level are helpful to us in our ow,n self-study and in
our own monitoring of.our own educational practices.

Similarly, I do believe, and accrediting association persons withwhom I have come in contact in this past year in my capacity as
chairperson,' many of them have told me that they have felt that
the process of' going through the recognition requirements of theOffice of Education was in fact very helpful to them.

Certainly they complain about some of the details, and I would
not argue that we need to refine that in continuing ways.

But most of them have felt, the ones who have talked with me,at least, have not felt the process to be extraordinarily onerous.They have in fact assured me that it has been helpful to them to
study themselves, that it has been helpful to be reminded that theyneed to have adequate due process requirements, et cetera.

So I 'guess I .really question a kind of asbumption which is that
processes'bear no relationship to quality. It certainly is not a 1-to-Ikind of assurance that if you have good processes you are going to
have good quality.
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But I make some kind of 1ln as"suMption that good processes,
whdther in. an accrediting association or in an institution, do have
a relationship to quality and that. we are in fact talking about
quality.

In fact; one of the most recent criteria that we have wanted to
utilize is to-encourage accrediting associations to look more toWard
outcome issues which is better than process to be sure.

All of.that is by saying that the current process is not. perfect-by
any tneans, that we need to continnally work at it.

BM. I am . very uneasy about essentially dropping out quality
considerations From eligibility concerns, at least given the preseta
situation of the Stateg'.

Mr. O'KE.EFE. I would be delighted to respond.
It seems to me the issue of quality is .of great concern to the

Federal Government and to those of us who are charged with
adrainistering theSe programs. The fundamental question comes
down to this: Ilow do you, assure quality?

What I arn asserting today is that you do not do it through the
accrediting process..What I assert is that we have a decentralized,
self-policing, independent higher pducation community in this Na-
tion and that it is the role of that community itself and of the
States--4hich have th6 major constitutional responsibility for edu-
cationto take that responsibility on their shoulders. That is to
say that fundamental quality is something that has to be .deter-
mined there, not at the Federal level.

think Some of' the other financial criteria-=whether funds are .

appropriately adininiAered, whether there are adequate refund
policiesthose are apPropriate from the Federal level because we
aro dealing with the financing otstudents.

It seetiis to me that if we are going to start regulating quality,,
then__.rwe had better create a system that is substantially more
effectivothan the current accreditation process.

. Earlier I inserted the criteria established in our, regulations
against which accrediting agencies are judged. Ninety percent of
these criteria relate to organizational and structural characterfstics
that in no way touch upon the quality of the program in the
institution. We are in the business of determining whether an
organization is viable, whether it has adequate membership,
whether it is large enough, Whether it has sufficient staff, whether,
it keeps iLs banks in an orderly fashion, et cetera. That has very
little relationship to quality.

I agree with you that process can have an impact on quality.
What T would observe, however, is that the current process does
not. -

Ms. KNUDSON. .What is the nature of the evidence that you use
for that, Mike?

Mr. O'KEEFE. I put it in the record because I didn't want to read
through,it, but the criteria are in our regulations. As I say, I would
be happy to go over it. It seems to me it would take a long tithe to
do so at this hearing;

Mr. CLOHAN. Assuming that the .Office of- Education, no longer
accredited accrediting agencies, wouldn't there be a resulting in
crease in program requirements and overview in other areas and
potentially greater program costs?

I.
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.'KEEFE. No. T /e impression has been given that we would. 9
idrop. threshold eligibility criteria for institutions. That is not-thase.

Current statutes specify that to establish threshold eligibility for
Higher Education Act programs an institution must not only be
accredited, It must also be legally authorized in the State in which
it is located and it must meet requirements related to the level of

-program offerings an the type of students admitted. Beyond this
threshold eligibility Øetermination, an institution must also meet
the-specific eligi requirements of each program to which it
applies.

e-
r We are proposing dropping this particular one. That is to say, we
would continue the_ function Of identifying institutions that are
eligible, that meet these criteria in a generic sense, as eligibility
institutions, to apply or participate in Federal programs.

r. CLOHAN. But if 6,000 out of /3,800 get their current eligibility
tatus because of accreditation and you eliminate that what would
e the result?
Mr. FULTON. Sir, Ibelieve that figure, 6,900, is subject to inter-

pretation. It is only about 2,500.
Barbara, y'ou can probably break that down as between Tntitu-

tional accreditation and some other:
Ms. KNUDSON. I am nof sure that I can'.
Mr. FuuroN. But ihere are not 6,900 institUtions liccredited as

such.
Now there may be pregrams in nonteaching institutions that

accumulate to 6,900, but I believe there are about 2,500 or 2,900 so-
cal.led higher education institaions and about maybe 1,500 propri-
etary.

Mr. CLOILAN-Can wiek get that for the record?
Ms. KNUDSON. I, think we can get that information to you to

clear that up. A large. number of the accredited programs that you
are talking about- are such things as hospital-based schools of nurs:
ing which derive their eligiblity for Federal funding through ac-
creditation not of the institution but rather a -programmatic insti-
tution Of schools of nursing. That amount is a very large number.

I don't know what your number of 6,900 out of 81000-some is. I
don't think that is correct..1 could be wrong. Because there are not
that many that are.either satisfactory or three letter rules, I don't
believe. That would be a vary large number.

Tho.sk routes that Mike described to you are exceptions to ac-
count for unusual circumstances, timing problems, et cetera. I
d9n't know what that is, but I am sure we.can get that information
to you.

Mr. O'KEEFE. Yes,J believ"e can provide you with a breakout
of the institutions by type of eligibility.

Mr. Fut.ToN. May I conlment?
This *represents one of .the continuing concerns that COPA and

the accrediting ,,community htis Shad with the piesent system. I
think many people have been laboring under the delusion that-the
0.E's eligibility system, depending as it clod§ in a substantial way
on accreditation, meant all ,of those institutions that became eligi-
ble had somehow kone throUgh accreditation.
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As was illustrated by the discussion that just preceded my re-
rn'arks, this is not the case. Let me comment a /little further.

There are more than 2,000 hospitals on that list of 8,800 eligible
institutions. With only a few exceptions,- those hospitals, first of all,
have never been chartered or licensed_ by the State as institutions
of postsecondary education.

They, of course, have been authorized by hospitals. But the State
has not looked at those operations to see if they meet any other
kinds of requirements as they would have a college or university or
proprietary sch000l. Q

None of those hospitals has gone through institutional accredita-
tion, again with only a few exceptions. What those hospitals have
are anywhere Trom one to a handful of teaching programs, and
those individual programs have been looked et by a programmatic,
specialized accrediting agency which is 'concerned to make sure
that it meets all the requirements for the training for that specific
program.

So we have a very big gap here in the way we treat a number of
institutions on that eligibility list as contrasted with the way we
treat other institutions on that eligibility list.. -

In addition, there are a substantial number of \.-oreign institu-
tions on that eligiblity list, over 800. They have, of course, not been
licensed by a State and they have not been accredited by a recog-
nized accrediting agency. We.are uot sure to this day how they get
On that list, by what criteria or processy-but-they are there.

We are not sure to this day what efforts are made to make sure
those institutions comply With all the regulations that. are in.exist-
ence at the present time and proposed for the future..

In addition, there is on that eligibility list, as has been pointed
out, a number-of institutions that have gotten there by so-called
equivalencies to accreditation.

We really challenge those tis equivalencies. The reasonable assUr-
ance is an act by the Commissioner lo determine that an institu-
tion has given reasonable assurance as to making progress toward
accreditation. 6FO'r this purpose the Commissioner has turned to so-called 'candi-
dacy status. The accrediting agencies-in granting candidacy Avails
are not in any way assuring the Federal Government anything
about. those institutions except that die), haye entered into prelimi-
nary discussions and relationships with those institutions, presum-
ably that will lead eventually toward accreditation.

The so-called three-letter rule, this is accreditation by .osmOsis or -
quality by osmosis, I presume. If three accredited institutions will
write letters saying they have accepted students in transfer from
this non-accredited institution and those students have lemonstrat-
ed they can do the work, then, presumably, this indicates that that
sending institution has niet some sort of quality standards and .
therefore can become eligible for Federal funds.

So we have an eligibility system -here that is fraught with all
kinds of untested assumptions, and I would be -prepared to argue
incorrect assumptions about what accreditation is speaking to,
,whetber accreditation is indeed present in the picture, and wheth-
er or not.the so-called equivalents are indeed equivalents.
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Mr. CLOHAN. That gets back to my first question about the
institutions on the list. Which ones come in 19y what methods?

Mr. O'KEEFE. We will have to supply that for you, if we can. If
we can't,v,T will supply something.

[Information referred to follows]

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE "BASIC EUGHBLITY Lam"

(Administered by the Office of Education, I vision of Eligibility and Agency
Evaluation)

I. How many entities (programs, institutions, and institutional components such
as schools or departments) are currently on DEAE's Basic Eligibility List?

2. Of this total number of eligible entities, how many are: (A) Institutiobs; (B)
'programs; ahd (C) institutional components such as schools or departments?

3. Of the total number of eligible entities, how many were dewed eligible by
virtue of:

A. Having full accreditation.
B. The Commissioner's determination that there is "satisfactory assurance" thatthe entity will atthin accreditation within a reasonable time. .

C. Documentation that the entity's credits are accepted on transfer by at leattt
three accredited institutions.

D. Being granted "interim approval" by the Office of Education, in cases wherethere is no nationally recognized accrediting agency or association qualified to
accredit the entity (Section 935(b)--applies only to entities applying for the GELProgram)

E. Being an institution or school outside the U.S. which the Commissioner .has
approlied as being "comparable" to such entities within the U.S. (Section 935(a)
applies to Ga. Program only)?

9. Of the total -number of entities in category 3A abolie (full accreditation), how
many are: (A) Institutions; (B) programs; and (C) institutional components such asschools or departments?

5. Of the total number ,of entities in categery 3B above (satisfactory assurance),how many are: (A) Institutions; (B) programs; and (C) institutional components such
as 'schools or departments? .

6. Of the total number of entities in category 3C above (credits accepted by
accre(lited institutions), how many are: (A) Institutions; (B) programs;, and (C) insti-
tutional components such as schools or departments?

7. Of the total number of entities in category 3D above (interim approval), how
many are: (A) Institutions; (B) programs; and (C) institutional components such asschools or departments?

8. Of 'the total number of entities in category 3E above, how many 'are: (A)
Institutions; (B) programs; and (C) institutional components such as schools or
departMents?

ANSWERS-"BASIC ELIGIBILITY LIST"

Notes--This report refers only to the DEAE basic eligibility list 'applicable to the
various eligibility provisos of the Higher Education Act of 1965 Lig amended.

1! Number of entities: Domestic, 7,958; foreign, 856; (Total: 8,814.)
2. Eligible entities: (A) No. Institutions, 6,169. (B) No. Programs, 1,719. (Hospital

schools and programs, 1,700 and muiseums, 94.) These are accredited by special-
ized, programmatic accrediting agencies and meet the statutory definition of an
institution of higher education. (C) No. Components, schools and departments, none.

3. Eligible entities: (A) Fully accredited, 6,750. (B) Satisflictory assurance 280. (1)
Pre-accredited, 280. OD Oirect 'satisfactory assurance, none. (C) Three-institutional
certificatibn, 59. (1)) Interim approvals, 30. (E) Comparable foreign institutions, 856.
(E) Public area vocational schools; 743. (a) State-approved public postseconday voca-
tional schools, 101. (Total: 8,814.)

9. Fully accredited entities; (A) Institutions, 4,956; (B) programs, 1,794; (C) compo-
nents, none. (Total: 6,750.)

5. Entities with satisfactory asurance: (A),institutions pre-accredited, 280; (B)
programs, none; and (C) components, none.

6. Entities with thrtie institutional certification: (A) Institutions, 59; (B) programs,
none; and (C) components, none.

7. Entities with interim approval: (A) Institutions30; (B) programsnone; and (C)components, none.
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8. Foreign institutions: (A) Institutions, 856; (II) programs, none; and (C) compo-
nents, none.

9. Public area vocational schools: (A) Institutions, 74$; (B) programs, none; aid (C.)
components, none.

10. State-approved public postsecondary vocational schools: (A) InstitutiOns, 101;
(13) programs, none; and (C) components, none.

Mr. WOLANIN. Chairman Ford will not be returning because of
the business on the floor. At this time we will adjourn the hearing
and the subcommittee will meet again tomorrow morning at 9:30.

[Whereupon, at 2:45 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
Vene at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, Any 26, 1979.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

,
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August 1, 1979

Dr. Mary F. Berry
Acting Commissioner of Educatfon
Department pf Health, Education
and Welfare

Washingt.tin, D.t. 20202

Dear ComMissioner Berry:
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Following the Subcommittee On Postsecondary Education's
hearing of. July 26, 1979, I am submitting to you a list of those
questions-pe.Ltaining to the title III -- Strengthening Develop-
ing InstrutitiUns prOgram, which were unable to be addrensbd
during the hearing. As you are well aware, the subcommittee is
near conclusion of the hearing schedule on the subject of .re-.
authorizing the Higher Education Act. For that rea6on, it is
important that we receive youirtesponse to these questions before
ScIptember 1, 1979.

It seems very possible that we will be able Lo complete
House action onc,the Higher Education Act by the end of the first.
Session, as Chairman Ford intended, Your cooperation in assist-
ing the subcommittee during this time of unexpected change in
the Department is greatly appreciated.

Best wishes.

9
Icc: HOn. Patricia Barris

Dr. Moye
Mr. Oilllam A. Blakey

/Th

S i n -erely your
_

ohn H. Buchanan, Jr.
Member of Congress .
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QUESTION!: TO TUE OFrICF. OF FDIICATION ON TiThE III

1. The Admielstiation's pioposed langoage for lie Title III plogiam
deletes tefeience in the curient law to the hi-lateral and con-
soltium airangements. Although th0re Is no mention of them in the
law, is It the position of the AdministratJon that the funded title
111 institution could, under the Administration's proposal, nue
(licit grant monoy in cooperation with either an assisting nikincy
,e (nstitutign(s) of Irigher education?...If soir how does OE intend
to.e1ean up the probleins that have snit/Iced with the contiort_ita

funded under law? (i.e. Would an institution that is not
eligible to ,impete for title Iii funds be eligible to paiticipate
in A onsoitinE airangement? What funds management system would
be established se that giant money can be effectively accounted
(or? WonId there he a limit to the number of institutions able to
pall leipSte i i a consuttia? Whst would be the appropriate role Of an
A34iAttug aqency? what auditing requirements should be ('stablished
for a4ststieg ..vp,ncies? Should there be an institutional match?) ,

In Acting colmaissioner Berry's testimony, she referred to the fact
that detkno the development of new regulations for the Developing
teetituti.,ns Program, 51 different mensnres of inst.-itutional vi-
ahtlity weir, .-oushIered_

(a) l'nold you please submit for the record a list of those measure-
Vvefa and a sommsry 041 why UEW chose the measures which are out-
lined in the final regulations for the program submitted on March 10,
19/9. aod which became part of the proposd change in law?,

(h) Weil; theie any statistical runs conducted to show how these
t -toi 3 would sitect vat toustypes of institutions? If so, when
wee e I In eic ava I lah lip to lhe public? , Could you please suhmit them
(of I he d 4.:

Thiv, exists a National Advisory Committee on Black nigher Educe-
! altd. ack Co 1 1 etws and tlrilvexult len. In their recently re-
'varied k,prt entitred "A(cess of Black Americans lo nigher Educe-
tioe: How °pea is the Door?", there was no specific recommendation

x on how the title 111 program should be altered. Wrre there any*
Amm.ndatIons received by the Secretary from this committee?

4. (a) in Ait Coienissiorrat lter{,y'h statement, she indicated that .

the mca,uies to 01-teimine an insti,tution's need were selected on
the basis of serving those institutions that- the Congress intended
he .leiy,ed. For the years thnt this lirogrnm has been funded, the
fongiefs has heard tepeatedly from the Office of Education that
the coegtessionnl intent is unclear, a fact wILich ha causvd the
fuogre to be in disarlay for years. To whet were you referi-ing
,heti 'you indicated that the indices of measurement were "examined
to de(ermine those institutions that: the Con9ress int(mded to bn

(b) Dui ing Ule runferente on the Education Amendments of 1972,
the coetelves agieed lo (bop Nom the legi.slation a Senate
vision which would have required "thnt not_ less than SO percentum
of title III funds he upied for institutions which enroll a

V
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significant ptopottion of students who have had inadegento secondaiy
p:eptilation or have come ffom educationally, rultutally,

ot eftrnomically depitved backgroends.- That provision wns struck
:tom the coeference documnt /slid did not become patt of the law.
It was clently the Congress' intent thnt title III, the major in-
stltutionnl Aid pfournm under the Higher Education Act, be tied to
fps-lets teinting to instiletionnl need, AS Opp040d,L0 the Adminis-
tration's cutzent recommendation as an extensieni of the financial
aid piggiams. What regislative precedent the Office of Educa-
tion quilauce in deletrpining it WaS student factors that: the Con
giess iuiendod be used to detelmine vligihility for title 111
tathet than institutional factofs?

4
The Admint,tratioe's pioposal plovidos eligible institutions with
an option of applying for one of two.types of awnids: three year
awaids, with the option of fecompeting, or seven-year awzods, de-
signating A final award und-er the looginm.

What incentive would thore he for an instillation to over com-
pete for a soven-year,awatd? If they eoold continue to recompete
ondor,the three year option, the psovisionnl "maximum grara- doesnot seem to be workable. How Are these programs different from the
basic and advanced plogtams? Could an instAtution apply-imder,both
prilq1aMS stmeltan('ounly?

tb) l'ifould the size of th'e awards be significantly diffetent under
!he thtee and sevou-yeor options?

(c) would an institution roceive the award in yearly installments?
of would they have Ac,OSS to the money to use it. at whatever pace
they defeimined?

(d) Shoufd an instilgtion have to use all of its award in the fi6calyeau qt.-tilted? Ihslec what oonditions WoUld A catty-over be per-
missible?

() Sh9uld institutions whiCh have already received multiple years
of funding he eligible to (ompete for only the seven-year grant?

If) What objeetion would thole be to prohibiting an institution from
fefsmipeting for 3 three-year grant. until all other eligible institu-
tions had been tonded'at least through one thrcte-year cycle?' This
wmild establish a policy of not giving preference to aiready-funded
institutions. .,

The Administration's proposal provids for the ..creation of a new
"challenge giant" program. It is unCluar if tile' Administration
intended to restrict the use of monies (at least. the Federal por-
tion) to'fhe types of development outlined in Sec. 304.

4
(a) .Could an institution use Lhe challenge grant money for any de-
velopmental purpose they determined? Should an institution be pro-
hibited from using the challengn grants to create endowments?

t.)
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(b) Could a gi adua t 0 school whose undergi aduale tnst i t tit Ion is not .
othetwise eligible to compete for title III awards be eligible to'
'compete for challenge gr ant money? V

(c) Thera is no maximum nunber of years under which an Innt i tut ion
can compet e for chat lenge grant. monies, What 1 a the Xdminist rat ion' s
objeA1on to t icing a 11mi t, of participation onto tarts act: Ion?

7. The purpose of the Advisory Council on Developing Institutions is, AS
out 1 1 ned in t he Adm 1 n1 st rat ion . a proposal i to (1) 1 dent ify

del/eloping 1 its t i 1_ tit ions and (?) A fignisL Lhe Secretary in est abl 1 shing
any cr itoria for making grants under thit section. These responsi-

)
hil1lies do not dif fel significtanlly from those existing In the .

sta(ute.

(a) I f an inst i t ut i o n ' s e l ig1b 1 lity to compete for fundn is to be
determined on a quantifiable ACA le, what purpose does tile Advisory
connet 1 serve in de term1 ning and 1 dent 1 tying deve loping 1 nut i t ut ions?

(b) How have the nine members of the existing Advisory Councillbeen
se 1 act ed? Ilas there been a sells-IL ivi ly Lo as sur ing that all ty0'es
.td inst i (ui ions are equ1 t ably repreaented?

(c) What specific recommendations have the Advisoty Council made
In refelence to the proposed changes which the Administration has
salmi t Led? Has t he Adv i s or y Council reviewed .and comment ed on them?

0. In' a recent press release, then-Secretary Cali fano indicated that
the Federal governTent is providing nearly $320 mi Ilion. per year to
support black colleges and univerSities. Could you please list the
Corms of that a1d and the programs from which it. comes. .(Press
release dated June 13. 1979).

9. The Administvat ion's propOsal suggests a new purpoire under the
tit le II I prow am which would provide Federal support lo instittr-
t ions to improve (1) the cademi C Lipality, (2) intaitut tonal
management, and (3) fiscal stabiliCY of the deveaoping institution.

(a) What types or development actirities would be allowed under
this hcobri and general construction?, What limitations and re-
strictions (other than those listed in Sec. 100) would be specified!

(b) We are entering a period of declining enrollments, shrinking
dollar and limited resources. How can an institution demonstrate
that it is improving its fisc71. stability? What 'measure would be
.used to determine Chia?

(c) The Adminislrat ion has recently begun lo define the program's
purpose as one to "strengthen" developing institutions, as opposed
to the notion that an institution would leach "lhe mainstream of
.educr;"( ion" or a slate of development- If the criteria ate changed
lo target institutional aid dollars to those schools enrolling low-

il

income studen a (favorably measured under Lhe current regula( ions,
by a high num er of Basic Echicalional Opportunity Grant rec1plent_S)',
aren't we the retically talking about any inlit_ttLion qualifying if
they A r e able to recruii a high enough number of BEOG recipients?

sr.
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(d) What disincentive would there be for an institution to engage
in teccement activities to increase the number of low-income.
student ?

(0 AS evidenced, by the passage of the Middle IncOme Student Assis-
tance Act last- Year, the Congress is expanding the opportunities
for higher education to middle-income students. What, projected im-pact Wtill this have on the determination of oligibillty under the
program, assuming that similar regulations would bo-used under the
Administcation's proposed changes to the statute as are in effectnow? Will' more institotions qualify as 'developing"?

.

10. Other than providing a 50 percent match for public institutions
applying for_challenge grants under the Administration's proposed
title III, the States are not given 4 rktcong role in planning.

(a) What should bp the Statct''s role in planning for comprehensive
postscondary edecation, specifically as it relates to title III?

(b) Should the States be able to comment on the application for
A title 111 grant award before it is, sent lo the Office of Education?
What limitations should there be on the Stato'n involvement in thelitle III program?

11. Many inlatitutions that have participated in Cho title Ill program
in the past have been iuled ineligible to compete under the exist-
ing and recently established regulations. The reason for this, in
some instances, ig that the institution is a branch campus of A
ma)or institution that, in itself, would noL qualify tor title III
assistance. Should the law,provide tor elibibility of a branch
campus when that branch is Independent financially from the main
campus, providing it is otherwise 'eligible lo compete for fundsunder Uhe program?

12. Section 308 addresses the limitations and funding restrictions fortitle flI grant awards. Several ot the traditionally black public
instttutiohn of higher education are located in States plat are now
ender cqurt order (Adams vs. Calitano) to disestablish their dual
systems of higher eaucation. The court Was specific that in order

- to elfeetively complete this task within the five-year period of
time, the traditionally black institutions must be brou4ht up to
a level of educational quality equal to that of the predominantly
white public institutions within the Stale. Each Slate under Court
order has filed a plan with the Office for Civil flights describing
that State's plan for desegregating their public institutions ofhigher educatiOn.

(a) Would there be any objectien to changing Sec. 308(2) to rend:

"(2) for any activity in anymublic institiiiion of higher
education located in a Stale'which is under court order to dis-
establish its dual system of higher educatjon that is not. specified 'in the Stale plan for bringing that institution into compliance
within the time perlod elicited under the court. older. In the event
that the grantee institution has complied on all points with the

al-83% - 79 - 21
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State plan for desegregation, or fn the case where the grantee is
not located in a State which is under court order to desegregate,
the grantee may use funds under this title for any designated
purpose as long as the activity does not promote or enhance segre-

gated education-al Activities."

(b) Whnt is the Administration's ieaction to intluding the twO
new rolbsections under Sec. 300r ,

"(1) for operational and maintenance or general expenses; or

"(4) for such purposes other than those outlined in the
annual plan for development which was submitted to the
Office of Fducation.°

Deleted from the Administration's proposal for Litlo Iii was the

provision that required an institution to Le accredited by a na-
tionally recognized accrediting agency or araociation. How would
the program be safeguarded from institutions participating which
do not provide a quality educational program? Would the absence
of the Federal role in accrediting necessitate greater State par-
ticipation?

14. The Administration reverses the set-aside from the existing 16 per-
cent to degree-granting institutions, and in its place.suggestn
that dot more than 24 percent ge-lo community colleges. What iA the

purpose in thin change?

1S. Under the current program and under. the Administration's proposal,
there in reference to the waiver Per institutions located (1) on

or near an Endian reservation-or a substantial population of Indians,

and (2) to -any institution which the Commissioner determines is

increasing the educational opportunities for Indianb and Hispanics.
Under the present program operation, funds have gone Lo institu-
tions to establish Native American and Hispanic programs which, while

they might at first glance Appear Lo substantially inscrease the

higher educational opportunities for both gloupu, . aro not sensitive
to the nOiscial educational needs of these groups. Is there any objec-
tion to making the waivet contingent on establishing education-need
sensitive programs-for those two groups, in addition to increasing
their educational opportunities?

16. As part QS Piesddenl Carter.); Black College Initiative, there is
perceived to be a step-up la the Administration's focus on assist-

ing the traditionally black colleges. Specifically, how is the
Administration proposing to do this? Other than a policy of gen-
eral support, what specific steps have been or will be Laken lo
ensure increased assistance Lo Lho traditionally black colleges?

17. Tho Administralion proposal suggests that an institution can
apply for presumably small planning grants (Administration pro-
gram notes indicate one-year).

(a) What figure constituLen a "smell" gran1:7"
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(b) Why should the Federal government fund institutions' for plan-ning for development? Shouldn't. a school know what ways it needs
to develop instead of the Federal government allowing limited re-sources to assist in planning?

10. The Administration's proposal deletes reference to using grant
monies for either the Professor Emeritus or National Teaching
Fellowship programs.

(a) Could an institution, if 1T-"Ilatermines it could be strengthenedby such, establish its.own professor emeritus or teaching fellow-ship program?

(b) If uo, the law is explicit on the maximum annual stipend per
individual for either program. would the Office of Education
expect to esbablish ceilings for this type of service? If so,based on what?

19. (a) tinder the present program, an institution receiving a titlegrant is required to file an annual progress report. 1Should therebe An additional,subsection added to Section 305 specifying that
any institution that. does not comply with program and fiscal revoltingrequirements to the satisfaction of the Secretary would have fundscut-off, and would be ineligible to compete under the program?

(b) The General Accounting Office indicated that there was little
or no OE follow-up on reports snbm1Lted by institutions. How willLip clarified purpose and new eligibility criteria help.OE evaluatethe quality of development institutions report? -

(c) Will this free OE Lt. conduct more site visits?

20. There is no penalty for misuse of funds. Would there be any objec-
tion to including a section that specifies that any institution mis-
using funds or services under this ad would be ineligible to re-
ceive rdditional payment and would be linable to compote for grants
under 1_114.s title in future years?

21. . (a) If the community college set-aside (AS' proposed by the Adimin-
lutration) were eliminated, and all institutions competed equallyfor the total pot of money, how would the eligibility criteria
(especially the doeblo-weighling of the BEOG award) affect the
cOmmunity colleges wtro enroll significant numbers of part-time
students? HoW does the current -proposal affect the oligibilijy ofcommunity colleges vis a vis tour-year institutions regarding the
half-ccat limitation for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant?
(b) lf.there was no set-aside in the law, how could the:criteria .haye i0be changed tO ensure equilablE competitiOb'hi-r

afl types of institutions?'

22. The Department of Health, Education And Melfare, according to the
press release dated dune 13, 1979, will be providing information
to black collegtis and universities lo assist them in applying for
grants and contracts from BEW's "more than 400 district programs."
Please describe the natbre of ibis information and how this willbe delivered. Will this technical assistance come at tho institu-
tion's request?
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23. If the edvcational and general expense per full-time equivalent
student were to be A factor used to determine eligibility, what
costa could Ale included in that?. Would you include debt service
as an expense, particularly in the Case of public inetolLutions?
What would the effects be if E&G expebses were not regionalized
to compensate for difference in costs across the country?

24. under the proposed program, an Institution would submit its plan
for comprehensive development. Who is.10 measure what is developed
and whether or noL the institution is making progress? Is. it a
"good faith effort" on the part of ,,the institution?

25. The Federal government has never established a uniform way for
computing full-ttme equivalent student count. The National Center
for- Education Statistics qualifies that the FTE counts in the Higher
Education General Information Survey are not uniformly computed.
Under the proposed changes, how would the Office of Education de-'
termine tO verify "full-time equivalent" student count? Would
there be a standard formula in statute?

26. ,Wouldn't cbmparing the educational and general expense per full-
time student be isequitable if privates are compared to publics
who enjoy a good deal of State subsidy? HOW Will Ibis comparison
be equitably computed?

27. Should institutions funded primarily by the Federal government be
eligible to compete ror title III funds? (i.e. University of the
District of Columbia, Howard University, etc.)

78. In the rationale for change of the c19,finitional purpose (Appendix
to the Administration's testimony presented to Ole subcommittee
on July 19, 1979) the statement read: "The proposed language (re:
purpose) would eliminate confusion and directqunds to the neediest"
institutions." It is unclear whether the Administration's proli-o-T
is tieing title III grants to institutional or student need. Could
you please elaborate.

29. Under the Administration's proposed language, an 'institution would
have to give a comprehensive development plan that would_show
specifically how it plans to develop. Under the current program
opetation, it in believed that many schools are now using their
title III money for operation ancL maintenance expenses. How would
this lavignage prohibit the continuation of such use?

30. One of the strongest criticisms of the title III program has been
in the area of program management. For several years, the-Office
of Education maintained that Una. combination of quantitative and
qualitative criteria made subjective determimations hard Lo avoid.
Consequently, the General Accounting Office testified before thiS
subcommittee that there were "many inconsistencies in the Office of
Education's"application of procedures for selectiny institniions...
resulting in questionable awards." How will the changes proposed
by the Administration facilitate a more manageable program opera-
tion? Who will have ultimatm decision-making responsibility as,

"far as grant_ awards are concerned? Whaj.,,middle-level input (i.e.
readers' comments, program person, etc.)- will be at the disposal
of the decision-maker(s)?
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31. The grant awiardn process for FY 1979 grants has been delayed wnll
beyond the,anLicipated June 3D dole for announcement. Have the

. delays been caused in part frcm difficulties in proyram operation
resulting from the program changes established in-the new regula-
tions? Please elaborate.

32. For the fiscal year 1979 grant awards prociess wore institu-
tions that were deemed eligiple by nature of their reaching the min.:-
Almon 174-pOint cut-off evaluated on an equal ba'sis? Or wan priority
given le those institutions that had higher qualifying scores thanothers?

-
31. The new regulations for implementing the.title Ill program provide a

melhod whereby institutions that were ruled ineligible to Compete
conld submit a narrative describing why they felt they should be
determined to be a developing instittition. Were there anY institu-
tions submitting Such a narrative? What determinations were made
in those specific cases? Who made those determinations?

34. In what ways has the Administration taken faution Lo protect Hispanic
and Native American interests tinder the.tille III program. Al-
though the Native Americans do have a few tribally controlled
community c'oll-sgas, Hispanic interests seem to be left out of con-
sideration under LIT proposed program because there are no Pre-dominantly nispanic institutions.

35 in their comments on the proposed regulations for the title III
program, the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-
grams recommended that priority for funding be given to those in-
stitutions which show special efforts to overcome the historical
disadvantage suffered by women in American education. What objec-tion would the Administration have to incorporating ,thi.s reconumrnda-
tion into the program's purpose?
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F.DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND INFLF RE
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCP11ION

AiiSHINGTON. D.C. 2020

Honorable William Ford
Chairman, Subcommi t tee on l'ostsecondary Educe t ion

Nouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Att 2219

fil

During the recent henrings on the AdministratiorN dreauthorize

proposals for the Title III, Strengthening Developing Institution
Program, subcommittee memberq raised a pumber of questions Wh ijch I

promised tb answer (Or the record.

Attacheq is a summary report whiCh responda to those questions. The

respouSes-To all the questions raised harm benu grouped by topic into
five major categories:

o Ethnic Identity of Participating Institutions

o Junior and Community College* Participation

o Eligibility Requirements

o. General Reauthorization Issues

o Program Statistics

I hope that Liu: information provided is.useful to you Ad the other
sub-committee members as you pursne'your-,ieliberations on lhe
reauthorization of Title programs.

If I may be of any further assistance,7do not hesitate to call on me.

Attachment

3 ?

Sincerely,

Mary F.Ilerry
Assistant SecretrA-y
for EdUcatIon

tz
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Ethnic Identity of Participatingintitutions

jhe Department is often called upon to account for
support to Black, Native AMerican and Hispanic institutions )

and there are many'misconceptions surrounding our program
activities ip this area. To clarify these problems,
we First need to examine the characteristics of such
institutions.

Black institutions can be divided into two distinct
g-roups:

First there are approximately 104 historically Black
institutions that have a long and contiQuous histgry
of providing postsecondary educational opportunities
to Blaa h igh school graduates. Since the 1850's, these
institutions-have often been the sole source of educational
opportunit,ies for Black Americans, particularly those
in the deep South.

A second set of institutions can be characterized as
new predominantly Black institutions. These are institutions
in which more than 50 per-cent of the student body is
Black. We have identified forty-two such ilistitution's
which include 46 separate campuses.

There are also several -types of institutions which serve
Native American groupS. -Some, such as the Navajo Communit7
College or the College of Ganado, definitely can be.
classified as Native American institutions. Others,
while having a Native American clientele, require more
careful distinction. There are approximately 16 new
Native Americ-an Community Colleges which bear the name
but are, in fact, extension centers of existing
non-Indian institutions. These institutions arc chartered
as "community colleges" by their tribal councils. Yet,
students must take their courses from the accredited
"mother" campuses to be eligibje for BEOG funds.. In
addition, course offerings that provide credit through
the extension centers arc also offered to all non-Indian
students, thus dilutimg the purc Nativc-American nature
of such schools. Finally, none of these 16 Native
American Community Colleges meet accreditation requirements
of the various regional accrediting associations. It
should be noted, however, that the) Title III statute
permits the Commissioner to waive accreditation requirements
for institutions that serve Indians.

. '
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HispaniciAtitutions arc also difficult to characterize
as a group. With the exception of institutions located
in Puerto Rrcd, or those institutions that serve an
almost exclusive HiSpanic population such as New Mexico
Highlands University or Boricua University (New:York),
the Office 'of Education has been forced to clas:sify
an institution as "Hispanic" based upon the number of
enrolled students of Hispanic origin. One would hardly
classify the University of Arizona, the University of
Colorado or the Univdrsity of Cdlifornia at San Diego
as developing institutions or As Hispanic institutions.
Nevertheless, these institutions do enroll .substantial
numbers of Hispanic students as compared to most other
schools even though the actual percentage may seem small
when compared to total school enrollment.

This explanation is given becans'e too often the Office
of Vocation is asked what Titte III is "doing" for
students of a particular ethnic or racial group. Title III
is not a student assistance program. .,The Congress has
authZfi'zed a number of other programs in the Higher
Education Act that meet the needs of students, Including
the studerq financial assistance prograMs, the TRIO
programs, Accl the Graduate and Professionaj, Opportunities
Program (GPOP). Title III is lin institutional development
program. In fact it is currently the only program under
the Higher Education Act directed at institutional
develoisment and capacity building. It is our belief
that when poor studentsregardless of ethnic heritage
or racial group--attend developing institutions in
substantial numbers, the Title III program,:by definition,
should assist these institutions in improving the quality
of their educational activities. This includeS upgrading
their curricula, their faculty and staff, and their
administrative and fiscal management capabilitie..
In this manner an Improved institution can better serve

, its clientele.

Conspuently Black, Native American and Hispanic institutions
qualify for program participation primarify on the basis

of insqtutional characteristics. In the Office of
Education's view, IA would be a:mistake to redirect
Title III funds away from needy institutions to those
that can only justify assistance on the basis- of a
substantiaL minori,ty student enrollment_

ts.
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Community_ and Junior College ParticipRtion

Of-the 2,923 institutions reporting on the Higher Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) , 941 are two-year
-institutions. Of these 941 institution's, 546 (-58 percent)
appear to meet the eligibility criteria for designatiyi
as developing institutions and, therefore, would be
eligible to compete for Title III Junds.

In the necent FY 1979 cdmp-etition,- 224 of these 546_-

two-year institutions, or 41,per,cent, applied for designatidil
as a developing institution..40f the. 224, 202 were
determined eligible to compete for the$28.8 million
set-aside for two-year colleges which-is Tequired by
the statute. Awards were made to 174 institutions,
or 86 percent of those eligible to compete for funds.
In summary, while only 41 percent of the 546 institutions
which arc potentially eligible for Titlb III applied
for funding, 86 percent of the eligible applicants
were funded.

According to the-National Center for Educational Statistics,
these two-year institutions accounted for 3.9 million
or 36 percent of the reported 11 million students enrolled
in postsecondary edimation programs in 1978. In addition;
these institutions serve a-large number of low-income
and minority students and often proviae the-only access
to postsecondary educational opportunities for students
living in areas of geographic isolation. However, we
do not believe that-these enroljment figures necessitate
a reduction in the current allocation forfoUY-year
Title III institutions. Instead, the Administration
has sought to support the expanded servites provided
by two-year as well as four-year colleges through an
increase In authorized funds.

It is questionable if two-year institutions can ultimately
meet the Administration's' priorities of equalizing
educational opportunities, reducing minority unemployment
and increasing the number of minorities and'females
in professions im which they have been hiAbrically
and traditionally underrepresented. This. is ,especially
true in the area of employment because significant
numbers, of two-year college graduates do not continue
their education .at four-year institutions. Thus, four-
year colleges remain the principal source of minority
and females applicants for graduate education.

33]
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In summary, the Office of-Education believes that the
current 24 percent set-aside of Title III funds for
two-year institutions is entirely adequate to meet
program qeeds. An 86 percent funding rate of applicants
is, we believe, a very high percentage. In addition,
we cannot ignore the quality of proposals. For example,
out of a possible two hundred maximum points which 1979
applications could receive, we fOnded down to a score
of 98 on the two-year slate. We believe that any score
below that does not reflect a substantive proposal as
viewed by our staff and the expert readers employed
to assist in the evaluatOn process.
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Eligibility Requirements for Program Participation

The legislation characterizes a developing institution
as making "a reasonable effort to improve the quality
of its teaching and administrative staffs and of its
student services; and is, for financial or other reasons,
struggling for survival and isolated from the main
currents of academic life.",

The Office of Education eatluated 43 specific factors
as well as other related ihdices in an effort to selectthe most effective criteria for the identification ofdeveloping institutions.

The 43 indices listed in Table I (Program Statistics
Section) include factors such as the number of books
in the library, the Consumer Price,--fndex, regional
Indices and budgets, student eligibility factors, and
regionally adjusted income levels. Additional factorssuch a5 the institution's

previous implementation of
developmental plans and the academic preparation ofthe faculty were also_considered.

Two factors, which could be independently verified,
consistently selected a type of institution that the
Department believes the Congress intehded the programto serve. These two factors.were: (1) average educationaland general expenditures per full-time equiVilent,(FTE)
student, ahd (2) average BEOG award per FTE undergraduate.
These t o faCtors together identified,institutions whichwere onomically constrained and those which arc isolated
from the mainstream of academic life L.e., serving a
significant percentage of low-income students who could

'only pursue postsecondary educational opportunities
at a local instituti6n.

The'results of the FY 1979 grant award process indicate
that this revised eligibility system was effective.
Of the 500 two-ycar and four-year institutions that
applied under the new eligibility requirements; 474
or 93 percent were designated as developing institutions.
Of these 474 institutions, 400 (84, percent ) received
.funds, -including a number of institutions that were
"grandfathered" under tbc new rogiilations.
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General Reauthorization Issues
.-

o Length of Particiation in Progr_am

The proposed legislation is designed to provide
two types of awards: (1) a 1-3 year award for
short-term objectives, and (2) substantial one-
time only awards of up to sev.en years, which if
accepted, would terminate the institution's participation
Dr-the program. A number of institu,tions that
ro participating in the former Advanced Institutional
avelopment Program should he eligible for the ,

terminal awards and these institutions will be
encouraged to apply for this category of funding.

.

A larger number of institutions will probably
require long term assistance before termination
from the program., However, We believe that many
of these institutions will ultimately be ready
for terminal awards.

o Post-Award Monitorin.g_Activities

The 1978 Regulations now require long-range institutional
plans as a prer6quisite for Title-III assistance.
For the most part, we have been pleased with the
institutional responses in the FY 1979 applications.

In order to monitor the implementation OT these
plans, the Office of Education has designed an
expanded post-awavkl monitoring system. This new
system is current4 being field-tested. We have
also moved ,to identify a group of institutions
that show aefinite signs of institutional instability,
e.g., large drops in enrollment, an excess of
expenditures over revenues, and/or excessive ,default
rates on student financial assistance programs.
We are developing plans for the establishment of
a Higher Education Assistance Unit within-the
Bureau of Higher and Continuing Education to combine
OE resour es to provide immediate assistance to
these ins itutions. It is also our intention to
modify th grant awards so that once problems are
identifie we can redirect funds 'to specific activities
which 'will improve the administrative and fiscal
management Title III grantees.
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Hatching Grants Prcigram

The Office of Education has authorized a limited
number of fund-development gtants to aid institutionS
in the development of fund-replacement strategies.
The now prOposed matching grants piogram is an
outgrowth of these activities andels based on the
differing needs of developing institutions. Matching
grants can be of enormous assistance to those developing
institutions that are capable of attracting fonds
from private donors, the local community, State
legislatures, and other sources beyond,the Federal
Government. Applicants for these Challenge Grants
need not apply or have participated in the regular
Title III program. They would, of course, have
to establish their Title III eligibility.

Cooperative Arrangements-

The Department .balieves that, the consortia and
assisting agency arrangements currently used in
the Title III program may bt useful for some institutions.
However, we also believe that institutions should
not be required to enter into these cooperative
arrangements. Instead, an institution should have
the opportunity to choose the most appropriate
means to achieve Its developmental objectives.
Some activities mayerequirt only released faculty
time or contracting with an individual consultant.

the Department's view regarding cooptAtive arrangements,
which was reflected in the Administration's reauthorization
proposal to eliminate thiS statutory requirement
was underscored in the Conference Report on the
FY 1980 Labor-HEW appropriations bill. The Conference
Report deducted $10 million from the Title III
apptopriatipn because these funds were not being
utilized directly by Title III institutions.

r -

a
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Program Statisti'cs

( Table 1
C1St of Facfors Measuring Institutional Status

The following Is a listing of the possIble measureS" examined in an

errori lo select tile mos1 errctive criteria for the identification

of developing Institutions:
0

1- FTE Enrollment (2-year and 4-year schools)

FTC Faculty

Bomber or Graduates (Baccalaureate or Associate Arts)

Number of Ph.O's

Percentage or Ph.D's

Professor's Salary

Instructor's Salary (4-year schools only)

Average Salary (2-year schools only)

7,Per-Ce-r-t0) ing to Graduate School (to 4-year schools

for 2-ye r colleges)

- Percent co pleting the first year

- flatIojfrtocca1aureates or AA's produced to lotal

,enralmerit

Number of Low-Income Students

Percentage olnow-Income Students In total
enrollment ,Ilcadcount)

,

Percentage of Low-Income Students on Financial Ald
-

Number of Minority Students

percentage -of Minority Students (headcount).

Per-Capita Student Aid income per low-incomc student

Educational and General Total Expenditures

Per-Capila, rzic Expenditures per FIT Student ,

- - Per-Capita Library Volumes per FIE Student

-- Total Library volumes

-= Percent from Endowment FarniAs

Percent from Girls and Grants

Amount from Endowment Earnings

Amount_ from Gifts and Grants

Total Endo,Iment Fund
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lable 1 (co tinued)

List of Factors Measuring T stitutiona1 Status

Perceni from State and Local

-- Amount from State and Local

7- Per-Capipa from State and Local

=L Percent 6om Federal Sources

-- Amount from Federal Sources

- Percent (Sources not defined)

- - Amount (Sources not ck!fincd)

Other criteria reviewed are distiussed below:

A

- - OE studied use of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to adjust

for regional factors but found thatthe CPI has no relevance

as an across-region measure of cost of living.

The Bureau of Labor Statistic's Urban Family Budgets for

Soleeted Urban Areas relates only to selected urban areas,

, not all urban areas and not non-urban areas. Furthermore,

the household budget data do not accurately portray the cost

of operating an cdueatIoAal institution.

_

- - Regional Indexes and budgets do not take Into aecbunt

ulfferenees between areas wi,hin i'cgions, for example 6eZ..,,,n

Ncw York City and upstate Ncw York. It also is not clear that

faculty salaries', the largest part of E&C expenditures, would

be higher In all high-cost areas or lower in low-cost areas.

01 also studied regional cost differences In Basle Grants and

found that astodent from a low-income region attending a.

higher-cost institution woold have higher living costs and,

thus, bc entitled Lo a larger size BOG award.

Thc inverse of the Student Eligibility IndcA (S11) prows In

be almost perfectly correlated with the BLOC award. This Is

reasonable because: The higher the SEX, the lower the !TOG

award,
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Table 1 (continued)

List of Factors MensuringfInstitutional Status

-- Using income levels or regionally adjusted 4ncome levels proved

not .to Io feasible, since Income levels do not lake into account

family size,-amount or assets, and other Indicators or need

already calculated in'OEOGs.

- - Different student financial aid data'did not prove: useful:

SLOCs arc too limited in terms of lhe number of eligible skudent.s.

NDSL and CIVS grants are Jess need-based than MOGs. Many mickile-

income students quallfy for those programs. In 1930 Micro will

be no income limitation on Guaranteed Student: Loans.

- - Or also considered, as one alternative measure, the average.

unconstrained orOG per FIE undergraduate to determine whether the

DWG "half cost rule" affected institutions' 'scores in the

Title III 010e f)olnls scheme. lhe analyses showed the uncon-

strained BLOC and the actual DUG to be almost perfectly

correlated overall and *hen scores are compared within type ahd

control considerations.

An institution can easily determine its MIX disbyysements.

LL1 or'uneonslrained UCOG awr:ds could be used, but lhev would

virtually yield the sante results' while beirig more difficult:

for the institution to repOrt.

Some-of the suggested criteria ore not quantifiable and,

therefore, impossible lo Index, These include academic

preparation of the. faculty, past performance 6'1- future plans

of lhe instil6tion, the institution's background, or

effectiveness of management procedures,
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Table Z

AVERAGE AWARD AMOUNTS FY -1973-1978

ADVANCED INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMBNT PROGRAM

.

i'
,

CumulatIva

1-2-13-1.--bP-9.°Dr019.1_14.1.1._ 1973 1974 1975 1976 )97L 1978 AveroLe

Obligations 655,500 $48,000 $58,000 $58,000 $58,000 $68,000 . $325,500

Number' of Institutions-Funded 28 36,, 61 32 ' / 09 36 300
f'

Average Auards Including Bilatarele 6,267.9$1,313.3 $950.8 $1,812.5 $651.7 $1,259.1 $.1,069.2- .

8M40E3 1.0w1 4651,000 to 1977 Bight $1,817,500 in 1976

BASIC INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

(Dollars in Thousands)._ 1966 0 1967. 1968 1969.

$30,000

1970

$10,000

1971

$33,850

1/...2

$51,050

1973

$51,850

1974

$51,992

1975

$52,000

1976

$52,000

1977

$52,476

0:1976

$52, 00

Cu=ulstive_
Aversee

4523,0180blivit1ons $5,000 $30,000 $10,000

Number of crones 127 411 220 229 227 198 226 235 215 -207.,, 203 190 238 2,926'

Avera6e. Award $39.4 $73.0 $13644 $131.6 4132.2 $1710 4229.4 $210,6 $241.8 $251.2 $256.2 $276.2
s

.$218.5 $178.8

RAIl0g: Loy: $39.4 in 2966

:3 3 4

Bless $276,200 la 1977
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Table 3

INSTITUT- IONAL DEVELoPmE20 PROGRAM 7 FY 1978 CIL

4

Number of Institutions

24
27
16
15

17
13
16
18
18
15
12
90

292

340

Nurricer of Years in the Program

7b

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6.
5
4
3
2
1

91

0
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCA-
TION ACT AND OTHER RELATED ME.ASURES

Part 8Administration Proposal

k. THURSDAY, AO 26, 1979

HOUSE OF RII5PRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECPNDARY EDUCATION

COMMFITFF ON EDUCATION ANIT LABOR;

,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuantito-notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presidink.

Members present: RepresentatiireS Ford; Simon, Weiss, Bailey,
Buchanan, Jeffords, and Tauke.

Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Patricia F.
Rissler deputy staff director; William C.' Clohan, minority astistant
education counsel; and Jennifer W.. Vance, minority legislative
associate.

Mr. FORD. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order for the purpose of continuing our hearings on the'.
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and related measures.

The hearing today will continue our discussion of those features
of the administration's reauthorization proposal that represent the
most significant departures from current law.

Today, we will be considering the administration's recommenda-tions on a constellation of -issues dealing with the administration
and management of student financial aid programs ana allocation
of student aid funds to students, States and institutions.

The administration is proposing: a packaging framework for stu-
dent financial aid; a single student aid application form; a single
needs-analysis system; a new formula for State-matching in the
State Stuoient Incentive Grant Program, the etimination of the
initial year-continuing year distinction in the Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Grant Program, permitting institutions to carry
over-as much as 5 percent of their SEOG and College Work Studyfunds and new administrative allowance.

These and related issues will be the focus of this morning's
hearings, whiqh Will follow the format that we have set up forconsideration bf the administration's proposals with a panel of
people representing' interest groups that have special concern for
these particular portions of the aciministration's 'proposal as well as
representatives of the administration wbo will be here to respond.

I might at this time note that we have now filled out the sched-
ule for the ,balance of July as follows: Next. Tnes'day, July 31, we

(335)
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will have a hearing similar to the format of this morning's hearing,
talking about grants.

On Wednetiday, August 1, the hearing will deal, with loans; and
Thursdiiy, August 2,-the hearinf will deal with:loans, and, at that
time vt expect also to have Senator Kennedy, who is going to
present the MIDMittee the so-called Kennedy-Bellmon loan
proposal.

Friday, August 3, will be an additiOnal hearing on .loans in
Oshkosh, Wis., and we will then cry to conclude additional hear-
ingswith the one diat Mr. Jeffords is arra!ging,n Vermont and
one or two others during the month of -August_ The- Washington
hearings on reauthorization, we-hope, will be concluded at the end
of the hearing next Thurs*y: ,

With that, I would like to call on a panel consisting of-Tom Butts
and Peter Voigt, froin the bureau of student financial assistanee in
the Office of Education; Lois Rice, vice president, College Entrance
Examination Board; Joel Packer, U.S. student association; Ken
Reeher, National Association of State grant programs; and Con-.
stance .I.. White, director of underg,raduate financial aid, and coor-
dinator of university financial aid, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn., who is..appearing this morning for theNational Apsociation
of Student Financial Aid Administrators.

I might observe that Dallas Martin now has his team built about
10 deep b use everY hearing has one of his heaVy hitters, and
they keep c ging on us...They are getting better looking all the

I think I Will leave it to you, Peter. Do you want to discuss your
statement first, or let the panel go and then respond (.v,ith-yokir
staternent?
STATEMENT OF TOM urrs, PETER. VOIGT, BUREAU OF STU-

DENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANi:',E, OFFICE OF EDUCATION; LOIS
RICE, VICE P.RESIDENT, COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
BOARD; JOEL PACKER, U.S. STUDENT ASSOCIATION; KEN-
NETH R. REEHER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE GRANT
PROGRAMS; CONSTANCE Lt WHITE, DIRECTOR,, UNDERGRAD-
UATE FINANCIAL AID-AND COORDINATOR OF UNIVERSITY,
FINANCIAL AID, YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN, CONN., AC-
cOMPANIED BY DALLAS MARTIN, EXECUTIVE, DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINIS-
TRATORS . t, .

Mr. VOICT. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement I wOuld like to
submit for the record!

Mr. FORD. Without objection, the statements submitted, by the
Members of the panel for the "reCord will be inserted in ULM the
record, and we will start with -Mr. Peter Voigt from thb Office of
Education, who may highlight his comments or add to it as yop see

iThe prepared statement of Mr. Voigt follows:I

cj

,.
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PREPARFA) TESTIMONY OF PETER K. U. VOIGT, ACTING DEPUTY CqMMISSIONER, BUREAU
OP STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, DEPARTMENT OF I litALTIL EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM A BLAKEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
LEGISLATION (EDUCATION/

Mr. Chairman:

My colleagues and I appreciate the opportunityto

participate in today's discussion .of the Administra-\

\tion's student financial aid reauthorjzation proposals.

While the format of today's hearings is somewhat unique,

we agree that this is an excellent'approach to take. We

-hope that this forum will provide you and the other members

of this subcommittee with the information you need .to

--TEnalize the reauthorization package in the tiMe-frame

you have set out.

Before we open the discussion, I would like to comment

on a tew of the major proposals offered by the Administra-
.

tion.

Single Form/Single Need Analysis System

Ais you are very much aware, we have been working on a

simplified form for students and parents to use-to apply

for Federal student aid funds. We are pleased to'report

that after much consultation and neogitation with represen-

tatives from all sectors of the student aid community, we

have 'finalized a simplified form to be us'ed in 1980-81.

This,form will be used by-the Basic Grant program and all

agencies participating multiple data entry.

While this step is a major breakth-ough in simplifying

, and rationalizing the student aid delivery system, it is
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not enough. We'are proposing that the use Of a single

application form be required for all Federal needbased

prOgrams and that this form be processed at no cost to

'the student.

Somehow it doesn't seem right that students have to'

'pay to fincrout'that they qualify for Federal benefits.

We are also proposing thaia single-need analysis

formula be used for all Federal needbased aid. Part of

the mnssiVe /confusion experienced by students and parents

44? ,
results from the fact that they get different expectations

of family contribution depending on the progams they wish

-.to.participate in or,the schools they want to attend.

This proposal is another part of our efforts to sim

plify and rationalize the student aid delivery process.
s, 4

Packag ing

Our packaging framework proposal is very simple and

yet still maintains the flexibility of the.financial-aid

administrator to provide each student with.the resources

necessary to meet his or her specific needs% Basidally

we are calling for three things:

1. Basic Grants should be the foundation Of any

students aid package.

2. Loan burden should be minimized; and

a

0
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3. In order to be eligible for a Basic Loan, stu-.

dents' aid packages must include a $700 self-

help component.

These three elements constitute our packaging frame-

work. We are not proposing to require financial aid

administrators to develop aid packages in any rigid manner

which ignores the individual student's particular situa-

tion. We are not proposing a requirement that all student

aid packages must consist of specified percentaget of

grants, work, or lean aid. We firmly beliebe that the

development of aid packages is best handled at the insti-

tutional level by those professional aid administrators

who are aware of the specific needs of students.

However, we believe that this framework is necessary

to ensure that students are treated in as eqditable and

consiatent manner as possible regardless of where they

410 to school.

StarOards,of Academic Progress

We have proposed a minimum standard for iatisfactory

academic progress because me believe that the investment .

of Federal dollars should be used to educate people and

not to support them during the years they happen to be

enroiteli in school.
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The standard we are proposing is not an onerous one

nor is it so strict as-to ignore the very,legitimate

difficulties which could confront even the most dedicated

student. I

However, we are aware of a number of cases where in-

stitutions have estalished standards so lax as to be mean-

ingless. The General Accounting Office (GAO) discussed

some of these problems in its report '"Inconsistencies in

Awarding Federal Financial Aid to Students Under Four

Federal Programs" (May 11, IA79). In fact, GAO recommended

that the Congress establish minimal standards much more

stringent than the one we have proposed. We too have

discovered,evidence that some institutions have' standards

designed to ensure that students stay enrolled and eligible

for the simjular prupos6 of continued receipt of the fi-

nancial aid funds generated by these students. For example,

we know oi one school which has set a fairly reasonable

standard but allows students to drop casses, without

penalty, as late as lphe last day of the academic year.

The basis then for determining the students' academit pro-
.

gress is adjupted to ignore those dropped classes.

0157kously, the majority of schools have much more

stringen standards than the one we are proposing and

our proposal has no 'impact on these schools at all.
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However, we belive that all schools must establish

and maintain such standards in order to maintain the in-

tegritY of these programs.

If our proposal is adopted'we would monitor schools'

coMpliance through our regular program review activities.

Determining Costs of Education

We have proposed legislation which allows us to set

up procedures that institut1,..-s must use to establish off-

campus living costs for students under all of the,need-

based programs except Basic Grants.

Again, the'findings of the recent GAO report showed

that different schools, using dfifferent methods, had widely

divergent off-campus living costs which resulted in vastly

different aid awards going to students in the same economic

situation living in the same city. GAO was disturbed a-

bout these findings and recommended that we develop standard

costs to be used by every institution. We disagree with'

that approach and our.proosal ensures that all schools'-

would at least use the same basis for determining off-

campus living costs. Letine assure you that our proposal

allows every institution to set its own-reasonable costs.

We are not.proposing to regulate either the coMponents

of a student's budget or the level of each budget item,
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What we are proposing ia that we have"the authority 'to

set out the procedures schools must use to establish the

level of'these costs.

Of dourse, ve will continue 63 maintain the discre-

tion of the financial d administr-ator to make those

adjustments necessary to accommodate individual student

circumstances.

Definition of Independent Student

The definition of independent. student Is An area that

has resulted in much controversy over the years. Oe are

proposing a new defi,nition which we feel is simple, equi-

table, and verifiable.

./ks you know the current definition has three criteria

which must be met over a three year,period. These are:

o Has the student-been c1aime0 on his or her parents'.
4

Federal income tax form for any 'one of the three

years.

o Has the student lived with his or her parents for

six weeks during any one of the three year.s..

o -Has the .s.,udent received more than $750 in-Sup-

port from hig or her parent's during any one of the

three years.

The latter two,of these criteria are-unverifiable and

unenforceable. Therefore,,they are virtually meaningless.
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Through our proposal we would be able to reconfirm

the responsibility of the parents to pay for the,5education

of their children to the extent they are able and use

verifiable criteria for determining,the dpenedency sta-

tus of students.

bf course, we also will maintain the flexibility of

the financial aid administrator to waive part or all of

the parental contribution in those cases where such ad-

justments ar warranted.

State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG)

We are proposing that the current matching of "old"

State furids be phased out. The gdal is that Federal

dollafs be matched only with new State dollars.

During the phase-in period new State dollars would

be matcHed 100 percent the first year they are allocated

while old State dollars would be matched on .a declining

rate. The first year new funds would be mat-ched 100 per-

cent and old funds matched at 80 percent. In the second

year new funds would be matched at 100 percent and old

;,unds matChed at 60 percent., By the fifth year only new

funds would be eligible for the ederal match.

As you may know, some States with mature scholar-

stip programs increased their scholarship expenditures

34 9
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at a rapid rate and now need incentives to continue to

increase their expenditures (rather than be tempted to

retrench to a level which barely meets maintenance effort

*
requirements). -1\t the saMe time, about 20 States have

established wholly new scholarShip programs.in order to

qualify fnr SSIG funds; most of these States have barely

,been able to increase their State expenditures fast

enough to qualify for their SSIG allotments. Four States

with mature scholarship programs (New York, Pennsylvania,

California, and Illinois) together account fox more than

60 percent of all State scholarships whereas 30'States

with newer and less advantaged program depend primarily

upon SSIG and State-matching and account for only 5 per

cent of the Nation's total State scholarships. The pro

posal is designed to particularly aid these newer States.

These are, we belive, the most significant changes

we are proposing. We will be pleased to respond to any

questions you might have.

STATEMENT ()F PETER 'MIMI% DIIREAU OF STUDENT FINAN-
CIAL ASSISTANCE, OFFICE. OF EDUCATION

Nfir. VOICIT. Thank you, 1\4r. Chairman. I would like to surrimarize
some of the major proposals we are discussing this morning. With
Very few exceptions these Proposals are designed to make the pro-
gram more simple, naore easy to understand and more effective,
both in terms of students anor parents, as well as the institutions
that have to administer these currently ektremely conaphcated
Programs.

'Fhe proposals basically fall into two major categories. One is
simplification, and the other to insure the integrity of the pro-
granas so we maintain.public confidence in them and 'can conthaue
the current high level of funding in the futufe.

VVe .are proposing a single need-analysis systend and a single
VVe believe Chat this will reduee confusion indeed for both

students and parents, make the application process considerably
eaeier for students, and insure that there is one single figure for

family contribution. A. critical part of the proposal iS to insure that

the recipiepts of these programs do not have to pay to deternaine
their eligibility.

3.. ,
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As far as I know, the student financial aid programs are the onlymajor tUeral social programs, where the recipients have to pay todetermine whether they are eligible or not. And we think as public
policy that should be a cost borne by the. Federal Government.

The second major set of proposals deals with our packaging
philosophy. Here we are Proposing to continue the Basic Grants asthe foundation for student financial aid package for the students.We also believe that the loan burden on the student should beminimized and that a self-help expectation of $700 should be ex-pected by each student. We are obviously not proposing a very
strict and rigid packaging policy. We relieve that the financial aid
officer is in the best position to determine the individual negds ofstudents and under these proposals, has -the right to waive and
substitute. However, as a philosophy, we think that this proposal
should be in the legislation and should be followed.

Third, we are proposing the .implementation of standards of aca-
demic prygress. Many schools do have such standards and we donot believe that the standards that. we are proposing are particu-
larly onerous. However, some institutions do not have very strict
standards. We believe that these programs are designed to educate
people,,and we think that this measure.would indeed go a long wayin help.i9g to achieve that.

Finally, we are proposing to set up procedures with the financial
aid community for determining cost of education for students for
non-institutional charges. At the momept, there is a great deal of
difference among institutions in the wEl, that such charges aredetermined, and we are proposing to establish procedures which
again can be waived at the discretion of' the aid office in a particu-lar cireumstance, Which institutions would use to determine cost of
education So that students going to different institutions but hav-
ing the same costs would, in effect, end -up with the same awards.As I indicated earlier, these proposals are designed to simplifythe n-ogram, to make then \more effective and more understanda-

\ble for the recipients.
I would be happy to answek any further questions or to respond

to the ppanel members at this point..
Mr. FORD. Lois?

STATEMENT OF LOIS RICE, VICE PRESIDENT, COLLECE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION HOARD

MS. RICE. Mr. Chairman, and members -of the subcommittee. I
am Lois D. Rice, a vice president of the college bbard, and with meis Robert Kates, vice president of our college scholarship service,Mr. Kates can respond to any technical questions that you mayhave.

I am delighted to respond to your invitation tO participate in thishearing on the administration s higher education reauthorization
proposals, but I must make the usual disclaime; for it 'was just 1
week ago today that the administration, in a main* and dramatic
hearing, made its recommendations public, and obviously we havenot been able to go throngh a consultative process with the college
board and college scholarship service membership in suchli short-time. So my comments today must be taken as preliminary, and asa forecast of our likely position after full 'analysis and deliberation

UI
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on the proposals described so ably laSt week by Assistant Secretary
Bohen on July 19.

You asked the college board to focus this. morning on the admin-j istration's recommendations for changes in the delivery of title IV
student aid, and in particular on the proposals that Congress man-
dateone, a single student aid application form, -to be processed at

0 no cost. to the applicant, and two, the use of a single needs analysis
system for all Federal heed-based student aid programs.

The proposals have great surface appeal that is compelling, for
their enactment ostensibly would reduce the paperwork burden on
students and 'their families, would end the current situation in
which a poverty stricken applicant must pay for a certification of
eligibility tor stuAnt aid, and would mean uniform expected con-
tributions from fOnilies in like circumstances instead of the.dispar-
ate expectations now possible.

But it is our view that the proposals would increase rather tha
decrease the amount of paperwork, that it would be an extravaga t
misuse of Federal funds if the Government were to provide a free.
needs analysis to all applicants, and that the only reason more
than one needs analysis system now a y be used is that the U.S.
Commissioner of Education has sand: oned the use of several, a
situation that. needs no law fof its corr .ctimi but simply a different
decision in the executive branch.

Before going into the detailed reasons for our views; I want to
describe the present situation, and the role the college board plays
in it.

The Federal Government now runs just one need-based student
, aid programthat for Bavic Educational Opportunity. Grants or

BEOG's..BEOG applicants may use a form furnished by.the Feder-
al Government, or they may apply on forms furnished by the
American college testing service, (ACT) or the college scholarship
service (CSS) of the college boardor by the Pennsylvania Higher
Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA). , The ACT, CSS and
PHEAA application forms....all contain the kime items as the Feder-
al form, and all contain additional questions that need be answered
only if the applicant is seeking.aid from sources other than BEOG.

In the school year just ended, there were about 3.8 million BEOG
applicants, of whom 53 pereent applied through college schdarship
service, 4 percent through tile Pennsylvania Higher Education As-
sistance Agency, 18 percent through ACT, and 25.percent used the
Federal form. , ..

The other Fedehil need-based student aid programs are all ad-
, minis ered by financial aid officers at the catiipuse S. of educAtional

insti utimis. The CSS form is accepted at about 4,500 of those
ca puses 'and used to determine ligibility not only for the Federal
programs, but for student aid funds from the institution as well.

In addition to the Basic Grant, and campus-based Federal pro-
. grams, there are student grants now available in every one of the

50 States. Students in 30. of -those States can use the CSS form io
applying for a State award. In 15 other States they may uee the

.,
AGT form, which contairns the same items as the CSS, but is a
different_ form for computer -technological reasons, and in 5 States,
some other form is prescribe& by the State. ..

..

3,) ,
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All in all, CSS processed about .2_6 aid applications dur-ing this academic yearjust more than 60 percent of the grandtotal for the entire country. The form those applicants filed with
CSS was- the -only form they had to fill out in order to determinetheir eligibility (or. a BEOG, for, a campus-based Federal aid pro-gram, for an institutional award, for a State,grant in 30 different
States, and for funds from local and private sources. ..

The point I waht to emphasize is that.ra majority of student aid
appliCants already have availablelo them, and in fact use, a single
application form, suitable for all kinds of aid, whether from the
Federal Government, their .college, or their State. The minority
who must fill out two or more forms instead of just one are in thatposition because the States in which they. live insist upon a sepa-rate form, or because the college to which they have applied is
among the handful that does not accept the CSS form or the ACTform.

Given this background, whht is the likely result if you accept theadrninistration's invitation to order by law that which it claimspower now to require by regulation, namely, the mandatory use ofa Federal form to apply for a BEOG or a campus-based 'Federal
award? The applicants in 15 States would still have to fill out the
ACT form, which is the same as the CSS, but with .differences. It is
a virtual certainty that at least some of the 30 States that now usethe common CSS form, including California,, Michigan, Massachu7
setts, Georgia, Rhode Island, Missouri, and Oklahoma would wan,
more information than the mandated FedZfral form contained, sothat in those States the mandate would double rather than reduce
the paperwork. It is also a virtual certainty that New York with
the Nation's largest State scholarship program would continue torequire far less informationn on its form than on any current orproposed Federal forth. Finiflly,' it is not a virtual.certainty, but'
rather an absolute certainty, that a great many institutions woujd
require families of aid applicants to provide greater financial detailthan that appearing on the Federal form, 'once again having twoapplications do the work now perfortned by on.e. The administra-,
tion testified to you last week that:

While the use ofjaj. single form for Federal programs clearly falls within thescope of EW's administrative authority, we recommend that the (ongress 'nsuretne continuation of fa] single form in future..years by mandating its use in thestatute.

For the reasons -I ha) outlined above, the college board urgesCongreSs to reject the administration's invitation to rush in wherethe Office of Education fears to tread. Therç is work to be done in
simplifying the whole process of 'making fi Anciar id determina-tions, but mandating a Federal application form ild defeat rath-er than serve that goal.

Turning now to the 'question of whether the Federal Govern-
meat, not the applicant, should bear the cost of processing a finan-cial aid application, I want to share some statistics with you.For 1978-79, about 35 percent of the dependent stud.ents filing
the CSS form came from families with ihcomes under $12,000.
Another 30 percent fell between $12,000 and $20,000, and nearly 35percent: were above $20,000. The fee charged each applicant was$4.50. That fee paid not only for rprocessing 2.6 million applicatio
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it also paid for a wide range of research, training, publications and
information services performed by CSS. Many of you are, familiar
for example with the CSS information booklet entitled :Meeting
College Costs," which is distributed free every year to millions of
students and their families.

Undoubtedly there were some CSS applicants for whom the pay-
ment of $4.50 was a hard matter, but for most it was Litt. The
aVerage parental contribution determined for the 73 percent of CSS
filers. who were dependents was $1,278, and the average contrib
tion for the 27 percent who were independent was $4,337. It would
be an absurdity to declare, on the one hand, that a family should
be able to put up $1,278 toward callege costs and, on the other, that
paYing a $4.50 fee to CSS is a hardship.

We would be pleased to work with the Congress and the adminis-
tration to develop a method (similar to our own test fee waiver
policy') for the Federal Government to assume the processing costs
for those applicants who are truly up against it, butsit would be a
mistike, in our view, for the Government to relieve el&ry applicant
of any charge, when all but a few can easily afford the modest
sums that are typically asked of filers. Furthermore, we are proud
of all the information and training and other services CSS provides
to students and their parents, to educational institutions, to the
States and the Fed6ra1 Government, and to others. We do not want
to have to negotiate with ihe U.S. Commissioner of Education on
whether and at what level we can provide those services, yet thaf
would be the necessary result if the Federal Government assumed
the role -of payor for processing aid applications filed with CSS.

Last, there is the issue of-having a single needs analysis system.
Under current law, BEOG's are calculated under one system, While

, the family contribution to be used in determining eligibility for the
campus-based programs May be -calculated under any system ap-
proved by the Commissioner. Since he has given campuses A choice
among the BEOG system, the uniform methodology or anything
coming close to either of themthere is at least the potential far
inconsiste-ncy and confusion.

The 13roblem could be resolved tomorrow by an administrative
pen-stioke if the Commissioner were by regulation to require use of
the uniform methodology, in the campus-based programs, the meth-

- odololgy that most of the approved,systems and institutions now
use.

The inconsistency and confusion do not arise because thei-e is one'
schedule for BEOG's and another for the campus-based awards;
the,y arise only because multiple systems are permitted for the
latrer.

The 'problem could also be solved if the BEOG system were
mandated bY the 'Commissioner for the campuses. But the adminis-
tration evidently does not wish to do that, for the reason that the
l3E0G system is not in truth a system. It is a legislated device for
rationing BEOG funds, but when applied to other aid programs is
too harsh in its,expKtations for contributions from families below
the median ineome and too lenient for those Ave. I would like to
call your a intion, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-
tee, to the table attached to my testimony that shows the differ-
ences between the BEOG schedule and the uniform methodology.

354
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The administration did not explain last week why it chooses notto mandate the uniform methodology for the campus-based pro-
grams, but the apparent,reason is that the uniform methodology isnot subject to direct Federal control. Instead, it is the product of 11consensus among financial aid admimstratoys, CSS, ACT,. Stateagencies and others, including officials of the Office ofEducation.
While no one voices serious criticisms of the results.produced by.
using the uniform methodology, it is a fact that it has no politicallegitimacy, no stamp of approval froM those who votq the funds'
ayvarded by reason Of its use.

But the problem of legitimacy7-if it is of sufficient dimensOn towarrant action by this Congress, and.in our view it is noti4 quitedifferent from the problems of inconsistency and confusion \ men-tioned by the administration a week.ago. The latter can be cured
eaSily and promptly, without any action at all by the Congress. As
to the former, we think it best to withhold comment until the
adfninistration completes its legislative proposals.

1 thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The table referred to above followsl
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Mr. FORD. Joel Packer?

STATEMENT OF JOEL PACKER, U.S. STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Mr. PACKER. Thank 'You, Mr. diairm-an.
Just before getting into the topic of the hearing today, financial

aid needs analysis, I want to share with you some. oVerall reactions
that we have to the administration's financial aid proposals in
total. As is the college board, we are still studying the legislation in
detail, and we will try to have a mOre,complete analysis ayaikZble
next week, but from our preliminary reading of it, there are sever-al themes we see running through the administration proposal,each of which we believe runs counter to the best interests of
students and higher education.'

First, the legislation negatids afmost every aspect of the Middle
Inconie Student AssistanceAct, fithr h was signed into law
only last year. The administration wld eliminate the minimum
funding threshholds or triggers' for the three campus-based pro-
grams, SEOG, College Work Study, and NDSL, which would itself
be eliminated completely. MISAA increased, the triggers for CWS
and SEOG to respectively $500 million and $370 million. The trig-
gers have a.nd still do work th'is current year to insure adequate
levels of appropriations for these programs.

The administration further undermines MISAA' by abolishing for
all students the interest subsidies for what is now the Guaranteed
Student Loan program, which would become the supplethental loan
progprn. Even in the proposed basic, loan.proiram, graduate stu-dents would have to pay intereSt on'their loans while in school.

The other major provision of MISAA that the administration
would eliminate is the 10..5-percent asaessment rate on discretion-
ary ineome in the determination of a Basic :Grant award, which
now insures that students from families with incomes up to $25,000receive a BEOG.

Mr. Chairman, USSA and other student groups struggled king
-and hard to aid you, the other members of, this subcommittee, and
Senator Pell .and his colleagues, in passing this landmark legisla-
tion. We are shocked and dismayed that the adrninistratioji is
doing a 18041egree turn or some other strange contortion on thismatter.

'Not only is it had politics, it is unjust to take away from low- and
middle,income students what they are just: now sta'rting to _receive.'
Since tuition tax credits isn't a major' threat this year, maybe the
-Pi'esident feels he can renege on his oommianents to reduce the
btIrden of financial hardship faced by students in paying for college
costs, -without any political heat. We hope you will recognize this
and act quickly to put out the fire before the heat starts.

The second theme that struck me, and one that flowS from the
first, is the shifting qi apparent shifting of college costs awayfrom
the Government and onto the student and his/her family. Basic
Grants ig not increased. The half-cost limitation remaihs un-changed, No further improvements in 'the treatment of independ-
ent students with dependents sre propos,ed.

/
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Whai? is recommended is a giant leap in interest, rates en loan*.
in the case of NDSL more than _a doubling. As mentioned, .the
triggers are dropped. A new ludicrous and outrageous definition of
independent. students is proposed that -would ban anyone under 23
years of age from becoming independent unless they were married.
We thought age discrimination- was illegal. Social security and VA
benefits will result in a rrijor redliction of BEOG for students.who
receive those benefits. A new self-help provision of $700 is estab-
lished for eligibility for the need-based loan. We always thought. a
loan was self-help, but. the adminiStration seems to say that. a
needy student. must first take out a supplemental loan at 10 per-
cent interest with no in-school -interest subsidy before they can get .
a loan at 7-percent. interest.

Mr. Chairman, surely we haven't reached the stage whel-e every
student is getting all the grant aid they need. Surely there are low-
income persons unable to attend college at all because of lack of
financial resources. Surely there are students struggling to- keep
pace with the ravages of inflation that affect college costs. And,
therefore, surely the administration's proposals can only lead to a
retreat. from the progress we have made over the last. 15 years and
result in more students and their families collapsing under the
burden of an increased share of college costs. Equal access to
higher education, so impoWint to our entire society, cannot be
built on this proposal. .

- .

The third theme that strikes me is the attempt of the adminis-.
(ration to centralize all aspects of the aid system. Now, USSA has
never been an organization that has shied away from calling for ,
Government involvement when necessary. However, ttheir proposal
which would give HEW complete control over the' financial aid
forms, the needs analysis system, the allowable off-campus living
costs, and standards of academic pi.ogress, and other items; worries
us quite deeply. . .

Once both sides of the financial equation, allowable costs and
Financial need determination are in the hands of HEW, or as we
know will be the case, OMB, I can guarantee these costs and
formulas will be manipulated t.o meet. not, student needs, but buxig-
et-balancing needs. , .

With those themes in mindas I said, we will comment in more
detail next weeklet me turn to the specific aspects of needs

,analysis, and this is actually part of the proposal that we thirTFis
,.pretty good.

First. USSA strongly supports the proposal for a single, form that
will be processed at no fee to the student. This is an..idea that we
have been working on for years. We also have worked closely with
OE in the development of the how common form that' will be
utilized for the 1980-81 processing year. While we have some con-
cerns about the timing of the implementation of the form, we feel
overall it is a great improvement over the current forms.

While we agree with the administration's proposal here, there
are several s that we have. 'First of all, while the appet4x
to the .Secretary' ?stimony mentions that the Pederal Govern-
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ment would pay for the costs of processing, it is not in the bill, norfor that matter the mandated single form, itself, mentioned inthe actual legislation, but I am informed that will be sent. up when
the revised legislation is submitted to your committee in the nearfuture.

It is also unclear who will process this form, and it is important
because the form is only one aspect of the overall system. Current-
ly we have in place a system called multiple data entry, whereby astudent. can file an application with one of the private proceSsors,either the American college listing program or the college scholar-
ship service, or utilize the basic grant form and file It directly with
the Federal Government through what is known as -the prime
contractor, which is also currently A.(7. However, if a student hasto make corrections after he or she receives his or her student

-eligibility report, he or she, must deal with the prime contractor,
and 'not the processing agency he or she originally filed with.

USSA believes this system is inherently confusing to studentsand not only results in unnecessary delays in students receiving
awards, but results in some students never getting through the
system and' thereby not going to school.

There seems to be two solutions to this problem. One is for theGovernment, to have a single processor for all forms. We would notrecommend this because a system this large- with 5 or 6 million
applicants, cannot rely on one processor. If something goes--vviiong,
all students' will-suffer.

We would urge and we have previously submitted legislative
language to you that would establish a decentralized system. OurRoposal would accomplish the fdllowing: First., authorize in lawthe establishment, of a common form for all need-based Federal
student aid prOgrams.

Second, our proposal- authorizes the Commissioner or Secretary,or whoever will be in charge over there when this is all finalized,to- contract with private processors, as well as States, to processthis form. We 'strongly feel that one way to simplify the system isto allow all -processors complete edit, correction, and printing of
output document functions. This would reduce the number of agen-cies. a student must 4-al with to one. The person who fills out aform would only haVT to deal with any one.aid agency along hiscycle of corrections that he or she might have to file.The third thing our proposal would do is mandate this form,which we hope, will be the only one necessary for .the majority ofstudents;.be processed at no fee to the student.

Fourth., our proposal provides that reimbursement to the proces-sors include reasonable costs for the monitoring of the quality .offinancial aid services'', information dissemination, training andcounseling;, and research and development activities.
Fifth, our proposal allows for a supplemental form. We believethat the core form can be the sole document for most students.

However, we must recognize the fact that there are certain institu-tions which will require more data. The supplement should be
coordinated with the core form.
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Last, our proposal would mandate consumer input in.the design,
implementation, and evaluation of the system.

This proposal was endorsed by 'the GO students at the OE-funded
SecoriP Student. Commissioner Conference on Financial Aid.

Other questions that we haveabout. the administration's propos-
al concern the role of States and where supplemental forms fit in
the system.

The other major part of the administration proposal is to develop
a single needs-analysis system to replace -the two major ones we
have nowJhe basic grant family contribution schedule and the
uniform methodology.
-These two systems are developed in different ways. The Basic

Grant family contribution schedule is promulgated each year by
HEW, submitted to Congress by July 1, and takes effect automati-
cally unless it is disapproved by either the House or the .Senate.

With the uniform methodology, CSS and Aur, both make certain
revisions each year in the formula. Any differences they have in

*'`Lthe specific revisions are resolved by a groupetled the Coalition
for Coordination of Student. Aid, an unofficial voluntary group with
representatives of financial aid administrators, State scholarship
programs, financial aid processing services, college admission coun-
selors, the colleges themselves, and students. Thptttion is basi-
cally a continuation of the Keppel Task For e. on student aid
problems.

While the idea of one needs-analysis fonnullt is somewhat ap-
pealing, again here many questions remain. Thete ate differences,
as Lois pointed out, between the outcomes derived from the FCS
and the uniform methodology.

Traditionally, the BEOG system has been more stringent than
the UM, producing higher expected family contributions and there-
fdre lower need. With the passage of MISAA the reverse is now
true, particularly at higher incomes.

There are also questions as to whether the two systems serve the
same functions. The BEOG family contribution schedule is more of
an eligibility system determining the student's right to national
formula driven program. The uniform methodology iS supposed to
be a more sensitive analysis of financial need of the famittY.

What is clear is that both systems are not. the scientific, precise
financial measuremenLs that. they purport. to be, but rather' both
systems pre political,rationing systems that determine who is eligi-
ble to Compete for inadequate student aid dollars.

It is really hard to fully respond to the proposal Without. seeing
what the neW formula may be. This formula and its derived meas-
ure of family contributions is of t.h utmost importance for, it
determines need- -Who gets money and who doesn't.

We would fecommend that rather than .entrusting- HEW with
detcrnining" this all on their own, that the Congress authorize a
'CommisSion on Needs Analysis. The Commission which would 'be
composed of.students, aid officOrs, State grant representatives, rep-
resentatives from the private processors, and college admission
counselors, would be charged with devising the needs 8na4ysis sys-
tem which would then be subject, to congressional review before it
takes effect.

k e ;
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Such a system insures that the financial aid community, includ-ing students, have real input into the system and are not just
"consulted", by HEW. It also brings the whole system under publicscrutiny by the congressional review. From our reading of thelanguage the administration submitted, it seems to us their propos-al would definitely weaken student involvement in the system.Both CSS and ACT, as welt as the coalition, involve students infairly detailed manners in the determination of their system. Thisinvolvement, which was strongly endorsed by the Keppel TaskForce, would be lost if the administration's suggestion becomes law.Also, the language in the bill sent to you seems to seriouslyweaken the congressional review process. I suggest a careful read-ing of ,the language in section 494(8)(2) in the administration'sproposed legislation.

I will close here And thank you for the opportunity to speak andbe happy to$answer any questions later:
Mr. Foito. Thank you.
Ken?

STATEMENT OF KENNETH It. REEHER. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF STATE GRANT PROGRAMS

Mr. REEHER. Yes, Mt. Chairman, I want to thank you and thecommittee for inviting our association. I do not have a prepared.text_
Wo tire interested in principally five areas, the multiple-data

entry which we -believe has been working well; the common form,or sirTle form, we' have an interest in that. The proposals for the
single-need analysis and the impact that. a single mandated needanalysis might have on requirements for State dollars, we arecertainly interested in this; tlie State Students' Incentive Grantsprokram, and I guess, over all, the partnership of, the FederalGovernment, State government, and the institutions in the deliveryorsttident aid.

We have been looking at that as a three-way partnership. -Wehave had trouble;in my opinion, having the U.S. office understandthat there is more involved than just the Federal dollars and theFederal:role,
Looking at the proposal, r am thinking it really needs to belooked at more as a four-way partnership, the students included,because I see here, as Joel pointed out, the MISAA program reallygoing down the drain pretty much,.and I am thinking that this istrue particularly in the loan program
There are, many student benefits that. will be withdrawn if theadministration's proposal carries through.
Looking particularly at the SSIG, our association recommendedthat the problem in the SSIG- was not. with this committee, but,rather with the Appropriations Committee. You legislated manyyears ago a $50 mi1lion program in,the initial year, growing to $200million aftr- 4 years. We haven't hit- the $100 million-level as yet.The adthiniAtration has consistently failed to recommend an ap-proplwiations level that would encourage the Appropriations Com-mittees to meet tlie program that your comniittee,--this particularcommittee designed for the SSIG, and we think that is one_reasonfor the failure of the SSIG to grow.
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We had proposed that the SSIG be tied to the BEOG program
with funding equal to 10 percent of the basic grant program, so
that the Appropriations Committee would have to pick up the
philosophy of this committee in developing the SSIG.

We fi-nd here that tht,s proposal that our association made to
change the fund allocation formula to make it. more equitable for
the States, that has been overlooked. The new maximum we re-
quested has been overlooked, and the problem that we are having
with all nonprofits has not been addressed in the administration.

The last. two pages of.the USOE statement, at. least the one I
have, covers the SSIG. That was not covered in the verbal part. It
is very difficult for me to understand how the proposal of 100
percent matching of new State money the first year, dropping to 80
percent of the total State.funds the second year, 60, 40, and 20, will
do anything under the SSIG. The USOE statement indicates that
the States which are overmatched need encouragement to appro-
priate new State funds. I don't see the proposal as providing 'en-
couragement.

For exampte, if I might use the State of Pennsylvania, we are
overmatched $10 million. We have roughly $70 million State funds
in the pot and receive $3 million Federal. If we don't put any new
State mone* in, but we get 80 percent or the State money, and then
GO, and 40, even at the 20 percent level the fifth year, 20 percent. of
$70 million n State funds exceeds many times the $3 million
Federal funds that weiP now get out of SSIG. So we could quit
providing new State funds and there would be no penalty, and
there certainly ist no inceptiv(;- when you put. up $100 in State
money the first year and it. is matched, and the second, third, and
fourth year that the student is in -school; you have to carry him
More and more by yourself by S,tate funds..

So we think that the administration's SSIG proposal needs to be
looked over quite closely.

We are looking at a program now where many of the new States
are just. getting by; they are just barely drawifig down their SSIG.

That. is under a program where once they have growth they
always have; match, but, under the proposal the second year the
match would\Orop to 80 percent, 60 percebt, and 1. don't think it
takes a very experienced person to jook 4 years down the road or 5
years down the road and see that that -program, once you get into
it, is going to-.be all Slte dollars.
.. We would recomrne d, Mr. Chairman, that the committee give
serious consideration, riot to the proposal of thaadministration, but
to the 'request that our' asSociation has FnadO in the, area of the
SSIG.

Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Miss White?

1
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STATEMENT OF CONSTANCE L. WHITE, DIRECTOR, UNDER-
GItADUATE FINANCIAL AID AND COORDINATOR .OF UNIVER-
SITY FINANCIAL AID, YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN,
CONN ACCOMPANIFID BY DALLAS MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID ADMINISTRATORS
Ms. WHITE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Con-.stance L. White, director olundergraduate financial aid and coOrdi-

nator of university financial aid at Yale University.
I currently serve as chairman of the Uniform Methodology Sub-

cOmmittee of the Coalition for the Coordinatiqn of Student Finan-cial Aid, and as -director of the Commission on Management and
Ad! iistration .of Programs for the National Association bf Stu-

Financial- Mministrators.
I wish.to thank you for the opportunity to appear before the

subcOmmittee today and to briefly comment on the administra-
tion's proposals for amendments to the Higher Education Act of
1965.

My comments today will be limited to the administration's rec-ommendations on a legislatively mandated single application form,
single need analysi4 system, and changes in existing fund alloca-tion systems.

A complete analygis and a formal slatement on the administra-
tion's reauthorization proposals will be submitted to the subcom-
mittee by Dr. Dallas Martin, our executive director, when he testi-fies before the subcommittee next week.

,Dr. Martin is with me this morning to assist me in responding toany questions which you might have.
The administration has proposed that the Congress legislatively

mandate the use of a single form by which a student may apply for
all Federal need-based student aid programs. Further, the Federal
Government4 not tho student, is to pay the processing costs of thisnew mandated form.

While out-association has always endorsed the concept of simpli-fying the application process for students and parents, the develop-
ment of the 'form and its contents have been seriously debated
throughout the financial aid community for several years.The primary reason for this debate is that institutions differsubstantially in the programs they adminster, and each of these
programs has differing eligibility criteria which necessitates collec-tion of different data to determine which applicants should beawarded which type of funds.

Therefore, it is very difficult to;develop a single application formto meet the needs of all institutions and all students who wjsh toapply for more than one Federal, State, or institutional program.Representatives from our association have worked very closelywith the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance during the lastyear in an attempt to develop a single application form- to be
implemented through the multiple data entry processing sy8tem inthe 1979-80 processing year.

While it is true that some inatitutions will be able to utilize this
new single application form without requiring additional supple-.ments or separate institutional applications, a recent survey con-

83
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ducted by NASFAA showed that 75 percent of our member institu-
tions would not be able to use the OE simplified form without,
additional infbrmation.. -.

I would like to request that a summary of the NASFAA° survey
and that of the American Associat,ion of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers and the survey by the National Association of
College Admissions Counselors be entered into the record so that
the members of the subcommittee may review these findings.

We support the- administration's recommendation that costs of
processing student applications for Federal student aid be borne by
the Federal Government, not. the,, student. We would hasten to
point out, however, that. the private need analysis services which
perform the evaluations of these dbcuments also provide many, >

other supporting services.
If the Federal Government. is going to, pay only for the direct

processing costs associated with these.services, then other activities
such as ongoing review, analysis and refinement of existing proce-
dures, training and communication and research would be lost..

Therefore, if the Federal Government plans to pay for the proc-
essing of Federal student aid application forms:we would hope the
Pricing and reimbursdment to these nonprofit processors would be
sufficient to sustain these other needed services.

The administration is also seeking statutory authority to develop
and implement a single need analysis system for all Federal need-
based student, assistance programs. .

In my previous testimony I expressed NASFAA's concern that
while the Middle Income Student, Assitanw Act had brought the
results under the Basic Grant program closer to the results under
the uniform methodology for families with inComes below the
$25,000 income level, the contributions above this level of income
still differ substantially.

Thus, NASFAA would endorse the development.of a single neeu 1
analysis system that would measure the student's and his or her
family's-ability to pay for a postsecondary education:'

However, this system should be separate and apart from methods
of determining a student's eligibility for specific programs.,In other
words, a single system should be used to determine the student's
need, but the amount, of this need should not artifically be limited

\

by program eligibility requirements or limited appropriations.
We also feel that thr current method of developing, reviewing,

and updating the need analysis system is preferable to the model
which the administration has proposed in its legislation.

Currently the proposed changes to the uniform metliodology .,

come from discussions among representatives of institutions, stet:
dents, State agency personnel, the national need analysis services,
and the Office of Education.

These recommended changes are then circulated in advance of
their adoption to members of .the financial aid community and
reviewed in 'regional and national meetings. .

The administration's proposal, on the other hand, would substi-
tute? a procedure for development and review that would only
provide the community with the opportunity to react in a short
time frame rather than to articipate on a broader scale in the
development of the system.
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k.Thus this procedure could potentially limit input to the adminis-

tration and any advisory body unless mechanisms were developed
for wider discussion and input.

Last, we would discuss the funding proposal to allow institutions ,to carry forward up to.5 percent of their SEOG and CWS funds
from one funding year to the next. While we would preferAhat this
amount be 10 percent rather than 5 percent, We are pldased that
the administration recognizes the importance of this issue and is in
agreement that such flexibility will enhance the management ofthe programs and better serve ,needy students.

We know, however, that in the areti of fund allocations, the
administration's proposal would eliminate the existing State allot-
ment formulas in their new basic loan program. While this may be
necessary, such a change maY- cause major dislocations of need-
based loan funds from one State to another:PerhaPs a representa-
tive from the Office of Education could address this Issue later inthe hearing.

Again', Mr. Chairman, thank you for., allowing me to respond to
these proposals, and I look forward to addressing other issues that
you and the subcommittee or the members .of the panel may havelater in these hearings.

Mr. 'Font). Thank you.
We have a vote on the floor on. the Department of Energy.
We will recess briefly for this vote ardcoine back and then first

ask the administration representatives .o respond to the criticisms
suggested this morning, and then have uestions from the conrnit-
tee.

t[A brief recess was taken.)
iMr. FORD. The subcommittee will resume its hearing. .

IMr. Jeffords has a body that. is needed in another place, so wewill let him proceed with his qiiestions first.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1 apPreciate that very much.

.I would like to start off with a.rather broad philosophical ques-tion primarily directed to the administration.
To give a little background to the question first, this is an arcathat I have been somewhat familiar with over the years. fn the late ,1960's and early 1970's, the majority of the States changed the ageof majority from 21 down to the age of 18.
It. does not seem to me that we have reacted to that change in

these areas. In other words, the legal liability of a family to sup-port a child ended at that paKticular time, and there is no obliga-tion on the part of families to support their kids after hcf age of la'.

has gone along with ,the presumption that the family h .s an oblig

Notwithstanding that, the approach to funding hig er educaion
tion to support.

...It seems to me this has raised serious legal questions, and someserious policy questions.
The last check I made, this question had not been raised to the

Supreme Court; hOwever in the interim it might have. I am notsure. It also raiSes an iniporttint policy question where we seem to
penalize those families that wrant to help their children by provid-
ing them with flind'g.to attend school.
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We reward the family that takes advantage of the /indepandent
students assistance provisions by encouraging thei child to take an
apartment down the street and apply for aid a an independent...

.. However, there is no reward for the family that i loyaland follows
tradition, has saved several thousand dollars fOr education of their
childrOn, but must still take a mortgage on- their., horne and suffer
the burden with very litte help. -

Now there is a tendency insdfar a§ the independent students
assistance provisions to put the bead oft those people to prove they
aRe really. independent. Again this is counter to the law that. a
child is no longer a child, but at 18 is. an adult and there is no
obligation. -,

... , .

I wonder vy,hat,if anything, the administration has jone to react
to this change in /the legal status of our young peoPle at age 18.
What are they' doing to- perhaps reward the families that are
willing to sustain an obligation beyond their legal obligations?,

Mr. Von-cr. Mr. Jeffords, the basic philosophy of all of these need-
based student. financial aid programs that. tiiii.-parents are responsi-
ble for paying for the education of the children, and that the
Federal Government should not.step in .uniess esources from the
family- are insufficient or not available.

Mr. JEFFORDS. What legal basis is there for that?
Mr. VOICT. I think it is contained in the basic-philosophy of the

legislation that authorizes these programs. The fact is that we do
look at the resources of the fanl.ily first, and I think the theoq
valid, that Congress in authorizing certain funding mechanismk
and certain funding progfams, can indeed establish requirements
for how and to whom those funds should be distributed.

Quite clearly, the question of ifidepender4 students is one that
not:only the Federal Government but the whole student financiaj
aid'community has been wrestling with for years, I think since the
beginning of need-based student financial . aid, and is one of the
thorniest problems that does exist.

On the one hand, we want to maintain the basic philsophy of
need-based programs;_ that is, looking at the resources, of the family
and, on the other, you want to assure that. those that cannot get
support from the family, where the resources are not there, can
indeed get assistance to further their education. .

- We have had a series of Aline tests for the independence .of
stddents which basically are based on whether the student is
claimed as a .dependent on the parents' income tax return; whether
that student lives at home, and how much support the student gets
from the famil .

:.

Obviously, t only one of those three tests that is in any way
verifiable is t le student being claimed on the income tax -returly7

We did some serious thinking about. that and came to the conclu-
sion that we should change the test to strengthen the idea that
families are responsible, so that if ag student ,is 22 or younger, that
student would be automatically dependent.

In other words, we would look to the finiaily, unless that student
ie married or has- dependents 4 his own, or and I think this is
equally im portanl, if tho financia id offiCer in directcontact with
the student finds thal this student ,is indeed not a dependent mem-
ber .of the family.Our lawyers;have 'indicated, that we' can legally

s
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put. in an age clause into the dependent student test and maintain
or strengthen the philosophy of the need-based program.

You really have almost no other option, unless you completely
alter the financing of postseconda& education away from need-based programs.

It's conceivable that eventually sufficient resources at, the Feder-
al:State, or local levels will be made available, so that all postsec-ondary education is free so you don't have to go through these
kinds of things, but those kinds of resonrces Would be massive.Mr. JEFFORDS. I understand that.

Mr. FORD. Would you yield to me at that point.?
Mr. JEFFORDS. Yes.
Mr. FORD. Peter, I cannot quarrel with your explanation of the

philosophy of the family contribution assumption, except that youdon't go far enough.
The real truth is that. we are going back to the thinking of 1965.

We were in the middle of passing poverty legislation and the
Elementary and Secondary Act that.used low income as a way toarbitrarily ration limited dollars. hit the process we were hoping
that we would shoot them at a target where they 'would do themost good_ -

These programs came in origimilly with the eligibility 'in such
low-income families that, the family contribution factor was just arationing device. It really rationed out middle-income arid upper-income families by saying if you have money or resources, we are-
not interested in getting to your kid at this point.

Now, over the years, we have expanded the clientele into higher
income levels, so that we are no-longer struggling down at:the very
bottom of the income level arld the family contribution assumption
or the assumption of the family obligation nqw is a very- heavily
operating factor, and,. produces a very unusual result that we allevi-

wated to some degree with MISAA.
That led to.the Frustration that bronght us tax credits and sup-port for MISAA as an alternative, because people were presumedto be able to make those substantial contributions to educationwho, in fact, couldn't pay next month's light bill.
That -. is what we have tried to relieve piece by piece, but if yourlawyers over there are still operating with what we said in 1965,they have missed the point, and I don't quarrel- with thei fact thatwe legally can cut off these programs by age.

realize what Joel is suggesting about-age distrimination. Wecan do that. We cut off the social security by age in the other.direction, but I am -afraid that there is more than coincidence
involved in you arbitrarily saying That below :23,_you can't -be anindependent student. ,

What you'are really doing is trying by indirect means what youtried to do in cutting off the student on social seciFity, because theratiOnale presented :when that crazy idea was floated, wps that
these.kids on social security,°, the orphans, had all:these other new.programswe.had passed available to them,- and they didWt, need to
continue their sh.are.'to the monthly- soci'al security payment

The Congress just exploded:with indignation over.that sUggestionand, unfortunately, your proposal to use .23 produces for' those
peoPle eiactly the-same result.:
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You are going through the back door to screen out people that .
you couldn't screen out through the front door and, in addition to
that, you really wipe out the progressithat we have made in recent
years in recognizing just what Congressman Jeffords said, that in
my State you are legally an adult at age 18 and you are liable for
any kind of an obligation that. you incur.

Up until 10 years ago, if you were 18 and you incurredl-esponsi-
bilities for most of the things that young people are signing up for,
you had to have a parent or an adult cosign, because it was very
questionable whether anybody could recover that debt from you
unless they could show it was an absolute necessity.

Then there was a real question with r-espect -to a debt incurred
for higher education, a real serious question, as to whether or not
an 18-year-o1d signing a note in many of the States could be held to
account in a court of law, because the question still remained as to
whether or not higher' education was a necessity within the mean-
ing of these ancient statutes that protect children against making
contracts except for necessity.

Getting food was all right. ,Running 'up a bar bill ,was not. all
right. Bu'ying an automobile, even if it was a kid who was working
as a carpenter 50 miles From home, was never recognized in- the
hoMe of the automobile, Michigan, as a necessity.

-But that has all changed and yet you are now trying to justify
the philosophy of where the administration is coining from on .
where we were in 1965 arid it has goi some political, problems as
well as practiCal problems_

Mr. VOIGT. May I respond to that?
Mr. FORD.
Mr. \John'. I don't think, Mr. Chairman,-that our proposal in any

way negates the major step that we have taken with passage and
implementation of MISAA.

It really revolves around the question of whether you look to the
parents or whether you look to the -students Own resources or to
the total .family on determining how Much money a student gets.

We clearly have liberalized eligibility for all 'students in postsec-
ondary, education.

If we loOk to the family of a dependent student who is eligible,
that student would still get an al, ard. It's just that we are Wking
at .the family unit rather than aking it relatively (.4a4 not to
claim the student as a deperident (11 an income ,tax return and
subsequently in many cases get. a fu even if the family is
beyond the eligibility rangq under he current provisions of
MISAA.
°That was our primary thought -in comiig up with this proposal.
Mr: Foitu. you are looking for cheap, dasy way.to get around

the problem of fightpg, with us year after-ye.ar7- over what is an
indepentlent studenh .

`You ,iviped. out,-the.disciiisi;ion*and contest that litkeen going.on
betw.tien,,t his ..coininittee and the Office .1d Lication, ever since,-

Clearly, it) 1976. We" focused on it. then and foyght. t -6ack and
forth,-and every-yeAr4e.go.thr7ougki.t. with the,lanlity .e.ontft9tion
sChedules, which- I ims,o, obserVe ,. rot: the' recO;d was.dUe here on
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July I, and we are told it's some place Washingtoryon its way
toward the Congress, but we don't haVe it yet.

Dow anybody out there know what it is?
Theoretically, we are going to be examining that, after it gets

here, and .1 assume it 'will be delivered promptly after we adjoUrn
at the end of next week, and theii during August while- my commit-
Lee .is scattered all over tthe place taking tare of important commit-
ments they haveinade, We will be considering what to do with that.
family contribution schedule.

The track record of your department, for as long as we have been
dealing with this issue, has been abysmal, and there is a mind, set
Over there that says that the Congress is always tem generous with
these independent students an& you keep trying t.o find ways to,
head Us off and, I submit, that your 23-year-old cutoff is nothini
more than aquick Qasy way to avoid the argutnent, below that age.That has always been a problem for us; how do you clearly
establish that somebody is in fact independent?

Mr. VOIGT. That. is exactly it.
Mr. Mum. This old-fashioned idea that S 22-year-old has oPen

Sesame access to the family jewels and the family treasure
nonsense in today'S society,. and -particularly when you recognizethat we have- at that age, you wo(ild be screening out people with
dependents, in effect, of their own.,

Mr. VOIGT, No; we would notl
Mr. FORD. We are still fighting that. argument with you, becausewe made a mistake in what NiQ thought wevwere doing with the

independent student and the dependent whols under 22.
The independent student in a sense fhat she is the wife of

somebody that would otherwise qualify/us to qualify the same asif her husband were her father:
Mr. L-YolGT. Mr. Chairman, let yk respond to that one thing.
1w-as under the impre'ssion th , and I gness it. has' net gottenhere yet., that the family Nritribution schedules were 'sent last

wet*, befdre Mr. Bohen's testimony.
Mr.--Foiro. They were sent someplace.
Mr. PACKER. 'The mail is slow in this town. ,

Mr. VoiGT. Second, there are really two questions, as you know,
on independent student's.

.Onc, is, bow do you define theM and,,second, one of the moSt
sticky points is how do you treat thqm once you define them asindependent?

As you know,-in any of these discussions on the famity contribu-
tion schedules, particularly giVen th6 size of the basic grant. pro-
gram and the number of people involved n it, a minor change intaxation rates has some very, very significant butlt, tary impacts,
and in the past we have been. constrained on th A. b dget side onmaking' changes.

:You will-be pleased to know, however: that One of the changes
that is proposed in our family contribution schedules does chenge
the tax rate on income Lbe treatment of independent students with
dependents. I will be sure-to get you a opy before the nkt hearirk
on grants, so we can '(liscuss it in greater detail at that point.

Mr. Fora). Well, if sometriing_ has been sent up apd is in -the
process someplace, uld weliavt a coriy?,

,.
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Mr. VOlGHT. I will make sure you get'a copy.
MI'. FORD, I am surprised, Joel., that you haven't obtained this.

..- Mr. PACKER. It must have slipped by me. -..,

-I thjnk th.e other thing that the administration would have to
Show is that. there is a-major problem with the.large percentage ef
undsr 22-year-olds becoming independent.

'One study we saw 4 couple of years ago shOwed only 4 or 5
percent of the 18- to 22-year-old age garup Were independent,.

The large makty of independent students are older studentS
Ao would be independent by any stretch of the imagination. We
are not talking about a rampant.problem of families saying to their
children, we won't claim you this year, go out and become inde-
pendent.

It'sa relatively small portien of that age group that is becoming
independent., arid from this study:----and we can submit some mate-
rial for t e reCordit showed that a survey was done .of their
actual pare Jai income; and the parental income was relatively low
also, so it's .again not 'a case of rich people taking advantage of the
system. .

it's a situation of families who can't afford to support their
,children, who, as we say. don't have any legal ,respOnsibility to

0 afterthey are, 18 and these people become independent;
I would wager that a large number of them wouId ziot be able to

get income information from their parents,because they have no
relationship, some of them, with their parents anymore and would
'not only; lose their money as an independent student but they

: Would, no longer be able to become eligible as a dependent student
because they couldn't get their forM filled out.

tr
Mr. JEFFORDS. It seems to me if you say there is a legal obliga-

tion of parents to provide education, and -that is an endorsible
obligation by. Federal law, then it, ought to be uniform and that
every parent ought to be required to provide, and if they don't
tilere ought. to be an obligation of Government to Collect back what
they 'give to the independent student in BEOG, or whatever, if
there are family resources there, if you are going to_ be fair on
policy

It's the Millionaire who kicks his kid out mill he goes and gets a
BEOG, and a middle-income family who goes out and mortgages
the house and ends up paying t.he education. r,

If you can create a WO obligation, then it ought to be uniform.
If you don't five that power, then I don't see the fairness, or at
least we ought those familieS that do'help their stujents

, out. ._

Mi-. VOIGT. The uniforMity is there at the moment: by and large.
Mr. Jnezronns. It's the by and large that bothers zne. -
Mr. VOIGT. This is a problem we are trying to,address with that,

new definition.
Clearly, the caseki that Joel illustrates will exist, and ve are

providing authority at the campus level for a waiver Of a family
contribution fpr a student who is.below that, age and 'cannOt for one,.r.eason or iinother'come up with the necessary information.

Mr. JEFFORDS. I can't see the age. discrimination,-because legOly
there is no difference whether you are. 18 or 23. ..'.
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, Mr. V0IGT. The w`hy these program& are :_;N: tip, biat is exactly
' The point, too, that I would again like to stress is that if we look

to thelami,ly and that family, un ..ystem that we establish
for determining eligibfily is eligible, that student Will get his
award. It's theforttrifthat- Nis beyond the eligibility limit that. we
are coneerhed about.

Mr. FORD.. But- he geLs an award based on the assumption that
the family- is going to make I:he-family' contribution, and that is a
fal146.ious assumption iNt's an independentIstudetil.

Mr. VOlet, Yes, but I think that is really the assumption -that
these programs are generally' based upon, Mr. Chairman-whether
the student is lielay 22 or is 21 or O.

Mr. PACKER, Why 22? Why not 21, 25?
.Mr. Foal/ The reason we haveNuble defining the independent

student where .thoior is a family with a thebreteal ability to help
4 out there is that it-does Ai take into account. the realities.

I have used man-Y times in this committee the question of what
happe9s to the 'younger,. son who wants to purve a music careerand the father says"we have always been engineers in this family,
or doctors, r kiwyers)" 1 beheve thils is the way 13ecretary Califano
once -characterized it in this very ,room:. "It's th'e way 1 treat My
own- son.

tell him 1 am going to pay for college. He can, go to any colleae-
hc wants to-pick. as.long as it's Holy Cross." J.Now, that is his, own acknowledgment that that is the way it

, really is. If you pay are bills, you dictate. We are living in an age
when young-people make independent decisions -and we ac.'.t as if
that doesn't. happen. So if the fatper gaps to prison- we will give
him a grant, but if the fattier is just a hardhead who says, "If,You
had a good job this-summer as a plUmber's helper you would-make.
a lot more money;,.why waSte your tiMe.going'to college'!"

Thq truth is there are no family ye.- trees available, even if the
fannly has got someNmoney in the'han4'5 or that

disagree with my colleague in assuming that there has eVer
beion any evider&e that there is a substantial,number of papple vhio
conspire to become independent studénts, becaitse there are so
Inany.other factors inVolved in estahUshing yourself independent
from a family that it. is an awful big price to pay jutt to, get a few
bucks I'vorn a BEOG grant. .'Phis is always advanced onway or another every time'we.,are
discuijsing authorization. Nov6", no one has er shown us that there
ig a subSlantial amount of that kind of fraud arid abuse.

I haVe asked that. ciuestion_of student aid peol5le and others, do
you have even anectdotpi edence of this sort of thing happening
with any degree 4P-frequency, and the trnsiker we can pickout .t1- few that we suapech, but, that is like the welfare cheat.

Ttie degree of abuse by p-eople Who deliberately misrepresenttheir status in order, to receive welfarepayments is believed in-this
town to be much higher_than anybody can ever prove.'

Th,e. lady on ADO. who has a Cadiltac is a classic example in this
country. We ought .to be selling twice as many Cadillacs_as we sellwith the nunther of ADC re6pients driving Cadillcs. She keeps

a
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having babies so she can get a new Cadillac, but nobody can ever
give you her address-or the license 'number on the Cadillacs.

I have had an open offer in Michigan for years; get me the name
on that license. Everybody says it was my brother-in-law who
talked to somebody in a bar, who heard that. this happened, but.
you never can find that person. Wp haye had almost the same
experience with people constructing this ogre of t.he rnassive num-
ber of kids who-are smart enough to rip it off.

The Agriculture Committee listens to people come in and talk
about the students who are doing this so they can get food stamps,
but the phenomenon is never quantified in any way by any kind of
evidence that, it really occurs and poses a threat.

If the figure that, Joel throws out can be verified that at the
pres'ent time 15n ly 4 pe_rcent of the students. over 22 years of pge
who are lecei grapts are classified as independents, then cven
if-half of the percent were fraudulent it is still a pretty small
amount of fr ta when you consider that what we really started out
to do is buy education, and 'somebody might be sneaking down and
stealing some. education.

What .a terrible- thing to do,-sneaking in .and stealing education.
I am still admiring the lady at Georgetown who managed to get

2 years of law school without ever-registering, because how can yoU
get mad at somebody for stealin5 something like education?

How can you in fact steal education'? Are you stealing sonie kind
or an opportunity? rike lying about your age to get a job.

Mr. VOIGT. It's .quite obvious our views in this are somewhat
different.

To begin .wIth, I don't think we are looking at it as anybody
stealing an education..

Mr. Four). don't want. to diect your loyalty quotient on your
report card in any fashion.

You better keep clisagreeing,wah
Mr. Vora'''. Or we should change the subject
Mr. Foan. All right.
ould you and Mr. Butts like to* make some response to, the

specific criticism that we have articulated here this morning?
Mr. Burrs. On this.last. point, there is an important provision of

theadministration propuSal which automatically takes care of the
person who is married or has dependents. This does iresolve a
problem in the definition of the independent student: -

The other -point, in terms of encouraging the parent involvement
that Mr. Jeffords was concerned about ;1,nd encouraging parents to
pay, the ability of pa'rents to have direct access to a parent loan tas
vi:t.pf the propOsal is intended in part to provide convenience and
assistance 'to ph ent-i3--in helping finatice their stAents' eductiN
tiott

PACKER., You would have a prohlrm if yotl wete Inarried and
bdcame divorceit because- you were 23 years of age I;ecause then
you have no dependents, and even though you Were divorced you
would still be conA'idered -a dependent.

M. FoRn. The interesting paradox, we first determine eligibility
for a grant or the amount of the grant:, and .you .are packaging a,
s!ysteth here that you first exhaust grant man6, and then you go to

kf.))
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loan money and you limit the amount of money that the student
can borrow by a determination of need.

The determinatiOn of need takes into account a theoretical abili-
ty of the family to make a family contribution, and 'then you saywe are going to help the family, because we recognize, although
they look on paper like they oughNo be able to do-domething, they
have no money in the bank.. We will give them a parent. loan to
make up for the money that We presume they had in determining
at the front the amount of the grant.

t.So you, first penalrze the student by reducing their grants for
nonexistent money and thenTrecognize the money i'S nonexistent by
lending money to the 'parents tO make that contribution. That
presents a whole. new 'dimension Ito this.ithing that makes us look
even more hypocritieal in the eyds of farfnlies out there that. do in
fact have a desire to help but doult have any cash:

Mr. Burrs. The purpose is liquidity. .,
T Mr. FORD. It looks like what \yip ought to do up front is recognize
that they don't have the ea:1h. I .1

Does your proposal examine o'r take into account Father Drin-
an's proposal to exempt the principal residence of a f imily?

Mr. VORA.. No; it does not. We look at: assets as sets and they
would be covered 'under the family contribution sc iedules. That.
portion of the schedule has not changed in, our propos l.

Mr. Potty: Is that one of the primary ways we dete.mine that an
asset is nonexistent or untouchabk?

,Mr. VOIGT. In terms of 'looking at the home equity.
Mr. Foith. There is a theoretical $15,000 equity in the home; that

is, a home fOr_ five or six or seven people. The theory icif the way, it.
is done now is that they can somehow turn that equi y into liquid
resotiree; to use to support the educatiorOof their chil ren when, in
fact, thiit is ndi. possible. ,Mr. VOICT. The whole question of?ssets, has been c* that again
we in the student financial comm(Mity have been wrestling withfor years. Clearly there.are sonic f;erious equity questions on assets
in particular, but there are also problems in terms,.of trying to
,inake distinctions;_between assets that are "liquid" or "not liquid."
- Frequently, assets are ,relatiyely easily convertible.

There is a second portion to that debate, and that is th'e question
of how much of an offset-do you allow against total assets and what
rate do you expect assets' to be added to the family contribution?

I think that whole equation is a very difficult one to deal with,
and I think the Opinions on that range across the board.

.As you may know, the question of'assets and changing, for
example, home- equity treatment is one that has very, very signifi-
cant budgetary implications for the basic grant and for other stu-
dent aid programs, and thaf! is, I think,' one of' the reasons whythere has always been a struggle in terms of increasing,the offsets
Agai,ns those assets in terms of looking at various possibilities ofwhat ie does with home equity. .

A,- shid, it is really not part, of our reauthorization proposal and-
wo d be covered, in terms of our reauthorization ,proposals, by the

oup and the prol7ess That develops the single need analysis sys-

3 "-%
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Mr. FORD. suppose it is fair to ask you, but we have had
hearings which have been monitored by your people; where we
discussed the legislation to exempt all or part of the principal
residence of a family or individual student in the case of an inde-
pendent, from the list of assets. Where Father Drinad's bill has
been forwarded to OMB for their reaction, which obviously we are
not going to get.

Can we today justify continuing to consider all of the theoretiCal
equity in a home occupied by a student or the student's family' as
an asset for the 'purpose of determining need? Does that. continue
to 'make sense from your point of view?

Mr_ VOIGT. As,1 sdid, we did debate _Father Drinan's bill and the
whale question of home equity. Before the. bill came up, we devel-
oped the family contribution schedule systems that dare hopefully
wending their way through the process now. Our proposal at this
time is that we continue to look at all the assets, continue to
include home equity as part of the package, and we are not endors-
ing the legislative change in that area

Mr. Fo RD.. Was this kind of exemPtion considere8 in the delibera-
tion of the family contribiltion schedule system?

Mr. VOIGT. It was debated.
Mr. Kum_ Can you tellme what the rationale is of continuing it?

llow do they explain that. this asset can be used for education?
Mr. %/MGT_ The basic theory is that we try to, in a needs-analysis,

look at the total resources of the family.
Mr. Form. flow does this get considered like money in the bank,

war bonds, or whatever, as a resource available to be converted
into educational funds?

Mr. VORA'. What we are trying to do, to begin with, is to meas-
ure relative_wealth in an allocation system among families. Tine
assumption,,1 think, basically is that a family 'without assets, in-
(Aiding a home, is not aswell off, may have higher expenses on the
income side, than a-family with a home and other such assets. As a
result, the assets are- included, and it is ,assumed that given the
taxation rate that we have on -the assets, and the oyerall family
resources and the offset agaimit these assets, that that is a reason-
able part of the family contrib0,tipn.

Mr. FORD. flow do you explain to the divorced or widowed
woman going back to.school to seek resources to support the family
now that she is the principal breadwinner that she is ineligible
because of some $10,000, or $15,000, or $20,000 in equity in the
house that the court. awarded to her because she needed a place to
raise the children?' ,

How do. We exp,Isliti to that. person that they don't need a..grant
because they have_ this equity in the- house? Do we contemplate
that to utilize this equity_they. would sell the house, and since they

.,,are not going to reinvest in a new house, pay the tax on the-
proceeds realized from the sale, 50 percent of the sale would be
taxable presumably, and, put. that money, the bank and move
ihto an apetrapn1 with the family? ,,

Mr. \fawn.. I don't think thati is contemplated, nor nece,Ipary, Mr.
Chairman,

i41.' FORD. How does this woman get mOney to spend on ,her
education?" r .
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Mr. Von3T, To begin with, the way the assets are created, at the
moment is that we take total assets less debts against those assets,
and from that there is an exclusion of $25,000 in the basic grants
system. The treatment differs in sthe.uniform methodology, and we
expect the 5-percent contribution. from the remainder.' So there is
an automatic offset of $25,0p0 against the net equity f the family.
The assumption is that the 5-percent taxation rate is low enough'
and takes into accountis, actually much less below what the
annual access.growth might be, that. a family could borrow against-
a portion of the house or- take out a small loan against that equityat a 5-percent taxation rate.

Mr. Fo Ro. What do you think the reaction would be if you
proposed as a part of your family loan program that they could get
a loan by pledging each year so many thousand dollars of the
equity in their house as security for that loan?

I see heads shaking all over the place. That sounds pretty rough,
doesn't it'?

.Mr. VOIGT. There no need to-do that,..Mr. Chairman. '
Mr. Fenn. But' if you made a proposal thin in order to get the

money, to use it, you.would have to pledge part of the eqUity in the
home, people would recognize that as being outrageous.

Mr. Burrs, We wouldn t do anything that. onerous.
Mr. Fo Ro. So instead we con9der the whole thing as if they had

the money and that is no/. onerous. We wouldn't think of making
them borrow the money from us or pledge it to us, in return for our
loan guarantee, but we would think of consid6ring the whole thingas an asset.

Some kind of adjustment has to be made in this tyPe of thing, I
thinV, to get' continued support from the people who are becoming
more and more awaKe of what we are doing to them.

Ms. Rim We have been aware of youv concern about home
equity, and I hope' by the middle of next week or a little later to

- give y,ou data from a study we are doing that. will show the.costsofsuch a ohange and the effects on various classes of studentS within
the student aid population. I thi-nk you might find SOme of the
information in this little study rather helpful.

Mr. Foim. That Would be helpful to us becanse we have talked
about -this (*or such a lorj,g %time, and we are not. getting much help
from anyone in'terms of vhether or not is it feasible to exempt theA,
entire asset, as Father Drinan would do,Is it more praCtical to
consiiier something parallel with -what is done for seni9r citizens,
for example, in many States Where up to a certain level of tbtaI
value of the property is considered a hom&stead. If you have a$50,000 ,house, you' Still have $25,000 of that, considered a home-.stead, and you appix the equity against .that: There pre a Whole"- variety of Ways in whioh youxan aAloid;the fear that OMB 'has that
it is going"to.cost 4400 Million more-if we take everybody's house

, off the forms.
Ms. RIR.E'. "liave a much lower cost estimate, and we shall

share it with you.
Ms. WurrE, Within the uniform methodology, the methodology

which will be in use this processing year for the I,,9K0--81 aWard
qacj4.--, we hale increased substantially the asset protection

. allowances. They run fromlapploximately jUst below. $25,000 ,to

1
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around $50,000, and they are age-sensitive. This is in recognition in
some respects that perhaps we are .Moving toward .a hoMestead
exemption, and that 'at those levels the assets are just not available,

to tax. directly. So that we are recognizing this in the methodology
alread.

.

- ,Mr. FORD. 'We. already .gi-ve theM $50,000 farm and bupiness
:. asSets. ,

Mr, Warr. I 'think in part the uniform methodology really is
'catthing up to the change we made' in Basic Gran.ts last. year.

Ms. WITE. Except our exemption is not on. the bilsiness and
farm: That is treated first, and then an allowance given against.
that ,also, but that has a different, structure to it, so it is :.possible

. that 'if you are older and have total assets, excluding a formal
busineks of,around $40,000, these assets could be' totally protected.

- Mr Foip. But not if you have a $15,000 or $20,000 house, with
.mortgage payments to make, that houses your family.

Ms..WHITE. I think you are quite. right; them is a problem in this
area, 'and the particular rsreblem is not just a question .of' ..the
treatment of home equity, but the questiOn of -the value of the
:hdrn ei. and the fact that the parents are asked to . provide an e'sti-
-mate of the market value and then, of courSeT frdm that is-taken
the unpaid mortgai.fe to determine the equity.

; I think,that is the biggest problem. On the side of,the hOmestead
.viemption this is what we are doing in. termS,of the increases in
the asset protection allOwance. . .

,
.

'Mr. Foim. I don't. want to take too 'muck.of, our time with thta,
,

-hut ..I am interested, peter, On page 4' of -Lois ',Rice's ,Presentation,
,-, the second lull paragraA of.the'page:, ',
, The admirustration testified ta you last week tfat "While the use of [a] single

form for federal programs clearly falls within the seope,clf liEW'st administrtitiye
authority:.we recommend.:that the Congress ensure the contInuatibn of [a] single
fc;rm m.futuriN years by mandating ils Uffe in the statute."-'

, --

WAnd taken in context with Athe additional oral statement made
here this morning, I got the sudden feeling you Were..passing t.ti

buck, 'that the administration doeS_ agt want to take 'the heat -by
regulation in trying .to justify the single form but thinkslf we pass

'll,,Congress will haVe taken that action,.and therefore you are just
being dutiful soldieis 'carrying itput.
, That makes me a little uneasy. ft:you are trying to get. rid of a

v---''. ha .potatb because you can't solve it I arn -.not anxious to catch it!
, -,

... What is 'your reaction to wriat, she suggested here, that we con-
:tinue to authorize you to work toward the single fowl' and.give you
fuft power-to implement it b regulatiOn? We do everything else by
regulation. Why isn't that more practical way so you Can be
flexible and change the reg ations? It. is eatiier..to change iegula-

e,

i tions than_ it is the statute. , - .

Mr.,Voiar; To bekin. with, Mr. Chairman, I think the blisters of
that het potato have gone from my' hands. I dori't think wo can be
accused of nyt handling that one.. We -have looked dlosely, at our

Jegiskitive authority to require and mandate use of the common
t ------, 1---____'W.vir.ill

I 'ORD. WOuld you.be satisfied if we
..

just gave you that author-
.ity rath an.mandating it by statute?

'
d"t
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MT. VOIGT. I tihink that. would be exactly what we have in mind
to begin with, Mr. Chairman.

Foitu That is not what you suggested in your bill. Would you
be willing to work with us to work out legislative language that
made it clear you had no legal impediment to imposing a single
form by regulations, but that it was not mandated and wouldn't
become effective 'until you promulgated the regulations?

Mr. VOIGT. I think the end result of that would be what we
intend. We don't at this point have the regulatory authority to
mandate the common form. What we have is authority to contract
under multiple data entry, and we can require the multiple data
entry procesS to use that toem. We cannot regulate it because there
are lots of institutions that don't use the multiple data entryprocess.

Mr. Foito. As we heard before from Mr. Reeher'6 organization, hepointed out that the concentration on the single form for the
Federal programs implies to some People that that is the only
thing a financial aid officer has to deal with, and does not take into
account the probability, and I believe Ms. Rice has put in 'her
statement,-of additional forms, in any event.

Mr. Voarr. May I respond to that, Mr. Chairman, the whole issue
-.laon the commo'n form?

. .To begin with, admittedly multiple-data entry is a xmajor Step
forward, plus the fact we have been able to implement somewhat of
a common form this year is also a second major step. But the way,the process and the system operates now, we are still far from
having a, single form that the student completes once and gets his-aid no matter where he goes.

Ar the moment, if he applies CO two different. institutions, 'and
they use two differeot need-analysis services, he still would have to
fill' out two forms with the attendanC fees. and the attendant fqes
have been fairly high, particularly if he goes to multipk institu;
tions, or if he wants the results himself.

We obviouSly recognize that maany institutions do require addi-
tional information to package not only their Federal aivard, but
also State information, and also awards that are Scholarships that
have different kinds of requirements than Federafor State awards.
And, as a result, no matter what one does in a core document., a
very simple single form, you would' have to provide for the-use of
supplemental forms to collect. that additional information for thbse
institutions that need it.

There is another part, though, to the supplemental information,
he additional information, and that is that many:schools feel that
'they need that. to make a more thorough review of the student's
financial information, -to look mqre closely at that student's family
background and financial background. I think, though, some of tlfe .

steps we have taken, hike the revised edits in the program, like
validation, which cut across all programs essentially, address -this
problem. If a form is validated and the corrections are made, then
these kinds of situations would have to be recoifeiled at the -campus
level. Therefore, it may not be 'necessary, particularly given the

.result this year of the.validation system, in the future for institu-
tions to collect that. additional informiktion or for.many inStitutions
to collect. it. It is ,very necessary for the institutions,to look clesely
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at what they are collecting,and the kind of burden they are putting
on the students and lbok at the wht system to try t.o minimize
that student's burden.

I think also, as Ms. Rice indicated, we fully recognizo under
whatever system is put in place, the need for the auxiliary service,
H.S. training, information materials, and it is our view that this
system will have to provide that so the consumers an'd the institu-
tions know how the system operates.

In addition, the question was raised on how the form would be
proceased. I think we left that up in the air because there are a
number of options, and there are lots of pros and cons. I think it is
quite desirable to conceive of such a system using a single form
that is,decentralized so you have information contacts at local or
fairly loeal levels. It. does not have to be, a centralized system only.
So in that area, we see lots of alternatives that can be worked out,
but we do think that the use and the permission -for us to imple-
ment a .single formwhether it is mandated by legislation, a single
form, or whether it is permitted and encouraged by legislationis
an objective that we have to get.to.

M. FoRn. Since both the National Association of Student Milan-
dial Aid Administrators and the College Entrance Examination
Board raised the question of the' burden of institutional aid being
packaged, how much institutional aid. are we talking about as a
practical matter?

Ms. RICE. As you well, know, the .Federal Government under,
BEOG' Will put pp .this year about, $21/2 billion, and with Lhet

trip s-based programs roughly -another ,.$1 billion. Now that'
see 6 like an enormous amount, of' money, and it is.

On the other hand, there is at least another $2 1,4illien out there
that is not Federal moneyfrom States, and froM institutions
and I think none of' us' can come .u.p yith very g9bd estimateS of
how much there is in the private sector, for example Rotary clubs,
National Merit, any number of programs that:are not governmen-
tally sponsored or not run through edueational institutions. We can
say, however, there Is about. 11/2 times' as ninch.Federal money.as
non-Federal-money.'

Still one haS totlook at this issue on an institutional basis.- I
looked at sonic data' on dutlayS of studefir.grant moneys at -30 of.
the 'COME. institutiens, the Consortium on the..Fitiancing of _High-
er Education: AdmittedlY, those fire well-endowed, selective instal-1-
'00ns and not representative of all institutions, by any ,rrieans; still
they fall into a category similai-AD, at. least,.:2.00-49_0 other institu-
tions ,which have sizable'grant mOney .of their oVvn. The.Tederal
grant mciney going into thbse institutions,1in aIr but one) (rid not
exceed 15 percent of all the gran,t, money that those institutions
were &Wing t.estudent.3 from their own funds$93 milliOn out of a
total of $146 nflhion in grants.'

So the concern that I have here is.similar to my concern -about'a
single form. I have devoted, as Mr. Voigt has, almost this entire
year working closely with the Office. of Education to Come up with
a.common core' document that the-College Sch6larship Service, qie,
higget propessor,will use.this .year. We are using exactly the same
core document that the Office of Education'has worked.out, and we
workedtthi 'out in a voluntary way without any legislation- from

,
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the U.S. Cqngress There were periods of difficulty, admittedfy, but
we cooperated and participated find brought a lot of people into the
system kicking and screaming, as Dallas, or Connie, or anybody
else here can attest. We have a common form with a supplement
on it to take care of the special needs of institutions, of States, and
private.dollars of aid. We have it in place. We are going to use it.
this year..

Act is the one group that is not going to be able to use the
agreed upon core document this year because of their machine
differences. They use a mark sense method, and we use a key
punch, so the forms have to look different. We have in existence
this year a very noble experiment, and iwould encograge this bodyto wait and see how a cooperative effort, bloodied' at times, but
cooperative, is going to work. We have sornething in place; let's see
how it is going to work for a year at least.

The thrust Of my testimony was to say that the single .form
doesn't really ,siniplify the system, particularly if it is only mandat-
ed for Federal programs; that we need an integrated approach so
an applicant for aid Oh use one form for several sources of assist-
aace, certainly, to determine eligibility the BEOG,.and the campus
based Programs, and a merit scholarship and State scholarship
program. Thatshould be our goal, and that is now the practice in
at. least 30 states,.

I don't see the need for legislation in this area. We've accom-
plished what they 'are asking this body to mandate. The adminis-
tration wants to m4ke sure we continue acting in good faith, .but
don't'think that is the.case.

I would like to refer to,one other thing that I believe Peter Said,
1 think you suggested that it hadn't been decided how thili prows-
ing wotild work, and I would like to read froin. page 19 uf Or.-
Califano's testinionyand again this is .something HEW hasn't Yet
put into legislative language.

'`This proposed .reform---talking about the single document and
iuigle appkation"is not, of course, inconsistent with the contin-

N-:.ued. utilization .and processing of this single application form on a
deC.entralized baSis -by educational institutions and intermediary
organizations to insure careful integration of family, institutional.
and other resources with available Federal aid.'

So Pthink the administration, -at. least in the .testimony,, made
soine commitment to wo&towtird a meaningful integral-aWall
sources of aid to-tudents.

Mr. REEHER. As a felloW public employee; which is quite different
than college scholarship service or college board, I have tpent the
last seeral years' with the Keppel task force and the coalition, and
I would caution the4committee, if I may, not to give the U.S. oftioe-
tiny more clout than they .hav. They 116ve sufficient.clout, or Wewouldn't be talking about A single form, 12ecause it, Was resisted
strenuOusly.

.

.The,hettoM,Iine now, though, is tpat 30 States are, working With
the OSS form. on an nverlay_basis.irlmt is.a big imprOement. In
Pennsylvania-,- we have -gohe Strictly to the USOE recommended
cord aoceiment'ffild di awty ,With i.werything else, all the other
data, thal we have beefigath6ring, and I -don't think anyonknows

!, whether- we d'itcfhe right thing or not becaUse the, format, the

r; 4
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tweStion Content, and so forth, on the new fOrm have been chatiged.
.. Much of what we used to have en tip application .form which drew

a finer answer has been moved.over to the instructions, and we. ,

could have some validity fireblenm_ ,...
. ,

We have had to give up seine State policy parameters, and-. 1 .

,think .w.e shave gone about as ffrr as, we can go safely in a yy short
-perlod Of time... . . .. ..

.This is true..pot just iii PenAsylvapiall is true with,the other 30
States, and I believe theinstitUtion are .a,little slower to react

'''1,han the States;are in.this area:becaUse they have, different de-.
ma-rids.. They haVe .4ifferept.centi,tituents. that suPply their money.

:' You ktieW it is not-Ast the; comiramwealth or Uncle Sam; there
' , _are . different cerikitu:emts- inOlyed, and the colleges have to test

the .wat6rs.-And-I. Oink' ifthe thing is left alone, without Federal
-legislation, that there is ti natnral movement toward a reductsion in
foons.' , .

', .
My staff is meeting today with a groUp of financial-aid bfficers to ;

determine-whether there should be. a common forni' in Pepnsylva-
-ntli to gather=the data that. the colleges need that we have now. .
decided we don't need as a State agency, and it is difficult to say
how tflat will come out. We have had 10 institutions say we are

. going.with you solely, we don't need anything else, we don't even .
maul. a paper; but tiliat is 10 out of Maybe 200 or sp. I think the
movement toward a .single form is there. I would give the U.S.
office a let-of credit (or moving the private sector towards a reduc-
tion in whaL they are (,,katherin - . ,..

And this all started prior t the Keppsil task-force. In faeTom
Butts, I think; organized the irst. meeting out 41' Chicago before

; the Keffpel task force was ev n set up, and there has been a 14, of
movement, in this direction, d I think"it would be foolish at this
time to legislate anything more than what the-P,S. offke currently
haS. Tary have`a lot of clout.

Mr:Tenn. How does your legislative.proposal take care, of paying-
the fees? - i .

Mr. Von:T. It would be done, Mr. ChairmanAhrough a regular
.. line item appropriation, as we-have now as part-of the basic grant

processing system. Themis an administrative set-aside or adminis-
- trative cost portion of onr budget Which would include the Oest of

processing and similar'services. ,

We think at the moment, given what we are paying' now for
basic grants processing under multiple-data entry, with. _competi-
tively let, negotiated,- even det'centralized .eontraet, that the tocal

. cost would not, exceed. what. We'are paying at the moment in any..
substantial way. .. ,

Mr. FORD. We haveri't had mush \luck with a separateauthoriza--
tion .up until now getting .appropriations because it; mentioned
payments to institutimis. . \

Mr. VOIGT. It'is a seParate item, .11,1r\ Chairman, and we have not
had any difficulties'in gettintr the appripriations for operating the.
program. That is a line in the categ ips, and this budget .item
would be included in -it . ... 7...-

Mr.- Forty. It would be a line itemi ir appropriation that you, ,. 4 .would then pa§s out? _ . . ..' ,. -'
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Mr. Votur. Yes, sir. It is now with the, adminiStratuwe cost allow-
mice, part of the tot& Basic Grants pEocessing system;. just -a sub-

,part, and we estimate what we need for student,cest .and add- On
the..administrative cost, which is Easo.dene, and we have never hadserious difficulty it! getting-.an- apprdpription for operating,that .

,- ..,program. They are closelS7 scrutinized, obviously. -

Rict If i could Temind4he Chairman, the .0i'fice of Educa-
, bon ho&only.pays the cosi for processqg the form. J -didn't meanto sound like- the ogre by suggesting that. some-peopleyat least, can -afford to pay a fee and ,should, but I just hope if this il,k-N-kind _of.-

' line item (or alL he camplus=based progridhs, .and fins connnittee
..

and the CongressshoOld decide -to -go in that direction,- that you .will certainly.-have to .either--creats and support all of the services
:thal- a procesing-fee does not now' pay for. Thp college board.alid
your organizatlorr ken, have ,h,aid- to go throuih. long, 'protracted
negotiations for a- processing contract, and 1 assure you that those. --contxacts do not support any of.the research,- do not support. anti-of .the training, do-not support any of the-information .v6 give- stu-deqs, and al the myriad of other activities I and others have , -.4*menponed. -

If wb would find a way to assure that those kinds of needed ,i4activities would go into ti processing contract, I would e.delightdd.6 eqzpi ,--.I.would still raise the question, as earlier, Whether pee- e,. partieu- ,

lady those) deemed ineligible for student,aid,should have the gov-ernment pay for .their applieation.
Mr. PACKER. -I have to disagree partly with Lois' suggestion in

terms iot: payMg for the .cOst, that-maybe we should only -pay -forthose people who are needy. What-that semis to suggest to me iswe set up a needs-analysis systern to determine if someone is needy
enough ,to have their fee paid for and have the needs-analysis

tperformed to see "if they get-money from the Federal Government..It seeins complicated and seerhs to me to say _that it is abdiird to, .require people to. pay-private companies to .ddl,ermine if they areeligible for Government funds. 1/ir not aware of any. other. Gov-
ernment prograin from welfare (bi- medicaid or food stamps, where
the "Government requires someone to pay A private organization for___
the- orianization to tell them if they are needY enough -for the.
Governnientio give them rinIney.

. _ .It is partly, yes, but it is mere of a psychological and philosophi-
cal question that it_ doesn't make any sense for students. -to haveto
pay private, ageiries to tell' them if they are needy or not: Noone
seems to have ever Understood why it is being done that way, andwe strongly agree Withthe Office of-Education in-this case that theGovernment should pay all the fees; and we. alse agree with Lois

.^ that those fees that are paidOlould include .cost to cover the otherreal important activitiespUblications, 'research, training activi-
ties--which are vital to An integrated system: ,

I thank it is important tO_ look At. the whole thing, not just aformula or a pcinting and outfit document, but it is a complicated: ,system and involves a lOt of different parties and different activi-ties, and they need to be mainthined and expanded,. reall57. It Willbe complicated to do. ,. ... ,

Ms. RicE. J had no bureaucratic monster in mind, Joel: We _give ,away .$273,000 in test fee waivers, and ths. high school counsellor§
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cou possibly identify those in need .of waivers for student tad
ap ..ations just. as'they identify thoke to rest,waivers.'

Ma. Folto. Woulcln' it e easit4r if we did. it like the VA and
other agencies and .asSume from the beginning that whatever, is.
jieeded V.-verify the eligibdOr-ola person for the award is part of <

Ahe .cost of running the whole program? -Nobody questions how
VA,,spends on verifying claims, ofl setting-up whatever'

proeed64,-,they want to, .1..fut everybody assumes' that that is a
restionsibilfty sof theagency ptissii out the money..

Mr. PAC)(ER. Wouldri't. it be eaSiXr to follow what-I perceive to be
the administration's direction of having this considered, whether.
they contract it out or however they do it, as a cost .of running the .

program at the Federal level, and let them contraet to privately,
publicly, however they can best get the job done, but. disregard all
of this bookkeeping about needy and unneedy and studentS who
win mid Students who lose the awards?

There is an anomaly in this- thinking that I suspect would be
very difficult for the students to understand that. I think comes

out when you m4e the point. that. you are Fraying private
agency. ou are pot really paying a privateiigency. You a e paying
to off he cost to the Federal Government. to engage tf it private
agen o perfor the service for them'.

M. BUCHANAN, /Are you in any way 'going to he able to assure
that. tile resear& and other activities do in fact take place and are
financed, though?,

I do think that:is a legitimate question.
DO you ferr7pur persuasive powers are great enough with the

Comr4ttee 7c-fiffatiriati6ns, Chairman Natcher and copipany,
thal they would see the wisdom and necessity of these aCtivities?

Mr. Volur. NA/ believe, Mr. Buchanan, that we can incited.
, We, have in the 'past had a, fairly substantial amount in our
administrative ;budgets for training, noLt5Lining necessarily for
basic grants, for printing of,materials, et cetera, if the system were
expanded as we envision it can be expanded.

Forty-: 'Mere has not been a problem in getting wiiatever
IIEW has asked few for the function that HEW is performing or
contracting out.

The problem we have had is where we took the additional step in
1976 arid tried to give the institutions some administrative cost,..,.
money to hire their people ko process the paper. ThaC is the point;
at which Members of Congress say what is going on here.
s We don't pay anybody else to apply for Federal money. `WhY..
should Nv,e_vay them to a§k for our money?

That is ,iihat we run into, and I don't think, it's going to change.
I 'have a -eady told- the NASFAA people thkt as much as I

admire tha'..--Lwram arid I was part of' getting it>kito the law in
1976, I arn convinced that the mind set around here against tiving
money to institutions to help people fill out papers to get. Federal
money is so strong that we will never get appropriations for it.

We are talking here about a little different parC of the costs of
this processing. It's the actual determination of eligibility which
really ought. to be a cost of' the agency that is-going to pass out the
mikney'

3
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Mr. PACKER. 1 think you -could sort ,.of at 'least, 'Provide some
safeguards, add language in the bill or in the committee report:-

' saying that the Government in its payMent:of processing fees, if it
pays to Li. private processor would include reimbursement: foi- rea-

' sonoble cost of training, dissemination, other items perhaps.
Ms. RicE. There would be about 10 more IMP's..

- Mr. Votur. Basically, it, would be abosut the same number of
RiTs we have now. These kinds of services at least have already

included since the outset of the program in 1972 in our
budget, and we have not had any difficUlty in getting the neceSsary
admtnistratiVe funds to run the program.

Mr. Raw. Let me see if I can get a reaction to Constance White's
comment -On Page 4:

We would endorse the, Administration's ,pro.posal to allow itOtitutions .totcarry
lOrward up to percent of Lbeir SEOG and CWS ftwds.from one fundiv year to thenext. While we would prefer that this amount be 10 .percent rather than r+ percent,
we are° pleased that the administration i-ecognizes the importance of this issue.

Now, that issue of the carryover with respect to college work
study has bothered people for a long time, and -there areunderstandable \ reasons why administrators cannot antic >ate
where they areoing to be able to'create a job at the right tit forthe xight student, and so on. I tend- to agree with her, that 5
percent is not enough.

But I have some difficulty with the. carryover of SEOG money,
and that is thtl reason that the little bill we are passing now was
waiving the IS percent on BEOG.

I was .asked, if you recall in filont of the Approptiations Commit-
tee, how did, the 15 percent limit on.BEOG carryoyer get. thereLand
the best I can remember is to keep the Office of Education honest.
'and make them pass out the money and not carry it. over.

The fear.we have is that the carryover is an encouragement not
.to expend the money and doesn't do us much good to have it come.
back to Washington.

Would you consider a reaction to this a possibility of broadening
the work-study flexibility with whatever reasonable limitations onthe exercise .of ,that you want. to -put on and trading off.A he 5
percent?

Is this an excuse?
Why-, can't you get rid of SEOG money before the end, of the

school year? You can't go back and find the kids whO have-some
unmet-needs and get rid of it.

Ms. WIHTE. One of the problems in 'that area is quite often WO
iseceive,additional allocations in the process, and, the money comes
to uS so late that we are Unable to utilize it.

Mr. Foto). Again, why can't you go back and .find .i.he student
witli a demonstrated peed wild was disappointed in his application
with a demonstrated need bit( you didn't have.the money to pro-
videXhat need? 44You always bave more requests for SE6Gs than you have moneyfor it. Why couldn't you just go back and give ahothel- layer on the
existing study? You can't do that with work-study, because' you
can't recapture time 4111-.1t s passgd, but you could offset the
additional burden that the btu -nt has found unmet when he made
the SEOG applieation.
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I am reluctant to encourage people to let. SEOG money lay there

past the time that it. is appsropriated.
Ms. Wium. Well, I think that with the carryover on the SEOG,

it's a question of small amounts, and it's a question of, if the
student does not have enough grant money by the lime you get
around to reallocating these furl& the- student may be working,
may have covered that need through a job.

The aid officer knows that, and also at that point, if they have
already earned that amount, to stop working if it's late in the year,
would inConvenience the employar dr, on the other hand, they may
have earned moneys such that you can't replace that ,with the
SEOG.

It's small amounLs in the SEOG program. It's more of a problem
in the colleglsworkstudy program. ,

Mr. Mato. Then why the -figure 10 percent on College Work-
Study and not. 15:or 12 or is that rehtted to something, or is it just
double the administration? ,

-Was that just An expression, because ale way you put. it we
would prefer 10.

Ms. WUIT.E. We are"talking about more in terms of flexibility.
Each year is a little different and the time of reallocations is a
little differera each year, and /here is a difference between the
problems in the SEOG program and the College Work-Study, per-

_ 'haps the percentage could be different.
Mr. Foal). flow much flexibility could we give using the percent-

sage with or without triggering mechanisms to make the percentage
availiabh.? How much flexibility can you give without_ running into
the danger of sloppy administration of work-study where ehey don't
really wettThard -enough to get' the jobs to the kids who are in
school at the right-. time?

Ms WiirrE. I think that 10 percent is reasonable. -

Mr. Foal). Am I overstating the fear tfiat too rtfachflexibility in
committing these funds might/ 19z4.1 people to delay making deci-
sions and thereby deprive peopleAm the campus who need the work
study from getting it?

Ms. Wtirra. With a College'Work Study Programwe have had
rgallocations in that area, and letters conic very lateit's more of
a problem .with'them than the SEOG program, because it's a ques-
,tion of creating, the job, so if you don't know you are getting the
fuhds and you get them late, creating a job is more of a problem
the

PerhapgPallas Would like to,respond t.o that question.
,,Mr. Foal). Mr. Martin? 4t,

Mr. I\AAITN. lf 1 mEty, let me give you an example, and I agree
with you. .

'We are notOntereited in 'trying to sitbvert apything that would
Cause sloppy administration-of programs.

An insaution requesting additional work-study funds duiting the
reallocation p,rocess will do so in November or De`centlier. _There-
fore, thev ask for the dollars they can use -for the balance of the
year.

During the last 2 years those allocations were not made until
very late April or May or even early June.

( v
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Consider, a State institution that has no backup or other re-
sources. They request money they could have had to assist students
from January t.o April ,and don't get notified until June. The busi-
ness officer who has th-eSnal authority to allow an institulion to

_expend _those dollars will say, no, unless you have an'official letter
saying it's a contract. Thus, institutions suddenly find themselves
in June with $100,000 of money and yet it's too late to utilize it.

If they have no flexiiiility of carrying money forward to the next
year they show underutilization 4ind.get caughl. in a cycle. It then-
appears they didn't spend what they got the prtvious year.

The only reason .for allowing at least a 10 percent flexibilitSr' is co
try to minimize the effect on future years of funding and provide
some reasonableness of administration.

It's our intent to insure that maximum utilization of those dol-
lars go .to students in a given year to meet their needs.

The request was made initially by NASFAA for the 10 percent

Mr. Foiw. Well, we took care of that problem to a large extent in
,elementary and secondary with forwarded funding.

There ought to be a way that we can apprOach this. What would
happen if you turned to the grant year for College Work StUdy into
something like the calendar year, or smile ether period instead of
the fiscal year? '

You would have some legislation . ecify that it could be expend-
. ed outside of the fiseal year for whic 's appropriated:

Mr.,MARTIN. Our problem really 3S, ot in budget, because the
Congress itI the last 2 years has done a pretty good job through the
budget committees, and by recognizing, when the money has got to

aside.
The delays occur in the processing of requests and in getting the

official award notification letters out to schools.
It's more of an internal operational problem than ñ calendar

problem. 4Mr. Font). Ws the reallocatiçn. portion of it that .causes the
problem?
- Mr. MARTIN. That is the biggest problem.

Mr. Vour. Mr. Chairman, I think our concerns were the Same as
yours when we set the 5-perdent limit.

We though\ we might want to be consistent across all programsin terms of thk,> -carryover, but we would be happy to go back andreopen this iSsue and possibly consider,different percentages forcarryover for the grant SEM; program as Opposed to tM work
study .program.

Mr. FORD. it strikes me tbat the problem for administering them
was quite different., that you can pay for education after you havehad it, but you can't pay for work-study after the time to perform
the work has gone by.

VOIGT. Exactly .right, and we will be happy to look at that
again.

Mr. FORD. If you -simply authorize him toso back and pick tiR
people that- they disappointed along the way, then see what hap-,.pens.

VOIGT. It's a different problem than the grant program.

1..
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Mr. FORD. I am all for flexibility. The more flexibility you make
them the longer it takes to hammer them into doing so.

Mr. VOIGT. That is why we are so flexible.
Mr. FORD. You see how effective it is when we put specific dates

in the legislationlike July 1,
There is another thing4in here thqt you mentioned today, Peter,

page 4, referring to the standard of tfcademic progress.
You say: 'The standard we are proposing is not an onerous one,

nor is it. so strict as to ignore the very legitimate difficulties which
would confrOnt even the mast dedicated student's."

I took a Auick glance at the standard, and one of the require-
mentS is that you must have completed half of your work in a
preceding school period.- -

-Mr. Vo rur. School year.
Mr. FORD. Does your legislation contemplate any kind of an

escape device for hardship?
Mr. VOIGT. Yes; we do. There would be permission at the campus

level to waive that requirement if it is necessary,'
Mr. FORD. It isn't in the legislation we have. It stops where You

say that yttou must showand- this smacks of the kind of problem
we have had with the VA.

M. Vororr. Mrf Chairman, that was always the intent on our
part, and we will doublecheck .to make sure that that is in there
somewhere in the legislation, but it was always the intent to have
that provision in that proposal.

Mr. FORD. That would relieve some concerns if it were clear that
the people at the local level could deckle whether or not that
requirement made sense:

Mr. VOIGT. Yes_
Mr. FORD.' For someone who had something happen during the

previous year that didn't have to do with dropping out to_ go to
Woodstock-- 111

Mr. VOIGT. We fully agree' arid think that something like that
has to be in thei-e.t Mr.. PACKER.", Mr. Chairman, we haven't really examined this
very carefully in the interest of trying to get some possible data
from the administration.

It seems to us sort of- a gut reaction that the administration, the
Federal Government, should not be getting into it at all, deciding
what is or is not satisfactory academic progress, defining academic
standards, even if there is some flexibilitY to waive those on the
campus.

We have run into a lot of problemd with the VA. We wouldlean
to opposing it. Once we start ope4ing the door, you start Obssibly
gettipg into a lot of problems of standardizing what academic progy
ress

What doeS' that mean, completing 50 pereent of your courses?"'
Mr. FORD: It means whatever it means at the, school you e

attending;-,because to be Carrying on or planning to carry at ast
one-half of normal full-time wOrkload for the course of study e is
pursuing awdetermined by the institution.

Now, this is about what We do now with the veterans;' isn't it?:
Mr. VOIGT. Fairly close. ,

, Mr. PACKER. It needs to be looked at.

WI
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Mr. FORD, I didn't seed anything irk the statutory language pre-sented to us that had a decision with regard to what is adequate
academic standards made by anyone except the institution and, if
necessary, we can- be careful to make sure that the language andthe report make it very clear that this is not intended to allo anyintrusion on that decisionmaking igttess -at the local level.

Mr. VOIGT. Nor is it intended tn, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Weiss'? . .

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if wo could have- a sort of reconciliation effort on aposition which seems to me to be in conflict.
On page' 2 of your testimony, Mr. Voigt, on the single-needs

system and page 6 of your testimony, Miss Rice,.you seem to beSaying that in fact you are proposing a single-needs formula, and I/am not really sure if you 'accept that or not, Ms.-Rice.
Ms. RICE. On page 6, I noted tnat we-now have two standards fox

determining need. And each of therii serves a very different pur-
pose.

The basic grants system wa's originally designed only for thebasic grants program/ and it always produced, before MISAA, aInuch lower expectation fromNfamilies thap the unifrrm,methodolo-
KY- .`

As the table I have attached-to my testimony shOws, there is nowa great discrepancy, between the two systems, partAcularly at thelow income levels where the Basic Grants program is muchharsher 09 'families. And at the upper levels we have difficulty and
confusion because campuses and colleges can use either the uni-from ,gfethodology or the Basic Grants schedule in the administra-
tion of the campus-based programs.

I am not propdsing a single-needs standard. I was trying to raise
Some vefy vexing questions about legitimacy, as to who should
create jf, we had a single standard and whether it should be budget
driven, as is now the case Virith the basic grants schedule.

The uniforib methodology is a rationing device as well, but cer-taink less so. We shOuld spend a good bit of time deciding who isgoift: to determine a single schedule, whether it should be theadministration (HEW) or whether it should be the Congress or a-cgoperative effort between the Congress and HEW without, gs Joelsaid learlier, the involvement of a lot of people who, I think, arevital tp'such decisions.
TIlere is nskt a great difference of ophiion. I was trying tiraisesonie serious questions about who 'would make the determination.

,/Mr. WEISS. I am sorry Would you like to comment on it?Have you decided on what the formula is going to be?
Mr., VOIGT. We have made no decisions at all. Our proposal .isthat we be granted the authority which we don't have at themotnent to mandate orlo develop a single system.
No work at all has been done on What that System would looklike, and we believe we would have to have very, very heavyinvolvement by -the financial aid community and the Congress inapproval of that system.
We see it as operating the same way as the basic grant programfamily contributinn system operates now, that is, with, the proposalby the administration developed jointly with the finaricial aid,com-

3 5 /
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munity reviTe"vved by Congress each year with basically the same
kind of authority that Congress has right now in the Basic Grant .

family contribution schedule.
Mr. FORD. To respond to the point. that Lois makes about the

very important policy, determination that you Make aatomatically
when you select the system and/or device, she points out that ate
presently used systems of this anomaly of seeming)A advance the
higher income ['wilily at the expense of the lower income family.

Mr. VOIGT When you look at the way sYstems are deVeloped, it
really is taking into account a whole number of things. It takes
into account, history, all of these systems do. What have we tradi-
tionally expected of families?

Second, no ni&ter whether it's a uniform methodology develOped
by the community or a system thpt is developed and proposed
an administration, it takes into account some very hard realitie,- of
the dollars that, are available.

Both systems tend to match in the -view of those thatiare evel-'
oping The dollars that. are available both at the institutions s well
as from the Federal level.

Third, it, -is based on a view by those who are involv .d in the
policymaking on these systems of who should get the assistance.

The middle income bill is a ry good example of le way that
system,,and the way the lurves f rthat system were eveloped. We
looked at -how high we wanted t e grants to go.

It's part of the debate, and obviously that will b the most heated
part, of a debate. It would be who we want to b recipients of that
assisfance, and I think there are different view on this.

Mr. FORD. Would this be an annual process?
Kr. VOIGT. Yes.
Ms. WHITE. I would like to differ with Pe er on one thing.
I think if you were to look at the unif m methodology and look

at the funds available and look at the eds out there, the uniform
methodology is trying to measure the ability of the student and his
family to pay, and I don'Vthink it is o adjusted such that when we
get through we. have taken card, w. h all the funds available, of all
of the needs of the students.

Therefore, I think that the p ilosophies, the way that the proce-
dure has developed, are two di ferent approaches.

One of the-things that I,4im particularly concerned about with
respect.to the need analysis proposals is section 494, which really
deals with the calendar, the question of the dates by which the
contribution schedule would be submitted, and the way it 'would
eventuall3, become final. It does not deal with the development. It
does not deal with who develops iti whether it is developed within
the Mice of Education, or whether it is developed by a commis-
sion. .

Now, I dealt with that specifically in rily testimony, and I don't
need to go in -detail unless you have some questions, hut I think
that if this were to be mandated that it be very clear that input at
the front end"from all participants, the students, the institutions,
the processorki, and what have you, be included, at the front end
and that there be .full opportunities for forms and discussion of
these' befor-e they go to Congress, because under the present sched-
ule with the basic grant contribution schedules, I am not aware
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that they are fully dikussed before they are presented and put intoregulations and thiA there is input into them.
We have a vei-y short peripd in which to respond, and I wouldhate to see that happen, if we go to measuring ability to paybecause the basic grant program is not really, as far as I am

concerned,,deVeloped on the basis of trying to measure ability topay.
Ms. RICE. I would like to be a little bit more responsive, if I can,te Conpessman Weiss.
I have -not been addressing, as some others today, general prob-

lems, Atrengths and weaknesses of the administration's proposals,
but Vain tltruck by how in almost every area which has been their
rcsp'bnsibility delegated to the Commissioner by Congress, the ad-istration is corning in and asking for mandates through statute.I jiist would like to underline once again to Mr. Weiss a para-raph in which I say the confusion that the administration talkedI about today and last week is on& that they created, and tbat it

.' could go away with a stroke of I pen, by not using the currentBasic Grants contribution schedule for the college campus basedprograms. That is what is causing the great confusion.
The schedules, BEOG's and the uniform methodology, are sowidely divergent that a student going to one institution gets moneyunder one system and another student in the aame financial cir-cumstanees, at another institution; gets money under another sys-tem.
Some institutions are using the more liberal basic grant systemas a way to compete for middle income students.
If we have one system it needs to be well-thought out, and Iended my testimony by saying that we should be happy to workfurther and develop some suggestions for such a system. We have

been giving thought, at the .college "scholarship service, to some-thing vefy similar to what Joel mentioned, to a body like thePresident's§ pay board that would set an ideal standard, and then itcould be adjusted to meet fiscal realities. One could then determinehow Much to depart from that standard to meet the constraints ofresou rces. -

Mr. WEISS. To go back to the basic questions I asked then, is theconflict or apparent conflict between the testimony that you aregiving and the testimony that Mr. Vbigt was giving, that (a) ifthere is to be a uniform system, you don't think that it requireslegislation, it could be done by mulation arrived at after consulta-tion, and (b) that your complaint, if any, is not that there would bea singl system ligtr-t-hat there is, in fact, not a single system?Ms. RICE. If we have a single system, it should not be budget
drivenk. If we have a single system, we have tc; decide how it isgoing (to be developed. Those. are some of the problems I wasraisins. I would hate to see_ a system for-the campus-based Pro-
grams, and State, and institutional programs that is budget-driven.

Mr. FORD. You don't object to Mandating the creation of a singlesystem; you object to mandating without knowing how that is to beaccorhplished.
Ms. also object to mandating a system without knowing

what the system is. =That is indeed difficult.
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Mr. FoyD. I don't interpret the recommendation, to beN.that we
mandate% specific system, but that we mandate th t a system will"
be developed that provideaa single needs-analysis fbr f_he campus-
based programs.

Mr. YOIGT. That is exactiy right.
Mr. Burrs. With congressional oversight.
Mr. PACKER. Just on the issue of congressional oversight, I am

not a lawyer, but from my'reading of the language of the adminis-
tration bill, the congressional review process of the system is differ-
ent than what is in the current law on the family contribution
schedule. It is more vague and weaker, in my opinion. 'that is
section 494(2) (A) and (13)..of the administration bill.

Mr. FORD. I assumed that they know the comMittee Would be
extremely reluctant to devise a different review process than that
which we are just getting to use with some effect for regulations
generally. You would have no reason to treat this kind of regula-
tion differently for congressional review than other regulations?

Mr. VoiGT.-No, we would not. The only change and the reason
. the language is different, there is concernAin the administration

about the single House veth, and I think thiV process is 'intended to -
have the same kind of oversight- and thorough congressional re-
view-- -

Mr. FORD. I heard the President say in his press, conference last
night he didn't worry about single Ifouse vetOs any 'more.

Mr. BLAKEY. That was not the policy at the time, but his
testimony.

Mr. PACKER. This is no longer operative, I gtiess.
Mr. REEHEft. I am very much concerned that I don't hear the

word State anyplace in all this discussion. There is roughly about
$1 billion in State aid, and when we talk about a uniform system,
the reason we don't have a uniform method today is because the
pe'ople who are paying the bill don't all have, the same objectives.
You, the Federal Government, a different objective in the SSIG
than you have in Basic Grants. The SEOG has different Federal
policy parameters thai the BEOG does. 'And I think if we were all
spending the same dollar, we would have no trouble coining up
with one system.

I just have trouble With our ever mandating th-at every institu-
tional dolhir and every State dollar and every Federal dollar will
be drizen by. the same system. I think the Members of Congress
would put themselves in a very inconvenient position if they estah-
lished a Federal bureau, department, board, or whatever, th.at had
the job of identifying fot all institutions, all States,_and all Federal
programs what a parent must contribute, because When you define .

the contribution, you define the needy; you also define the un-,
needy, and you as a MeMber of Congress, would put yourself in the
role of striking people from the New York program, or thetPenn-
sylvania program,, and I think thins a position' that I would not
want to put myself in if I were a Cong'ressman.

Mr. FORD. Do y9u include SSIG in the--
Mr. VOIGT. No, we did not. We recognize that there are different

statements--
Mr. REEHER. Then we have to quit talking about one system.
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Mr. VOIOT. We are talking about a single system fqr all Federal
programs.

Mr. FORD. You don't, include the SSI13r?
Mr. VOIGT. NO.

FORD. Does that take care of part bf your prOblem?
REEliER.. We are still going to have parents receiving aminimum of two computations of what their expected contributionis. What I am saying is, to say you are going to have a singlesystem or to say you are going to ha've a single form and only talk

(6out Federal aid, you can't do it because the States and colleges,
. have some different policies for need and families in their targetgroup.

Mr. FORD. We are talking about somethint a little differyit when
we are talking about the single needs analysis and a:single form. Ithink it is understandable to people that there,is sortie State moneyand they want to give it -to certain kinds of peoplef and there isFederal money, and they want to do- something diffefent with' it,but what they can't understand is how you can be cOinsidered

. differently, as Lois points out, for the same Federal programs''because of the systems that are used in two different schiOo%..Youmay have a brother and sister going to- two different schools, andthey have two different methods and the family qualifies under
one, but not under the other. Or it qualifies more under one thaiiunder the other, mid that is where they get, a little upset oUt there,-saying what is the explanation. Tlry could understand an explana-tion that came back from the financial aid director. You under-stand if you have a brother going to school in Pennsylvania, and-you are going to school in Michigan, Pennsylvania has this Much
more money Co giire you, and this is how they give it out.

It is inconceivable to me that we could try ta dOelop any kirid dfa single needs analysis for programs beyoncrthe very narrow pa-rameters_of the specific Federal dollars.
Ms. RICE. Even for the Federal dollars in the campus-based pro-grams, you don't need legislation. You've given the Conimissioner

authority to make that decision.
Mr. FORD. They say they need legislation .because they don't now .have the authority.
Ms. RICE. I hardly think that is the case.
Mr. VOIGT. That is the case. We had the lawyers loak at that.
Mr. FORD. Do you have a memo that gives the reasons why they .don't think you have the legal authority that could be dealt wit 'n'terms of clarifying the.legal glitches thtit exist instead of creatinew maniiate?
Ms. RICE. It is very interesting, Mr. Chairman, that they set upvery distinct rules that all of the sy§tems they approve for use inthe campus-basal programs had to meet certain benchmark fig-

ures, and the uniform methodology is now the benchmark. OE isnoly breakiing its own rules because the BEOG's system doesn'tMeet the-benchmark figures they established.
I don't see why we need legislation.
Mr. Burrs. Mr. Chairman, several years ago, when the need-analysis ,ervices suddenly changed their taxation rates 'Cluring thecourse of the development of the uniform methodology, there was a_tremendous debate and struggle that went on between OE and the
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services about their authority to do that, and the ultimate compro-,
mise, and I think much of the presswe came -from the .11111 was
that OE should not specify a specific methodology but only very
loose benchmarks to deal with thia,problem.

We have a situation today where, as Ms. Rice points out, we have
two systems that ultimately are rationing devices, somebody has to
decide what the tax rate will do. The administration .proposal is
saying in addition to consultation with the community and getting
the best thinking; and so forth; that 'the Congress play a role in
looking at the' contribution schedule Unit is beiny used for the basic

irants program as well as the other campuslbabed programs So we
on't find ourqelves in the kind of glitch we are in 'now, with the
assage of MISAA, Where a student *might qualify and then .be-

qligible for a basic grant,. but turn out not to sfemonstrate enough
need fo get a work study job,

Mr. FORD. What I am _having difficulty with at this paint is
trying to deteiinine what is being advocated here is facilitating the
existing power that Lois thinks you have and your 'lawyers think

N9 you don't have clearly spelled out, ory whether we are, in facth)
talking about a policy change. If ydu are not talking about a policy
change, and if it is a matter of cleaning up some language that
tlfey think is ambiguous and doesn't give you the power, we will do
the job. If you are talking about a policy change, looking at 'the
specific technicalitiesOat they are saying stand in your way--

Mr. VOIGT. I think, Mr. Chairman, we are looking at a policy
change. We don't think that we have the authority to specify a
need-analysis system for the campus-based programs. We obviously
have such authority under V-le cufrent basic grant legislation, and
that is a question that has been debated, as Tom indicates at
length, several years ago.

In that Arespect there is sort of a policy change. And the policy
change being that we should,establish a single system for' use in jall
the Federal programs. That is currently not the-policy, and accord-
ing 'to the waY we read the legislation, we don't have' that authori-
ty. . .

Mr. FORD. Are we hung up here in a problem of contractors\t 'nking they are going to IDe swallowed up?
r. .1/oft In terms of the single need-analysis system0 dqn't

think so.
There is one other point I would like to-respond to, and that is

Mr. Reeher. Both in termi3 of the use of a common form, as we do
now envision a place on that form for State need, that exisk on the
co,re document at the moment, and iri addition, in -teripsf the
sin le need-analysis syStem, it is My understanding that only four
o'iT1ve States have their own need-analysis systern. The otherq use,
the vast mrkjority of otherd use, the uniform methodology, admit-
tedly changing some of.) the parameters, maybe some tax rates, to
meet the State needs, and that kind of thing would still be possible
and would obviously be encouraged under the implementation of a
Single need-analysiasystem and a single form.

Ms. WHITE. Peter, 'it is confusing to me to understandI can
understand why you have the basic grant system to allocate those
funds, but under the campus-based program, you now have three
methods that can be usedthe incon-ie tax method, the basic grant

w
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method and the uniform methodology method. For the -uniform
methodology and any 'bther method it must meet the benchmarktest, which is a table of a variety of income and assets, what.
contributions must be and they cannot deviate substantially frEtmthat.

You allow the litisic grants program to be used for campus-based
funds; you allow the fax return method to be used. Why can't youeliminate those two systems? We have discussed that in the sub-committee. We have talked about going to legall.dounsel and elimi-nating those and just. requiring the benchmark test, and then theuniform methodology vobuld qualify and any other method thatsomeone wishes to submit under the procedures that are estab-lished to qualify under that.

It is not clear to me why you must continue to offer the t9.x-return method and the basic grants method.
Mr. VoIGT. To begin with, yze do have the legislative authority touse benchmarks, and we don t think we can go beyond that. Underthe use of the benchmarks, which are very limited in scope aboutwhat they control, there can be still substantial differences, and_

there are among many institutions who have their own system inthe outcome that the students get.
Second, the use of the basic grant system when the middle in-

come bill passed, there Was a great debate, both within the admin-istration and with cOngres and certainly with staff members attimes, about using the basic granis result for determining need inother programs, and we were yery strongly encouraged to continue
to pe'rmit the use of the basic, grants system for two reasons.One is it was felt by staff members, certainly, that the peoplemade newly eligible by .the-MISAA changes in the basic grantssystem should also be eligible for other assistanbe as well, andwhere the institutions wished to use that system, they should beable to do so.

Second, there are a number of"schools already who use only thebasic grant system for determining both campus, institutional, aswell as the basic grant assistance.
-We did not want to remove the capability of those institutions touse that systCrn because their students are getting tiieir informa-tion free, and there may be a lot of other reasons why they went to-the basic grant system.. I think in either case we negcrsome legisla-tive authority to go beyond the benchmarks and to set up a system014 would be used for Federal programs. 1Ms. WHITE. Let me suggest that you can do What I think youwant -to do, or maybe you don't want to do what I think you. wantto do. What you first want to do is to eliminate the use of theincomeAax systetn, and I think you can eliminate that by droppingit from the regulation. Nobody uses it, anyway. Then the Office ofr" Education should work very closely v./ith the Coalition and itsUniform Methodology Subcommittee to develop, to change the uni-

form methodology, to bring it closer to -whgre you can uSe it EI8 a.measure of need that you can use for the basic 'grant system, but
by manag?ng the basic grant system in such a way _you can allocatefunds that would Iteet your needs.

In other words, r am saying you can use the same need-analysissystem to allocate funds in a variety of ways, so that you could

3
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have one systemin other words, your need can be the same, your
ability to .pay can be the same under a variety of programs, but the
amount,of the basic grant that you get is regulated by the amount
of funds that are available. So that you don'tyou see, what you
are saying to me is that you want to measure need under two
systems. You would always have to measure need under two sys-
tems, and I thinic there is a way to use one system to measure the
need under all programs, but the way under the eligibility require-
ments and otiver things, you can fund differently from a variety of
programs, and then we' can always go back and do something in
terms.of the benchmarks.

But I think the whole question of the eligibility and the ration-
ing under the basic grant programs can be handled differently.

141-. VOICT. The way I, see it, I don't think we have any disagree-
ment. I think what we are proposing is to say we use the same
system for determining what the level .of family contribution is!
The award process is obviously different for campus based, as it is
for basic grants. The way the costs are determined would be differ-
ent, and we end up with the same farnily contribution for both
systems; obviously the payment system is different for various

'programs.
I don't see, though, however, where this ties in with the use of

the benchmark approach, where you still don't get that. And in
either case,-onct the systems are the same, they are subject to
congressional approval unless Congress is willing to give up ifs
authority to review tile Kisic grants system which I don't think is
likely; otherwise, the end result is the same.

Mr. FORD. I would suggest -that you submit to us the specific
rationale for why you think you need additional legislative-authori-
ty to respond to an appeal that is very appealing to methat Lois
makesthat you can do it now. If there is a reason why there is
something more than just clearing up this statutory impediment, it
doesn't appear in either t e Secretary's testimony or in the legisla-rtive -language thawe h e here now. You don't yet justify in the
face of this kind of rea ion making a change.

Mr. VOICT. We will be happy to get that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Weiss? .

Mr. WEISS. Have you answered the question that Ms. Rice poses
at the top of page 7, which is that the administration did not
explain last week why it chooses not to mandate the uniform
methodology for campus-based programs?

Mr. VOIGT. That is basically the question of legislative authority.
We do not think we have the necessary legislative authority to
specify that.

Ms. RICE. You are asking the congressrhowever, to give you the
power to mandate a system, without knowing what the system is.
We should know ,what system you have in mind, and whether it is
going to be rigid, inflexible and budget driven.

Mr. WEISS. Are you saying that you would, in fact, impose- or
mandate the uniform methodology if you had the authority to do
it?

Mr. VOIGT. No, we are not saying that. _

Mr. PACKER. In effect, you are saying that.we won't have eithtr
the basic grant family contribution schedule or the uniform meth-

,.
1
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dology; it 411 be one new -system that will striVe to meet the
eeds or lipth the existing' systems poducing one formula, oneresult, and try to cr4.te sornekrationale in this whole thing.
Mr. FORD. They tried to Teach Lois' concern with thig hybrid

kind of congressional review which theoretically is where she getS
one of her shots at where it is going to be.
( Mr. PACKER. We agree there should, be'. consultation, but, weshbuld set up the single system, sOme type oT 'formalized -Commis-sion, or mandating in law that there be formaliMd inputlsrom the

different constituencies so that it does&t become just HEW 'calling
all the sbots.

Mr: FORD. Why don't we just change it all around apd do what
we have done in the past' and mandate the Commja.sioner of Educa-tion to present by 1 year from the effective date of ?his legislation
a proposed system of uniform methodology to the Congress. Youreport back to.us with your proposed uniform methodology at the
end of a year, and that is the easy way to guarantee everybody. if. .'
we don't then do anything with it, you, can keep on operating the
way you are.

That is a hedge against the possibility that you will hare tthrow something together just to, meet our Mandate to have
uniform. Instead of requiring that you have it a year from now, wemandate you come up with something in a year, and icyou haven't
come up with it, we obviously won't put it in effect.

Ms. Ilia:. If I could'still raise a caution on that in a policy sense,Mr. Chairman, the Commissioner now has the power, as I saidearlier, to determine what system will be used with the campus-bpsed programs.
Mr. Folio. You mean the Commissioner; whoever he *eir she maybe.
Ms. RICE. But the main concern is that this might well turn out

to he, if it comes from MEW, like the BEOG systema ratiorting
device.

Mr. FORD. Then we just won't do it. But you come up with therationale first, and we will look at that'. Then.one possible out is toirect you to develop a uniform system and submit it to us by some"'definite cutoff date. If you are able to do that and satisfy th,e two
congressional committees, everything is fih. If you Are nofable to
do it, We w6n't be in the uncomfortable p4Aition of having a Man-dated system that you had to slap together in the last minute tomeetour deadline.

Ms. WHITE. You might require that it have the input of the wider
community.

Mr. FORD. I suspect that they have the 'idea that that is a goodway to get it through the committee.
WHITE. Thank you.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Wecss, do you have further questions?
Mr. WEISS. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am as confused for

the day as I want to be.
Mr. FORD. Do you have some questions for Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. CLOHAN. I have one for Mr. Ashbrook arid one for Mr.

Buchanan. -
First the USSA recommended that a commission be establishedto do the need analysis and maybe 9ven the single form. You were
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saving that the Coalition right now does riot have- the legitimacy.
What wctuld be the practical effect of the Coinmission? What wOuld
he-the probletris? What would be the,difficulties in dealing with the
probleths that n'ow exist between BEOG analySis and the uniform
Methodology suhj-ect to congressiortal re'View?

Mr. Voa;T) Basically I think. that is really the key, being subject-
to congressional review. It is Mir feeling that obviously we do want
and we wilI have to have input; subStantial input, from tbe commu-
nity ia developing any such system. Whether it is better done by a..
conunission, or wkther it. is better done within the administration
is a question. Oui- feeling is that the development would be.better
done within the administxion. But. the key is the- congressional
cOntrol and)the.congressional review of that process.

Mr. CI*IAN. One of the criticisms in developing the single form
this'year, was, although the. adininistration asked for advice along
the way,' the decision Was ultimately made Out of hand, and you
decided to go forward even with thd problems ,of risk- that the
community said would-occur. I am not. making a value judgment on
whether you are 1:ight oi wrong,'but I am saying perhaps thos&
types of decisions could be 'made by a legitimate .group, including
the involvernea of the Office of Education, of course,

Mr. Vpio-e. When you look at questions of need analysig,. I think '
the situation is sl-ightly different in that there is .alWays this the-
ory, whicfri believe very strongly as a theory, that what We flrf
measuting under one-system is the ability to pay. I Ithink that is'a
de,finifte nonworkable theory when you simply compare diffewnt
income levels- or., different living standards and diffynt costs
across portions of the.country in any singleVstem:'

Second, _it always becomes:tft Nalue" judgineht by someone about
, how much.a :family should ctintriblite to postsecondary educaon.

don't. think-in any of these instances we are--looking Ert the ability
'to pa in any reell sense of the worrL There is no -way to^pleasure
that. It, is.a value judgment of how much the emintry,.the people
who are:',putting up the money,_ feel that familieS;shonkkcmtribute
,to the education of their children. 101k.

As a,result. of that, you end tip with a somewhat differentkind of
decisionMaking process:And in many respects this set of programs-.
is,different. from any Other prograllis in the need analysis area las ..

well- in that you'have in the large measure the users.determin,ing
who gets the money and bow it is distributed simyly by 'the way -
the- curves are shaped, and our feeling is that is a. goveMmental =
matter., which ties into how much money -is available .and how
much money the Congress and th:e administration are -willing td
Put up for student. financial aid.

MS. RICE. if I might add a' footnote, the. administration "made k
they proposals, as I noted in my formal 'testiMony,\,in.rthe hope"

they, could allay sor4 of the cutrent cOnfdsion. We could have 0'4
Ken ,meritioned earliera needs' analysis prescribed by ^the Con: -
greas foif Federal moneys. But tbere are other moneys out there, '

'and the confusion is going to be' that a parent iq going to be eligible
for a SEOCT., let's say and have a family contrilontioirof
amount, b,gf. if he is gettihg, in addition a grant from 'Yale Univer-
sitY, (Sr gran't from the State of Pennsylvania, there-is another
parent' contribution-,-So the 'family is still confused.

4
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/Mao as I noted, in ihe krearState of New York, Which has asimple 'system for distributingtits grant programs moneys, it's un-likely New York is ever going to move to something different or
more completed, so the conflisibn is going to be increased rather
than allued in New York State and others. --

Mr. VOIOT. May I respond- to that? If we eliminate a couple of _systems, even with _notional merit, and a feW State agencies that
still have their own'system, we would still be eliminating at least
two mEkjor sydems for deterthining family contributions., I don't see) Show the onflision cokild be increased, pvticularly, if .we leave the

'authority for States and institutions and distribute the money theWay they see fit. -
Ms. WHITE. On that point, I agree with you. Moving, to one

ystein makes sense, but I am hearing-soniething a little different.
from.you now in that you want the administration to develop asysteiii, and it sounds as if you fe4l there is no_ waY to measuee
ability to pay and therefore it 'would be a rationing device of
'Federal funds, and then when. you move to the in§titutions or .the
StateA,They would have their rn needs analysis system to distrib-

fp.ute their funds.
_Now, one of the problems you have now, or one of the situations

you have'now, that would 4i1apinge Upon that, it seems to me, isthat -in the regUlatioris -/Sow at.N the institutions we cannot
overaward stud_entt with a combination of the Federal funds and
institutional lands based on whatever needs analysis system weusethe.uniforrn methodologyand we move away from that and
to a rationing system, under the present situation we would have
Co Ilse _your system for all of our funds' unless you were to changethe regulations with respect to overaWarding..

So I am hearing something very different in.terms of this System.
While I was supporting this system, whatever it may be in concept,
just a moment ago, I Am beginning to think I don't support it,/because I am. not sure lou are developing a system to measure theability to pay, but rather to ration Federal funds.

Mr. Voici'r. Let me begin by just reciting one little item. .1 ha0 sat .at too many Uniform Methodology Subcommittee
meetings, and we`go through these long explanations and reviews Cabout how we treat Eissets and income, and then we say, let's seewhat the bottom line is 'And what the family contributions look

We are dealing ir either case With a rationing device, one way oithe other.
I donit see -if we have a single system rather than tivo.systemswhy any regulations On 'overawarding would have to be changed.The process would operate as it does now.
Second, it is.certainly my fervent hope that we cwome up with-a sYstem that the vast majority of the student aid community canlive with. It won't go through the Congress if they can't. .I really don't see what the problem is here.
Mr. PACKER. Under your proposal would not the financial aid

'officer still have the flexibility on the campus to alter the expected
family contribution based on other data or information that he orshe might_have?

e)
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Mr. VOIGT. No doubt about it, that that authority would still
remain..

The aid officer has 'to be in a .position of making individual
adUustments to stud,ent awards based on thek circumstances. ,

There is Jiobody else in the whdle system who can deal with
these kinds of probleths.

Mr. CLOHAN. In the 1976 amendments to the SSIG prograM there
. was an amendment-which would require all nonprofit institutions

to 'participate in the State grant program in order for the State to
be. eligible. Last year, the Law was amended to provide an exception
for constitutional restrictions on ,providing_ State aid to certain
students attending certain institutions.
A, In States suah aS'Ohio, Iowa, and Michigan, there are quite a few
types of institutions whose students cannot get State aid. Mr.
Reeher what problems result from the 1976 amendment?

Mr. REEHER. Well, it resolved a number of problems, constitu-
kional, but there are both State legislative and administrativ poli-

/cy problems in the SSIG.
I think our recommendation to your committee was that you

accommodate any State legislation that was in effect October 1,
1978, or prior, and the idea being there that you would not intrude
on State policy up to that point, and you would ,have a guarantee

. that States could not rush in new State legislation to exclUde other
groups. ,

Smile of the problem is sectarian, and some of it is related to
State legislation that will not allow aid to go to private institu-
tionS.

I think some of the States' positions are built on, the idea thai
there is a subsidy of public institutions and the grant program
might to be geared to other State objectives.

I don't recall offhand, but I can supply the committee with what
the specifics are State' by State where there is a legislative Prob-

, lem.
Mr. FORD. Well, one thing that iS not clear.the 1976 amendment

has b.een brought to my attention by the proprietary schools who
feltithat by specifying that private, nonprofit schools would partici-
pate', we were excluding proprietary schools even hi those areas
where the proprietary schools were not otherwise excluded.

Is this the problem John is trying to get at?
Mr. CLOWAN. No; not particularly. It really deals with all types of

schools.
The problem is that States exclude quite a few sectors, particu-

larly allied health programs and sectarian institutions yet under
SSIG, but because they don't have a con'stitutional prohibition
against it, the)i have to use alternative matching in order to contin-
ue in the SSIG program.

What happens is those institutions piit up the money to match -
the Federal Government 50-50, and proprietaries are excluded in
quite a -few States. As a Jnatter of fact, in about three-quarte-rs of
the States, froth State aid, but in those-States that do not exclude
them from State aid there should riot be any problem with propri-
etary saidents receiving SSIG money.

Mr. FORD. I am at a loss to know what kind of school in Michi-
gan is disqualified for student aid other than a divinity school.

3 9;.3 .
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Mr. CLOH41. According to a table I have here from ECS, hospital
schools of nursing, allied health programs and the sectarian insti:tutions.

Mr. FORD. Hospital schools of nursing operated by whom?
., Mr. VOIGT. By hospitals.

Mr. REEHER.' They also have short correspondence programs,computer schools.
Mr. CLOHAN. The nondegree programs: .

Mr. REEHER. The nursing is cut out in a number of4reas, andthe profitniaking schools have been cut out legislatively in a num-ber of States!
Mr. CLOHAN: In Ohio, the Stale law precludes vocational and jobtraining programs and also 1-year hospital programs in fields likeX-ray technology. But undqr the Federal definition of institutions

or higher education, in ordtr for a State to particiapte in the SSIGprogram, they' must make State aid available to those types of
institutions. The Office of Education permits the institution tomatch instead of the States as an alternative.

ave we met that problem face on or are we just avoiding it byp o iding an out'?
In some States I understand that if there is a statutory prohibi-

tion, but not a constitutional prohibition, the State attorney gener-al can say that statute is based on their State constitution, and
thkrefore avoid the 1976 amendment requirement.

Mr. VOIGT. I am not really up totally on that bill, and let mecheck it out.
Mr. FORD. I want to see one of those attorney general's opinions

that says that the legislature passe0 seatute which i$ beingenforced that is not based on a State constitution.
Mr. VOIGT. The only ones that are complied with are those incourt on constitutional grounds.
Mr. REEHER. I believe that whole practice of alternate matchingwent back to the initial year; Delaware, for example, did not have

a program, and so they took the Federal money and also took ininstitutionAl mor*y to provide the necessary match in order to getgoing, and there was a real problem in Ohio.
In fact, Ohio threatened to drop out of the program at one pointand they may be one of the States that provid the 'attorneygeneral's. opinion that their Sfate legislative prohibiti n iS bEiecl onthe constitution, so they are in compliance.

CLOHAN. What would be the problems if the statute werechanged to, regarding the SSIG program, use the State definition ofinstitutions of higher education instead of the Federal definition?
Mr. REEHER. Well, we would support that, but the immediate

response we had when our organization suggested that was thatthe States had messed up vocational education when they got someauthority like that, and they didn't want the States to do it 'withthis SSIG program.
I think the recommondation that our association has put beforeyou to permit the State restrictions that were in effect prior toOctober of 1978 would take care of Our concern. It would take careof the committee's concern that States might begin to set up spe-cial groups that they would keep out.
Mr. CLOHAN, Is that in your testimony on Rage 24?
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Mr. REEI4ER. Yes.
Mr. FORD. Let's look at that and see what we can find.
Anyone Oki' have anything tp add?.
Let me thank you for your patience and perseverence.. I wish I

could get more committee members to discover. -how complex this
problem is, even \Olen it looks simple

I appreciate very much the very frank exchainge that has taken
place here. r think this-is a good way to get 118 all thinking about
what the 'problems are With the perspective of those wl* disagree
'out on the table rather than coming at each other with separate
kinds of proposals rigidly adhered to.

I hope that on the basis of this kind of exchange we can all take
a look, particularly the Office of Education,, at the critibisms and
the guestions that are raised, and see if they Warr* any kind of a
change in recommendation, because we are not 'talicing about real-
ly serious policy differences, as I Can discern it.

We have been talking more about methodology 1;ere today than
anything else, and I am encouraged by the_ optimistic belief that 'we
can work out the differences without too much trouble.

I see Mr. -Blakey is sitting bac4there nodding his head, since he
going/to flraft the masterful piece of language that is going to

solve all of our problems.
1 am glad to see he is satisfied.
Thank you, again.
We will stand in recess until Tuesday morning at 9:30 fdr the

purpose of considering the grants programs furthelc.
[Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m. the Subcommitte6 pn Postsecondary

Education recessed, ,Vo reconvene Tuesday, July' 31, 1979, at 9:30
a.m.] ; i

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows]
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SI UDEN T FINANCIAL AIQ ADMINISTRATORS
9;0 SthNneenri Surto: N W,, Surre 217

Washogren, fi C 200013
(202), 785-0453

Dea,i tthilFAA Member,

In early May a quest_ionnaire lwas mailed to approximately 1,600 NARFAR.

member institutions in-an attempt to solicit reactions to the new simpli-
fied student aid application form which will be required by MDR for use
by the Multiple Data Entry processors during the 1979-80 processing year.

Surveys also Were done by the AMOriCan Association of Collegiate Regis-

trars and Admissions officers and the National Association of College Ad-
missions Counselors. This Monitor contains some of the highlights of
the three surveys.

The survey results were presented to the Office of Education at the May
31st meeting of the Coalition for the Coordination of Student Financial
Aid. At that meeting, OE agreed to review the survey recults,prior to
finalization of the form. The final copy of the application form and in-
structions is alsO included in this Monitor.

We would like to thank all our members who participated in the survey.

sincerely, '

j9(iftL' "rA)
Joyce punayan
Editor

51-837 0 - 19 26

7
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SUMMARY OF NASFAA SURVEY RESULTS

vuestionnaires were maileJ to approximately 1,60b NASPAA member '

institutions. By May 40. responses were received from 575 (16%) insti-'
tutions. .

In response to the questi.401"In you opfnion, ,-an you use the en
.A:bsed OE graft-. form to admin.ister your.student aia programs without
requiring any supplemenLal fnims to obtain, additional information?" 146
instiputions (25%). 'responded "yes." The 146 institutions 'stating they
would be able to use the form without a supplqmental include:

61 (42%)

4) (29%)
4: I2',1)

private inStitutiohni
public Institutions; and
proprietary., giadeate/professional,
or vocational/technical inGtitutions

420 institutions (75%) stlted 'they Wuld not be able to use the OF
form without a supplemental form. Theee institutions included,

191 (46%) public institutionS;
105 (4t) private instillations; and

10 ( 9%) proprietary, grmlnale/prorenniaial,
or vocational/technical inst.i.tutlons

The following chart itemizes the data elements listed most frequent-
ly by the 429 institutions stating a need for additional information.

Parent'l Dame, occupaPron
StudenE's living plans (on/
off campus, witb parents)

other institutions attended
and aid received

Listing or siblings, their
agen and schools attended

More detailed information
on student_and/or Lie.use

More detailed aSset infor-
mation

-7.1dditi9nal CrTrormation on

divorced parents
More detailed income in-

forMation
11r!, of_ald_reltiested'
Enrollment status (full/
__part-time)
Sex/race
phone number._ ---
Student's OWILMOI earnings

Itemized

All Inst. s..pub1ic Inst.

Responding _Responding

(429) (196)

190 (44%) 90 (46%)

1)39 (44%). 9(3 j50%)

160 (42%) 107 (55%)

Parente deceased?

171 (40%) 62 2%)

150 (35%) 06 (;14%)

142_3 33%) 57 (29%)

136 (32%) 50 (26%)
,..-

133 OW 47 (24%)

12/ (i()%) /5% CRP%)

121 (2(11)

110 (26%)

43JS1")

54 (2)3%)

54 1213%)

36 (1)3%)

81 (_19%) 40 20%)

57 (ll%) 19 A10%)

`Proprietary, graduatelpiotoeetons"

A

Private (nst.
Responding

(195)

91 (47A1

A11.0thers"
Respondimi

11 (.05)

:d (21.5)_

7 (111%)

I 80 S412.1

61

101

(31%)

(52%_)

58

/8

_(_305)

(4_0%)___,

-f 3_%_)

00 (41.) 6 (161.)

_14 -

50 (301) 9 ,(24%)

47 (24%)

30

__

(19%)

4 (1)%),

and vocationalitehmical

4 (1 4

1
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A few of the comments Veceived from NASPAA members include:
%

"Color .codipq is good."

"It is difficult to read the numbefs written in the da-rk green area."

-"The col9r coding systiam Vould be a serrous problem for color blindstudents or parents."
it

"Many of the questions are worded-in,such a'way as 0.take for granted .
-the assumption thot the person comOeting .fie form is C4pinq to continually
refer back to the instructlons for that particUlar ikem. That is merely
an eicercise in wish-Cul thinking."

"A single national form is an Admirable obi/LK:Live_ Yet, ll should
not be implemented, ti't the earliest, before the 1981-82 pplication year." ;

"I. applaud the effort to simplify the application process and to
minimize the information used (abused???) 'by a mew schools to ration ii-nancial.aid."

"We do not object to rhe concoM., brit we- do oldect to the haste in
which the implementation has been conceived and developed."

"I question the wisdom of making such a significant change without
Qome major field testing of the program-beyond that which appears to be
the plan at the present Lime. Private business would certainly not. go into
a major project or system without-more testing and study."

"States and academic institutions will need time to revise their- com-
puter program* to handle the new form. Time is needed to adjust publi.-
cations so the applicant-populations are not flooded with confusing, con-
flicting instructions."

"The streamlined application gives us virtually no means of determin-
ing the 4-:redibility or reasonableness of the dollars reported."

"We cannot see how the proposed forms are going to promote integrity
ot managing federal financial aid programs; rather, the opposite is happen-.,ing."

-2-
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SUMMARY OF AACRA.0 SURVEY RE*ULTS

A,
Thb American Association of Collegiate glegist_rars and Admissions

Officerts surveyed itn members regarding the bnpact of the single, sim-

plified form on their institutional calendar.

-Surinlys were mailed" to (,03'lnstitutions, and 153 unable responses

125%) were received.

1

The.results of the survey are qta followe:

59% (91) of the respondents stated the Auentions on the simplifled
OE form wore not sufficient for their institutioWs,need analysis
form-

69% (107) stated they.would need to use a supplemental form.

731 (II1) stated t)edi insfitution had a/ready developed the various
catalogs, brochurs and ap.plications for Use JAI the 1979-00 process-

rng year.

44% (671 stated their institutions would have to ieprogram or alter
thetr processing.and certifying procedures based on the new appli-

cation. a

63% (96) stated implementation of the new 'form during the 1919-00

k

* processing year would

)

:reale processing problems for them.

16% (25) of the instit ions Indicated the new form would not meet
their admission application refund deadlines and,22% (13) stated
it would affect their housing application deadlines. In addition.

12% (10), responded 'that. it. would affect_ their ability to comply

with the April IS candidates reply ditto.

t
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SUMMARY OF TUE NACAC SURVEY RESULTS
0

The National Association of College Admissions Counselors distribitted
copies of the proposed application form and ins4ructional booklet to 847
guidance directors throughout the U.S. Counselors were instructed to read
through the materials and assume they were completing-the Film. fri addi-4
Lion. counseld'rs wore asked to'fieff1 test the proposed financial aid ap-
plication process with students and parents.

The sampling wag much larger than the 233 returns as many guidance
directors included their start in the fjeld test: as well A several par-,
esti) and students. Each returp contained a summary of the reactions by
parents, students, and counseloCg. Thirty-six states ale represented-in
the survey_ MOSt reactions were identified by sfweific item within the
form and booklet_

4'1n' response .to several questions pertaining to the financial aid
process for the present school year-(1q,70-79 processing year) , the
following statisti,s reflect answers'fronrthe 233 guidance directors an-
swering the survey.

67.6% indicated that they did not have any diflicultics with the
present financial aid,form and/oF system-

31_7% indicated that the present system did present difficulties
to them as a high school counseloi.

21% indicated it was the result of the..processing
. calendar

20% indicated it was the result of the instructions

15% indicated it was the result ot the form itselr

51-5% indicated that the plesent. financial aid form and/or syn-
. rem presented difficulties to the parents.4

33% indicated the difficulty was caused by lhe in-
strastions

23% Indicated the difficulty w:is caused by the pro-
cessing calendar

27% indicated'llie difficulty was caused by the form

52.4%/Cdicated that students/parents received their rinancial
aid award package before required deposits.

34.3% indicated that deposits were required before students/
parents received awaids.

6!,.2% indicated that they still had students/parentS waiting
for notification of financial aid award after May 1, 1979. .
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Other general comments received from the 233 returns include:

Many expressed concern regarding the cpange.' There have been too many
changes in the task. .The system has been very confusing. Many parents

and students)'re just beginning to understand.

Everyone ntressed one commoreform.

One form is superior to previous multiple forms_

Plan information sessions for counselors and request that the super-
intendents and Suilding principals release the counselors Le attend_

'Many requested an earlier distributiiin and processing. Counselors,'

students, and patents are haqIng to submit admissions deposits or housing
deposits and do not know awards.

Proposed changes aro aimed at. simplification to the point of over-

simplification. ft in ironic that our government insists that- all citizens
(regardless of educational level) complete a complicated tax form, but in-
sists that 6 form for college-iiound students be so simple that_ the oppor-
'tunities for unequal distribution of funds are boundless.

Modification should be minor. Parents, students, and counselors are
becoming familiar with the present sxstem. 'Any change would mean more

confusion. .

Many expressed use of prior data in order! Co have forms p&cessed

earlier.

'ft appears that BEOC will go with its own form and the rAF, Fps, and
state scholarship agencies will move their own direction, leaving the coun-

selor and parents with multiple forms.

The new form IS so simple that it precludes necessary financial data

for evaluating financial aid packages by the college. The colleges have

to supplement their own forms in addition to the proponpd new form by the
Office of Education. Mole confusion...more forms. .

The system of waiting until January 1 for filing seems to be gnitil".1

clear to parents.

1 It. IS ditrIcult to have all -Income tax information completed and
the forms completed and analyzed by some of the deadlines colleges and
state scholarship agencies impose.

Earlier notification of awards is needed. Students are making deci-

sions that are forced hy lateness of Lhe awaid packages.

End of
4 November distribution of FAE forms to high schools creates

"Ple problem. Perynts and students think the guidance counselors are

lax regarding financial aid.

Parents received multiple Sometimes the reflected data was-
.

different and the instructions are not clear an to what steps to take

to rectify the situation.
k

-6-
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Students confused SEP tn'structions to take It to the r schocl. Many
brought it to their high school counselor.

Much concern in delay.in.statQ scholarship award

Instructions of'FAP and FPS too mnall_ Parents had much diff4culty
interpreting and understanding it.

Instruct parents to make a copy befoje' filing or mailing_

Not enough room litbr explan tionc;f4unusual sir-cum:Aar-tops-
,'

Earlier distriOution of f,rms gives the high school counselor more.
t imo li iil'iCtiss t InalIC i a forms with parents and answer theit ques-
tions.

Ptesent p;:,-_;;-:e-ssing calendar conflicts with counselors pork at
change of semester. Consequently, many parents do not receive adegra4t1
assislarn-e with completton of form.

c

9
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You can use the loftn in oho booklet to apPly foi 1980.81
Basic EnoCatiOnal OpportundY Grnt (Basic Giant) la is not a
loao to yoo 00 nut have to "May d A Bauc Grant Ts money To
^MP Y.. Pay for Vino ducation alter high school _ To gat a Ham.
Gt... you have to rneetcellain gemogentegits

A 1980 81 Basic Grant can tas used /Or going to schOol between
Ally 1 1980 sod June 30 11)8f.. In 1980 81. th ansOunt 01
Grant will be between 8200 and 81800 The &Chat dollar amount
of row flaw Giant dePeoth on

your ligibility indev number
whether woo are e lull time or pail tin. student
how much TI Costs tO g0 TO YOU, KhOTT,
nOw long you will be eniollect betwyen bily 1. 195() nd
June 30. Oat

The following r answvis 10 fp...lions VOu may have about (WIC
Grants

Who cao pot a Basic Grant?

You gm a Banc Coon, fog 19110 Of if Il these Things are tru

1 You ShOse That yOu have financial need - yOnr edtitati011 COSI.
inOle 111w, yOn call pay

2 You re a U S mute. 0; an elimbla non.mhzen IS., pair 90
tor Int 01 eligible/Mon...Miens I

3 You no not have a Bachelor's degr

4 Roth Yon, school and youg mow.. of study ce Inplrle - that
is, they meet ihe niqunenients of the Oahe Gnini Progiradi
III yin, want so know whelhet a Khoo! or Mogi o
contact ihe financial aid of tic. at that school I

You will bo going TO sthOnl t least hal/ Intie

6 You have reCeived no niOre than four lull yeartof Basic Grans
liayililint1 (for exCeptions sea goestIon 8 0aPe 0 1

I've already filled out a clIffarent student aid form Do
have to fill out this one too?

Mayba, nOt There are other I yen. cm% use to apply hu
ORITC Gent

(WI Of those 10T0111 Ilata 130. In, VOLT tn check g1 yOU want TO
apply TOT a Banc Grant II you checkird that box, you have ahlarly
opkod lu , a Ilatic Grant and yOil 00 old need TO 1,11
10.71

'How do 1 get Basic Grant7

1 If yet, hve not aingady opued fin a 6atic GrITI with One Of
the olhei loon% to pet Dam Grant v must tin Out pin Mon
al.l send it TO toe Oaric Gra./ Progiam

4 2

a

We mini iwelve your hson Mame MaiCh 15, 1881, but the
sponv you sand It In, the bettor.

It /loam i Cost yen nything In apply fur a Banc Grant

2 Within {To iktIONS alter yOu yOld form. We VII send yOtr
Student Eligibility ficaort (SERI

I you do not get a SE 11 in six weeks. writ. to

11E00
P Dna V
low. City. low. 52543

(3.o. yOill Tonne, a/Wreak sOCial SeCorlty number and dat of
bulb end sk for nother Copy Of your SE R Orr Slue 10 Tett to
If VIM. address Ws ctimiged sine. you sent in yom appliCatiOn

3 When you get your SEN. lead both ski., of It catalutly and
follow all th (Tractions 011 th SER. there wdl be a nointser
railed art elitrbally index. We home Om number limn ins
Information you owe us on VOW aPPM-alion It hefts deco%
whethr you can get a grant -- and if so. how much 1 he

lOwer the number, the higher tha awanl.

FOT informatiuo on how we calculat your aligibility Mik,l
write so 0E0G. Box 84, Washington, D C 20044 Ask for
v011y Of Ma -0esminlitation 01 Basic Grant Eligibility- booklet
fur 1980-81

4. As soon as POSsible, take nr send alt colnas Of yOdr 5E11 tO
financial aid office at M. lchool You attend Or plan to attend
11 you at eligible, the school will fizni...tlin how much matey
you; Basic Grant will ha

If you are considering 333333 e Than Orte SehO0f. Von should keep
the Original St fl and send a photocopy of the 5E11 to ach
school

P.
As soon s you docitie on s School, you will baste to submit

complat threamort SEB to th school's financusl id

of lion

5 Your school will handle the payiriant of your Basic Giant by
ubtrachhg the amount from you/ bill, by giving you a Check,
Or by toing a combination of those ways fp you 11001 questions
about th amount n1 your grant. or about the way it is paid to
rm., contact yoin school's financlI aid office)

What if my financial situation changes?

You need lo know about the Supplemental Foon If your financial
situation has changed in one of the following ways'

1 A parent or spouse earned money in 1979. but has been
completely out of WOrk for at least 10 weeks in 1980

2 A parent og spouse earned money in 1979.1ut has bean unahla
to eagn money as usual fog at least 10 weeks in 1000 This

b the result of cll., disability that happened in 1979
or 1900. or a natural diskstei that happened in 1900

3 Yon wogked 11,11 nom hat least 35 hours week/ fog at least 30
weeks in 1079 but yqu ale Oat working full time now

4 YOn. your STIOlde, or a parent got lion taxable tricot. In 1979,
and Intl thit income in 1910 01 1980

A



Non taxablis lacOnIc includes

Unemployment benefits
Social Security benefits
w.n. benefits

907

IS f1,11.I has. anwatly appliod fro A flats.; Gt ant and sioC that tini,
yOu Of yOut parents have gotten divorced ot saDatatad

a Yro.0 have alrady applicl for a Passe Giant and. since Mat
bin. P.n.., Or 01110)15 who> wan getsino inCOnse lin Med

If you le on One 01 ths titulionS, yOu should lilt Ovit Suppl
mental ton,, rha suma......d.1 loon asks about all the incOme
Mod mpansat you timleCI 10 hne in ivao You can gas SuPide
manta! lotto Itnon a high 140001 Counselor, horn A (InAocie
aid office, co Intro BIOG. P 0. Box 04 Washington. O C 20044
When yeu get Sopplamental Fount, follow this 1 nsfructtoAs that
are on the loon carefully.

Deadline The Soppiernanial 00,01 01051 ha fe1'e...0 by Match 15_
14111

Whal Other kinds of aid Cain 1

For own students Imanoal aid begun with Basic, Grant But it
does not have to owl thete The Uhl.< Grant is nwoot to be th
-floor' of student aid 010.1 aid, such as nth. grants, /01101 Of
work study oils may be added In you/ finanCial aill package
SOM.. Of these other kinds of NO yd. open tO graduate Sttidents
Well 01 unaeigi aduates

COnlact th financial aid adi lll(ll stratus at this sctioolls) yntl Nan
tO attend in the 1980E1! academic yea. Il (II she call toll you
what aid mavens% age available at the selloo1 and what founts
nOsi oend to (Moot In apigy

rot additiooal inhumation on radar& student ant MOilients.

witty to 11000. 00 Box 04 Washington. DC 20044, and ask
for a copy of "A Student Consumer's Guide to Six indaral
finalislal Aid Programs

Infornstlort on the Privacy Act

The Plivacy Act of 1074 says that math Finterel agency that asks
you foi int ,,,,, atom .... st tad you the following

II Its legal tight to ads lot th information and whethei th
law says you Must on. it.

71 What purpose this so/my has in asking for 11 and Os; use to
which 11 will be put

31 What"could hinipen of you do not give it

Out lalgsl right to ank fso infortotion is tho law Man atithoricet
the Basle Grant PtOgoacn Thal taw is Title IV A 1 of th ilighr
EdWatiOn Act of 1915, as amain/ed.

To atipty tot a Basic Giant yOu most 1111 to all the Plots 01 the
aPPIsCation exCept caustiOnt 6. 8. 10. 16. 16. 27 32 & b.
39. 41 42 & N. 43. 44 Thas arldad nuestions al* used ln tiolp
Slat student financial aid 0r01114105 and tildilutIOns gore Mall
financial ent lo addition, 1 you do not aureta/ CpiestiOn 44 w
won il5iIIfl yOu Ammons() -No- fOr that dent

We auk I. the infordttion on the form so that wa Can calr ulat a
student Inability codex We use th eligibility Index to help so
(let. lllll ne how largo grant you will gat. f any

A studaitt's name, address social leeway Inuanshat. dat of bath,
and li9il.Illty 10110 will b sent to the SCIMOls th studant lists
on question 43 `Ma infornsidlon will also on to the Slate schotat
ship'agancy ol tha student's Sista of legal cnidoce Ira In. Used in
Cnonilnaling Stat. financial alif Programs with the Basic Girnt
program Also ettformatono may 1. sent to Atomisers of Compass
who ale asked hy th stodent (co th studeors par..° to help
Maio iwilh (1.1t. (baud gumboot. We may also use Ill infonolitiOn
Inv sny (sumo44 which os -Munn. listed in Appendix fl
of 45 CFF1 50

U!* of SOCiill Security Number

The Plivaty Act of 1974 also lays that /bath %derail stoney Ihat
sks Vim fot your Soinal Security ournhar n lllll tell you

1) its hith.l right to ask it old whathat the law tay you mint
give it

21 What (151111054 th atenCy has for inking lot It. nd the ma
to which it will be Pot

3) What could happen If you do 3101 give it.

Our legal tight to ask for studatit's Social Secutoty mamba, is In
.10C1i110 710121 03 the Psivacy Act of 1974

You nnot giv us youl Social Sarno ity numb.l in order tOPPIY
Int 13sir Grant

W. %lead th number to ba sto wn IstiOW who, you are to procats
vour atmlication, nd 10 kep ttarls of yOUr tecord. W. uSe yet.
Social Security ljomber In recording information about your
school etranil and progress; in making payrnentf to you
dliactly, in cat yam school does not llama. this; and 1,1 making
suit that you aye mcelvad yout money

WAnNING

Too Must ha Verne Caffilld to give us information that is corneCt.
If you gat a Basic Grant by giving Incorrect info's-nation, you
will have tin 'flay it back Also, if you purposely give fah. Of
misleading informatton On your application loins, you noW gat

$10,000 Iola. spiumb santanct. of both

BasiC GriM P109,1.171 has a process for checking the Info,
motion you gin. on your application form Thls 11 called vali-
dation You inlay be chosen for validation This means that wo
can ask you and your patents to show as the 1929 US Income
tan telurh or soma other proof Mat your Information is cOrregt.
II we ash. you 101 proof and you tfute you viiil riot get ',Pam
Grant . -

ii
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instructions
OeittlistY Really

rust, be stile you hay. bw.711 and unders100d Pellet I-2 01 tho
booklet

Because yoo will need to give ftnancial. infoimation fot yourotslt

iliod/Ot you, family, you shoold get logethat these fecoith

11)70 U S incorn tax tetion 1P0On 1940 kit 1940A).

W Mom and 011ver in.can-ds of money oO,nid n 1970
Cuerent bank Slatentents
CUrlf11111110f1(1.Q. inforrOilluarl
111kOlyla Of Medical or dental bill. that wait paid in 1079
Ousinms Or lain, record&
11.,ortl, 0 veterans benetIll 504,131 VICurity Peyote.,

rhe 1979 US income lau ovIurn ff oven 1040 Or lI)40A) win be
* specially helpful

If you Mt you. parentsl have nul Completed 1979 U S oicome
lex Wm^. Van will hare to estimate what will be rePrilied on il
If the 1979 tan return is different tilin what you (poem, this Mon.
110u will have to 'oak. coi ructions later Ill may twin you to lonk
at a 1070 Ian ietui n to undeismod what ml want

ten 11 IrOu fOr your pannals) won't fal nid ratan return, you win

ned ti) know how ouch nontaxable Income such as social orlon,
Or well... benedils, you lot youi pannisl accived ill 1979 Also,

You need (0 know hOw much .11Corral .1 aily ,FOO iOr nolo peonost

earned in 1979

II yrry n. your parents Mod a 1979 :YIC0.10 lax calor II
90wombent outside OM United States use the
that Ian 1.711.1.n to filltoul this Mon

State Coo*.

Aoban. At.

Anyoran Seroor As
Anton. 47
Aikentre
Cantoin CA
Coin! Zno CI
CototAlo CO
Conurnoor...101 of II,

Noolorn
Manlo Israorls (.0I

COnneoltrul
O rlavoo OE

o moo of
Celointo OC

r tootle r
Omega
Goan.

to

11 111..,o

IN

town

mime KS

Mint(0ky K

lovittan LA
ME

bleoienut MO

Meeachoteite MA

Mithieen Mt

Mlifoarno MN

Mi mc. MS

iv0
mon I Ala taa
Ntrooa NI
Nmerte Nv
New tomoirio., Nil
New oil, N)
Nro laxkco NM
law. York NY.

Noon Coolin N(
North Ciaimo NO
ONO
OitIsolxor OK

Oragno
l'enorylvbn
P,,..,ero 111r0 eft
nr.0.111.n0 III
SOlon Crokna SC
South Peso. SO

lenronlw f N
reeee t X
Toult Tertholin 77

lihrodi.
Carrao latxfurrl

(heti IJ1
Vxontral VT
0.19n Woods VI

VA
Weetilooton WA
Wesi ViiyAui. WV

WiscooOrt WI
Wyomin, WY

II out oteite et o not mrlieted +bow. levee M.S.,. cod.
IKAA our 1.10t the own. oh (nantr Or OtottitY MO, sow. in, Ple

Th,, booklet contal o si Ilse WM Reasons thorn
carefully ho(n the booklet It's a good idea to tio One COny at 0
wockstiest and don /onto it loi your own records

Note, funds received by nor/ Or Your patients lbs an award owl.,
Ow 0 lotion of Judgement runds'Act or tio Alask

Sanleinenil AEI should Not b reporter) es ineOrria Or
assets on this loan Norway should not be reported os an gyre!
II (a) If may nut be %Old co, litrel loans placed aganst it without
consent nt the Secretory of 101erION, Of *1 III. property is lold
in iiiii toy you Of yet.t family by the 11S grwernment

Whig Oul the Form

Although other people (besides the student who is applying for
aid) otey help fill out Cho form. It is about Ito student Mon ws
use do words you- nr 'yOur," We alwys mean the aludent
When we use 1110 writ,' College" we always Innen a college,
Umeetstly, vocational or technical school, or ny olin, school
beyond high school

When you fill out this lotus:

flood the instroCtion for each iltiM befote you mows, the

Use a pen
Pool carefully, en you form Wal be easy 10 1e111
(Wood off homes to the neaiest dollar

1110 ,nsItutlions tell you to skip a quertion, ynu can hove it
blank 011iveroe. if a r1011111,10 duos 00 apply to you, do not
tea.. it blank lInt a purr In 1110 answer soave Fru ',Kemple

The trobuctiOns to thit loon will usually atiswyt IllIVIliOns 110.
have If you need ninre helg, contact a guidance etnoiselor at
youi Inuit school or pie haancol ca administrator at the College

you plan lo attend

To got a llasn. Grant, you do not haw, to fill out questions 5.8.
15. 10. 27. 32 a & b, 39, 41, 42 a 15 b, 43, and 44 You should fill
out these gotisoons thotigh, to help yoO gel Slate and Other aid.

Section A Student Information

Pool in this section in fornotion aboulTio student who Is applying
for aid

Gaye your lost tome. hat name, krld initial. initial.

2 Gaye you/ address Tell us whor you wont us to send the
results of this form. Div. ie. oath go Whet. you normally
Will U. receiving mail. If you may be mulling. U. sure lb
glve us your Permit, iiii mailing addicts. 00 not lb thy
*moss of the finaocial aid office Of any other office at
a school

3 (h. your social trot:milt, liurnb., Carefully cony the
numb., frOrtt you, social serially card
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fin at the slate you WOjn 1:00. Show OW rnorah as a IwO
(bon ountbet exanwle since July is the seventh
month uou, woold von. "01" in Ihu brows 101 Mondi
Wow a Iwo dlott nornbot day Thu filth day 01
the month would be "OS Iasi two OUOtlaet
01111. yea, T kan110. 1002 would b. 112 There
lot, if you ware Own Jnly 9 11262 wine

10-1-] P_15] LI2 I- -
Moo. this, vea,

(area inc iode fin you, Stale of )rcial rewleocio Use 11.,
Slate COdol Int on 0a90

6 11 100 or a U S 'nuts, . Wok box Ul 100 110 0" 10
quenion 1 000 k bOx 11)1 .1 you ate une iif 1111 folluwoto

U S 00.01111
US shontanonl wsoleol ead you 11.6. an I 151 ".

551
Cat 1410 of the Novelle.. Mei... Islands
Perm:loan, nuidellf Of 10. T,u0 Tasi.,,,, y tI the

OIngr nue, I It inn. anti You have une of 111e
lielowmq dm omen" troro Ihe OS 1 ,,,,,, or a1inn
N.0040001,0 Snll

1 111

1 464A
1 9,1 I AI Deo, hoe orrn) 1.11006,
ounal IiIISfli natos III nchn ,,,,, 11000.
,,,,,, 10younil ittxl

W., ollit .10 onionern 11,0 sue 114.0 gronell
nylon, in ow 1.

If aou tattoo. In.. S buk al or 161 oi, (husk
1.6 Ill If Yu. the, I. 1014 10 you .01.011 pat a 13.00
loon or why, f yiloi,I Ili/dein aid If a... a. r..11 the t.) S

a,. I 1 1 .1 "union .1. in .11 or .12 eiki harster
yuta i ,,,,, I qr. a 0.114 (araot in other 1 edarat

slorlen) oaf

tife, k v lllIlllll,iIl.f4l nalos 11 you
Ii0.100011 WnItnytnI nes.s uon,e,oril

y, yea, .l,blIllCQe nulin .101y 1 190010 Juno 30
1001 fooderns or ,,,,, alls ininrd 10 Iron 101 years Of
0.60 Grant twonerit, Mow.i yoo roar gel 4 0:11
(ji 0,11 .0 a 111111 ow; .1 al you ere rt an onderik ad a
snoolon.latiqueil hy the 00,90 lu tak 111,4 Ilia, ul
years Ion itut ma1. Man hye yen, s. 01 thr oquqe
....Woad you lo rali .ennIde Cosiest, thaw kept you
from honlona the 0/01rarn fnu, ygar

9 016.4 'N., .1 you 1/0 001 haul a Oacheim s Jape, mid
nOt hare gnu by July I. 1000

t 10

titer 1. "Yu," .1 yoo hay, a 01,cihraor's 0191ee by
July 1 1000 .1

CheCk Yes PI you will hair a degree dial 0 equal 10 a
09ehuht.' degree huin a OnroelIty 01101114, OonIy
II you alrecolY have a Oarhelog4 tleuwc YOU k annul gel a
(1.1.0. 131101

11.4 011 /ONO, 111110 yllu .ant 10 Vet IlOfli,al In)
Itt, the 1060 Et1 lamed yea, fl.. miaintile ytna Wanl
finan.c.al hal,. Sentembur 1980 until hrul 11101 you
ans010 101 aw Ifte bows Ilk. 1110

Lad Imd . Lid Li
Morun Yea, Month

ea

Section II Sttioent't Status

When yea say "isawnt" un Ohs loon and Ins1s0CliOnl we moan
yOui trid/of failwr or adoptIve flawnIS We CIO 101 Mean
foster patents 01 Wan-ban,

Oirlordi you aliswin Questions 1 1 1 2 and 11, read , b, c, nd d
belOw and check Illu Lion nxt 10 the ',Walton that I, 110 Int
You Me will melee iyou back 10 this bOn Ile, in Ma InstruCtlOns I
Then Answer quanrOns 11, 12. and la based Oft *1.1,11 bOn (
Ir. rat IA Y.111

I a P4191111 ae bOth l.vLn sod Inarliad In elith Antwee
Iha norstsons in Section 0 obOul them

b nawnts are divorced Or sepaysted,Anseicr tha ouestiOns
ln S.C110,1 0 101 11111 0410111 you lived oath most in llir
Ian 12 monlhe

11 von didn't hue will, umber parent, 01 yon lived with ncli
pat enl an equal numb*/ 01days. answer the OuedlOnt in
fun lion (.I IOC Me Parent who ornyidad the friOn sOOIXOI

yon In the fast 12 mOn110 (Supprol means housing,
food c1011ies, tar. mOnly, 01 0111e, thing, clivan In onli /

Is watiow61 Ill Oa& Answer 11,0 0.101slions .11
501.1.00 1.1 01)00110W slinelyint) parent

le 110I1, dm!. Ans.'. -No.' to all questions in
Sischon 0 and GU In the pray a1..wrung:6s the srst Of this
lorin

9.05wur evety quoin... los bons yeass This ,s a 6,01 of six alSWilff
" .* any .11Iitan 11411k. vat) Vvill Muntia 11.1 you nu,.

Yon

11 11 `Mu 1.00,3 you, Dili/01W 0,010 llian ox weeks la
halal 01 42 clays! m 1979 or Wan, to in 19111, you finnt

Ye1

17 11 your tenants claimed yuu Orl Mini 1079 las return or
.1 niny plan 10 111.01 you foe 1990, you must answer

11 1.1 you/ liarenls gave you TOM than 5250 worth of
soli:Wort ii 1979 at .1 they Olan 10 do so In (000, yOn

anSwer 'Yes SUpp011 meanS money Of things
liku houfing. food, clothes, medical and dental coo. and
tollyqn GOIls

II you answrered -Via)" 10 any of thew .1614660ln for any
year you Must MI rn all of th green Marlin! Roswell on
din foie. Siait hy answering questions 14 through 10.

11o. 9.vr youl trawnis' financial information Do
nut fill in Ma pay shadttl answers

11 you answered -No to all six questions, y00 n11011111
in 11 of tIm way shaded answers Sian by answering
quesbnns 10 and 20, and Ihen give Your and yum
sponse", financial inhumation Do nm fill hI the green
shauJerl answers

'rk
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Section C Household inionminon Section D Income and Expanse Information

r22121/2 formettun guton

410 Meese look al lila fr.o you thachuol door,. ro 110. ralltS0 10101
00 Sp, 0 1hose same reaopa t 0001 at now oarrents aml
COO 0200.1 auswar tunthuns 1.1 10 about them

S202.221.2 11 You 2h.2.1411 60-a Iv tu ab o, 1110 1011001.001
to, ,09I 0170 1,1.01 hat uteuauoul 0010011 JJJJ '111ill
0010.111i.",....414.1.1 al vollat

ytno ittrl/ 0011, ytoo stein/at 4.t laud 1010011 tot mo,
01,0 Su, wa/ 1010 Lo 040 10 it 1980

000 901 tlt vedl vet ..... cc 1101 5150 it 000011
);00111.01.1.1,t00 it 1979 ot 1900

14 Chet I. 11.* loo W." 1 ma, la. 1.11.

Show Illy st... .21 My 0444" 04t, try, .01000,10,0 10,
Itlis ht. ....ample 1 O0 nu, q

4120.21 youOvullhat .110 Similtalhil I het 1 tho tul h
re, . ... 22, all'

ot...e21

15 6.044 IV,, .10, 1..
10 the two ,2;Itae t oda ft0 041 1.4/1.1,tit SI.ele

4VIlent 0 Sat MI} S1,11w Collo hu on 00

17 1, the 00011tet
lulY 1 1000 -2,21 loot. 10 1951 tth,.h. v.ot

901001 ,00/11.11 .101 trtloto v,..1, uihT
in0t1119. tsts hatle hihpf e,tfla utly I !h., now 1.0. woh
ful qv, thm, htlf itf litrEI utpuo,/ y

pai rut,

19 6,4 0, "...Of., tf swoolo f .fet0
y.ttl oth9...v.11 IW 1,11,111,/ itt tt,ttcq. 001.1 y houls
boyooll TOO rugh hool 000 DvInnen .Inty 1 1000 alul
lo. 30 1901 r,, 1W .n.....lut1 he, cm. tludenl
.1o ,ollen) .11 leust hill 1.11g Hatt t.net ntemns tho
stuAnt tak.14,21 0./0 t 0.11,1 lulu" pat ten. II the
Schott) ntf LIM 1.,uitt. the Sludent .ftst Ina attenthtni
SI haost 12 tOt.k hh.tt ve. Mr,' la

stu,),, 1.04 Spowy) mfoIno.fioon yilY"

Gan ollothlatato ahnot yonts..11 mut y..0 51,0,/, 11,rsloancl u/
11 V00 ea 0, 0.1,011100 (JO 04.0 oru'ludo uo for

nl,Thon 0,1 yOul 120222C

19 GP, monhl, 1,1 2/21t2u1, 11/01 you ontf ytnit
wal wpm., between .h.dy I 191.10 and Juno 30. 1001
1.ortt,11, y0111,01 tr001 900.01 000 yOto t100endettl
rhathen Whet oeople only a they now lwa wok
antl n000 than hlf of their suppof I Inio, you and
lull, 51.0010 11 Yon ale Ole 9 10 tio1 .201

.0111(11e you, low., WM".

20 6.. thy luAtlly, ot pfovle Icon, .tenl 19. .hotottottJ
yoursull who ...Al he gunny 20 (00er 02 Who, whOo12

7.9,, school level trotween Joh/ 1. 1000 anti
itioc ID 1901 To he otch.1,100 heri each sc.:Wont most

wort,thell .11 112.1 half t.tne tialf lotte nte.ans the
student tak.o7 02 loatl 0 c.oftef flouts pee MM. 111120
2_011.292 121.2 1 2210 thnfent n ... 1 he atIondol0
at leml t1ock Ia,,,r,1,y, venuk

F ti ot 01...swat rn lrltt sCit Iron usrog your pproms' u S
14, ,41,... am.. 1040 o. 1040A1 oino, hnaitoat

,..essorls

s rho unswers thrs sm bon otrog your land your spouse's)
ISM US rnonre tAM 410,11 IF moo 1040 or 1040A1 or other
00:0401 iCt

21 Chef I only one tau,
1 -

(het), Yes 1 a 4379 U S IncoMe tan return has been
or war be farea Thu,, go on to questmn 22

(1,0( k Nu 1 a 1009 U S Incurne tan return has not
IVIII 001 00 )tied ,Jhon slod 10 gombon

q00110/10 22 milt, 2 7 Wink

12 Chet A lIkr teat Ihat says 'horn a combatted return.' rl
the t 919 US rncome lOu return has been Idled out For
ouest.ons 13 nm.ugh 26 yoj shook/ COL the answers
horn the Tex ret ....

(11101k The 00. 11'131 says -ostrrneterr rf the 1070 come
I., 'eh." has been 1.11e0 out (mom.: 23

20 ,, sc11111 100 000101 0131 %sal be
on Pro lax .01" n

23 ,,,,,, mos tor 1919 Wear rn the number. born the
1040 'me 1., r 1040A, hoe 0

24 A.Inotu.1 most ree only hp 1070 %Note Ihn nomber
hon. 7 torn 1040 Imo 31 or 1040A. Imo 111 Dr. no1
mood, arorngs horn student lonentral aid programs

14 5 nt 1979 Werte rn the numbs+,
1 onn 1040 hoe 47 or 1040A, line 13 Do 1101
011C Mal amount 01 -1-ederst tricolor, leo wahhehr

horn, ay.. I I 0101 aeons pmd on mommis
ir ,,,,, shrdent Imam... Ma 1.00,4ms

26 Iternrierl 101(0114.1.00ls for 1970 Wrrte rn the number
horn bile 33 Fon. 1040 11 deducbons wum not
Imported a, a Form 1040A was 0101) INIAIC lii -13
(00,0101% 0, 0010 00/00i, tIti 001 VIC l011000 0010
5411.00os C 1.// I 1

27 7,Pec ted 1000 arliusteil 9 ,, ,, meonor

e do vy..te tit Wu, omteard sdrustk.d gross mcome 104
1900 This ts the same ty00 01 Income 1100 WO1 arkkgra for

ron0t1.0n 24

Skot I., 1000011011 211

10 10001110 0111110(1 Isom work m 1079

WIlle Ihe amount 00 Income earned Irorovemk ro 1979
1,y Ial yOUr lathe, anti Ita YOur mother

II Y.. ,hipp.d quastIons 22 through 27, melode yOue
parents. 0110050 Iron, Work In lelt? u, 0.1 neoll/d0

11tose amounts tn th,Olton 29 Ilk -00e, nonlaxcble
'

it



II 1.0. . ooned Question, 22 answer '21. include the
',Naos 1.01a/:03 111/3. and other employee cOropen,a1,00-
Nom your frarroll,' 1040. hoe Fin Or 1040A luta 7
ii your parrots OW. a Ouantass njr latm arial traltAlt the
aret01.111IS Irony F WM 1040 Itney 1) and 19

, 4 Writ, ill the amount ut ...Lorne earned from work in
1979 by fal you and lb) your spouse DO nun inilude
eginings from student financial and on/grams

If. you ekloped questions 12 thniugh 27, noslude yom
land you, spouse's) earnings from work in 1979 se
lo include these amounts in question 21) W/ -Other
nontaxable intorno

If you answered qustions 22 through 26. inetuila the
Vines. satanic, tip, and mho, employeg,

non, vow land you. spouse s) Form 1040 line 0 or
1040A. tom 7 If too tut your spOunel 0,41 a bosun's, or
farm aho initiode Ina amounts I/0rn F oeen 1040
13 an/1 19

29. Sos.al sesta., tinned, fon 1070

Wrne in the sm ird se, ii dr benefits that you and your
pecenl,ntut m 19711 (te nee to his hide Ma it.tticii, 01,1
yg, panam, goi tor iiitiijiiri llll ten age TO

Write in Ine son oil sot too, benefit. Mat you yob.
spouse) got m 1979 De iiit 10 .1.11taly the .eno.,111a (11.71
you Iand yoy, Woo.) got III/ /11,1 %Ind, nj. 11.3

191r Other nontaxable nicomr

Wide a Vein pa,nt, I979 flonlaabir
than soval iesmity

Write net your (and truul 41701.0.04) 1979 it...rt....able
income Who, don ux isi sevin y benefit,

Include
Welfare be1`0.11.
Chile! S1.1111tnil

1.1110n11/10yineol CumPen1.01.1)n

Veterans benefits exiept erlusalional bonehts nu iuda
Death Pension, and Dopamine", and lridannutv
COmpenialion (DICh benefit,
rm.:rest on tat nee bonds
Untaxed python of permit's, and capitar gams

hullsing adownmes icasli payment, or
valuel
tam ningS. horn work that nyrni trill robosted tar% a U
unc0100 Ian ;Mug.
Any .11.e, ,n1.0n1e that you dej not
.31bC1 iInefbOn

Do not lochxhi
Mo
Oa

vet
Dimon

y fium prog.fant, fortucationat
I work study Caminos giants or scholaistrips/
Fern benefits (Or causation (Veteran., in

Is f.ducat.onal Assistance Pnii.waim)
'Adiustrylents to tircorne- repOrted on ihi 1979

inconte fair rillor cm (Form' 10401 lines 78 and jO
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

Part 8Administration Proposal

TUESDAY, jULY 31, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
aSuacomivirrrEE ON PO7SECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.The committee met, at 9:40 a.rn., in roOm 2261, Rayburn HouseOffice Building, Hon. William D. Ford (chairman of the subcommit-tee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Bailey, Jeffords, andEdwards.
Staff present: ThOmas R. Wolanin, staff director; Patricia F.Rissler, deputy staff director; William C. Clohan, assistant minorityeducation counsel; and Jennifer W. Vance, minority legislative as-sociate.
Mr. FORD. We have one of those unfortunate days when a lot ofthings that were not intended to happen come together, and I mustleave in less than 5 minutes.
Mr. Tauke and Mr. Bailey are on their way so that wec cancontinue the hearings. Then we will have to cut it off a little bitlater because we have a bill from this committee on suspensioncalendar, which we are kind of anxious about, today. It is entirelypossible that everything will happen as it is supposed to this morn-ing, but it is not predictabre. We have not been having the best ofluck in the last couple of weeks in scheduling our hearings.The committee today will contiune the discussion of the featuresof the administration's reauthorizatioft proposal that represent themost significant departures from current law. Today the committeewill consider the administration's recommendations with respect tothe programs of grant aid to students, the Basic Grant and theSupplemental Educational Opportunity Grant.In brief, the administration is proposing to modify the basicgrant maximum award and the reduction schedule, to permit theuse of average rather than actual costs Of attendance under thebasic grant program, and to increase the maximum SEOG award.Today's hearing is intended to complement our hearing held lastThursday at which we conSidered the administration's proposalsdealing with the administration and management of the studentfinancial aid programs and the allocation of student aid funds tostudents, States and institutions.
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Our witnesses this morning include representatives of the admin-
istratioh,"-students, financial aid administratorand institutions of
postsecondary education.

I would like at this time to invite to come forward Peter Voigt
and Diane Seclicum from the Bureau of Student Financial Assist-
ance; Bette Hamilton, representing the American Association of
Community and Junior Co lieges; Jerry Roschwalb, National Associ-
ation Of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges; Peter Gossens,
National AsSociation of Independent Colleges and Universities; Don
IIolec, director of financial aid at Purdue University, NatiOnal
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators; arid Joel
Packer from the United States Student As8ociation.

Without objection, since there is no one here to object., the pre-
pared statements that have been submitted by the members of the
panel will be inserted in full at this point in the record.

[The prepared statements of Bette Hamilton, Jerold Roschwalb,
Peter Gossens, Don Holec, and Joel Packer follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. BETTE E. HAMILTON, 'AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COM-

MUNITY AND JUNIOR. COMEGES AND THE ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE

TRUMES k

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am pleased to present the
views of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges on the Carter
Administration s plans to reauthorize the grant programs of Title IV. We are still
studying the various provisions and may submit additional comments for the record
at a future time.
The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program (BEM

We regret that the Administratio'n would continue the inequitable treatment ot
low-income students who attend low-priced institutions by extending the one-half
cost limitation in the BEOG program. In his testimony of March 1979, Secretary
Califon() proposed three possible solutions for dealing with the half-costiproblem.
Unfortunately, none of these was considered and the problem of discriminating
against the poorest of college students (those with zero family contribution) remains
with us. We sincerly hope -the Subcommiitee on Postsecondary Education will
address the inequity of the one-half cost provision for students with zero family
contribution attending low-tuition college before the lower priiorities of :increasing
the maximum BEOG ceiling or making more guaranteed loans available to middle
and upper-income students are enacted.

We oppose the Administration's attempt to compute social security survivor bene-
fits and veterans education benefits as student assistance grants, half of which
would be applied to the cost of attendance in determining awards in the BEOG
program. Both social security benefits and the GI. Bill stipends are entitlements, in
most cases used for family subsistence and ihey siiould not be confused with the
student assistance programs of Title IV. Workers paid into social security to protect
their children; and veterans gave of their time and endangered their lives to serve
their country. Veteran education benefits are a G.L Bill of !tights, an entitlement, a
bonus,for services rendered.

We suggest that the term "cost of attendance", as it is used in Sec. 411(2XBXIV) in
the Administration's draft bill, be expanded to include: the cost of child or day care
w.,hile the parent is attending classes, and the cost of transportation for commuters.
(The commuter allowance of $1100, determined by current regulations, is in lieu of
charges (or room and board. Commuters likewise must pay for room and board, and
transportation which has skyrocketed in recent months due to energy costs.)

We are concerned -with the reduction schedule outlined in Section 411(3XB) as it
specifies the priority of payments in any year that funds are insufficient to fully
satisfy all entitlements. It is stated, "Any schedule established by the Setretary
shall contain a single reduction formula in which -the percentage reduction in- -
creases uniformly as the entitlement decreaseis, and shall provide that no payment
of less than $200 shall be made on account' of any entitlement." We think it is
important to clarify that any reduction formula established by the Secretary in
which the percentage,reduction increases uniformly as the entitlement decreases
relate to entitlements before the application of the one-half cost rule. (If the one-
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half cost provision, or a similar provision, 'is maintained.) Otherwise, low-incomestudents who have already had their entitlements reduced to one-half the cost ofattendance will have them reduced still further at a higher rate of reduction thantheir more affluent counterparts, attending higher priced institutions. ,We regret that the Administration has decided to delete the funding/threshold"triggers ' for the campus-based programs. These "triggers" have been very helpfulin keeping the appropriation levels in the campus-based prograins at realistic levels.We suggest that the fundify thresholds, as amended by the Middle Income StudentAssistance Act, be retained.-

The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program (SEMI)
We endorse the "Less-Than-Half-Time Student Bill" introduced by RepresentativeWeiss. Accordingly, we ask that the minimum payment allowed a student be re-duced from $200 to some reasenable amount such as $50: We ask that part-timestudents be allowed up to 8 years of eligibility, as in the Weiss bill. We ask thatinstitutions farticipating in the SEOG program be allowed to use some or all oftheir SEOC allocation for needy less-than-half-time students,

State Student Incentive Grant Program (SSIG)
We support Section 415C(aX2) which allows states to make awards to studentsenrolled on a half-time basis_ We would support the use of SSIG awards to needystudents attending letki-than-half-time.

Other provisions
,We oppose the definition of "satisfactory progress.' in Section 495. The Adminis-tration would be violating the rights of institutions and students by such a defini-tion. Often students become ill or have deaths in their families and are forced totake incompletes or to drop courses. A student's satisfactory progress should beevaluated by the institution not the feder Itovernment.

ly 4 3A(a)(l)(j) and 493A(a)(1)(k). With' egard to 493A(aX1)(j) are imititutions to
llfind the Student Information Secti n (493A) potentiay troublesome, especial-

specify Abe courses of study that they do not offer as well as those they do? (Thelanguage so states.)
Community and junior colleges would have difficulty supporting regulations toimplement 493AtaXI Xli). Two-year colleges that offer vocational-technical educationand which are included in a State's vocational education plan, must already complywith reporting requirements of the Vocational Education Data System. The require-ments of Section 493A(aX1)(k) would be-duplicative and extremely costly. We esti-dilate that it will cost two-year postsecondary institutions in excess of $100 million114ationally to implement the Vocational Education Data System. Unit records mustbe kept on all students at a community and junior college because it is difficult todetermine who constitutes a "vocational education" student.
While Section. 493A(a)(l)(k) is designed to protect the students, ways should beinvestigated to reach a similar result, perhaps through the use of national averages,survey samplings, etc., not the follow-up of every college student. Please, let's notcreate another VEDS; eur institutions cannot afford the extra personnerto handlethe extra paperwork.
The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges seeks clarificationof the $700 self-help component. The self-help component is not specified in thegrant provisions nor in the need analysis section but is mentioned in the Supple-mental Loan program. If there is to be one form for all student assistance programsand one need analysis formula, how does the self-help component relate to the otherprograms? Under the Administration's proposal, low-income students at low-tuitioninstitutions would be entitled to only one-half cost in the BEOG program. There isan explicit "self-help" requirement in the half-cost provision. -Would students al-ready caught. hAT "half-cost" be required to make-up an additional .$700 in self-help?Would the t70,0 self-help factor be part of the one need analysis formula?Lastly, wWoppose the Administration's definition of independent student. Such adefinition would work to the disadvantage of truly independent studenth less than22- years old. We understand that the Administration is trying te hold parentsresponsible for paying the cost of their children's education, but the use of anarbitrary definition of independent student is unacceptable. Age discrimination ineducational institutions receiving federal funds was supposedly banned by the 96thCongress.

I will be happy to answer any questions the Committee may have and I seekclarification of 'my concerns from the Administration's witness.

I 22
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEROLD BOSCHWALD, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS/HIGHER EDUCATION, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE

UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

COMMENTS ON ADMINISTRATION PROPOSALS FOR FEDERAL STUDENT ASSOPANCE GRANT
PROGRAMS

,Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, the National Association of
State Universities and Land Grant Colleges is grateful for the opportunity to appear
before you once again during this year's hearings on the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. The views of the Association on amendments to current law
have been submitted either directly in testimony by representatives of the Associ-
ation or jointly with other associations. These recommendations have included
several major proposals that would affect grant programs. We understand that the
purpose of this morning's session is to restrict our comme.nts to proposals submitted
by the Administration on the federal student assistance grant programs.

The Administration's comprehensive proposals for the Higher Education Act con-
tain some very detailed recommendations, e.g., as they wouldaffect loan programs.
And they, therefore, allow for more specific evaluation and comment. In the area of
grant programs, the proposals are somewhat skeletal. In fact, the Administration's
proposals may be most significant where they are silent and fail to comment at all.
One great disappointment is that the Administration appears to have regressed
from its preliminary testimony of March, 1979 ih which it identified problems that
needed to be dealt with that affect the most needy students in higher education
institutions.

The problem may lie in an apparent major premise behind the prorlosals: if it
costs, it's bad; if it saves money, it's good. Most assuredly, in the current critical
economic situation, efficiency in the use of funds and prudence in appropriating
them provides a valid basis for determining how to allocate scarce federal dollars.
hlowever, to rely on that premise alone leads to the kind of strange behavior we saw
one year ago when in the midst of a battle to enact the Middle Income Student
Aesistance Act (MISAA), the Administration proposed a more than $200 million cut
in BEOGs in an appropriation bill on the floor of the House. Surely the Administra-
tion did not seek to undermine its own initiative, but an overreliance on OMB
thinking may result in suggestions that are bright but not smart.

Before turning to some .central issues that were either ignored by the Administra-
tion'a proposals or touched on supeificially, it seems appropriate to seek sound
recommendations by the Administration that deserve the Consideration of this
'Subcommittee. These include the recommendation to permit institutions to use a
schvol-wide average of education costs in calculating the basic grant avlard rather
than requiring institutions, as,is now the case, to incur large administrative costs by
determining actual charges for each student. Permitting institutions to carry over 6

percent of SEOG and College Work-Study funds to the next year likewise recognizes
the complexities of administering studentoid programs.

Also wise is the proposal to extend BEOGe to the nith year with regard to the
recommendation to amend sec4on 404 as regards to packaging student aid pro-
grams. I will rely on the experience of our colleagues in the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Officers. The notion of "packaging" already exists. The
Administration's proposals suggest that current practices produce inequities. The
Administration also rewgnizes the need for the local student aid officer to have
discretion in waiving self-help requirements. It has been our experience that be-
tween ,the rhetoric and -the execution shadows often fall. We support changes in
legislation that, would enhance equity without concurrently undermining the capac-
ity for institutional aid officers, to make acbustments they understand best from
their vantage point on the campus.

There are other proposals related to grants, if not directly involving amendments
to grant programs, that appear somewhat enthymematic, in that the Administra-
tion sets for the valid major premises, appears to ignore minor premises entirely,
and then draws the wrong conclusions. An example is the manner in which the
Administration deals with information to be provided to students and administra-
tive coat allowances. Currently, the two are bound together causing confusion in the
minds of institutional officials (pier when they have fulfilled the requirement to
provide adequate information to students, and may spend part of the administrative
costs allowance on other aspects of adininistering the federal student assistance
programg.

Part of the administration's proposal makes entirely good sense; separatkpg these
two ideas and requiring every institution to meet standards for providing informa-
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tam to students and prospective-studenta as a basis for eligibility to receive foderalstudent aid. We support the principle of the Administration requiring institutions toprovide information about sd"rvices and facilities to students. We are concerned that -;the Administration may once again go too far in the right direction. It IS not clearwhat the Administration means when it says it will require institutions to provideplacement data on recent 6,-raduates if the institutions. are preparing students foremployment in specific fields. The Administration may merely be extending currentregulations that 'require only thoim institutions that hold out to studentf an aseur-ance they will be employed as a result of studying at those institutions to showwhat their employment records of their students has been. The text we have aeonseelS8 to suggest that all institutions will be required to become involved in a costlypaper race that will serve neither students nor institations nor the federal govern-ment.
The Administration makes another wise move in suggesting, in effect, that admin-istrative cofit allowances not be line items to be subjeCted to appropriations eonsider-ation. but be automatically appropriated. This, of coUrse, is not a new idea. The 4percent institutions may retain from their allocations on campus-biped prog 8 foradministrative cost allowanee has been in the law almost from 'the start. wasamended in 1976 at the insistence of the chairman of this Subcommittee t oreadeioately reflect actual costs incurred by institutions. Had the administratio leftthat 4 percent for compus-based programs alone and then recommended tha thecurrent $10 capitations for each GSL recipient and each BEOG recipient be changedfrom line item appropriations to automatic appropriations, they would heve reason-ably responded to the current need. Now we have a paradoxital situation. It was theSenate that insisted on cutting back on the Ilonsess recomenendation to-increase thefunds institutions could automatically keep in campus-based programs, and insteadpushed for capitation. In the three years since that authorization, the Administra-tion has once ssked for funding the capitation programs, the Ilouse has, respondedfavorably to the Administration, but the Senate has consistently refused to fundthem.

The Administration's proposal, then, that the only administrative cost allowancebe contained in a $10 award for each aided student (unduplicated count) reallyinvolves a Innkjoi cutback in current- support for institutions. Even without thecapitation programs funded, institutiona, had available lo them approximately $95million this year, 4 percent of the more than $1 billion campus-based programsappropriations. Had the Administration's proposal been in effect:, the .institutionawould have received approxiMately $40, milliona mbre than 10 percent cut. More-over, the Administration's proposals woold result in untendable shifts of fundsamong institutions, primarily large institutions, both public and private, such asthose in the Ivy Lea'gue and the midwestern land-grant institutions that have beendeeply involved in the student aid programs since their inception. For example, onernator eastern erivaUe Institution that receive.s more than $2 million in campus-based programa may use better than $80,000 of that to help pay for part of a verysophisticated, costly and effectiVe student aid office operations including providingdetailed information to students.' However, the federal aid they distribute goes toonly slightly more than 2,000 students. In the Administration's propoaal, in short,that school would be cut about $60,000 or 75 percent of funds it now receives.It is true that a large nuinber of institutiens, primarily community colleges,servicing thousapds of BEOG recipients, receive little or nothing in the way ofadministrative cost allowances as the programs have been funded. It is appropriatethat they do receive reimbupement comparable:to other institutions, however, notat the expense of other institutions, leaving all institutions equal only in theinadequacy of the assistance they receive in meeting the costs of administration.Perhaps, under the pressure of time constraints for getting their recommendationsto this committee, the Administration did not calculate the implications of itsproposals. Perhaps, had they 'been aware of their effects, they might have agreed toleave the adrnhustrative'cost allowance for campus-based programs alone and, toestublish en automatically funded capitation for BEOG students. Another equallsimple approach would provide an automatic '1 percent appropriation for the BEOGprogram. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, several of the associationsrepresented on this panel today including those reRresentipg students, stadent aidofficers, and institutions have been working togêtAer to present a fullly d.etailedrecommendation on administrative cost allowance to the committee. We hope .tohave them to you within the next two weeks.
There is yet another paradox in the Administration's proposals, wholly consistentwith thelaudable campaign in the Administration to have the Congress appropriatenecessary funds for research. The Administration has proposed a nevi./ initiative in
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title VII that would provide funds forlresearch facilities_ We certainly endorse that
proposal. However, to be consistent, we think the Administration might have given
some attention to grant support for graduate students. Two decades ago, this sub-
committee created the pre-doctoral fellowship program in title IV of the National
Defense Education Act that helped create an extraordinary chapter in the develop-
ment of graduate study in this nation_ Currently, there is very little in the way pf
grant aid going to graduate students. We are concerned that the data we have
begun to assemble shows that family income plays too great a role in determining
which students will go on to graduate studies. We believe that consideration needs
to be given to tile possibility of establishing as a separate sc ment of the SEOG
program, authority for students, during their first year of gi iduate study, to be
treated as they were while undergraduates and to receive SE -is. We believe this
will encourage many students from lowzincome families, stude ts who may already
have accumulated sufficient debts that will discourage their c nsideration of gradu-
ate study, notwithstanding their talents and genuine interes , from going to gradu-
ate school. It is the first year of graduate school where the st dent establishes his or
her abilities and can better compete for assistance in subsequent years by working,
on research grants and attracting other institutional support, or developpg the
confidence that justifies borrowing to complete graduate studies. We emphasize that
any such program needs to be adminislered separtely from the undergraduate
SEOG program to ensure that no incursion is made on limited SEOG funds for
undergraduates and to allow for distribution of funds in a systenithat will have the
funds directed to where the needy students are attending school.

Mr Chairman, we were given to Understand that the Administration has recalled
its bill to make changes necessary that may have resulted from submitting the bill
without ample time to prevent omissions. One of the main problems of the proposals
of the. Admiaistration is what English teachers tend to call the absence of parralle-
lism, a complex form of inconisistency. The Administration understands that the key
to purbing inflation is productivity and that research leads to productivity, and it,
therefore; encourages support for research. Similarly, the Administration recognizes
that we must admit to the increased cost of education, and therefore, suggests that
the maximum award 'in the SEOG program be raised by one third and that the
aggregate awards be raised even more. Ilowever, since the Administration this year
has requested leSS funds for the SEOG program rather than more, the recommenda-
tion necessarily would result in fewer needy' students receiving larger awards, or,
since student aid officers must behave reasonably even in unreasonable circum-
stances, probably no meaningful change if the institutions have no more funds to
distribute than they do now. (The Administration drops the threshold for funding
SEOG before IlEOG. Logically, and to be reasonable, if we raise the BEOG max.;-
mum, we should raise the thresbolda figure of 4450 million seems right.)

In the BEOG program, the Administration sort of hints at the problem of infla-
tion by shying that should appropriations permit, the maximum BlEOG award may
exceed $1,800. To be consistent and recognize the impact of inflation, the Adminis-
tration should ask for statutory language that would require increases in the BEOG
maximum award, perhaps by small one hundred dollar increments for several years
during the life of this bill. Otherwise, four or five years-from now, even- under the
-most optimistic hopes for curbing inflation in the United States, an $1,800 BEOG
might be worth only $1,500 or less.

It is at this point, that the Administration violates its basic principles. Early in
the Administration's testimony it calls for action assuring that "every student has a
fair chalice to receive federal education benefits" and that "every student has access
to all the education he or she can take." The Administration then recommends
doing nothing with the onerous so-called half-cost provision. If inflation provides a
simple logic for the need to increase the maximum of BEOGs and SEOGs, basic
equity requires that, concurrent Nvith such changes (or before such changes if indeed
a choice had to be made among them), the half-cost provision must be modified..
Many witnesses, appearing before this committee in the last several months, have
stated the problem very simply. That provision in the law succeeds only in depriv-
ing the most indigent students at the least costly institutions of desperately needed
assistance. All of the arguments regarding the rtbed to modify the half-cost provi-
sion have been presented, with data and passion. They comprise part of the- hearing
record this year, and I need even delineate them. Suffice it to say that a change
that inpteased the maximums -of the BEOGs and SEOGs would provide still more
funds to- middle-Mei:41e families, particularly those the committee wisely made
eligible for BEOG support hi last year's MISAA legislation. However, those,tens of
thousandiof students whose awards have been cut annually by the half-cost provi-
sion would not benefit at all from those increases of the maximum.
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Thitir administration is consistently budget conscious. It should be aware that foronly approximately $130, million, an amendment thati would change the law frothhalf-coltt to one-third cost, for eZample, would }ravel a very positive impact on800,000 relatively indigent students, since all ti those fi ds wou d go to students offamilies earnings less than $19,000 and the vast inajorit of those dollars would goto students of familic% earning-under $12,000. Raising tF BEOG maximum could besubstantially more costly.
Another item that the Administration does not address is the question of equityin deterrnininie commuter allowances. The $1,100 commuter allowance established-in fiscal year 1974 succeeds only in cutting BEOG grants only for very-law incomerecipients at low-coet institutions who live off-campus in private housing. Datashows that average costs on campus in institutional dormitories in $1,450 whileprivate housing for a nine-month academic period ranges between $1,500 and $1,800.Keeping inflation in mind once again, we may assume that daring the lifetime ofthe reauthorized Higher Education Act, these costs may rise to about $2,000. Onceagain, if we are to assist those who need assistance most, simply raising themaximum grants will not suffice. Increasing the commuter allowance to meet actualcosts would assist about half of the 800,000 students now affected by the half-costprovision, modifying the half-cost provision would help all the others, and only then,would it be equitable and reasonable to raise the maximum BEOG award.Ironically, when we agree with the- Administration, the Administration does notagree with itself, In March, when Secretary Califano testified before this committee,he identified the half-cost provision as the inequitable rule that it is mid offeredthree possible modifications to it. That the latest proposals eframitted by the Admin-istration disregard this issue can be attributed perhaps to forgetfulness, or perhapsto the fact that OMB has entered the'picture.

Another omission by the Administration is less understandable since a queeltion ofequity once again could be addressed, and this time without on-budget costs. In #May, we testified in detail on the recommendation that the less-than-half-timestudent be made eligible to participate in the SEOG programv The comments thenby the chairman of this committee and the ranking minority member, and therecent introduction by Congressman Weiss of a bill that addresses this problem,make it unnecessary to comment beyond reaffirmingour belief that this relativelyminor adjustment in the law seems entirely appropriate and can be accomplished.without any additional cost for the SEOG program.
One more point: if there is an Administration maxim that may be stated as one ofthe best solutions to a problem is to deny its existence, then in one instance in itsproposals the Administration has found the solution where we do not have aproblem, and that is in redefining the independent student. Early in the Adminis-tration's July 19 testimony, there is a statement that "America's young people areour most precious national resource." That emplaisis on "young ' may partiallyaccount for the Administration's indifference to the alder student burdened byfamily. responsibilities, a job and debts that prohibit attendance for at least half-time. It else suggests an unusual discrimination against the not-so-young, though itis difficult to determine at what age that begins. I believe that the Committee, quiteappropriately, raised serious doubts last week when this issue was discussed in ahearing. We eupport those who have serious doubts over the wisdom of redefiningindependent student as the Administration now proposes.Finally, the Administration recommends Cutting the BEOG by taking into accounta student's -"income" from veteran's benefits and, soCial security survivors benefits.It is true that need is the basis for determining the amount of BEOG grants, but itis also true that veteran's 'benefits or social security benefits are fundamentalentitlements. No one ever has had his GI bill benefits cut because he comes from awealthy family. Similarly, the social 'security survivors benefits are a nationalinsurance program. The amount received by families is determined not by thefamily's need. It happens that the vast majority of recipients of social securitysurvivors benefits are needy in the simplest sense of that term. It is also true thatmost recipients of veteran's education benefits are not Wallowing affluence. Giventhe amount of funds involved, we find it difficult to become overly concerned as doesthe Administration that some veterans may be receiving federal ftlnds in excess ofthe costs of his attending, college or university. We ask the committee to considerCarefully any changes in current .law in this area as recommended by the Adminis-tration.

Mr. Chairman and members of the commit*, may I again express our gratitudefor the opportunity ofrpresenting pur views to you. I would be pleased to respond toquestion.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP PETER J. GOSSENS, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT

RELATION?, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP INDEPENDENT COLLEGES 'AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: My name is Peter Gossens, I
am Director of Government Relations for the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities. NAICU endeavors to serve as the unified national voice
of indendent higher education, and the legislative. proposals I am presenting today
reflect a broad consensus among the 800 colleges and universities, 42 atate associ-
ations, and 26 national, regional and special purpose asaociations which comprise
the NAICU membership.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to give you NAICU's
vieivs on the Administration's proposals for reauthorization of the student grant
programs contained in Title IV of the Higher Education Act.

Let me say at the outset that we are pleased with sonic of the Administration's
proposals for the three federal student grant programa, in that they sugget clarify-
ing and simplifying amendments which will serve to reduce some of di existing
administrative problems both at the institutional level and within Oh; but are
disappointed with others which tend to restrict the availability of student 'grant
hi nqs. %I

. ...

Among those proposed changes arOsuggestionS to change from actual to average
costs in computing student budgets on Aiich grant amount are based. The use ofr 41)

actual costs has been a significant problem at the campus level. In addition,- the
Administration propoaes to-remove from the legislation, the cumbersome "exception-
al financial need" and "but for" language hi SEW./ 'and the "substantial financial
need" SSIG language which has tended to keep SEOG and SSIG funds from-reach-
ing students with demonstrated., need. We especially applaud the removal of the
"but for" language, because that language has been interpreted in the past by some
within the Office of Education and HEW as requiring studonth to exhaust all self--
help possibilities before receiving any SEGO funds. This legislative change will
remove all doubt that SEOG is, in fact, the first program to be used after the Basic
Grant,in constructing a student financial aid package.

However laudable these proposed changes may be, they do not cover up the fact ,

that, once again, the Office of Management and Budget has prevailed in its constant
attempts to curtail the mount of f rant funds available to needy students in all
sectors of postsecondary uc_ation. I.Urthermore, it appears thpt these grant propos-
als seem to have been eveloped without any regard to an overall federal student
aid policy goal, with the possible exception of a goal to restrict
funds. As you know, Mr. Chairman, in an effort to ussure a balanced growth o all
federal student aid programs, NAICU has proposed that the Congress eatablishin
the legislation a federal policy goal of providing 75 percent of student need from
B8Hic Grants, SSIG, SEOG, institution and state matching payments, and parental
contributions, and the remaining 25 percent of student nead from self-help pro-
grams. .

We are disapppointed that the Administration has not chosen to recommend an
increase in tile Basic Grant maximum. NAICU and most other other representa- ------_,
tives of the 'higher education community have recommend that the4Basic Grant
maximum gradually increase to $2,400 by 1986-87 in order to 'keep pace with
inflation and the rising cost of postsecondary education today. ,.

A further disappointment with the Administration's recommendations is that
they have done nothing to relieve the existing Inemiity in taxatidn of assets in the
family home. As NAICU witnesses have previously testified, we hitve anecdotal
evidence of middle-income students, and even some students from lower income
levels, being denied Basic Grants due to the taxation of assets in the family home.

.. The result of both these factors taken togetherno increase in the Basic Grant
maximum and no relief from the inequities of the current taxation of family home
assetswill be that a substantial proportion of those_ students that you and other
members of this Subcommittee worked so hard to help last year through the MISAA
legislation will continue to be denied a Basic Grant. Add to thoee factors the
Administration's proposal for repealing the "threshold" provisions and in effect, you
have the Administration giving a student an $1,800 Basic Grant with one hand and
saying that is all he or she needs to keep up.. with inflation and the rising costs of
education. With the other hand, the Administration effectively takes away any
possibility of making up the resulting shortfall in meeting student need by remov-
ing the threshold provisions, which have protected ab least modest growth in SEOG
and the other campus-based programs over the last seven years. NAICU witnesses
and others who have appeared before yeur Subcommittee in this round of hearings
have suggested to you that the facts of life on college campuses will lead you to an
exactly opposite result: that the $1,800 Basic Grant maximum Is not sufficient,.and ..

A r
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that there needs to be some mechanism in the ittw to assure a balanced growth ofSEOG and other campus-based programs. For example, Mr. Chairman, prehminaryresults from the NlICU (National Institute of Indepeqdent Colleges and Universi-ties) Student Aid Recipient Data Bank show that more than two-thirds of under-graduate dependent student aid recipients in indendent higher education this pastyear needed some combination of federal, state and institutional need-based granta,together with work and loan programs, in order to 'meet their financial needs. Tluis,at least for the independent sector, on which the only actual data is available forthis year, it is absolutely critical that some federal student aid policy goal beestablished to assure the balanced growth of all existing student aid programs, It isalso extremely important that the supplemental grant programs continue to beavailable at least at present levels.
For one of those supplemental grant programs, SSIG, NAICU is pleased that theAdministration is not trying once again to itnpose additional federal standards onthe states; however, their recommendations again represent an attempt te limitfederal support for student grants. When fully implemented, the Administration'sproposals would have the effect of requiring states to double their existing studentgrants appropriation in order to receive the same federal match, thereby changingthe current. program of providing one -federal dolla for every state dellar to aprogram of providing one federal dollar for every two state dollars. We believe theSSIG program is working as intended, 'tend offer as evidence the fact that statestudent grant dollars have grown from $300 million to $960 million over the last sixyears since the program was created. The effect of the Administration's proposal, ifenacted, would undoubtedly be to limit the amounts of student grant dollars statelegislatures would be able or willing to appropriate. We believe the federal/statestudent aid partnership should be strengthened, not diminished.The core of the NAICIIrecommendations for reauthorization of the student grantprograms would continue that strong federal/state, partnership and continue thegrowth of the existing federal student aid programs by:

Establishing the 75 percent grant/25 percent self-help policy goal in the statute;Establishing a better mechanism to assure the balanced growth of federal studentgrant programs by tying SEOG and SSIG appropriations to the Basic Grant appro-,
pruitions; and

Continuing the policies established in the 1972 and 1976 Amendments andstrengthened by M1SA A last year by building upon the existing statute, therebyhelping to assure the continuation of the nearly $1 billion in state need-based grantprograms, and the continued funding of the two federal supplementargrant pro-grarnsSEOG and SSIG.
Let Mt' thank you again, Mr, Chairman, for providing this opportunity to react tothe AdnUnistration's proposals for reauthorization of the student grant programs_ Iwould be pleased to attempt to respond to any questions you or other members ofthe Subcommittee may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD 1 toEC,. DurEcron OF FINANCIAL AID, PURDUE UNI-VERSITY, ON BEHALF OF TIIE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL. AIDADMINISTRATORS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Donald Ilo lec, director offinancial aid at Purdue UniversitY, and current chairman of the National Associ-ation of Student Financial Aid Administrators' Committee on Governmental Af-fairs
It is indeed a pleasure for me to again have the opportunity to appear before youand to discuss the Administration's bill to amend the Iligher Education Act,. Mycomments today will be limited to the changes suggested by the Administration toamend the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program and the SupplementalEducational Opportunity Grant Program. At the outset, let me state that theAdministration has suggested several changes 'which we whole-heartedly support.However there are several areas in which we strongly oppose the Administratton ssuggestions, and still other areas that we are disappointed have not even beenaddressed.

Specifically,',1et me begin by reviewing the Administration recommendations forthe Basic Grant program.
The Administration has proposed some new language in the statement of purposeof the grant programs which clarifies the responsibility of the parents to pay fortheir children s education. We feel that such language is Important as a tenant ofneed analysis, but is inappropriate in this section..We have previously recommdndedthat language is needed under the satatement of purpose -to establish the Basic
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Grant program as a true entitlement. This change would insure all eligible students
that funds would be available for each year that the program is authorized, and
would eliminate the uncertainty that now exists from year to year funding deci-
sions.

We are veiy disappeinted that the Administration has not included specific lan-
guage which- would increase the annnual nuiximum Basic Grant award above
$1,800. Instead, language has been included which leaves the determination of any
amount above $1,800 strictly up to the action8 of the. Appropriationa conimittees.
While we fully realize that tho final recommendations may well come from the
Appropriations and Budget committees' marka, we feel 'it is imperative that the
Authorizing Committee at leaat include its recommendations of what the amounts
should be in the legislation. Our reason for this is simply that no other committee,
except the Authorizing Committee, spend8 the time in reviewing, analyzing, and
studying the educational and financial needs of our students. Other members of
Cengress, including the Budgiat and Appropriations committees' membeni, look to
the Authorizing Committee for guidance and recommendations. Therefore, we hope
you will relect the Administration's sugge.sted approach and support the annuid step
increases in the maximum award that moat of the higher education associations
have endorsed. .

We also oppose the Administration recommendation that one-half of a student's
benefita from the Veterans Association or the Social SeCurity Administration be,
subtracted dollar-for-dollar from the student's Basic Grant award_ Currently, Social
Security benefits are calculated as family income and are taxed ea any other form
of aupplmental income would be. This seems to U8 to be a fairer method, rather
than penalizing these atudents who, on the average, have lower family inconie8 than
the normal college-going student population. Likewise, the current treatment of VA
benefits seems to be realistic, particularly when under the current GI Bill a sub-
stantial portion of the benefits were supplied from the veterans' own contribution.

We are very pleased that the Administration has dropped the term "actual cost of
attendance." However, the new definitien recommended for the term "cost of at-
tendance" does not satisfactorily eliminate the problem-that students residing in off-
campue housing have in obtainidg n reafleonable budget for determining their Basic
Grant award. Therefore. we suggest that the 8ubstitute amendments which NAS-
FAA submitted earlier be used for this definition.

We also are pleased that the Admini8tration Imo liberalized its definition of what
constitutes a fifth year for Basic Grant eligibility, and sup rt the now reduction
language which protects the needie8t students. However, .are very displeaed
that the Administr asation h eliminated the 10.5 percent ass ment rate, which our
Association worked to achkve in enacting the Middle Income Student Posiatance
Act and which you, Mr. Chairman, and this committee pported. Likewise, we note
that the threshold levels have been dropped from tlie inistration's recommenda-
tion. The threshold levela which were enacted in 1 have proved essential in
insuring that students are aide to obtain a balanced d package of grant and self-
held aid sources. Therefore, we oppose both of these suggested modifications.

The Administration ha8 opposed that fund8 appropriated remain available 16r an
additional fiscal year. Due to the timing of appropriations and when futd&are spent
by inatitutious, this period is too short to effectively reallocate any funds not needed
by a particular institution. We propose that appropriations for SEOG remain availa-
ble for two fiscal years fidlowing the year in which they are appropriated.

We support the Adnirmistration's recommendation in the SEOG program to iiii-
crease the maximum annual award to $2,000. However, we do not see any need to
include a cumulative amount when the award is already, restricted by the annual
award and the number of years of eligibility. Likewise, wee propose that the $200
minimum annual award be clarifed` to permit a proportionally smaller award if a
8tudent plan to enroll for a period of time leas than ti full academic year. We also
note that the Administration's propos/11 would eliminate the exceptional financial
need criteria and the one-half of the sum of the total amopnt of student financial

,aid provided to the student by the institution criteria from the SEOG program. It
Seem8 ta us that these greatly change the emphasis 'of the program and we would
like one of the OE representatives to respond to this issue later in this hearing.

We alao would like an explanation as to why Section 413C has been modified to
state, "if the individual makes aPplication at a time and in a manner consistent
with the requirements of the Secretary and the- institution," rather than as it
currently is stated, "if the individual makes application at the time and in the
manner prescribed by that institution in accordance with regulations of the Com-
missioner tor Secretary. as the case may ber

4 ?
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Another change proposed by the Administration is to remove from each of the
program descriptions the individual eligibility criteria and to simply include themall under the Student Eligibility Section 495. 'While we fever this type of consistencyand simplicity; we-do-note one new addition: that the student must not owe d refundon grants previously received at any institution under this title and must not be indefault on any loan .made under this title for attendance at any institution. Thisrewording of this section substantially.increases the time it will take to procees theapplication of a student who is transfering from one school to another, and it placesthe institution in a position of liability for which it has little control. We canappreciate that a school has a responsibility to regulate these factors on its owncampus, but it is unrealiaic to expect it to monitor a student's previous perform-ance or action at all other institutions, or lenders, without creating an expensiveand cumbersome process.

One other change offered by the Administration is new procedures to review thefamily contribution schedules for all programs as described in Section 494. Not only:are we opposed to the statutory language presented by the Administration, which'fails to address who will be involved in developing such a system, but we feeladditional language is needed to insure an orderly and timely process for resolving
these differences_ Perhaps this also could be explained further by OE.Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear today. I will behappy to respond to questions at. your convenience.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOEL PACKER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOIL UNITED STATES
STUDENT AsseeIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I would like to thank you forthe opportunity to he here today. As you know, my name is Joel Packer and I amLegislative Director of the United States Student Association (LISSA). I appearedbefore this Subcommittee on May 16 and presented the views of the Associationregarding the student grant programs. Therefore, I will 4imit my remarks today to
commenting on the proposals submitted by the Administration and simply highh htthe LISSA recommendations that they chose not to include in their package.
Bcisic Educattonal Opportunity Grants

The Administration does not propose numy changes here or for the other rantprograms. What is most significant about"their recommendations is not whe theyhave proposed for change, but what they chose to ignore:
Regarding the BEOG maximum award, the Administration has really skirted theissue by not recommending a new,liigher aWard figure. We are happy that theyseem to recognize the need for an nal-ease in the maximum which hns remained at$1,800 since 1976.
USSA believes it is important for Congress to set in lawa maximum which wouldserve as a goal to work for. Without a stated maximum it is clear that theAppropriations Committees will find it easier to avoid increases. A maxithum awardof $2,400 in fiscal year 1981 would be nectasary to maintain the value of the original$1,400 grant after taking inflation into account. USSA recommends that the maxi-mum increase by a series of steps to $2,500 by fiscal year 19851 A.C.E. estimates thatan increase to $2,000 would result in an additional 237,000 students from middle-

n come families becom ing el igible fo r a BEOG .
hlowever, while we support a rise in the maximum USSA sets as our highestpriority the removal, or at minimum, modification of the half-cost limitation. Notonly does the Administration not change this, the Secretary's testimony does noteven mention the issue. As you will recall, Secretary Califano in his March 20statement mentioned half-cost as an issue that was in need of study. Indeed, Mike

O'Keefe subsequently presented a series of options to you regarding modification ofhalf-cost.
Without removal of half-cost, over 800,000 low-income stukdents, generally atiend-

ing low-cost institutions would receive no benefit from raising the maximum BasicGrant! Middle-income families were the prime bepeficiaries of MISAA last year. Toonce again reward them while continuing to penalize low-income students runscounter to the purposes of the program.
These students affected by half-cost are not receiving much other grant aid.According to data from a recent study performed for the Office of Education byApplied Management Sciences (AMS), only 10 percent of the cost attepdance Aresmet by other grant aid for students affected by half-eost who were attending 2-yearpublic institutions. These students had to make up 47 percent of their college coststhrough self-help.

4 3
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Mr. Channum. there is no need to once again recite the litany of arguments in
favor of removing half-coat. We simply urge you to take action to remove this
inequity.

The students affected by half-cost. are actually doubly hurt because of the so-called
commuting allowance. Under current law schoola must utilize the actual charges for
campus room and board in determining a students'. total cost. of attendance. HEW
has proposed that this be modified so that campuses can utilize an average charge.
USSA endorses this. However, for off-campus student% a national standard figure of
$1,100, which has remained ,unchanged since 1974-75 is .required. Now obviously a
student cannot pay room and board for nine- months for only $1,100. The College
Scholarship Service estimates that these items 'run between $1,600 and $1,800.

According to the AMS study, 96 percent of those students at. two-year public
institutions affected by half-cost lived off-campus. For 4-year publics the comparable
figure was 72 percent Thus not only are these students limited to half-cost but their
costs are artificially deflated so their grants average only about 40 percent of cost,
USSA and NASFAA have recommended that campuses have the right to estimate
an average off-campus living expense for those students living with their parents
and those who are independent. We hope the Subcommittee will support this.

The next proposal the Administrative makes is to revise the method of treating
Social Security Administration (SSA) and Veterans Administration (VA) benefits
students receive when determining their BEOG. Current law requires that all SSA
benefits and one-half of VA benefits be counted as family income for dependent
students and therefore assessed at the 10.5 percent. rate. The new proposal would
reduce the calculated BEOG by onehalf the total of both SSA and VA. benefits. This
will result in many thousand's of students losing their 13EOG eligibility or see it
greatly reduced.

This year the President tried to have Congress completely abolish student SSA
benefits. USSA along with a broad coalition of greups called Save our Security,
organized against this propostd and it was rejected. Now the Administration is
attempting to accomplish through the back door what it could not do upfront.

Looking at SSA benefits, the Administration proposal seems to say that these
benefits are a student assistance program and therefore sbould be counted heavily
in determining eligibility for other student aid programs. However, this program,
like all of the SocialSecurity system, is an insuran4 program. It. is,intended to
partially compensate for income lost from the deabh, disability, or retirement of a
worker, in this case the parent. The benefits are not considered student aid, but. are
used, as part of family income_

The system is based on the concept of self-help with workers and their employer
contributing a percentage of the income to the SSA TruS1 Fund. The benefits are
related to the previous earnings of the worker. Children of deceased workers receive
75 percent of the primary insuraTice aMount, while children of disabled or retired
parents are entitkd to 50 percent. (The/primary insurance amount is related by law
to the average monthly earnings of the worker.) There are certain limits to the total
SSA benefits that a family can receive. Thus 43 percent of all student beneficiaries
have their checks reduced because of the family maximum rule.

The Social Security Administration has articulated very clearly the role and
purpose of the student program in a 1976 issue of the Social ,Security Bulletin:

Unfortunately, the student benefit is sometnnes misunderstood to be a form
of aid rather Oulu a component of family income. Despite its name and the
requirement tha4 for school attendance, the student bencfit program is not a
grant, scholarshil loan or aid program. The distinctioa is fundamental.

Similar argumenth c uld be mack regarding Veterans-benefits. USSA urges that
you reject this regressivc propesal from the Adminiatration.

Two other changes m. de by the Achninistration that USSA sees as positive are a
revision in the languag e limiting BEOG, and SEOG us well to four academic years,
and a new reduction formula for BEOG. With regard to the first, current law limits
BEOG and SEOG to four years unless the program of study is normally five years,

--such as engineering, or remedial courses are required. The new proposal would
allow the institution to determine due to individual circnmstances that the student
needs an eXtra year.

USSA already proposed a similar change in language to you. We noted that there
are many reasons tor attending an extra year such as loss of crediTh when transfer-
ring or illness, Only 'SO percent of students &omplete their bachelors in four years.
USbA saggetits that the language we submitted to you, which is somewhat more
liberal be adopted.

In addition to these recommendations, I want to point out several others that we
have already submitted to, you that were not included in the IIEW bill. These are
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making BEOG a true entitlement, treating independent students with dependentsthe same as a dependent student's family in calculating their BEM directlyprorating the award when a student is attending less than full-time, and reducing
the minimuM grant from $200 to $100. Details of these propoaals can be found inour May 16 atatement.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants tSEOG1
First, USSA strongly obiecte to the removal of the trigger for SEOG, as well as forNDSL and CWS. These trIggers have aerved to protect the integrity of the campus-based programs. In fact this year it was the triggers that helped prod the Appropri-

ations Committees to fund SEOG and NDSL at the levels of respectively $370million and $286 million, instead of the levels of $340 million and $220 million asproposed by the President.
SSA believes that the trigger for SEOG should be changed from a dollar level toa percentage of BEOG. We recommend a level of 20 porcent. This will ensure thatSEOG keeps pace with increases in college costs and Increases in BEOG, and thusremains a viable program.

We support the elimination of the distinction between Initial Year and Continu-,ing Year gianta. This distinction serves no useful purpose and has been ignored byCongreas in recent years since a single lump RUM has been appropriated.
We also support the increase in the yearly and cumulative maximum SEOG to$2,000/$8,000. INe have previously recommended this. Average college casts will be$5,800 by 1985 and therefore an Increased SEOG coupled with an increased 13EOGwill be necesear for low-income families. However, it is important to note thatun more funds are Put in SEOG simply changing the maximum award will onlyres It in some students getting more money while others will get lese. Due to theway unds are allocated to campuses an increased maxinmm award does not raisean in aution's need for funds.
As 4115-ov(k walized language on the maximum time eligibility is includedhere at; ell as for OG. USSA endorses this.
Other changes in ,E0G supported by USSA Maude the inclusion of less-thanhalf-tin students on t discretionary basis. Rep. Weiss has introduced legislation inthis ar. , lilt 4943 hich should be given serious consideration. We also recom-mend r ucing-tWe minimum SEOG award from $200 to $100, revising the stateallotment -imulas so that they are need-based instead of enrollment driven, andestablishing limited aid for graduate :,3tudents. Grads are particularly hit hard bythe Administration's bill, Atince they gain nothing,and lose all interett subsidies forloans. Many low-income students will therefore be forced to incur ever larger debts

to attend graduate school, or not attend at all. USSA proposes that institutions .begiven the authority to utilize up to f5 percent of their SEOG funds for graduatestudents.

State Student Incentive Grants
The major change recommended by the Administration is a new formula fordetermining the Federal/State match. Currently the Federal government matchesOn a one for one basis State dollars provided the State does not reduce its share,below that which it was expending when it first entered the program. Many states,such as New York and Pennsylvania are vastly overmatched, that is the State sharefar excewds the Federal share. Therefore an increase in their State allotment doesnot require them to put in new State dollars. Actually they could reduce their State

share substantially and still continue to receive increased Federal dollars.The Administration proposes that only new State dollars Will be matched. ThusNew York would lose any Federal funds unless it matched with brand new Statedollars theFederal funds it gets. While we have not, fAilly analyzed the effects of thisproposal it appears to harshly penalize the large Stlites end will possibly result intheir dropping out of the program.
USSA recommends instead of the Administration language, the establishment ofa rolling base year. This would require States to match any increase. in Federaldollars with new State dollars, but would not penalize them by reducing their

current share if they chose not to increase their State share. These formulas shouldbe carefully reviewed to reach a balance between stimul4ing- increase in Statefunding while not unduly penalizing States.
USSA supports tbe recommendation t? eliininate the distinction between Initialand Continuing Year awards.

, In addition we recommend raising the SSIG maximum award to $2,000, includingprovisions to encourage States to include part-time students, and to establish asecond tier in the program. This second tier, to be funded after the Current programreached $100 million would distribute funds only to those States which do specified
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things such as including part-time -or graduate students or allow portability of
grants.

Lastly. as with 8E00. we recommend a revision in the State allotment formula so
x.' that is based on aggregate State need.

Overall. as we stated last week USSA finds the Administration proposal seriously
wanting in the area of grants andilpxges a very careful examniation of the ramifica-
tions of its enactment inte law.

o' I Ace again thank 'You for the opportunity to be here and I would be happy to
answer any questions.

4.: Mr. Poi& All of the panelists have observed the format that has
evolved her9. We would appreciate it if you would, in fact, for the
record help us develbp a genuine exchange between members of
the panel anti the representatives of the administration- on the
issues that seem to raise the important questions in your mind.

I think that we could start. Would yo'n rather make a statement,
Peter, befont or wait?

Mr. VOICT. It would be just a brief statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Fine. I recognize Peter Voigt first.

STATEMENT OF I'ETER VOIGT, BUREAU OF STUDENT FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE, ACCOMPANIED-BY MICHAEL O'KEEFE

Mr. VOICT. Thank you. I am pleased to be here.
Let me first apologize for Ms. Sedicum's absence. She is involved

this morning in another hearing. I am instead accompanied by Mr.
O'Keefe, who we are pleased to have with us.

Briefly, Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize the adminis-
tration's position on the grant programs. We basically think they
are working -extremely well. The proposals we are advancing are
designed to improve the programs in terms of administration at
the institutional levels, to try to make the programs more equita-
ble, and also to try tb permit the making of 'larger awards should
appropriations become available.

I think the grant proposals, when viewed in combination with
the other proposals in the administration's package, such as the
single needs analysis proposal, the single form and others, reflect
our position that the programs need to be simplified both fot
students and for institutions, and that discretion in the award-
making process in putting packages together needs to remain at
the institutional level.

Those are our basic thrusts in the grant area and we would be
pleased to respond to questions from both you and the members of
the panel.

Mr. FORD. All right. Bette Hamilton.

STATEMENT OF BETTE IIAMILTON. AMEttICAN ASSOCIATION
OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLECES

Dr. HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to present the views of the American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges and the Association of Community
College Trustees on the Carter administration's plans to reauthor-
ize the grant programs of title IV.

. We are still studying these proposals and every day find new
ideas and provisions that are interesting. We Would like to reserve
the right to comment on any other proposals that we may 'uncover
at a future time. We regret that the administration would continue
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the inequitable treatment of low-inc&me students who attend low-
price institutions by extending the one-half cost limitation in the
BEOG program.

On March 20, Secretary Califano proposed three possible solu-
tions for dealing with the one-half cost problem. Unfortunately,
none of these was considered; and the problem of discriminatingagainst the poorest of college students, those with zero family
contribution, remains with us.

We sincerely hope the subcommittee will address the inequity of
the one-half cost provision for students with zero family contribu-
tion attending low tuition coljeges before the lower priorities of
increasing the maximum BEOG ceiling or making more guaran-
teed loans available to middle and upper income students are
cliactud.

We oppose the administration's attempt to compute social secu-
rity survivor benefits and veteran education benefits as student
assistance grants. Both social security benefits and the GI bill
stipends are entitlements in most cases used for family subsistence,
and they should not be confused with student assistance programs.

Workers paid into the social security system to protect their
children, and veterans gave of their time and endangered their
lives to serve their country. Veteran education benefits are a GIbill of rights, an entitlement, a bonus for services rendered. We
have no objection however to their being considered as part of
family income.

But to confuse sotial security and veteran benefits and reduce
and apply them directly to the BEOG grant is not in the country's
best interest. We suggest that the term "cost of attendance" as it is
used in section 411 of the administration's draft bill be expanded to
'include the cost of child or day care while the parent is attending
classes and the cost of transportation for commuters.

The commuter allowance, presently $1,100, deternlined by cur:rent regulations, is in lieu of room and board charges for commut-
ers. it does not take into consideration transportation, and this cost
is escalating 'every day. We have had many calls from member
colleges throughout the country concerned with gas rationing who
have made inquiries about any kind of assistance for commuters.
We really do think that you should consider transportation and
gasoline expenses, close to $1 a gallon now, as viable requirements
for the Cost of.attendance criteria.

We are concerned 'With the reduction schedule outlined in section
411 as it specifie§ the priority of payments in any year where funds
are insufficient to satisfy fully all''entitlements. The schedule wouldallow the reduction to increase as the entitlement decreases. This
does not take into consideration the one-half cost limitation which
already decreases the entitlement by one-half the cost of attend-
ance.

We would ask that any reduction formula address entitlements
before the application of the one-half cost rule. We regret that the
administration has decided to delete the funding threshold triggers
for the campus-based programs. We feel that the triggers, as
amended by the Middle Income Student Assistance Act, have been
very helpfiil in Eeeping the appropriation levels at a realistic levelin the campus-based programs.
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We suggest, the funding threshold be maintained. We heartily
endorse Congressman Weiss's less than half-time student aid bill,
and we therefore would ask that additional amendments be made
in the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program.

We suggest that the minimum payment be reduced from ,$200 to
some reasonable level such as $50. We ask that part-time students
be allowed up to 8 years of eligibility to participate in the SEOG
program and that institutions be allowed to LISQ some or all of their
SEOG allocation for needy less than half-time students.

We support the administration's ameOment to the State Stu-
dent Incentive Grant program which wotild allow for the participa-
tion of students attending on a one-half time basis. We would
support a continued amendment allowing less than half-time stu-
dents to be eligible.

We oppose the definition of "satisfactory,progress" in section 495.
We feel the administration would be violating t4 rights of institu-
tions and students over suCh a definition. Students often become ill
or have deaths in their families and for legitimate reasons have to
take incompletes or drop courses.

A student's satisfactory progress 'should be evaluated by the in-
stitution he or she attends and not the Federal Government. We
find this is F'ederal control of education and is much more danger-
ous than any proposed Department of. Education or anything of
that nature.

We find the student information section potentially troublesome.
In regard to section 493A(a)(1)(j), are institutions to specify the
courses of study that they do not of as well as those -they do?
The language so states, and I am su e this is probably a rafting
error.

Community and junior colleges would have difficulty supporting
full implementation Of seCtion 493A(a)(1)(k). This is very similar, in

.our opinion, to requirements which are already being mandated.by
Congress under the Vocational Education -Data System and which
are going to cost in excess of $100 million to implement nationWide.

In community and junior colleges, we have o keep unit records
on every single student who attends because we do not know what
is and what is not a vocafional education student. We have stu-
denth dropping in and dropping out, some 'for only a semester or
two. We hayestudents taking one secretarial course and the rest
liberal artS, and the like.

We think that the intent of ,this sectiOn is well-meaning, but we
would ask that it be implemented by the use of survey sampling,
national averages or the like, and not the followup of every single
college student who would attend. Please, let's not create another
VEDS unless the Federal Government is willing to pay for its
implementation.

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
also seeks 'clarification of the $700 self-help component. We are
under the impreSsion that the admiuiStration is to u8e one needs
analysis system and one forM, and yet there is no mention of the
self-help component requirement in any program except the loan
program.

We would like to know how this all relates. And in addition to
keeping the one-half cost factor, which, is already an implied self-
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.., help component, are they intending to additiopally add on to low-
income students another $700 of self-help?

Last, we oppose the admidistration's definition of "independent
student." Such a definition would work to the disadvantage of truly
independent students who are less than 22 years of age. We under-
stand that the administration is saying that parents should be held
responsible for paying the cost of their children's education, but wefind that the definition as proffered by the administration is arbi-
trary and unreasonable.

,In fact, we:thought that age discrimination was eliminated by
the 95th Congress in federally funded programs in educational
institutions.

.Mr. Chairman, those are our remarks and I stand ready to
answer any questions and to participate in the seminar. ,

Mr,. BAILEY [preSiding]. Thank you very much. This is Bette
Hamilton, right?

Dr,,HAMII.TON. Right.
.

Mr. BAILEY. I denla know how you would like to do this. You
mentioned in the last sentence of your statement that you seek.
clarification of4oncerns for administration's witnesses:' Would youlike to addresS, them now or would you like to go on with theanel?

Mr. VOIGT. I think it might be more useful if we go through the
panel, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BAILEY. All right. Jerry Roschwalb.

STATEMENT OF JEROLD ROSCIIIVALB, NATIONAL ASSOCIATiON .

OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT (1.T1LLEGES N-- _.

Mr. ROSCHAVALB. Thank you, sir.
Since the chairman graciously has entered our formal statement

for the record, I will summarize, especially with the other people
here and time being constrained.

Dr.. Hamilton's statement, I think, touches on so many of thepoints that our own association is concerned about that I cansimply at the end refer to them where we are in agreement, andthat is yenerally the case, I think I would like to focus on someother matters which might not be focuse4 on by other members ofthe panel this morning.
:+

.There is someone_ missing fromgthis panel; of course, and that is
a representative from the Office of Management and Budget,, be-cause it is apparent that notwithstanding the -intelligence and
goodwill of WEW reflectPd. in March in the testimony of the then
Secretary C:alifano, when it came down to actually sen ing up
proposals, some of the best idehs and most logical ideaf disap-peared.

I think much of th,e proOsals pf the 'administration are regretta-bly based upon the principle that if it costs, it is bad, if it is a cut,it is good, notwithstanding any further implications. The problem
in dealing with this section of the administration's proposals--unlike the loan proposals, which are very complete and which,while they may have problems there that will certainly be dis-
cussed in,. the next couple of days, nevertheless can be dealt with in

.)detailsilence is what is most important in these proposals.
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Now, before we go any further, we should endorse some of the
very good points proposed by the administration. The idea of aver-
aging costs instead of riquiring actual costs will cut down the great
administrative burdens on institutions which really do tlot aid the
program or enhance equity in the program at all. The 5 percent
carryovek reflects tin administration understanding of how the pro
grams actually work and that you cannot always calculate down to
the last penny' at the end of the year.

Carrying over the BEOG to the fifth year is, again, a reflection of
how kids go to school todayhow adults go to school today, and 'the
idea of carrying that over makes a great deal of sense.

There another very good idea, and at is separating the
notion of infOrmation services by institUti and providing students
with the information they need froin th administrative cost allow-
ance. The problemis that it is a bit lok4d, as Dr. Hamilton noted,
by tying in the question of employmen't cta and records. It may be
that there is inadvertently the creatiOn a kind of paper race in
which every institution is going to have to -ompile .a great deal of
unnecessary information.

I. would remind our colleagues frem-the ad nistration that we
wept throUgh this in a regulatory activity. Mr. Bell was then the
Commissioner, about 2 years ago-lIt was decided that ouly those
institutions that blatantly held out to prespective students tf;at
they would earn good money as a result of their education would
have to substantiate that by showing the record they had in plac-
ing students following graduation.

Other people, who were simply .involved in offering what their
catalogs said, would not have- to rovide these vast amounts of
data, which no .one yet has figured out what we would do with if
we could corripile it at a rather ertEmsive cost. At that time, 2 or .3
years ago, we calculated it would cost. something like $25 million a
year for, institutions to compile that information, while the FIPSE
program was being funded at half that amount to try to find ways
of cutting down expenses.

With regard to administrative costs, we have a marveloua sle per
here by the administration:. They don't spell out.the details, but
perhaps I could take a momera to do.SO. We have a program right
now, only one, whiCh permits institutions ti) retain 4 percent of
their college campus-based programs. With campus-based programs
now running about $1.1 billion a year, this .means that institutionS
have been able to retain in the current year, fot example, approxi-
mately $15 million.

The administration's proposal aims at simplicity. tvery student,
by unduplicated count-, would be worth $10 to the institution pro-
viding aid. That would come to about $40 million. So, that the .

administration has succeeded in cutting better than 10 percent of
what the institutions are now getting if those figures are correct.

I would welcome hearing from otir colleagues in the administra-
Lion if I am wrong. The idea they have, thOugh, in principle iS very
sound, and that is that we ought to forget about the possibility of
getting administrative cost allowances as line items on the budget.

We all remember that it was in 1976 that Mr. Ford 4and" his
colleagues on this subcommittee recommended a 5 percent adminis-
trative cost allowance in campus-based prOgrams and that the Sen-
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ate insisted that since it did not cost any more "money to'adrinnis-,
ter a $1,000 SEOG than a $500 SEOG, that -it was much Wiser to
just give capitations.

So we now have in the law two capitation programs, a maithnum
of $10 for 13)E0G and a rhaximum of $10 for GSL. They have never
been funded. They prgbably never be fnnded. The -administra-
tion last year, in a lapse, obviously,-asked for the funding of those
programs, and the House, in keeping with its compromise approach
to the program, Agreed to fund the program. The Senate, where we
had the idee pushed in the first place, of course, knocked it out,
and in the conference, we lost it.

So those progi-ams have never been funded. It would be wise"to
follow the administration's proposals by retaining the 4 percept for
campus-based programs we now have, and then perhaps putting
into law an automatid appropriation of $10 per BEOG pr a 1
percent' of the BEOG program appropriatioa. They add up to ap-
proximately the same amount, whichever would seem more equita-
ble.

The amount of money would- not be overwhelming. It would be
less, in fact, than is authorized at the moment.

I might add there is something else that the administration,
proposal Aces that is equally significant. Because of the histoty of'
the cao(pus-based programs, the. dollars are concentrated. There
are relatively 'few dollars in the comtmunity colleges Dr. Harnilton
represents this morning.

If we-went to a $10 per head, you would see enormous shifts.' I
.checked with one institution, for example. Princeton Hniyersity,
now receives a little better than $2 million a year in campus-basedd
program funds and, therefore, has about 380,0001p1us, fOr adminis-
trative cost allOwance. But they bnly -give aid 'to 61D:out 2,100 tiidents.

As a result, they would go from about $851000 io $21,000, a 75
Percent cut in their available dollars. This mängI would be shifted
over to People who are now not getting it and _need to get-it, but
they would get an inadequate Amount. Princeten would get an
inadequate amount,and 'we would have the kind of,equity in which
everybody was unable to meet their administrativewosts.

There is another matter that the administration does not address
at all, though.by implication it should. ElseWhere in tIv. proposals,
the administration wisely talks about research funds illbr facilities
in order for the institutions to carry out their researai obligations.
Facilities are necessary.

We recently, incidentally, had a report from the Wage and Price
Council that pointed-out that the reasbn we are in the inflatiOn we
are n now is because of a lack of pro4uctivity, and. there is a
strong recommendation that R. 8v. D. has to be in`Creased. In this
sense, the administration has been consistent and deserves ,ever7
praise for the enerd put into getting the right kinds of appropri-.
ations for research,programs.

Unfortunately, they have forgotten who does research. They
start..out as first-year graduate students. Statistics we are noW
beginning to compile indicate to us that there is A remarkable
-dropoff in the" numbers of -poor kids, students_ from low-income
families gding to graduate school. To put it in another way, there-is
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an inordinate amount of emphasis an available dollars in the
minds of students who graduate from college, usually with debts,
on whether Alley are going to go on to graduate school.

If they cdme from poor backgrounds, the chances are they won't.
The discrepancy is now &t,ting to the point where there is a 25-
percent differential. We would be happy to provide the data we
have compiled on this. We recommend consideration of a first-year
SEOG program for graduate students to be kept separate from the
regular program so there is my incursion in the funding or/in the
administration of the program.

c\ The money would have to be distributed differently. Obviously,
State allotments would not make sense because that is not the way
graduate schools are operated. But we have and would be happy to
send to the committee some details on how we think this could be
rumat not a very high cost, but it would prevent us from losing the
brains and energy of a large number of people from4lower income
families who are now not going to graduate school.

I might add that it is interesting to note that the administration
recommends raising the ceiling on SEOG because they recognize
inflation. At the same time, it is the same administration which
recommended a cutback in SEOG funding this year. If the two
things were carried but, we would have fewer people getting larger
grants, and I am not sure of the logic in that.

If we are going to retognize the impact of inflation throughout
this legislation, and the administration does that when it sort of
hints seductively that maybe the BEOG program ought to be raised
also. But we are not going to suggest that. It says we will let the
appropriations committees commit themselves. It has not been
known tao frequently for appropriations committees.to raise levels
like this, particularly in times like this.

If the administration is serious about the necessity for raising
BEOG's, and I think data suggests that even if We-got the current
inflation under control, the current $1,800*BECCI might be worth
no more than $1,400 or $1,5o0 during the lifetime of this bill when
it ends, then we come down to what Dr. Hamilton has already
proposed.

If we raise the level of the BEOG, we will be putting most, of
those additional dollars into people. who need it, but they will tend
to .be middle-class students. Many of them would be the students
for wham this committee led the battle last year, middle-income
students who need aid, buMhe same students who have been
denied what they desperately need, stddents who go to low-cost
institutions from low-income families who are deprived of that
money by the half-cost provision, would not get a nicker more from
raising' the BEOG ceiling.

They once again would be cut off by ihat halt-cost provision. We
avec, with former Secretary Califano and his colleagues at HEW
who said that. this inequity must be done away with. We recognize
that we live in a world in which dollars are not easily come by, but
since the administration is so deeply concerned about expending
money, we should modify half-costI say modify as opposed to
dropping the whole idea, because tiWre are problems we can con-
ceive that people are nervous of, the free-ride notion, for example.
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It doesn't happen, but we would go along with that But even if
we were to change it mdderately to a one-third cost, the cost to the
Federal Treasury would be about $120 million. All of this money
would go to students of families with under $19,000 income. The
-vast majority would go to students who are from families of under
$12,000.

We would then have students able to receive up to two-thirds of
their costs from the I3EOG program, that would not cause any
harm to anyone, and that change would be remarkably reasonablein terms of its impact on 800,000 students.

'We support also, because the same students are involved or atleast half of them are involved, a change in the commuter allow-
ance. The $1,100 has nothing to do with the real world today. It is
probably closer:to $1,850, and thanks to inflation, it keeps. rising.
So you have thccsame students repeatedly hit by denying them the
funds of the program which was created for those'students particu-
larly in the first place.

I would merely say, in concluding, that we concur with the
comnients made by Dr. Hamilton regarding the independent stu-
dent. The administration has had a talent in recent years -for
solving problerns' by denying they exist. This time we have a solu-tion where we don't have a problem.

With regard to cutting the VA benefits, likewise my association
would concur with the comments of Dr. Hamilton. There is nojustification for interfering with entitlements and insurance pro-grams in what is basically a student aid program. We are notterrified, as the administration is, that some student who is aveteran might be receiving a couple of hundred dollars more a year
than his actual costs-of education.

Thank you,' sir.
Mr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Roschwalb.
Peter Gossens.

STATEMENT OF PETER COSSENS, DIRECTOR OF GOVbRNMENT
RELATIONS, NATIONAL AS$OCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COL-
LEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Mr. GOSSENS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jeffords.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today go giveyou the views of the National. Association of Independent Collegesand Universities on the administration'A proposals for reauthoriza-

tion of the student-grant programs.
Let me say at the outset we are pleased with some of the admin-

istration's preposals to improve Federal grant programs in that
they suggest clarifYing and simplifying amendments which serve toreduce some of the existing administrative problems, both at the
institutional level and within OE. But we are disappointed with
others which tend to restrict the availability of student-grant
funds.

In fact, on Mr. Voigt's summary of ;the 'administration's student-
grant proposals that they are working well, that there are needs to
improve administration, provide equity, simplify-and maintain dis-cretion at the instittitional level, we totally concur.

However, in some of the other details we do not concur. Among
the proposed changes are suggestions to change from actual to

1 40
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average costs in computing student budgets on which grant
amounts are based. As you have already heard, the use of actual
costs has been a significant problem at the campus level.

In addition, the administration proposes to remove from the
ON47 legislation the cumbersome exceptional financial need and "but

for" language in SEOG and the substar4ial financial need" SSIG
language which has tended to keep SEOG and SSIG funds from
reaching students with th;inonstrated need.

We especially applaud the removal of the "but for" language
because that language has been used in the past by the Office of
Education and HEW, as a mechanism .to require students to ex-
haust all self-help possibilities before receiving any SEOG aid.

This legislative change would remove A( doubt that SEOG is in
fact the first program to be used after Basic Grants in constructing
a student. financial aid Package. However laudable these proposed
changes may be, they do not cover up the fact that. once-again the
Office of Management and Budget has prevailed in its constant
attempts to curtail the amount of grant funds available for needy
students in all sectors of postsecondary eduCation. =

Furthermore, it appears that these grant proposals sjem to have
been developed without any regard to an overall =Federal student
aid policy goal, with the possible exception of a goal to restrict
available grant funds.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, in an effort to assure a balanced
growth of all Federal student-aid programs, NAICU has proposed
that. the Congress establish in the legislation a Federal policy goal
of providing 75 -percent of student need from Basic Grants, SSIG,
SEOG, institution and State matching payments and parental con-
tributions, and the remaining 25 percept of student need from self-
help programs.

We are disappointed that the administration has not chosen to
recommend an increase in the Basic Grant maximum. You have
already heard from some other witnesses the problems which exist
with that rionincrease in the Basic Grant maximum. We have all
recommended that the Basic Grant maximum gradually increase to
$2,400 by 1986-87 in order to keep pace with inflation and the
rising costs of postsecondary education today.

A further disappointment with the administration's recommen-
dations is that they have done nothing to relieve the existing
inequity in taxation of assets in the family home. As NAICU
witnesses havy previoulsly testified, we have anecdotal evidence
now of middle-income students, and even some students from lower
income levels, being denied Basic Grants due to the taxation of
assets in thefamily home.

The result. of both these factors taken togetherno increase in
the Basic Grant maximum and no relief from the inequities of the
current taxation of family home assetswilt be that a substantial
proportion of those students that members of this subcommittee
worked so hard to help last year through the MISSA legislation
will continue to be denied a Basic Grant.

Add to those factors the bidministration's proposal for repealing
the threshold provisions anoPin effect you have the administration
giving a student a $1,800 Basic Grant with one hand and saying

4
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that is all he or she needs to keep up with inflation and the risingcost of education.
With the other hand, the administration effectively takes awayany possiblity of making up the resulting shortfall in meetingstudent need by removing the threshold provisions, which haveprotected at least modest growth in SEOG and the other campus-based programs over the last 7 years. NAICU witnesses and otherswho have appeared before your subcommittee in this round ofhearings have suggested to you that the facts of life on collegecampuses will lead you to an- exactty opposite result, that the 't$1,800 pasic Grant maximum is not sufficient and that there needsto be some mechanism in the law to assure a balanced growth ofSEOG and other campus-based programs.
For example, Mr. Chairman, preliminary results from the NIICUStudent Aid Recipient Data Bank show that more than two-thirdsof undergraduate dependent, student aid recipients in independenthigher education this past year needed some ,combination .of Feder-al, State and institutional need-based grants, together with workand loan programs, in order to meet their financial needs.Thus, at least for the independent sector, on which the onlyactual data is available for this last year, it is absolutely criticalthat some Federal student aid policy goal be established to assurethe balanced growth Of all existing student-aid programs. It is alsoextremely important. that the Supplemental Grant;programs con-tinue to be available at leaSt at present-. funding levels.For one of those Supplemental Grant programs, SSIG, NAICU ispleased that the administration is not trying Once again to imposeadditional Federal standards on the States; however, their recom-mendations again represent an attempt to limit Federal supportfor student. grants. When fully implemented, if you work throughthe numbers on the 5-year phaseout., the administration's proposalswould have the effect of requiring Statea to double their' existingstudent. grants appropriation in order to 1-eceive the same Federalmatch, thereby changing the current program of providing orieFederal dollar for every State dollar to a program of providing oneFederal dollar,for every two State dollars.

We believe the SSIG program is Working as intended, and offeras evidence thv' fact that4State student-grant dollars have grownfrom $300 million to $960 million over the last 6 years since theprogram was created. The effect of the administration's proposal, ifenacted, would undoubtedly be to limit the amounts .of student-grant...dollars State legislatures would be able or willing to appro-priate. We believe the .Federal/State students-aid partnershipwould be streNgthened, not diminished.
The core of the NA1CU recommendations for reauthorization ofthe student-emt programs would continue that strong Federal/State partnership as well ILS continue the growth of the existingFederal student-aid programs by: establishing the 75-percentgrant/25-percent self-help policy goal in the slatute; establishing abetter Mechanism to assure the .balanced growth of Federal stu-dent-grant programs by tying SEOG and SSIG approptiations tothe Basic Gr'ani appr6priations; and continuing .the policies estab-lished in the 1972 and 1976 amendments and strengthened byMISAA last year by building upon the existing statute, thereby
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helping to assure the continuation of the nearly $1 billion in State
need-based grant programs, and the continued funding of the two
Federal supplemental grant programs, SEOG and SSIG.

Let me thank you again, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Jeffords, for
providing this opportunity to react. to the administration's propos-
als for reauthorization ot the student-grant programs. I would be
pleased to attempt to respond to any questions you or other mem-
bers of the subcommittee may have.

Mr. BAILEY. The subcommittee will recess for about 10 minutes
for this important vote. We will be back very shortly.

[Brief recess.)
Mr. BAILEY [presiding]. The subcommittee come to order.
We have just finished a statement by Peter Gossens. I believe

you had finished, Mr. Gossens.
Mr. GOSSENS. Yes, sirs.
Mr. BAILEY. Don Holec is next. Mr. Holec.

STATEMENT OF -DONALD HOLEC, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL
MD, PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Mr. HoLEc. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
am Don Holec, director of financial aid at Purdue Univers4; and
also chairman of our National Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators, Committee on Governmental Affairs.

It is a real pleasure for me to be here, to again ha/e the opportu-
nity to discuss the administration's bill toThmend the Higher Edu-
cation Act. My comments today will 'be limited to the changes
suggested by the administration to amend the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant program and also the Supplemental Education-
al Opportunity Grant program.

There are several proposals that we wholeheartedly support.
There are also several areas in which we strongly oppose the
administration's suggestions and others where we are disappointed
that the administration has not even addressed.

Let me begin by reviewing the proposals relating to the Basic
Grant program. The administration has proposed some new lan-
guage in the statement of purpose of the grant programs, which
clarifies the responsibility of the parents to pay for their children's
education. We feel that. such language is important as a tenet of
need analysis but it is inappropriate in this section.

We have previously recommplided that language is needed under
the statement of purpose_ to establish the Basic Grant program as a
true entitlement. This change would insure all eligible students
that funds would be available for each year that the program is
authorized and would eliminate the uncertainty that now exists
from year to yvar funding decisions.

We are very disappointed that the administration has not includ-
ed specific language which would increase the annual maximum
Basic Grant award above $1,800. Instead, language has been includ-
ed which leaves the determinAtion of any amount above $1,800
strictly up to the actions of the Appropriations Committees.

While we fully realize that the final recommedations may well
come from the AppropriationS and Budget Committees' marks, we
feel it is impertive that the authorizing committee at least include
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its recommendations of what the amounts should be in the legisla-tion.
Our reaElon for this is simply that. no other cOmmittee, except theauthorizing committee, spends thç time in reviewing, analyzing,

and studying the educational-and financial needs of our students.Other members of Congress, including the Budget and Appropri-ations Committees' members, look to the-authorizing committee forguidance and recommendations.
Therefore, we hope you will reAct the administraticd.g suggestedapproach and support the annual step increases in the maximumaward that most of the higher education associations hay en-dorsed.

'We also oppose the administration recommendation that one-halfof a student's benefits from the Veterans',Assocation or the SocialSecurity Administration be subtracted dollar-for-dollar from thestudent's Basic Grant award. Currently, social security benefits arecaMulated as .family income and are taxed as any other form of..supplemental income.
This seems to us to be a fairer method, rather than penalizing

these students who, OR the average, have lower family incomesthan the normal college-going student population. Likewise, thei current treatment of VA benefits seems to be realistk, particularly
when under the current GI bill a substantial portion of the benefits
were .supplied from the veterans'. own contribution. .We are very pleased that the administration has dropped theterm "actual cost of attendance." However, the new definition
recommended for the term "cost of attendance" does not.satisfacto-rily eliMinate the problem that students_ residing -inoftCamplishousing have in obtaining-a -reasonable budget for determiningtbeir Basic Grant award. Therefore, we suggest that the substitute-amendments which NASFAA submitted .e'arlier be used for thisdefin ition.

.We also ,are pleased that the administration has liberalized itsdefinition of what constitutes a fifth year for Basic Grant eligibility
and slipped. the .new reduction language which protects the nee-diest students. However, at. the same time we are very displeasedthat the administration has eliminated the 10.5-percent assessmentrate which our association worked to achieve in enacting the Mid-dle Income Student Assistance Act and which you, Mr. Chairman,and this committee supported.

-Likewise, we note that the threshold level's' have been dcoppedfrom the administration's recommendation. The threshold levelswhich were enacted in 1972 have proved essential in insuring thatstudents, are able to obtain a balanced aid package of .grant andself-held aid sources. Therefore, we opPose both of these suggested
mod i fications. 3

The administration has proposed that funds appropriated remainavailable for an additional fiscal year. Due to the timing of appro-priations and when funds are spent by institutions, this period istoo-short to effectively reallocate any funds. notneeded by a partic-'ular institution. We propose that appropriations for SEOG remainavailable for 2 fiscal years_ following the year in- which they areappropriated.
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We support the administration's recommendation in the SEOG
program to increase the maximum annual award to $2,000. We also
support the elimination of the matching provision. HoweVer, we do
not see any need to include a cumulative amount when the award
is already restricted by the annual award and the number of years
-of eligibility.

Likewise, we propoge that the $200 minimum annual award be
clarified to permit a proportionally mmaller award if a student
-plans--to-..enralL for a period of time which is less than a full
acaderYlic year. We also nole- that the administration's proposal
would eliminate the exceptional financial need criteria and, the
one-half of the sum of the total amount of student financial
provided to the student by -the institution criteria from the SEOG
program.

This certainly greatly changes the emphasis of the program and
we would like one of the OE representatives to respond to this
issue hiter this morning in terms of what is the intent of this
change.

We also would like-an explanation as to why section 413C has
been modified to state "if file individual makes application at a
time and in a manner consistent wiCh the requirements of the
Secretary and the institution",rather than as it currently is stated,
"if the individual makes application at the time and in the manner
prescribed by that institutiqn in accordance with regulations of the
Cornmissioner------or Secretary, as the case may be."

Another change proposed by the adminstration is to remove from
each of the, program descriptions the individual eligibilitor criteria
and to simply include them all under the student eligibility section
495. While we favor this type of consistency and simplicity, we do
note one new addition: That the student must not owe a refund on
grants previously received at any institution under this iitle and
must. not be in default on any loan made under this title for
attendance at any institution.

The current restriction restricts it to students who owe a refund
on grants or ,gho are in default on a loan at the same institution.
This is a significant change. The rewording of this section substan-
tially increases the time it will take to prOcess the application of fa
student who is transferring fronw one school to another, and it
places the institution in a position of liability for which it has little
cpn trol.

7 We can appreciate that a school has a responsibility to regulate
these factors on its own campus, but it is unrealistic to expect it to
monitor a student's previous performance or action at all other
institutions, or lenders, without creating an expensive and burden-
some Process.

One other change offered by the administration is new proce-
dures to review the family contribution schedules for all programs
as decribed in section 494. Not only are we opposed to the statutory
language presented by the administration, which fails to address
who will be involved in developing such a systern but: we feel
additional language is needed to insure an orderly and timely
process for resolving these differences. Perhaps this also could be-
explained further by OE.
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Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear-today. I will be happy to respond to questions at your convenience.
Mr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Ho lee.
How long have you been at. Purdue?
Mr. HOLEC. I have been at Purdue for 7 years.
Mr. BAILEY. That is a fine football team you have.
Mr. HOLEC. We think so, too_ We are looking forward to the Rose

Bowl this year.
Mr. BAILEY. Michigan might. get in your way.
Mr. libt.F.c. Well, no comments there. [Laughter.]
Mr. BAILEY. Joel 1"icker. I am looking forward to this, Joel.-

STATEMENT OF JOEL PACKER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION-

Mr. PACKER. I will- try to make it worthwhile. I would like tothank you for the opportunity to be here today.
- Before I review, my comments, I just want to mention thatappeared before this subcommittee ,on May 16 and presented theviews of my association regarding the student-grant programs. Iould refer the subcommittee to that statement)for more detailedmfrmatrnn on our proposals for, modifications in the grant pro-grams.
Looking at what the-administration proposes, perhaps what ismost significant about the recornmendations is not what they haveproposed for change but what they have chosen to ignore. Regard-ing the Basic Grant maximum award, we feel the administrationhas really skirted this issue by not recommending a new higheraward figure.
We are happy they seem io recognize the need for an increase inthe maximum, which has remained at $1,800 since 1976. As theother associations have stated, we also believe it is important for

Congi-ess to set in law a maximum which would serve as a goal towork toward. Without a stated maximum award, it is clear that theAppropriations Committees will find it easier to avoid increases.If you look at the effects of inflation on the original $1,400 grant,a maximum award of $2,400 in fiscal .1981 would be necessary tomaintain the value of that original grant. We would recominend,as"the other dasociations haye, a series of step increases set in lawthat would bring the maximujn in. Ole range of $2,500 by fiscal1985. '
However, while we support'a rise in the maximum Basic Grant,USSA sets as our highest priority the removal, or at a minimum,the inodification of the. half-cost limitation. Not only does the ad-ministration not change this, but the Secretary's testimony, deliv-ered by Fred Bohen does not even-mention this as an issue.

..Without removal of half-cost, over 800,000 low-income students,
generally attending lower cost institutions, would receive no bene-Gt from raising the maximum Basic Grant. These students, affect-ed by half-cost, are not receiving much..other grant aid. Accordingto data from a recent studY performed for the Office of Educationby Applied Management Sciences, only 10 percent of the cost ofattendance was met by other grant aid for . students affected byhalf-cost who were attending public 2-year institutions. These stu-
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dents had to make up almost 50 percent of their college costs
through self-help. A

There is no need to once again recite the litany of Arguments in
favor of removing half-cost. We would siMply urge you to take
action to do so. The students affected by half-cost are actually
doubly hurt because of the so-called commuting allowance. Under
current laws, schools must use the actual charges for campus room
and board for detexmining the student's cost. of attendance. HEW
has proposed this be modified so that students can use an average
charge. However, for off-campus students, a national figure of
$1,100 is required. Obv4o<isly, a student cannot pay room and board
for 9 months for only $1,100. -

Most. of the students who are affected by half-cost live off campus
and therefore are affected by this rule. In fact, at 2-year Public
institutions, 96 percent of students affected by half-cost live off
campus. We would recormnend, as NASFAA has done, that cam-
puses have the right, to estimate an average off-campus living
expense for students who live with their parents and a different off
campus living expense for students who are independent.

The next proposal the administration makes is to revise the
method of treating social security and Veterans' Administration
benefits students receive in the determination of their Basic,Grant
award. Again, as has been stated by other groups, this is an inequi-
table proposal and_we would oppose this.

This year, as you know, the President tried to have Congress
completely abolish student social security benefits. The United
States Student Association, along with a broad coalition of groups
called Save Our Security, organized against this proposal and it
was rejected-.

Now the administration is attempting to accomplish through the
back door what it could not do up front. In my testimony there is
some data regarding social security benefits, which I will not read
through right npw. I just want to read one quote from the Social
Security Administration themselves which articulates clearly the
role and purpose of the student social security progr m.

They said, and this was in 1976:
Unfortunately, the student benefit is sometimes misundersto o be a form of aid

rather than a component of family income, despite its name and the requirement
for school attendance. The student benefit program is not a grant, scholarship, loan
or aid program The distinction is fundamental.

Similar arguments could be made regarding the distinction of
veterans benefits as not being student aid in a direct sense. USSA
would urge that the changes proposed by the administration for
considering these other benefits be rejected.

Two changes the administration 'made that we did- like in Basic
Grants are the revision in the language limiting BEOG and SEOG
as well to four academic years, and the new reduction formula for
Basic Grants.. Regarding the time limitation, current law limits
Basic Grants and Supplemental Grants,to 4 years with two specific
exemptions in law: If the course of study normally requires 5 years,
such as an engineering program, or if remedial courses require the
student to go on beyond 4 years.

The new proposeal would allow the institution to determine, due
to individual circumstances, that an_ individual needs an extra
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year. We would urge this proposal be adopted because data showsthat only about 50 percent of students actually complete theirbachelor s degrees in 4 years, and therefore there are many stu-dents who are adversely affected by the current 4-year time limita-tion.,
In addition to these recommendations, I just Ninted to point outseVeral others we have already submitted to you that were notincluded in the HEW bill. These are making Basic Grants a trueentitletnent, treating independent students With dependents thesame as a dependent student's family in calculating "the BasicGrant, directly prorating the award when a student is attendingless than full-tiMe, and reducing the minimum grant from $200 to$100.

got -
Turning to SEOG, first, USSA strongly objects to the removal ofthe trigger for SEOG; as well .as for NDSL and College Work:StUdy.

These triggers as recently as yesterday have served to protect theintegrity of these programs. It was the triggers which were set intolaw that allowed us to work to get the Appropriations Committeeyesterday to agree to fund SEOG and NDSL at the levels of $370million and $286 million as mandated by law, instead of the levelsof $340 million and $220 million as pi-oposed by the President.In fact, we believe that the trigger for SEOG should be changedfrom a 'dollar level to a percentage of Basic Grants, such as 20percent. This will insure that SEOG keeps pace with increases incollego costs and increases in Basic Grants and anis remains aviable program.
We support the administration's proposal to eliminate the dis-tinction between initial year and continuing year grants. We don'tsee any eseful purpose served by this distinction. We also supportthe increase in the yearly and cumulative maximum SEOGamounts to $2,000 per year and $8,000 cumulatively.
We have previously recommended this and think- it is advisabledue to the increases in college costs. However, it is important tonote that unlesS more funds are put in SEQG, simply changing the

maximum award will only'result in some students getting moremoney while others will get less.
Due to the way funds are allocated to campuses, an increasedmaljunum award alone does not raise an institution's need forfunds. Other changes in SEOG supported by USSA include theinclusion of less than hall-time students on a discretionary basis.Representative Weiss has introduced legislation in this area,RR. 4948, which should be given seriolls consideration.
We al o recommend reducing the minimum SEOG award from$200.to 100, revising the State allotment formulas so that they areneed-b sed instead of enrollment drivep and establishing limitedaid fo graduate students.
On'that point, graduate students are particulary hard hit by theadministration's bill since they gain nothing and lose all interestsubsidies for loans. Many low-income stUdents will therefore beforced to incur ever-larger debts to attend graduate school .or notattent at all. We would propose that institutions be given theauthority to, utilize up to 15 percent df their Supplemental Grantfunds for graduate students.

449
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Lastly, turning to State Student Incentive Grants, the adminis-
tration has one majon change here which is `a new formula for
determining the Federal/State match. Currently, the.. Federal Gov-
ernment matches each" State dollar on a hfor-1 basis, provided that
the State does riot reduce its share.,below that which it. was expend-
ing when it first entered the program.

Many of the larger States, such as New York and Pennsylvania,
are vastly overmatched, that is, the State;s:share far excoeds the
Federal share. Therefore, an increabe in their State allotment does
not require them to put in new State dollara They could actually
reduce their State share substantially and still continue to receive
increased Federal dollars.

We think, though, that the administration's proposal goes a bit
too far in trying to remedy this problem. As far as we understand
their formula, they would require that. only new State dollars will
be matched,, Therefore, looking at New York, for instance, which is
the State ,where I come from, New York would lose any 'Federal
funds it gets unless it. matched with brand new State dollars the
Federal funds it. gets.

This seems a somewhat harsh way of penalizing the large, States
and will possibly result in their dropping. out of the program. We
would recommend, instead of the administration language, the es-
tablishment of a rolling base year. This would require States to
match any increase in Federal dollars with new State dollars but
would not penalize them by reducing their Current share if they
chose not'to increase their State share.

We think all of these formulas need to be carefully reviewed so
that. We reach a balance.betwt.en stimulating an increase in State
funding while not unduly penalizing States. We support hem also
the elimination' of the distinction between initial year and contin-
ual year awards. In 'addition, we would recommend, raising the
SS1G maximum to $2,000, including provisions to encourage States
to include part-time students and establishing a second tier to the
program.

This second tier, which would be funded-after the current pro-
gram- was funded at $100 million, would distribute funds only to.
those States which do specified things, such as including part-time
or gkaddate students or allowing portability of grants.

LErstly, as with SEOG, we recommend a revision in the State
allotment formula so that it is based upon aggregate State need.
Overall,- as we stated last week, USSA finds the administration
proposal seriously wanting in the area of grants and urges a 'very
careful examination of the ramifications of its enactment into law.

Thank you for the opportunity ,to be here, and hwould be happy
to answer any questions:

Mr. BAILEY. Thank you very much.
Before we put the administration on the block, I am sure you

will have some questions that you will want to answer and there
will be some additional questions for You.

Mi-. Jeffords, do you have any questions?
Mr. 4EFFORDS. I would prefer to hear from the adMinistration

first.
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Edwards.
Mr. EDWARDS. [Nods negatively.]
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Mr. JEFFORDS. All right. I am sure you fellows have severalthings yoli wish to respond to, so why don't you proceed.Mr. VOIGT. Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to respond in order.I don't know whose order, though.
Mr. BAILEY. Vhy don't you take your choice.
Mr. VOIGT. We do, indeed, have a litany. I think first of all Iwould like to briefly review our proposal that deals with the BasicGrant maximum ceiling. As you know, currently the ceiling is$1,800 minus the family contribution for the student, and that isnot to exceed one-half of the student's costs.
As some of the witnesses have mentioned, we do see a need forincreasing the ceiling. However, we think that that need differsfrom year to year. It. differs by how the cost of education increases.It also differs, I think, by the kind of students and programs thatare eligible to participate.
What we are proposing, Mr. Chairman, is a change in the lawwhich would permit an increase in the ceiling withol, aduallyrequiring a set annual increase and permit an increase in theceiling, basically, based upon need. Should funds not become avail-able to meet that increase in the ceiling, the ceiling would still bethe current $1,800.
The reason we are proposing this is if you require a step increaseeach year and funds are not available, the distribution changesradically. If you have an established ceiling and you do not haveenough money to fu-nd that, the reduction language, which .we arealso proposing to change and make more equitable, comes intoplay.
And that reduction language does have serious steps in it whichcause some equities between students.: In addition when the reduc-tion language comes into play, it does eliminate under any reduc-tion language a lot of the stridents who would be eligible at fullfunding.
We think that our approach would allow the increde of theceiling, would encourage an increase.in the ceiling without havingsome of the serious inequities if that ceiling is not. increased be-'cause of insufficient funding. Basically, that is.otir theory. It doespermit the increase of the ceiling and does not automatically, iffunds are not there, cause the implementation of the reductionlanguage that is in the bill.

`Mr. tiEFFORDS. May I inquire?
[Mr. Bailey nods affirmatively.]
Mr. JEFFORDS. The problem that concerns me with that particu-lar approach is that what you are doing is really taking away fromthis committee the responsibility of establishing what the particu-lar standard ought to be for the BEOG and relegating that to theAppropriations Committee. I think that that is.unfair and unrealis-tic in this sense. They are going-to be looking at that $1,800 ceilingand saying that is what has been set, and that'is what we ought tofollow and that is what we will appropriate on.
Basically, it seems to me it is up to this committee to determinewhat the standard o klit to be for the Appropriations committee touse to measure pather than to leave it up to the Appropriations ACommittee. Th are looking for standards': If they have the $1,800ceiling, still in there, that is the drie they are going 'to go by.

4
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Let's be practical. I can't help but think that this was a better
way to get aroundit sounds like an 0M13 proposal to me to cast
the burden upon the Appropriations Committee in Congress rather
than having to face up to the need to appropriate more money in
order to keep this program funded at an appropriate level.

Let me ask you. Did OMB have any input into this little gim-
mick?

Mr. VOIGT. As I remember, Mr.4effords, they did not:.The prob-
lem we have now is that we have a .ceiling, like we had a $1,800
ceiling, in the 1978-79 year, but because of insufficient funding, the
maximum award wat only $1,600. I don't think, at least in our
.view, that this proposal would in 'any significant way change(the
amount of influence that this .committee and the authorizing om-
mittees have with the .Apprepriations Committees, and I think it
does, if that is indeed true, permit the increase of the ceiling.

Mr. O'KEEFE. If I could speak to this issUe, there have been a
genei-al-number of comments that suggest that some of our propos-
als are a rollback on our commitment to the middle income intitia-
tive; that they are a rollback on the commitment of the administra-
tion of funding these programs. I think that is highly inaccurate.

I think that that is a construction that neither the facts of the
past several years of appropriation re4uests for Basic Grant pro-
aims froM the administration :nor our actions in funding the
oither student-aid programs,, nor; in fact, the increases that are
inherent in our loan proposal would support.

Our intention in setting the maxiMurn at a floating level is to
remove what we have perceived, as the unreality of setting some-
thing in law that .we then cannot fund in a given year. And then
we get into the kind of discussion that suggests that there was a
quasi-entitlement that existed that we did not fund.

The administration does not support turning BEOGs into an
entitlement program. The administration does Jupport regular in-
creases in the maximum tp take account of iticreased costs and
inadequate funding of BEOGs. We feel the best way of accomplish-
ing this is to have a maximum 'which is simply established annual-
ly in the administration's budget proposal and in the appropri-
atipns process. fo

I fully understand the logic or what you say about setting some
standards or some markposts in the legislation. But it`has been or
position that we would prefer to see that maximum floating.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Are,you prepared to tell me that OMB is ready to
.recommend next year stiffielent appropriations to cover an increase
in the BEOG maXimum so that it will represerit inflationary in-
creases?

Mr. O'KEEFE. I would like to be able to make a firm commitment
for the administration to do that. We are not at the point in
developing our fiscal 1981 budget to be able to know that as a fact.
We are still in the midst of allocating the initial amount of money
allocated to us by OMB Within HEW. ..

It is strongly the intention that if at all possible, 'we would do
that. I cannot commit that we would.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Who is going So determine if at all possible?-
Mr. O'KEEFE. HEW will Make the first determination in 'allocat-

ing the budget ceiling that has been given for fiscal 1981 among
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the various programs, and then in debate with the Offite of Man-agement and Budget and .,with the. President through the fall andearly winter.
Mr. JEFFORDS. I.amdisturbed by that. philosophy. Do 3rouvlitive afigure, if you use the' year that the $1,800 ceiling was set, as towhat the maximum ought tn be, that is,taking into considerationfirst, inflation, and second, if it is different, the increase ih the costof education.
Mr. Voim. No, Mr. Jeffords. We have no figures right. now. It.,ranges roughly, if you take the program from its beginning, theacademic year of 1973, and whether you do it by inflation or bycost, of education, there is a difference in terms of the increases.But tht;rfigures range from roughly $2,200 to $2,400, as was men-tioned here, by 1981.
But it should be noted al,$o that since :the beginning of theprogram, these maximum ceilings were not funded for a number ofybarS. I think in the first year, the Maximum award was somethinglike $450, which then went to $1,000,.'and eventually to $1,400 and$1,600, and rioW we are at $1,800. .
So the program itself .was not ,fully funded every year.Mr. O'KEEFE, The actual growth in the maximum, the actualappropriated maximUm, has grown at a rate, which has exceededthe rate of increase in tuition and fee expenditures. In other words,the amount each year of' the increase as it has gone ovot theexistence of this program has been greater than the oate of in-crease of costs.
Mr. PAcKi.x...But that is only because the first couple..of years it:was so severely underfunded that it Was not funded to the levelCongress intended.
Mr, O'KF.EFE. Even once it got up to the $400, it had still beengrowing at a rate to keep pace with increasing costs.
Mr. JEFFORDS. For how many years? .Has it done that in the last2 years?
Mr. VOIGT. In the last 2 years it wentwell,.in the last 3 yearsfrom $1,400 to $1,600 to $1,800. That is the maximuni award, notthe ceiling. The ceiling went just to $1,400 from $1,800. It waschanged in the 1976 amendments from $1,400 to $1,800.
Mr.. HOLM. If I _could interject something, sir,. I think,it is impor-tant to recognize that if you keep the Ceiling where it is at, say$1,800 or any other level, that: the way the formula works fordetermining the eligibility, students actually fall out of the pro-gram even thengh their financial circumstances do not change at
Inflation is not fully recognized in terms of that particular for-mula, so if you have $1,800 ceiling this year, a student might beeligible. If you have that Same $1,800 ceilinglhe next year, theaudent's family circumstances have not changed but they couldbecome ineligible because.of the inflation affecting them.Mr. JEFFORDS, Is there any regular way of determining or isthere a regulatory way by Which the cost of education is deter-mined?
Mr. VoluT. For the Basic Grant program, Mr. Jeffords?
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Mr. JEFFORDS. No not for the Basic Grant,program. I mean if we
are trying to measure the increase in the cost of education, how is
that determined? How do you make that figure?

Mr.' VOIGT, Basically on the bAis of surveys, conducted by the
Office of Education and private organizations. The College Scholar-
ship Service does an annual survey on the cost of education.

Mr. JEFFORDS. The-administration recommended that the present
figures fqr SEOG, NDSL and CWS be eliminated, again allowing
the appropriations to set the policy. What is the rationale for that?
Is it the same?

Mr. VOICT. Basically, again, we think that these programs and
funding for these programs%should be done ori the basis of need. We
think in some cases the triggers are artificial minimums or
mums, minimums as the case may 'be. I think you know if you look

-at, as Mike O'Keefe incticated, our historLn terms Of requesting
funds for these programs, I think we by at large have exceeded
the triggers and certainly supported these funding levels through
the Middle Income Student Assistance bill.

We believe that that kind of flexibility should be there. You
should not have these artificial triggers in the prograQ:

Mr_ JEFFORDS. Is your recommended appropriation level less than
the trigger dmount this year?

Mr. Voicvr. This year in two cases it is.
. Mr. PACKER. If I could, since Basic Grants .was enaCted, all of the
administrations, not just this current administration, have consist-
ently, recommended less than the trigger levels for the programs,
almost year after year. Previous admiOstrations tried to complete-
ly eliminate .funding for SEOG and NDSL tim after time, and the
current administration this year recommended less than the trig-
ger levels.

In the President's . first budget' in fiscal 1978, he recommended
below the trigger levels _for some of the programs. So I think here
that there cannot 'be mid, any argumei4 that the trigger levels
have worked to not just increase, buf to maintain the very exist- '
ence of these programs. And I think that is a really high, priority,
if not to expand the level of the trigger, to at least maintain it at
its current level.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Why don't you continue?
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Edwards, do,,you have any questions?
Mr. EDWARDS. I don't have any questions. I would like to just

mfike an observation that I very seldom find myself in a position of
being complimentary, to this administration, but I feel that some of
the things the administration representatives are saying are valid.
I think we har a tendency, when we establish a program and that
program is based on helping people in need, that after a while we
do tend to move toward' entitlement procedures Vrtth automatic
increases whether needed or not.'
' While I hope thaVwe continue to operate programs like this and
to fund them as much.as we .are Ale to do ,to try a/Increase the
kind of eduqation, the quality of education available to students, I
think it is good to seesoine people at least trying to hold the line.
against letting programs automatically move into ap entitlement
mode, and I appreciate that.

W. BAILEY. Thank you.
tek
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Does anycpe else-on the panel want to respond to what has been.,discussed'?
Mr. O'KEEFE. I would like to comment, Mr. Chairman, if I could,a little bit on our proposal for the reduction schedule, for thechange in the reduction schedule in BEOG. I think there is possibly

some misunderstanding of what it is.
First of all, the reduction schedule is not applied after the half-cost rule. It is applied before the balf-cost rule in the currentlegislation and in our proposal.
Second, the proposal that we make for the reduction schedule is

°a very modest change in what is in the law currently. And thepurpose of it is to eliminate what we regard as discrepancies in the,
curtent reduction formula. Currently, the reduction formula hassteps in it so that if a student is one side of that step, he might geta reduction of several hundred dollars. If he is on thecpther .aide ofthat step by,,$5 Basic Grant, he will get substantially smallerreductions i his grant. So that there is a discontiniiity; as it were,in the reduction.

What our proposed reduction schedule language does is simplymake that uniform. It does not change the direction of the reduc-tions. It does D:ot change the protection of the student who isreceiving the lirgest grants. Under the current reduction formula,if you receive betv1Teen $1,600 find $1,800, you do not get reduced atatl.
We would not propose changijig that. All we would do in thatproposed reduction language, which I think is a very simple changebut I think is an important one, is to smooth out that reduction

schedule so that it is uniform, so that there are not those discontin-
uities in the reduction language.f So it really is very similar to current reduction language. Wewill be presenting some tables for the committee to look at indicat-ing how it does, in fact, operate, but basiCally it is the same.Peter, do you want to comment further?

Mr. VOIGT. I think the next item I would like to discuss, and Ith-iink it may take some time, is what is obviously a ,hot question,the question on the half-cost prvisions. Let me back up just amoment and indicate that in looking at the half-cost provision, youhave to look at the program as a whole, the fact that there is aceiling from which you then substract the family contribution, andthcm only at the end when the student's award is determined doesthe half-cost provisioh come into play.
In other word§,, a student with a zero family cq.ntribution, amaximum grant eligible student, going to a school that costs'morethan $3,600, regardless of what that student's need is, if it is $7,000,cannot get more than $1,800 in awards, whereas the students, asthey go to lower cost schools, do then tend to take reductions intheir awards.
The theory -behind this is the program cs. basically based uponneed, and I think the philosophy is that you try to meet within the-\ceiling roughly the e level -of need for students regardless ofwhat type' of school y attend. Frankly, the way the half-cost

provision works now 1 that for a large portion of students going tolow-cost schools, they are even under the current formula getting

4
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more of their need met than a student going to a higher cost
institution, and I thank that is just the way the formula operates.

I think eliminating the reduction formula would tend to struc-
ture the program so that students going to low-cost schools end up
having an increasingly larger portion of their cost of education
met, whereas students in higher cost institutions really are not
affected. Alley still take tKiie-fairly high reductions.

Remember, too, we are talking about the low-income students in
all kinds of institutions. I think one of the things the half-cost
provision does do is, to some extent at least, make the Basic Grant
program neutral to .the type of rnstitution they intend. It does not
favor one kind of school substantially over another, unless you
really are talking about. the higher cost. schools which are affected
by the $1,800 ceiling, costs which are higher than $3,600.

We debated long and hard about what changes might betrimde in
the half-cost provisions or the cost limitation, and obviouly, the
changes are endless.And each one of these changes has some
impact on how funds going to students are distributed among
schools.

Many of these changes, obviously, have in our view negative
impact. And as long as you view this program as a need-based
program trying to meet a portion of the student's need, we feel at
the moment the hall-cost,provision is the best way to handle it and
is the most rational approach unless you go to a program that, has
no.ceiling antl funds everyone and provides them all with a free
posthecondary education.

And obviously, that is not in the cards. I should also note that
changing the half-cost 'provision has some very serious budgetary
impacts, major budgetary impacts, and as a result, given the equi-
ties and given the budget nature of the problem, we do not feel
that a change in the half-cost Provision is warranted ai this point.

Mr. O'KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, could I add to that a- little bit, I
would suggest two considerations in looking at the half-cost rule.
First, you as a committee as you review this should look at the
actual effects on a given student. You should look at some sample
illustrations of,what elimination of the half-cost rule would mean.

Let me give you a cwple of examples and show you why we are
concerned about the siMple and direct elimination of the half-cost
rule. For a student with a relatively low idcome, say a family
income of about. $7,000, who is attending a school that has zero
tuition, that student currently receives a Basic Education OpportuT
nity Granrof about $750.

Now, that. is zero tuition and fees at that inAitution. SimPle
elimination of the half-cost rule would double that BEOG. In other
words, there would be an increase of $750 a year for that student
going to a .1,ero-tuition institution. For a student who is attending
an institution that has a tuition level of about $400, which is
certainly in the range of what many, many public colleges or 2-
year colleges have, that student is receiving a grant of $950 and
would receive an additional $850 per year with the elimination of
tche half-cost rule.

Even up a higher income level or a more middle-income level, to
wit, a family income level of $13,000, attending that school with u

\ tuition of $400 a year, that student receives ,a grant of about $950
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and would receive a $350 increase in the Basic Grant with the
elimination of the half-cost rule.

We feel these are very .significant increases for students whose
-major Costs are associated with living costs, which in most in-
stance& are costs of living at home; which -are costs the family has
been bearing through the elementary and secondary and "high
school years and which should not be covered by this program t.o
the extent that the elimination of half-cost rule would do it.

The second consideration % would suggest to you is elimination of
the half-cost rule would alter the Basic Grant program in such a
fashion that to us we would have concern, with the potential
inflationary effect of that program. Eliminating the half-cost rule
would mean that. for any student whose cost. of education was up to$1,800 or up to whatever the maximum was for that rear, that if
that institution increased tuition, the full increase would be borne
by the Basic Grant program.-.

None of that increase would be borne by the student.. That is to
.;ziy, an institution that is charging, say, that 4111t) tuition could
increase that tuition another $100 a year, and without the half-cost
rule, that WO increase would he absorbed by Basic Grants, not bythe student, the parent, or anyone else close to that situation.

Our concern is that by making that. change in Basic Grants, you
would produce a tremendous incentive fin- the low-cost institutions
to raise their tuition so that the total cost of education would be upto that $1,800 level, since none of that increase in cost would be
seen by the student or the Tarent, who would be the logical one to
object to a tuition increase.

So I recommend to you those two considerations: (a) that elimi
Lion of the half-cost eule means a very substantial increase in
13EOG for certain kids, and tb) that it will alter the Basic Grant
program so that it does have an inflationary effect for low-costinstitutions.

Dr_ HAMILTON. May I respond to that?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes; you certainly can. But I don't think this is a

good time to do so. We are going to have to break now to go overfor a very important. vote. We must all go over there. I am going to
suspend the subcommittee's proceedings here for, let u^ay, 15
minutes, but I will call over in case we bump into a problem. We
may. have to stay over there. I am not sure. We have an important
matter right now.

So prepalre your answer_
[Brief recess.]
Mr. BAILEY [presiding-1_ The subcommittee tvill come to order.
When we recessed, I believe Dr. Hamilton was getting ready to: make a strong remark.
Dr. FlAmturoN: Actually, some clarifications for the record, Mr.

Chairman.
Firsf of all, I think it. important to realize that our need-based,

formula is not °need related hut is tuition sensitive. That is a verygreat distinction.
Second, 25 perccnt of the college.students in this country whoattend communit and -junior colleges live, in California wherethere is zero tuition. These students are living at home but they
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are not children. The average age in community and junior colleges
is 30. Over two-thirds of the students attend on a part-time basis.

It is irresponsible to say that community and junior colleges

would automatically increase their tuition because of some kind of
Federal playing with any kind of student-aid program. In fact, if
one.were to look at our sector realistically, you would find it is the
most nonresponsive sector to Federal policy initiatives of any sec-
tor ia postsecondary education. [Laughter.]

In fact, regardless of what the Federal Government would do,,

create a market for higher education or the like, our institutions
are still committed to low tuitions, to equal opportunity for their
students, and for student access.

Even after proposition 13, not one institution in California has
raised tuition, and I don't. foresee any of them getting to charging
tuition. Howe.ver, tuition is the least. important indicator of what
true financial cost of attendance is for community and junior col-
lege students.

As 1mentioned before in my testimony, transportation costs are
outrageous for commuting students, and many of our students,
because they. are older, do not live with their families. They them-
selves haye families. They are parents already. They have costs to
compl.y with for their children, and the like, and they, need child
care. they need to be helped with transportation costs to attend
school_

We are also talking about a Federal policy which should not be

looked at totally apart from the actions of other committees, in

fact, other subcommittees of this very committee. The committee
dealing with CETA authorizes money for the .CETA programs
'which are incredibly .important -to community and junior colleges.
It is rather ironic that there are, for instance, low-income secretar-
ies at community colleges who can only attend on a halftime or a
one-course basis because they have jobs and family responsibilities
and so forth and yet they can be completely ineligible for all
Federal student aid. Yet, if they lose their jobs, these low-income
office workers could become CETA students at the same communi-
ty colleges and receive up to $7,000 or $8,000 ,in aid.

Now, in terms of the Basic Grant program\ and the one-half cost
rule, thelnequity is not among institutions Which are public and
private but among students of varying income levels who attend
the same institution, and that should be understood.-

If you have a student Who has zero family contribution, that
8-tudent receives no more aid than a student who has maybe $500,
$600 dr $700, family contributipn attending the same institution.
That is the inequity, and that is the part. that the administration's
program does not address.

Anyway. I think those are the major parts ocmy address, and I
would answer any other questions.

[Mr. Bailey indicating.]
Mr. ROSCHwALB. I seem to be destined to follow Dr. Hamilton

this morning. I would like to say I concur and would add a couple

of Observations.
First, the administration's concerns about the responses of insti-

tutions to Federal initiatives, again, as much of their proposal is
inconsistent. They are, after all, talking about changing loan pro-

,
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grams, removing 3-percent loan programs;- putting a great deal
more burden on students but guaranteeing available dollars.

They assume, although, it will not happen either, that institu-tions would autornaticAlly respond in kind. That is not how tuitions
are deterMined. They are not determined that way by public insti-
tutions, and -private institutions likelkise do .not immediately re-spond. There rimy be a given institution here and there that would
do so. But that is a strawman.

Another strawman is set up.'We heard in -the administration's
remarks the word -elimination." I am aware that two of the people
at this panel talked about eliminating half-cost., but I would like to
note that a modification of half-costs would go a long way in equity
because .at the very top is where you have your problem.
I Merely changing from 50 percent. t.o 66 percent, a 16 percent
change, which would involVe about, $120 million,- would go a long
way toward removing 'the inequity. We do not have to eliminate,
and of course the costs would- he less as would the problems that.we referred to, although I don't think they would occur, neverthe-
less they would certainly be less.

I think we must talk about real situations. I have the privilege ofworking for 16 traditionally black 'colleges, the so-calkd..1890 land
grant institutions. Their avergge cost. of attending school, and that
is the total cost., is about $2,200. It is not an accident that it isabout 30 percent less than comparable institutions in the State,and their State legislatures worry about that.

The kids who go to those schools are kids wile come from very,
very indigent families. Right. now they have to provide ithout a$1,000 to a $1,200 of self-help after they get their BEOG becausethe BEOG cannot be more than half of that. The schools getremarkably little other funds. When they get SEOG money, theyfind that, they do not give it as a supplement to the BEOG.program
but they do give it to other kids who are equally, needy. These arethe kids we are talking about, the kids and the families who arebeing unfairly treated by the half cost. A modification 9f it wouldgo a long way.

Mr. PACKER. I have two quick points because Mr. Rosch alb andDr. Hamilton covered most of what. we would agree with. First, Mr.O'Keefe claims that if we eliminate the half cost, it would be agreat incentive for institutiops to raie,e tuition. I would disagreewith that.
First of all, 50.percent of students who receive Basic Grants noware not affected by the half cost rule, so they 'would receive no

increased award there. And if tuitions rc increased, they 'wouldhave to bear the brunt of that as well .a.§ the 50 percent of college
students in total who do not get Basic Grants at all and would haveto bear the brunt. of any increase in tuition.

So that while some students perhaps would not be "hurt" asmuch, I don't think institptions -would be ve.ry likely to raise tu-ition solely in response to this change, because 75 percent of thestudents across the country would not be covered by that andwould have to bear the brunt of tuition increases. And as Mr.Roschwalb pointed out, if anything is going to be an incentive toincreased tuition, it. is a proposal to entitle students to a loan up to

I - 4 1 5-,9
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their full needs so that as tutition rises, need rises, and the Federal
Government steps in to meet that gap for everyone.

I think that would be more of an incentive for institutions to
raise tuition .than removirrig the half cost. or, as pointed out, possi-
bly modifying it and making t 60 percent, 70 percent, 75 percent,
something which would be, Perhaps, acceptable to the different
sectors_

The other last. quick point I have is from material apt. has been
put together by the Americalt Council on Education based upon the
applied management science study I mentioned in my tedimony. It
might be helpful to insert, some of the tables in the record.-

5

They-show that, looking at students at 2-year public institutions
who are affected:by half cost, 47 percent. of their college cost is met
through self-helP, jobs, leans or some other form of assistance other
tlian contributiont trom their familY -andcontributions from
grants.

If you look then, though, at. students, let'say at 4-year priVate
colleges, whole awards, weTe not reduced by half cost, they had to
meet -II percent of their total-costs through self-help. So the lower
income students going to the lower cost schools are facing a higher
percentage of self-help. They are bearing more of the cost of college
themselves and they"are not getting a free ride..

I think the_figures-would show that-thky are the ones who are
most adversely affected by the current system.

Di-. HAMILTON. I have two more points I just remembered if I
could just add them on. I thinit, also, it. is _not correct to say that
modifying or eliminat,ing the half cost factOr would be an extreme-
lydifficult thing for the Federftl Treasury.

When you look at -What..4 is going to cost to implement the loan_
'program that. this administrAtion- would create, which would allow
higher and higher income people to-have 'very low-cost loans, I
thtnk you have to put the cost factor of eliminating half cost in
perspective to what. one is really trying to accomplish in your total
package here.

I do agree with Mr. Packer in this comments.
Mr. GOSSENS. Mr. Chairman, this is One of those issues where we

applaud the administration for not making recommendations to
change the statute,, where there is no real need to change- the
statute. We have asked before this committee and have-asked oar
colleagues in the Association to show 9s real data from last year
that some students are, 111 fact, being affected by half Cost: And if
they are being affected by half cost, that the effects of half cost can
be met by the other grant programs, Supplemental Grants or other
need:based assistance programs.

We are talking about the lowest.income kids at the/lowest cost
institutions. Preskmably, they are,a11,eligible for neeol,based assist-
ance.

A41 Far as the programs not bang need based bet being tuition
based, tuition is a factor in determining how much'you need t pay
for your college education. And we believe.that it rightfully should
be,

Mr. How. I think we cannot. look at the half-cost provision in
and of itself. I think one-of the very key oleinent8,of it is the cost of
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-/ education. if you are taking one-half of something, you must define
what that one-half is, and that is the cost of education.-

The Basic- Grant program regulations have very specificallowances which arc provided to students in determining that
cost. The administration has proposed moving away from actual to
average tuition and fees and average room and board costs on a
campus, and that solves a major problem of the administration of
the progrwris, trying to determine dile exact number of credits astudent is going to take if they charge on a per-credit basis or tryto determine in advance the exact residence halls and the specific
room they are going to be in. The charge varies by the room and
meal plan the student is under. That will solve those problems:

But at the same time, it does not address some of the other,
inequities which are in the cost of education. Under the current
definition, a student is alloWed $1,100 for .room and board. That
same figure was used when the program first started in 1973-74, so
we allow today for purposes of determining the cost of education
the same amount we did 6 years ago, $1,100. That certainly does
not reflect any inflation that has taken place since then.

Let me give you a specific exam* at my own 'institution. A
student is living.off canipus. We have to use that $1,100 room-and-
board allowance. There is a standard $400 miccellaneous allowance
to cover books, supplies, personal expenses, transportation. It hard-ly stretches that far, but it is intended to cover all of that plus
tuition, which was about $900. So that is a total Basic Grant cost; of

: education as defined as $2,400.
It realistically costs that student about $3,50, we estimate, for

this next year to go to school, but that $2,400 sets the maximum
, Basic Grant at $1,200, compared to a total real cost to the student

of $3,550.
.So the point I want to make is not one side or another of the

half-cost issue, but. rather that the cost of education needs to be
addressed and we need to realistically set what it really does cost astudent to go- to school. And we have made recommendations inthat regard to try to address that issue and clear up the inequities'
created because_of that situation.

Mr. B?.EY. A brief rebuttal, if desired.
Mr. 0 KEEFE. Has there been a fire drill we have not been

alerted to. [Laughter.]
Mr. VOIGT. Briefly, I think we are dealing with a number of

issues here regarding the cost of education. Actually, the BasicGrant pregram as well as the other programs as a whole, I thinkwe must look at this issne in light of all of the other programs.
To begin with, I think the half-cost or half-need or whatever you

want .to call it issue is really based in some measure on a policy..,decision on how much of the student's need or cost should be met
by the Federal Government. I think that is one part of it. If youwant to use the Basic Grant prograM to meet 50 percent, 60 per-cent, whatever the:percentage of cost you.want to meet, that is oneof the issues and, I think, one of the policy decisions which must be
decided.

I think that may be, possibly, underlying at least a portion of the
whole discussiOn.

4 6i.)
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Second, when we look at the'inequities that exist among vaiious
cost levels of institutions, there are inequities. And as Ms. Hamil-
ton pointed out, a student going to a low-cost school, one student
having zero family contribution and a very low income, and an-
other student having, say, a $1,000 family contribution, sort of
middle income, -may indeed get the same award as a result. of the
half-cost provision:

However, by increasing that percentage to 50, 60, 70, whatever
the percent, you actually exacerbate that situation. You do not
improve it. You in fact have the opposite effect. I think if we look
at the program as a program .Of need, trying to meet a portion of
the student's need, then it seems to be sensible to stay at 50
percent in light of all the other inequities that might be created by
changing the formula, by making it so that students going to
certain types of institutions are more inclined to do so simply
because they have a larger share of their costs met at:that kind of
school.

I think that is one of the objectiVes of th program. We are
looking at students, not at ,institutions. l think also in terms of the
question of the cost of education, I think that is one that is a
regulatory issup, and we did at one point early on in the program
propose to change these cost of education levels.

When we first established it, we got a tremendous amount of
negative feedback saying they are too levy_ We then increased them
and got a tremendous amount of inp that they were too high
from certain kinds of institutions in dif erent parts of the country.

Admittedly, they have not kept j5acq with inflation; but ati the
same time, there are a number of pr ssures on the prograim to
make changes, all of which cost mone , and we are talking about
going to less than half-time students. We are talking about chapges
in half costs. We are talking about all kinds of recommended
changes, all of which are tremendously expensive.

I think we have had to weigh, in terms of making changes in the
cost of education, all of these other kinds of in sonic cases inequi-
ties or program changes that netTled' to be made that cost a tre-
mendous aniount of money. As I said, we are looking at the cost of
education, but it is a regulatory and not a legislative issue in the
case of the basic grant program.

Finally, I think in terms of the impact of changes in the half-cost
rule on the tuition levels of schools, I think that can be a real
impact. Because of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act, we
are suddenly in the position of aiding a much, much larger portion
of the total student populatiou in postsecondary edi-ication.

I think before these changes, we had roughly about 36 percent of
all the students in postsecondary education on assistance. That
percentage has gone up substantially, and as a result, there is
decreased pressure on the part of institutions because a smaller
portion of their student body is not. on student financial aitl.

There is decreased pressure against tuition increases as a result
of this Middle-Incojne Student Assistance Act. Admittedly, the
changes we are proposing in the 18an program which will make a
substantial amount of additional loan money available to low in-.
come and needy students mAy have an impact. flowever, loans are
obviously not nearly as favored by students as grants.
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As a result, we don't think that. the loan program changes willhave in any way the same kind of effect. of eliminating a pressureon the school as a half-cost. change might t.o keep tuitions down.
Mr. BAILEY. Dr. Hamilton, did you have one point?
Dr. HAMILTON. Mr. Voigt is incorrect when he talks about in-

,

creasing the provision in the BEOG program, having it exacerbatethe problem, as he says. Right now if you have a middle-incomestudent at a community college where the cost of attendance iswell less than $3,600, that student maAhave a family, contributiowof $1,000 or $1,200, and the BEOG -grant is set now at $1,800.If you subtract the family contribution- from the BEOG grant, itleaves an award of something like $600. That student. would not beaffected by any change of 60 percent or whatever because that isall that that student is entitled to because their family contribu-tion is so large.
So it is not even related to the percentage or the cost in theformula. The only people who would be hclped would be peoplewho actually have little to nd family contribut-ton, and they wouldbe indeed helped, by increasing that limit in the BEOG program ashigh as we can get it.
Mr. VOIGT. That is, by the way, a very large percentage of the

total basic grant population, and it also varies by type of institu-tion and tuition level. I think by and large I am correct.
Mr. BAILEY. Any further comments? .
Mr. ROSCHWALB. I BM not sure if Mr. Voigt mentioned the lessthan half-time student as an expensive program.
Mr. VOIGT. As one of the many pressures on the program thatwould have budgetary impact; yes.
Mr. ROSCHWALB. I am not sure what he means, precisely, but theproposal that was made by various associations and the bill thatMr. Weiss has introduced does not cost a nickel above what theappropriation committees determine to put in. Down the line 10years hence or 5 years hence, it may become obvious that moremoney should go into that program to take care of that group ofstudents more'equitably, but there is no budgetary implication forthe fdr#seeable future, in the authorization of this bill, which is a4-year'or 5-year period.
One other point. We would be happy to submit for the'record acorrection of Mr. Gossens' assertion. lie said that his organizationbelieves that -there is an ample amount of funds other ,than theBEOGS program to supplement the half-cost restriction. We havedata and will be happy to send it. in lbr the record to indicate.that'the .amount of- dollars for students getting BEOGS o er thanBEOGS is remarkably little! I think some of that y was re-ferred to by Mr. Packer earlier today.
There are no extra dollars. The kids are ,not getting more mOney.They have to find it on theit own.
Mr. GOSSENS, Mr. Chairman, we would -assert that that is aproblem at the delivery end Avith the particular institution whichdoes not choose to use the other sources of. aid available, and.,it isnot 'a problem with the statute- so that you wrpuld want, to go'throtigh the imMense Pgoblerns,that would be caused by changing.the half-cost. peovision.
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Mr. ROSCHWALB. I don't know if Mr. Gossens is proposing that
the disproportionate amount of SEM now going to independent
institutions because they are more expensive, and rightfully so,
should be shifted to jimior colleges ancVothers to take care of the
fact the money that is approeriated for SEOG, for example, is used
up every year:And if more SEOG money is available to people for
kids going to school who are cut back on their, aid by half-cost, it
has got to come from somewhere.

Now, we would be perfectly delighted to- have it come from
additional ,appropriations, but as of now, if that money had not.
gone to the students at independent institutions, it would have
gone somewhere else, and I don't think you are proposing that kind
of a shift.

Mr. GOSSENS. If we are going to go into a debate here, based upon
our Student Aid Recipient Data-Bank----

Mr. BAILEY. We have about 8 minutes to fipish it up. -

Mr. GOSSENS. I will speak fast.. Based upon our Student Aid
Recipient Data Bank, results of actual student, participation in
student aid programs last year in the-independent sector for all
undergraduate aid recipients who were dependents, the participa-
tion was 21.4 percent of SEOG funds.

We don't know where the other 79 percent is, but. it has got to be
in other sectors otherthan the independent. sector. We don't think
there would be a significant shift of funds.

Mr. ROSCHWALB. Do you have a figure, again, that the independ-
ent sector received how much last. year out of t.he total appropri-
ations?

Mr. GOSSENS. 21.4.
Mr. RoscnwALs. I wonder if our colleagues from the administra-

tion could verify that that is correct.. Our figurer are closer to 40
percent.

Voim, We will take a look. I don't have the data with me,
but we will take a look.

Mr..PACKEIV I think it is more like 43 percent.
Dr. HArvi11A0N. And they educate 15 percent of the undergrad-

uates in the independent sector.
Mr. ROSCHWALB. Incidentally, we are not suggesting that be

modified. We Concur that this numerically disproportionate distri-
bution as we understand it makes a great deal of sense considering
the additional cost. for students going to independent institutions.

The point I was trying to make was that all of the money in the
program is exhausted and, there is no extra money around for kids
who are cut off by the half-cost provision. That is the point.

Mr. Voic.r. Let me make a brief point, Mr. Chairman. We may be
-conjecturing-in same part in that the impact of the Middleincome
Student Assistance 'Act. will only occur at tfie .beginning of this
academic year, this fall.

I don't think any of us really know how much ',,unmet student
need there is when you take' into .account the faiHy subsamtial
increases in Basic Grants and the fact that both SEOG and.work
study were substantially increased for the 1979 academic. year.

So what may have been the situation in the past several years
.about'. a luge- portion of unmet need in all kinds of schools, that,
-portion may be substantially roctuced. So when you .1Ook at th9,
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programs as a whole in light of the halficost provision, that might
have changed. . .

. .

Mr. BAILEY. Are the-re any other finalfparting comments or opin-
ions?

,

Mr. Iloix.c.. I wonder if we could ask for _further explanation in
the SEOG program relating to the removal or statement of purposeag to What is intended by the administration by removal-of the
pfuvisions in there specifying that it can only meet one-half .of the
student's need and the student be of exceptional financial need.

Gould you amplify as to what is intended by the administration
-

for the use of 'that program?
.

Mr. VOIGT. I think basically the intent here is to liberalize the
way that institutions can allocate funds and remove the matching
provision and fit it, I think, more neatly into the whole packaging
concepts that different institutions may have. That. was a primary
incentive. Put the SEOG program on the same basis as the other
need-based programs and allow at the institutional level discretion
to meet the needs as they see fit.

In other words, it does provide considerably more freedom at the
institntional level to award SEOG funds. Does that--

Mr. HOLEC. You are not necessari,ly intending, then, that Ole
program should be used t.o provide choice versus access.

Mr. VOIGT. Indeed not.
Mr. flohEc. You want t.o leave that question totally up to the

i nstitution?
Mr. Voic.r. Yes_
Mr. HOLEC. I wonder. You built into the loan programsand I

realize this is a discussion for another daya self-help requirement
of $700 in order for a student, to receive the basic loan. -4Mr. VOIGT. Right.

Air. HOLEC. There is no similar provision in the SEOG program.'
Mr. VOIGT. That is right.
Mr. HOLEC. That would therefore'permit a student's need, say if

it were whatever, to be fully met between.Basic Grant and SEOG.
But yet, if you wanted to use a basic loan, you could be-prohibited
from doing that. Could you explain that apparent-L

Mr. VOIGT. That, I think, could and in part happened. It is also
governed, I think, by the availability of funds under SEOG, partku-
larly at given campuses. And we Chit k that by and large, giverine
way need analysis operates to begin -th; there is a self-help expec-tation in need analysis already. As a i sult, we.cion't,really think,there will be a major shift in packaging hilosoPhy at the institu-tional level. .1.

I think there could be instant:6s wtere fo individual students achange 'like that might be very desirable, pa -ticularly in the first'or second year of their education. But I thin',..by and, large, the
whole packaging philosqphy is well-eAablished at;tke institutional

'. level, building in already a,Self-help.coMpohent, whseh FthinIcwe
4ire just trying to replorci? and":encouyage. ,..N.,

Mr.. 1,1A.uxy." All- right. Let me 'on beh'alf. Of the.sul:;\66 imittee

giving t he divergeme fif View's: 1 wouldiike lo. cOmpliment yo Ali

chaieman.,*14r. Ford, thank all'O.yOu very muCh for coini and

as A very reasoppble grqup of people and say:that. rapprociat i
.. persoriallY very, mitehrw,cronc0g4 thetestiMonyAvolved-,..and.,:.r . , ..
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hope we have given you a chance to voice your opinions rid place
them on the record. '

The Stibcommittee on Postsecondary Education of the Education
and Labor Committee will stand adjourned un.141 9:30 a.m. tomor-
row morning.

[Whereupon, at 12 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
[Material subMitted for inclusion in the reeord follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TI-IR COALMON OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Suhconnnittee on Posthecondary Education, I,
am Luis F. Solis, Acting National Director of the toalition of Independent College
and University Students (COPUS). It isg pleasure to be sitting before you today to
present COPUS' views on the Administration's reauthorization proposals for Title
IV Grant programs. Though my testimony is brief, I will state completely our views
op those chimges Ao the BEOG, SEOG, SSIG and CWS programs that threaten
independent college students with an uncertain future.

If one word describes accurately the impact of the Administration's recommenda-
tions on existing financial assistance programs, it is "uncertainty." We bear a
conviction that national education policy can follow several different paths in .the
years to come, but that where possible, the guiding principle should be a commit-
ment that guarantees talented, economically disadvantaged students a choice
selecting a postsecondary institution. Implicit in this vision is the need to chart
steady progress toward 014; goal; eliminating inconsistencies in polity where possi-
ble and adding sharpnesa to old rhetoric when it appeuis likely to disappear. The
Administration's proposals represent a mixed bag of blessings. While some proposed
changes would undoubtedly improve the present system of financial assistance,
others introduce uncertainty and confusion in places where the programs would
otherwise have been clear.

That many of the Administration's proNsals will simplify the administration of
programs is unequivocable. But, unfortunately, in the -enulining curses the full
impact of the Administration's proposalsthat i$ to , the incidental and there-
fore the eventual policy outcomeis unpredictable. or this reason, while we con-
sider many of the Administration's changes on exi inggrant programs as improve-
ments, we urge thr Subcommittee to critically >tànine those proposals that would
have uncertain effects on the present iimiancit aid system. Several such proposals,
for example, are included in the Adminis ration's concept of an equitable and
effective BEOG and SSIG program. It is my hope that this testimony will point out
to the Subcommittee some of these troublesonie areas.

My comments today are- not in order of importance nor do they refleét COPUS'
reauthorization priorities. They simplcy correspond to the order that particular
proposals appear in the Administration s testimony..

Basic .&ineational OPportunitv Grunt program MEOW
The status of the BEOG program as the cornerstone of financial aid is challenged

vigorously by the Administration's maximum award proposal. SimplY Put, the Ad-
ministration irresponsibly eschews the issue of full funding of the ltBEOG program.
The Administration's proposal not only fails to convince the Subcommittee of _its
coninntment to the BEOG program; but it fails to protect recipients of basic grants
by leaving the program's viability to the appropriations process. These are the
neediest Mudenta receiving financial aid, of course, .and yet they are placed in the
most vulnerable position. COPUS would like to recommend that in addition to a
higher maximum award the Subtommittee adopt language that. encourages full
funding of BEOG. Unhappily, the Administration's proposals wo Id serve as a
disimentive to reaching this goal.

. At least one other compelling reason exist; for introducing "full f inding" Ian--
guage. It recently haspcome to our attention that in various pockets of the country
new student markets are emerging. These, are student populations which, due to
inadequate infopnation or lingering discrimination, have IpotItaken advantage of
financial aid. The outcome is coolly clear: they haven't 'enjoyed postsecondary,
educational opportunities Hive the real of us. The Coalition. is coiTeerned that unleAs
"full fundirg" is accepted as a guiding philosophy, hundreds of thousands of stu;
dents eligible fdr BEOG grants will not receive them; or, they will receive them in
amounts insufficient to meet basic educational ekpenses. 4.
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With respect to the reduction language itself, it, is difficult -to argue with the
;-Administration's proposal to replace the "staircase" schedule reduction formula.The propoeed change will ease the burden placed on financial aid administrators;arid will in addition guarantee 'a more equitable allocution of grant awards atlearning institutions.

Furthermore, the Coalition is in favor of the Administration's, proposal to hubsti-tute average cost for actual coat in calculating BECK; awards. Despite our favorable'imPressions on, this change, ..we still believe tHat each campus should likewise be
allowed to use a local figure to calculate off-campusliving ekpenses. This would bein sharp contrast -with the existing provision whic,Fr-sets a standard $1,100 figure asa .basis for determining off-campus BFOG awards. The off-campus BEOG provision,which .ironically is absent f'rom the. Administration's presetkl_ation, should be exam-ined closely in comparison to prevailing circumstances on college and university,campuses. .

Perhaps the most controversial portion of the Administration's proposals f6e
BEOG concerns treatment of Veterans Administration and Social Security Benefits.The Administration's Proposal indirectly contends that VA and .SS benefits are aform ,of BEOG grant, and 'therefore shonld be considered in the same manner asparental adfl stinlent. contributions. While we agree that something must be done tocorrect.occasional"overawarding" of BEOGs, we fail to canprehond the.logic belrindpenalizing all r cipients irrespective of then needs apd circiunst.imces It wouldappear that this classic case of overkill. More.so than before this part of BEOGrequires ndditrnnai linalysis, to determine whether the Administration's proposalwould have the intendeLbeffect.

- Supplemental Educational Qpportunity Grant pi-ogram (SEOG)
BY Providing one "funding pot" instead of two the administration of the SEOG

program at the State and campus levels will be simplified. We clearly 'consider thisan improvement over the present system of alfocating grants to institutions. Whichis not so W. say the full implications of this proposal are clear to us. We VOuld'benefit considerably fi-om an analysis that determines whether or not the proposedchange will redistribute SEOG funds in an equitable manner.
-As regards the maximum SEOG annual and Cumulative awards, the coalitionapplauds Vie Administration for a cbange that'is long overdue. Such an increase inSEOG .j,,s required if thid program is expected to corer its share of college costs. We, also' are mindful that the Appropriations Coinmittees will 'ultimately decide whetherthis kind of propose&change is meaningful or illusory.'
Finally, iL is important to recognize that the SEOG maximum award languageincludes a provision to asaist the "fifth." year college student: Like raising themaximum award to'$2.,000, this proposed change 41 haft the effect of drawing theSEOG program closer in tune -with the clientele serves. An hppullingly highnumber of college studepIS can be expected to require a fifth year in meeting theirdegree lequirernents, oftimes- for yerftly justified reasons. The Coalition is glad tosee the Administration_recognizeS this situation.

State Student Incentive Grant program (SSIG)
It would appear that the SS1G -proposal, which changes the Federal nmtchipg rolefrom LI grants-to L I matching only in the case of new State dollars, Will create aninceqiiye. for States to meet maintenance of effort requirements and go beyond thisresponsibility to broader scholarship .programs. At least in the case of so-called"wealthy" States. But in the case of States that. adopt strict( measures of fiscalrest:Paint It isn't cleat- the SSIG program will last long. Many States may refuse toinject the SSIG program with the amount of State dollars reqUired to maintain thestatus quo, let alone increase the numbe.r of eligible recipients.,Thus, the Cealitionwould like to urge the Subcommittee to, scrutinize,the k.4:1,ministration'8 proposal,because the policy impact may be counter=intuitive and could go unnoticed.

Ctllege Work Study program (CWS)
The Administratfion's proposals for CWS are 4airly noncontroversial, and shouldbe pprsued throughout the reauthorizations proceas. Again, the Coalition is dis-t. treSSed to find no mention of sub-minimum wages, approj?riations, or regulationsmahdating greater effort on the the part ofeducational institutions to find academi-cally hpproprio.e jobs.
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